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Vicar for Clergy Database

Clergy Assignment Record (Detailed)

Rev Walter Fernando
265 South Lake Street #240
Los Angeles, CA 90057

Current Primary Assignment

Living Privately

Birth Date
Birth Place
Diaconate Ordination
Priesthood Ordination
Diocese Name
Date ofIncardination
Religious Community
Ritual Ascription
Ministry Status
Canon State
Begin Pension Date

4/24/1944
Ragama, Sri Lanka

Age:
68
Deanery: 22

1/25/1973
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
2/24/1986
Latin
Retired with No Faculties
Diocesan Priest
1/25/1973

Incard Process D

Vokephone

(213) 484-7111 ext. 6040

Seminary
Ethnicity

National, Ampitiya, Kandy, Sri Lanka
Sri Lankan

Fingerprint Verification and Safeguard Training
Date Background Check
Virtus Training Date

Assignment History
Assignment

Living Privately, Retired with No Faculties
St. Basil catholic Church, Los Angeles Resident, Administrative Leave

Beginning Date Completion Date

8/1/2009
2/19/2004

7/31/2009

Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary Catholic Church, Pasadena
Associate Pastor (Parochial Vicar), Active Service

7/1/1992

2/19/2004

St. Gregory the Great catholic Church, Whittier Associate Pro Tern, Active
Service

5/3/1992

6/30/1992

Cathedral Chapel, Los Angeles Associate Pastor (Parochial Vicar), ActiVe
Service

7/2/1990

5/2/1992

St. Rose of Lima catholic Church, Simi Valley Associate Pastor (Parochial
Vicar), Active Service

8/1/1986

7/1/1990

11/30/1981

7/31/1986

St. John Baptist de Ia Salle catholic Church, Granada Hills Associate
Pastor (Parochial Vicar), Active Service
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St. Hilary Catholic Church, Pico Rivera Associate Pastor (Parochial Vicar),
Active Service

3/1/1981

11/29/1981
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TO:

File

FROM:

Monsignor Craig A. Cox

RE:

Father Walter Fernando

DATE:

13 June 2002

I spoke with Father Fernando at St. John's during the continuing education week. He informed
me that he had learned from the parish secretary that two police detectives stopped by the rectory
wanting to speak to him. The secretary informed the dectives he was away for the week of
continuing education. They left a card and asked Father Fernando to be in touch with them. The
detectives did not indicate the reason for their desire to speak with Father Fernando.
In speaking with me, Father Fernando expressed a fear that perhaps he was under investigation
for some form of misconduct. He stated that approximately twenty years previously, he had
crossed boundaries with a woman who was interested in entering the convent. According to him,
this never amounted to more than placing his arm around her while they saw a movie together.
She did enter the convent for a time and later left. A couple of years ago, this woman phoned
him and they spoke by telephone.

I indicated that the detectives might be seeking to speak to him.about totally different matters. I
suggested that he attend the workshop being given byREDACTED and chat with him afterwards to
seek advice.
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8/29/02 1:42:19 PM >>>

Detective,
I reviewed a parish announcement that is planned this weekend at
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Church correcting the misinformation
in
the LA Times article which said that Fr. Fernando was on inactive
leave.
Fr. Fernando is back at the parish. This statement will say that h~
is
in active ministry in the parish and the Archdiocese has not receive
any complaints about sexual misconduct. Will we have egg on our fac~,
REDACTED
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Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
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CONF\OEN1\Al
Clergy Misconduct

REDACTED

REDACTED

Case:

-Fernando

Interview

Rev. Walter Fernando
Assumption of the BVM Church
2640 E. Orange Grove Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91107-2632
(626) 792-1343
Wednesday, 12 February 2003
Vicar for Clergy Offices
At c. 1:00 p.m., in the company of Monsignor Craig Cox, I met with and interviewed Father
Walter Fernando in regard to the allegation of misconduct conveyed to the Archdiocese by the
attorney(s) representing REDACTED
Before I started the formal interview, Msgr. Cox reminded Fr. Fernando of his civil and
canonical rights to retain counsel and not to incriminate oneself. Fr. Fernando indicated that he
had conferred withREDACTED
and, acting upon his advice, was present only to listen and to
take notes and not to respond to any allegations at this time.
I began by verifying some factual information- namely, that Fr. Fernando's first assignment in
the Archdiocese ofLos Angeles was at St. Hilary's in Pico Rivera, from 3/81 through 11181, and
that he was ordained in Sri Lanka in 1973. Father indicated that he served at three parishes in Sri
Lanka, as associate pastor in two and as parish priest (pastor) in the third.
I asked him what led to his coming to the United States; He answered somewhat at length,
stating first that he had always wanted to come. Another Sri Lankan priest friend of his, REDAcnREDACTED
was already here, and also RED'CTE~EDACTED
REDACTED • There was a change ofleadership
in his home archdiocese. He was in a kind of rural parish and did not think his talents were
suitably employed. He asked for and was granted permission to come on trial to Los Angeles for
two years. At the end of that period his archbishop asked him to return. Fr. Fernando was in
Granada Hills at the time (St. John Baptist de la Salle) and was happy there, so he wrote home
asking for an extension. When his bishop refused, he spoke with Msgr. Rawden, who advised
him to write again. Msgr. Rawden added his own request to this second letter, and this time the
archbishop agreed.
Father indicated that he was incardinated in the Los Angeles Archdiocese after about 5 or 6
years. His home bishop told him that he needed to stop asking for extensions, that if he was
happy here, he should stay, or otherwise come back to Sri Lanka. So he filed the formal request.
He became a citizen of the U.S. roughly six years ago. His family is still in Sri Lanka.
As his arrival at St. Hilary was at an unusual time of year (March) and his stay there was rather
short, he was asked why he was assigned there and why then. He replied that with his last name
of Fernando, the archdiocesan authorities thought he knew Spanish, but he did not. Rather than

55198
IX 000003
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CONFIDENTIAL
being assigned for a trial period, he believes it was a miscalculation on the authorities' part,
which was then corrected. He had stayed at Immaculate Conception for a month before he was
given his first assignment.
He indicated that including himself a total of four priests lived at St. Hilary's rectory, the pastor
and a student priest whose name he could not recall. There were
three priests including himself at Granada Hills, the pastor REDACTED
and REDACTED·
REDACTED as associate.

REDAcrm:DACTE~ _ _ REDACTED

Having filled in this background information, I then presented to Fr. Fernando the details, such .
as vie knew them, of the allegation against him (see attached printout). I indicated that we do not
know if the complainant's last nameREDAcTEDis her married name or maiden name. He gave no
sign of recognition when I stated the name; this includes the first name REDACTE~, which to me is
an unusual name and so I was looking for his reaction. I also indicated that we do not know her
age, only that she alleges that she was a minor when the abuse occurred. I read through the
complete list of items constituting the "nature of abuse."
After presenting all the details, I asked him if he wished to make any statement or response. He
repeated his opening statement, that on the advice of his attorney, he did not want to say
anything at this point of the process. He did take written notes of the allegation details.
Msgr. Cox indicated that while we fully understand his decision not to say anything at this time,
it is our hope that he will eventually make some response, either coming back in person or by
letter. As an example, it would be helpful if he could indicate whether he even knows or knew
the claimant, and how old she was.
At this point I ended the formal interview and left.

****************
Fr. Fernando's demeanor was cordial and cooperative. He was quite aware ofthe seriousness
of the allegation, but did not exhibit overt anxiety. I was not aware ofsignificant body language
reactions to any of the information I conveyed. He seemed subdued, yet he also expressed
appreciation at finally being able to learn the nature ofthe accusation against him. I did not
detect any emotional defensiveness, rather just an appropriate level of concern.

REDACTED
REDACTED

ACTED

REDACTED

55199

Fernando Interview, 2112103
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Church/Parish

Estimated
Dates/Abuse

Frequency of Abuse

Nature of Abuse

Blessed Sacrament

1966 through 1968

Approx. once every 3
months; during
h9lidays, more
frequentiy; after midnight mass on
Christmas eve

Rubbing and massaging of minor's shoulders and back over
clothes
Fondling of minor's buttocks (skin to skin)
Rubbing and massaging of minor's body from buttocks and then ·
to lower back (skin to skin)
Give minor candy bars while fondling

Initially St ·Hilary
Parish; and possibly
St. John Baptiste de
Ia Salle Parish

1980 through 1981

Several times

Kissing (on the mouth,· French kissing)
Hugging in sexual manner
Fondling of minor's buttocks over clothes
Rubbing or massaging of minor's body over clothes
Rubbing and massaging of minor's breasts (skin to skin)
Rubbing or massaging of minor's body (skin to skin)
Kissing of minor's neck, face, and breasts (skin to skin)
Perpetrator put flnger In minor's vagina {skin to skin)
Masturbation of perpetrator (skin to skin)
Perpetrator tried to force minor to era! copulation him
Pr6-sexual grooming {giving special attention, movies, inviting to
play music)

Initially St. Pius X ·
Church; then Santa
Clara Church

1976 through 1977

Approx. 3 times

Kissing on the cheek
Long hugs
Fondling of minor's genitals (skin to skir!)
Perpetrator masturbated himself in presence of minor
Pre-sexual grooming (trips, movies, dinners, money)

Santa Clara Church

1979

On daily basis for 6 to . Always hugging

'

i

i

i

7 days; before that,
always hugging

'
U1

0

x

0
0
0

0
0

0)

-c- ':)

~

~

.....

Fondling of minor's genitals over clothes
Rubbing or massaging of minor's body over clothes
Fondling of minor's genitals (skin to skin)
Masturbation of minor (skin to skin)
Rubbing ormassaging of minor's body (skin to skin)
Pre-sexual grooming (trip to Hawaii)
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CONFIDENTIAL
REDACTED

MEMORANDUM

Los Angeles
Ccllifornla
900tO·Z241

C(());pt'
3424
Wilshire·
6oulevard

TO:
Cardinal Mahony
~r /J
REDACTED
V v ""FROM:
SUBJECT: Preliminary Investigations- W. Fernando, REDACTED
DATE:
13 February 2003

Yesterday I conducted the formal interviews of Fathers Walter Fernando and REDACTED in
connection with allegations of sexual abuse of a minor; The records of those interviews are
enclosed.
REDACTIREDAClED

In both cases they declined to make any response to the allegations.
declined even to
answer factual questions about who his fellow residents were at his first assignment at Holy
Family in Orange. They were acting, appropriately in my opinion, on the advice of their civil
legal counsel. Since they made no claims one way or the other about the allegations, there was
no basis for me to formulate an opinion about their credibility.
There will be no opportunity to pursue further investigation in either case until (1) access to the
complainant becomes possible and/or (2) the accused priest chooses to make further statements. ·
Accordingly, I recommend that each preliminary investigation be suspended until either
eventuality occurs.

Copy: Msgr. Craig Cox, Vicar for Clergy

55196

IX 000007
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March 7, 2003
Msgr. Craig Cox
Vicar for Clergy
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles~ CA 9001D-2241
Dear Msgr. Cox:

I am writina to vou in regard to the charges made against
me byREDACTED
You indicated to me that she has claimed
that I put my finger in her vagina, masturbated her, and
attempted to force her into oral sex. I categorically deny any and
all of those claims.
Thank you for the opportunity to be heard regarding those
matters.
~ours in ~hrist.

~~CJv-~~~~

Walter Fernando

55195
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Cardinal Roger Mahony

FROM:

REDACTED

RE:

Recommendation of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board ·
Reverend Walter FernandoREDACTED

DATE:

April 25, 2003

Chair
REDACTED
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board

The case of Father Walter Fernando was first considered at the CMOB meeting on
January 22, 2003. At that time Monsignor Cox reported that in June of 2002 Father
Fernando informed him that two detectives from the Los Angeles Police Department had
stopped by the rectory looking for him while he was on vacation. They left a business
card, but no information. LAPD would only state that there was an open investigation.
Father Fernando told Monsignor Cox that he didn't know what they were concerned
about but that it could be an incident which occurred some 20 years ago when he placed
an arm around a woman while they were watching a movie together. There had never
been any complaints. The CMOB discussed the case and recommended at that time
that no action be taken until further information was obtained. For some reason, this
recommendation was not reported to you at that time.
We returned to Father Fernando's case on March 26, 2003. Msgr. Cox reported that
Father Fernando's name recently appeared on the list of alleged perpetrators and
purported victims in the class action suit currently in mediation. The information stated
that Father Fernando had abused a young girl from 1980-81 by pre-sexual grooming,
French kissing, hugging in a sexual manner, fondling her buttocks and
rubbing/massaging of her breasts both over clothes and skin to skin, kissing her neck,
face and breasts, putting a finger in her vagina, her masturbation of him skin to skin, and
his trying to force oral copulation. The abuse was alleged to have occurred several
times at the theater, in the car and at a park.
and Monsignor Cox on February 12,
Father Fernando met withREDACTED
2003. Upon advice of counsel, he did not respond except to verify dates concerning his
service as a priest On March 7, 2003, he responded to the charges in writing and
denied any and all claims that he put his finger in her vagina, masturbatad her and
attempted to force her into oral sex. His letter did not mention the other charges listed in
the print out.
The Board took a vote on the follow~ two options: 1) that Father Fernando be put on
administrative leave immediately, o@that the Vicar for Clergy's office seek further
information from Father Fernando and the alleged victim, including, but not necessarily
limited to, the victim's birth date, and report back as soon as possible, but in no event
later than the June 11, 2003 CMOB meeting (60 days). Of the nine Board members
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May 8, 2003
Msgr. Craig Cox
Vicar for Clergy
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90010-2241
Dear Msgr. Cox:
I am writing at your request to clarify my position regarding
specific charges of sexual misconduct.
I deny each of the specific behaviors alleged. I deny having
had any sexual activity with REDAcTED . Although I do not know
what allegations she might allege in the future, I absolutely affirm
that I have obeyed my vow of celibacy.
Thank you for the opportunity to be heard regarding those
matters.

f Yours in Christ,
lJv.,_ [

U- ~

M

o-f\

Walter Fernando

72014
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REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

September 25, 2003

Dear Craig,
I am enclosing the billing statement for Walter Fernando. The evaluation
was mailed tcREDACTED on September 23rd.
Let me know if I can be of any further assistance regarding Fr. Fernando.
The other evaluations are almost complete and will follow shortly.
I keep you in my prayers daily. I hope your vacation recharged your
batteries (or at least put some life back into them).
Thank you for the referrals. They are very much welcomed.
Sincerely,

REDACTED

92533
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01112/04

MON 17:28 FAX REDACTED

14! 00

REDACTED

January 12, 2004

Via Facsimile and U.S. Mail

REDACTED

Re:

REDACTED

Dear REDACTED
I received your message from Friday, January 9, 2004, regardingREDACTED It is my
understanding that you are requesting that REDACTED submit herself to a short interview so that
the church can determine whether Father Walter Femando should be removed from active ministry.
Quite frankly, I have no idea why Father Fernando has not been removed from ministry pending an
investigation.
We will agree to an interview. However. the interview will have to be conducted in the
evening, sometime around 6:00p.m. Please provide several available dates to me, and I will check
'.VifuREDACTED on her availability.
I would like to also request that Father Fernando's file be produced to us.
4

Sincerely~REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

cc;

REDACTED

REDACTED

92499
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REDACTED
REDACTED
Mondav~·January 12, 2004 2:43PM
REDACTED
~EDACTED
ADDITION

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
REDACTED

.
Second sentence, th1rd graf should read:

All INFORMATION ABOUT allegations made against him have come from second- and third-hand sources.
REDACTED
RREDACTED
Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 9001 D-2248

REDACTED

----Original Messaae----From:
REDACTED
Sent:
Monday, January 12, 2004 2:41PM
To:
REDACTED REDACTED
Subject:
follow up

Hi REDACTED
!left you messages on each of your phone extensions. Here are some comments for your story.
The Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has reviewed Father Fernando's case. Their initial recommendation was that
there was insufficient information that required them to recommend the drastic step of placing Father Fernando on
administrative leave. Father Fernando's case remains open, however, and will be reviewed when CMOS meets this
week.
Father Fernando continues to deny the allegations of sexual misconduct that have been made against him. All
allegations made against him have come from second- and third-hand sources. We continue to ask from REDACTED
REDACTEDthat she forward to us the court-ordered sworn statement of the alleged victim. So far, she has not produced
to allow us to interview her client so as to better determine the
this document. We have also askedREDACTEb
case's essential facts. Again, we have heard nothing from REDACTED
We would also like to review any information the police have that may support their statement to the Los Angeles
Times, and later to us, concerning Father Fernando. We want to find ways to work together with law enforcement so
that we can better achieve the goal we both share- the protection of our children.
What we have so far then, is a 23-year-old allegation with no first-hand sworn testimony to support it and no further
allegations of abuse of any kind from anyone who has been associated with Father Fernando, past or present. The
parish community has been aware of Father Fernando's situation, but not even this level of open discussion has
produced other allegations of any type.
Zero tolerance is the standard that applies to priests who have been found to have abused a minor. We abide by that
standard as it appears in the Charter and in our own policies. There is no one in ministry that we know of in the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles who has been found to have abused a minor.
We are abiding by the policies and procedures as set forth in the Charter. The Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board,
comprised mostly of laypeople- two of whom are parents of boys abused by a priest, and one who is a victim of
sexual abuse- will continue to evaluate Father Fernando's case. Careful consideration of the rights of all parties as
this review goes forward should not obscure the resolve of the Archdiocese and the Clergy Misconduct Oversight
1

92497
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Board to protect our children.
REDACTED

call me when you get the chance.

Off the Record: According to the lawsuit, the alleged victim's dab REDACTED The alleged abuse took place in
1981. I believe you told me you thought the victim was 14 or 15 at the time of abuse. You might want to check that
out.

REDACTED
--

Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010-2248

REDACTED

2
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MEJV\ORANDUJ\1
TO:

Cardinal Roger Mahony

FROM:

REDACTED
.

, REDACTE~E DACTE D

REDACTED

RE:

Recommendation of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
Reverend Walter Fernando REDACTED

DATE:

14 January 2004

The CMOB met today and continued our discussion of Father Fernando, especially in light of the
lawsuit filed against him on December 9, 2003 and the atiicle in today's Los Angeles Times.
Father Fernando's case was discussed by the Board on J anliary 22, 2002 and March 26, 2003. I
submitted a report summarizing the case and our discussions and conclusions on April 25, 2003.
At that time we felt that we needed additional information before we could come to a conclusion
and recommended that the Vicar for Clergy's office seek further information from Father
Fernando andREDACTED
the alleged victim. You concurred with our recommendation
provided that this process proceed forward at once.
Since that memorandum, Father Fernando wrote a letter more specifically denying each of the
claims made byREDACTED as stated in very summary fashion on the spreadsheet supplied by her
attorneys. Those are the same behaviors alleged D.1 the lawsuit. Father Fernando also underwent
a psychological evaluation as recormnended by the Board, the results of which are in his file.
REDACTED
the psychologist who conducted the evaluation, concluded that while it is
impossible for him to determine if the acts complained of occurred as Father Fernando described
them, his profile was not consistent with an individual who would lie to an evaluator or of an
individual who is capable of deceit.
Today, we had a lengthy and thoughtful discussion. The members of the Board are very
concerned about protecting children and young people and will not hesitate to recommend that a
priest be removed from ministry and put on administrative leave if credible information is
presented to support such action. We concluded, however, that the filing of an unverified lawsuit
or the publication of a newspaper article are not, in themselves, sufficient to automatically trigger
removing a priest from ministry and putting him on administrative leave.
The allegations made b) REDACTED in her lawsuit, iftrue, are very serious and describe behaviors
which are abusive and which would justify permanently removing Father Fernando from all
ministry. Unfortunately, up to this point, these are only allegations that have come to us
indirectly and without the kind of specificity that allows an appropriate investie:ation to nroceerl

92495
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REDACTED

Therefore, because of the paucity ofinfonnation, the members of the Clergy Misconduct
Oversight Board recommend the following:

1.

.
. 1eave at th'1s tune
.
Th at F ath er REDACTED not b e p1ace d on a dmi mstratiVe
pending furth er
and intense efforts to obtain additional information to verify the truth ofREDACTED
allegations. He may yet need to be placed on leave depending on the results of the next
two recommendations.

2.

ThatREDACTEDbe interviewed without delay. We were advised at our meeting that her
attorney has agreed to a limited interview. We recommend that this interview be
scheduled as quickly as reasonably possible and urge that REDACTED or another
professional investigator conduct this interview.

3.

That you authorize me, in my capacity as Chair of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight
to obtain whatever
Board, to write to Deputy District AttorneyREDACTED
materials have been developed by the police and the District Attorney in the course of
their investigation. We understand that the Archdiocese has already made a similar
request but without success. However, if the Board is to act responsibly we need all the
information we can get and it's unreasonable for the District Attorney or the police to
withhold information that will assist us in our work.

4.

That you authorize me, in my capacity as Chair of the Board, to write directlytoREDACTED
REDAcTED, s attorney to request an interview with REDACTED and!or to enlist her cooperation
and consent to the release of the information developed by the District Attorney and the
police if the interview and the request for information in Recommendation Nos. 2 and 3
are not forthcoming.
·

Monsignor Cox informed us that he will make an announcement to the parishioners at Father
REDACTED current parish this weekend. This accords with our current policy.
The Board intends to review this matter again at our next meeting. Further recommendations
may be forthcoming after that review.
Thank you.

cc:

Msgr. Craig A. Cox

92496
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Statement for Weekend Masses at Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary Parish,
Pasadena
·wednesday, January 17-18,2004
Regarding Reverend Walter Fernando
As you lmow, in August of 2002, the Los Angeles Times published an article on sexual
misconduct by Catholic priests and, among many others, named your Associate Pastor, Father
Walter Fernando, as someone who allegedly engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. On that
occasion, Monsignor Moretti made an announcement in the parish indicating that while officials
of the Archdiocese were aware that an investigation was being conducted, we had not received
any complaint of misconduct by Father Fernando at that time.
Earlier this week, on Wednesday, January 14, 2004, The Times published another article
focusing specifically on Father Fernando. Additionally, a lawsuit was filed in December
charging Father Fernando with abusive behavior.
Prior to this, there had never been any complaint about Father Fernando. He has denied any
sexually abusive conduct with the person who filed the lawsuit or, for that matter, with anyone
else. There is only one person who has made any claim against Father Fernando. Only on this
past Wednesday has she consented to being interviewed by an investigator of the Archdiocese.
Up to this point, she has not submitted written responses to a questionnaire as part of the courtordered mediation process. We have asked to see the results of the police investigation so that
we can lmow and assess any evidence the police may have obtained. We still hope that the
police and District Attorney will release this information to us.
Our Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has considered the case of Father Fernando on several
occasions. Up to the present, the information available to us has been hearsay in nah1re and
without the kind of detail that v1ould enable the Archdiocese to investigate more fully, or enable
Father Fernando to present a reasonable defense. As a result, the Board has not recommended
that Father Fernando be placed on administrative leave. It has recommended a number of steps
that either have been or are being pursued.
Cardinal Mahony is committed to assuring that children and young people are safe. He has
pledged that when it is determined that a priest has engaged in sexual misconduct with a minor,
that he will be permanently removed from ministry. That pledge has been implemented. The
fact that a lawsuit has been filed or a complaint made to the police does not mean that Father
Fernando has acted in an abusive fashion. All people, priests included, must be presumed
innocent until there is proof to the contrary. At the same time, the Church takes allegations of
this sort seriously-- precisely because we want to uncover the full truth and then act in accord
with the truth. Therefore, we will continue to seek all available information.
We will continue to keep you informed of developments. We ask that you please pray for
everyone involved --people who have been harmed by sexual abuse, priests, and those
conducting the investigations. Thank you.
Monsignor Craig A. Cox
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Declaraci6n para las Misas del fm de semana
en Ia Parroquia de St. Hilary, Pico Rivera
17-18 de enero, 2004
Respecto al asunto del Reverendo Walter Fernando

Quizas recuerden que en el mes de agosto de 2002, el peri6dico Los Angeles Times
publico un articulo sobre la mala conducta sexual por parte de sacerdotes Cat61icos y,
entre otros, nombr6 al Padre Walter Femando como uno que, segU.n las alegaciones,
habia participado en el abuso de una persona menor de edad. El Padre Fernando entonces
servia como asociado pastor en la parroquia de St. Hilary desde marzo hasta noviembre
dell981. Cuando se publico el articulo en el mes de agosto del2002, los oficiales de la
Arquidi6cesis sabian solamente que se habia iniciado una investigaci6n pero no habian
recibido de ninguna persona una queja de mala conducta por parte del Padre Femando en
aquel tiempo.
El dia rniercoles de esta semana, 14 de enero, 2004 el Los Angeles Times publico otro
articulo sabre Ia persona del Padre Fernando. Ademas, una demanda se entabl6 el mes de
diciembre acusando al Padre Femando de comportamiento abusivo. La mala conducta,
seg(m tal, ocurri6 durante el periodo de servicio del Padre en la parroquia de St. Hilary.
Fue una sola queja que fue presentada contra el Padre Fernando.
De acuerdo con nuestro comprorniso de proteger a nifios y j6venes, el Cardenal Mahony
ha pedido una investigaci6n de fonda de esta acusaci6n por un ex-agente del FBI. Los
resultados de esa investigaci6n seran presentados al Cardenal Mahony y a los rniembros
del Comite Arquidiocesano de Supervision de Casas de Mala Conducta, cuyo presidente
es unjuezjubilado de la Corte Supe1ior. Ademas, el Comite se compone de catorce
personas de los cuales dace son laicos.
Si alguien tiene informacion que puede facilitar esta investigacion, le suplicamos que la
presente. Pueden comunicarse al resoecto con el Monsefi.or Craig Cox, el Vicario para el
Clero, o con el investigador, el sefiorREDACTED
Si se les
olvida este numero, pueden conseguirlo en las oficinas de su parroquia.
Se ha comprometido el Cardenal que la Arquidi6cesis haga todo lo posible para que
ustedes sientan la plena confianza que sus hijos estan seguros. Hacia este fin, el esta
totalmente comprometido a remover del ministerio cualquier sacerdote que ha abusado
sexualmente a un menor de edad. Estamos comprometidos a tamar y recibir estas
acusaciones muy en serio - precisamente porque queremos descubrir la plena verdad y,
por consecuencia responder de acuerdo con la verdad. De nuevo, invito a cualquier
parroquiano quien tenga alguna informacion que la presente para ayudamos.
Por fin, les pi do que recen por todas las personas involucradas -personas dafi.adas por el
abuso, por las sacerdotes, y por las personas dirigiendo las investigaciones.
Gracias.
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Statement for Weekend Masses at St. Hilary Parish, Pico Rivera
January 17-18, 2004
Regarding Reverend \Valter Fernando
As you may recall, in August of 2002, the Los Angeles Times published an article on sexual
misconduct by Catholic priests and, among many others, named Father Walter Fernando, as
someone who allegedly engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. Father Fernando was an
Associate Pastor at St. Hilary in March through November of 1981. When the article was
published in August of 2002, officials of the Archdiocese knew only that an investigation was
being conducted and had not received any complaint of misconduct by Father Fernando at that
time.
Earlier this week, on Wednesday, January 14, 2004, The Times published another article
focusing on Father Fernando. Additionally, a lawsuit was filed in December charging Father
Fernando with abusive behavior. The alleged misconduct is said to have taken place during the
time of his service here at St. Hilary. Only one complaint has been lodged against Father
Fernando.

In keeping with our commitment to protect children and young people, Cardinal Mahony has
arranged for this complaint to be investigated very thoroughly by a former FBI agent. The
results of that investigation will be provided to the Cardinal and to the Clergy Misconduct
Oversight Board, headed by a retired Superior Court judge and consisting of fourteen members,
twelve ofwhom are laypersons.
If any parishioners have information to report that might assist in the investigation of this matter,
we urge you to come forward. You may contact either Monsignor Craig Cox, Vicar for Clergy,
or the investigator, REDACTED
If you forget this number, you may
request it at the rectory office at any time.
The Cardinal has dedicated himself and the Archdiocese to do all that is possible to assure our
children and young people are safe. Towards this end, he has pledged to remove from ministry
any priest who is detennined to have sexually abused a minor. We are committed to take
allegations of this sort seriously -- precisely because we want to uncover the full truth and then
act in accord with the truth. Again, I invite any parishioner who may have information to come
forward to assist us.
Finally, I ask that you please pray for everyone involved -- people who have been harmed by
sexual abuse, priests, and those conducting the investigations. Thanlc you.
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Cox, Msgr. Craig A.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

1 found

Cox, Msgr. Craig A.
Wednesday, January 21, 2004 1:44PM

REDACTED

f(-'l\ r/fh.l(} f
{_ - ;;:'? L(

Message forREDACTED

this email address in the Annuario Pontificio. I ask whoever receives this to forward it toREDACTED

REDACTED
DearREDACTED
1 am the Vicar for Clergy of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles in California. I need to be able to either communicate with you
via a private email address or arrrange to speak with you on the phone. Would you please be so kind as to contact me at
your earliest possible convenience? This is a matter of some delicacy and urgency.

My telephone is REDACTED
Thank you for your kind attention to this matter. May God bless you!
Msgr. Craig A. Cox
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Cox, Msgr. Craig A.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear

Cox, Msgr. Craig A.
Friday, January 23, 2004 10:28 AM
REDACTED

Your Assistance

REDACTED

Thank you so much for your email. I regret to have to inform you that there has been an accusation of sexual misconduct
with a minor lodged against Father Walter Fernando. This charge dates back to his first year in this country, 1981.

It is our understanding that you visited the United States in 1981 and traveled with Father Fernando on a vacation that
included, among other destinations, a trip to the Grand Canyon.
It is critical for our investigation to determine whether or not this vacation trip occurred and to ascertain, as closely as
reasonably possible, the exact dates of the trip. Any type of documentary verification, as well as your own recollections,
would be most helpful to us. For example, if you have entries in your passport verifying your presence here at that time,
receipts from the trip, entries in a diary or journal, dated photographs, etc., these could be most helpful It is our
understanding that you stayed in a number of parishes and with familes during this trip. Any recollection about the places
and persons with whom you stayed would be most helpful.
I hate to burden you, but there is an urgency that we move forward with our investigation as promptly as possible.
Therefore, I would appreciate a return email as quickly as possible. If you have documentation, could you have notarized
copies made and have them sent by a fast delivery service (e.g., DHL, Fed Ex) to me at the following address:
Msgr. Craig A. Cox
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90010
U.S.A.
My office will be happy to reimburse you for any expenses you incure in preparing and shipping the documents to us.
We have retained the services of a professional investigator in this matter, a REDACTED
He and I would also
welcome an opportunity to talk with you on the phone if you believe that would be helpful in your communications with us.
I look forward to your response. May God bless you in your ministry.
Yours in Christ,
Msgr. Craig A. Cox
Vicar for Clergy
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CONFIDENilAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATNE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
January 23, 2004
Canonical Investigation ofFather Walter Fernando
CMOB-027
Report ofREDACTED
made an accusation of sexual abuse against Father Walter
Fernando to the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) in Apri12002. REDAcTED has never
personally lodged a complaint with the Los Angeles Archdiocese but the office of her
_ communicated it to the Archdiocese. Based on her
attorney REDACTED
accusation the following individuals were interviewed and records were reviewed
between January 14,2004, and January 27, 2004:

REDACTED

1. Monsignor John A (Archie) Rawden (Retired), former Chancellor Los Angeles
Archdiocese
REDACTED

.1..-'•

'-'".1-..L...I..""""""~

u ..............._..___.,_.

....._..._.._...,.......,., - - - . . - ,

_ _ ._..._

--~----·-

16. Monsignor Craig A Cox, Vicar for Clergy
Fernando is a 59-year-old Sri Lankan-American who was ordained in Sri Lanka in 1973
and came from Sri Lanka to the Los Angeles Archdiocese in 1981. His initial assignment
in the Archdiocese was at Saint Hilary's Church in Pica Rivera, reporting March 1, 1981.
He served there until November 29, 1981, and was then transferred to Saint John Baptist
de la Salle where he served until July 31, 1986. Since then he has served at four other
parishes in the Archdiocese and has not had any complaints lodged against him other than
the one that is the subject of this report. He has been an associate pastor at each of his
assignments.
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The allegations made by REDACTED against Fernando are contained in a Complaint filed in Los
A11geles County Superior Court on December 3, 2003. Pertinent parts of the complaint
state:

, th e all eged acts perpetrated upon h er.
1. .
was a rnmor dunng
2. She alleges Fernando molested minor parishioners and that the Archdiocese was
aware of it.
3. The specific acts involving Fernando and her included:
a. French kissing
b. Hugging
c. Fondling buttocks over clothing
d. Rubbing and massaging breasts and body
e. Kissing neck, face and breasts
f. Digital vaginal penetration
g. Forced masturbation of Fernando
h. Attempted forced oral copulation of Fernando
1.
Sexual grooming
REDACTED

,

REDACTED

REDACTED

A request has been made to
for an interview of:
by a representative of the
Archdiocese, preferably one of the investigators. This is one of the recommendations of
the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, however, despite initially indicating she might
allow this REDACTED has not at this time.
REDACTED Certificate

of Baptism certifies that she was born on RE_DACTED

REoAcrEowas married toREDACTED

Kt:UACTED
Fernando advised Monsignor Craig A Cox that the LAPD wanted to talk to him
(Fernando) while both were at Saint John's Seminary attending a continuing education
week the first week of June 2002. He told Cox that about 20 years ago he crossed
boundaries with a woman interested in entering the convent. They went to a movie
together and he put his arm around her. She later entered the convent but left within a
few years.
Sometime after this the archdiocese became aware that REDAcTED was making an allegation
against Fernando and based on this he was interviewed by Cox and REDACTEREDACTED
REDACTEDon February 12, 2003. Prior to this interview Fernando retainedREDACTED
as his attorney and although he answered all questions pertaining to him personally and
historically he acted on REDACTED advice and refused to answer questions regarding the
allegations made against him by !3~1?£'-S:.TE~D_____ .. noted that Fernando's demeanor was
cordial and cooperative and that he exhibited an appropriate level of concern. Later in
letters dated March 7, 2003, and May 8, 2003, that Fernando addressed to Cox he denied
"each of the specific behaviors alleged." He also wrote, "I absolutely affirm that I have
obeyed my vow of celibacy".
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On January 21, 2004, Monsignor John A. (Archie) Rawden (retired) was telephonically
contacted. He stated that in 1981 he w.as the Chancellor for the Archdiocese and
responsible for the transfers of the priests. At that time he lived in the rectory of
Immaculate Conception Church which was across the street from where the chancery. It
was a large rectory and often priests coming into the Archdiocese stayed there prior to
being assigned to a parish. He could not recall Fernando.
On January 16 and 17, 2004lREDACTErREDACTED
. was
telephonically interviewed. He is currently Associate Pastor at Our Lady of Lourdes
Church and advised that he has lmown Father Walter Fernando for about 35 years, since
their days in the seminary in Sri Lanka. He has always known him to be an honorable
man both in Sri Lanka and in the United States. He REDACTED preceded Walter in coming
to America and when Walter arrived they spent a good deal of time together. He and his
WOuld spend each Wednesday with REDACTED as that
brother REDACTEREDACTED
was their day off then. REDAcTED did not have a California driver's license for several
months after he arrived and they drove him to various locations around Southern
California. They often visited and had dinner at other Sri Lankan homes in the area.
Walter was initially assigned to Saint Hilary's in Pico Rivera but as he recalls he did not
stay there as long as it was originally intended. The reason for this might have been
because of his surname he was believed to be a Spanish speaker and he was not. He was
then transferred to Saint John Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills. He does not recall any
parishioners at Saint Hilary's that REDAcTED was close to or spoke about and the name
REDACTED
means nothing to him. Nor does he recall REDAcTED mentioning any Saint
Hilary parishioner visiting him at Saint John's. He described REDAcTED as a reserved softspoken person that in his opinion would not force himself on anybody or in any way
violate his vows. He was very surprised to hear thatREDACTEDwas accused of any
impropriety. He believes that the first summer Walter was in America another Sri
·
• · d this country and th ey trave1ed to geth er. REDACTED 1s
.
VlSlte
Lankan pnest,REDACTED
now a bishop in Sri Lanka and he has a cousin that lives in the Torrance area named
REDACTED
whom they visited her on occasion back then. He advised his brother
is now in ministry in New York.
On January 20, 2004, :REoAcTE[REq_ACTED
(not related to Walter) was
telephonically interviewed. He is currently the hospital chaplain at Long Beach
Memorial Hospital, Long Beach, New York, and resides in the rectory at Saint Ignatius
Church in Long Beach, New York. He stated that he was assigned to Saint Michael's
Church in Los Angeles in 19 81 when Father Walter F emando arrived from Sri Lanka.
He knew Walter in Sri Lanka and knows that he had a good reputation there. He knows
this because there is only one seminary in the country and relatively few priests and if
someone does something untoward it becomes known throughout the religious
community. Also the REDAcTE~, would not have written a letter of recommendation for him,
which was required. He REDACTED came to the U.S.A. in 197 6 for a change and a more
challenging ministry. He explained that Sri Lanka is a small country with few
opportunities and he came here to broaden his experiences within the Church. He
believes Walter came for the same reasons but probably with a bit of apprehension since
he was leaving all ofhis family and most of his friends. When Walter arrived in Los
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Angeles he stayed at the Immaculate Conception rectory with Monsignor Archie
Rawden. He was then sent to Saint Hilary's. He remembers that Walter did not drive at
that time since he did not have a California driver's license and he and his brother, REDAcTED
REDACTED
, would drive to Walter's church and pick him up each Wednesday their
day off. They would visit other Sri Lankans that resided in the area and frequently have
whose cousin, REDACTED
dinner in their homes. One ofthese was REDACTED
is now a Bishop in Sri Lanka. In 1981 he was a priest from the same diocese as them in
Sri Lanka and he visited the United States. REDAcTED and Walter traveled to the Grand
Canyon that summer as well as other places but he could not recall exact times and
places. He was very surprised when he heard of the allegations made against Walter as
he has always been a quiet gentleman and has a reputation for that. He never did
anything indiscreet while they were together and he reiterated they spent a good deal of
time together in 1981. He cannot remember Walter ever mentioning REDACTED or any
other parishioner from Saint Hilary's nor does he recall him ever mentioning a former
parishioner visiting him after he was transferred to Saint John's.
On January 21, 2004,R_EDA~I_E_f? .
was telephonically interviewed and advised she
knows Father Walter Fernando and recalls that he and her cousin REDACTED:(EDACTED
took a vacation together in 1981 when REDACTED visited the United States. She cannot
remember the dates they traveled but believes they visited the Grand Canyon and Las
Vegas. Back then she frequently saw the Sri Lankan priests that lived in the Los Angeles
area, including Fernando, and they were all good men. She could offer no other
information of value.
On January 17, 2004, REDACTED was telephonically interviewed and on January 20
was personally contacted at Saint Hilary's. She is currently teaching at Saint Benedict's
Grammar School in Montebello but has been employed at Saint Hilary's :in some
capacity, part time or full time since 1985. In the mid-1980s she worked in the office and
now does some secretarial work and maintains the archived records of the parish.
Although she was not working in the parish when Walter Fernando was an Associate
Pastor at Saint Hilary's she was a parishioner and remembers him. She also knew
REDACTED
as they both were in the parish youth choir. ~~A~=E~ played the flute in the
choir. This was afterREDACTED graduated from high school and before she went into the
-"')ACTED • •
h
REDACTED
convent. After shcREDACTED
re-Jomed t e group. Be.~.ore
graduated
from high school and joined the choir she worked in the rectory part-time answering the
telephones and the door. This was on the weekends and in the early evenings. A search
of pay records failed to locate any fo/EDACTED which makesREDA~TEDbelieve that since she
was part-time she was paid in cash and no records were maintained. REDACTEDdescribed
REDACTED as a needy person who had a troubled family life. She seemed lonely and REDACTED
fannly was uninvolved with her activities. REDACTED also said that REDACTED has had financial
REDACTED
.
.
problems for years. Less than two years after leavmg the convent
was roamed and
it might have been to the first person she dated. REDACTED did not believe the marriage
. REDACTED told REDACTED
lasted four years and REDACTED had three daughters as a result of 1t.
•
that
her husband was having an affair and that after the divorce she felt like a failure again
and questioned where to go from there. REDACTED: never mentioned Fernando to her or anyone
else as far as she knows. She remembered Fernando as a gentle, reserved, docile person
~
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and felt if anything did occur betweenR~~~=E~ and him she probably instigated it. If he
made any advances on herREDACTED feels REDACTED would have told someone. She cannot
. day or any oth er -type party .tOr
.c: REDACTED . th
recall any birth
m e rectory. She has not seenREDACTED
in over a year and does not know where she is living or if she is employed. She does
know one of her daughters has a serious health problem. Her daughters went to Saint
was the parish secretary in 1981 but she is
Hilary's school at one time. REDACTED
now very elderly and feeble. In 1985 REDACTED became the parish secretary andREDAcTED
later met her when both had children in school at Saint Hilary's. REDACTED is the
current parish business manager and does not know REDAcTED personally but requested
REDA<?TEDlocate old pay roll records for her. She does not know who asked REDAc~EDto
provide them. She also checked parish records dating back to 1981 for vehicles,
expenses, retreats, training or anything else regarding Fernando with negative results.
The only thing she could locate from that time period were Sunday parish bulletins. The
full time rectory employee at that time was RED~CTED who is now deceased. R..:_D~.'::.~~D
REDACTED _
also worked as a junior, or part-time, secretary the same time that REDACTED
did and she also played guitar in the youth choir. She might be able to provide some
was the housekeeper in 1981 andis now
information. REDA~TED
84 years old and residing at Nazareth House. She might remember something, as she
knew both REDACTED
She
frequently talked tcREDAcTED and was fond of her and
REDACTED
never mentioned toREDAq_TED that
had a relationship with a priest. Her mother was
the only person other than the priests that was allowed in their private quarters and she
would not allow anyone else to violate their space.
On January 20, 2004, the Saint Hilary's Sunday Parish Bulletins for 1981 were reviewed.
The March gth one welcomed Femando to thegarish. On Apri126 his name is listed on
the cover as a parish priest. On November 29 it announces he is being transferred to
Saint John's. On December 13th he is no lon_ger named on the cover as a parish priest.
. 1or
.c:
. d'1cate th at -REDACTED
that year m
.
EDACTED
was th e pastor and that
The bulletms
.
REDACTED
'EDACTED
d
h
.
associate pastors were
~---· _ .. __ _ .
an Fat er _REDACTED
1s
deceased and REDACTED left the Archdiocese May 23, 1985, apparently to return to his
~ on
Diocese in Enugu, Nigeria. Parish records refleciREDAcTEDmarriedREDACTED
February 21, 1987, and the marriage was declared null and void on April12, 1994.
REDACTED
On January 16, 2004,
~ED ACTED
Pastor at Our Lady of the Rosary Church,
was telephonically contacted. He advised that he was an associate pastor at Saint
Hilary's in 1981 and remembers Father Walter Fernando there. He recalled Fernando as
a hard working priest that was very gentle and quiet and definitely never saw him do
anything of a suspicious nature. He could not remember anyone in the parish that
Femando was particularly close to. He had recently come from Sri Lanka and he
socialized with other Sri Lankan priests on his day off. He recalls that they came to pick
him up and that they would go to various places in the area. He cannot recall ifFemando
was assigned a vehicle but believes that he probably was. He did not recall when
Femando 's vacation was or if he took a parish car when he went. He did not remember
REDACTED.
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On January 21, 2004, REDAcrEREDAC~TED _ principal of Saint Hilary's School was
did not attend Saint Hilary's
telephonically contacted. She advised that REDACTED
School but that her children did for a period of time. She knew her as a parent of a
student and nothing more. Her children were withdrawn from the school she believes for
financial reasons.
On January 21, 2004, REDACTED , business manager, Saint Hilary's Church, was
telephonically contacted. She advised she does not know Father Walter Fernando or
REDACTED
. She learned ofREDAcrEonarne in this matter from her pastor and advised
that a state agency had requested payroll records fOJREDAcrEo in July 2003 but there were no
records.
On January 21, 2004, REDACTED was interviewed at Nazareth House. She advised
that she was the housekeeper at the rectory of Saint Hilary's Church when Father Walter
Fernando was assigned there. He was a very quiet nice man who she liked a lot. He
related well to the parishioners and they liked bim. REDACTED
was a junior secretary
in the rectory and answered the telephone and the front door. She was in high school and
worked part-time. She was a hard worker and helped to support her family. Before she
entered the convent she discussed it with REDACTED
and he later told REDACTED that
he did not think she would make it in religious life. REDAcrEois now an interpreter in the
court system in Los Angeles and she believes that REDACTED continues to help support her
parents. She knew of no coiiDection between Fernando and REDAcTED Nobody was allowed
in the priests' quarters but her, not even the parish secretary. She did not remember any
type party for REDACTED in the rectory.
On January 21,2004, REDACTED
was interviewed at the
Nazareth House. He remembered Father Walter Fernando as one of his associate pastors
at Saint John's and that he was an excellent, obedient young man. He was given the
hospital ministry and worked very hard at it. He has no recollection of anything that
would reflect poorly upon Fernando. The only female he remembers visiting Fernando
was another Sri Lankan. He characterized him as "one of my prized young men."
On January 21, 2004. REDACTED[EDACTED
. was telephonically interviewed. He is
currently pastor of REDACTED
and was an REDACTE~
at Saint
John's in 1981 whenFatherWalterFemando arrived. He was a veryreservedgentleman
and he was never suspicious of Fernando for any reason. He has called appropriate
people for the activities of others over the years but not Fernando. He cannot recall any
parishioners from Saint Hilary's visiting Fernando at Saint John's.
On January 21, 2004, Monsignor Timothy J. Dyer, REDACTED
_
, was
telephonically interviewed and advised he was the Vicar for Clergy in 1990 and 1992
when Father Walter Fernando was transferred from Cathedral Chapel and Saint Gregory
the Great Churches after what appears to be abbreviated stays. He could not recall why
these transfers were made but is certain that if there was a serious problem behind them it
would be noted in Fernando's file.
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On January 22, 2004, a meeting was held with LAPD Lieutenant REDACTED Officer
in Charge of the Juvenile Division and LAPD OfficerREDACTED
senior detective of
the cleric abuse task force. They advised they were not at liberty to release any portions
of their case relating to Father Walter Fernando including the transcript of the monitored
This would be against their policy
telephone call between Fernando andREDACTED
and could be harmful to a future case if another victim comes forward since the REDAcTED
case can be used for corroboration. Due to the Stogner Decision Fernando will not be
prosecuted in this matter but ~E~~crE~ opined that the teleohone call corroborated REDACTED
claims. REDACTED will contact Deputy District AttorneyRE~f\CTED ~
to obtain his
opinion on allowing the transcript of the call to be viewed by the Archdiocese and advise
once this decision is made.
On January 15, 2004~EDACTED .
memo that REDACTED
REDACTED
:REDACTED

advised in a

On January 17 and 18, 2004, a statement was read at all week end Masses at Saint
Hillary's that Father Walter Fernando was named in a law suit accusing him of sexual
abuse while assigned to that parish. It requested any parishioner with information
regarding this matter to contact the Archdiocese and left Monsignor Craig A. Cox's
telephone number. No contact has been made.
On January 21, 2004,REDACTED
parish secretary at Saint Hilary's from 1983 until
1998 advised that she had no information of value relating to this matter.
The REDACTED issue of the Los Angeles Lay Catholic Mission contains an article
stating that the REDAC:ED
~
named REDACTED as a sexual abuse
victim handing out leaflets at the Sherman Oaks Galleria. The pamphlets informed
victims of sexual abuse by priests that they could bring suit against perpetrators for the
duration o£2003 and urged them to contact the Church.
On January 27, 2004,RED~CTED
e-mailedREoAcTEo the following information. He has known Fernando since 1964 and they
attended the seminary together. Between roughly September 5th and 18th 1981 he and
Fernando traveled by car to the Grand Canyon. They also spent time in Flagstaff,
Arizona, and Las Vegas, Nevada, on the trip which took four or five days. Fernando was
assigned to Saint John Baptist de la Salle at the time.
•

A public records database search was done on
in this matter.

REDACTED

•

and provided no information of value
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Analysis and Observations
This allegation was made 21 years after the act supposedly took place.
• dependent witnesses
•
• ever ob serve d any o f the
namedb yREDACTED as h avmg
There are no m
alleged activities. Therefore much of the investigation set forth above revolves around
character evaluation of the parties by those that knew them at that time as well as now.
REDACTED

had a difficult childhood and as a young woman left religious life and had a failed
.
.
.
acnmomous marnage.
She is raising"eoAcTED daughters at least one of which has a REDACTED
She has had financial difficulties throughout her life.
Fernando was assigned to Saint Hilary's on March 1, 1981, and remained there until
November 30, 1981.
Fernando did not drive for a couple of months after arriving at Saint Hilary's due to a
lack of a valid driver's license.
Although the LAPD advised that in their opinion Fernando corroboratelEDACTED
allegations in the recorded telephone call REDACTED on another occasion said the call
"seemed to corroborate her account."
REDACTED18th birthd aywas.REDACTED
~
.
.
No other complaints have been lodged against Fernando.
These issues have a bea1ing on this analysis but without more information it catmot be
determined at this time, with any level of certainty, whether the alleged activities took
place or not.
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Timeline Regarding Father Walter Fernan do
April24, 1944 ... Walter Fernando born in Ragama, Sri Lanka
January 1, 1973 ... Fernando ordained for Diocese of Colombo, Sri Lanka
March 1, 19 81 ... Fernando assigned to Saint Hilary's Parish, Pico Rivera
REDACTED

1981 ...REDACTED

18th birthday

November29, 1981 ... Fernando leaves SaintHilary's
November 30, 1981 ... Fernando assigned to Saint John Baptist de la Salle, Granada Hills
January 19 83 ..

REDACTED

enters convent

REDACTED

March 27, 1985...

leaves convent

February 24, 1986 ... Fernando incardinated in Los Angeles
July 31, 1986 ... Fernando leaves Saint John's
August 1, 1986 ... Fernando assigned to Saint Rose ofLima, Simi Valley

REDACTED 1987 .. REoAcrEomarries REDACTED at Saint Hilary's
July 1, 1990 ... Fernando leaves Saint Rose
July2, 1990 ... Fernando assigned Cathedral Chapel, Los Angeles
June 12, 1991.. REDACTED

file for divorce

May 2, 1992 ... Fernando leaves Cathedral Chapel
May 3, 1992 ... Fernando assigned Saint Gregory the Great, Whittier
June 30, 1992 ... Fernando leaves Saint Gregory
July 1, 1992 ... Fernando assigned Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Pasadena
Aprill2, 1994 .. REDACTED marriage declared null and void by Catholic Church
REDACTED

April2002...
May 2002..

REDACTED

reports molestation to LAPD
,

makes morutored telephone call to Fernando
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June 13, 2002 ... Fernando advises Monsignor Craig A. Cox LAPD wants to talk to him
August 18, 2002 ... Los Angeles Times article names Fernando as being under
investigation
August 30, 2002 ... Officer REDACTED
case on Fernando
January 1, 2003..
REDACTED
January 1, 2003..

REDACTED

REDACTED

. advises REDACTED

LAPD has open

identified in Los Angeles Times as abuse victim per

REDACTED

. f
, ,ff:
appears on 11st o p1amtr s

January 22, 2003 ... CM OB discusses matter but has few facts and takes no action
February 12, 2003 ... Fernando interviewed by Cox andREDACTED
March 7, 2003 ... Fernando sends Cox letter denying most serious charges
March 26, 2003 ... CMOB discusses matter and requests more information be obtained
May 8, 2003 ... Fernando sends second letter to Cox denying all allegations
January 14, 2004 ... L.A. Times article details case against Fernando and that he is still in
ministry
January 14, 2004 ... CMOB discusses matter and requests expedited investigation
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REDACTED
Cox, Msgr. Craig A.
From:

Cox, Msgr. Craig A.

Sent:

Tuesday, January 27, 2004 8:26AM

REDACTED

To:

Subject: RE:

REDACTED
Thank you very much for your reply. I look forward to receiving the materials you are sending. This helps us
verify timelines so that we can better assess the claim being made.
May God bless you in your ministry.
Msgr. Craig A. Cox
----~Origina I

Message----From: REDACTED
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2004 8:52PM
To: Cox, Msgr. Craig A.

Subject:

27.01.2004
Attn. Msgr. Craig A. Cox
Dear Msgr. Cox,

I

amREDACTED

From 1978 - 1982 I was reading for a Post-Graduate Degree in London and was a resident priest
at Our Lady ofLourdes, 373, Bowes Road, London Nll lAA.
On the 30th of August 1981, I travelled from Gat\vick Airport to Los Angeles by Laker Sky Train
an Air Plane (Refer photocopies of passport pgs 22 & 34). I was not staying in a parish nor with
families during this tour. I only stayed with my 1st cousin, mother's brother's daughterREDACTED
and her husband REDACTED
Present address: REDACTED
California
REDACTED Telephone: REDACTED
. I stayed with them till the 25th of September, arrival at
Ganvick Airport (Refer Pg.24).
I have known Fr. Walter Fernando from 1964. From 1965- 1967 we \Vere seminarians at the
National Seminary, Ampitiya, Sri Lanka. In 1967, I was sent to Rome by the then Card.
Archbishop of Colombo. When I was at Torrance, I contacted Fr. Walter Fernando, who was an
Associate Pastor in a Church dedicated to St. John the Baptist De La Salle (hope I am correct).
In September 1981, roughly between the sth and the 18th September, we went on trip, only the
two of us to the Grand Canyon by car. We stayed the night in a place called Flagstaff; saw the
's from Sri
Grand Canyon and went to Las Vegas and stayed with a friend- fueREDACTED
Lanka. We stayed only one day at Las Vegas. The whole trip took only 4 to 5 days maximum
92466
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and I returned to London on 25th September 1981, anival at Gatwick Airport (Pg. 24)
On the 5th ofFebruary 1982, I once again visited Los Angeles (Pg. 24) and stayed till 27th
February 1982, embarkation and arrival from Heathrow Airport (Pgs 24 & 35). This time I paid a
visit to Mexico on 14th February 1982- 19th February 1982 (Pgs 16 & 34). During this period, I
may have met Fr. Walter, but did not go on a tour with him.
I hope this information would be sufficient, I am sending the photocopies of the relevant passport
pages by fax f3EDACTED
to you and through registered express air mail. If you need to talk to
me over the phone, you may contact me on one of these lines. REDACTED
~REDACTED

May God bless you and your work,
Yours in the Lord,

REDACTED
REDACTED

ki::UAGII::U
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT

February 1, 2004
Canonical Investigation of Father Walter Fernando
Interviewee: REDACTED

(Protect Identity Upon Request)

Interviewer: REDACTED
Date of Interview: January 29,2004
REDACTED
information:

was telephonically interviewed and provided the following

REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED was a priest at Saint Hilary's who both she and REDAcTED knew. When it became
public that he had abused REDACTED
_. who they both knew also, they discussed it. On
one of these occasiomREoAcrEo asked her if she remembered Father Walter Fernando and
she told REDACTED that her memory of him was very faint. REDACTED then told her that he had
abused their relationship. When she askedREDACTED what she meant by thafEoAcrEo refused to
detail what had happened and was clearly embarrassed by it. This was the only time it
was mentioned and she could not say with any accuracy when it happened except that it
was after the REDAcTED incident became public and at least a year ago. They have a mutual
friend, REDACTED
, who now lives in Moreno Valley. About the same time
REDACTED mentioned Fernando to her she was talking toREDACTED and REDAcrE_D related thatREoAcrED
had asked her also if she rememberecREDACTED She cannot recall what REDACTED
response was. It surprised her that REDACTED would say something like that about a priest.
The incident with Fernando took place while REDACTED was working in the rectory. She did
not believe that REDACTED would make something like this up but at the time it did not occur
to her that the abuse was sexual in nature. She assumed tha1REDAcTEDhad told him
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something in confidence and he repeated it to someone else or something like that. At
the time she was a fairly close friend of REDACTED and she wondered why she had not told
her sooner than she did.
She has not seen REDACTED in over a year and she lost track of her. She is not even certain as
to where she is living or working. She described REDACTED as a very quiet and shy person.
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Archdiocese of Los Angeles

Office of

3424

Los Angeles

Vicar for Clergy

Wilshire

(213) 63 7-7284

Boulevard

California
90010-2241

TO:

Presbyterate ofthe Archdiocese

FROM:

Monsignor Craig A. Cox, Vicar for Clergy

RE:

Priests in Active Service Named in Lawsuits

DATE:

1 February 2004

My brothers,
AB you know, many lawsuits were filed in the month of December alleging sexual abuse of minors

on the part of priests, brothers, religious and others working for the Church. These filings are
public records, available to the media and to any other person who wishes to obtain the
information. Being named in a lawsuit, however, is not of itself proof of misconduct. Therefore,
among those named are a number of priests who, for many different and weighty reasons,
continue in their assignments and remain in good standing.
A:fterintense consultations that involved these priests, the Council of Priests, as well as others, we
concluded that the best course of action was for us to inform the parishioners _of the parishes
where these priests continue to serve that their priest had been named in a lawsuit. We concluded
that being open and bringing accurate information directly to our parishioners was wise and
necessary. This was a painful decision, especially for the priests involved.
Therefore, I wanted to inform you that over the last several weekends, announcements were made
in the parishes where these priests continue to serve. At this difficult moment, and with the
consent of those listed, I want to communicate to you the names of these brother priests. They
are: REDAcrEcREDACTED
~
Father Walter Fernando~
REDACTED
Monsignor Richard Loornis,REoAcTE~EDACTED
REDACTED
M

-

..

I ask that you please keep them in your prayers as they deal with the allegations made in these
lawsuits. Clearly, supporting one another in our Presbyterate is not at odds with having a
profound empathy for those who were harmed by the evil of sexual abuse, especially those who
were abused by a pries.t. Thus, I ask that you keep all victims of sexual abuse in your daily prayer.
Thank you.
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
February 4, 2004
Canonical Investigation of Father Walter Fernando
Interviewee: REDACTED
Interviewer: REDACTED
Date of Interview: February 2, 2004
was contacted at Saint John's and conducted a tour of the rectory and
surrounding area.

REDACTED

She pointed out that the area behind the rectory was made into a gathering area, or plaza,
in 1991. Prior to that it was a parking lot and if a priest did not park in the garage he
could have easily parked there and it would have been convenient to the priests' private
entrance into the rectory.
Leaving this area is a walkway between the church and the rectory that leads to the
private entrance on the west side ofthe rectory. Entering this door a hallway goes about
ten feet and then there is left turn and an immediate left turn into a sitting room. This is a
private sitting room and a door from it leads directly into a bedroom. Entering the
bedroom looking at the wall to the left is a window. Currently the head of the bed is
under the window but REDAcTED advised the previous occupant had the head of the bed
immediately to the left as one entered the room. If the bed was configured in that manner
the chest of drawers and mirror on the far wall would be at the foot of the bed. REDACTED
stated that particular piece of furniture had been positioned that way as long as she had
been there, which was since the early 1990s.
She was not working at the parish when Father Walter Fernando was there but believes
this room was more than likely his. The other associate pastor suite is across the hall.
REDACTED

,

.

prov1ded blue pnnts for the rectory.
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIV1LEGED
INVESTIGATNE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT

February 4, 2004
Canonical Investigation ofFather Walter Fernando
Interviewee: REDACTED
REDACTED
Interviewer: REDACTED
Date of Interview: February 2, 2004
REDACTED

- was interviewed and provided the following information:

She contacted REDACTEREDACTED
REDACTED
regarding _REDACTED

He advised that ""u""'"'REDACTED

REDACTED
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRNILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
February 6, 2004
Canonical Investigation ofF ather Walter Fernando
Interviewee: REDAcr"EO:DACTED
Interviewer:REDACTED
Date of Interview: February 5, 2004
REDACTEREDACTED
information:

. was telephonically interviewed and provided the following

When Father Walter Fernando came to Saint John Baptist de la Salle Church in Granada
Hills in 1981 as an associate pastor he was assigned a room in the rectory. On entering
the rectory from the priests' entrance off of the walkway between the rectory and church
there is a hallway. Straight ahead a few feet is another hallway to the left and then
immediately to the left a door into the sitting room that is part of the suite in which
Fernando lived. There is also a bedroom and bathroom in that suite.
There was parking in the rear ofthe rectory at that time and no door in the rear of the
rectory opening to that parking area. At that time there was no exit door on that end of
the rectory.
The name REDACTED

: means

nothing to him.

REDACTED

(3)
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY-CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
February 8, 2004
Canonical Investigation ofFather Walter Fernando
REDACTED

Supplemental Report of REDACTED
Reference Report Dated January 23,2004
The morning of January 29th REDACTED
telephonically advised that he had spoken
with REDACTED
the counsel for REDACTED
and thatREoAcTEo wnuld be
-""REDACTED)
available for an interview that evening. I telephonically contacted
who advised
that REDACTED would meet -with me at the REDACTED
located at
REDACTED
w
at 6:00p.m. that evening. She also said that an
associate of hers REDACTED would be there to make REDACTEDmore comfortable. She
put no restrictions on the interview and only asked it not drag on for several hours. She
was assured it would not.
At 5:45p.m. I identified myselftoREDACTED and we exchanged business cards. He was
sitting in a relatively private booth in the restaurant andREDACTED had gone to the rest room.
Shortly thereafter she returned andREDAcrm introduced me to her. At that point he
requested no questions be asked regarding damages in the suit REDACTED had filed. He was
assured that was not the intent of the interview. REDACTED: then provided the following
information:
She met Father Walter Fernando in either late 1980 or early 1981 at Saint Hilary's
Catholic Church in Pico Rivera. She was 17, a senior at Saint Paul's High School and
working at Saint Hilary's as a junior secretary in the rectory. She was very active in the
parish at that time. She taught a Confraternity of Christian Doctrine (CCD) class in her
junior and senior year in high school and was in the junior choir where she sang and
played the flute. She characterized herself as an unattractive nerd while in high school
who had few, if any, friends and was the subject of verbal abuse. She had a 4.0 grade
point average and some of the students may have resented her for that. Her home life
was also troubled and she enjoyed being at the parish, as it was a refuge for her. She
began volunteer work in the rectory during her junior year and between her junior and
senior year she was hired as a junior secretary and began to receive a salary.
The priests at Saint Hilary's at that time were the pastor REDACTED
who is now
deceased;REDACTED
~EDACTED
and Fernando. She could not be
certain if a REDACTED
<EDAcTED waS there at that time or came shortly after
Fernando left. She thought he might have been there a short time while Fernando was
there as she recalled REDAcTED and REDACTED had rooms doVYnstairs in the rectory and REDACTED
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tEDAcTEDand Fernando were upstairs. As a junior secretary she carne to the rectory directly
from school. The school bus had a stop at the church making it convenient for her and
she reported to work wearing her school uniform. She would work as late as 9:30 p. m.
at times on week nights and also on weekends. She was restricted to working not more
who vvas attending California State University
than 25 hours a week. REDACTED
at Los Angeles, was also working there and trained REDACTED but other than the training they
were not there together as one would normally relieve the other. There was another
junior secretary for a short time but she was fired due to talking to her boyfriend on the
telephone at work. REDACTED not only did not have a boyfriend but did not date until years
later after leaving the convent. Her duties included doing parish clerical work and
answering the telephone and door. She placed the priests' messages in bextsthat were
next to where she sat. She normally ate her dinner in the kitchen but on occasion was
invited to eat in the dining room with the priests.
The rectory was quiet in the evening and normally only she and the priests were there. It
was not uncommon for them to come by to check their mailboxes for messages.
Fernando began to strike up conversations with her in the evening when they were alone.
These talks became increasingly longer and friendlier. The first thing she recalls that was
a bit unusual was one evening he began to shoot rubber bands at her. Late one Sunday
afternoon in perhaps April 1981 Fernando suggested they go to the parish hall behind the
church and he would play his violin and she her flute. They were there alone with a
piano near the stage and she played her flute and sang. Then he played the violin and
brought out music and sang a love song entitled, "Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes".
She felt this was a strange selection for him to pick since it was a love song. They were
there about an hour.
Shortly after the parish hall incident she was alone at her desk one evening wearing her
high school uniform. Fernando showed her a book and suggested that she read it. She
turned the book over and read a synopsis of the story on the rear cover. It was about a
priest who was having an affair and she gave it back to him. He inquired as to why she
did not want to read it and she told him that she did not think that priests should do that
sort ofthing. He then explained to her there was a difference bet\veen celibacy and
chastity. According to him celibacy meant simply that priests were precluded from
marriage. Chastity was a vow that only priests that were in a religious order took along
with poverty and obedience. Since he was a diocesan priest chastity did not pertain to
him and he only had to remain celibate that is not marrying. Nobody had ever explained
this to her and she was confused but since he was a priest she accepted what he said.
Nevertheless she did not read the book and cannot remember the title.
Not long after the book incident, while still in high school, either on his day off or on the
weekend he mentioned that he wanted to see a movie and asked her to accompany him.
She rarely went to movies and since he was a priest and was showing her attention she
readily accepted. He drove to her house, honked the horn and she came out. This is the
procedure he used whenever he came to pick her up in the future. He never carne into the
house to talk to her parents or siblings. Her parents did not object to her going and she
believes they felt good about it since they thought she was in the safe care of a priest.
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They drove down Rosemead Boulevard to Downey the city that adjoins Pica Rivera to
the south. They went to the Showcase Theatre located next to a Farrell's Ice Cream
Parlor. Neither structure is any longer there as it is now a shopping center. He sat to her
left during the movie and during the movie reached over and initially patted her hand. He
then reached his arm around her shoulder and put his hand on her breast and began to rub
it. She stared straight ahead and not knowing what to do she did not do or say an:yihing.
The movie was near its conclusion when this happened and when it finished she asked
him to hand her a sweater she placed on the seat next to him. When she did this he
abruptly leaned daVin and gave her a bard kiss on the lips. She bad never been kissed on
the lips before and she was shocked and emotional. She told him she had to go to the
ladies' room and excused herself. When she returned to him she was still in shock and
they pwceeded back to the car. She cannot recall the name of the movie. The vehicle
was a white parish car that Fernando used and she does not know if it was assigned to
him or not. As he was leaving the parking lot he backed into another car and continued
to drive away. She called his attention to it since it was very apparent but he told her not
to worry about it and left. He was quiet after the movie and little if anything was said on
the drive home. He did not come into her house when he brought her home either.
Not long after the movie incident, while she was still in high school, they returned to the
same parking lot. She cannot recall the reason they were there but he parked in front of
Farrell's and laid his head in her lap. While in this position he pulled her head down and
kissed her. This was a longer kiss than the one in the movie and he put his tongue in her
mouth. After the kiss he took her horne.
On another occasion while she was still in high school, probably on a Saturday, he took
her to the Los Angeles County Arboretum. She wore her hair in bangs and she recalled
that she had braces on her teeth then. It was a warm day and she wore a white dress that
she made and white sandals. As in the other described incidents he did not wear his
clerical clothes. He brought a camera and took about five photographs during the day
which he later showed to her. He did not give her any of them and she has no idea where
they are now. He did not feel comfortable driving on freeways and so he drove home on
Rosemead Boulevard. This route passed through the Whittier Narrows and a large park
at Legg Lake. He pulled into the parking lot at Legg Lake and parked. He wanted to
take a walk and so they did for a while and then they stopped at a picnic table and sat
down. He began to kiss and fondle her. It was dark and they were there for about an
hour. This time he put his hand inside her blouse and bra so he was rubbing the skin of
her breast. They then returned to the car and drove home.
After the first Legg Lake incident they returned there and once again he was not in
clerical garb. This time it was in the evening and the light was very dim. He was sitting
in the driver's seat and she was in the front passenger seat when he unzipped his pants
and exhibited his erect penis outside of his pants. She had never seen a penis before and
did not want to look but did see it as she glanced over. He then told her to kiss his penis
and when she said, "No Father'\ he tried to force her and instructed her to do it. When
she did not he took her left hand in his, put in on his penis and began to masturbate. He
was breathing hard and kept repeating, "Do it! Do it!'' This continued until he ejaculated
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and her hand was covered with fluid. He then gave her a napkin or something similar to
clean up with.

It was sometime after the second Legg Lake incident she remembers being on the school
bus approaching the Saint Hilary's rectory when some of the girls noticed Fernando
walking on the street. He was dressed in black wearing white shoes and they thought he
resembled a penguin and giggling commented to that effect. At that time she felt a great
deal of shame and fear wondering if anyone could tell by looking at her what she had
done with him. She did not know of anyone who had ever observed them, either from the
parish or anywhere else, during one of these incidents but she had these thoughts
nonetheless. She remembers being confused with her emotions because most of the time
he was kind to her, paid attention to her and showed her affection. Nobody else did this.
Sometime after these incidents Fernando was transferred to Saint John Baptist de la Salle
in Granada Hills. She had never been to Granada Hills and it sounded very affluent to
her and she thought he had done very well. Once he was there he called her and said he
was happy there and wanted her to visit. He drove to her house and took her back to the
Saint John's rectory. This first trip she brought her flute. He parked in the rear of the
rectory in an area that appeared to be for the priests. They then entered what she thought
was a back door and immediately to the left was a sitting room. From this room was a
door that entered into his room. The first trip there she played her flute in the sitting
room.
The second time he brought her there they went into his room. As they entered his room
there was a bed to the left of the door. At the foot of the bed was a dresser with a mirror
above it. The room was carpeted and to the left of the dresser was a chair. There was a
window on the left wall entering his room. He had her disrobe when they were in his
room but she kept her slip on. He pulled down her slip and bra and kissed her breasts and
sucked on her nipples. They laid on the bed on top of each other and side-by-side and
she could feel his erection but she did not know if he ejaculated during their activity. She
· asked him why he did not undress and he responded that he did not want her to become
pregnant.
During one of these episodes she asked him why he did not leave the priesthood and he
said that was the only thing he knew and that he could do nothing else. He mentioned
that in the seminary in Sri Lanka the seminarians were discouraged from touching
themselves and were given some type of implement to tuck their shirts in so they would
not touch themselves in that area of the body. He told her that his Sri Lankan first name
isREDA~TEDand that the name Fernando came from the Portuguese that settled that area of
Sri Lanka. He never mentioned his family or why he came to America. She met some of
the other Sri Lankan priests who were his friends but never had a conversation -with them.
She estimated that she traveled to Granada Hills on perhaps ten occasions and similar
things happened that were previously described. Only one time, during her last visit, did
he have her take all of her clothes off including her undergarments. They laid on the bed
that time and he "spooned" her. She described that as lying closely side-by~side. He
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would always do the touching and she neither wanted to nor did touch him. She was
always in a passive state during these encounters and is unaware if he ejaculated since he
was wearing his clothes.
After he instructed her to dress he always went to the kitchen and brought her back ice
cream. He knew she liked ice cream and she would sit in the chair in his room and eat it
and then he drove her home. One time as th~y both stood in front of his mirror he took a
roman collar from a dresser drawer and put it on her. After they both looked at it for a
few moments in the mirror he took it off and put it back. Neither one of them said
anything. During these visits she met the housekeeper once, who she could only describe
as an Anglo female. This woman knew that she and Fernando were in his room together
behind closed doors. Another time she met a priest at the doorway of the sitting room
and he had several lay people with him. She was simply introduced as a friend by
Fernando.
He sent her two letters while he was at Saint John's. The first one mentioned that he
went to an outdoor play and after that had a sore throat. He said that one kiss from her
would cure it. The second letter was just before she entered the convent and he told her
how brave she was to do that. She had not seen him in quite awhile and believes she
probably told him about her plans for the convent during her last visit with him. She
entered the convent on January 9, 1983. She does not have either letter or any other
document from that era with the exception of an old address book with Fernando's
telephone number in Granada Hills. She did not have that with her.
She was never in Fernando's room at Saint Hilary's while he was there. At times she
would assist the housekeeper delivering laundry to the priests' room. She could not
recall seeing any type of unusual marks or scars on Fernando's private parts but said he
was very dark skinned and had hairy arms. A110ther recollection was that he frequently .
wore mismatched clothes.
Due to the confused state of mind she was in and lack of close friends she did not confide
in anybody at the time these events happened and not until 2002 did she reveal it. It was
while she was reading an article in one of the weekly news publications, perhaps Time or
Newsweek, about a Catholic priest abuse victim that was a musician and had thought
about entering the seminary that all ofthese memories came flooding back to her. She
was at work and became very distraught. Driving home that is all that she thought of and
when she arrived her brother immediately noticed there was something wrong. When he
inquired as to what was bothering her she blurted out what occurred. He told her that she
needed some help. They then searched Fernando's name on the internet and determined
he was still an active priest. On learning this she was horrified and concerned that he
might have preyed on others and was continuing to do so. Shortly after that she
approached an attorney acquaintance and confided in her. She gave her the telephone
number of the appropriate unit in the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) and about
one week later she filed a complaint with them.
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Regarding the consensually monitored telephone call she made to Fernando at the behest
of the LAPD she does not have a copy or a transcript of it. She has never listened to the
recording or seen a transcript. She not only has no problem with the Archdiocese
listening to the conservation she desires that this be done. She andR_E~~~~~..J advised that
REDACTED would be told of this and it was requested they ask REDACTE~ to call Detective
REDACTED
or Lieutenant ]REDACTED
to facilitate the Archdiocese obtaining a copy.
In the call Fernando immediately acknowledged remembering her and did not seem
surprised that she was calling him. She told him she was upset at the news coming out of
Boston regarding the clerical sexual abuse cases. She asked him if he remembered what
happened between them and mentioned specific acts and places they happened. He
responded that he did although as she recalls there were a couple of things he claimed not
to remember. He acknowledged thinking about it over the years and when she mentioned
specific sexual activity between them he agreed that it occurred. The letters were also
mentioned and he recalled them. He continually asked for her forgiveness, said he was
sorry and told her that he went to confession and received absolution. He also said that
he thought she was older and that it was in the heat of passion. She pointed out to him
that she was in high school and he regularly saw her in her high school uniform and that
since it happened on a number of times it could not have been a momentary passionate
impulse. He mentioned that he was young but she pointed out he was 37 years old in
1981. He also said that she treated him nicely, was helpful to him and that he loved her.
She asked if he loved her why he had hurt her so badly. He also told her he had not done
anything like that to anyone else. She finally said that she forgave him and he felt
relieved at that. He asked her if she had told anyone else about what he had done and she
said that she had not. He asked her to pray for him and to call him again in the future.
The call was then terminated.
On reflection she now feels his behavior was predatory and calculated and emphasized
her fear that he might have done this to someone else and her desire that he be relieved of
his ministry. It tormented her to know that he was in a position that allows him to this
agam.
REDACTED

became emotional at times when recounting the details set forth above. She
advised early in the interview that there was one incident she had a particular hard time
with and that it might upset her enough when she described it that she would not be able
to continue. It was suggested that she relate that at the end of the interview. This was
acceptable to her and this is what she recounted. She could not give a time frame for
when this happened, before or after his transfer to Saint John's, but remembered they
parked in the oarkin£ lot at Rio Vista Elementarv School on Coffman-Pica Road in Pica
Rivera. REDACTED
There were a line of
skinny trees that blocked the view of the parking lot from the street and these trees have
since been removed. After he parked there. without any foreplay, he put his finger into
her vagina. This \Vas very painful and she told him that and kept repeating, ••father,
Father, ... " It was very traumatic to her and that is all she remembers.
She reiterated that she was always taught to be permissive, passive and respectful of
adults especially priests and she never thought of saying no to his abusive activities.
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Even now she finds it very difficult to talk about. She never saw him do anything like
this to anyone else and she is not aware of him abusing anyone else.

REDACTED _ of Saint John Baptist de la Salle Church, was contacted
on February 2, 2004, and conducted a tour of the rectory and surrounding area.

REDACTED

She pointed out that the area behind the rectory was made into a gathering area, or plaza,
in 1991. Prior to that it was a parking lot and if a priest did not park in the garage he
could have easily parked there and it would have been convenient to the priests~ privat€
entrance into the rectory.
Leaving this area is a walkway between the church and the rectory that leads to the
private entrance on the west side of the rectory. Entering this door a hallway goes about
ten feet and then there is left turn and an immediate left turn into a sitting room. This is a
private sitting room and a door from it leads directly into a bedroom. Entering the
bedroom looking at the wall to the left is a window. Currently the head of the bed is
under the window butREDACTED advised the previous occupant had the head of the bed
immediately to the left as one entered the room. If the bed was configured in that manner
.
REDACTED
the chest of drawers and mmor on the far wall would be at the foot of the bed.
stated that particular piece of furniture has been positioned that way as long as she has
been at Saint John's, which is the early 1990s.
She was not working at the parish when Father Walter Fernando was there but believes
this room was more than likely his. The other associate pastor suite is across the hall.
REDACTED

.
provided blue prints for the rectory.

was telephonically interviewed on February 5, 2004, and
provided the following information:

REDACTEREDACTED

When Father Walter Fernando came to Saint John Baptist de la Salle Church in Granada
Hills in 1981 as an associate pastor he was assigned a room in the rectory. REDACTED
was the other associate at that time and described that on entering the rectory from the
priests' entrance off of the walkway between the rectory and church there is a hallway.
Straight ahead a few feet is another hallway to the left and then immediately to the left a
door into the sitting room that is part of the suite in which Fernando lived. There is also a
bedroom and bathroom in that suite.
There was parking in the rear of the rectory at that time and no door existed into the rear
of the rectory from that parking area.
Th e name

REDACTED

means nothing to him.
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REDACTED
Archdiocese of Los Angeles was interviewed on February 2, 2004, and provided the
follov.ring information:
She contacted REDACTE~EDACTED
Vice-Principal at Saint Paul High
School in Santa Fe Springs regarding REDACTED
He advised that REDACTED was an
outstanding student and very active in the music program when she attended Saint Paul's.
She won several scholastic awards wheri she graduated.
REDACTED

(protect identity upon request) was telephonically interviewed
on January 29, 2004, and provided the following information:
She met REDACTED when they sang in the junior choir at Saint Hilary's in 1979-1980.
She REDACTED was in the seventh grade and REDAcTED was about four years older. In her
.h
. .
dREDACTED
.
sop homore yearshe began work at the pans as aJumor secretary an
was 1eavmg
to enter the convent. REDAcTED trained her and their tenure at the rectory overlapped briefly .
•
Whi.1e
: was m the convent she only saw her once when
was horne on vacat10n
and she came by the rectory to say hello.
REDACTED

..

REDACTED

REDACTED left the convent in about 1985 and when she came home began to sing in the choir
again and they became reacquainted. They became fairly close friends as her husband
(boy friend at that time) was a friend of REDACTED
who REDAcrEoiVas dating and later
married. She thought REDACTED was a nice person and she does not know the reason for
their divorce. She and her husband are the godparents ofREDAcrED, oldest daughter REDACTED
was a priest at Saint Hilary's who they both knew. When it became public
that he had abusedREDACTED who they both knew also, they discussed it. On one of
these occasions REDAcTED asked her if she remembered Father Walter Fernando and she told
REDACTED th at her memory of h"1m was very 1a.mt.
C: •
REDACTED th en told her th at he h ad abuse d the1r
•
relationship whetEoAcTEDworked in the rectory. She asked ~E~~c~E~ what she meant by that
but REDACTED refused to detail what had happened and was clearly embarrassed by it. This
was the only time it was mentioned and she could not say with any accuracy when it
• was after th e REDACTED mc1
• "dent became publ"1c and at 1east a year
happened except th at 1t
who lives in Moreno Valley.
ago. They have
a mutual friend, REDACTED
.
REDACTED
About the time
mentioned Fernando to her she was talkina0 toREDACTEo and REDACTED
REDACTED
.
~
related that
had asked her also 1f she remembered Fernando. She cannot recall what
REDACTED response was. It surprised her that REDACTED would say something like that about a
priest.

REDACTED

She does not believe REDAcTED: would make something like this up but at the time it did not
occur to her that the abuse was sexual in nature. She assumed that REDACTED had told him
something in confidence and he repeated it to someone or something like that. At the
time she was a fairly close friend offECACfED: and wondered why «EDACTED had not told her
sooner than she did.
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REDACTED

She has not seen
in over a vear and has lost track of her. She does not know where
REDACTED •
d h
IS ["1vmg
or work"·mg. She d. escn'b e d REDACTED as a very qmet
ar1 s y person.
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REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
To:
Monday, February 09,2004 8:37AM
Sent:
Subject: Report

From:

REDACTED

Dear
1 am relying on your word that you will look into the Sri Lanka matter.
Please find attached your report with our changes in bold and underlined:

January 30. 2004
Caumlical Inxestigation (lf Father Walter Fernando
InteiTie\Yee: REDACTED

Place (lf inter-riew: REDACTED
The morning of J l1llllLUT 29 1hREDACTED telephonicnll-r aJ\·ised me that he had sp(1ken iYith f3~!28..~I~Q ____ .. ___ the counsel for
REDACTED nnd tlwtREoAcTEo ih1ulcl be m·ailable f(lf an inten·ieiY thLlt e-rening. I telepl1L1IUcnll~- wntt1cted REDACTE~ whon::h-ised thnt"FrAcrF>
iWmld meet iYith me at the Marie Cnllender·s ilL) ted abo-re at 6:00p.m. that e-rening. She also ndi-ised that tm associate of hers REDACTED
REDACTED \Yould be there tomakeF'N'Tfn more comfortable. She put ilL) restricti(1ns on the inten·ierr and only asked it not drag C>n for seyernl
hours because REDACTED was nrv emotional about this. and a Ion!! inteniew would be too stressful. She 1ns assured it IYonld not
REDACTED

At 5:45 p_ m. I identified myself k1
and \Ye exchanged business cards. He iYns sitting in a relati\·dy priYate b(wth in the restaurant
and REDAcTED had £one tl1 the rest room. Shortl-r thereafter she returned nnd REDACTED introduced me to her. At that point he requested no
~
. the
- :>1.11t. REDI'CTED h'auJ :t1'"1 ed·. H e \Yl1S as:mre(I that \Yns not t1e
[ mtent
.
· h .
. RFOAC!Fn theu
questions be <1Sked
regarc1·mg J· amages m
1.1:t t e mter\Iew.
p[(lYided the f(>lk>wing inf~.1nnation:
She met Father Walter Fernando in either late 1980 or early 1981 at Saint Hilnry·s Catholic Chmch in Pi co Ri,·era. She \Yns 16 or 17 _tl
seni(lr ot Saint Pnurs High SchO<)l and >Yodjng at Saint Hil:uy·s as a junior secretary in the rectt11}". She \YtlS Yery nctiYe in the parish at
that time. Sl:!e taught a Cc,nfraternity of Christian Dt)ctrine (CCD 1dass in her junior and serti(lf year in high school and \Yns in the Youth
choir where she sang and phn·ed the flute. She churacterized herself ns tllllmattrncti.-e nerd in high sd11.10l iYho had feiY. if any. friends
and \Yns the subject ofYerb<ll abu:5e. She h<ld a 4.0 grade point m·emg:e and some ofthe students ma~· h<n·e resented her ft•r that Her h(lme
life \Yas :1lso troubled nnd she enjoyed being at the parish. as it \His a refuge for her. She began Yolunteer \York in the rectory during her
i'.mior ~-ear and bet\Yeeu her juuiGr ~md senic,ryear she''""" hired as ~1 junior secretnry and began to receiYe ;1 salnry.
The priests at Snint Hilary·s at tl1m time iYere the pas\t1rREDACTED \Y]W is noiY Jeceased: REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED: and
Fernandc.1. She could n(>t be certain if nREDACTED
named REDACTED ,yas there at that tin1e or carne sborth· after Femnndo left.
She th(lU£ht he nii2:ht hnYe been there a shc1rt time \Yhile Fernnnd,1 \Yn:S there as she recalleJEoAcTEo nnd REDACTED had rL~\.1!118 J,w;nstnirs in
the recto~- and REDACTEo~EDACTED and Fernando \Yere upstairs. As a junior secretary she came k> the rectl1ry directly from sch(1ol. The school
bus lwd :1 stop nt the church mnking it conYenient fm hl'r nnd she reported ((1 1-rork m::nring her school uniform. She would \York as bte :1s
9:30 p_ nL nt times on \Wek nights and nlso on 1-red:ends. She \Yas restricted to \Yorking not more than 25 h(>urs a 1-reek:. :REDACTED
~~D~~T~?. \Yill) m1:; attending Whittier College initiallY and later California State UniYersit)· at los Angeles. \Yas also \Yorting there
(strike: and trained'EoAcTEo but ,1ther tl1an the training) but they ,,·ere 111.1t there tL1gdher a;:; C1ne \\"l)nld nurmaliy reliew the other. Then~ \Y~l5
another juniur secretarY fllr a slwrt time but she "iYas fired due tc> tall-:ing tL1 her Lwyfriend L)ll the tdeph,)ne L1t work. Price !l(lt L~nly did not
hclYe u boyfriend but did nut date until years bter after lem·ing the coni·ent. Her duties included dL)ing parish clerical iYC>rk and amnn~ring
the telephune and duc>r. She placed the priest~- mes:;ages in boxes that were ne:-.::t ((, \Yhere she sat. She normnlly ate her dinner in the
kitchen but on L)CCtlsion was Ul\·ited tu eat in the dining fl)c)lll \Yitb thl' priests.
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The' rectory was quiet in the evening and normally only she and the priests were there. It was not W1common for them to come by to check
their mailboxes for messages. F emando began to strike up conversations with her in the evening when they were alone. These talks
became increasingly longer and friendlier as time went on. The first thing she recalls that was a bit W1Usual was one evening he began to
shoot rubber bands at her. Late one Sunday afternoon in perhaps March or April 1981 F emando suggested they go to the parish hall
behind the church and he would play his violin and she her flute. They were there alone with a piano near the stage and she played her
flute and sang. Then he played the violin and brought out music and sang a love song entitled, "Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes". She
felt this \Vas a strange selection for him to pick since it was a love song. They were there about an hour.
Shortly after the parish hall incident she was alone at her desk one evening. She is not completelv sure but she mav l1ave been wearing
her high school uniform. Femando showed her a book and suggested that she read it. She turned the book over and read a synopsis of the
story on the rear cover. It was about a priest who was having an affair and she gave it back to him. He inquired as to why she did not want
to read it and she told him that she did not think that priests should do that sort of thing. He then e:-.:plained to her there was a difference
betvveen celibacy and chastity. According to him celibacy meant simply that priests were precluded from marriage. Chastity was a vow
that only priests that were in a religious order took along with poverty and obedience. Since he was a diocesan priest chastity did not
pertain to him and he only had to remain celibate, that is not marry. Nobody had ever explained this to her and she was confused but since
be was a priest accepted what be said. Nevertheless she did not read the book and cannot remember the title.
Not long after the book incident, while still in high school, either on his day off or on the weekend be mentioned that be wanted to see a
movie and asked her to accompany him. She rarely went to movies and since he was a priest and was showing her attention she readily
accepted. He drove to her house, honked the hom and she came out. This is the procedure he used whenever be came to pick her up in the
future. He never came into the house to talk to her parents or siblings. Her parents did not object to her going and she believes they felt
good about it since they thought she was in the safe care of a priest. They drove down Rosemead Boulevard to Downey the city that
adjoins Pi co Rivera to the south. They went to the Showcase Theatre located next to a Farrell's Ice Cream Parlor which were part of the
Stonewood Shopping Center. Neither of those structures is any longer there as it has since been converted into an indoor shopping
center. He sat to her left during the movie and during the movie reached over and initially patted her band. He then reached his arm
around her shoulder and put his hand on her breast and began to rub it. She stared straight ahead and not knowing what to do she did not
do or say anything. The movie was near its conclusion when this happened and when it finished she asked him to band her a sweater she
had placed on the seat next to him to his left. When she did this he abruptly leaned forward and gave her a hard kiss on the lips. She had
never been kissed on the lips before and she was shocked and emotional. She told him she had to go to the ladies' room and excused
herself. \Vhen she returned to him she was still in shock and they proceeded back to the car. She cannot recall the name of the movie. The
vehicle was a white parish car that Fernando used and she does not know if it was assigned to him or not As he was leaving the parking
lot he backed into another parked car and continued to drive away. She called his attention to it since it was very apparent but he told her
not to worry about it and left. He was quiet after the movie and little if anything was said on the drive home. He did not come into her
house when he dropped her off either.
Not long after the movie incident, while she vvas still in high school, they returned to the same parking lot. She cannot recall the reason
they were there but he parked in front ofF arrell 's and laid his head in her lap. Vibile in this position be pulled her head down and kissed
her. This was a longer kiss than the one in the movie and he put his tongue in her mouth..After the kiss he took her home.
On another occasion while she was still in high school, probably on a Saturday, he took her to the Los Angeles County Arboretum. She
1vore her hair in bangs and she recalled that she had braces on her teeth then. It was a warm day and she wore a white dress that she made
and white sandals. As in the other described incidents he did not wear his clerical clothes. He brought a camera and took about five
photographs during the day which he later showed to her. He did not give her any of them and she has no idea where they are now. He did
not feel comfortable driving on freeways and so he drove home on Rosemead Boulevard. This route passed through the \Vhittier Narrm:vs
and a large park at Legg Lake. He pulled onto the parking lot at Legg Lake and parked. He wanted to take a walk and so they did for a
while and then they stopped at a picnic table and sat down. He then began to kiss her and fondle her. It was dark and they were there for
about an hour. This time he put his hand inside her blouse and bra so he was rubbing the skin of her breast. They then returned to the car
and drove home.
After the first Legg Lake incident they returned there and once again he was not in clerical garb. This time it was in the evening and the
light was very dim. He was sitting in the driver's seat and she was in the front passenger seat vvhen be unzipped his pants and exhibited
his erect penis outside of his pants. She had never seen a penis before and did not want to look but did see it as she glanced over. He then
told her to kiss his penis and when she said, "No Father, I don't want to do that.", he tried to force her bv putting his right hand
behind her neck and pulling her head downward toward his penis and instructed her to do it. \Vben she did not he took her left hand
in his, put it on his penis encircling it, and while he kept his hand clasped over hers began to masturbate . He was breathing hard and
kept repeating, "Do it! Do it!" This continued until he ejaculated and her hand was covered with fluid. He then gave her a napkin or
something similar to clean up with.
It \Vas sometime after the second Legg Lake incident s.l:te remembers being on the school bus approaching the Saint Hilary's rectory when
some of the girls noticed Fernando walking on the street. He was dressed in black clerical garb wearing white shoes with buckles and
they thought he looked funnv and giggling commented to that effect. At that time she felt a great deal of shame and fear wondering if
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anyone could tell by looking at her what she had done with him. She did not know of anyone who had ever observed them, either from the
parish or anywhere else, during one of these incidents but she had these thoughts nonetheless. She remembers being confused with her
emotions because most of the time he was kind to her, paid attention to her and showed her affection. Nobody else did this.
Sometime after these incidents Femando was transferred to Saint Jolm Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills. She had never been to
Granada Hills and it sounded very afi1uent to her and she thought he had done very well. Once he was there he called her and said he was
happy there and wanted her to visit. He drove to her house and took her back to the Saint John's rectory. This first trip she brought her
flute. He parked in the rear of the rectory in an area that appeared to be for the priests. They then entered what she thought was a back
door and immediately to the left was a sitting room. From this room was a door that entered into his room. The first trip there she played
her flute in the sitting room.
Other times he brought her there, they went into his room. As they entered his room there was a bed to the left of the door. Across
from the foot of the bed was a dresser with a mirror above it. The room was carpeted and to the left of the dresser was a chair. He had her
disrobe when they were in his room but she kept her slip on. He pulled dovvn her slip and bra and kissed her breasts and sucked on her
nipples. They laid on the bed on top of each other and side-by-side and she could feel his erection but she did not know if he ejaculated
during their activity. She asked him why he did not undress and he responded that he did not want her to become pregnant.
During one of these episodes she asked him if he had ever considered leaving the priesthood and he said no because that was the only
thing he knew and that he could do nothing else. He mentioned that in the seminary in Sri Lanka the seminarians were discouraged from
touching themselves and were given some type of implement to tuck their shirts in so they would not touch themselves in the groin area
of the body. He told her that his Sri Lankan first name is REDA<:_TED and that the surname F emando carne from the Portuguese that settled
that area of Sri Lanka. He never mentioned his family or why he carne to America. She met some of the other Sri Lankan priests who
\Vere his friends but never had a conversation with them.
She estimated that she traveled to Granada Hills on more than twice but less than ten occasions and similar things happened that were
previously described. Only one time, during her last visit, did he have her take all of her clothes off including her underga1ments. They
lay on the bed that time and he "spooned" her. She described that as lying closely side-by-side, both facing the same wav. He would
always do the touching and she neither wanted to nor did touch him. She was always in a passive state during these encounters and is
unaware if he ejaculated since he was wearing his clothes.
After he instructed her to dress he on more than one occasion \Vent to the kitchen and broucllt her back vanilla ice cream. He knew she
liked ice cream and she would sit~ the chair in his room and eat it and then he drove her ho~e. One time as they both stood in fmnt of
his mirror he took a roman collar from a dresser dravver fu"ld put it on her. After they both looked at it for a few moments in the mirror he
took it off and put it back. She does not recall either one of them saving anything. During these visits she met the housekeeper once, who
she could only describe as an older Anglo female. This woman knew that she and Femando were in his room together behind closed
doors. Another time she met a priest at the doonvay of lh.e sitting room and he had several lay people with him. She was simply
introduced as a friend by Fernando.
He sent her two letters while he was at Saint John's. The flrst one mentioned that he went to an outdoor play and after that had a sore
throat. He said that one kiss from her would cure it. The second letter was just before she entered the convent and he told her how brave
she was to do that. She had not seen him for avvhile and believes she probably told him about her plans for the convent during her last
visit with him. She entered the com'ent on Janumy 9, 1983. She does not have either letter or any other document from that era with the
exception of an old address book with Femando's telephone number in Granada Hills. She did not have that nith her.
She was never in Femando's room at Saint Hilary's while he was there. At times she would assist the housekeeper delivering laundry to
the priests' room. She could not recall seeing any type of unusual marks or scars on Femando's private parts but said he was very dark
skinned and had hai1y arms. Another recollection was that he frequently wore mismatched clothes.
Due to the confused state of mind she was in and lack of close friends she did not confide in anybody at the time these events happened
and not until2002 did she reveal it. She does however recall having mentioned to her mother just immediatelY before enterin~
convent that something bad hau happened berrveen her aud Fr. Femaado. Her mother did not inquire further. but rather
deflected com'ersation awav from the subject bv telling her to put that behind her and begin a brand new life in the convent. Ms.
REDACTED dropped the subject at that point. Ms. REDAcTEo ~ueh· recalls a conversation she had with her sister. which
occurred shortlv after the incident in Fernando's rectory when she was fullv disrobed. How eYer. she does not recall the details of
that conversation and her sister. being Young at the time. did not ever bring the subject up again after that one conYersation. It
was not until April of 2002 while she was reading an article in one of the weekly news publications, perhaps Time or Ne>vsweek, about a
Catholic priest abuse victim that was a musician and had thought about entering the seminary that all of these memories came flooding
back to her. She was at work and became very distraught. Driving home and when she arrived home her brother immediately noticed
there was something \YTong. When he inquired as to \Yhat was bothering her she blurted out what had occurred. He told her that she
needed some help. They then searched Fernando's name on the intemet and determined he was still an active oriest. On learning this she
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was horrified and concerned that he might have preyed on others and was continuing to do so. Shortly after that she approached an
attorney acquaintance and confided in her. She gave her the telephone number of the appropriate unit in the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) and about one week later she filed a complaint vvith them.
Regarding the consensually monitored telephone call she made to Fernando at the behest of the LAPD she does not have a copy or a
transcript of it. She has never listened to the recording or seen a transcript She not only has no problem with the Archdiocese listening to
the conservation she desires that this be done. She andR_EoAcTEo advised that HEDACTEDwould be told of tlus and it was requested they ask
REDACTED to call Detective f'E.I2.~~T.§:g. _ or Lieutenant'3.E.I?~~TE_Q_ } to facilitate the Archdiocese obtaining a copy. In the call Fernando
immediately acknowledged remembering her and did not seem surprised that she was calling him. She told him she was upset at the news
coming out of Boston regarding the clerical sexllal abuse cases. She asked him if he remembered what happened between them and
mentioned specific acts and places they happened. He responded that he did although as she recalls there were a couple of things he
claimed not to remember. He acknowledged thinking about it over the years and when she mentioned specific se:>mal activity between
them he agreed that it occurred. The letters were also mentioned and he recalled them. He continually asked for her forgiveness, said he
was sorry and told her that he went to confession and received absolution. He also said that he thought she vvas older and that it was in.!!
moment of passion. She pointed out to him that she was in high school and he regularly saw her in her high school uniform and that since
it happened on a number of times it could not have been a momentary passionate impulse. He also mentioned that he was young but she
pointed out he was 36 or 37 years old in 1981. When she asked him whv he had done those things to her, be said that it was because
he was new to the parish and that she treated him nicely and was helpful to him. She asked him whether he had loved her or had
any feelings for her. He responded that ·ves he loved her. She then asked if he loved her why he had done this to her. When she
asked him if he had done these things to anvone else he said that he bad not.. She finally said that she forgave him and be felt
relieved at that. He asked her if she had told anyone else about what he had done and she said that she had not. He said that it was good
and that be was glad that she hadn't spoken about it to anyone else. He asked her to pray for him and to call him again from time to
time in the future to check on him. She assured him that she would. The call was then terminated.
On reflection she now feels his behavior was predatory and calculated and emphasized her fear that he might have done this to someone
else and her desire that he be relieved of his ministry. It tormented her to know that he was in a position that allows him to this again.
REDACTED

was verv emotional at times when recounting the details set forth above. She advised early in the interview that there was one
incident she had a particular hard time with and that it might upset her enough when she described it that she would not be able to
continue. She requested to be allowed to relate that at the end of the interview. Her request was granted and this is what she
recounted. She could not give a time frame for when this happened, before or after his transfer to Saint John's, but remembered they
parked in the parking lot at Rio Vista Elementary School on Coffman-Fico Road in Pico Rivera.REDACTED
REDACTED There were a line of skinny tall trees that blocked the view of the parking lot from the street and these trees have since been
removed. After he parked there, he put his finger into her vagina. She does not recall what happened either before or after this
incident. She recalls that this was painful and that she kept repeating, "Father, Father, ... "It was very traumatic to her and that is all
she remembers.
She reiterated that she was always taught to be submissive, passive and respectful of adults especially priests and she never thought of
saying no to his abusive activities. Even now she finds it very difficult to talk about. She never saw him do anything like this to anyone
else and she is not a\vare of him abusing anyone else. However. because of the manner in which he both groomed her for and went
about abusing her. she feels stronglY the possibilitY that she was neither the first nor the last of his victims.

REDACTED
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Archdiocese of Los Angeles

(213) 637-7Z84

342.4
Wilshire
Boulevard

Los t'.ngeles
Callfornl<.

90010-2202

February 13, 2004
CONFIDE~'TIAL

REDACTED
Archdiocese of Colombo
976 Gnanartha Pradeepaya
Mawatha, Colombo 8
SRILMTKA

Your Excellency:
May the grace and peace of Our Lord Jesus Christ be with you, and with the people you
shepherd!

I serve as the Episcopal Vicar for ClergyifHis Eminence, Cardinal Roger M. Mahony,
Archbishop of Los Angeles.
As you may have heard, a lawsuit has been :filed alleging that Father Walter Fernando, currently
incardinated in this Archdiocese, sexually abused a woman when she was a minor. This case has
received significant publicity here in southern California.
Father Fernando was originally ordained for the service of the Archdiocese of Colombo on
January25, 1973. We tmderstand that he served at a number of parishes in your Archdiocese
before coming to the United States in 1981.
For the purposes of responding appropriately to this lawsuit, it would be most helpful to have a
copy of all of the materials that you may have in your clergy file for Father Fernando. Would
you please be so kind as to arrange, as soon as reasonably possible, for copies to me made and
sent to me here at the Archdiocese? If you wish, I would be happy to reimburse you for any
expenses this may entail.

Thank you for your kind attention to tills matter. May God continue to bless you in your
leadership of the local church of Colombo!
Yours in Christ,
/

;1 ' (~- (~-//

'-.-----~-~/-----'

J

,/

---·

Monsi~c;t'Craig A. Cox, J.C.D.

Vi~
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REDACTED
REDACTED
From:
REDACTED
To:
Saturday, February 14, 2004 2:51 PM
Sent:
Subject:
Re: Report
REDACTED

Thank you for your efforts. We will continue to try as well.
FiEOA.CTEO

-Original Message From: REDACTED
To:RED~CTED

__

Sent: Saturday, February 14, 2004 1:34 PM
Subject: Re: Report
REDACTED

Dear __ _
Here is the status of the tape. We have been trying to get the tape for many months, and the records department finally
told us that we wi!l need a subpoena to get the tape. We have a stay in the cases, so 1 cannot issue any discovery, and a
subpoena will not work for now.

1then talked toREDACTED

, and he told me that he is working with the DA's office regarding the release of the tape.
am to call him back in several weeks to tind out the status.

It looks like our hands are tied as of now. I will continue to work on getting the tape.
Sincerely,
REDACTED
Oriainal Message From ;REDACTED
To: REDACTED

Sent: Monday, February 09,2004 10:55 PM
Subject: Re: Report
REDACTED

Thank you for making the corrections. This is very helpful.
REDACTED

Oriainal Messaae From: REDACTED
To: REDACTED
Sent: Monday, February 09, 2004 8:37AM
Subject: Report
Dear ~E~~~~o
I am relying on your word that you will look into the Sri Lanka matter.
Please find attached your report with our changes in bold and underlined:

January 3(1_ ?.<H)-J.
Cmc>ui-::al Inwstigati(>ll \)fFather \Vatter Fernando
InterY.ie1Yee: REDACTED

InterYit:,-rerREDACTED
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Date of interview: January 29, 2004
Place of interview: REDACTED
The morning of January 29th REDACTED
telephonically advised me that he had spoken with REDAC~~B.crEo
, the counsel
for f3~~£l.:E:D _ .
and thatREDACTEc would be available for an interview that evening. I telephonically contacted
who advised
that "'oAcTEowould meet with me at the Marie Callender's noted above at 6:00p.m. that evening. She also advised that an associate of
hers REDACTED
would be there to make REoi'CTEo more comfortable. She put no restrictions on the interview and only asked it not
drag on for several hours because REDACTEDwas Yerv emotional about this. and a long inteniew would be too stressfuL She \Vas
assured it would not.
At 5:45 p. m. I identified myself toR~~~8.l:t?EDand we exchanged business cards. He was sitting in a relatively private booth in the
restaurant andREoA:TEo had gone to the rest room. Shortly thereafter she returned and RE~Ac~Eo introduced me to her. At that point he
requested no questions be asked regarding damages in the suit REDACTED had filed. He was assured that was not the intent of the
interview."Fn==n then provided the following information:
She met Father Walter Fernando in either late 1980 or early 1981 at Saint Hilary's Catholic Church in Pica Rivera. She was 16 or
17, a senior at Saint Paul's High School and working at Saint Hilary's as a junior secretary in the rectory. She was very active in the
parish at that time. She taught a Confraternity of Christian Doctrine (CCD) class in her junior and senior year in high school and was
in the vouth choir where she sang and played the flute. She characterized herself as an unattractive nerd in high school who had
few, if any, friends and was the subject of verbal abuse. She had a 4.0 grade point average and some of the students may have
resented her for that. Her home life was also troubled and she enjoyed being at the parish, as it was a refuge for her. She began
volunteer work in the rectory during her junior year and between her junior and senior year she was hired as a junior secretary and
began to receive a salary.
Th .......ri,..,ts at Saint Hilary's at that time were the pastorREDACTED who is now deceased·REDACTED
REDACTED and REDACTED. She could not be certain if REDACTED
REDACTED, was there at that time or came shortly
after Fernando left. She thought he might have been there a short time while Fernando was there as she recalledREo,cr=o and .REDACTED
had rooms dmvnstairs in the rectory andR~~~~~T.!'_I?, _______________ were upstairs. As a junior secretary she carne to the rectory
directly from school. The school bus had a stop at the church making it convenient for her and she reported to work wearing her
school uniform. She would work as late as 9:30p.m. at times on week nights and also on weekends. She was restricted to working
not more than 25 hours a week REDACTED
, who was attending Wb_ittier College initiall-v and later California State
University at Los Angeles, was also working there (strike: and trained REoAcTEo but other than the training) but they were not there
together as one would normally relieve the other. There was another junior secretary for a short time but she was fired due to talking
to her boyfriend on the telephone at work.R:o~=~E~ not only did not have a boyfriend bnt did not da1e until years later after leaving the
convent Her duties included doing parish clerical \Vork and answering the telephone and door. She placed the priests' messages in
boxes that vYere next to where she sat She normally ate her dinner in the kitchen but on occasion was invited to eat in the dining
room with the priests.

The rectory was quiet in the evening and normally only she and the priests were there. It was not uncommon for them to come by to
check their mailboxes for messages. Fernando began to strike up conversations with her in the evening when they were alone. These
talks became increasingly longer and friendlier as time went on. The first thing she recalls that was a bit unusual vvas one evening he
began to shoot rubber bands at her. Late one Sunday afternoon in perhaps March or April 1981 Fernando suggested they go to the
parish hall behind the church and he v.rould play his violin and she her flute. They were there alone with a piano near the stage and
she played her flute and sang. Then he played the violin and brought out music and sang a love song entitled, "Drink To Me Only
With Thine Eyes". She felt this was a strange selection for him to pick since it was a love song. They were there about an hour.
Shortly after the parish hall incident she was alone at her desk one evening. She is not completelv sure but she may have been
wearing her high school uniform. Fernando showed her a book and suggested that she read it. She turned the book over and read a
synopsis of the story on the rear cover. It was about a priest who was having an affair and she gave it back to him. He inquired as to
why she did not want to read it and she told him that she did not think that priests should do that sort of thing. He then explained to
her there was a difference between celibacy and chastity. According to him celibacy meant simply that priests were precluded from
marriage. Chastity was a vow that only priests that were in a religious order took along with poverty and obedience. Since he was a
diocesan priest chastity did not pertain to him and he only had to remain celibate, that is not marry. Nobody had ever explained this
to her and she was confused but since he was a priest accepted \Vhat he said. Nevertheless she did not read the book and cannot
remember the title.
Not long after the book incident, while still in high school, either on his day off or on the vveekend he mentioned that he wanted to
see a movie and asked her to accompany him. She rarely went to movies and since he was a priest and was showing her attention
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she readily accepted. He drove to her house, honked the hom and she came out. This is the procedure he used whenever he came to
pick her up in the future. He never carne into the house to. talk to her parents or siblings. Her parents did not object to her going and
she believes they felt good about it since they thought she was in the safe care of a priest They drove down Rosemead Boulevard to
Downey the city that adjoins Pico Rivera to the south. They went to the Showcase Theatre located next to a Farrell's Ice Cream
Parlor which were part of the Stonewood Shopping Center. Neither of those structures is any longer there as it has since been
converted into an indoor shopping center. He sat to her left during the movie and during the movie reached over and initially
patted her hand. He then reached his arm around her shoulder and put his hand on her breast and began to rub it. She stared straight
ahead and not knowing what to do she did not do or say anything. The mo"Vie was near its conclusion when this happened and when
it finished she asked him to hand her a sweater she had placed on the seat nexi to him to his left. When she did this he abruptly
leaned forward and gave her a hard kiss on the lips. She had never been kissed on the lips before and she was shocked and
emotional. She told him she had to go to the ladies' room and excused herself. When she returned to him she was still in shock and
they proceeded back to the car. She cannot recall the name of the movie. The vehicle was a white parish car that Fern an do used and
she does not know if it was assigned to him or not. As he was leaving the parking lot he backed into another parked car and
continued to drive away. She called his attention to it since it \Vas very apparent but he told her not to '-'>'ony about it and left He
was quiet after the movie and little if anyihing was said on the drive home. He did not come into her house when he dropped her off
either.
Not long after the movie incident, while she was still in high school, they returned to the same parking lot. She cannot recall the
reason they were there but he parked in front ofF arrell' s and laid his head in her lap. While in this position he pulled her head down
and kissed her. This was a longer kiss than the one in the movie and he put his tongue in her mouth. After the kiss he took her
home.
On another occasion while she was still in high school, probably on a Saturday, he took her to the Los Angeles County Arboretum.
She wore her hair in bangs and she recalled that she had braces on her teeth then. It was a warm day and she wore a white dress that
she made and white sandals. As in the other described incidents he did not wear his clerical clothes. He brought a camera and took
about five photographs during the day which he later showed to her. He did not give her any of them and she has no idea where they
are now. He did not feel comfortable driving on freeways and so he drove home on Rosemead Boulevard. This route passed through
the Whittier Narrows and a large park at Legg Lake. He pulled onto the parking lot at Legg Lake and parked. He wanted to take a
walk and so they did for a while and then they stopped at a picnic table and sat dmvn. He then began to kiss her and fondle her. It
was dark and they were there for about an hour. This time he put his hand inside her blouse and bra so he was rubbing the skin of
her breast. They then returned to the car and drove home.
After the first Legg Lake incident they returned there and once again he was not in clerical garb. This time it was in the evening and
the light was very dim. He was sitting in the driver's seat and she was in the front passenger seat when he unzipped his pants and
exhibited his erect penis outside of his pants. She had never seen a penis before and did not want to look but did see it as she glanced
over. He then told her to kiss his penis and when she said, "No Father, I don't ,yant to do thaC, he tried to force her bv putting
his right hand behind her neck and pulling her bead downward toward his penis and instructed her to do it When she did not
he took her left hand in his, put it on his penis encircling it. and while he kept his hand clasped over hers began to masturbate.
He was breathing hard and kept repeating, "Do it! Do it!" This continued until he ejaculated and her hand was covered with fluid.
He then gave her a napkin or something similar to clean up v:ith.

It was sometime after the second Legg Lake incident she remembers being on the school bus approaching the Saint Hilary's rectory
when some of the girls noticed Fernando walking on the street. He was dressed in black clerical garb wearing white shoes with
buckles and they thought he looked funnv and giggling commented to that effect. At that time she felt a great deal of shame and
fear wondering if anyone could tell by looking at her what she had done with him. She did not know of anyone who had ever
observed them, either from the parish or any-'\vhere else, during one of these incidents but she had these thoughts nonetheless. She
remembers being confused V\'ith her emotions because most of the time he was kind to her, paid attention to her and showed her
affection. Nobody else did this.
Sometime after these incidents Fernando was transferred to Saint John Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills. She had never been to
Granada Hills and it sounded very affluent to her and she thought he had done very well. Once he was there he called her and said
he was happy there and wanted her to visit. He drove to her house and took her back to the Saint John's rectory. This first trip she
brought her flute. He parked in the rear of the rectory in an area that appeared to be for the prie::.i:s. They then entered what she
thought was a back door and immediately to the left was a sitting room. From this room was a door that entered into his room. The
first trip there she played her flute in the sitting room.
Other times he brought her there, they went into his room. As they entered his room there was a bed to the left of the door. Across
from the foot of the bed \Vas a dresser with a mirror above it. The room was carpeted and to the left of the dresser was a chair. He
had her disrobe when they were in his room but she kept her slip on. He pulled down her slip and bra and kissed her breasts and
sucked on her nipples. They laid on the bed on top of each other and side-by -side and she could feel his erection but she did not
know if he ejaculated during their activity. She asked him why he did not undress and he responded that he did not want her to
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become pregnant.
During one of these episodes she asked him if he had ever considered leaving the priesthood and he said no because that was the
only thing he knew and that he could do nothing else. He mentioned that in the seminary in Sri Lanka the seminarians were
discouraged from touching themselves and were given some type of implement to tuck their shirts in so they would not touch
themselves in the groin area of the body. He told her that his Sri Lankan first name is REDACTED and that the surname Fern an do came
from the Portuguese that settled that area of Sri Lanka. He never mentioned his family or why he came to America. She met some of
the other Sri Lankan priests who were his friends but never had a conversation with them.
She estimated that she traveled to Granada Hills on more than twice but Jess than ten occasions and similar things happened that
were previously described. Only one time, during her last visit, did he have her take all of her clothes off including her
undergarments. They lay on the bed that time and he ~spooned" her. She described that as lying closely side-by-side, both facing
the same wav. He would always do the touching and she neither wanted to nor did touch him. She was always in a passive state
during these encounters and is unaware if he ejaculated since he was wearing his clothes.
After he instructed her to dress he on more than one occasion went to the kitchen and brought her back vanilla ice cream. He knew
she liked ice cream and she would sit in the chair in his room and eat it and then he drove her horne. One time as they both stood in
front of his mirror he took a roman collar from a dresser drawer and put it on her. After they both looked at it for a few moments in
the mirror he took it off and put it back. She does not recall either one of them saving anything. During these visits she met the
housekeeper once, who she could only describe as an older Anglo female. This woman knew that she and Fernando were in his
room together behind closed doors. Another time she met a priest at the doorway of the sitting room and he had several lay people
with him. She was simply introduced as a friend by Fernando.
He sent her two letters while he was at Saint John's. The frrst one mentioned that he went to an outdoor play and after that had a
sore throat. He said that one kiss from her would cure it. The second letter was just before she entered the convent and he told her
how brave she was to do that She had not seen him for a>vhile and believes she probably told him about her plans for the convent
·---nm'ingi1eri1!St¥isit with him. Sil~nteredil:Ie convent ou Jauaa1y 9, 1983-:-She-does-uot-have-eifuer-tetter-or-any-other-deetunenr--· from that era with the exception of an old address book with Fernando's telephone number in Granada Hills. She did not have that
with her.
She was never in Fernando's room at Saint Hilary's while he was there. At times she would assist the housekeeper delivering
laundry to the priests' room. She could not recall seeing any type of unusual marks or scars on Fernando's private parts but said he
was very dark skinned and had hairy arms. Another recollection was that he frequently \VOre mismatched clothes.
Due to the confused state of mind she was in and lack of close friends she did not confide in anybody at the time these events
happened and not until2002 did she reveal it. She does however recall having mentioned to her mother just immediately before
entering the convent that something bad had happened between her and Fr. Fernando. Her mother did not inquire further.
but rather deflected conversation awav from the subject bY telling her to put that behind her and begin a brand new life in
the convent. 'EoACTEo'o'cTEo dropped the subject at that point. .""AcrciJ'"'cTEo also vaguelv recalls a conversation she had with her
sister, which occurred shortlv after the incident in Fernando's rectorv when she was fullv disrobed. However. she does not
recall the details of that conversation and her sister. being voung at the time, did not ever bring the subject up again after
that one conversation. It was not until April of 2002 while she was reading an article in one of the weekly news publications,
perhaps Time or Newsweek, about a Catholic priest abuse victim that was a musician and had thought about entering the seminary
that all of these memories came flooding back to her. She was at work and became very distraught. Driving home and when she
arrived home her brother immediately noticed there was something >nong. When he inquired as to what was bothering her she
blurted out what had occurred. He told her that she needed some help. They then searched Fernando's name on the internet and
determined he was still an active priest. On learning this she was horrified and concerned that he might have preyed on others and
was continuing to do so. Shortly after that she approached an attorney acquaintance and confided in her. She gave her the telephone
number of the appropriate unit in the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) and about one week later she filed a complaint with
them.
Regarding the consensually monitored telephone call she made to Fernando at the behest of the LAPD she does not have a copy or a
transcript of it. She has never listened to the recording or seen a transcript. She not only has no problem with the Archdiocese
listening to the conservation she desires that this be done. She and REoAcTEo advised that REDACTED would be told of this and it was
request;d they ask REDACTED to callREDACTED:(EDACTED orREDACTEDREDACTED to facilitate the Archdiocese obtaining a
copy·. In the call Fernando immediately acknovvledged remembering her and did not seem surprised that she was calling him. She
told him she was upset at the news coming out of Boston regarding the clerical sex:ual abuse cases. She asked him if he remembered
\vhat happened between them and mentioned specific acts and places they happened. He responded that he did although as she
recalls there were a couple of things he claimed not to remember. He acknovvledged thinking about it over the years and when she
mentioned specific se;:.;.ual activity betvveen them he agreed that it occurred. The letters were also mentioned and he recalled them.
He continually asked for her forgiveness, said he was sorry and told her that he went to confession and received absolution. He also
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said that he thought she was older and that it was in a moment of passion. She pointed out to him that she was in high school and he
regularly saw her in her high school uniform and that since it happened on a number of times it could not have been a momentary
passionate impulse. He also mentioned that he was young but she pointed out he was 36 or 37 years old in 1981. When she asked
him whv he had done those things to her. he said that it was because he was new to the parish and that she treated him~
and was helpful to him. She asked him whether he had loved her or had anv feelings for her. He responded that ves he loved
her. She then asked if he loved her why he had done this to her. When she asked him if he had done these things to anvone
else he said that he had not.. She finally said that she forgave him and he felt relieved at that. He asked her if she had told anyone
else about ·what he had done and she said that she had not. He said that it \Yas good and that he was glad that she hadn't spoken
about it to anvone else. He asked her to pray for him and to call him again from time to time in the future to check on him. She
assured him that she would. The call was then terminated.
On reflection she novv feels his behavior was predatory and calculated and emphasized her fear that he might have done this to
someone else and her desire that he be relieved of his ministry. It tormented her to know that he was in a position that allows him to
this again.
was verv emotional at times when recounting the details set forth above. She advised early in the interview that there was one
incident she had a particular hard time with and that it might upset her enough when she described it that she would not be able to
continue. She requested to be allowed to relate that at the end of the interview. Her request was granted and this is what she
recounted. She could not give a time frame for when this happened, before or after his transfer to Saint John's, but remembered they
parked in the parking lot at Rio Vista Elementary School on Coffman-Fico Road in Pica Rivera.REDACTED
_
REDACTED
There were a line of skinny tall trees that blocked the view of the parking lot from the street and these trees have
since been removed. After he parked there, he put his fmger into her vagina. She does not recall what happened either before or
after this incident. She recalls that this was painful and that she kept repeating, "Father, Father, ... " It was very traumatic to her
and that is all she remembers.
REDACTED

She reiterated that she was always taught to be submissive, passive and respectful of adults especially priests and she never thought
of saying no to his abusive activities. Even no>v she fmds it very difficult to talk about She never saw him do anything like this to
anyone else and she is not aware of him abusing anyone else. However. because of the manner in which he both groomed her
for and went about abusing her, she feels strongh the possibility that she was neither the first nor the last of his victims.

REDACTED
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MEl\1\0RANDUb/\
TO:
FROM:

Cardinal Roger Mahony
REDACTED
Charr
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board

REDACTED

RE:

Recommendation of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
Reverend Walter Fernando !REDACTED

DATE:

17 February 2004

The Board discussed the case ofFather Walter Fernando at our meeting on February 11,2004.
On January 14, 2004, we recommended (1) that Father Fernando not be placed on administrative
be
leave at this time pending further investigation, (2) that the complainant,REDACTED
interviewed without delay, (3) that I be authorized to write to Deputy District Attorney William
Hodgeman to obtain whatever materials have been developed by the police and the district
attorney in the course of their investigation, and (4) that I be authorized to write directly tcREDACTED
REDACTED attorney to request an interview witbREDACTED and/or to enlist her cooperation and
consent to the release of the information requested in #3. You concurred in these
recommendations and directed me to proceed at once.
REDACTED
was successful in arranging for REDACTED 1EDACTED
_
_
who
has been working on this case as canonical auditor, to meet witbREDACTED on January 29, 2004.
REDACTED interviewed her in person on that date and documented his interview in a lengthy
written report which he shared with the Board. In substance,REDACTED told him that she met
Father Fernando in either late 1980 or early 1981 when he was at St. Hilary's Catholic Church in
Pi co Rivera and she was a 17 year old student at St. Paul's High School and working asRE_DACTED
REDACTED
Their relationship was platonic at first but this changed when Father
Fernando took her to a movie and put his arm around her and fondled her breast. She toldREDACTED
REDACTED that she was a nerd and did not have a boyfriend or had not even dated until years later.
She was confused and somewhat attracted by his attention. The relationship developed and, on
other occasions, similar and more serious sexual activity ensued, much of which is quite
egregious as set out in REDACTED~ s report.
REDACTED

.
. REDACTED
.
turned e1ghteen m
1981. Father Fernando was transferred to St. John Bapt1st
de la Salle in Granada Hills sometime in the fall, after her birthday. Their relationship continued
and she visited him in Granada Hills on as many as ten occasions and they engaged in similar
sexual activity. She said she was never in Father Fernando's private living quarters at St.
Hilary's but she was at St. John Baptist and she described them with specificity.REDACTED
visited St. John Baptist on February 2, 2004 and verified tha1REDACTED•s description orthe
premises was accurate.
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Memorandum Regarding Fr. Walter Fernando
February 18,2004
Page2

Father Fernando has consistently stated that his "indiscretion" was limited to putting his ann
arounoREDACTED while attending a movie. REDACTED 's account indicates a series of sexual
encounters extending over a considerable penod ott1me and is at odds with Father Fernando's
verswn.
REDACTED was impressed with REDACTED and believes she and her account of what transpired are
credible. Her description of Father Fernando's private living quarters at St. John Baptist supplies
corroboration.
Efforts are being made to listen to or obtain a copy or transcript of a tape recording that was
made by the police of a telephone conversation betweeTIREDACTED and Father Fernando. REDACTED
REDACTED does not have a copy and expressed a willingness to assist us in obtaining one. Monsignor
Cox,r£DACTED and REDACTED met with detectives from the Los Angeles Police Department on
February 13, 2004 and, while they were not given the tape or a transcript or told what in contains,
they believe they may have a way to either obtain a copy or find out what was said. I believe it
would be best for me to defer writing to DDA Hodgeman until after they have explored this new
approach.
The Board discussed Father Fernando's case and found that the statement made byREDACTED
appears to be credible and is corroborated by her physical description of Father Fernando's
private living quarters at St. John Baptist de la Salle, that REDACTEDwas seventeen years old
when some of the serious allegations occurred, that the actions complained of are clearly child
sexual abuse, and that the zero tolerance policy applies.
Father Fernando met with Monsignor Cox andREDACTED this afternoon and was advised by
Monsignor Cox that he was being placed on administrative leave in view of what was learned by
REDACTED in his interview with REDACTED; however, he was not confronted with what she said
because his attorney,REDACTED, was not present and had asked that any discussion of the
allegations with Father Fernando be deferred untii he was in attendance. An interview with
Father Femar1do andREDACTED to confront Father Fernando with the allegations against him v-rill
be arranged shortly.
Accordingly, and with regret, the Board recolnm.ends that Father Fernando be immediately
placed on administrative leave pending further investigation.

cc:

Monsignor Craig A. Cox
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Office of
Vicar for Clergy
(213) 637-7284

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

3424
Wilshire

CaliforniJ.

Boulevard

90010-2202.

Los Angeles

February 18, 2004

Personal and Confidential
Reverend Walter Fernando
Assumption ofthe Blessed Virgin Mary Church
2640 E. Orange Grove Boulevard
Pasadena, CA 91107-2632
Dear Father Fernando:
This is to provide written confirmation of the decision communicated to you in person that,
effective February 19, 2004, you will begin an administrative leave of absence.
The parish should pay you for the month of February. I also ask that the parish make the
contribution for your pension account for the January tlrrough March quarter. Beginning in
March, my office will assume responsibility for your salary and benefits, and beginning with the
April quarter we will be paying into your pension account.
At tbis point, please continue to use the parish car. The Vicar's office will pay for any
maintenance that needs to be done on the car during this period of leave.
I am assigning you in residence at St. Basil's Parish. During this time ofleave, you are to engage
in no public ministry, though you are free to celebrate Mass in your own room or the rectory
chapeL If you wish, please do take advantage of the opportunity to spend some time on retreat,
and you continue to be welcome at the day of recollection scheduled for Manning House. Also,
let me renew my invitation to avail yourself of the counseling you need at this very difficult time.
Since you already met with DoctorREDACTEo you may wish to see him. But I can make
arrangements with other counselors if you wish.

You are in my prayers at this time of tremendous trial. As we soon will enter the season of Lent,
I lmow you will experience the Passion in a totally new and profound way. I pray for you, and
for the truth to emerge. Thank you for being so gracious and understanding in these last two
years. May the peace of Christ be with you!
Your brother in Christ,

/f'

~(?

.~

~-, /~ ----!"'~

M~~Df Craig A CoyJ.C.D.
Xic~or Clergy
/

(__/
cc:

REDACTED

~EDACTED
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3424

Office of
Vicar for Clergy

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

Wilshire
Boulevard

(213) 637-7284

TO:

Presbyterate of the Archdiocese

FROM:

Monsignor Craig A. Cox, Vicar for Clergy

RE:

Keeping You Informed

DATE:

22 February 2004

Los Angeles
California

90010-2241

My brothers,

In fulfillment of our efforts to keep you informed, I wanted to let you know that Father Walter
F eman do has begun a leave of absence_ Attached is a copy of the announcement that was made
at Our Lady of the Assumption Parish this weekend.
Should any ofyou wish to write Father Fernando, you may do so either through the parish or my
office. Keep him in your prayer.

In these trying times, let us continue to keep each other in regular prayer. And please, continue
regular prayer for all victims of sexual abuse.
Thank you.

attachment
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Statement for Weekend Masses at Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary Parish,
Pasadena
February 21-22, 2004
Regarding Reverend Walter Fernando
As you may recall from my earlier visit, I am Monsignor Craig Cox, Vicar for Clergy of the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles. On the weekend of January 17-18, I spoke here at your parish
about your Associate Pastor, Father Walter Fernando. In that announcement, I promised to keep
you informed of future developments. I am here as an initial fulfillment of that pledge to bring
additional information directly to you.
As we previously announced, an investigation was launched when we learned of the report
alleging misconduct on Father Fernando's part in 198( The investigation is being conducted by
a private investigator, a former Special Agent of the FBI. I had mentioned that we requested an
interview with the person who made the complaint. Subsequently, that interview was conducted.
We also have asked to see the results of the police investigation. We have not yet been granted
access to any of those materials. Our investigation is ongoing and it is clear that it will require
significant additional time.
The Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board discussed the case of Father Fernando again, and
recommended that he be placed on administrative leave. Administrative leave involves time
away from the parish and from all pastoral duties until the investigation is concluded. Father
Fernando began that leave of absence on Thursday.
Please note that the decision to place Father Fernando on administrative leave does not reflect a
judgment that he is guilty of the alleged misconduct. By our policy, administrative leave is
recommended when an initial investigation raises sufficient questions to take the precaution of
placing the priest on leave while further investigation continues.
I know that this announcement is surprising and distressing. Many of you expressed tremendous
support for Father Fernando when I was here last month. Clearly, he has done much good during
his more than eleven years of service here. He has rights as both a citizen of this country and as
a priest in the Church to defend himself, and those rights will be respected.
Please know that the Cardinal is committed to implementing all of our policies fully, assuring
that we thoroughly investigate all allegations, and acting in ways that protect children as well as
respect the rights of all involved.
Finally, at this distressing time, I ask that you pray with special fervor for all victims of abuse,
for Father Fernando, for the success of the ongoing investigation in discovering the full truth,
and for your parish community and all the Church in these difficult days. May God bless you!
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRNILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
February 25, 2004
Canonical Investigation of Father Walter Fernando
Interviewee: REDACTED
iRE.Lir"'\\..1

I LLI

Interviewe
Date of Interview: February 25, 2004

REDACTED

was telephonically interviewed and provided the following information:

She worked in the rectory at Saint Hillary's the same time as REDACTED
but REDACTED
never confided anything to her regarding Father Walter Fernando back then.
She had not spoken to REDACTED in perhaps 15 years wherREoAcTEo called her about six months
ago. They discussed mutual acquaintances including FatherREDACTED
asked
REDACTED
•
•
REDACTED
•
REDACTED
if she remembered REDACTED and
~ · adVIsed that she d1d.
then advised
~
that her relationship with Fernando developed into a sexual liaison that stopped short of
intercourse. REDACTED said that she and Fernando shared a certain bond and that his word was
"gold" with her at that time.
:REDACTED

REDACTED

•

REDACTED

REDACTED

•

could not recall many things
told her but does remember
was qmte
specific regarding their activities. One thing REDAcTED related was that Fernando had her
unclothe in his room and then put his roman collar on her. REDACTED did not know if this
occurred while Fernando was at Saint Hillary's or at another parish.

. hip surpnse
. d h er REDACTED adVIse
. d th at nothing offui s sort
When ask ed 1'f this re1atwns
surprises her anymore.
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATNE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
September 24, 2004
Canonical Investigation of Father Walter Fernando
Interviewee: REDACTED

REDACTREDACTED
Intervie

canonical auditor

Date of Interview: September 22,2004
Detective REDACTED
was contacted at his office and played a tape recording of a
telephone call betweenREDACTED
and Father Walter Fernando that took place the
morning of May 24, 2002. The call lasted about 17 minutes. REDAcTED had called Fernando
several times in an effort to reach him and after leaving a message he returned her call.
The recording was listened to only once and the following is a compilation of
impressions and paraphrasing as well as quotes that were written as accurately as
possible. Where quotes are cited they will be set forth in quotation marks.
after the initial greetings almost immediately told Fernando that she had felt very
guilty for years about the sexual activities the two of them had while he was assigned to
Saint Hilary's Church. She mentioned specific acts such as touching, kissing her breasts
and his putting her hand on his penis. He responded, "I remember kissing you. That was
a moment of passion. It just happened .. .I don't know .. .it was a moment of passion. I
don't remember showing my penis."

REDACTED

REDACTED

At one point
told him she was only a child and he responded, "I thought you were
19." She countered that with she was 16 or 17 and he must have known that since he
knew she was still in high school.
Fernando told her that he was new and that she was nice to him in a difficult time more
than once.
REDACTED

recalled a letter he sent her telling her that he loved her. He remembered the letter
and that in it he told her she had courage for going to the convent. He later admitted he
did feel love for her.
When she brought up his rubbing her breast he said that he did recall that.
When she asked him ifthere were others he did similar things to, he said there were not.
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She brought up his exhibiting his penis more than once and he said that he forgot that but
did admit to kissing her breasts.
Fernando told her that he confessed his sins in this matter soon after she left and he asked
for her forgiveness several times. She said she forgave him and asked him to pray for
her. He agreed to do that and he in turn asked for her prayers as well. He told her it was
a burden that he had carried.
At one point he said, "I have confessed it years ago. I am 50 years old now. I want to be
a priest." He asked her to keep it between them and God.
REDACTED

The attitude
portrayed during the call was that of a person that was hurt and
troubled by the indiscretions they had committed when he was at Saint Hillary's. She
was persistent on putting these things in the open with him and wanting an explanation as
to why he acted like this with her. When he indicated he was caught up in a moment of
passion she responded that it was not a one-time event but a series of acts.
His attitude was one of repentance and he wanted her forgiveness very much. It seemed
he was glad to have talked and relieved that she forgave him.
The contents of the tape appear to confirm that something of a sexual nature transpired
between Fernando and REDACTED Although he said he does not recall activities regarding his
penis, i.e., masturbation and exhibiting it to REDACTED, he did not deny it and he did admit
other untoward activity as set forth.
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CMOJJ#
Considered by CMOB
Inactive Date
Case Name
Active Case?
Priest Name

02'i
~

516/2009
No Complaint (Walter Fernando

D
Fernando, Walter

DOB

4/24/!944

Ethnicity

Sri Lankan

Diocese
Canon State

Archdiocese of Los Angeles
Diocesan Priest

Religious Order
Incardination
Date Of Ordination
Clergy Status

1973
Administrative Leave

Clergy (Faculties)
Religious

!. ·1

Diocesan

D

Description
Deacon
DOB
Diocese
Etlmicity
Ordination
Status
Date Referred to Vicar
Date Of Alleged Incident
Alleged Victim
Multiple Victims

1122/2003

1980
Minor Female

U

Accusers
Investigation Complete

D

Investigator Name
Removed From Ministry

D

Date Removed From Ministry
Date Returned To Ministry
Case Disposition

Substantiated

DispositionComments
Intervention
Description

Monday, May 11, 2009

[

I

Age 58, born in Sri Lanka; ordained in 1973; currently an associate pastor.
In June 2002 Fr. X informed V /C that two detectives had stopped by rectory
looking for Fr. X while he was on vacation; they left a card but no
information. Fr. X is concerned about a boundary crossing 20 yrs. ago with
a woman interested in entering the convent. It involved placing an arm
around her while watching a movie together. Woman entered convent for a
time and left. She telephoned Fr. X a couple of years ago. There have been
no complaints against Fr. X. LAPD states there is an open investigation.
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Ne
'legations: Plaintiffs' attorneys SUp}
deta'
e abuse of a young
girl rrom 1980-81 including pre-sexual groom1hg, French kissing, hugging in
sexual manner, fondling of minor's buttocks and rubbing/massaging of
minor's breasts both over clothes and skin to skin; kissing neck, face &
breasts, finger in minor's vagina, masturbation of perpetrator skin to skin,
and tried to force oral copulation. Abuse occurred several times at the
theater, in the car and at a park. Father denies specific allegations.

Case Status
January 22, 2003

The Board agreed that no action be taken until further
information is provided.

March 26, 2003

The Board took a vote on the following two options: 1) To
recommend immediate administrative leave; or 2) that the V /C
office seek further information from Fr. X and the alleged
victim, including, but not necessarily limited, to the victim's
birth date, and report back as soon as possible, but in no event
later than 60 days (the June 11, 2003 CMOB meeting).
Of the remaining 9 members present, eight voted for option #2;
there was one abstention.

April29, 2003

Cardinal approves recommendation: "proceed forward at
once."

January 14, 2004

Fr. X was identified as Father Walter Fernando in 01/14/04
L.A. Times article. Fr. submitted to a psych evaluation
suggested by the Board. The Board recommended the
following: (1) That Fr. Fernando not be placed on
administrative leave at this time pending further & intense
efforts to obtain additional to vedfY the truth of the allegations.
He may yet need to be placed on leave depending on the results
of the next two recommendations. (2) That the alleged victim
be interviewed without delay. The Board was advised that
her attorney has agreed to a limited interview. This interview
should be scheduled as quickly as reasonably possible & should
be conducted by Mr. REDACTED another professional
be authorized in his
investigator. (3) That REDACTED
capacity as Chair ofCMOB to write to Deputy D.A. William
Hodgeman to obtain whatever materials have been developed
by the police & the D.A. in the course of the investigation. (4)
That REDACTED
be authorized in his capacity as Chair of
CMOB to write directly to plaintiff's counsel to request an
interview with the alleged victim and/or enlist her cooperation
& consent to the release of the information developed by the
DA. & the police if the interview & the request for information
in Recommendations 2 & 3 are not forthcoming.

January 28, 2004

Msgr. Cox stated. that announcements had been made at Fr.'s
parish. The Board recommended that REDACTED_
should
now write the letter to the plaintiff's attorney, :REDACTE~
REDACTE_:: to request an interview with her client and a copy of
the telephone tape or transcript thereof; the letter to Mr.
REDACTED should be deferred until Mr. REDAcTED

February 11,2004

The Board found that the statement made by Ms.REoAcrEo appears
to be credible and is corroborated by her physical description o
Fr.'s private living quarters at St.John Baptist de Ia Salle, that
Ms. RFnAcTFn was 17 yrs. old when some of the serious allegations
occurred, that the actions complained of are clearly sexual
abuse, & that the zero tolerance policy applies. The Board
recommends that Fr. be immediately placed on administrative
leave pending further investigation.

February 20, 2004

The Cardinal concurs with the recommendation.

' - - - - - - - - - - · · - · · · - · -·· ··-·

Monday, May 11, 2009
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d was advised that Fr. was placed o

February 25, 20t, .

mm1

1e leave.

\r ~~and REDACTED will meet with Fr. andllis attorney soon to
obtain a statement. An announcement was made in the parish.

LAPD has agreed to release the tape of the telephone
if needed; however,
conversation between Fr. & Ms.
Detective Brown of LAPD offered a statement about its
contents as an alternative. Msgr. Cox said it appears it is
incriminating & feels it best to interview Detective Brown at
this time.
The case is being sent to Rome today.
Rome responded that at the time of the alleged incident, the
claimant was 17 years old and not considered to be a minor by
canon law that was in effect at that time. Therefore, this case is
not under the jurisdiction of Rome. The responsibility for
fiuther action now rests with the Archdiocese. The V/C will
meet with father and his advocate and confront him with the
evidence
Msgr Cox and FrREDAcTEo. met with Father and advised him as to
what the investigation had uncovered. The advocate has
requested a copy of all the investigative documents.
Fr REDACTED stated that no canonical action will be taken until
court case is concluded. V/C stated that Fr X is living in a
residence with a pastor and some other priests who are on leave.
REDACTEDinfonned the Board of his interview of the
complainant's sister who support the allegations. The Board
concluded that Fr Fernando should be removed from ministry.
The Board recommended that a canonist should review the case
to determine if there are grounds for his !aicization.
Cardinal Mahony concurred in the Board's recommendations.

April 14, 2004

REoAcTEo

.November 10,2004
September 14, 2005

December 07, 2005

May 16,2007

April 21,2009

IMay 06, 2009
'Follow Up
Follow Up Date

Awaiting results of interview with victim.
November 2007

Legal Proceedings
Legal Proceedings?

0

Com1 Cases Settled
Response
Response Date
Sent To Rome?

0

Date Sent To Rome

Omonical Trial

0

Canonical Trial Date

Canonical Disposition
Page

Monday, May 11, 2009
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Vicar for Clergy Database
Clergy Assignment Record

Rev Walter Fernando
St. Basil Catholic Church
637 South Kingsley Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90005-2392

Current Primary Assignment
Birth Date
Birth City

Age
Deanery

4/24/1944
Ragama, Sri Lanka

65
22

. Diaconate Ordination
Priesthood Ordination
Diocese Name
Date ofIncardination

1/25/1973
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
- 2/24/1986

Religious Community
Ritual Ascription
Ministry Status
Seminary
Ethnicity

Latin
Retired with No Faculties
National, Ampitiya, Kandy, Sri Lanka
Sri Lankan

Fingerprint Verification and Safeguard Training
Date Background Check
Safeguard Training

Assignment History
Assignment

Retired with No Faculties
Administrative Leave

Beginning Date Completion Date

8/1/2009
2/19/2004

7/31/2009

Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary catholic Church, Pasadena
Associate Pastor (Parochial Vicar), Active Service

7/1/1992

2/19/2004

St. Gregory the Great Catholic Church, Whittier Associate Pro Tem, Active
Service

5/3/1992

6/30/1992

Cathedral Chapel, Los Angeles Associate Pastor (Parochial Vicar), Active
Service

7/2/1990

5/2/1992

St. Rose of Lima Catholic Church, Simi Valley Associate Pastor (Parochial
Vicar), Active Service

8/1/1986

7/1/1990

11/30/1981

7/31/1986

St. John Baptist de Ia Salle Catholic Church, Granada Hills Associate
Pastor (Parochial Vicar), Active Service
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St. Hilary Catholic Church, Pico Rivera Associate Pastor (Parochial Vicar),
Active Service

3/1/1981

11/29/1981
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co
Archdiocese of Los Angeles

Office of
Vicar for Clergy
(:Z13) 637-7l84

3424
Wilshire
Boulevard

Los Angeles
California
90010-1.241

October 8, 2010

REDACTED
~

976 Gnanartha Pradeepaya
Mawatha, Colombo 08
Sri Lanka
Dear REDACTED
In February, 2004, REDACTED
was notified that a lawsuit had been flled
alleging that a former priest of the Archdiocese of Colombo, Reverend Walter Fernando,
sexually abused a woman when she was a minor.
Father Fernando was originally ordained for the service of the Archdiocese of Colombo
on January 25, 1973, and served there until his arrival in the United States in 1981. Father
Fernando is currently a priest incardinated in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles:
Legal issues prohibited us from addressing any abuse cases for several years. At this
time, Father Fernando has been able to come to an agreement with Cardinal Roger
Mahony regarding his status. A copy of that statement is attached.
Should you have any further questions regarding Father Fernando's status, please do not
hesitate to contact me.

Enclosure

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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CARDINAL ROGER MICHAEL MAHONY
Archbishop ofLos Angeles

We verify that Reverend Walter Fernando, ordained on 25 January 1973 and
Incardinated on 24 February 1986, is a retired priest of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

He does not enjoy presbyteral faculties ofthe Archdiocese. In view of the public
good, the sensitivity of interested parties, and the publicity attendant to an allegation of
past misconduct, he has voluntarily renounced his right to exercise public ministry.

Given at Los Angeles this 15th day of July in the year of our Lord 2010.

For the Cardinal Archbishop

1Meyers
REDACTED

Seal
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REDACTED

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

H24

Los Angeies

\Nil5hire
Boulevard

C11ifornf~\

90010-2202.

May 27,2009
Deputy Chief Charles Beck
Commanding Officer, Detective Bureau
150 North Los Angeles Street
Room 602
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re:

Walter Fenumdo;REDACTED

Dear Deputy Chief Beck:

I am again writing to you to request information on the above individual in accord with the protocol you have discussed
with REDACTED the Chair of the Archdiocese's Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
In our investigation with respect to Father Walter Fernandez, your Department allowedREDACTED a retired FBI special
agent, who has consulted for the Archdiocese, to listen to an audio tape recording of a telephone call b~tween REDACTED
REDACTED and Walter Fernandez. As shown in the attached correspondence, in September 2008 I requested a copy of the tape;
the request was denied in October 2008.
At the suggestion ofREDACTED I am writing to renew the request since, as noted in my September letter, access to the
tape itself is important to conclude the canon law aspects of the case.
We will, of course, reimburse you for any expenses incurred in this matter.
If you have any questions, please feel to call me at 213 637-7562.
Yours very truly,

REDACTED

REDACTED

Attachments
cc:

REDACTED

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San Fernando

S«n Gabriel

San Pedco

Sant,, B<~rbilra
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c
REDACTED

3424
Wilshire
Boulevard

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

Los Angeles
California

90010-ZZOZ

September 15, 2008
Los Angeles Police Department
Discovery Section
Attention: Custodian of Records
201 North Los Angeles Street
Space 301
Los Angeles. CA 90012
Re: Father Walter Fernando; DR 02-1715862
Dear Sir/Niadam:
In 2004 REDACTED l, an investigator of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles, contacted
Detective James Brown in the Juvenile Division of your Department regarding the above
matter, with Walter Fernando, as the subject of your investigation, and REDACTED
as the victim.
In a conversation earlier this week between Mr. REDACTED and an officer in your
Department, we understand that this case has been closed. In accord with the internal
canon laws of the Church, the Archdiocese is now going through a procedure concerning
Father Fernando's status. The content of an audio tape recording by your Department of a
telephone call on May 24, 2002, between Father Fernando and Ms. REDACTED is very
important to our reaching a fair and logical conclusion. The call was made during the
course of Detective Brown's investigation and Mr. REDAcTED our investigator, was given the
opportunity to listen to the tape. However, to satisfy canon law, we need to have the
actual tape available to the parties revieV~ing the case.
·
Accordingly, this letter is a formal request for the tape recording, or an authenticated
copy: We will, of course, reimburse you for any expenses incuned in this matter.
If you have any questions please feel free to call me at (213) 637-7562.

C':-~~.-~1 ..

REDACTED

cc. REDACTED

Pastordl Region>:

Our Lo1dy of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gdbriel

San Peclro

Santa Bnrbara
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LOS ANGELES POLICE DEP ART11ENT

P. o. Box 30158 '
Los Angeles, Califomia. 90030
Telephone: (213) 97&2100
TOO: (877) 275-5273
Reference Number: 14.4

WIL1..1AM J. BRATTON

Chief of Police
ANTDNIO R. VILLARAIGOSA

Mayor

RECEIVED
OCT .1 0zoos

. October 7, 2008

BY::
REDACTED
3424-Wilshlre Boulevard
Los Angeles, Califoinia 90010-2202

.Dear Ms.REDAcTm
.

.

I have reviewed your request for a copy of a tape recording of a May 24,:2002, telephon~
conversation between Father Walter Fernando atld REDACTED
·

and

Please be advised that the audio tape recording of a telepl;1.0ne call between Father Fernando
Ms. REDACTED was generated to support the Los Angeles Police Department's investigation.
·In accordan<.:;e with Govemment·C.ode Section 6254(£), records ofinvestigations conducted by,
or mvestigatory files· compiled by, any local pollee agency for law enforcement purposes, are
exempt from disclosme; Your request seeks records that are either investigatory records
. themselves or properly part of an investigative file; therefore, I am denying your request.
However, if your request is due to pending litigation, the document you are requesting may
possibly be obtained through a court order.
..
·
-

.

If you have any questions regarding tbis corr~spondence, please contact Management Analyst
Soon Kim ofthe.Discovezy Section at (213} 978-2155. · ·
Very ·truly yours, ·
VVILLLL\.M J. BRATTON
Chief of Police

r----....

.

~\~r-:.) ·.·

CRISP~~anagement An:aiyst

RAYl\IIOND D.
Officer-in-Charge, Discovery .Section
Risk Management Group

AN EQUt-'\L EMPLOYi\'lci"IT OPPORTUN!n=AFF.IRJ'v!ATIVE AC!!ON ENPLOYER
ww•H,LAPOOnline.Drg
.
www.joinLAPD.com
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Archdiocese of Los Angeles
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board

April 27, 2009

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

CONFIDENTIAL-Personnel Matter

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop ofLos Angeles

REDACTED

Fa~er

Walter Fernando (CMOB #027)

The Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board (Board) has concluded its review of the
allegations against Father Walter Fernando. This report is submitted to both summarize the case
and communicate the Board's :findings and recommendations to you.
Father Walter Fernando was born in Sri Lanka on April24, 1944, and ordained in Sri
Lanka in 1973. He moved to Los Angeles and was assigned to St. Hilary's Parish in Pico Rivera
on March 1, 1981. The Complainant was a high school senior who worked at St. Hilary's
rectory after school. At that time, she was 17 years old (she turned 18 on RE~ACTED
) and
Fernando was 36 years old. Fernando served at St. Hilary's until his routine transfer to St. John
Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills on November 30, 1981. Fernando was incardinated in Los
Angeles on February 24, 1986.
In April2002, the Complainant told Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) detectives
that Fernando had sexually molested her when they worked together at St. Hilary's and for about
a year after Fernando transferred to St. John Baptist. She alleged that she was 17 years old when
·
their sexual relationship began. As part of their investigation, the detectives had the
Complainant make a telephone call to Fernando. Without Fernando's knowledge, but with the
Complainant's consent, the detectives recorded the conversation. After that, the detectives went
to Fernando's rectory, but he was gone on vacation. In June 2002, Fernando was at a seminar
with the Vicar for Clergy (VC). He told the VC that the police came to his rectory looking for
him. He said that about 20 years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a woman when he
took her to the movies and put his arm around her.

gggz:oo V'lV'~t:~
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Father Walter Fernando (CMOB #027)
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CONFIDENTIAL-Personnel Matter

In August 2002, the Los Angeles Times published an article naming Fernando as the
subject of a police investigation. Ultimately the criminal case was closed due to a court case
(Stogner) that invalidated a lengthened statute oflimitations for this type of case. In February
2003, the VC attempted to interview Fernando, but he declined to answer any questions
regarding the Complainant on advice of counsel. In March and again in May of 2003, Fernando
sent letters to the VC denying the allegations and claiming to have obeyed his vow of celibacy.
In January 2004, the Los Angeles Times published another article detailing the case against
Fernando and reporting that he was still in ministry. That same month a statement was read at St
Hillary's weekend masses telling parishioners that Fernando had been named in a lawsuit
accusing him of sexual abuse while assigned to that parish. Anyone with information regarding
the matter was asked to contact the VC, but no contacts were made.
On January 24,2004, the Complainant was interviewed by Archdiocesan Canonical
REDACTED
Complainant stated that when she was a senior in
Auditor REDACTED
high school she worked in the rectory after school on most weekdays. Because she was working
after school, she usually wore her Catholic high school uniform while at the rectory. While she
was 17, Fernando took her to a movie. Toward the end of the movie he put his hand on her
breast and began to rub it. Then he gave her a kiss on the lips. Another time while she was still
in high school they were together in a parked car when he laid his head on her lap, pulled her
head towards him and gave her a long kiss putting his tongue in her mouth. On another occasion
while she was in high school, he took her to a park where he kissed her and placed his hand
inside her blouse and bra to rub the skin of her breast. Another time at the same park while she
was in high school she was with him in a parked car in the evening. He unzipped his pants,
exhibited his erect penis and tried to force her to orally copulate him. When she refused, he took
her hand, placed it around his penis and, with his hand clasped over hers, masturbated until he
ejaculated. She described several more incidents of sexual activity that occurred after she turned
18 while Fernando was still assigned to St Hillary's. During one of those incidents, Fernando
digitally penetrating her vagina.
She recalled that Fernando was transferred to St. John Baptist parish in about December
1981. When he left St. Hillary's, she had turned 18. After his transfer, he drove to her house,
picked her up and drove her back to his new parish. He took her to a private sitting room in the
rectory from which there was a door leading to his bedroom. They remained in the sitting room
awhile while she played her flute. He brought her to the rectory a second time and this time they
went into his bedroom. He had her disrobe, kissed her breast, sucked her nipples and lay on top
of her on the bed. He did not undress, but she could feel his erection. She asked him why he did
not undress and he replied he didn't want her to become pregnant. She estimated she went to the
parish in Granada Hills about ten times and that similar sexual activity occurred between them
each time. When asked who could corroborate her story, she stated that her mother, brother and
sister all knew that she was going out with Fernando.

In her interview, the Complainant provided a detailed description of the rectory at St.
John Baptist as well as Fernando's living quarters there. REDAcTED subsequently inspected the
premises and found the Complainant's description to be completely accurate. In order to account
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for any alterations that may have been made over the years, REDACTED interviewed the priest who
was the pastor there at that time. His description of the premises also matched the
Complainant's. Later, responding through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando denied that the
Complainant was ever in his quarters at St. John Baptist de la Salle. Again communicating
through his Canonical Advocate; Fernando claimed that he could not have driven Complainant as
she described because he did not have a driver license when he arrived in the United States. He
claims not to have obtained his license until the summer of 1981, but no documentation of that
date has been obtained..
The Board had reviewed the case in 2002 and in 2003 recommending both times that
additional information be obtained quickly. In February 2004, the month after the Complainant
was interviewed, the Board considered the case again. The Board determined that the allegations
were sufficiently credible to recommend that Fernando be placed on administrative leave while
the investigation continued. The Cardinal concurred with that recommendation and F emando
was temporarily removed from public ministry.
During the subsequent investigation, REDAcTED. attempted to obtain a copy of the taped
telephone conversation between the Complainant and Fernando. Though he was unable to obtain
a copy, the LAPD investigators allowed REDAcTED to listen to the tape. A March 21,2007,
Archdiocesan status report on this case states, "police record phone conversation between
Complainant and Fernando in which Fernando appears to admit that sexual activity took place
between him and Complainant when Complainant was 17 years old." The report goes on to say
that, "Fernando said that he remembered kissing the victim but didn't remember showing her his
penis; he stated that he thought the victim was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her and
recalled rubbing her breast and kissing her breasts; he told her that he confessed his sins in this
matter and asked her for her forgiveness; he stated he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to
keep this between them. The investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confrrm that
something of a sexual nature had transpired between Fernando and the victim." Clearly
Fernando's admissions in the taped conversation are in direct conflict with his March 7 and May
8, 2003, letters in which he denied "having had any sexual activity with (Complainant)."

In November 2004, the case was sent to Rome. The case was returned with a finding
that, as the complainant was 17 at the time, she was not a minor under the 1917 Code of Canon
Law. (The Church subsequently changed the age of majority from 16 to 18.) Consequently,
Rome determined that the case is not under its jurisdiction and assigned responsibility for any
further action to· the Archdiocese. This complaint resulted in a civil suit and was eventually
settled as part of the global settlement. The amount received by the Complainant was within the
median settlement amount for that group .of cases.
Once the civil suit was settled, the case was reviewed to determine if it was ready for
disposition. It was decided that efforts should be made to contact the Complainant's mother,
sister and/or brother in an effort to corroborate the number of "dates" she allegedly had with
Fernando and to determine if any of them had any additional information to support or refute
these allegations. The Complainant's sister was subsequently interviewed telephonically. She
was about 13 years old when Fernando was first assigned to St. Hilary's. She and her older sister
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(Complainant) shared a bedroom. They lived with their parents and two brothers who were 18
and 19 years old. Between work, school and friends, the brothers were usually gone and rarely
interacted with their two younger sisters. She believes they had no idea what was happening
with the Complainant at the time. The parents thought the relationship between the Complainant
and Fernando was fme-they trusted him and to this day they refuse to discuss it.
She and her sister shared confidences including the Complainant's account of the
numerous sexual encounters she had with Fernando. They would talk about those activities in
vety specific terms. For example, one time Complainant returned home very upset after going to
the movies with Fernando. Complainant told her sister that Fernando had kissed her at the
theater. On another occasion Complainant told her that Fernando took her for a ride and told her
to touch his penis after which she needed to clean herself with a tissue. On another occasion,
Complainant told her that she had disrobed in front of Fernando and while she was disrobed he
put his Roman collar on her. (The Complainant described just such an incident in her interview.)
The sister estimated that Fernando came to their house to pick up Complainant six to twelve
ti:ines during that period.
On March 23, 2009, Fernando was to be interviewed by REDACTED After asking a few
background questions, REDAcTED began to ask a question regarding Fernando's prior relationships.
REDAcTED was immediately interrupted by Fernando's Canonical Advocate who instructed Fernando
not to, " ... answer any question that has to do with any relationship or any person of any kind."
At that point, the interview was concluded. The Board understands from Fr. REDACTED , who
has been assigned to provide us with Canonical advice, that under Canon Law the instruction
from Fernando's Canonical Advocate is imputed to Fernando and is sufficient to constitute a
decision by Fernando not to answer any questions without Fernando having to personally
respond that he understood and agreed to follow his Advocate's admonition and advice. We
therefore conclude that F emando declined this opportunity to make whatever response he may
deem appropriate. In that regard, we recognize that Fernando is not expected to admit or deny
anything and that he is entirely within his rights to remain silent. Consequently, we draw no
inference whatsoever from his decision.
Following this interview, Fernando's Advocate proposed the following disposition for
·
this case:

1. Father Fernando will retire at 65 years of age (4-24-09) and will voluntarily agree to
refrain from any priestly public ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
2. Should any letter of inquiry be received from another Bishop, the parties would
collaborate on the wording of any response from REDACTED. of Los Angeles. The
letter would not say that Fernando has been found unfit for ministry, but clearly
communicate that Fernando has offered and the Archdiocese has agreed that he will
not exercise ministry in this diocese. Any Bishop making an inquiry should; be given
the facts and the decision left up to him regarding any granting of faculties. The
Advocate made it clear that the facts in the response should be stated without a
conclusion that Fernando had been found unfit for ministry.
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3. The original precept placing Fernando on leave would be revoked.
The Archdiocesan representatives informed Fernando's Advocate that, based upon their
experience with the Board, we would most likely recommend to the Cardinal that Fernando
should not be entitled to exercise public ministry anywhere. However, they agreed to inform the
Board and ultimately the Cardinal of the proposal.
By Charter, the Board is responsible for ensuring that all allegations of sexual misconduct
by a priest or deacon are investigated thoroughly. Consequently, the Board's first duty is to
determine if all reasonable investigative avenues have been pursued and exhausted. We have
considered that aspect of this case and find that this matter has been investigated adequately. As
we noted several years ago, the Complainant's mother, brothers and sister should have been
interviewed to determine what, if anything, they might know about this case. Eventually, the
sister was interviewed and she largely corroborated the allegations. In view of the information
the sister provided about her brothers and her parents' refusal to discuss the matter, it appears
that efforts to interview additional family members would serve no constructive purpose. We
were also concerned that the taped telephone conversation was not pursued through the protocol
established for obtaining evidence from the Los Angeles Police Department. However, we are
confident in relying on the Canonical investigator's report of that taped conversation.
With the ad_equacy of the investigation established, it now becomes the Board's
responsibility to recommend an appropriate disposition. In cases such as this it is important to be
mindful of the standards under which the Board must weigh the evidence presented to it. First is
the Archdiocesan Policy on Sexual Abuse by Clergy which defmes sexual abuse of a minor as an
act(s) of sexual molestation, sexual exploitation or other behavior by which an adult uses a minor
as an object of sexual gratification. Second is the standard of justice which requires that a
sustained allegation must be supported by credible evidence leading a reasonable person to
conclude that the alleged acts occurred, that the accused cleric committed those acts and that the
acts constitute sexual abuse of a minor.
We have discussed this matter extensively, ever mindful of our responsibility to the
people involved as well as to the Church itself. The Board's diversity including members with
experience as mental health care professionals, law enforcement, the judiciary, abuse victims and
their parents, religious and clergy all helped to ensure that every aspect of this case was fully
explored. We are mindful of our duty as Catholics and members of this Board to review the
facts of this case objectively and make a recommendation of conscience based upon the evidence
that has been gathered. With those responsibilities in mind, we have come to the unanimous
decision that the facts in this case clearly meet the burden of proof required to support the
conClusion that Father Walter Fernando engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. Consequently,
we unanimously make the following recommendations:
Recommendation No. 1:

6992:00 V'lV'~t:l

We recommend that Fr. Fernando be removed from ministry
permanently.
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Recommendation No.2:

We recommend that Fr. Fernando's pennanent removal from
:ministry be announced at all Archdiocesan parishes in which he
has been assigned or maintained a priestly relationship.

Recommendation No.3:

We recommend that the settlement proposal put forth by Fr.
Fernando's advocate be rejected. That proposal would require the
Archdiocese to abdicate its moral responsibility to notify another
diocese that a priest has been removed from ministry.

Recommendation No.4:

Because we believe that Fr. Fernando returns to Sri Lanka on
occasion, we recommend that the Church in Sri Lanka be notified
in writing of Fr. Fernando's pennanent removal from ministry.

Recommendation No.5:

We recommend that the Complainant be notified of the
fmal decision on this matter.

REDACTED

With these findings and recommendations, the Board concludes this case and closes this file.

Respectfully submitted,

REDACTED

c:

Monsignor Gonzales, Vicar for Clergy
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P. 0. Box 30158

Los Angeles, calif. 90030
Telephone: (213) 97&2100
TDD; (877) 275-5273
Reference No. 14.4

WILLIAM J. BRATTON
Chief of Police

ANTONIO R. VlLLARAIGOSA
Mayor

RECEIVED

June 17, 2009

JUN 2 2 2009
Ms. REDACTED
3424 Wilshire Boulevard

.BY:

Los Angeles, CA 90010-2202
Dear M s. REoAcTEo.

I have reviewed your request, dated May 27, 2009, for a copy of a tape recording of a telephone
conversation between Father Walter Fernando and REDACTED
Your request was forwarded to
my office from the Los Angeles Police Department's Detective Bureau.
As I indicatecHnmy correspondence, dated October 7, 2008, the audio tape recording of a
·
•
REDACTED
telephone call between Father
Fernando
was generated to support the Los Angeles
..
..
. and Ms.
Police Dep~ent's investigatiqn. In accordance wjth Government Code Section 6254(f),
records ~f investigations conducted ·by, or investigatory files compiled by, any local police
agency for law enforcement purposes, are exempt from disclosure. Your request seeks records
that are either investigatory records themselves or properly part of an investigative file; therefore,
my position is unchanged and I am again denying your request If your request is due to pending
litigation, the document you are requesting may possibly be obtained through a court order.
Any correspondence regarding tbis matter should include a copy of this letter and be directed to
the Los Angeles Police Department, Discovery Section, 201 North Los Angeles Street, Sp~ce 301,
Los Angeles, California 90012. Ifyouhave any questions regarding this correspondence, please
contact M?Ulage~ent
of the Dis~overy
Section at (213). 978-2155.
.
.Ai:talySt
. Soon·k:lm
. .
.

Very truly :yours,

WILLIAM J. BRATTON .

rz;~~

'.R!\YMOND D. QRISP, S~nil?r Management Analyst
Officer-in-Charge, Discoyery Section

· Risk Management Group

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUN1Tv:AFFJRMA1'1VE ACTION EMPLOYER
www.LAPDOnline.org
www.jolnlAPD.com
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Archdiocese of Los Angeles
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board

CONFIDENTIAL-Personnel Matter

April 27, 2009

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles

TO:

FROM:

REDACTED

SUBJECT:

Father Walter Fernando (CMOB #027)

The Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board (Board) has concluded its review of the
allegations against Father Walter Fernando. This report is submitted to both summarize the case
and communicate the Board's findings and recommendations to you.
Father Walter Fernando was born in Sri Lanka on April24, 1944, and ordained in Sri
Lanka in 1973. He moved to Los Angeles and was assigned to St. Hilary's Parish in Pico Rivera
on March 1, 1981. The Complainant was a high school senior who worked at St. Hilarv' s
rectory after school. At that time, she was 17 years old (she turned 1'8 onREpACTED ) and
Fernando was 36 years old. Fernando served at St. Hilary's until his routine transfer to St. John
Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills on November 30, 1981. Fernando was incardinated in Los
Angeles on February 24, 1986.

In April2002, the Complainant told Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) detectives
that Fernando had sexually molested her when they worked together at St. Hilary's and for about
a year after Fernando transferred to St. John Baptist. She alleged that she was 17 years old when
their sexual relationship began. As part of their investigation, the detectives had the
Complainant make a telephone call to Fernando. Without Fernando's knowledge, but with the
Complainant's consent, the detectives recorded the conversation. After that, the detectives went
to Fernando's rectory, but he was gone on vacation. In June 2002, Fernando was at a seminar
with the Vicar for Clergy (VC). He t~ld the VC that the police came to his rectory looking for
him. He said that about 20 years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a woman when he
took her to the movies and put his arm around her.
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In August 2002, the Los Angeles Times published an article naming Fernando as the
subject of a police investigation. Ultimately the criminal case was closed due to a court case
(ptogner) that invalidated a lengthened statute of limitations for this type of case. In February
2003, the VC attempted to interview Fernando, but he declined to answer any questions
regarding the Complainant on advice of counsel. In March and again in May of 2003, F emando
sent letters to the VC denying the allegations and claiming to have obeyed his vow of celibacy.
In January 2004, the Los Angeles Times published another article detailing the case against
Fernando and reporting that he was still in ministry. That same month a statement was read at St
Hillary's weekend masses telling parishioners that Fernando had been named in a lawsuit
accusing him of sexual abuse while assigned to that parish. Anyone with information regarding
the matter was asked to contact the VC, but no contacts were made.
On January 24, 2004, the Complainant was interviewed by Archdiocesari Canonical
Auditor REDACTED a retired F. B. I. agent. Complainant stated that when she was a senior in
high school she worked in the rectory after school on most weekdays. Because she was working
after school, she usually wore her Catholic high school uniform while at the rectory. While she
was 17, F emando took her to a movie. Toward the end of the movie he put his hand on her
breast and began to rub it. Then he gave her a kiss on the lips. Another time while she was still
in high school they were together in a parked car when he laid his head on her lap, pulled her
head towards him and gave her a long kiss putting his tongue in her mouth. On another occasion
while she was in high school, he took her to a park where he kissed her and placed his hand
inside her blouse and bra to rub the skin of her breast. Another time at the same park while she '
was in high school she was with him in a parked car in the evening. He unzipped his pants,
exhibited his erect penis and tried to force her to orally copulate him. When she refused, he took
her hand, placed it around his penis and, with his hand clasped over hers, masturbated until he
ejaculated. She described several more incidents of sexual activity that occurred after she turned
18 while Fernando was still assigned to St Hillary's. During one of those incidents, Fern,ando
digitally penetrating her vagina.
She recalled that Fernando was transferred to St. John Baptist parish in about December
1981. When he left St. Hillary's, she had turned 18. After his transfe:t:, he drove to her house,
· picked her up and drove her back to his new parish. He took her to a private sitting room in the
rectory from which there was a door leading to his bedroom. They remained in the sitting room
awhile while she played her flute. He brought her to the rectory a second time and this time they
went into his bedroom. He had her disrobe, kissed her breast, sucked her nipples and lay on top
of her on the bed. He did not undress, but she could feel his erection. She asked him why he did
not undress and he replied he didn't want her to become pregnant. She estimated she went to the
parish in Granada Hills about ten times and that similar sexual activity occurred between them
each time. When asked who could corroborate her story, she stated that her mother, brother and
sister all knew that she was going out with Fernando.
In her interview, the Complainant provided a detailed description of the rectory at St.
John Baptist as well as Fernando's living quarters there. REDACTE 0 subsequently inspected the
premises and found the Complainant's description to be completely accurate. In order to account
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•
that may h ave b een made over th e years,REDACTED . mterv1ewe
,
•
d the pnest
• wh o
for any alterations
was the pastor there at that time. His description of the premises also matched the
Complainant's. Later, responding through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando denied that the
Complainant was ever in his quarters at St. John Baptist de la Salle. Again communicating
through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando claimed that he could not have driven Complainant as
she described because he did not have a driver license when he arrived in the United States. He
claims not to have obtained his license until the summer of 1981, but no documentation of that
date has been obtained.
The Board had reviewed the case in 2002 and in 2003 recommending both times that
additional information be obtained quickly. In February 2004, the month after the Complainant
was interviewed, the Board considered the case again. The Board determined that the allegations
were sufficiently credible to recommend that Fernando be placed on administrative leave while
the investigation continued. The Cardinal concurred with that recommendation and Fernando
was temporarily removed from public ministry.
• the sub sequent mvestigatwn,
,
• • REDACTED. attempted to obtam
• a copy ofth e taped
D unng
telephone conversation between the Complainant and Fernando. Though he was unable to obtain
a copy, the LAPD investigators allowed REoAcrEoto listen to the tape. A March 21, 2007,
Archdiocesan status report on this case states, "police record phone conversation between
Complainant and Fernando in which Fernando appears to admit that sexual activity took place
between him and Complainant when Complainant was 17 years old." The report goes on to say
that, "Fernando said that he remembered kissing the victim but didn't remember showing her his
penis; he stated that he thought the victim was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her and
recalled rubbing her breast and kissing her breasts; he told her that he confessed his sins in this
matter and asked her for her forgiveness; he stated he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to
keep this between them. The investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that
something of a sexual nature had transpired between Fernando and the victim." Clearly
Fernando's admissions in the taped conversation are in direct conflict with his March 7 and May
8, 2003, letters in which he denied "having had any sexual activity with (Complainant)."
In November 2004, the case was sent to Rome. The case was returned with a fmding
that, as the complainant was 17 at the time, she was not a minor under the 1917 Code of Canon
Law. (The Church subsequently changed the age of majority from 16 to 18.) Consequently,
Rome determined that the case is not under its jurisdiction and assigned responsibility for any
further action to the Archdiocese. This complaint resulted in a civil suit and was eventually
settled as part of the global settlement. The amount received by the Complainant was within the
median settlement amount for that group of cases.
Once the civil suit was settled, the case was reviewed to determine if it was ready for
disposition. It was decided that efforts should be made to contact the Complainant's mother,
sister and/or brother in an effort to corroborate the number of"dates" she allegedly had with
Fernando and to determine if any of them had any additional information to support or refute
these allegations. The Complainant's sister was subsequently interviewed telephonically. She
was about 13 years old when F emando was first assigned to St. Hilary's. She and her older sister
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(Complainant) shared a bedroom. They lived with their parents and two brothers who were 18
and 19 years old. Between work, school and friends, the brothers were usually gone and rarely
interacted with' their two younger sisters. She believes they had no idea what was happening
with the Complainant at the time. The parents thought the relationship between the Complainant
and Fernando was fine-they trusted him and to this day they refuse to discuss it.
She and her sister shared confidences including the Complainant's account ofthe
numerous sexual encounters she had with Fernando. They would talk about those activities in
very specific terms. For example, one time Complainant returned home very upset after going to
the movies with Fernando. Complainant told her sister that Fernando had kissed her at the
theater. On another occasion Complainant told her that Fernando took her for a ride and told her
to touch his penis after which she needed to clean herself with a tissue. On another occasion,
Complainant told her that she had disrobed in front ofFernando and while she was disrobed he
put his Roman collar on her. (The Complainant described just such an incident in her interview.)
The sister estimated that Fernando came to their house to pick up Complainant six to twelve
times during that period.
On March 23, 2009, Fernando was to be interviewed byREDACTED After asking a few
backgroUnd questions, REDAcTED began to ask a question regarding Fernando's prior relationships.
REDACTEDwas immediately interrupted by Fernando's Canonical Advocate who instructed Fernando
not to," ... answer any question that has to do with any relationship or any person of any kind."
At that point, the interview was concluded. The Board understands from Fr. REDACTED . who
has been assigned to provide us with Canonical advice, that under Canon Law the instruction
from Fernando's Canonical Advocate is imputed to Fernando and is sufficient to constitute a
decision by Fernando riot to answer any questions without Fernando having to personally
respond that he understood and agreed to follow his Advocate's admonition and advice. We
therefore conclude that Fernando declined this opportunity to make whatever response he may
deem appropriate. In that regard, we recognize that Fernando is not expected to admit or deny
anything and that he is entirely within his rights to remain silent. Consequently, we draw no
inference whatsoever from his decision.
Following this interview, Fernando's Advocate proposed the following disposition for
this case:
1. Father Fernando will retire at 65 years of age (4-24-09) and will voluntarily agree to
refrain from any priestly public ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
2. Should any letter of inquiry be received from another Bishop, the parties would
collaborate on the wording of any response from the Ordinary of Los Angeles. The
letter would not say that Fernando has been found unfit for ministry, but clearly
communicate that Fernando has offered and the Archdiocese has agreed that he will
not exercise ministry in this diocese. Any Bishop making an inquiry should be given
the facts and the decision left up to him regarding any granting of faculties. The
Advocate made it clear that the facts in the response should be stated without a
conclusion that Fernando had been found unfit for ministry.
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3. The original precept placing F emando on leave would be revoked.
The Archdiocesan representatives informed Fernando's Advocate that, based upon their
experience with the Board, we would most likely recommend to the Cardinal that Fernando
should not be entitled to exercise public ministry anywhere. However, they agreed to inform the
Board and ultimately the Cardinal of the proposal.
By Charter, the Board is responsible for ensuring that all allegations of sexual misconduct
by a priest or deacon are investigated thoroughly. Consequently, the Board's first duty is to
determine if all reasonable investigative avenues have been pursued and exhausted. We have
considered that aspect of this case and find that this matter has been investigated adequately. As
we noted several years ago, the Complainant's mother, brothers and sister should have been
interviewed to determine what, if anything, they might know about this case. Eventually, the
sister was interviewed and she largely corroborated the allegations. In view of the information
the sister provided about her brothers and her parents' refusal to discuss the matter, it appears
that efforts to interview additional family members would serve no constructive purpose. We
were also concerned that the taped telephone conversation was not pursued through the protocol
established for obtaining evidence from the Los Angeles Police Department. However, we are
confident in relying on the Canonical investigator's report of that taped conversation.
With the adequacy of the investigation established, it now becomes the Board's
responsibility to recommend an appropriate disposition. In cases such as this it is important to be
mindful of the standards under which the Board must weigh the evidence presented to it. First is
the Archdiocesan Policy on Sexual Abuse by Clergy which defmes sexual abuse of a minor as an
act(s) of sexual molestation, sexual exploitation or other behavior by which an adult uses a minor
as. an object of sexual gratification. Second is the standard of justice which requires that a
sustained allegation must be supported by credible evidence leading a reasonable person to
conclude that the alleged acts occurred, that the accused cleric committed those acts and that the
acts constitute sexual abuse of a minor.
·
We have discussed this matter extensively, ever mindful of our responsibility to the
people involved as well as to the Church itself. The Board's diversity including members with
.experience as mental health care professionals, law enforcement, the judiciary, abuse victims and
their parents, religious and clergy all helped to ensure that every aspect of this case was fully
explored. We are mindful of our duty as Catholics and members of this Board to review the
facts of this case objectively and make a recommendation of conscience based upon the evidence
that has been gathered. With those responsibilities in mind, we have come to the unanimous
decision that the facts in this case clearly meet the burden of proof required to support the
conclusion that Father Walter Fernando engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. Consequently,
we unanimously make the following recommendations:

Recommendation No.1:

We recommend that Fr. Fernando be removed from ministry
permanently.
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Recommendation No.2:

We recommend that Fr. Fernando's permanent removal from
ministry be announced at all Archdiocesan parishes in which he
has been assigned or maintained a priestly relationship.

Recommendation No.3:

We recommend that the settlement proposal put forth by Fr.
Fernando's advocate be rejected. That proposal would require the
Archdiocese to abdicate its moral responsibility to notify another
diocese that a priest has been removed from ministry.

Recommendation No. 4:

Because we believe that Fr. Fernando returns to Sri Lanka: on
occasion, we recommend that the Church in Sri Lanka be notified
in writing of Fr. Fernando's permanent removal from ministry.

Recommendation No.5:

We recommend that the Complainant be notified of the
Archbishop's final decision on this matter.

With these findings and recommendations, the Board concludes this case and closes this file.

Respectfully submitted,
Original singed by:

Original signed by:

REDACTED

c:

Monsignor Gonzales, Vicar for Clergy
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SUMMARY
April17, 2009
Timeline of Significant Events
Father Fernando was ordained in Sri Lanka in 1973. In 1981, he came to the Los Angeles
Archdiocese and was assigned to St. Hilary's Parish on March 1, 1981. On August 7, 1981, the
Complainant turned 18. Fernando served at St. Hilary's until his routine transfer to St. John
Baptist de la Salle on November 30, 1981. Fernando was incardinated in Los Angeles on
February 24, 1986.
4-02
5-02

6-02

8-02

1-03
2-03

3-03
1-14-04

1-17/18-04

2-04
11-04
9-05

The Complainant reported her alleged sexual abuse to the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD).
As part of their investigation, the detectives had the Complainant make a
monitored telephone call to Fernando. After that recorded conversation, the
detectives went to Fernando's rectory, but he is gone on vacation.
Fernando informed the VC that the LAPD came to his rectoiy looking for him.
He told the VC that about 20 years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a
woman when he took her to the movies.and put his arm around her.
The Los Angeles Times published an article naming Fernando as being under
investigation by the LAPD. Ultimately the criminal case was closed due to the
statute of limitations (Stogner).
The CMOB first discussed this case, but recommended no action due to the lack
of facts.
VC and Vicar for Canonical Services interview Fernando, but he declined to
answer any questions regarding the Complainant on advice of counsel. Later,
Fernando sent two letters (3-7 -03 and 5-8-03) to the VC in which he denied the
allegations and claimed to have obeyed his vow of celibacy.
CMOB considers the case again and requests that more information be obtained
LA Times article is published detailing the case against Fernando and reporting
that he is still in ministry.
On that same day, the CMOB considered the case and requested an expedited
investigation.
A statement was read at all weekend Masses at St Hillary's that Father Fernando
was named in a lawsuit accusing him of sexual abuse while assigned to that
parish. Any parishioner with information regarding the matter was asked to
contact the VC, but no contacts were made.
CMOB considered the case again and found the allegations to be credible. They
recommend that Fernando be placed on administrative leave, which he was.
Case is sent to Rome
Rome responded that the complainant was 17 at the time and under the 1917 Code
of Canon Law she was not a minor. (It has since changed to 18.) Consequently,
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the case is not under Rome's jurisdiction and responsibility for further action rests
with the Archdiocese.
Interview of Complainant
•

•

•

REDACTED

,

On January 24, 2004, the Complamant agreed to be mtervtewed by
They met m a
restaurant accompanied by her lawyer. There were no restrictions placed on the interview other
than asking that it not "drag on for several hours."
Complainant stated that when she was a senior in high school she worked as a junior secretary in
the rectory. She worked most weekdays from after school until about 9:30 PM. Consequently~
she almost always wore her Catholic High School uniform when working at the rectory. She
was active in her parish, taught CCD and was in the choir. She characterized herself as an
''unattractive nerd" with few friends and subject to verbal abuse from her peers. Her home life
was troubled, so she enjoyed getting away to work in the parish.
Complainant said that while she was working at the rectory and still in high school Fernando
took her to a movie. Towards the end of the movie he put his hand on her breast and began to
rub it. Then he gave her a kiss on the lips. In another instance while she was still in high school
they were together in a parked car and he laid his head on her lap pulling her head towards him
and gave her a long kiss putting his tongue in her mouth. On another occasion while she was in
high school, Fernando took her to a park where he kissed her and fondled her placing his hand
inside her blouse and bra to rub the skin ofher breast. Another time at the same park while she
was in high school she was with him in a parked car. It was evening and he unzipped his pants,
exhibited his erect penis and tried to force her to orally copulate him. She refused so he took her
hand, placed it around his penis ad, with his hand clasped over hers, and masturbated until he
ejaculated. She also described several incidents of sexual activity between her and Fernando that
occurred after she was 18, including Fernando digitally penetrating her vagina
Effective December 1, 1981, Fernando was transferred to St. John Baptist de la Salle parish in
Granada Hills. So, the Complainant was now 18. He picked her up at her house and drove her
to his new parish. He took her to a private sitting room in the rectory from which there was a
door leading to his bedroom. They remained in the sitting room awhile while she played her
flute. He brourrht her to the rectory a second time and this time they went into his bedroom. He
had REDACTED
~r breast, sucked her nipples and lay on top of her on the bed and then
alongside him. He did not undress, but she could feel his erection. She asked him why he did
not undress and he replied he didn't want her to become pregnant. She estimated she went to the
parish in Granada Hills about ten times and that similar sexual activity occurred between
Fernando and her each time. She providedREDACTEot with a detailed description of the rectory and
Fernando's living quarters. When asked who could corroborate her story, she stated that her
mother, brother and sister all knew that she was going out with Fernando.
Through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando denies that the Complainant was ever in his quarters
at St. John Baptist de la Salle. However, REDACTED. inspected the premises and found the
Complainant's description of the physical layout to be completely accurate. In order to account
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for any alterations that may have been made over the years, HEDACTEDJ.terviewed the priest who
was the pastor there at that time. His description of the premises also matches the description
given by the Complainant.
1brough his Canonical Advocate, Fernando points out that he could not have driven
Complainant as she describes because he did not have a driver license when he arrived in the
United States. He claims not to have obtained his license until the summer of 1981. No
documentation of that date has been obtained.
Monitored Telephone Call
On May 24, 2002, the LAPD detectives had the Complainant initiate a telephone call with
• was recorded . Investigator
•
REDACTED h
• a copy
as attempt ed toobtain
F ernand o. That conversation
of the call, but has been unsuccessful thus far. A letter from .REDACTED 0 the LAPD resulted
in an October 7, 2008, letter denying her a copy. The letter does say that if the request is due to
pending litigation the document may be obtained through a court order. No effort has been made
' to pursue that avenue or to explore whether the police department would honor a church
subpoena. There is also no explanation on why the request was not submitted to Deputy Chief
Beck, the police department's Chief of Detectives.
The ability to obtain the tape notwithstanding, REDAcTED has had the opportunity to listen to the
tape. He describes the tape as corroborating the Complainant's allegations. Fernando's
admissions during that taped conversation are in direct conflict with his statements in his March
7 and May 8, 2003, letters in which he denies "having had any sexual activity with
(Complainant)" and affirms that he has obeyed his vow of celibacy. REDAC~ED
s status
report of March 21, 2007, states, "police record phone conversation between Complainant and
Fernando in which Fernando appears to admit that sexual activity took place between him and
Complainant when Complainant was 17 years old." His report goes on to say that, "Fernando
said that he remembered kissing the victim but didn't remember showing her his penis; he stated
that he thought the victim was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her and recalled nibbing
her breast and kissing her breasts; he told her that he confessed his sins in this matter and asked
her for her forgiveness; he stated he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to keep this between
them. The investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that something of a sexual
nature had transpired between Fernando and the victim."
Interview of Complainant's Family

In the meeting of April 2, 2008, it was decided that efforts should be made to contact the
Complainant's mother, sister and/or brother in an effort to corroborate the number of"dates" she
allegedly had with Fernando and to determine if any of them had any additional information to
support or refute these allegations. The need for this effort was consistent with REDACTED
March 21, 2007, analysis of this case. In that report he recommended that the Complainant's
mother, brother and sister be interviewed to ascertain what knowledge they may have of the
Priest and Complainant going out together. Rather than contacting these people directly, the
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investigator has elected to seek their cooperation through the Complainant's attorney.
Consequently, none of them has been interviewed nor have they declined to be interviewed.

Information from Attorneys
Attorneys representing the complainant and Archdiocese were contacted and they had no new
information regarding this case.

Civil Suit
This case was settled as part of the global settlement. The amount received by this complainant
was within the median amount for settlement of those cases.

Interview of Father Fernando
Once the foregoing were completed, it would then be appropriate to interview Father Fernando .
. Again, this would be consistent with REDAC~ED
's March 21,2007, analysis of this case. His
first recommendation in that report was that Father Fernando "should be interviewed quam
primum with regard to every aspect of his case, since direct statements from him will prove
invaluable for resolving many of the issues and questions that remain and will also prove useful
in properly evaluating the claims advanced by (the Complainant)."
•

•

REDACTED

On Monday, March 23, 2009, Father Fernando was mterviewed. Present were Fathei
REDACTED
Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, Vicar for Clergy; .

REDACTED

The interview was transcribed and consists of 23 pages in total. After some legal wrangling,
REDACTED. 1s
• all owe d to b egm
• his mterv1ew.
•
•
After asking a .tew
.C:
b ack ground questiOns,
•
h e ask s
Fernando, "Did you have any type of relationship with females prior to ...." He is immediately
interrupted byREDAcrEowho instructs Fernando not to, " ... answer any question that has to do with
any relationship or any person of any kind." After a brief discussion of a canonical nature,
REoAcrEoand the recorder are asked to leave the room.

An unknown amount of time later, they reenter the room and the record continues. Father
that, as a result of the conversation, they "have been able to come to an
accommodation that should resolve concerns that have led to this investigation. And we will put
this on record, but we're thinking that there isn't any further point to the investigation as such
and that Mr., REDAcTED;ould be excused from this session." At that point the interview is
concluded and HEoAcrED leaves the interview room.

REDACTED comments

Proposed Agreement
Once the investigation is concluded, a discussion ensues regarding an offer that Father Fernando
has made and the Archdiocesan representatives apparently have accepted. That proposal is that:
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1. Father Fernando \\ill retire at 65 years of age (4-24-09) and will voluntarily agree to
refrain from any priestly public ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
2. Should any letter of inquiry be received from another Bishop, the parties would
collaborate on the wording of any response from the Ordinary of Los Angeles. The letter
would not say that Fernando has been found unfit for ministry, but clearly communicate
that Fernando has offered and the Archdiocese has agreed that he will not exercise
ministry in this diocese. Any Bishop making an inquiry should be given the facts and
the decision left up to him regarding any granting of faculties. It was pointed out that
CMOB would in all likelihood have difficulty accepting that provision, but that issue was
never resolved. (Fernando vacations in Sri Lanka.)
3. The original precept placing Fernando on leave would be revoked.
Not discussed in the proposal are several other considerations the CMOB usually addresses in its
fmal recommendations to the Cardinal. Among those are:
.
•
•
•

The appropriateness of the accused priest residing or maintaining a presence in a rectory
or church facility;
An announced at any parish with which he has maintained a priestly relationship; and,
Notification to the Complainant regarding the Archbishop's final decision on this matter.
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FROM :CANONICAL-SERVICES-OF THE-ACC- FAX NO. :213 637 6178

Pi

~/!.IYA#~,n
REDACTED
From;
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subje'ct:

REDACTED
Wednesday:Aprll o2,2ooa 7:04PM.
CMOBREDACTED
Gonzales, Msgr. Gabriel; REDACTED
REDACTED
FERNANDO CASE

'·.

RED/ETED

'P.e;r. o1,1r. conversation at this morni:ng 1s meeting, here are the foll.ow
Fe~nando caEet

items' on tp.e

UJ?

·

v·l.

Wa:o · thj.s case part of the reoent aiv:i.l settlement and, if eo, how much wa:;1
viotim?
·
2. Does the victim's attorney have ~ny information we need to consider?
v3. Does the Archdiocese attorney have any infom!lltion we need to consider?

to his

p~id

4. Can the complainant's mother, sister or brother corroborate the number of "dates" she
had with Fernando?
·
'. ···.t
•

When t:hese questions have been answered, please forward the j,uvestigatl.ve report to
REDACTED

.ilnd he w;llJ.

egeJ'l.di~e

REDACTE)

'the mat tel:" for CMOB' s consideratiop..
:·•1·

Thanks,
REDACTED
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Apr. 15 2009 10:22AM

REDACTED

pg

l1'ZA- fff:1s f¥i.
tSSl).E.

March 3 l, 2009

Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar ibr Clergy
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 900 I 0

RY FAX AND MAIL

Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
Congregation for the Clergy, Prot. No. 2008-2209

Dear Monsignor Gonzales:
This is to confirm the content of our dit~cussion, together with REDACTED
and Father REDACTED• concerning Father Fernando who was also present at uut meeting of
March 23, 2009.
The Congregation for the Clergy has in:tb11lled us that my Recolll'Se to that Dicastery
on behalf ofFather Fernando will be decided by May J4, 2009. Notwithstanding our
discussion and understanding ye:oterday., that Recourse continues and should be decided.
ln answer to my question, you confinned that, ex~'..->:nt 1br the allegation of REDACTED
in 2003 of an unprovQn event that allegedly occurred twenty eight years ago, there
is nothing in Father Fernando's record that ever raised any question about his fitness for
ministry since he arrived and began his continuous priestly service in the Archdiocese of
Los Angeles twenty nine years ago in 198 L

REDACTED

"VVjo"'

Although it has boon affirmatively proven that Father Fernando has not conmiitted the
canonical crime ()f sexual abuse of a mino.r; 1 Father Fernando is aware of the unfortunate
publicity given to the ~EDACTED. allegation against him and the harm it has caused to both him
and the Archdiocese. App:re<:hdiog the Cardinal's position and desiring to prevent any
more adverse publicity and harassment; Father Fernando is voluntarily wilHng to retire
after he reaches his 65 111 birthday un April 24~ 2009., and the Recourse has been decided.
Even tf the decision is favorable to him~ he would voluntarily agree to forego exercising
1Ms.
herself bas given vague and C()Jltliming eVidence about whether she was under Ul atthe time of
the alleged events, thus failing to prove lhat site was a minot even IJttdcroivil law. CDF acknowlf.ldgcd. thi~
inoonslslcncy when, after reviewing lhe tc¢0td., it finmd that she WiiS "17-18." Tn her taped cottversation
she attempts to have Fr. FamlU!do oonfil'Jn that she was 16 at the time. '!his, of course. cannot be tme
REDI'Crro

becau11e Ms. Price turned 17 on August 7. 1980. six. months before Father Fernando arrived in this cumllty

and hogan W(JI'k. in the Archdiocese of Los Angeltt"S on March I; 1981. Did someone advise her that the
canonical age of a minor was 16?
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public rnini:stry in the Archdiocese ofl,os Angel~. He would, in essence~ be a retired,
inactive priest of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
Such a voluntary signed agreement between the Cardinal and Father Fernando would
obviate the need fur the Cardinal to is:me a new decree. A decree in any way appearing to
impose a canonical penalty or to indicate guilt would again be subject to a recourse,
something none of us wants~ I am sure. A properly worded agreement summarizing the
reason why it was entered into could also serve, without further comment, to advise any
other bishop why Father Fernando does not exercise Jaculties in the Archdiocese ofLns
Angeles. I will be happy 1o prepare a draft of such tm agreement fur the Cardinal's
review. A decree, however, should be isaued removing the canon 1722 restrictions. 3
However one might interpret the CDF;s reply that Los Angeles is free to handle the
matter administratively, any such administrative procedure can:ttot be penal since no
penal action wa.'l authori?.ed by CDF. While a priest may not have a right to an
assignment, and a bishop may assign him administratively wherever the bishop wishes, a
priest does have a tight to the exQrcise ofhis pr.iesthood and any deprivation of that right
in its entirety would constitute an unlawful permanent penalty. as well as a right to his
good reputation.

I take this opportunity to make one correction in the transcript of our meeting of
March 23, 2009. On page 10 line 8: what reads "what he may or may not have done as a
matter of the internal forum" shoy,ld tend ''What he may or may not have done~ a matter
of the internal ibrum."
Resnectfullv and sincerelv vours.

REDACTED

cc: His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony

REDACTED
.·~····~·-.-··----·-~----------

z In explaining the Cardinal'll cope~ in our March 23 mooting, FatherREDACTEDconfirmed that no
canon{cal ~lict wa!l committee but adds ''what doesl'emain problematic in this case is the age oftM vit-'tim
{"accuset" would be more aCQurate) at the time of the alleged activity becaul!~ civilly, she may have been a
minor ...this puts the Cardinal in the position of dealiDg with the quootion of returning someone to ministry
;~X.ho may have been guilty of (~ually ahlliiing) a dvil minor." The fact of her being"'- min()t' ovun in ci'lil
law has not been proven and is a fact that the accuser had the burden of ptuving before any penal action
CQUid be takm against FmherREDACTED in any fi;lnlm, tlliflottillill or civil. One ctiamot be punished fur what
"may have beun" or for ''what may have happened". furl:lu,wmore tbc only issue in this case .is canonical
and must be resolved Mly by canon law. Any practical concern involved in c~ing out justice according
to law, as much as oue may appreciaki tl:wse COTI~.-'I;!!rns, cannot trump the obligation of a judge 1:o administer
~Wii\ce aceordin.e, to the law l!l1d tll~ <.-'Vldcnce;.

C~~t~on 1722 provides that rcNtrictions coat~e by virtue of the law itrrelf wlmn the reasons tbr which they
were p.laced cew;e. It also provides, however, 1hat the 1'\iStrictiollll should be revoked.
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P2

CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVJJSTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
;

.. : .. . . ; " . :~~·.i.'~

To: REDACTED
M ~SifP.lor Gabriel Gonzales. vicar for clergy

REDACTED
Re: C 1onica1 Investigation of Father Walter Fernando

Father Walter Fernando's accuser REDACTED did receive remuneration as part of the
global settlement. Under the settlement protocol that amount is confidential.
Ms.REDACTEo,s attorney, REDACTED
has not resJl(mded to follow up written requests
or telephone mes$ages regarding contacts with
's family members for interviews as
requested by the Clerll:V Misconduct Oversight Board. This tall, when Ms. REDACTE~ was
spoken to hyREDACTED and ~REDACTED and asked to contact theREDAcTEofamily, she
indicated that she wa<; not optimistic that the family would make themsolws available.
Also .from her memory she was not aware of any othet information she might have
pertinent to the canonical investigation of Fernando which was not previously shared
with the Archdiocese.
RE<l'CTED

REDACTED

the Archdiocese's counsel in the settlement, has
advised there is nothing in their file regarding Fernando that the Archdiocese is not aware
of that is germane to this mattct.
J

REDACTED
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Page :2. 0.1 :2.

·: · ·..
:..

This email may contain information that /$ ptlvlleged Qr confidential. If you are not the Intended
recipient, pl&a$e delete the email and any attachments and notlfy us Immediately. Thank you.

from; REDACTED
· Sent: Sunday1 pecember 1~ 2008 6:15 PM
To:R!=[)~CTEQ_

Cc: CMOS REDACTED
$Ubj~:

PERNANOO FOLLOW UP INVESTIGATION

REDACTED

Not mad at yo~ but you are the only person I can go to on this. I revieweiEDACTED 1 fo!Jow-up
investigation report on Fernando (attached) and it leaves 3lot to be ~esircd.
1. You and I agr~cd that the settlement amount was confidential. However, we also agreed that

we need to know whel:'e it fits in relation to the median payment.
2. Calling the complainant's attorney "this faltt' and being told she was "not optimistic'' hardly
constitutes a refusaL Somebody needs to 'tell us no- Additionally, I recognize the need to gt)
through the attor.ney to speak to the complainant; but why do we have to work through her to
talk to everyone else? All we want to know is if the mother, brother or sister can corroborate the
complainant's dates with Fernando.
3. REDACTED~ays there is nothing in their file~~nice, clean, definitive. But, on REDAcTED the report
says, 1'from her meinory she was not aware of any other information she might have pertinent to
the canonical investigation of Fernando which was not previously shared with the Archdiocese/'
f.'rom her memory? The idea 1s to make sure someone doesn't con.1e up with a smoking gun a
day after a decision is made and we did nothing to try and fmd it. How could this statement
possible prevent that?

I absolutely guarantee that ifl take this to the CMOB it will be returned for further investigation.
r know you weren't tbere, but everyone at the meeting last March agreed that these things
needed to be done before we ask the Cardinal to malm a decision on this important case.
REDACTED

3/9/2009
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P4

CONFIDENTIAL & PJUVlLEGED
INVESTlGATJVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
December 15,2008
Re: Canonical Investigation offoather Walter Femando
To:REDA_9TED

•

Monsj gnor Gabriel Gonzales, vicar for clergy
From: REDACTED

On December 15, 2008,REDACTED
returned the writer's call. She was asked if
her law 11nn had any information regarding Father Walter Fernando that. had not already
been given to the Archdiocese that is pertinent to his canonical invest1gation. She replied
that she had provided the Archdiocese everything as is her firm's poHey.
It was also explained that the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board wanted to .know if any
melnber of REDACTED 's family recalled how many times Pemando picked up ~EDACTE) at
to detennine this and call back
the family home. Freberg advised she would call
either the writer orRED~CTED with this information.
.REDACTED

REDACTED
(3)
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FROM :cRNONICAL-SERVICE5-0F THE-RCC- FAX NO. :213 637 6178

Apr. 15 2009 10:21AM

PS

Page 1 of2

REDACTED
From: REDACTED
Sent:
To:

________ ......·--------·
,

Monday, March 09, 2009 9:36 AM
REDACTED
Gonzales, Msgr. Gabriel

Subject: FW: RE: FERNANDO FOLLOW UP INVESTIGATION
REDACTED

#4 and please keep this one~ pretty candid regarding the ~uality of the Investigation a!'ld wouldn't
want the FBI guys getting m~ ...
.

REDACTED

-

Orlninal Messaoe -·-

Fmm: R_~!?..~~."!".~E.
To; REDACTED
Sent:1:ih6/2008 5:16:24 PM
.
Subject RE: F"ERNANDO FOLLOW UP INVESTIGATION

Confidential
Thoughts on the matterUI think •m·~ was likely tryinp to bring you up to date and tie up loose ends as he
could before the end of the year. I also know that REDACTED is not one to dig in her files at this
timel"'she has much too much money in the bank and in her art collection to work (these days het office
is an answering machine), but I do take her at her word that she provided what she had I l.as that has
been our experience with her.·
Also, though, she has been cooperative even from her semi-retirement! J .and caller.f'~"''"yesterday from
her cell phone and agreed to contact REDAcTED to see if there is someone who can be interviewed to
confirm REDACTED: re[orte. on the frequency of her contacts with Walter Fernando.
She reGEtived a settlement at the median levelnbut I am very reluctant to have your board make
decisions using that fact since the amount awarded to a plaintiff frequently said more about a lawyer! Is
skills/negotiating tenacity and status among the counsel group than it did about the claims (as I can say
from looking at how the plaintiff$[1 lawyers split the pie in all of the 500+ cases)
Bf:!st I can do now.
Best, REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED

Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard

Lo.s Angeles, CA 9001()..2202
REDACTED
(213) 637·6123 Fax

3/9/2009
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FILE COPY
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Archdlo.t~
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. ....... _, .....

"

"

of Los Angeles

"

"

....

"""""""--""""'---·------------

REDACTED

342A

Los Ansclcs

Wll~h!l'>;'

C,li~tniil.

Boukvartl

90010..22:02.

25 March 2009

REDACTED

Dear Mr. REDAcTED
Enclosed is a copy of the transcript of our meeting this past Monday with Father

Fernando and others.
Please review:. it for accuracy and advise me of any cotrection..c; that you think may be
necessary,· I have not yet reviewed it myself, so I will do the sume and advi~e you of any
changes that .1. tl1ink may be needed.
Since the proceedings were not undet· oath, I did not think it was nece~sary to send you
the original for your client's signature. If you have any concernB) do not hesitate to let
me ]mow.

The advisory board met thia morning and rli~;cussed oth{..'t items since there was not
enough time to review the material just received regarding Fath~r Fernando's case. The
next meeting oftbe board is now scheduled JbrTucsday, 21 ApriL Tt will be tight, but
this should. give us just enough time to make the deadline in replying to Rome.
Thank you for your assistance in helpjng us resolve this matter.-

Sincerely in Christ,

REDACTED

Copy: Msgr. Gabriel Gon:r:ules; Vicar for Clergy

Pastor<~! Regicns.

Our l-ady of th!!i Angels

San· fern<~ndc

S.'U\ Cabrlel

S;~n

Pt:dro

Santa Bartwa
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From: Gonzales, Msgr. Gabriel
To:
REDACTED
Cc:
Date:
3/17/2009 5:06:58 PM
,
REDACTED
Subject: FW: .REDACTED

:''A'"'' thjs is sjmply for your infom1ation. We don't expect you on the call.)
REDACTED

As previously mentioned in my messages to you, we are scheduled for a telephone conference call tomorrow,
Wednesday, at 10 am. I will initiate the phone calls.
REDACTED

do you prefer that I use something other than your cell phone?

·-~""'~', I will use your "office" phone number.

Here are the email messages between'"~~, and REDACTED There are some questions she raises that are
rather straightforward and we can easily handle -as in the most recent email.
However, as you will see, there are substantive policy questions that she raises down below for our telephone
discussion for which we need to provide a response.
As a reminder, we try to keep emails for content.
Thanks, and we'll be in touch at 10 tomorrow.

Gabe

From: REDACTED
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2009 11:42 AM
To: C. J. Ruona
cc: Gonzales, Msqr. Gabriel; REDACTED
Subject: Re: REDACTED

Dear
I talked to REDACTED

•

She has 3 questions:

1. Where is Fernando?
2. Is Fernando still in ministry, in any way, shape or form?
3. Is Fernando still working with children?
Please let us lmow.
REDACTED

----- Original Message ---

From: REDACTED

To:'""'"~

Cc:

;

REDACTED

3/18/2009
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rage Lor .:l

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2009 12:49 PM
Subject: Fw: REDACTED
REDACTED

If you can obtain the information as requested and advise me this should suffice and I will not need to contact
REDACTED

.!~ank you for your help.

--- Original Message ----

Fro,~,~REDACTED

To:

Cc:~

_

Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2009 3:34PM
Subject: Re: ;REDACTED
REDACTED

I also thank you for your response.
Regarding REDACTED 1have been requested by the Board, as I indicated earlier, to try and determine if
anyone recalls Father Walter Fernando picking REDAcTED up at the family residence. If someone does remember
this we want to know any particulars such as how many times; what comments REDAcTED might have made to
him/her, if any; etc. I realize these events occurred in 1981 but if there is someone who recalls them the Board
wants me to interview him/her. I believe that if you askREDACTED and she assures you that nobody recalls these
incidents, and you advise me, that this might suffice. I will try to obtain clarification as whether this will be
enough or they feel my personal contact is necessary and then e-mail you. I would hope to have an answer for
you regarding this by Monday.
Regarding your other points. I am an investigator retained by the Archdiocese to assist in obtaining information
to facilitate their decision making. I do not make any decisions but by your copying REDACTED and Monsignor
Gabriel Gonzales you have communicated with two of the correct people to provide you with answers. From
REDACTED response I see that she has apparently already begun that process.
I look forward to your response regarding
Board and other appropriate individuals.

REDACTED

and assure you that I also will relay your concerns to the

BlACTEO

--- Original Message ---From: REDACTED
To~~I?;:S::T~D_

__ . , , _______ _

Cc: Gonzal~:ts, Msgr. Gabriel ;REDACTED
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2009 11 :46 AM
Subject: RE:REDACTED

REoAcr~o -thanks for the response and the thoughtful comments ... I will be sure that the correct persons process
them and get back to you ... cannot predict what will be the response, but I wlll take personal responsibility to
get you one.

Bes,t

REDACTED

From: REDACTED
sent: Saturday, March 14, 2009 8:49AM
To: REDACTED
Cc: Gonzales, Msgr. Gabriei;REDACTED
Subject: Re: REDACTED
REDACTED

REDACTED

3/18/2009
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rage_; or_;

I have left messages with REDACTED. and will let you know when she calls back. As we discussed, I am
•
. • th at It
. nee ds thi s
. aware o f JUSt
. h. ow fr agt'1e REDACTED ts,
sure t he church ts
and yet th e B oard mststs
information to deal with Fernando? If some family member provides information that Fernando
picked up REDACTED at the house, will that be sufficient for the Board to tmally deal with Fernando?
Please get the answer to this question so that I can tell REDACTED
As I told you, my clients and I are extremely frustrated and upset with this whole process. What has
happene~E..B~~fE: REDACTED? The church had information on him for many years (look at the
D
has fought and fought for his laicization, and yet we learn that he is still in
proffer),
ministry (with limited facilities). Unbelievable. What has happened with Fr. REDACTED? Is he also
still in ministry?
You have no idea of what I have to deal with on my end, with victims putting themselves out to the
Board to help, and then see nothing happen. Has the Oversight Board had the decency to contact
these victims to let them know the status of the investigations? Has the Board met in person with a
single victim in all of their investigations? I don't believe so, and I have actually begged the Board
, the church's prior attorney) in the past to do so. I believe that this simple
(through REDACTED
change in the Board's process will provide answers to many of the Board's questions. Please check
with the Board to see if this can this be done.
REDACTED

----- Original Message ----From: REDACTED
To:REDACTED

Cc: Gabriel Gonzales; Grat. Marge
Sent: Thursdav. March 12, 2009 1:19 PM
Subject: REDACTED
REDACTED

I left a telephonic message for you on March 1Oth but I do not know if you are in the vicinity so
suggested that I e-mail you.
·

REDACTED

If you recall we spoke on December 15, 2008, regarding you contacting REDACTED to determine who in
her family might be able to provide insiQht on her relationship with Father Walter Fernando. Specifically if
anyone recalls Fernando picking up REDACTED at the family home & any specifics they recall.

This is to resolve the matter canonically & those liwolved hope to do this later this month. I appreciate
anything you can do and if you are otherwise unable to respond by Friday March 13th I will try to contact
REDACTED on the telephone.
.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

REDACTED

REDACTED

3/18/2009
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
December 11, 2008

To: REDACTED
Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, vicar for clergy

~~

From'1REDACTED

.

.

-Re: Canonical Investigation of Father Walte:v Fernando
Father Walter Fernando's accuser REDACTED did receive remuneration as part of the
global settlement. Under the settlement protocol that amount is confidential.
Ms. REDAcTED s attorney, REDACTED
has not responded to follow up written requests
or telephone messages regarding contacts with REDACTED s family members for interviews as
requested by the Clergy Misconduct Oversi11:ht Board. This fall, when Ms. REDACTED was
spoken to by REDACTED and HED~CTED , and asked to contact the REDACTED family, she
indicated that she was not optimistic that the family would make themselves available.
Also from her memory she was not aware of any other information she might have
pertinent to the canonical investigation ofFemando which was not previously shared
with the Archdiocese.

REDACTED
_
, the Archdiocese's counsel in the settlement, has
advised there is nothing in their file regarding Fernando that the Archdiocese is not aware
of that is germane to this matter.

REDACTED
,~I
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Subject: RE: FERNANDO FOLLOW UP INVESTIGATION
From: 'REDACTED
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 2008 16:16:21 -0800
To: REDACTED

>

Confidential
Thoughts on the matter-! think'ED""' Nas likely trvinQ to bring you up to date and tie up loose ends as he could
before the end of the year. I also know that REDACTED
is not one to dig in her files at this time ... she has
much too much money in the bank and in her art collection to work (these days her office is an answering
machine), but I do take her at her word that she provided what she had .... as that has been our experience with
her.
Also, though, she has been cooperative even from her semi-retirement... .and called"'""'yesterday from her cell
phone and agreed to contact REDACTEDto see if there is someone who can be interviewed to .confirm REDACTED
re[orts on the frequency of her contacts with Walter Fernando.
She received a settlement at the median level. .. but I am very reluctant to have your board make decisions
using that fact since the amount awarded to a plaintiff frequently said more about a lawyer's skills/negotiating
tenacity and status among the counsel group than it did about the claims (as I can say from looking at how the
plaintiffs' lawyers split the pie in all of the 500+ cases)
Best I can do now.
Best, REDACTED~

REDACTED
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90010-2202
REDACTED
(213) 637-6123 Fax

This email may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended
recipient, please delete the email and any attachments and notify us immediately. Thank you.

From:

REDACTED

Sent: Sunday, December 14, 2008 6:15PM
To: REDACTED
Cc: CMOB REDACTED

Subject: FERNANDO FOLLOW UP INVESTIGATION
REDACTED

Not mad at you, but you are the only person I can go to on this. I reviewed REoAcTEo follow-up
investigation report on F emando (attached) and it leaves a lot to be desired.
1. You and I agreed that the settlement amount was confidential. However, we also agreed that we
need to know where it fits in relation to the median payment.

1 o£2
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2. Calling the complainant's attorney "this fall" and being told she was "not optimistic" hardly
. constitutes a refusal. Somebody needs to tell us no. Additionally, I recognize the need to go through
the attorney to speak to the complainant, but -why do we have to work through her to talk to everyone
else? All we want to know is if the mother, brother or sister can corroborate the complainant's dates
with Fernando.
3. REDACTED says there is nothing in their file~~nice, clean, definitive. But, on REDAcTED the report says
(and this is my personal favorite), "from her memory she was not aware of any other information she
might have pertinent to the canonical investigation of Fernando which was not previously shared with
the Archdiocese." From her memory??????? The idea is to make sure someone doesn't come up with
a smoking gun a day after a decision is made and we did nothing to try and find it. How could this
statement possible prevent that?
I've had folks try to blow me off before, but never quiet as blatant as this. I absolutely guarantee that
if I take this to the CMOB it will be returned for further investigation. I know you weren't there, but
everyone at the meeting last March agreed that these things needed to be done before we ask
REDACTED to make a decision on this important case.
RED<mo

REDACTED

2of2
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
December 11,2008
ToRED~CTED

.

Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, vicar for clergy
(\

rAREDACTED
Frorii'V
Re: Canonical Investigation of Father Walter Fernando
Father Walter Fernando's accuser REDACTED did receive remuneration as part of the
global settlement. Under the settlement protocol that amount is confidential.
REDACTED

•

Ms.
s attorney, REDACTED
has not responded to follow up wntten requests
or telephone messages regarding contacts with REDACTEo,s family members for interviews as
requested by the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board. This fall, when Ms. REDACTED was
spoken to by REDACTED andREOACTEO
and asked to COntact thlEDACTED family, she
indicated that she was not optimistic that the family would make themselves available.
Also from her memory she was not aware of any other information she might have
pertinent to the canonical investigation ofFernando which was not previously shared
with the Archdiocese.

\114'11.)
/'101
t(

/Y'D II

REDACTED
, the Archdiocese's counsel in the settlement, has
advised there is nothing in their file regar4ing Fernando that the Archdiocese is not aware
of that is germane to this matter.

REDACTED

(3)
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Subject: FERNANDO CASE
From: REDACTED
Date: Wed, 02 Apr 2008 19:04:08 -0700
To: CMOB Kit Ruona <cjruona@cox.net>
CC: CMOB Msg:r Gonzales <msgrggonzales(li}la-archdiocese.org>REDACTED

REDACTED

Per our conversation at this morning's meeting, here are the follow up items on the
Fernando case:
1. Was this case part of the recent civil settlement and, if so, how much was paid
to his victim?
2. Does the victim's attorney have any information we need to consider?
3. Does the Archdiocese attorney have any information we need to consider?
4. Can the complainant's mother, sister or brother corroborate the number of
"dates" she had with Fernando?
When these questions have been answered, please forward the investigative report to
REDACTED and he will agendize the matter for CMOB •·s consideration.

Thanks,
REDACTED

1 ofl
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
. INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
January 23, 2004
Canonical Investigation of Father Walter Fernando.
CMOB-027

---·

Report of REDACTED ., canonical auditor
.

REDACTED
made an accusation of sexual abuse against Father Walter
Fernando to the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) in April2002. REDACTED has never
personally lodged a complaint with the Los Angeles Archdiocese but the office of her
attorney REDACTED
_ communicated it to the Archdiocese. Based on her
accusation the following individuals were interviewed and records were reviewed
between January 14,2004, and January 27, 2004:
Los Angeles
Archdiocese
2. Father REDACTED
, Long Beach Memorial Hospital, Long
Beach, New York
3. FatherREDACTED
Our Lady of Lourdes Church
of REDACTED
4. REDACTED
t at Saint Hilary's Church
5. REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED
at Saint Hilary's Church
6.
7. REDACTED
· at Saint Hilary's Church
8. SisterREDACT~D
at Saint Hilary's Grammar School
9. REDACTED
at Saint Hilary's Church rectory
Nativity Church
10. REDACTED
tcoAcrco,
at Saint John Baptist de la Salle
11.
Church
12. FatherREDACTED
at Saint Bernardine of Siena Church
13. Father
at Our Lady of the Rosary Church
14. Lieutenant Dennis Shirey, LAPD, Officer in Charge, Juvenile Division
15. Officer James Brown, LAPD, lead detective Cleric Abuse Task Force
16. Monsignor Craig A. Cox, Vicar for Clergy
~

REDACTED,

Fernando is a 59-year-old Sri Lankan-American who was ordained in Sri Lanka in 1973
and cam~ from Sri Lanka to the Los Angeles Archdiocese in 1981. His initial assignment
in the Archdiocese was at Saint Hilary's Chutch in Pica Rivera, reporting March 1, 1981.
He served there until November 29, 19 81, and was then transferred to Saint John Baptist
de la Salle where he served until July 31, 1986. Since then he has served at four other
parishes in the Archdiocese and has not had any complaints lodged against him other than
the one that is the subject of this report. He has been an associate pastor at each ofhis
assignments.

IX 000691
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The allegations made by REDACTED against Fernando are contained in a Complaint filed in Los
Angeles County Superior Court on December 3, 2003. Pertinent parts ofthe complaint
state:
REDPCTED

1.
~was a minor during the alleged acts perpetrated upon her~
2. She alleges Fernando molested minor parishioners and that the Archdiocese was
aware ofit.
3. The specific acts involving Fernando and her included:
a. French kissing
b. Huggirig
c. Fondling buttocks over clothing
d. Rubbing and massaging breasts and body
e. Kissing neck, face and breasts
f. Digital vaginal penetration
g. Forced masturbation of Fernando
h. Attempted forced oral copulation of Fernando
i. Sexual grooming
·
A request has been made to REDACTED for an interview ofREoAcrEoby a representative of the
Archdiocese, preferably one of the investigators. This is one of the recommendations of
the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, however, despite initially indicating she might
allow tbis REDACTEDhas not at this time.
REoAcrEo,s Certificate of Baptism certifies that she was born onREDACTED
REDACTED was married toREDACTED on December 23, 1986, and they separated on May
31, 1991. OnApril10, 1992 their divorce became fmal. There were three daughters as a
result of this union and REoAcmREDACTED
Fernando advised Monsignor Craig A. Cox that the LAPD wanted to talk to him
(Fernando) while both were at Saint John's Seri:Jinary attending a continuing education
week the first week of June 2002. He told Cox that about 20 years ago he crossed
boundaries with a woman interested in entering the convent. They went to a movie
together and he put his arm around her. She later entered the convent but left within a
few years.
Sometime after this the archdiocese became aware that REDACTED was making an allegation
against Fernando and based on this he was interviewed by Cox and Father REDACTED
REDAcTED on February 12, 2003. Prior to this interview Fernando retafued REDACTED
as his attorney and although he answered all questions pertaining to him personally and
.
' ally h e acted on REDACTED adv1ce
, an d refu se d to answer questiOns
'
. d'mg the
regar
h tstonc
noted that Fernando's demeanor was
allegations made against him byREDACTED
cordial and cooperative and that he exhibited an appropriate level of concern. Later in
letters dated March 7, 2003, and May 8, 2003, that Fernando addressed to Cox he denied
"each of the specific behaviors alleged." He also wrote, "I absolutely affirm that I have
obeyed my vow of celibacy''.

2
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On January 21, 2004, Monsignor John A. (Archie) Rawden (retired) was telephonically
contacted. He stated that in 1981 he was the Chancellor for the Archdiocese and
responsible for the transfers of the priests. At that time he lived in the rectory of
Immaculate Conception Church which was across the street from where the chancery. It
was a large rectory and often priests coming into the Archdiocese stayed there prior to
being assigned to a parish. He could not recall Fernando.
On January 16 and 17, 2004, FatherREDACTED
(not related to Walter) was
at Our Lady of Lourdes
telephonically interviewed. He is currently REDACTED
Church and advised that he has known Father Walter Fernando for about 35 years, since
their days in the seminary in Sri Lanka. He has always known him to be an honorable
man both in Sri Lanka and in the United States. He (REDACTED preceded Walter in coming
to America and when Walter arrived they spent a good deal of time together. He and his
would spen:d each Wednesday with Walter, as that
brother FatherREDACTED
was their day off then. Walter did not have a California driver's license for several
months after he arrived and they drove him to various locations around Southern
California. They often visited and had dinner at other Sri Lankan homes in the area.
Walter was initially assigned to Saint Hilary's in Pi co Rivera but as he recalls he did not
stay there as long as it was originally intended. The reason for this might have been
because of his surname he was believed to be a Spanish speaker and he was not. He was
then transferred to Saint John Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills. He does not recall any
parishioners at Saint Hilary's that Walter was close to or spoke about and the name
REDACTED means nothihg to him. Nor does he recall Walter mentioning any Saint
Hilary parishioner visiting him at Saint John's. He described Walter as a reserved softspoken person that in his opinion would not force himself on anybody or in any way
violate his vows. He was very surprised to hear that Walter was accused of any
impropriety. He believes that the first summer Walter was in America another Sri
Lankan priest, REDACTED
visited this country and they traveled together. REDACTED is
now a bishop in Sri Lanka and he has a cousin that lives in the Torrance area named
REDACTED
whom they visited her on occasion back then. He advised his brother
is now in ministry in New Yark.
On January 20, 2004, FatherREDACTED
(not related to Walter) was
telephonically interviewed. He is currently theRED~CTED _
at Long Beach
Memorial Hospital, Long Beach, New York, and resides in the rectory at Saint Ignatius
Church in Long Beach, New York. He stated that he was assigned to Saint Michael's.
Church in Los Angeles in 1981 when Father Walter Fernando arrived from Sri Lanka.
He knew Walter in Sri Lanka and knows that he had a good reputation there. He knows
this because there is only one seminary in the country and relatively few priests and if
someone does something untoward it becomes known throughoutthe religious
community. Also the Bishop would not have written a letter of recommendation for him,
which was required. He (REDAc~E~ came to the U.S.A. in 1976 for a change and a more
challenging ministry. He explained that Sri Lanka is a small country with few
opportunities and he came here to broaden his experiences within the Church. He
believes Walter came for the same reasons but probably with a bit of apprehension since
he was leaving all of his family and most of his friends. When Walter arrived in Los

3
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Angeles he stayed at the Immaculate Conception rectory with Monsignor Archie
Raw den. He was then sent to Saint Hilary's. He remembers that Walter did not drive at
that time since he did not have a California driver's license and he and his brother, Father
REDACTED
would drive to Walter's church and pick him up each Wednesday their
day off. They would visit other Sri Lankans that resided in the area and frequently have
dinner in their homes. One of these was REDACTED
whose cousin, REDACTED
is now a Bishop in Sri Lanka. In 1981 he was a priest from the same diocese as them in
Sri Lanka and he visited the United States. REDACTED and Walter traveled to the Grand
Canyon that summer as well as other places but he could not recall exact times and
places. He was very surprised when he heard ofthe allegations made against Walter as
he has always been a quiet gentleman and has a reputation for that. He never did
anything indiscreet while they were together and he reiterated they spent a good deal of
time together in 1981. He cannot remember Walter ever mentioning REDACTED
or any
other parishioner from Saint Hilary's nor does he recall him ever mentioning a former
parishioner visiting him after he was transferred to Saint John's.
On January 21, 2004, REDACTED
was telephonically interviewed and advised she
knows Father Walter Fernando and recalls that he and her cousin REDACTED
took a vacation together in 1981 when REDACTED visited the United States. She cannot
remember the dates they traveled but believes they visited the Grand Canyon and Las
Vegas. Back then she frequently saw the Sri Lankan priests that lived in the Los Angeles
area, including Fernando, and they were all good men. She could offer no other
information ofvalue.
On January 17, 2004, REDACTED _ was telephonically interviewed and on January 20
was personally contacted at Saint Hilary's. She is currently teaching at Saint Benedict's
Grammar School in Montebello but has been employed at Saint Hilary's in some
capacity, part time or full time since 1985. I:ll the mid~1980s she worked in the office and
now does some secretarial work and maintains the archived records of the parish.
Although she was not working in the parish when Walter Fernando was an Associate
Pastor at Saint Hilary's she was a parishioner and remembers him. She also knew
REDACTED
as they both were in the parish youth choir. REDAcTED played the flute in the
choir. This was after REDACTED graduated from high school and before she went into the
convent. After she left the convent REDACTED re-joined the group. Before REDACTEDgraduated
from high school and joined the choir she worked in the rectory part-time answering the
telephones and the door. This was on the weekends and in the early evenings. A search
of pay records failed to locate any for"EoACTED which makes REDACTED believe that since she
was part-time she was paid in cash and no records were maintained. REDACTEDdescribed
REDACTED as a needy person wh o h ad a troubled f:arm"1y 1'~
l.te. She seemed 1one1y andREDACTED 's
family was uninvolved with her activities. REDACTED also said that REDACTED has had financial
problems for years. Less than two years after leaving the convent REDAcTED was married and
it might have been to the first person she dated. REDACTED did not believe the marriage
REDACTED
gh
.
. REDACTED
REDACTED
. lasted four years and
had three dau ters as a result of It.
told
that
her husband was having an affair and that after the divorce she felt like a failure again
and questioned where to go from there. REDACTED never mentioned Fernando to her or anyone
else as far as she knows. She remembered Fernando as a gentle, reserved, docile person
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and felt if anything did occur betweenREDACTED and him she probably instigated it. If he
. made any advances on herREDA~TED feels REDACTED would have told someone. She cannot
recall any birthday or any other type party for REOACTED: in the rectory. She has not seen REDACTED
in over a year and does not know where she is living or if she is employed. She does
know one of her daughters has a serious health problem. Her daughters went to Saint
Hilary's school at one time. REDACTED
was the parish secretary in 1981 but she is
now very elderly and feeble. Inl985REDACTED
became the parish secretary and REDAcTED
later met her when both had children in school at Saint Hilary's. REDACTED
is the
current parish business manager and does not know REDACTED personally but requested
REDA~TED locate old pay roll records for her. She does not know who asked REDAcTED to
provide them. She also checked parish records dating back to 1981 for vehicles,
expenses, retreats, training or anything else regarding Fernando with negative results.
The only thing she could locate from that time period were Sunday parish bulletins. The
full time rectory employee at that time wasREDACTED who is now deceased. REDACTED
REDACTED ~also worked as a junior, or part-time, secretary the same time that REDACTED
did and she also played guitar in the youth choir. She might be able to provide some
was the housekeeper in 1981 and is now
information. REDACTED mother REDACTED
84 years old and residing at Nazareth House. She might remember something, as she
knew botn~D~~TED and Fernando. She frequently talked toREDAcrEoand was fond of her and
never mentioned to REDACTED that REDAcTEDhad a relationship with a priest. Her mother was
the only person other than the priests that was allowed in their private quarters and she
would not allow anyone else to violate their space.
On January 20, 2004, the Saint Hilary's Sunday Parish Bulletins for 1981 were reviewed.
The March gth one welcomed Fernando to the rarish. On April26 his name is listed on
the cover as a parish priest. On November 29t it announces he is being transferred to
Saint John's. On December 13th he is no longer named on the cover as a parish priest.
The bulletins for that year indicate that Father REDACTED .was RED~CTED and that
REDACTED
were Father REDACTED and Father REDACTED
REDACTED is
deceased and REDAcTED left the Archdiocese May 23, 1985, apparently to return to his
Diocese in Enugu, Nigeria. Parish records reflect REDACTED married REDACTED :m
February 21, 1987, and the niarriage was declared null and void on April12, 1994 ..
On January 16,2004, Father REDACTED
_
at Our Lady of the Rosary Church,
was telephonically contacted. He advised that he was an associate pastor at Saint
Hilary's in 1981 and remembers Father Walter Fernando there. He recalled Fernando as
a hard working priest that was very gentle and quiet and definitely never saw him do
anything of a suspicious nature. He could not remember anyone in the parish that
Fernando was particularly close to. He had recently come from Sri Lanka and he
socialized with other Sri Lankan priests on his day off. He recalls that they came to pick
him up and that they would go to various places in the area. He cannot recall if Fernando
was assigned a vehicle but believes that he probably was. He did not recall when
Fernando's vacation was or if he took a parish car when he went. He did not remember
REDACTED -ow
.
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On January 21, 2004, SisterREDACTED
, principal of Saint Hilary's School was
telephonically contacted. She advised that REDACTED did not attend Saint Hilary's
School but that her children did for a period oftime. She knew her as a parent of a
student and nothing more. Her children were withdrawn from the school she believes for
financial reasons.
On January21, 2004,REDACTED
Saint Hilary's Church, was
telephonically contacted. She advised she does not know Father WalterFernando or
REDACTED
She learned ofREDAcTED's name in this matter from her pastor and advised
that a state agency had requested payroll records for ~EDACTED in July 2003 but there were no
records.
On January 21, 2004, REDACTED was interviewed at Nazareth House. She advised
that she was the housekeeper at the rectory of Saint Hilary's Church when Father Walter
Fernando was assigned there. He was a very quiet nice man who she liked a lot. He
related well to the parishioners and they liked him. REDACTED
was a junior secretary
in the rectory and answered the telephone and the front door. She was in high school and
worked part-time. She was a hard worker and helped to support her family. Before she
entered the convent she discussed it with FatherREDACTED and he later told REDACTED: that
he did not think she would make it in religious life. REDACTED is now an interpreter in the
court system in Los Angeles and she believes that REL~~·~u continues to help support her
parents. She knew of no connection between Fernando and REDACTED Nobody was allowed
in the priests' quarters but her, not even the parish secretary. She did not remember any
type party for REoAcTEo in the rectory.
On January 21, 2004, REDAC~ED
.
was interviewed at the
Nazareth House. He remembered Father Walter Fernando as one of his associate pastors
at Saint John's and that he was an excellent, obedient youngrnan. He was given the
· hospital ministry and worked very hard at it. He has no recollection of anything that
would reflect poorly upon Fernando. The only female he remembers visiting Fernando
was another Sri Lankan. He characterized him as "one of my prized young men."

On January 21, 2004, Father REDACTED
, was telephonically interviewed. He is
currently pastor of Saint Bemardine of Siena Church and was an associate pastor at Saint
John's in 1981 when Father Walter Fernando arrived. He was a very reserved gentleman
and he was never suspicious of Fernando for any reason. He has called appropriate
people for the activities of others over the years but not Fernando. He cannot recall any
parishioners from Saint Hilary's visiting Fernando at Saint John's.
On January 21, 2004,REDA_9TED
•
ofNativity Church, was
telephonically interviewed and advised he was the Vicar for Clergy in 1990 and 1992
when Father Walter Fernando was transferred from Cathedral Chapel and Saint Gregory
the Great Churches after what appears to be abbreviated stays. He could not recall why
these transfers were made but is certain that if there was a serious problem behind them it
would be noted in Fernando's file.
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On January 22, 2004, a meeting was held with LAPD Lieutenant Dennis Shirey, Officer
in Charge of the Juvenile Division and LAPD Officer James Brown senior detective of
the cleric abuse task force. They advised they were not at liberty to release any portions
of their case relating to Father Walter Fernando including the transcript of the monitored
This would be against their policy
telephone call between Fernando and REDACTED
and could be harmful to a future case if another vic~ comes forward since the REDACTED
case can be used for corroboration. Due to the Stogner Decision Fernando will not be
prosecuted in this matter but Brown opined that the telephone call corroborated REDACTED s
slaims. Brown will contact Deputy District Attorney William Hodgeman to obtain his
opinion on allowing the transcript of the call to be viewed by the Archdiocese and advise
once this decision is made.
On January 15,2004, Sister RED~CTED
for Women Religious, advised in a
memo that REDACTED
entered the Daughters of Saint Paul in January 1983. After her
postulancy she became a novice and then left the community on March 27, 1985.

On January 17 and 18,2004, a statement was read at all week end Masses at Saint
Hillary's that Father Walter Fernando was named in a law suit accusing him of sexual
abuse while assigned to that parish. It requested any parishioner with information
regarding this matter to contact the Archdiocese and left Monsignor Craig A Cox's
telephone number. No contact has been made.

qn January 21,2004, REDACT~D

parish secretary at Saint Hilary's from 1983 until
1998 advised that she had no information of value relating to this matter.

The February 2003 issue of the Los Angeles Lay Catholic Mission contains an article
stating that the January 2nd Los Angeles Times named REDACTED as a sexual abuse
victim handing out leaflets at the Sherman Oates Galleria. The pamphlets informed
victims of sexual abuse by priests that they could bring suit against perpetrators for the
duration of 2003 and urged them to contact the Church.
On January 27, 2004, REDA~TED
_
_ of Colombo, Sri Lanka,
e-mailed"'o•mo the following information. He has known Fernando since 1964 and they
attended the seminary together. Between roughly September 5th and 18th 1981 he and
Fernando traveled by car to the Grand Canyon. They also spent time in Flagstaff,
Arizona, and Las Vegas, Nevada, on the trip which took four or five days. Fernando was
assigned to Saint John Baptist de la Salle at the time.
A public records database search was done on REDACTED and provided no information of value
in this matter.
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Analysis and Observations
This allegation was made 21 years after the act supposedly took place.
There are no independent witnesses named by REDACTED as having ever observed any of the
alleged activities. Therefore much of the investigation set forth above revolves around
character evaluation of the parties by those that knew them at that time as well as now.
had a difficult childhood and as a young woman left religious life and had a failed
acrimonious marriage.

REDACTED

She is raising three daughters at least one of which has a serious health problem.
She has had financial difficulties throughout her life.
Fernando was assigned to Saint Hilary's on March 1, 1981, and remained there until
November 30, 1981.
Fernando did not drive for a couple of months after arriving at Saint Hilary's due to a
lack of a valid driver's license.

~ Hu HJ

Although the LAPD advised that in their opinion Fernando corroborated :RFOACTFn 's·
allegations in the recorded telephone call Officer Brown on another occasion said the ca.ll
"seemed to corroborate her account."
REDACTED

.

s 18th birthday was REDACTED

No other complaints have been lodged against Fernando.
These issues have a bearing on this analysis but without more information it cannot be
determined at this time, with any level of certainty, whether the alleged activities took
place or not.
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Timeline Regarding Father Walter Fernando
April24, 1944 ... Walter Fernando born in Ragama; Sri Lanka
January 1, 1973 ... Fernando ordained for Diocese of Colombo, Sri Lanka
March 1, 1981 ... Fernando assigned to Saint Hilary's Parish, Pico Rivera

REDACTED

REDACTED

18th birthday

November 29, 1981.. .Fernando leaves Saint Hilary's
November 3D, 198l...Fernando assigned to Saint John Baptist de la Salle, Granada Hills
January 1983 .. REDACTED enters convent
.

REDACTED

March 27, 1985...

1
eaves convent

February 24, 1986 ... Fernando incardinated in Los Angeles
July 31, 1986 ... Fernando leaves Saint John's
August 1, 1986 ... Femando assigned to Saint Rose of Lima, Simi Valley
•
REDACTED
December23, 1987.. REDACTED mames

at Saint Hilary's

July 1, 1990 ...Fernando leaves Saint Rose
July2, 1990 ...Fernando assigned Cathedral Chapel, Los Angeles

.
June 12; 1991. ..REDACTED and REDACTED file for divorce
May 2, 1992 ... Femando leaves Cathedral Chapel
May 3, 1992 ... Femando assigned Saint Gregory the Great, Whittier
June 30, 1992 ... Fernando leaves Saint Gregory
July 1, 1992 ... Fernando assigned Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Pasadena
April12, 1994 . . REDACTED marriage declared null and void by Catholic Church
April2002 .. REoAcTEoreports molestation to LAPD

.M ay 2002..

REDACTED

.
d te1ep hone ca11 to F emando
m alees momtore
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Ji.me 13, 2002 ... Fernando advises Monsignor Craig A. Cox LAPD wants to talk to him
August 18, 2002 ... Los Angeles Times article names Fernando as being under
investigation
August 30, 2002 ... Officer Dale Barraclough advises Sister REDACTED
case on Fernando

LAPD has open

January 1, 2003 ...
identified in Los Angeles Times as abuse victim per February
edition ofthe Los Angeles Lay Catholic Mission
REDAClED )

REDACTED

January 1, 2003..

appears on list of plaintiffs

January 22, 2003 ... CMOB discusses matter but has few facts and takes no action
February 12, 2003 ... Fernando interviewed by Cox and Father REDACTED
March 7, 2003 ... Fernando sends Cox letter denying most serious charges
March 26, 2003 ... CMOB discusses matter and requests more information be obtained
May 8, 2003 ... Fernando sends second letter to Cox denying all allegations
January 14, 2004 ...L.A. Times article details case against Fernando and that he is still in
ministry
·
January 14, 2004 ... CMOB discusses matter and requests expedited investigation
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ID
CMOB#
Case Name
Active Case?
Cleric Name
Cleric Age
Cleric Ethnicity
Incardimition
Date Of Ordination
Clergy Status
Date Referred To Vicar
Claimant
Date OfAlleged Incident
Investigation Complete
Investigator Name
Date Investigation Initiated
Date Investigation Completed
Case Disposition
Intervention
Description

27
027
No Complaint (Walter Fernando·
~
Walter Fernando
58

Asian
1973
On Leave
1/22/2003
Minor Female
"1980

0

0
Age 58, born in Sri Lanka; ordained in 1973; currently an associate
pastor. In June 2002 Fr. X informed V/C that two detectives had
stopped by rectory looking for Fr. X while he was on vacation; they
left a card but no information. Fr. X is concerned about a boundary
crossing 20 yrs. ago with a woman :interested :in entering the
convent. It involved placing an arm around her while watching a
movie together. Woman entered convent for a time and left. She
telephoned Fr. X a couple of years ago. There have been no
complaints against Fr. X. LAPD states there is an open
investigation.
New Allegations: Plaintiffs' attorneys supplied details of abuse of a
young girl from 1980-81 including pre-sexual grooming, French
kissing, hugging in sexual manner, fondling of minor's buttocks and
rubbing/massaging of minor's breasts both over clothes and skin to
skin; kissing neck, face & breasts, fmger in minor's vagina,
masturbation of perpetrator skin to skin, and tried to force oral
copulation. Abuse occurred several times at the theater, in the car
and at a park Father denies specific allegations.

Case Status

January 22, 2003

Wednesday, March 01, 2006

The Board agreed that no action be taken· until
further information is provided.
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March 26, 2003

April 29, 2003
January 14, 2004

January 28, 2004

Wednesday, March 01, 2006

The Board took a vote on the following two
options: 1) To recommend immediate
administrative leave; or 2) that the V/C office
seek further information from Fr. X and the
alleged victim 1 including, but not necessarily
limited, to the victim/s birth date, and report
back as soon as possible, but in no event later
than 60 days (the June 11, 2003 CMOB
meeting).
Of the remaining 9 members present, eight
voted for option #2; there was one abstention.
Cardinal approves recommendation: "proceed
forward at once."
Fr. X was identified as Father Walter Fernando
in 01/14/04 L.A. Times article. Fr. submitted
to a psych evaluation suggested by the Board.
The Board recommended the following: (1)
That Fr. Fernando not be placed on
administrative leave at this time pending
further & intense efforts to obtain additional to
verify the truth of the allegations. He may yet
need to be placed on leave depending on the
results of the next two recommendations. (2)
That the alleged victim be interviewed without
delay. The Board was advised that
her attorney has agreed to a limited
interview. This interview should be scheduled
as quickly as reasonably possible & should be
conducted by Mr. REDACTE 0 or another
professional investigator. (3) That REDACTED
REDACTEobe authorized in his capacity as Chair of
CMOB to write to Deputy D.A. William
Hodgeman to obtain whatever materials have
been developed by the police & the D.A. in the
course of the investigation. (4) That
REDACTED .
be authorized in his capacity
as Chair of CMOB to write directly to plaintiff's
counsel to request an interview with the
alleged victim and/or enlist her cooperation &
consent to the release of the information
developed by the D.A. & the police if the
interview & the request for information in
Recommendations 2 & 3 are not forthcoming.
Msgr. Cox stated that announcements had
been made at Fr/s parish. The Board
recommended that REDACTED.
should
now write the letter to the plaintiff's attorney,
REDACTED
, to request an interview
with her client and a copy of the telephone
tape or transcript thereof; the letter to Mr.
REDACTED should be deferred until Mr. REDACTED~
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February 11, 2004

February 20, 2004
February 25, 2004

April14, 2004

November 10, 2004
September 14, 2005

December 07, 2005

Follow Up
Follow Up Date
Legal Proceedings
Sent To Rome?
Canonical Trial
Canonical Disposition
Page

Wednesday, March 01, 2006

The Board found that the statement made by
.
Ms: REDACTED appears to be ere d'bl.
1 e and IS
corroborated by her physical description of
Fr.'s private living quarters at St. John Baptist
de Ia Salle, that Ms. REDACTED. was 17 yrs. old when
some of the serious allegations occurred, that
the actions complained of are clearly sexual
abuse, & that the zero tolerance policy
applies. The Board recommends that Fr. be
immediately placed on administrative leave
. pending further investigation.
The c:;,ardinal ~c~with the recommendation.
Board was advised that Fr. was placed on
administrative leave. V/C and REDACTED will
meet with Fr. and his attorney soon to obtain a
statement. An announcement was made in
the parish.
LAPD has agreed to release the tape of the
telephone conversation between Fr. & Ms.
REDACTED if needed; however, Detective Brown of
LAPD offered a statement about its contents as
an alternative. Msgr. Cox said it appears it is
incriminating & feels it best to interview
Detective Brown at this time.
The case is being sent to Rome today.
Rome responede that at the time of the
alleged incident, the claimant was 17 years old
and not considered to be a minor by canon law
that was in effect at that time. Therefore, this
case is not under the jurisdiction of Rome. The
responsibility for further action now rests with
the Archdiocese. The V/C will meet with father
and his advocate and confront him with the
evidence
Msgr Cox and FrREoAcrEo met with Father and
advised him as to what the investigation had
uncovered. The advocate has requested a copy
of all the investigative documents.
Advocate's response to evidence
April2006

0
0

Date Sent To Rome
Canonical Trial Date

2
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WALTER FERNANDO- CMOB-027-01
UPDATED INFORMATION

Father was listed on list from plaintiffs' attorneys.
Abuse alleged byREDACTED
, as a minor from 1980 through 1981 occuring at the
theatre, in the car and at a park. Abuse included French kissing, hugging in sexuar
manner; fondling of minor's buttocks both over clothes and skin to skin, rubbing and
massaging of minor's breast both over clothes and skin to skin; kissing neck, face and
· breasts skin to skin; perpetrator put finger in minor's vagina; masturbation of perpetrator
skin to skin; tried to force minor to oral copulation of him; pre-sexual grooming (special
attention, movies, etc.)
02/12/03:

Father was interviewed by Auditor (Fr. REDACTED~ with Msgr. Cox present
and the allegations stated in a print out were presented to him. Upon
advice of his counsel, he stated he was present to listen and to take notes
but not respond. He was cooperative and verified dates, history, etc.
concerning his service as a priest.

02/13/03

Cardinal Mahony is advised.

03/07/03

Father responds to V/C in writing and denies any and all claims that he
put his finger in her vagina, masturbated her and attempted to force her
into oral sex. Letter does not mention other charges listed in print out.

New Allegations: Plaintiffs' attorneys supplied details of abuse of a young girl from
1980-81 including pre-sexual grooming, French kissing, hugging in
sexual manner, fondling of minor's buttocks and rubbing/massaging of
minor's breasts both over clothes arid skin; kissing neck, face & ·
breasts, finger in minor's vagina, masturbation of perpetrator skin to
skin, and tried to force oral copulation, pre-sexual grooming. Abuse
occurred several times ·at the theater, in the car and at a park. Father
denies specific allegations.
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WALTER FERNANDO- CMOB-027-01
Age 58- born in Sri Lanka
Ordained 1973
Active service, Assoc. Pastor, Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Pasadena
Reported in LA Times article of August 25, 2002 that he was on inactive leave. LAPD
investigating a claim that he fondled a teenage girl in the 1980's while serving at St.
Hilary's in Pica Rivera. Denies allegations.
V/C corrected the information at CMOS meeting: He is still an associate pastor and no
complaint has ever been received. He notified the Archdiocese that two detectives had .
been looking for him while he was on vacation in Sri Lanka. He did get an attorney. The
Archdiocese will not put him on leave.

Sequence of events per file:
06/13/02:

Memo to file from V/C re conversation with Father. Father informed V/C
that he had learned from the parish secretary that while he was on
vacation in Sri Lanka two detectives had stopped by the rectory looking
for him. Father expressed a fear that he was under investigation. He
stated apprx. 20 years ago he had crossed boundaries with a woman who
. was interested in entering· the convent. The boundary crossing involved
placing an arm around her while they saw a movie together. She did
enter the convent for a time and then left. A couple of years ago this
woman called him and they spoke by telephone. V/C suggested Father
attend a workshop being given by a~REDACTED and chat with him afterwards
to seek advice.

08/30/02

E-mail from Sr. REDACTED to Detective Barraclough regarding the LA Times
article (8/25/02) and an an11ouncement that will be read at the church
correcting the information which stated Father was on inactive leave. The
announcement will state he is in active ministry and the Archdiocese has
not received any complaints about sexual misconduct.
Reply e-mail from Detective Barraclough: 'We do have an open
investigation on Walter Fernando."

09/03/02

09/30/02

Attorney-client communication -ltr from Father to Sr. REDAcTED asserting legal
rights re any files, reports, statements or communications.
,
REDACTED
REDACTED
•
•
Ltr of representation from atty
to Sr.
- objectmg to release of
any information.

CMOB-027-01:

"No Complainf' -Age 58, born in Sri Lanka; ordained in 1973;
currently an associate pastor. In June 2002 Fr. informed V/C that
two detectives had stopped by rectory looking for Fr. while he was
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on vacation; they left a card but no information. Fr. is concerned
about a boundary crossing 20 yrs ago with a woman interested in
entering the convent. It involved placing an arm around her while
watching a movie together. Woman entered convent for a time
and left. She telephoned Fr. a couple of years ago. There have
been no complaints against Fr. LAPD states there is an open
investigation.
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Apr. 15 2009 10:21AM P6

FROM :CANONICAL-SERVICES-OF THE-ACC- FAX NO. :213 637 6178

LOS ANGELES ,POLICE DEPARTMENT
l>. o. Box 301S6 '·
LOS Angeles, Callfomla 90030

WILUAM l. BRA1TON

Orief oF Police

Telephone: {:U3) 97&2100
TOD: (877) 275·5273
Ref~ance Number: 14.4

ANTONIO a. VILLAWGOSA
Mayor

RECEIVED

. October 7,.2008

......,

cJ\V
.. 1+-trl;
CDLJ--"j;(tu t? .
CJ .

REDACTEf'""w

OCT .1 02008
Ms.~~l:)~~TED_

BY:

~

;11r?

...

3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles. California 90010-2202
.bea:r Ms. REDACTED

I have reviewed your request for a copy of a tape recording of a May 24,..2002, telephon,e
conversation between Father Walter Fe:numdo and REDACTED
· . Please be advised that the audio iape recording of a telepl].one call between Father Femando and
Ms. REoAcTEo was generated to support the Los Angeles Police Departmen1' s investigati.qn.
·1n accordance with Government' Code Sebtion 6254(f), records of investigations conducted by,
or investigatory files compiled by, any local police agency (or law enforcement purposes, are
exempt from disclosure~ Your request seeks records that are either investigatory records
. themselves or properly part an investigative file; therefore, I am denying your request
However, if your request is dl.J.e to pending litigation. the document you are requesting may
·
·
possibly be obtained through a. court order.

of

If you have any questions regro.ding this correspondence, pJea.~e contact Management Analyst
Soon Kim ofihe Discovery Section at (213) 978-2155. ·
Very'truly yours,

nOnce ·, . . .

WILLIAM I. BRATION

.

FY-~2?-P,

AA~ONDD. cius~~n~ementArialyst
Discovery .Section
Officer-in~ChHige>

Risk Management Group

AN EQUAl. E~Pl()Y'JIImT OPPOJtTUNIT\'IAFPIRMAT.tVE ACllON t;MPL.OYER
www.lAPDOn/Jne.oiJI · ·
~ftJif1lAPD.mm
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DIOCESE

Los Angeles in California

NAME OF ORDINARY

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony

CDF PROT. N.

(if available)

NAME OF CLERIC
PERSONAL
DETAILS OF THE
CLERIC

Reverend Walter Fernando

Date ofBirth

24 April 1944

Age

60

Ordination

25 January 1973

Years of ministry

31

ORIGINAL DIOCESE OF INCARDINATION

Colombo, Sri Lanka

MINISTRY IN/TRANSFER TO OTHER DIOCESE Los Angeles in California, incardinated on 24
l---------------------tFebruary1986
REDACTED
CONTACT ADDRESS OF THE CLERIC
PROCURATOR (include original signed mandate)

Mr. HEDACTED

ASSIGNMENTS
Year

Parish

Location

Appointment

1973

St. Anthony

Kepungoda

Parochial Vicar

1974

St. Mary

Dehlwala

Parochial Vicar

1976

St. Thomas

Kotte

Parochial Vicar

1977

St. Cadjetan

Kotugoda

Parochial Vicar

1981

St. Hilary

Pica Rivera, California

Parochial Vicar

1981

St. John Baptist de la Salle

Granada Hills, California

Parochial Vicar

1986

St Rose of Lima

Simi Valley, California

Parochial Vicar

1990

Cathedral Chapel

Los Angeles, California

Parochial Vicar

1992

St. Gregory the Great

Whittier, California

Parochial Vicar (Pro Tern)

Pasadena, California

Parochial Vicar
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ACCUSATIONS AGAINST THE CLERIC

Year

Victim

Age

1981

REDACTED

17

Imputable Acts

Denunciation
2003

CIVIL PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE CLERIC

Year

Type/Case

Conviction

Sentence (include copies of civil documents)

2002

Police Investigation and Grand
Jury Subpoena

Dismissed

Case closed ecause of the expiratwn of
criminal statute oflimitations in accord with the
Court

MEASURES ADOPTED BY THE DIOCESE

Year
2003

Preliminary Investigation Initiated

2004

Father Fernando was placed on Administrative Leave

SUSTENANCE PROVIDED BY THE DIOCESE TO THE CLERIC
Father Fernando is living in an ecclesiastical house with his room and board provided. He continues to
receive his salary and is covered by medical and other benefits. He has the same transportation provisions
as a priest serving actively. He has requested and been granted loans for criminal defense.

RESPONSE/RECOURSE MADE BY THE CLERIC
Year

BISHOP'S VOTUM
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In this case, the alleged sexually abusive activities occurred while the 1917 Code of Canon Law was in
force. The alleged misconduct did not violate canon 2359 of that Code because Ms. REoAcTEowas age 17, and
hence not a minor at canon law. She was a minor in the law of the State of California and the alleged
activity did amount to a cdme in the law ofthe State.
Recognizing this reality, we are nonetheless seeking an ecclesiastical triai, not to impose a penalty but to
declare the juridic fact (canon 1400, § 1, 1°) of whether or not the alleged abusive conduct took place. The
seriousness of the matter requires an unbiased determination with moral certitude of the facts of the matter,
with all the protections for the rights of the parties that a trial affords.
If the judges conclude that Father Fernando perpetrated the alleged deeds, we would forward those results
to the Congregation in order to consult how to proceed, perhaps in light of the provisions of canon 223, §2.
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'FEl&ANDO CASE
·Promotoris Iustiitae N otesiAnalysis/Recom1n.eiJ.dations
REJ~AC_TE_D

____ -

21 Mar 07

ESSENTIAL TIMELINE
07 Aug 63: birthdate of .REDACTED . . she turned 16 on REDACTED after which time she is no longer
a minor in canon law; she turned 18 Qn REDACTED, after which time she is no longer a minor in civil
law.
01 Feb 81: Father Walter Fernando (WF) arrives in Los Angeles from Sri Lanka and receives hospitality
at Immaculate Conception parish in Los Angeles.
01 Mar 81: WF begins assignment at St. Hilary's in Pico Rivera, serving there nine months, through 29
NoY 81.
24 May 02: police record phone conY. betw.
andWF in which WF appears to admit that sexual activity took place betw. him and '"'"w'when ~'"""'was 17 years old (cf. documentation sent to CDF [d!CDF],
pp. 102-103).
13 Jun 02: having learned that police detectives wished to talk with him, WF contacts Vicar for Clergy
(VIC) seeking advice, as he thinks the matter might involve a situation from some 20 years earlier
when he "crossed boundaries" with a young female parishioner (d/CDF, 1).

07 Mar 03: WF puts into writing categorical denial of''"'"'' s claims that he put his "finger in her vagina,
masturbated her, and attempted to force her into oral sex" (d/CDF, 16).
25 Apr 03: CMOB reports class-action lawsuit listing WF as having sexually abused a young girl in
1980-1981; WF denied allegations in writing, CMOB instructedRm•mo to obtain :further info., incl.
girl's age at time of alleged abuse (dJCDF, 17).
08 May 03: WF puts into writing denial of "having had any sexual activity with Ms. REDACTED . Although I
do not know what allegations she might allege in the future, I absolutely affirm that I have obeyed
my vow of celibacy" (d!CDF, 18).
09 Dec 03: lawsuit filed by RED<CTED:laiming sexual abuse by WF when""'"'" was a minor (d/CDF, 19-40).
14 Jan 04: CMOB seeks further info.; reports that it will not hesitate to recommend adm. leave if credible info. warranting such action is presented ( d!CDF, 44-45).
16 and 17 Jan 04: canonical auditor (c/aud) interviews FathetREDACTED
(no relation to·WF)
who has known WF for about 35 years, since .their seminary days in Sri Lanka. Fr. REDACTED reported that he spent a good deal of time w/WF after WF' s arrival in Los Angeles; he and his brother,
Fr.· ,REDACTED
would spend each Wed., their day off, with WF. He reports that WF did not
have a driver's license for several months after arriving in L.A. and so he and his brother droYe WF
around. Fr. REDACTED does not recall any parishioners at St. Hilary's to whom WF may have been
close, nor does the name""""' mean anything to him, nor does he recall WF ever mentioning St.
Hilary parishioners visiting WF while WF was at St. John Baptist De La Salle in Granada Hills. He
was very surprised to learn of the accusations against WF, as he does not believe WF would force
himself on anyone or violate his vows.
20 Jan 04: c/aud interviews Father REDACTED
. brother to Father REDACTED
mmediately
above but no relation to WF, who remembers that WF stayed at Immaculate Conception when he
first arrived in L.A., he was then assigned to St. Hilary's. He reports that WF did not drive at that
time, since he didn't have a CA driver's license, and so Fr. REDACTED, and his brother would pick
WF up each Wed. and the three would spend their day off together. He has no recollection ofWF
ever mentioning"'"'"" or any other parishioner from St. Hilary's, nor does he recall WF ever mention-
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ing a St. Hilary's parishioner visiting him after he was transferred from St. Hilary's. He was surprised to learn of the allegations against WF, as he believes WF to be a gentleman with a good reputation who would not commit indiscretions.
23 Jan 04: report of c/audthat""'"'' was born on 7 Aug 1963, thatWF was at St. .Hilary's 1 Mar 81-29
Nov 81, that there are no indepndt witnesses to corroborate """"'• s allegations, that police recorded a
telephone conversation betw."EDACTEDn1d WF which, according to police, corroboratesRE'Am''s account,
(d/CDF, 63).
29 Jan 04: report of c/aud that sometime betw. 2000 and 2002"'"'"" confided to a friend that WF "had
abused their relationship"; this friend does not think that'""'"' would lie about such a thing, nor, however, did it occur to this friend that the "abuse" was sexual, she presumed it to be something like betraying a confidence (d/CDF, 73-74).
08 Feb 04: c/aud's report of interview with RED~crmstates that she was 17 at time of relationship w/WF
(d/CDF, 80-86); report submitted to ~·q· and her lawyer for final corrections (dlcDF, 91-94).

17 Feb 04: CMOB recommends adm.leave forWF;

,""=

s account of events appears credible, despite

WF's denials (dlcDF, 95-96).

19 Feb 04: WF is placed on adm. leave (d!CDF, 97).
22 Sep 04: c/aud listens to police recording of phone conversation betw."EDACTEomd WF, made on 24 May
02; on tape, WF says he remembers kissing,-= but doesn't remember showing her his penis; WF
states that he thought"'=' was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her; he recalled rubbing her
breast and admitted to kissing her breasts; he told her that he confessed his sins in this matter and
asked her for her forgiveness; he stated that he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to keep this
betw. them; tape appears to confirm that something of a sexual nature transpired beiw. them (d/CDF,
102-103).
24 Sep 04: WF's canonical advisor (c/adv) writes to VIC raising substantive doubt as to whether any of
the behavior alleged by'""'wtookplace before she was 18; basis of doubt hinges on when WF obtained his CA driver's license and began to drive, since virtually all of alleged abuse involved WF
driving"'""' to some location.
09 Nov 04: Card. Mahony sends documentation regarding WF case to CDF seeking advice, since the
prelim. investigation established the semblance of truth inREDACTEo3 allegations that, when she was 17
years old, she was sexually abused by WF; the difficulties of the case include the fact that, if the accusations are true, fi£DAc1Eowould not have been a minor in canon law, although she would have been a
minor in civil law.
04 Jul 05: CDF responds to Card. Mahony advising him that since the case does not involve a reserved
gravius delictum, no special authorization is needed for him to evaluate the merits of the case and act
accordingly.
09 Nov 05: WF's c/adv writ-es to VIC expressing concern at VIC's proposal to engage in further "factfmding" investigation while the civil lawsuit by"'"'TE' is pending; he suggests that the status quo -i.e.
WF' s continuing adm. leave w/residence at St. Basil's and no further action on the part of the Archdiocese - should be preserved until the conclusion of the civil suit.

19 Dec 05: WF's cladv writes to VIC expressing concern that doubt exists as to whether"DACTE' was under
18 years of age when the alleged abuse took place and objects to any "fact-fmding" on the part of
the Archdiocese until it is proven that"""""' was ih fact under 18.
06 Nov 06: WF's c/adv writes to V/C complaining of delay in acting on case and asks why WF is still
out of ministry; cladv also asks what action the Archdiocese intends to take in the case.

15 Dec 06: VIC writes to WF' s c/adv explaining that, in agreement with what the c/adv had written in
his letter of 9 Nov 05, the Archdiocese also felt that it was in the best interest of all concerned to preserve the status quo w/regard to WF (i.e. adm. leave and residence at St. Basil's) until the civil suit
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should be concluded; at the opportune time, the serious question ofWF's suitability for ministry will
be properly dealt with.

QUESTION OF~""" SAGE AT TIME OF ALLEGED ABUSE
The only direct testi~ony in this regard comes from~~$ and is consistentin the assertion that she was under 18 at
the time the alleged abuse began; rebuttal testimony comes from WF through his c/adv.

"""""'' 's civil complaint, filed' on 9 Dec 03: '""'TED claims that "when she was a minor" she suffered "acts of
sexual abuse and molestation" from WF, which included "French kissing, hugging, fondling of .
Plaintiffs buttocks over her clothes, rubbing and massaging Plaintiffs breasts and body, kissing
Plaintiffs neck, face and breasts, digital vaginal penetration, forced masturbation of the Perpetrator,
attempted forced oral copulation" (lawsuit, section 8.1).
mediation documentation, signed and sworn by""""'' on 15 Apr 04: ""'""' states that she was 17 when
abuse began, and to the best of her recollection it began when WF "first came to St. Hilary"; she
states unequivocally that WF "sexually abused me on multiple occasions, up to and beyond my 18th
birthday" (mediation document, section 4,a,v); "'"'"''does state that the digital penetration of her vagina by WF may have occurred after she turned 18 (ibid., section 4,c), and that the touching of her
breasts skin-to-skin, kissing them and touching other parts of her body skin-to-skin did occur after
she was 18 (ibid.);REDAcTEos clear recollection is that the other acts alleged occurred when she was under
the age of 18.
interview of""'"'"by c/aud, 30 Jan 04, revised report w/changes made by '"A'"' and her lawyer: "''"""states
that while she "was still in high school" WF took her to a movie, towards the end of which he "put
his hand on her breast and began to rub it"; at the movie's conclusion, he gave her a kiss on the lips;
following the incident at the movie theater, and again while REDACTED 'was still in high school," she was
with WF i:t:t a parked car and he laid his head in her lap, pulled her head down towards him and gave
her a long kiss; putting "his tongue in her mouth"; on another occasion, once more while ®~~ "was
still in high school," WF took her to Legg Park where he kissed her and fondled her, placing his
hand inside her blouse and bra "so he was rubbing the skin of her breast"; another time at Legg Park,
while~~ was still in high school, she was with WF in his parked car, it was evening and WF unzipped his pants, exhibited his erect penis and tried to force ""'"'"to orally copulate him, but she would
not and so he took her hand, placed it around hi~J?.,enis and, with his-hand clasped over hers, masturbated until he ejaculated; during this interview, .
also related sexual behavior that occurred betw.
her and WF after she had turned 18, and recounted, w/great difficulty, the account of WF digitally
penetrating her vagina- she was unable to recall whether this occurred before or after she had
turned 18.
letter from WF's c/adv, 24 Sep 04: the c/adv claims that"'"""" s statements that WF would take her driving "in the spring, while I was still in high school" cannot be true, as WF had no car and no driver's
license in the spring while~- was still in high school; the c/adv states that WF went out with"'DACTED
only once, on a shopping trip to a mall, during which outing they also went to a movie- this outing
took place after WF had left St. Hilary's and hence afterp'""'" had turned 18; the c/adv states that -~
was never in WF's quarters at St. Johc'1 Baptist De La Salle, Granada Hills

ALLEGATIONS OF ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR AFTER "OACTI;'WAS 18 YEARS OLD
In her 30 Jan 04 interview with c/audREDACTED stated that after WF had been transferred to St. John the
Baptist De La Salle in Granada Hills, and hence after she had turned 18, he picked her up at her house and
drove her out to his new parish. He brought her into a private sitting room in the rectory, from which
there was a door leading to his bedroom; they remained in the sitting room and she played her flute. He
brought her to the rectory a second time and this time they entered WF's bedroom, where he had her disrobe, kissed her breasts, sucked her nipples and lay on top of her on the bed and side-by-side; he did not
undress but she could feel his erection; she asked him why he did not undress and he replied that he didn't
want her to become pregnant. She also met some of his Sri Lankan priest friends but never spoke with
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them. She estimated that she traveled to Granada Hills a total of about ten times and that similar activity
took place betw. herself and WF each time. She also described her recollection of the rectory layout (the
··rear entrance and WF's quarters).
.
WF, through his c/adv, denies that '"""'was ever in his quarters at the rectory of St John Baptist
De La Salle in Granada Hills .
.The c/aud performed an on-grounds inspection of the rectory area described by """''"with the Business Manager at St. John Baptist De La $alle parish; the description given byREDACTEois very accurate.
On 5 Feb 04 Father REDACTED
·at St. John Baptist De La Salle parish
when WF arrived there in 1981, was contacted by the c/aud and described the quarters that had been assigned to WF -his description matches that given by REDACTEDs name held no meaning for Fr. REDACTED
REDACTED

ADMISSIONS MADE BY WF
The only admission made by WF of any inappropriate behavior wl'DAcrEO is purportedly found on the
recorded telephone conversation that took place betw. him and RE[»,CTED)n 24 May 02. The c/aud listened to
this tape and reported that WF says he remembers kissing REDACE~ admits feeling love for her, recalls rubbing
and kissing her breasts. The c/aud portrays REDAOTEo s attitude during the call as that of someone who was hurt
and troubled by indiscretions committed by WF, and WF's attitude as that of someone who was repentant
and wanted forgiveness from the person he had wronged; this forgiveness was given and WF was relieved. WF told"""'''" that he wanted to be a priest and asked her to keep this betw. them. The c/aud observes that WF admi;~&AC¥,ertain of the behavior alleged by •m.ow; and that while he does not recall other behavior, e.g. showing
his penis and forced masturbation, he does not deny this behavior.

FURTHER QUESTIONS
When did WF obtain his driver's license?
The significance of this question arises in light ofc/adv 's remarks that WF "had no car and no license in
spring [1981] when she """'""'7 was still in high school"; that WF "did not obtain his drtver's license till the
summertime, , hence he "co!.!ld not then have been driving herr,~_, around 'in the spring when she was still in
high school', and stillll";
turned 18 on 7 Aug 81 (ltr, REDACTED . 24 Sep 04).

Is it possible to corroborate that WF and"~co, went out more than once together?
Through his c/adv (letter of 24 Sep 94), WF denies ever going out wF other than one time to a shopping
mall, and this after he had left St. Hilary's; RBJI>aE'c!aims that her "mother, brother and sister fll£kne-Vv that I was
going on outings with Father REDACTED "(mediation document, 4,b). There is no record of. 'smother,
brother or sister being asked about this.

Why did· WF leave Sri Lanka and incardinate into L.A.?
In communications with his Archbishop in Colombo (Abp/C), WF refers to leaving his home diocese with "a
great deal ofpain in mind" (letter of 20 Oct 82), a.-nd Abp!C also refers to this same "great deal ofpain" in his
response and states, "You will, I am sure, agree that that pain was not in any way caused by me" (letter of07
Nov 82).

CANONICAL ISSUES
The question of a reserved gravius delictum has already been resolved in the negative; but the
entire matter is not yet resolved definitively. Some of the issues remaining include:

(1) whether the delict of an offence against the sixth commandment committed with force has been
committed (canon 1395 §2; NB: the expiration of prescription prevents any criminal action
w/regard to such a delict [canon 1362], but does not strictly prevent an investigation into
whether such a delict was committed);
(2) whether an external violation of a law has occurred such that the special gravity of the violation
demands punishment and there is an urgent need to prevent or repair scandal (canon 1399; NB:
expiration of prescription as in no. 1 above);
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(3) whether this is a particular case calling for the ordinary to pass judgment regarding the obligation to observe perfect and perpetual continence (canon 277 §3);
(4) whether an act of sexual abuse of a minor (in civil law) has been committed, wherefore the reus
is to be removed permanently from ecclesiastical ministry (US Essential Nonns, article 8; NB:
the expiration of prescription, as in nos. 1 and 2 above, probabiy needs to be taken into account
·
here as well);
(5) whether, in view of the common good, this is a particular case calling for the Archbishop to limit
or otherwise direct the exercise ofWF's rights as a cleric (canon 233 §2).

PAYMENT OF FEES LEVIED BY C/ADV
Since WF's case does not involve a gravius delictum, and since any delict he may have committed is no longer subject to criminal action because of the expiration of prescription, there can be no penal
process initiated against him. He therefore will not need the services of a canonical advocate, and authorization for bills from his current c/ adv to be sent directly to V /C for payment may be withdrawn.
Should WF wish to continue to avail himself of the services ofhis present c/adv, he is free to make such
arrangements personally; otherwise, the Archdiocese can arrange for a qualified canonist to provide him
with the counsel he might need as his case is brought to a conclusion.

RECOMMENDATIONS
With a view to moving WF's case to a definitive resolution while upholding the public good, the following recommendations are made:
'
·
(1) WF should be interviewed quam primum with regard to every aspect of his case, since direct
statements from him will prove invaluable for resolving many of the issues and questions that
remain, and will also prove useful in properly evaluating the claims advanced by REo,mo
(2) WF should be advised that, whereas the V /C has up till now paid the bills for consultation submitted by his c/adv (a total of$12,836.64 as of 25 Jan 07; cf. APPENDIX below, "C/AdvBills in
WF Case"), future costs will be his responsibility; if he cannot afford the fees charged by the
c/adv he has engaged, he may consult the V/C so that arrangements may be ±nade for h:iin tore-··
ceive the canonical counsel suited to his needs;
(3) AP's mother, brother and sister should be interviewed to ascertain what knowledge they may
have of WF and ~:_"'o going on outings together;
(4) all c/aud reports should be carefully reviewed to determine whether possible follow-up may be
useful.

APl'ENDIX: b1'lls pa1'dby A rchdiocese t o REDACTED.m F ernan do case

25 Jan 07:
21 Feb 06:
06 Dec 05:
19 Ju1 05:
29 Mar05:

2,183.33
2,583.33
2,207.08
4,529.90
1,333.00

TOTAL: 12,836.64
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WALTER FERNANDO
Summary

General Data
Walter Fernando was born on 24 Apr 44 and ordained in Sri Lanka on 25 Jan 73, where
he ministered until 1981. In 1981, he came to Los Angeles, where he ministered until 2004,
having been incardinated into L.A. in 1986. In 2002, police began investigating an allegation
that, some 20 years earlier, Fernando had sexually abused a 17-year-old girl. Fernando denied all
claims of abuse, canonical investigation was undertaken, and despite Fernando's denial of allegations, accusation was deemed credible and Fernando was placed on administrative leave in 2004.
Details ofAllegation
In 2002, an adult woman claimed that in 1981 when she was 17 years old, and continuing
on past her 18th birthday ,REDACTED), Fernando engaged her in a sexual relationship that included
kissing, touching and kissing of breasts, digital penetration of vagina, masturbation of victim and
attempts to force victim to orally copulate the perpetrator.
Statements by Fernando
Denials. In Mar 03 Fernando wrote to the Vicar for Clergy denying the girl's claim that
he digitally penetrated her, masturbated her and attempted to force her to have oral sex. In a
subsequent letter the same month he denied having had any sexual activity with the girl in
question and affirmed that he had absolutely obeyed his vow of celibacy.
Admissions. In 2002, Fernando, having been contacted by police detectives, sought advice from the Vicar for Clergy, as he thought the matter might involve a situation from 20 years
earlier when he "crossed boundaries" with a young female parishioner. A month earlier, police
had recorded a phone conversation between the alleged victim and Fernando, which, according to
police, corroborated the allegations made.
In 2004, a can~mical investigator listened to the police recording of the phone conversation, and reported that on the tape Fernando said that he remembered kissing the victim but didn't
remember showing her his penis; he stated that he thought the victim was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her and recalled rubbing her breast and kissing her breasts; he told her that he
confessed his sins in this matter and asked her for her forgiveness; he stated that he wanted to
remain a priest and asked her to keep this between them. The investigator concluded that the tape
appeared to confirm that something of a sexual nature had transpired between Fernando and the
victim.
Admission of Victim to Third Party
Sometime between 2000 and 2002, the alleged victim told a friend of hers that Fernando
had abused their relationship. This friend does not believe that the victim would lie about such a
thing, nor did it occur to this friend that the abuse was sexual, she presumed it to have been something like the betraying of a confidence.
Criminal/Civil proceedings
No criminal charges were filed against Fernando, but a civil lawsuit was
settled in 2007.

fll~ed

in 2003 and

Canonical proceedings
A canonical investigation found the accusation to be credible, but the victim was not a
minor in canon law; hence there is no gravius delictum. Fernando's canonical advisor claims that

1
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the victim, even if her allegations are true, was not even a minor in civil law, as none of the behavior alleged could have occurred before she was 18 (the advisor explains that Fernando did not
have a driver's license until after the victim had graduated from high school, and all the alleged
behavior involves Fernando driving the victim in his car). The victim, however, clearly recalls .
much of the behavior occurring while she was still in high school, before she turned 18.
CoJtclusions

Whatever may have happened between Fernando and the victim, and however old the
victim may have been, this was clearly a one-time occurrence, that is, at no time after these alleged events in 1981, have there been any reports of misconduct by Fernando. Fernando appears
to pose no real danger to any minor. However, a determination needs to be made whether Fernando cart be returned to active ministry of any kind, even restricted. Although the case does not
involve a gravius delictum, the Archbishop can - should he determine that the case warrants it
-restrict Fernando's ministry in accordance with the norms of canons 233 §2 and 277 §3.

2
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·.
REDACTED
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

REDACTED

~/ u ~"~~

Monday, February 09, i004 8:37AM
Report

REDAC1t::D

REOACT:;D

Dear ..

I am relying on your word that you will look Into the Sri Lanka matter.
Please find attached your report with our changes in bold and underlined:

Canonicnl Iu,-estlgtl tion ofF nther Walter Fernnndo
Inter.-ie\we: .REDACTED
Inten-ie>YerREDACTED canouicnl auditor

Place of interYiew: REDACTED

Whitt~er_

Colifornia

The morning of Jauumy 29111 REDACTED
teleplwnlcally t1dYlsed me that he hod spllken \Yith REDACTED
~the coun."Jel for
. ---llll.d that"EDAcTEo \Yould be nYnllnble for an lnten·it~,,. thnt e\'ening. I telephonically contacted ~CU"'-' 'c~ >Yho nd,·ised thnt REDAcreo,
\\'l)tJld meet \Tith me at the REDACTED
noted ubo.-e at 6:00p.m. that eyeuing. She also ndyised thtlt an ossodnte of hers REDACTED
REDAcTED would be there to make RED<no~ more comfortable. She put no restrictions on the inten·ie\Y and only nsked it not drag on for seYeral
holliS because REDACTED was yen emotional about this, and a long inter,iew would be too stressful. She WtlS assured it >Youid not. ·
"~E:'~~cTED

~ 4. - cnrd· s. H e ·was Sl'tt'mg 111
. are1ntn-e
. 1,- j)fl\'a
. te bootI1111
. t11e restaunmt
· :;, p. m. I.tci ent:"·
u1ec[ roYse1f to REDACTED tilld. we exch ange dbus111ess
A t :;,:
REDACTED •
•
•
and
had gone tl) the rest room. ShortlY thereafter she reti.uned nnd
mtwduced me to her. At that pomt he requested no
.
IJe ns"k-ed reg nrc,.111g dumages m
. th-e slllt.
hnc:! fl~1ed·. H e >Yas LlssurecI that WtlS not the mtent
.
.
.
questwns
l)f' t11e mterne\\\
then
pwvidecl the follml'iug i:nformntion:
REDACTED

•

\...

REO.ACTED

REDACED

She met Father Wnlter Fernnndc; in either lute 1980 or endy 1981 at Suint Hilary's Catholic Church ill Pico Rh·ern. She wns 16 or 17_ n
senior at Saint Pnurs High School and IYork.ing nt Snint Hilary's as a junior secretary ill the rectory. She wns Yery actire in the pnri.:;h nt
thnt time. She tnught n c,)nfraternity of Chrlstlnn Doctrine (CCD J clnss ln her junior nnd senior yellr in high s.::hoolond was ln the :m.ufu
choir >Yhere she snng nud plnyed the flute. She chnructerized herself as t111llllnttrncti\·e nerd in high s~.:hl)l)i who hnd fe·w_ if any_ friends
nnd \Yas the subject of Yt:rbni nbuse. She hnd n 4.0 grnde point n\·erag~ and s~>me of the studen.ts mfly h<l\'e resented her for that. Her h(>me
life IYns nlso troubled nnd she e1~joyed being at the parish, as it 1n1s a refi.1 g~ for h~r. She begun Y\)lunteer work in the reetory timing her
j-unior yet1r and between her junior und senior y<:tlr she \Yas hired ns '1 Jnni.or secrt:tn!}· nnd began to receiYe n saln!}-.

·/

The priests nt Saint Hilnry-s ut that time were th<r:EDACTED
\Yho is nmY decensed~ REDACTED
n Nigerian: nnd
Fernando. She C(lllld not be certain if a Vietnamese priest namedREDACTED . wns there at that time or came shortly after Fernando left ..
She thought he might hnye been there a short time \Yhile Fermmdo '\YtlS there as she recalledRccAcrr:o tllld REDACTED hnd rooms downstairs in
the rectory nndREDACTED
md Fernando \Yere llpstairs. As n junior secretnry sh~ cnme to the rectory directly from sclll)(ll. The scllOl)l
b11s had a stop at the church tmk.ing lt comenient fm her and she reported tL> \YOrk \Yearing her school unif,mn. She \Wuld work ·as lt1 te ns
9.S.CJ n. m. at times on \\'eek nights nnd abo on \Yeekends. She was restricted to \Yorkin!J not more than 25 hours n \reek. R~pACTED
REDACTED\
! \\'llS att encmg
['
W·h.1tt1er
' (' oII ege 1mtia
' • ' ll Y an<llater Califonm1
. . dnte
c•
-ry
. " . at 1 os An gees_
1 \\·as a1so \\'Orh:mg
,_. t1ere
1 ..
_,.-Ylo
c.n!'l-ersll\'
(strike: and trninedREoAcEo but other thnn the trninitl!!) but they \Yere not there together ns 01~e ,-\·ouid normnlly relieYe the other. There \Yns
nnother junior secretury for a short time but she was fired due to talking to her boyfriend on the tdephone nt work. ""uAclw !ll)t onl~- did not
hnYe n bl)yfi:iend but did not dnte until years inter after leuYing the com·ent. Her duties included doing parish der.icnl \York nnd tlll:>"\Yering
the telephune and door. She plnced the priest:>- mes.-;nges in b(>Xes thnt were ne:,.i to where she sat. She nonnnlly nte her dinner in the
kitchen but on occnsion \Yns lllY.ited to eat in the dining wom >Yith the priests.

2/9/2004
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The' rectory was quiet in the evening and normally only she imd the priests were there. It was not uncommon for them to come by to check
their mailboxes for messages. Fernando began to strike up conversations with her in the evening when they were alone. These talks
became increasingly longer and friendlier as time went on. The fttst thing she recalls that was a bit unusual was one evening he began to
shoot rubber bands at her. Late one Sunday afternoon in perhaps March or April 1981 Fernando suggested they go to the parish hall
behind the church and he would play his violin and she her flute. They were there alone with a piano near the stage and she played her
flute and sang. Then he played the violin and bro1,1ght out music and sang a love song entitled, "Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes". She
felt this was a strange selection for him to pick since it was a love song. They were there about an hour.
Shortly after the parish hall incident she was alone at her desk one evening. She is not completely sure but she may have been wearing
her high school uniform. Fernando showed her a book and suggested that she read it She turned the book over and read a synopsis of the
story on the rear cover. It was about a priest who was having an affair and she gave it back to him. He inquired as to why she did not want
to read it and she told him that she did not think that priests should do that sort Of thing. He then explained to her there was a differen~e
·
benveen celibacy and chastity, According to him celibacy meant simply that priests were precluded from marriage. Chastity was a vow
that only priests that were in a religious order took along with poverty and obedience. Since he was a diocesan priest chastity did not
pertain to him and he only had to remain celibate, that is not marry. Nobody had ever explained this to her and she was confused but since
he was a priest accepted what he said. Nevertheless she did not read the book and cannot remember the title.
Not long after the book incident, while still in high school, either on his day off or on the weekend he mentioned that he wanted to see a
movie and asked her to accompany him. She rarely went to movies and since he was a priest and was showing her attention she readily
accepted. He drove to her house, honked the hom and she came out. This is the procedure he used whenever he came to pick her up in the
future. He never came into the house to talk to her parents or siblings; Her parents did not object to her going and she believes they felt
good about it since they thought she was in the safe care of a priest. They drove down Rosemead Boulevard to Downey the city. that ,
adjoinsPico Rivera to the south. They went to the Showcase Theatre located next to aFalTell's Ice Cream Parlor which were part of the
Stonewood Shopping Center. Neither of those structures is any longer there as it has since been converted into an indoor shopping
center. He sat to her left during the movie and during the movie reached over and initially patted her hand. He then reached his arm
around her shoulder and put his hand on her breast and began to rub it. She stared straight ahead and not knowing what to do she did not
do or say anything. The movie was near its conclusion when this happened and when it finished she asked him to hand her a sweater she
had placed on the seat next to him to his left. Wben she did this he abruptly leaned forward and gave her a hard kiss on the lips. She had
never been kissed on the lips before and she was shocked and emotional. She told him she had to go to the ladies' room and excused
herself. When she returned to him she was still in shock and they proceeded back to the car. She cannot recall the name of the movie. The
vehicle was a white parish car that Fernando used and she does not know if it was assigned to him or not. As he was leaving the parking
lot he backed into another parked car and continued to drive away. She called. his attention to it since it was very apparent but he told her
not to worry about it and left. He was quiet after the movie and little if anything was said on the drive home. He did not come into her
house when he dropped her off either.
Not long after the movie incident, while she was still in high school, they returned to the same parking lot. She cannot recall the reason
they were there but he parked in front ofF arrell' s and laid his head in her lap. While in this position he pulled her head down and kissed
her. This was a longer kiss than the one in the movie and he put his tongue in her mouth. After the kiss he took her home.
On another occasion while she was still in high school, probably on a Saturday, he took her to the Los Angeles County Arboretum. She
wore her hair in bangs and she recalled that she had braces on her teeth then. It was a warm day and she wore a white dress that she made
and white sandals. As in the other described incidents he did not wear his clerical clothes. He brought a camera and took about five
photographs during the day which he later showed to her. He did not give her any of them and she has no idea where they are now. He did
not feel comfortable driving on freeways and so he drove home cin Rosemead Boulevard. This route passed tlttough the Whittier Narrows
and a large park at Legg Lake. He pulled onto the parking lot at Legg Lake and parked. He wanted to take a walk and so they did for a
while and then they stopped at a picnic table and sat down. He then begah to kiss her and fondle her. It was dark and they were there for
about an hour. This tinie he put his hand inside her blouse and bra so he was rubbing the skin of her breast. They then returned to the car
and drove home.
After the first Legg Lake incident they returned there and once again he was not in clerical garb. This time it was in the evening and the.
light was very dim. He was sitting in the driver's seat and she was in the front passenger seat when he unzipped his pants and exhibited
his erect penis outside of his pants. She had never seen a penis before and did not want to look but did see it as she glanced over. He then
told her to kiss his penis and when she said, "No Father, I don't want to do that.", he tried to force her by putting his right hand
behind her neck and pulling her head dowmvard toward his penis and instructed her to do it. When she did not he took her left hand
in his, put it on his penis encircling it, and while he kept his hand clasped over hers began to masturbate . He was breathing hard and
kept repeating, "Do it! Do it!" This continued until he ejaculated and her hand was covered with fluid. He then gave her a napkin or
something similar to clean up with.

It was sometime after the second Legg Lake incident she remembers being on the school bus approaching the Saint Hilary's rectory when
some of the girls noticed Fernando walking on the street. He was dressed in black clerical garb wearing white shoes with buckles and
they thought he looked funny and giggling commented to that effect At that time she felt a great deal of shame and fear wondering if
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anyone could tell by looking at her what she had done with him. She did not know of anyone who had ever observed them, either from the
parish or anywhere else, during one of these incidents but she had these thoughts nonetheless. She remembers being confused with her
emotions because most of the time he was kind to her, paid attention to her and showed her affection. Nobody else did this.
Sometime after these incidents Fernando was transfen·ed to Saint John Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills. She had never been to
Granada Hills and it sounded very affluent to her and she thought he had done very well. Once he was there he called her and said he was
happy there and wanted her to visit. He drove to her house and took her back to the Saint John's rectory. This first trip she brought her
flute. He parked in the rear of the rectory in an area that appeared to be for the priests. They then entered what she thought was a back
door and immediately to the left was a sitting room. From this room was a door that entered into his room. The frrst trip there she played
her flute in the sitting room.
Other times he brought her there, they went into his room. As they· entered his room there was a bed to the left of the door. Across

frmn the foot of the bed was a dresser with a mirror above it. The room was carpeted and to the left of the dresser was a chair. He had her
disrobe when they were in his room but she kept her slip on. He pulled down her slip and bra and kissed her breasts and sucked on her
nipples. They laid on the bed on top of each other and side-by -side and she could feel his erection but she did not know if he ejaculated
during their activity. She asked him why he did not undress and he responded that he did not want her to become pregnant.
During one of these episodes she asked him if he had ever considered leaving the priesthood and he said no because that was the only
thing he knew and that he could do nothing else. He mentioned that in the seminary in Sri Lanka the seminarians were discouraged from
touching themselves and were given some type of implement to tuck their shirts in so they would not touch themselves in the groin area
of the body. He told her that his Sri Lanlcanfirst name is Rangith and that the sumame Fernando came from the Portuguese that settled
that area of Sri Lanka He never mentioned his family or why he came to America. She met some of the other Sri Lankan priests who
were his friends but never had a conversation with them.
She estimated that she traveled to Granada Hills on more than twice but less than ten occasions and similar things happened that were
previously described. Only one time, during her last visit, did he have her take all of her clothes off including her undergarments. They
lay on the bed that time and he "spooned" her. She described that as lying closely side-by-side, both facing the same way. He would
always do the touching and she neither wanted to nor did touch him. She was always in a passive state during these encounters and is
unaware if he ejaculated since he was wearing his clothes.
After he instructed her to dress he on more than one occasion went to the kitchen and brought her back vanilla ice cream. He knew she
liked ice cream and she would sit in the chair in his room and eat it and then he drove her home. One time as they both stood in front of
his mirror he took a roman collar from a dresser drawer and put it on her. After they both looked at it for a few moments in the mirror he
took it off and put it back. She does not recall either one of them saying anything. During these visits she met the housekeeper once, who
she could only describe as an older Anglo female. This woman kne'vv that she and Fernando were in his room together behind closed
doors. Another time she met a priest at the doorway of the sitting room and he had several lay people with him. She was simply
introduced as a friend by Fernando.
He sent her two letters while he was at Saint John's. The frrst one mentioned that he went to an outdoor play and after that had a sore
throat. He said that one kiss from her would cure it. The second letter was just before she entered the convent and he told her how brave
she was to do that. She had not seen him for awhile and believes she probably toid him about her plans for the convent dUring her last
visit with him. She entered the convent on January 9, 1983. She.(loes not have either letter or any other document from that era with the
exception of an old address book with Fernando's telephone number in Granada Hills. She did not have that with her.
She was never in Fernando's room at Saint Hilary's while he was there. At times she would assist the housekeeper delivering laundry to
the priests' room. She could not recall seeing any type of unusual marks or scars on Fernando's private parts but said he was very dark
skirmed and had hairy arms. Another recollection was that he frequently wore mismatched clothes.
Due to the confused state of mind she was in and lack of close friends she did not confide in anybody at the time these events happened
and not until2002 did she reveal it. She does however recall having mentioned to her' mother just immediately before entering the
convent that something bad had happened between her and Fr. Fernando. Her mother did not inquire further, but rather
deflected conversation away from the subject.H!::UAC
by Jl:.U
telling her to put that behind her and begin a brand new life in the convent. Ms.
REDALTED
dropped the subject at that point. Ms. .
also vaguely recalls a conversation she had with her sister, which
occurred shortlv after the incident in Fernando's rectory when she was fullv disrobed. However, she does not recall the details of
that conversation and her sister, being young at the time, did not ever bring the subject up again after that one conversation. It
was not until April of 2002 while she was reading an article in one of the weekly news publications, perhaps Time or Newsweek, about a
Catholic priest abuse victim that was a musician and had thought about entering the seminary that all of these memories came flooding
back to her. She was at work and became very distraught. Driving home and when she arrived home her brother immediately noticed
there was something wrong. When he inquired as to what was bothering her she blurted out what had occurred. He told her that she
needed some help. They then searched Fernando's name on the internet and determined he was still an active priest. On learning this she
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was horrified and concerned that he might have preyed on others and was continuing to do so. Shortly after that she approached an
attorney acquaintance and confided in her. She gave her the telephone number of the appropriate unit in the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) and about one week later she filed a complaint with them.
Regarding the consensually monitored telephone call she made to Fernando at the behest of the LAPD she does not have a copy or a
transcript of it. She has never listened to the recording or seen a transcript. She not only has no problem with the Archdiocese listening.to
the conservation she desires that this be done. She and REDACTED advised that REDACTED would be told of this and it was requested they ask
REDACTE~ to call Detective James Brown or Lieutenant Dennis Shirey to facilitate the Archdiocese obtaining a copy. In the call F ernan
immediately acknowledged remembering her and did not seem surprised that she was calling him. She told him she was upset at the new
coming out of Boston regarding the clerical sexual abuse cases. She asked him if he remembered what happened between them and
mentioned specific acts and places they happened. :fie responded that he did although as she recalls there were a couple of things he
claimed not to remember. He acknowledged thinking about it over the years and when she mentioned specific sexual activity between
them he agreed that it occurred. The letters were also mentioned and he recalled them. He continually asked for her forgiveness, sai
was sorry and told her that he went to confession and received absolution. He also said that he thought she was older ahd that it was in.!!.
moment of passion. She pointed out to him that she was in high school and he regularly saw her in her high school uniform and that since
it happened on a number of times it could not have been a momentary passionate :impulse. He also mentioned that he was young but she
pointed out he was 36 or 37 years old in 1981. When she asked him why he had done those things to her, he said that it was because
he was new to the parish and that she treated him nicely and was helpful to him. She asked him whether he had loved her or had
any feelings for her. He responded that yes he loved her. She then asked if he loved her why he had done this to her. When she
asked him if he had done these things to anyone else he said that he had not•. She fmally said that she forgave him and he felt
relieved at that. He asked her if she had told anyone else about what he had done and she said that she had not. He said that it was good
and that be was glad that she badn't spol~:en about it to anyone else. He asked her to pray for him and to call him again from time to
time in the future to check on him. She assured him that she would. The call was then terminated.
On reflection she now feels his behavior was predatory and calculated and emphasized her fear that he might have done this to someone

else and her desire that he be relieved of his ministry. It tormented her to know that he was in a position that allows him to this again.
was very emotional at times when recounting the details set forth above. She advised early in the interview that there was one
incident she had a particular hard time with and that it might upset her enough when she described it that she would not be able to
continue. She requested to be allowed to relate that at the end of the interview. Her request was granted and this is.what she
recounted. She could not give a time frame for when this happened, before or after his transfer to Saint John's, but remembered they
parked in the parking lot at Rio Vista Elementary School on Coffman-Fico Road in Pico Rivera. This is the street her parents live on and
did then also. There were a line of skinny tall trees that blocked the view of the parking lot from the street and these trees have since been
removed. After he parked there, he put his fmger into her vagina She does not recall what happened either before or after this
incident. She recalls that this was painful and that she kept repeating, «Father, Father, ... "It was very traumatic to her and that is all
she. remembers.

REDA:TEo

She reiterated that she was always taught to be submissive, passive and respectful of adults especially priests and she never thought of
saying no to his abusive activities. Even now she fmds it ve1y difficult to talk about: She never saw him do anything like this to anyone
else and she is not aware of him abusing anyone else. However, because of the manner in which he both groomed her for and went
about abusing her. she feels strongly the possibility th-at she was neither the first nor the last of his victims.

REDACTED
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRJVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY-CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
February 8, 2004
Canonical Investigation of Father Walter Fernando
CMOB-027
Supplemental Report oJREDACTED , canonical auditor
Reference Report Dated January 23, 2004
The morning of Jariuary 29th :!3~'2~-~T_E_D. .
telenhonically advised that he had spoken
the counsel for REDACTED · and that
would be
with REDACTED
available for an interview that evening. I telephonically contacted REDACTED who advised
that REDAcrEowould meet with me at the '3.~DA_C2.T§.Q_____ _
located at
REDACTED
_
Whitt~er at 6:00p.m. that ev~g. She also said that an
associate of hers REDACTED would be there to make"EoAcrEo more comfortable . She
put no restrictions on the interview and only asked it not drag on for several hours. She
was assured it would not.
·
REDAC1ED

At 5:45p.m. I identified myselftoREDAcTED and we exchanged business cards. He was
sitting in a relatively private booth in the restaurant and REDACTED had gone to the rest room.
Shortly thereafter she returned and REDAcTED introduced me to her. At that point he
requested no questions be asked regarding damages in the suit REDAcTEohad filed. He was ·
assured that was not the intent of the interview. ·~o~~TED then provided the following
·
information:
She met Father Walter Fernando in either late 1980 or early 1981 at Saint Hilary's
Catholic Chmch in Pico Rivera. She was 17, a senior at Saint Paul's High School and·
working at Saint Hilary's as a junior secretary in the rectory. She was very active in the
parish at that time. She taught a Confraternity of Christian Doctrine (CCD) class in her
junior and senior year in high school and was in the junior choir where she sang and
played the flute. She characterized herself as an unattractive nerd while in high s.chool
who had few, if any, friends and was the subject of verbal abuse. She had a 4. 0 grade
point average and some of the students may have resented her for that. Her home life
was also troubled and she enjoyed being at the parish, as it was a refuge for her. She
began volunteer work in the rectory during her junior year and between her junior and
senior year she was hired as a junior secretary and began to receive a salary.
The priests at Saint Hilary's at that time were the REDACTED
who is now
deceased; REDACTE~
, a Nigerian; and Fernando. She could not be
certain if a Vietnamese priest named
was there at that time or came shortly after
Fernando left. She thought he might have been there a short time while Fernando was
there as she recalled REDACTED md _REDACTEDb.ad rooms downstairs in the rectory and REDACTED
HtuAcEo
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. A s aJUlllOr
. . secretary sh e came toth e rectory d'uect1y
.
and Femando were upst mrs.
from school. The school bus had a stop at the church making it convenient for her and
she reported to work wearing her school uniform. She would work as late as 9:30p.m.
at times on week nights and also on weekends. She was restricted to working not more
than 25 hours a week. REDACTED
who was attending California State University
at Los Angeles, was also working there and trained REDACTED but other than the training they
were not there together as one would normally relieve the other. There was another
junior secretary for a short time but she was fued due to talking to her boyfriend on the
telephone at work. REDACTED not only did not have a boyfriend but did not date until years
later after leaving the convent. Her duties included doing parish clerical work and
answering the telephone and door. She placed the priests' messages in boxes that were
next to where she sat. She normally ate her dinner in the kitchen but on occasion was
invited to eat in the dining room with the priests.

REDACTED

The rectory was quiet in the evening and normally only she and the priests were there. It
was not uncommon for them to come by to check their mailboxes for messages.
Fernando began to strike up conversations with her in the evening when they were alone.
These talks became increasingly longer and friendlier. The flrst thing she recalls that was
a bit unusual was one evening he began to shoot rubber bands at her. Late one Sunday
afternoon in perhaps Aprill981 Fernando suggested they go to the parish hall behind the
church and he would play his violin and she her flute. They were there alone with a
piano near the stage and she played her flute and sang. Then he played the violin and
brought out music and sang a love song entitled, "Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes".
She felt this was a strange selection for him to pick since it was a love song. They were
there about an hour.
Shortly after the parish hall incident she was alone at her desk one evening wearing her
high school uniform. Fernando showed her a book and suggested that she read it. She
turned the book over and read a synopsis of the story on the rear cover. It was about a
priest who was having an affair and she gave it back to him. He inquired as to why she
did not want to read it and she told him that she did not think that priests should do that
sort of thing. He then explained to her there was a difference between celibacy and
chastity. According to him celibacy meant simply that priests were precluded from
marriage. Chastity was a vow that only priests that were in a religious order took along
· with poverty and obedience. Since he was a diocesan priest chastity did not pertain to
him and he only had to remain celibate that is not marrying. Nobody had ever explained
this to her and she was confused but since he was a priest she accepted what he said.
Nevertheless she did not read the book and cannot remember the title.
Not long after the book incident, while still in high school, either on his day off or on the
weekend he mentioned that he wanted to see a movie and asked her to accompany him.
She rarely went to movies and since he was a priest and was showing her attention she
readily accepted. He drove to her house, honked the hom and she came out. This is the
procedure he used whenever he came to pick her up in the future. He never came into the
house to talk to her parents or siblings. Her parents did not object to her going and she
believes they felt good about it since they thought she was in the safe care of a priest.
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They drove down Rosemead Boulevard to Downey the city that adjoins Pico Rivera to
the south. They went to the Showcase Theatre located next to a Fru:rell' s Ice Cream
Parlor. Neither structure is any longer there as it is now a shopping center. He sat to her
left during the movie and during the movie reached over and initially patted her hand. He
then reached his arm around her shoulder and put his hand on her breast and began to rub
it. She stared straight ahead and not knowing what to do she did not do or say anything.
The movie was near its conclusion when this happened and when it finished she asked
him to hand her a sweater she placed on the seat next to him. When she did this he
abruptly leaned down and gave her a hard kiss on the lips. She had never been kissed on
the lips before and she was shocked and e~otional. She told him she had to go to the
ladies' room and excused herself. When she returned to him she was still in shock and
they proceeded back to the car. She cannot recall the name of the movie. The vehicle
was a white parish car that Fernando used and she does not know if it was assigned to
him or not. As he was leaving the parking lot he backed into another car and continued
to drive away. She called his attention to it since it was very apparent but he told her not
to worry about it and left. He was quiet after the movie and little if anything was said on
the drive home. He did not come into her house when he brought her home either.
Not long after the movie incident, while she was still in high school, they returned to the
same parking lot. She cannot recall the reason they were there but he parked in front of
Farrell's and laid his head in her lap. While in this position he pulled her head down and
kissed her. This was a longer kiss than the one in the movie and he put his -tongue in her
mouth. After the kiss he took her home.
On another occasion while she was still in high school, probably on a Saturday, he took
her to the Los Angeles County Arboretum. She wore her hair in bangs and she recalled
that she had braces on her teeth then. It was a warm day and she wore a white dress that
she made and white sandals. As in the other described incidents he did not wear his
clerical clothes. He brought a camera and took about five photographs during the day
which he later showed to her. He did not give her any of them and she has no idea where
they are now. He did not feel comfortable driving on freeways and so he drove home on
Rosemead Boulevard. This route passed through the Whittier Narrows and a large park
at Legg Lake. He pulled into the parking lot at Legg Lake and parked. He wanted to
take a walk and so they did for a while and then they stopped at a picnic table and sat
down. He began to kiss and fondle her. It was dark and they were there for about an
hour. This time he put his hand inside her blouse and bra so he was rubbing the skin of
her breast. They then returned to the car and drove home.

After the first Legg Lake incident they returned there and once again he was not in
clerical garb. This time it was in the evening and the light was very dim. He was sitting
in the driver's seat and she was in the front passenger seat when he unzipped his pants
and exhibited his erect penis outside of his pants. She had never seen a penis before and
did not want to look but did see it as she glanced over. He then told her to kiss his.penis
and when she said, "No Father", he tried to force her and instructed her to do it. When
she did not he took her left hand in his, put in on his penis and began to masturbate. He
was breathing hard and kept repeating, "Do it! Do it!" This continued until he ejaculated
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and her hand was covered with fluid. He then gave her a napkin or something similar to
clean up with.

It was sometime after the second Legg Lake incident she remembers being on the school
bus approaching the Saint Hilary's rectory when some of the girls noticed Fernando
walking on the street. He was dressed in black wearing white shoes and they thought he
resembled a penguin and giggling commented to that effect. At that time she felt a great
deal of shame and fear wondering if anyone could tell by looking at her what she had
done with him. She did not know of anyone who had ever observed them, either from the
parish or anywhere else, during one of these incidents but she had these thoughts
nonetheless. She remembers being confused with her emotions because most of the time
he was kind to her, paid attention to her and showed her affection. Nobody else did this.
Sometime after these incidents Fernando was transferred to Saint John Baptist de la Salle
in Granada Hills. She had never been to Granada Hills and it sounded very affluent to _
her and she thought he had done very well. Once he was there he called her and said he . .
was happy there and wanted her to visit. He drove to her house and took her back to the
Saint John's rectory. This first trip she brought her flute. He parked in the rear of the
rectory in an area that appeared to be for the priests. They then entered what she thought
was a back door and immediately to the left was a sitting room. From this room was a
door that entered into his room. The first trip there she played her flute in the sitting
room.
The second time he brought her there they went into his room. As they entered his room
there was a bed to the left of the door. At the foot of the bed was a dresser with a mirror
above it. The room was carpeted and to the left of the dresser was a chair_ There was a
window on the left wall entering his room. He had her disrobe when they were in his
room but she kept her slip on. He pulled down her slip and bra and kissed her breasts and
sucked on her nipples. They laid on the bed on top of each other and side-by-side and
she could feel his erection but she did not know if he ejaculated during their activity. She
asked him why he did not undress and he responded that he did not want her to become
pregnant.
During one of these episodes she asked hiiD why he did not leave the priesthood and he
said that was the only thing he knew and that he could do nothing else. He mentioned
that in the seminary in Sri Lanka the seminarians were discouraged from touching
themselves and were given some type of implement to tuck their shirts in so they would
not touch themselves in that area of the body. He told her that his Sri Lankan frrst name
is REDACTED and that the name Fernando came from the Portuguese that settled that area of
Sri Lanka. He never mentioned his family or why he came to America. She met some of
the other Sri Lankan priests who were his friends but never had a conversation with them.
She estimated. that she traveled to Granada Hills on perhaps ten occasions and similar
things happened that were previously described. Only one time, during her last visit, did
he have her take all of her clothes off including her undergarments. They laid on the bed
that time and he "spooned" her. She described that as lying closely side-by-side. He
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would always do the touching and she neither wanted to nor did touch him. She was
always in a passive state during these encounters and is unaware if he ejaculat~d since he
was wearing his clothes.
After he instructed her to dress he always went to the kitchen and brought her back ice
cream. He knew she liked ice cream and she would sit in the chair in his room and eat it
and then he drove her home. One time as they both stood in front of his mirror he took a
roman collar from a dresser drawer and put it on her. After they both looked at it for a
few moments in the mirror he took it off and put it back. Neither one of them said
anything. During these visits she met the housekeeper once, Who she could only describe
as an Anglo female. This woman knew that she and Fernando were in his room together
behind closed doors. Another time she met a priest at the doorway of the sitting room
and he had several lay people with him. She was simply :introduced as a friend by
Fernando.
He sent her two letters while he was at Saint John's. The :first one mentioned that he
· went to an outdoor play and after that had a sore throat. He said that one kiss from her
would cure it. The second letter was just before she entered the convent and he told her
how brave she was to do that. She had not seen him in quite awhile and believes she
probably told him about her plans for the convent during her last visit with him. She
entered the convent on January 9, 1983. She does not have eithe:r letter or any other
document from that era with the exception of an old address book with Fernando's
telephone number in Granada IDlls. She did not have that with her.
She was never in Fernando's room at Saint Hilary's while he was there. At times she
would assist the housekeeper delivering laundry to the priests' room. She could not
recall seeing any type ofunusual marks or scars on Fernando's private parts but said he
was very dark skinned and had hairy arms. Another recollection was that he frequently .
wore mismatched clothes.
Due to the confused state of mind she was in and lack of close friends she did not confide
in anybody at the time these events happened and not until 2002 did she reveal it. It was ·
while she was reading an article in one of the weekly news publications, perhaps Time or
Newsweek, about a Catholic priest abuse victim thatwas a musician and had thought
about entering the seminary that all of these memories came flooding back to her. She
was at work and became very distraught. Driving home that is all that she thought of and
when she arrived her brother immediately noticed there was something wrong. When he
· inquired as to what was bothering her she blurted out what occurred. He told her that she
needed some help. They then searched Fernando's name on the internet and determined
he was still an active priest. On learning this she was horrified and concerned that he
might have preyed on others and was contii:ming to do so. Shortly after that she
approached an attorney acquaintance and confided in her. She gave her the telephone
number of the appropriate unit in the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) ~d about
one week later she. filed a complaint with them.
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Regarding the consensually monitored telephone call she made to Fernando at the behest
of the LAPD she does not have a copy or a transcript of it. She has never listened to the
recording or seen a transcript. She not only has no problem with the Archdiocese
listening to the conservation she desires that this be done. She and REDACTED advised that
REDACTED.vould be told of this and it was requested they askREDACTE 0 to call Detective
James Brown or Lieutenant Dennis Shirey to facilitate the Archdiocese obtaining a copy.
In the call Fernando immediately acknowledged remembering her and did not seem
. . surprised that she was calling him. She told him she was upset at the news commg 9ut of
Boston regarding the clerical sexual abuse cases. She asked him if he remembered what
happened between them and mentioned specific acts and places they happened. He
responded that he did although as she recalls there were a couple of things he claimed not
to remember. He acknowledged thinking about it over the years and when she mentioned
specific sexual activity between them he agreed that it occurred. The letters were also
mentioned and he recalled them. He continually asked for her forgiveness, said he was
sorry and told her that he went to confession and received absolution. He also said that
he thought she was older and that it was in the heat of passion. She pointed out to him
that she was in high school and he regularly saw her in her high school uniform and that
since it happened on a number of times it could not have been a momentary passionate
impulse. He mentioned that he was young but she pointed out he was 37 years old in
1981. He also said that she treated him nicely, was helpful to him and that he loved her.
She asked if he loved her why he had hurt her so badly. He also told her he had not done
anything like that to anyone else. She finally said that she forgave him and he felt
..
relieved at that. He asked her if she had told anyone else about what he had done and she
said that she had not. He asked her to pray for him and to call him again in the future.
The call was then terminated.
On reflection she now feels his behavior was predatory and calculated and emphasized
her fear that he might have done this to someone else and her desire that he be relieved of
his ministry. It tormented her to know that he was in a position that allows him to this
again.
became emotional at times when recounting the details set forth above. She
advised early in the interview that there was one incident she had a particular hard time
with and that it might upset her enough when she described it that she would not be able
to continue. It was suggested that she relate that at the end of the interview. This was
acceptable to her and this is what she recounted. She could not give a time frame for
when this happened, before or after his transfer to Saint John's, but remembered they
parked in the parking lot at REDACTED
REDACTED This is the street her parents live on and did then also. There were a line of
skinny trees that blocked the view of the parking lot from the street and these trees have
since been removed.. After l;le parked there, without any foreplay, he put his finger into
her vagina. This was very painful and she told him that and kept repeating, "Father,
Father, ... " It was very traumatic to her and that is all she remembers.
REDACTED

She reiterated that she was always taught to be permissive, passive and respectful of
adults especially priests and she never thought of saying no to his abusive activities.
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Even now she finds it very difficult to talk about. She never saw him do anything like .
this to anyone else and she is not aware ofhim abusing anyone else.

_ ·of Saint John Baptist de la Salle Church, was contacted
on February 2, 2004, and conducted a tour of the rectory and surrounding area.

REDACTED

She pointed out that the area behind the rectory was made into a gathering area, or plaza,
in 1991. Prior to that it was a parking lot and if a priest did not park in the garage he
could have easily parked there and it would have been convenient to the priests' private
entrance ·into the rectory.
Leaving this area is a walkway between the church and the rectory that leads to the
private entrance on the west side of the rectory. Entering this door a hallway goes about
ten feet and then there is left tum and an immediate left turn into a sitting room. Tills is a
private sitting room and a door :from it leads directly into a bedroom. Entering the
bedroom looking at the wall to the left is a window. Currently the head of the bed is
under the window but REDACTED advised the previous occupant had the head of the bed
immediately to the left as one entered the room. If the bed was configured in that manner
the chest of drawers and mirror on the far wall would be at the foot of the bed. REDACTED
stated that particular piece of furniture has been positioned that way as long as she has
been at Saint John's, which is the early 1990s.
She was not working at the parish when Father Walter Fernando was there but believes
this room was more than likely his. The other associate pastor suite is across the hall.
REDACTED

provided blue prints for the rectory.

FatherREDACTED
was telephonically interviewed on February 5, 2004, and
provided the following information:
When Father Walter Fernando came to Saint John Baptist de la Salle Church in Granada
Hills in 1981 as an associate pastor he wa.S assigned a room in the rectory. REDACTED
was the other associate at that time and described that on entering the rectory from the
priests' entrance off of the walkway between the rectory and church there is a hallway.
Straight ahead a few feet is another hallway to the left and then immediately to the left a
door into the sitting room that is part of the suite in which Fernando lived. There is also a
bedroom and bathroom in that suite.
There was parking in the rear of the rectory at that time and no door existed into the rear
of the rectory from that parking area.
The name REDACTED

means nothing to him. ·
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REDACTED
superintendent of secondary schools, Department of Catholic Schools~
Archdiocese of Los Angeles was interviewed on February 2, 2004, and provided the
following information:
She contacted REDACTED
1t Saint Paul High
REDACTED
E TED
School in Santa Fe Springs regarding R DAC
. He advised that
was an
outstanding student and very active in the music program when she attended Saint Paul's.
She won several scholastic awards when she graduated.
REDACTED
(protect identity upon request) was telephonically interviewed
on January 29,2004, and provided the following information:
She met REDACTED when they sang in the junior choir at Saint Hilary's ih 1979-1980.
She (REDACTED was in the seventh grade and REDACTED was about four years older. In her
sophomore year she began work at the parish as a junior secretary and REDACTEDwas leaving
to enter the convent. REDACTED trained her and their tenure at the rectory overlapped briefly.
, the convent she on1y saw her once wherREDACTED was h ome on vacation
•
While REDACTED was m
and she came by the rectory to say hello.
REDACTED,ACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED mas a Qriest at Saint Hilary's who they both knew. When it became public
that he had abused REDACTED
, who they both knew also, they discussed it. On one of
these occasionsRED~crED asked her if she remembered Father Walter Fernando and she told
REDACTED that her memory of him was very faint. REDACTED then told her that he had abused theh
. hip when REDACTED
. the rectory. She as ked .REDACTEDwh at she meant by that
re1ations
_____ work ed m
but
refused to detail what had happened and was clearly embarrassed by it. This
was the only time it was mentioned and she could not say with any accuracy when it
happened except that it was after the REDAcTED incident became public and at least a year
ago. They have a mutual friend, REDACTED
who lives in Moreno Valley.
About the time REDACTED mentioned Fernando to her she was talking to REDACTED andREDACTED
related that REDAC.co had asked her also if she remembered Fernando. :She cannot recall what
REDACTED: response was. It surprised her that REDACTED would say something like that about a
priest.
R'DAC"JEC

She does not believe REDACTEowould make something like this up but at the time it did not
occur to her that the abuse was sexual in nature. She assumed that REDACTED had told him
something in confidence and he repeated it to someone or something like that. At the .
•
he was a f:arr
• 1y c1ose fri end o£REDACTED and wondere d why REDACTED had not to ld h er
times
sooner than she did.
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REDACTED •

She has not seen
m over a year and REDACTED
has lost track of her. She does not know where
is living or working. She described
as a very quiet and shy person.

REDACTED
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
RE:

......DATE:

Cardinal Roger Mahony
REDACTED

Recommendation of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
Reverend Walter Fernando [CMOB-02.7-01]

April 25,.2003

!

o/

•

.'

,

The case of Father Walter Fernando was first considered at the CMOS meeting on
January 22, 2003. At that time Monsignor Cox reported that in June of 2002 Father
Fernando informed him that two detectives from the Los Angeles Police Department had
stopped by the rectory looking for him while he was on vacation. They left a business
card, hut no information. LAPD would only state that there was an open investigation.
Father Fernando told Monsignor Cox that he didn't know what they were concerned
about but that it could be an incident which occurred some 20 years ago when he.placed
an arm around a woman while they were watching a movie together. There had never
been any complaints. The CMOB discussed the case and recommended at that time
that no action be taken until further information was obtained. Far some reason, this
recommendation was not reported to you at that time.
We returned to Father Fernando's case on March 26, 2003. Msgr. Cox reported that
Father Fernando's name recently appeared ari the list of alleged perpetrators and
purported victims in the class action suit currently in mediation. The information stated
that Father Fernando had abused a young girl from 1980-81 by pre-sexual grooming,
French kissing, hugging in a sexual manner, fondling her buttocks and
rubbing/massaging of her breasts both aver clothes and skin to skin, kissing her neck,
face and breasts, putting a finger in her vagina, her masturbation of him skin to skin, and
his trying to fore~ oral cppulation. The abuse was alleged .to have occurred several
•times at the theater, in the car and at a park.
.
Father fernando met with FatherREDACTED and Monsignor Cox on February 12,
2003. Upon advice of counsel, he did not respond except to. verify dates concerning his
service as a priest. On March 7, 2003, he responded to the charges in writing and
denied any and all claims that he put his finger in her vagina, masturbated her and
attempted to force her into oral sex. His letter did not mention the other charges listed in .
. the print out.
The Board took a vote on the follow~ two options: 1) that Father Fernando be put on
administrative (.eave immediately, o@that the Vicar for Clergy's office seek further
information from Father Fernando and the alleged victim, including, but not necessarily
limited to, the victim's birth date, and report back as soan as possible, but in no event
later than the June 11, 2003 CMOS meeting (60 days). Of the nine Board members
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REDACTED
REDACTED

From:
Sent:

Tuesday, January 06, 2004 10:42 AM

To:

REDACTED

Subject:

FW: RE: answer to REDACTED

REDACTED
r.CLJ/""\\J I CLJ

> [Original Message]
> From: REDACTED
> To: REDACTED
>Date: 1/6/2004 10:24:38 AM
> Subject: RE: answer to REDACTED
>

>

>
> >

-----original Message-----

> > From:

REDACTED

> > Sent:
> > To:
> > Cc:

REDACTED

Tuesday, January 06, 2004 7:35AM
answer to REDACTED

> > Subject:
> >
> > Hi

REDACTED d

:.

> >

> > The person accusing
> > with a

has never come forward to us
·

complaint. We have
[REDACTED
no information on what is claimed to have hannened,
when it was supposed to have happened or to whom it allegedly happened.
~EDACTED .
information about the alleged molestations provided by the victim's attorney in the course
of mediation. This is privileged, unyerified information received indirectly. In accord
with our policies 1 the Clergy Sexual Misconduct Oversight Board reviewed Father Fernando's
case and recommended that he not be removed from ministry at this time because the current
information does not warrant such action.
> >

> >The pastor and parishioners are fully aware of Father Fernando's
situation. It has been addressed in the parish. No one has complained to the Archdiocese
ai:J a result of these discussions.
> >

> > Father Fernando has adamantly denied th'at he ever abused anyone.
> >

> > As far as the other priest! he is on administrative leave.
> > Accordingly,
he is not in any ministry and has had his faculties removed 1 so he cannot function as a
priest. He moved out of the Archdiocese and moved in with family. In accord with the
Charter for the Protection of children and Young People, the bishop of the diocese in
which he is living with family has been notified of the circumstances of his situation.
> >
> >
> > The names of both priests have been reported to the civil

> > authorities.
> >

> > Thanks,
> >
> >REDACTED
> >

> >
> > Office of Media Relations

> > Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Los Angeles
1
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> 3424 Wilshire Blvd.
> Los Angeles, CA 90010-2248
>
> Rl=nAC:TI=n
> REDACTED
>
>

REDACTED

> >

: RE-DAC:TE-6--------------------------------------------------->
>
>

>
>
> ---------------> This e-mail 1 and

any attachments thereto is intended only for use by
the addressee(s) named herein and may contain legally privileged
> and/or confidential information.
If you are not the intended
> recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any
> dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, ·and any
> attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited.
If you have received
> this e-mail in error, please immediately notify me by telephone and
> permanently delete the original and any copy of this message, its
> attachments, and any printout thereof. Thank you.
1

>

2
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Cardinal Rog~r Mahony

REDACTED
FROM:

RE:

Recommendation of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
Reverend Walter Fernando (ClJ!IOB 027"01)

DATE:

14 Januar;2004

The CMOB met today and continued our discussion of Father Fernando, especially in light of the
lawsuit filed against him on December 9, 2003 and the article in today' s Los Angeles Times.
Father Fernando's case was discussed by the Board on January 22, 2002 and March 26, 2003. I
submitted a reporf: summarizing the case and our discussions and conclusions on April25, 2003.
At that time we felt that we needed additional information before we could come to a conclusion
and recommended that the Vicar for Clergy's office seek further information from Father
F emando and REDACTED
. the alleged victim. You concurred with our recommendation
provided that this process proceed forward at once.
Since that memorandUI11, Father Fernando wrote a letter more specifically denying e!J.ch of the
claims made by Ms. REDACTED as stated in very summary fashion on the spreadsheet supplied by her
attorneys. Those are the same behaviors alleged in the lawsuit. Father Fernando also underwent
a psychological evaluation as recommended by the Board, the results of which are in his :file.
REDACTED , the psychologist who conducted the evaluation, concluded that while it is
impossible for him to determineifthe acts complained of occurred as Father Fernando described
the):n, his profile was not consistent with an individual who would lie to an evaluator or ofan
individual who is capable of deceit.
Today, we had a lengthy and thoughtful discussion. The members of the Board are very
concerned about protecting children and-young people and will not hesitate to recommend that a
priest be removed from ministry and put on administrative leave if credible information is
presented to support such action. We concluded, however, that the filing of an unverified lawsuit
or the publication of a newspaper article are not, in themselves, sufficient to automatically trigger
removing a priest from ministry and puttin~ him on administrative leave.
The allegations made by Ms. REDACTEo[n her lawsuit, if true, are very serious and describe behaviors
which are abusive and which would justify permanently removing Father Fernando from all
ministry. Unfortunately, up to this point, these are only allegations that have come to us
indirectly and without the kind of specificity that allows an appropriate investigation to proceed.
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Therefore, because of the paucity of information, the members of the Clergy Misconduct
Oversight Board recommend the following:
J:hat Father Fernando not be placed an administrative leave at this time oending; further
and1ntense efforts to obtain additional information. to verify the truth ofM"8.REDACTEDfuregat1ons. He may yet need to be placed on leave depending on the results of the next
two recom.niendations.

2.

3.

•
'
d WI'thout d e1ay:. we were adVlse
• d at our meeting
' th at h er
That M s. REDACTED b e mtery1ewe
attorney has agreed to a limited interview. We recommend that this interview be
, .
. 1
REDACTED
scheduled as gmckly as reasonably poss1b e and urge that Mr.
or another
professional investigator conduct this intemew.

mx

That you authorize me, in
capacity as Chair of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight
B'Ciai-d, to write to Deputy District Attorne William Hodgeman td obtain whatever~
rna en s have been dev~loJ?ed by the police and the District Attorney in the course of
t~ mvestigation. We understand that the Archdiocese has already made a similar
request but without success. However, if the Board is to act responsibly we need all the
infoimation we can get and it's unreasonable for the District Attorney or the police to
withhold information that will assist us in our work.
That you authorize me, in my capacity as Chair of the Board, to write directly to Ms.·
\attorney to request an interview with Ms.REoAcrEo and/or to enlist her cooperilion
and consent to the release of the information developed by the District Attorney a~d the
police if the interview and the request for information in Recommendation Nos. 2 and 3
are not forthcoming.

REDACTED

Monsignor Cox informed us that he will make an announcement to the parishioners at Father
Fernando's current parish this weekend. This accords with our current policy.
The Board intends to review this matter again at our next meeting. Further recommendations
maybe forthcoming after that review.

Thank you.

cc:

Msgr. Craig A. Cox
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MEMORANDUM
Cardinal Roger Mahony

TO:

FROM:

REDACTED

RE:

Recommendation of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
Reverend Walter Fernando (CMOB 027-01)

DATE:

17 February 2004

The Board discussed the case ofFather Walter Fernando at our meeting on February 11, 2004.
On January 14, 2004, we recommended (1) that Father Fernando not be placed on administrative
:, be
leave at this time pending further investigation, (2) that the complainant, .REDACTED
interviewed without delay, (3) that I be authorized to write to Deputy District Attorney William
Hodgeman to obtffi,n whatever materials have been developed by the police and the district
attorney in the course of their investigation, and (4) that I be authorized to write directly to Ms.
REDACTED, s attorney to request an interview with Ms.
and/or to enlist her cooperation and
consent to the release of the information requested in #3. You concurred in these
· recommendations and directed me to proceed at once.
REDACTED-

REDACTED
was successful in arranging forREDACTED the former FBI special agent who
has been working on this case as canonical auditor, to meet with Ms. REoAcTEoon January 29,2004.
Mr. REDACTED interviewed her in person on that date and documeri.ted his interview in a lengthy
written report which he shared with the Board: In substance, Ms. REDACTED told him that she met
Father Fernando in either late 1980 or early 1981 when he was at St. Hilary's Catholic Church in
Pi co Rivera and she was a 17 year old student at St. Paul's High School and working as a junior
secretary in the rectory. Their relationship was platonic at first but this changed when Father
Fernando took her to a movie and put his arm around her and fondled her breast. She told Mr.
REDAcTED that she was a nerd and did not have a boyfriend or had not even dated until years later.
She was confused and somewhat attracted by his attention. The relationship developed and, on
other occasions, similar and more serious sexual activity ensued, much of which is quite
.
. M REDACTED,
egregwus as set out m r.
s report.
.
REDACTED

•

•

.

Ms.
turned eighteen m August, 1981. Father Fernando was transferred to St. John Baptist
de la Salle in Granada Hills sometime in the fall, after her birthday. Their relationship continued
. and she visited him in Granada Hills on as many as ten occasions and they engaged in similar
. sexual activity. She said she was never in Father Fernando's private living quarters at St.
Hilary's but she was at St. John Baptist and she described them with specificity. Mr. REDACTED
visited St. John Baptist on February 2, 2004 and verified that Ms. REDAcrEos description of the
premises was accurate.
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.

.

Father Fernando has consistently stated that his ''indiscretion'' was limited to putting his ann
around Ms. REDACTED while attending a movie. Ms. REDACTEo, s account indicates a series of sexual
encounters extending over a considerable period oftime and is at odds with Father Fernando's
version.

Mr.

REDACTED

REDACTED

was impressed with Ms.
and believes she and her account of what transpired are
credible. Her description of Father Fernando's private living quarters at St. John Baptist supplies
corroboration.

.

Efforts are being made to listen to or obtain a copy or transcript of a tape recording that was
made by the police of a telephone conversation between Ms. REDACTED and Father Fernando. Ms.
REDAcTED does not have a conv and expressed a willingness to assist us in obtaining one. Monsignor
Cox, REDACTED
met with detectives from the Los Angeles Police Department on
February 13, 2004 and, while they were not given the tape or a transcript or told what in contains,
they believe they may have a way to either obtain a copy or find out what was said. I believe it
would be best for me to defer writing to DDA Hodgeman until after they have explored this new
approach.
.

.

.

.

•

·:· .

,

•

REDACTED

The Board discussed Father Fernando's case and found that the statement made by Ms.
appears to be credible and is corroborated by her physical description of Father Fernando's
private living quarters at St. John Baptist de la Salle, that Ms. REDACTED was seventeen years old
when some of the serious allegations occurred, that the actions complained of are clearly child
sexual abuse, and. that the zero tolerance policy applies.
0

Father Fernando met with Monsignor Cox and Mr. REDACTE this afternoon andwas advised by
Monsignor Cox that he was being placed on administrative leave in view of what was learned by
•
hi s mtemew
.
. Wlt. h M s. REDACTED however, he was not confr onte d w1t. h w hat she sm'd
Mr. REDACTED m
because his attorney, REDACTED was n~t present and had asked that. any discussion of the
allegations with Father Fernando be deferred until he was in attendance. An interview with
Father Fernando and Mr. REDAcTED to confront Father Fernando with the allegations against him will
be arranged shortly.
Accordingly, and with regret, the Board recolnm.ends that Father Fernando be immediately
placed on administrative leave pending further investigation.

cc:

Monsignor Craig A. Cox
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Father Walter Fernando
CMOB#027
SUMMARY

Aprill7, 2009

Timeline of Significant Events
Father Fernando was ordained in Sri Lanka in 1973. In 1981, he came to the Los Angeles
Archdiocese and was assigned to St. Hilary's Parish on March 1, 1981. On August 7, 1981, the
Complainant turned 18. Fernando served at St. Hilary's until his routine transfer to St. John
Baptist de la Salle on November 30, 1981. Fernando was incardinated in Los Angeles on
February 24, 1986.
4-02
5-02

6-02

8-02

1-03
2-03

3-03
1-14-04

1-17/18-04

2-04
11-04
9-05

The Complainant reported her alleged sexual abuse to the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD).
As part of their investigation, the detectives had the Complainant make a
monitored telephone call to Fernando. After that recorded conversation, the
detectives went to Fernando's rectory, but he is gone on vacation.
Fernando informed the VC that the LAPD came to his rectory looking for him.
He told the VC that about 20 years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a
woman when he took her to the movies and put his arm around her.
The ,Los Angeles Times published an article naming Fernando as being under
investigation by the LAPD. illtimately the criminal ca.Se was closed due to the
statute oflimitations (Stogner).
The CMOB first discussed this case, but recommended no action due to the lack
of facts.
VC and Vicar for Canonical Services interview Fernando, but he declined to
answer any questions regarding the Complainant on advice of counsel. Later,
Fernando sent two letters (3-7-03 and 5-8-03) to the VC in which he denied the
allegations and claimed to have obeyed his vow of celibacy.
CMOB considers the case again and requests that more information be obtained
LA Times article is published detailing the case against Fernando and reporting
that he is still in ministry.
On that same day, the CMOB considered the case and requested an expedited
investigation.
A statement was read at all weekend Masses at St Hillary's that Father Fernando
was named in a lawsuit accusing him of sexual abuse while assigned to that
parish. Any parishioner with information regarding the matter was ask~d to
contact the VC, but no contacts were made.
CMOB considered the case again and found the allegations to be credible. They
recommend that Fernando be placed on administrative leave, which he was.
Case is sent to Rome
Rome responded that the complainant was 17 at the time and under the 191 7 Code
of Canon Law she was not a minor. (It has since changed to 18.) Consequently,
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the case is not under Rome's jurisdiction and responsibility for further action rests
with the Archdiocese.

Interview of Complainant
On January 24, 2004, the Complainant agreed to be interviewed by REDACTED They met in a
restaurant accompanied by her lawyer. There were no restrictions placed on the interview other
than asking that it not "drag on for several hours."
Complainant stated that when she was a senior in high school she worked as a junior secretary in
the rectory. She worked most weekdays from after school until about 9:30PM. Consequently,
she almost always wore her Catholic High School uniform when working at the rectory. She
was active in her parish, taught CCD and was in the choir. She characterized herself as an
"unattractive nerd" with few friends and subject to verbal abuse from her peers. Her home life
was troubled, so she enjoyed getting away to work in the parish.
Complainant said that while she was working at the rectory and still in high school Fernando
took her to a movie. Towards the end of the movie he put his hand on her breast and began to
rub it. Then he gave her a kiss on the lips. In another instance while she was still in high school
they were together in a parked car and he laid his head on her lap pulling her head towards him
and gave her a long kiss putting his tongue in her mouth. On another occasion while she was in
high school, Fernando took her to a park where he kissed her and fondled her placing his hand
inside her blouse and bra to rub the skin of her breast. Another time at the same park while she
was in high school she was with him in a parked car. It was evening and he unzipped his pants,
exhibited his erect penis and tried to force her to orally copulate him. She refused so he took her
hand, placed it arDund his penis ad, with his hand Clasped over hers, and masturbated until he
ejaculated. She also described several incidents of sexual activity between her and Fernando that
occurred after she was 18, including Fernando digitally penetrating her vagina.
Effective December 1, 19 81, Fernando was transferred to St. John Baptist de la Salle parish in
Granada Hills. So, the Complainant was now 18. He picked her up at her house and drove her
to his new parish. He took her to a private sittin,g room in the rectory from which there was a
door leading to his bedroom. They remained in the sitting room awhile while she played her
flute. He brought her to the rectory a second time and this time they went into his bedroom. He
had her disrobe, kissed her breast, sucked her nipples and lay on top of her on the bed and then
alongside him. He did not undress, but she could feel his erection. She asked him why he did
not undress and he replied he didn't want her to become pregnant. She estimated she went to the
parish in Granada Hills ·about ten times and that similar sexual activity occurred between
Fernando and her each time. She provided REDACTEDwith a detailed description of the rectory and
Fernando's living quarters. When asked who could corroborate her story, she stated that her
mother, brother and sister all knew that she was going out with Fernando.
Through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando denies that the Complainant was ever in his quarters
at St. John Baptist de la Salle. However, REDAcTED inspected the premises and found the
Complainant's description of the physical layout to be completely accurate. In order to account
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•
•
d th e pnest
• wh o
any alterat10ns
th at may h ave b een rnad e over th e years, REDACTED.mtervtewe
was the pastor there at that time. His description of the premises also matches the description
given by the Complainant.

.c
.LOr

Through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando points out that he could not have driven
Complainant as she describes because he did not have a driver license when he arrived in the
United States. He claims not to have obtained his license until the summer of 1981. No
documentation of that date has been obtained.

Monitored Telephone Call
On May 24, 2002, the LAPD detectives had the Complainant initiate a telephone call with
. was recor de d. Invest1gator
.
REDACTED h
. a copy
F.emando. That conversatiOn
as attempted to ob tam
of the call, but has been unsuccessful thus far. A letter from REDACTED to the LAPD resulted
in an October 7, 2008, letter denying her a copy. The letter does say that if the request is due to
pending litigation the document may be obtained through a court order. No effort has been made
to pursue that avenue or to explore whether the police department would honor a church
subpoena. There is also no explanation on why the request was not submitted to Deputy Chief
Beck, the police· department's Chief of Detectives.
The ability to obtain the tape notwithstanding, REDAcTED has had the opportunity to listen to the
tape. He describes the tape as corroborating the Complainant's allegations. Fernando's
admissions during that taped conversation are in direct conflict with his statements in his March
7 and May 8, 2003, letters in which he denies "having had any sexuBl M'.tiv1tv with
(Complainant)" and affirms that he has obeyed his vow of celibacy. REDACTED
, status
report ofMarch 21, 2007, states, "police record phone conversation between Complainant and
Fernando in which Fernando appears to admit that sexual activity took place between him and
Complainant when Complainant was 17 years old." His report goes on to say that, "Fernando
said that he remembered kissing the victim but didn't remember showing her his penis; he stated
that he thought the victim was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her and recalled rubbing
her breast and kissing her breasts; he told her that he confessed his sins in this matter and asked
her for her forgiveness; he stated he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to keep this between
them. The investigator concluded that the tape appeared to conflrm that something of a sexual
nature had transpired between Fernando and the victinl."

Interview of Complainant's Family
In the meeting of April2, 2008, it was decided that efforts should be made to contact the
Complainant's mother, sister and/or brother in an effort to corroborate the number of"dates" she
allegedly had with Fernando and to determine if any of them had any additional information to
support or refute these allegations. The need for this effort was consistent with REDACTED
March 21,2007, analysis of this case. In that report he recommended that the Complainant's
mother, brother and sister be interviewed to ascertain what knowledge they may have of the
Priest and Complainant going out together. Rather than contacting these people directly, the
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investigator has elected to seek their cooperation through the Complainant's attorney.
Consequently, none of them has been interviewed nor have they declined to be interviewed.
Information from Attorneys

Attorneys representing the complainant and Archdiocese were contacted and they had no new
information regarding this case.
Civil Suit
J

This case was settled as part of the global settlement. The amount received by this complainant
was within the median amount for settlement of those cases.
·
Interview of Father Fernando

Once the foregoing were completed, it would then be appropriate to interview Father Fernando.
Again, this would be consistent with REDAC!ED
s March 21, 2007, analysis of this case. His
first recommendation in that report was that Father Fernando "should be interviewed quam
primum with regard to every aspect of his case, since direct statements from him will prove
invaluable for resolving many of the issues and questions that remain and will also prove useful
in properly evaluating the claims advanced by (the Complainant)."
On Monday, March 23. 2009. Father Fernando was interviewed. Present were Father
REDACTED
Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, Vicar for Clergy;
REDACTED

RoDACTEc.

The interview was transcribed and consists of 23 pages in total. After some legal wrangling,
is allowed to begin his interview. After asking a few background questions, he asks
Fernando, "Did you have any type of relationship with females prior to ...." He is immediately
interrupted by _REDAcTED who instructs Fernando not to," ... answer any question that has to do with
any relationship or any person of any kind." After a brief discussion of a canonical nature,
REDACTED
"
. and the recorder are asked to 1eave fue room.
REDACTED

An unlmown amount oftime later, they reenter the room and the record continues. Father
comments that, as a result of the conversation, they "have been able to come to an
accommodation that should resolve concerns that have led to this investigation. And we will put
tbis on record, but we're thinking that there isn't any further point to the investigation as such
and that Mr., REDACTED could be excused from this session." At that point the interview is
concluded and RED_A~~~ leaves the interview room.

REDACTED·

Proposed Agreement

Once the investigation is concluded, a discussion ensues regarding an offer that Father Fernando
has made and the Archdiocesan representatives apparently have accepted. That proposal is that:
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1. Father Fernando will retire at 65 years of age (4-24-09) and will voluntarily agree to
refrain from any priestly public ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
2. Should any letter of inquiry be received from another Bishop, the parties would
collaborate on the wording of any response from the Ordinary of Los Angeles. The letter
would not say that Fernando has been found unfit for :mil;ristry, but clearly communicate
that Fernando has offered and the Archdiocese has agreed that he will not exercise
ministry in this diocese. Any Bishop making an inquiry should be given the facts and
the decision left up to him: regarding any granting of faculties. It was pointed out that
CMOB would in all likelihood have difficulty accepting that provision, but that issue was
never resolved. (Fernando vacations in Sri Lanka.)
3. The original precept placing Fernando on leave would be revoked.
Not discussed in the proposal are several other considerations the CMOB usually addresses in its
fmal recommendations to the Cardinal. Among those are:
•
•
•

The appropriateness of the accused priest residing or maintaining a presence in a rectory
or church facility;
An announced at any parish with which he has maintained a priestly relationship; and,
Notification to the Complainant regarding the Archbishop's final decision on this matter.
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ministry:' · · ·· · ·
' · ·
-Tamberg said Fernando's case . · A native of sii Lanka, Fer- made public in a-Times story.ln
Church officials- have told
The policy was amended in~ be reviewed by the miscon- nando first'ea.Ine to the archdio- August 2002. .
. .
. .
Fernando's parishioners about
December -2002 .to say that if · duct hoard again today. He. said. cese as a visiting priest in 1981 at
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nando at least twice previouslY,
but cited· a lack of evidence in
leaving him in parish _ministry:.
Tod Tamberg, . archdiocese
spokesman, said the allega~!lhs ·
until recently were secondhand,
made by the aUeged victin.l!~ at~ .
torney ill February 2003. In A:ugust 2002, The Tim,es report~d
that Fernando was up_d~r police ..
investigation. · Fernando's per-·:.
sonnel file was also subp0enaed
.by the Los Angeles· county
Grand jury last su.mme:r. ,
.·
The accuser sued 'j;h,e Church! .
in December, alleging that Fer:~
nando touched her breasts and
forced herto touch liim; .: ·.,- -. ·
In a ·statement to :Par.isliioner~ dated Feb. :h, 'Vicar of the
Clergy Craig Cox said the de'ci- ·
sian to remove Ferna,ndd did not
reflect a ]udgrrient on his ·guilt~
cox·saitl that an investigation by·
a private investi~ator who is a
former FBI agent iS continuing.
"By ourpo~cy, admi:qistrative
. :leave is rec.;un,mended wh.~n an
initial investigation raises suffi- ·
! cient questions tq t~e th~ ·pre1 caution of placmg the__priest on;
leave while further mvestigation
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The L.A~ Archdiocese·_ .
l'

Says that until receritir '
oniy secondhan~ .. .

allegatio~ had'oo,rlaced..
By RicHARD Wt:rrTqN' . ·,
Times StaffWriter
.'.

· one ·or the .10 ~ pri~s~s who
were :riljnister:b:ig in t:Q.e Archdio·
cese of Los Angeles last· month , .
despite sexual molestation alle- ,
g-ations has been placed· or;tleave ' ·/ ·
pending a, church investigation..
Cardinal. Roger. M .. :Mruumy .
· placed Father Wa1te'r ;Fernan~o
. on adlriinistratiye leave from his
duties at Assumptipn .of;_ the
Blessed Virgin- Mary Cburcp. in . ·
. .
Pasadena.
· ·
The decision comes. m~r~
than· a year after .church.officials :. .
learned 'of ~he accusations · . · .. ·
against him. Fern.ando has. vig- . . ·...
orou~· denied the .@egatioJts
_:
througb.:bisattorney. · ··.··: ... :_. ·.:
Mahony's decisio:n-was·based,
·an a ·reca:mine:Q.d~(m :fr9~ the
Clergy ~conduct , OVer~ght ,
.\
Board after church officials re- ·
centlyintei-viewed a wo:m~·'?"ho
aileges that Fernando n;1.0lest~d
herirt 1981 when she was 17years
old and atte:D.dirlg a Pico :gi.vera
parish.'
. _. ' ' : ..

~·:~_;'<0

'

cOntinu.es,~he.sai.Q...

· . ;... :..,
The Times disclosed :Jan. 14
that the LAPD listened a tele- · ·.
phone conversation between the
accuser a,.nd tpe priest in· }flay
_2002 in which 'the. ~eric made
1
1 statements that corroborated
alleged victim's acco}lllt of .
· molestation, according to a po- ·
' 17 lice detective. Fernando was not
crim:inaJly charged. .
,.
Tamberg said .that · before
that storY, church officials were
not aware of the· conteb.t ~of the
police investigation. '·
'
Cox toid ·parishioners the
._archdiocese had yet to be grant- ·
. ed access to the police investiga. tion's · results and said the
chUI"Gh inquiry ''will require sig-.
nil:'icant additipnal tinie."
. Ar~hdiocese officials . said
that others among. the 10 acClfSed priests· werf: not .removed
because · th~y. face allegations
from a Single accuser that have
not been sub&tanttated. · ·
· ·
Last month, however; one of
the 10 priests-was removed from
.the' m:inistri: after second alleged victim came forward: ,
The archdiocese :has s~d tb~t
since 1931,244ofitsprtestshave·. · . ·.
been accused: of mol~sting 656 · . · .
victims.
·
·
,
'

to

\. the

a
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<Tile dioc~sa':trrst leariied.:of distance. of tM Fico. ii'H\Teta
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RevieWed~;
. . . .. :' .:r::·'':'
ByRlOHAltDWI;#~oN·

Times Sta/!W'rller

·

·<,. ·. :"
'
·:j: ',1."..,

An Archdiocese' of Los- An~~

r· gei~s· clergy miscop.duo~;boiU'~.!i
. on Wednesday reviewed allJlgl!-•. ·
' tiona thl!t a Pruiadena · priest·
sexuallY abUsed-a teenage gl:fl23i ·
· years ago, and sent a n;~emorari. duni o:r:tthe clerte'a 1\ltbre to ear.r.
dinalRogerM.. Maho~;whb has 1 ;
pbwer to remove Jndivlduals
.. from tl:ie mlnlStry.
·• · i · · · ' l :
· .. · Alt:ttough tJ:le Roman Catho;,,,
lie Church has a zero-tolerance :·
.'policy for sexual.abuse;·:Ftit!u)r'
Walter Fernando has been aJ.;_•
lowed to continue 'working for"';
:r:tearly two years after a viti~nan ..
told police the pastor molested
.. her as a 17-year:old in 1981, when·~
he was servlog fn.a Picb'9:1.ivera!'parlsh. Police detectives· •and··'
prosecutors aBid they l:lelieved•,..
the woman's . accusations but'"
·could not brlng charges I:lijeauserr
the most · serious · ·llllegatiodli'~
.were not cri!nes at the'tlnie: ,.. : ,,••
··- Tod Tiimberg, a:ichillocelie'
spokesman, said-the det!iils of-•:
·the memo sent by thif·Clerw·Mlscondllct overslghtBoil,fd are,:
conlldentlal.
· -' · ·: ·l · ' ··He said the. panel -·typically.•>'
wouid milke a recomiiien.cfutlon ~
to Mahony' oh what ·\lotion' ~'o~·
tBke against the accUsed p:r,lest: ".
"Usually, he follows thffi:r'rec--i'
. ommendatlon; said Tliii:iberg. 1 '
Under church law, (Mahorty
has the Ult!Jnate authority on·'
whether a priest stays lrt· mlnls-.
try or is temporinily or: p_erina-,>- .'
nentJy removed.,becallile of sex- .
ual abuse allegiltloiis:
:1 . ,. 1. , •
·The clergy ml8conduct boatd' ·
h¥ twice before, reviewed ~he ·
case agajnst Femando,·but onr.
prior ·occasions it did· .not have.<·
·enough evidence to remove lJinr';. ·
from the ml:rJ1stry;-, arChdiocese ·
,·," •· • ,. · "'
oill.clals said • · ·
: Tamberg-said the allegations-'
the · archdiocese· had' 'received •··
against Fernando were second-::: .
hantj, from the alleged<victlmlw·

·. attorney and an ,1\ligust zooz· ..
. Time~ sto~ stating ·Fernando'.'.
·was 'Under Investigation bY po'lice.
. ': __,.,;· ·
-·.
The 2;er~tolera:rice policy'
govemlcg dioc~es l[ufri5ss' tl'ie~ i
. Ulllted '·states. iiliows Jhe . re->'f.
moilal of a prjest-w:iuili. there'ls ai·

· credibieaneg~tlon; '' ,;,; .,,, r· .. •
Tamberg sirld thlit because ,•

the allegal;lons were not directly....
: ft'om-the Woman or in ~r B\Vorn:.
i ~teme:Q.t, the archdici<iese did',·
. not consj.der them to ineet that~
..stl!ndard. He. said. Church ·ofll.1. clals have requested an Interview with the woman imd · a '
: swo!-'11 statemeiJ.t.: ' · .. · · --,;
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
·FROM:

Cardinal Roger Mahony
REDACTED

RE:

Recommendation of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
Reverend Walter Fernando (CMOB 027-01)

DATE:

17 February 2004

The Board discussed the case of Father Walter Fernando at our meeting on Februaryll, 2004.
On January 14, 2004, we recommended (1) that Father Fernando not be placed on administrative
leave at this time pending further investigation, (2) that the complainant, REDACTED be
interviewed without delay, (3)that I be authorized to write to Deputy District Attorney William
Hodgeman to obtain whatever materials have been developed by the police and the district
attorney in the course oftheir investigation, and (4) that I be authorized to write directly to Ms.
REDACTED's attorney to request an interview with Ms. ~E~A-c~~D and/or to enlist her cooperation and
consent to the release of the information requested in #3. You concurred in these
recommendations and directed me to proceed at once.
REDACTED
was successful in arranging for REDACTED, the former FBI special agent who
has been working on this case as canonical auditor, to meet with Ms. REDACTED on January 29, 2004.
Mr. REDAcTED interviewed her in person on that date and documented his interview in a lengthy
written report which he shared with the Board. In substance, Ms.
told him that she met
Father Fernando in either late 1980 or early 1981when he was at St. Hilary's Catholic Church in
Pico Rivera and she was a 17 year old student at St. Paul's High School and working as a junior
secretary in the rectory. Their relationship was platonic at first but this changed when Father
Fernando took her to a movie and puthis arm around her and fondled her breast. She told Mr.
REDACTED that she was a nerd and did not have a boyfriend or had not even dated until years later.
She was confused and somewhat attracted by his attention. The relationship developed and, on
other occasions, similar and more serious sexual activity ensued, much of which is quite
egregious as set out in Mr. REDAcTED's report.
REDIGTED :

Ms.REDACTED turned eighteen in August, 1981. Father Fernando was transferred to St. John Baptist
de la Salle in Granada Hills sometime in the fall, after her birthday. Their relationship continued
and she visited him in Granada Hills on as many as ten occasions and they engaged in similar
sexual activity. She said she was never in Father Fernando's private living quarters at St.
Hilary's but she was at St. John Baptist and she described them with specificity. Mr. REDAcTED
· visited St. John Baptist on February 2, 2004 and verified that Ms. REDAcrED,s description ofthe
premises was accurate.
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Memorandum Regarding Fr. Walter Femando
February 18,2004
Page2

Father Fernando has consistently stated that his "indiscretion" was limited to putting his arm
d'
. Ms. REDACTED, s account m
. elicates a senes
. of sexual
around Ms. REDACTED wh'l
1 e atten mg a movie.
encounters extending over a considerable period oftime and is at odds with Father Fernando's
version.
Mr.REDAcTEDwas impressed with Ms. REDACTED and believes she and her account of what transpired are
credible. Her description ofFather Fernando's private living quarters at St. John Baptist supplies
corroboration.
Efforts are being made to listen to or obtain a copy or transcript of a tape recording that was
made by the police of a telephone conversation between Ms. REoAcTEoand Father Fernando. Ms.
REDACTED does not have a copy and expressed a willingness to assist us in obtaining one. Monsignor
Cox_REDA~TED md Mr. REDACTED met with detectives from the Los Angeles Police Department on
February 13, 2004 and, while they were not given the tape or a transcript or told what in contains,
they believe they may have a way to either obtain a copy or find out what was said. I believe it
would be best for me to defer writing to DD.A. Hodgeman until after they have explored this new
approach.
The Board discussed Father Fernando's case and found that the statement made by Ms.REDACTED
appears to be credible and is corroborated by her physical description of Father Fernando's
private living quarters at St. John Baptist de la Salle, that Ms. REDACTED was seventeen years old
when some of the serious allegations occurred, that the actions complained of are clearly child
sexual abuse, and that the zero tolerance policy applies.
Father Fernando met with Monsignor Cox and Mr. REDAcTED. this afternoon and was advised by
Monsignor Cox that he was being placed on administrative leave in view of what was learned by
Mr. REDAcTED in his interview with Ms. REDACTED; however, he was not confronted with what she said
because his attomey,REDACTED was not present and had asked that. any discussion of the
allegations With Father Fernando be deferred until he was in attendance. An interview with
Father Fernando and Mr.
to confront Father Fernando With the allegatiOns against him will
be arranged shortly.
REDACTED

·

,

1

Accordingly, and with regret, the Board reco!nmends that Father Fernando be immediately
placed on administrative leave pending further investigation.

cc:

Monsignor Craig A. Cox
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. CONFIDENTIAL & PRlVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY-CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
February 8, 2004
Canonical Investigation of Father Walter Fernando
CMOB-027
Supplemental Report ofREDACTED , canonical auditor
Reference Report Dated January 23, 2004
The morning of Ja.Jiuary 29th REDACTED
telephonically advised that he had spoken
with REDACTED
the counsel for REDACTED and that ecD'.crco: would be
available for an interview that evening. I telephonically contacted REDACTEDwho advised
located at
that REDACTED would meet with me at the REDACTED
REDACTED
_
in Whittier at 6:00 p. m. that evening. She also said that an
associate of hers REDACTED would be there to make REDAcrEo more comfortable. She
put no restrictions on the interview and only asked it not drag on for several hours. She
was assured it would not.
At 5:45 p. m. 1 identified myself to REDAcTED and we exchanged business cards. He was
sitting in a relatively private booth in the restaurant and
had gone to the rest room.
REDACTED·
d
d
· he
Shortly thereafter she returne d and
mtro uce me to her. At th at pomt
requested no questions be asked regarding damages in the suit REDAcrEDhad filed. He was
assured that was not the intent of the interview. REDACTED then provided the following
information:
REDACED

She met Father Walter Fernando in either late 1980 or early 1981 at Saint Hilary's
Catholic Church in Pico Rivera. She was 17, a senior at Saint Paul's High School and·
working at Saint Hilary's as a junior secretary in the rectory. She was very active in the
parish at that time. She taught a Confraterlrlty of Christian Doctrine (CCD) class in her
junior and senior year in high school and was in the junior choir where she sang and
·played the flute. She characterized herself as an unattractive nerd while in high school
who had few, if any, friends and was the subject of verbal abuse. She had a 4.0 grade
point average and some of the students may have resented her for that. Her home life
was also troubled and she enjoyed being at the parish, as it was a refuge for her. She
began volunteer work in the rectory during her junior year and between her junior and
senior year she was hired as a junior secretary and began to receive a salary.
The priests at Saint Hilary's at that time were the pastor REDACTED ., who is now
deceased; REDACTED
a Nigerian; and Fernando. She could not be
certain if a Vietnamese priest named REoAcTEowas there at that time or came shortly after
Fernando left. She thought he might have been there a short time while Fernando was
there as she recalledREDACTED and REDACTED had rooms downstairs in the rectory and REDACTED
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, As aJuruor
. · secretary she came tothe rectory d'1rect}y
and Fernaudo were upstrurs.
from school. The school bus had a stop at the church making it convenient for her and
she reported to work wearing her school uniform. She would work as late as 9:30p.m.
at times on week nights and also on weekends. She was restricted to working not more
than 25 hours a week. REDACTED
who was attending California State University
at Los Angeles, was also working there and trainedREDACTEo but other than the training they
were not there together as one would normally relieve the other. There was another
junior secretary for a short time but she was fired due to talking to her boyfriend on the
telephone at work. REDACTED not only did not have a boyfriend but did not date until years
later after leaving the convent. Her duties included doing parish clerical work and
answering the telephone and door. She placed the priests' messages in boxes that were
next to where she sat. She normally ate her dinner in the kitchen but on occasion was
invited to eat in the dining room with the priests.

REDACTED

The rectory was quiet in the evening and normally only she and the priests were there. It
was not uncommon for them to come by to check their mailboxes for :messages.
,Fernando began to strike up conversations with her in the evening when they were alone.
These talks became increasingly longer and friendlier. The first thing she recalls that was
a bit unusual was one evening he began to shoot rubber bands at her. Late one Sunday
afternoon in perhaps Aprill981 Fernando suggested they go to the parish hall behind the
church and he would play his violin and she her flute. They were there alone with a
piano near the stage and she played. her flute and sang. Then he played the violin and
brought out music and sang a love song entitled, "Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes".
She felt this Was a strange selection for him to pick since it was a love song. They were
there about an hour.
Shortly after the parish hall incident she was alone at her desk one evening wearing her
high school uniform. Fernando showed her a book and suggested that she read it. She
turned the book over and read a synopsis of the story on the rear cover. It was about a
priest who was having an affair and she gave it back to him. He inquired as to why she
did not want to read it and she told him that she did not think that priests should do that
sort of thing. He then explained to her there was a difference between celibacy and
chastity. According to him celibacy meant simply that priests were precluded from
marriage. Chastity was a vow that only priests that were in a religious order took along
with poverty and obedience. Since he was a diocesan priest chastity did not pertain to
him and he only had to remain celibate that is not marrying. Nobody had ever explained
this to her and she was confused but since he was a priest she accepted what he said.
Nevertheless she did not read the book and cannot remember the title.
Not long after the book incident, while still in high school, either on his day off or on the
weekend he mentioned that he wanted to see a movie and asked her to accompany him.
She rarely went to movies and since he was a priest and was showing her attention she
readily accepted. He drove to her house, honked the hom and she came out. This is the
procedure he used whenever he came to pick her up in the future. He never came into the
house to talk to her parents or siblings. Her parents did not object to her going and she
believes they felt good about it since they thought she was in the safe care of a priest.

2
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They drove down Rosemead Boulevard to Downey the city that adjoins Pi co Rivera to
the south. They went to the Showcase Theatre located next to a Farrell's Ice Cream
Parlor. Neither structure is any longer there as it is now a shopping center. He sat to her
left during the movie and during the movie reached over and initially patted her hand. He
then reached his arm around her shoulder and put his hand on her breast and began to rub
it. She stared straight ahead and not knowing what to do she did not do or say anything.
The movie w~ near its conclusion when this happened and when it finished she asked
him to hand her a sweater she placed on the seat next to him. When she did this he
abruptly leaned down and gave her a hard kiss on the lips. She had never been kissed on
the lips before and she was shocked and emotional. She told him she had to go to the
ladies' room and excused herself. When she returned to him she was still in shock and
they proceeded back to the car. She cannot recall the name of the movie. The vehicle
was a white parish car that Fernando used and she does not know if it was assigned to
him or not. As he was leaving the parking lot he backed into another car and continued
to drive away. She called his attention to it since it was very apparent but he told her not
to worry about it and left. He was quiet after the movie and little if anything was said on
the drive home. He did not come into her house when he brought her home either.
Not long after the movie incident, while she was still in high school, they returned to the
same parking lot. She cannot recall the reason they were there but he parked in front of
Farrell's and laid his head in her lap. While in this position he pulled her head down and
kissed her. Tills was a longer kiss than the one in the movie and he put his tongue in her
mouth. After the kiss he took her home.

On another occasion while she was still in high school, probably on a Saturday, he took
her to the Los Angeles County Arboretum. She wore her hair in bangs and she recalled
that she had braces on her teeth then. It was a warm day and she wore a white dress that
she made and white sandals. As in the other described incidents he did not wear his
clerical clothes. He brought a camera and took aboutfive photographs during the day
which he later showed to her. He did not give her any of them and she has no idea where
they are now. He did not feel comfortable driving on freeways and so he drove home on
Rosemead Boulevard. This route passed through the Whittier Narrows and a large park
at Legg Lake. He pulled into the parking lot at Legg Lake and parked. He wanted to
take a walk and so they did for a while and then they stopped at a picnic table and sat
down. He began to kiss and fondle her. It was dark and they were there for about an
hour. Tbis time he put his hand inside her blouse and bra so he was rubbing the skin of
her breast. They then returned to the car and drove home.
After the first Legg Lake incident they returned there and once again he was not in
clerical garb. This time it was in the evening and the light was very dim. He was sitting
in the driver's seat and she was in the front passenger seat when he unzipped his pants
and exhibited his erect penis outside of his pants. She had never seen a penis before and
did not want to look but did see it as she glanced over. He then told her to kiss his penis
and when she sa.ld, ''No Father", he tried to force her and instructed her to do it. When
she did not he took her left hand in his, put in on his penis and began to masturbate. He
was breathing hard and kept repeating, "Do it! Do it!" This continued until he ejaculated
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and her hand was covered with fluid. He then gave her a napkin or something similar to
clean up with.

It was sometime after the second Legg Lake incident she remembers being on the school
bus approaching the Saint Hilary's rectory when some ofthe girls noticed Fernando
walking on the street. He was dressed in black wearing white shoes and they thought he
resembled a penguin and giggling commented to that effect. At that time she felt a great
deal of shame and fear wondering if anyone could tell by looking at her what she had
done with him. She did not know of anyone who had ever observed them, either from the
parish or anywhere else, during one of these incidents but she had these thoughts
nonetheless. She remembers being confused with her emotions because most of the time
he was kind to her, paid attention to her and showed her affection. Nobody else did this.
Sometime after these incidents Fernando was transferred to Saint John Baptist de la Salle
in Granada Hills. She had never been to Granada Hills and it sounded very affluent to
her and she thought he had done very well. Once he was there he called her and said he
was happy there and wanted her to visit. He drove to her house and took her back to the
Saint John's rectory. 1bis first trip she brought her flute. He parked in the rear of the
rectory in an area that appeared to be for the priests. They then entered what she thought
was a back door and immediately to the left was a sitting room. From this room was a
door that entered into his room. The first trip there she played her flute in the sitting
room.
The second time he brought her there they went into his room. As they entered his room
there was a bed to the left.ofthe door. At the foot of the bed was a dresser with a mirror
above it. The room wa.S carpeted and to the left of the dresser was a chair. There was a
window on the left wall entering his room. He had her disrobe when they were in his
room but she kept her slip on. He pulled down her slip and bra and kissed her breasts and
sucked on her nipples. They laid on the bed on top of each other and side-by-side and
she could feel his erection but she did not know if he ejaculated during their activity. She
asked him why he did not undress and he responded that he did not want her to become
pregnant.
During one of these episodes she asked him why he did not leave the priesthood and he
said that was the only thing he knew and that he could do nothing else. He mentioned
that in the seminary in Sri Lanka the seminarians were discouraged from touching
themselves and were given some type of implement to tuck their shirts in so they would
not touch themselves in that area of the body. He told her that his Sri Lankan frrst name
is Rangith and that the name Fernando came from the Portuguese that settled that area of
Sri Lanka. He never mentioned his family or why he came to America. She met some of
the other Sri Lankan priests who were his friends but never had a conversation with them.
She ~tirnated that she traveled to Granada Hills on perhaps ten occasions and similar
things happened that were previously described. Only one time, during her last visit, did
he have her take all of her clothes off including her undergannents. They laid on the bed
that time and he "spooned" her. She described that as lying closely side-by-side. He
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would always do the touching and she neither wanted to nor did touch him. She was
always in a passive state during these encounters and is unaware if he ejaculated since he
was wearing his clothes.
After he instructed her to dress he always went to the kitchen and brought her back ice
cream. He knew she liked ice cream and she would sit in the chair in his room and eat it
and then he drove her home. One time as they both stood in front of his mirror he took a
roman collar from a dresser drawer and put it on her. After they both looked at it for a
few moments in the mirror he took it off and put it back. Neither one of them said
anything. During these visits she met the housekeeper once, who she could only describe
as an Anglo female. This woman knew that she and Fernando were in his room together
behind closed doors. Another time she met a priest at the doorway of the sitting room
and he had several lay people with him. She was simply introduced as a friend by
Fernando.
He sent her two letters while he was at Saint John's. The first one mentioned that he
went to an outdoor play and after that had a sore throat. He said that one kiss from her
would cure it. The second letter was just before she entered the convent and he told her
how brave she was to do that. She had not seen him in quite awhile and believes she
probably told him about her plans for the convent during her last visit with him. She
entered the convent on January 9, 1983. She does not have either letter or any other
document from that era with the exception of an old address book with Fernando's
telephone number in Granada Hills. She did not have that with her.
She was never in Fernando's room at Saint Hilary's while he was there. At times she
would assist the housekeeper delivering laundry to the priests' room. She could not
recall seeing any type of unusual marks or scars on Fernando's private parts but said he
was very dark skinned and had hairy arms. Another recollection was that he frequently .
wore mismatched clothes.
Due to the confused state of mind she was in and lack of close friends she did not confide
in anybody at the time these events happened and not until 2002 did she reveal it. It was
while she was reading an article ·in one of the weekly news publications, perhaps Time or
Newsweek, about a Catholic priest abuse victim that was a musician and had thought
about entering the seminary that all ofthesi memories came flooding back to her. She
was at work and became very distraught. Driving home that is all that she thought of and
when she arrived her brother immediately noticed there was something wrong. When he
inquired as to what was bothering her she blurted out what occurred. He told her that she
needed some help. They then searched Fernando's name on the internet and determined
he was still an active priest. On learning this she was horrified and concerned that he
might have preyed on others and was continuing to do so. Shortly after that she
approached an attorney acquaintance and confided in her. She gave her the telephone
number of the appropriate unit in the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) and about
one week later she filed a complaint with them.
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Regarding the consensually monitored telephone call she made to Fernando at the behest
of the LAPD she does not have a copy or a transcript of it. She has never listened to the
recording or seen a transcript. She not only has no problem with the Archdiocese
listening to the conservation she desires that this be done. She and REDAcTED advised that
REDACTE~ would be told of this and it was requested they askREDACTE_:> to call Detective
James Brown or Lieutenant Dennis Shirey to facilitate the Archdiocese obtaining a copy.
In the call Fernando immediately acknowledged remembering her and did not seem
surprised that she was calling him. She told him she was upset at the news coming out of
Boston regarding the clerical sexual abuse cases. She asked him if he remembered what
happened between them and mentioned specific acts and places they happened. He
responded that he did although as she recalls there were a couple of things he claimed not
to remember. He acknowledged thinking about it over the years and when she mentioned
specific sexual activity between them he agreed that it occurred. The letters were also
mentioned and he recalled them. He continually asked for her forgiveness, said he was
sorry and told her that he went to confession and received absolution. He also said that
he thought she was older and that it was in the heat of passion. She pointed out to him
that she was in high school and he regularly saw her in her high school uniform and that
since it happened on a number of times it could not have been a momentary passionate
impulse. He mentioned that he was young but she pointed out he was 37 years old in
1981. He also said that she treated him nicely, was helpful to him and that he loved her.
She asked if he loved her why he had hurt her so badly. He also told her he had not done
anything like that to anyone else. She finally said that she forgave him and he felt
relieved at that. He asked her if she had told anyone else about what he had done and she
said that she had not. He asked her to pray for him and to call him again in the future.
The call was then terminated.
On reflection she now feels his behavior was predatory and calculated and emphasized
her fear that he might have done this to someone else and her desire that he be relieved of
his ministry. It tormented her to know that he was in a position that allows him to this
again.
became emotional at times when recounting the details set forth above. She
advised early in the interview that there was one incident she had a particular hard time
with and that it might upset her enough when she described it that she woUld not be able
to continue. It was suggested that she relate that at the end of the interview. This was
acceptable to her and this is what she recounted. She could not give a time frame for
when this happened, before or after his transfer to Saint John's, but remembered they
narked in the parking lot atREDACTED
REDACTED
. .
_
_
,.
_
_
This IS the street her parents llve on and did then also. 1here were a lme of
skinny trees that blocked the view of the parking lot from the street and these trees have
since been removed. After l,le parked there, without any foreplay, he put his fmger into
her vagina. This was very painful and she told him that and kept repeating, "Father,
Father, ... " It was very traumatic to her and that is all she remembers.
REDACTED

She reiterated that she was always taught to be permissive, passive and respectful of
adults especially priests and she never thought of saying no to his abusive activities.
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Even now she finds it very difficult to talk about. She never saw him do anything like
this to anyone else and she is not aware of him abusing anyone else.

REDACTED
_ of Saint John Baptist de la Salle Church, was contacted
on February 2, 2004, and conducted a tour of the rectory and surrounding area.
She pointed out that the area behind the rectory was made into a gathering area, or plaza,
in 1991. Prior to that it was a parking lot and if a priest did not park in the garage he
could have easily parked there and it would have been convenient to the priests' private
entrance into the rectory.
Leaving this area is a walkway between the church and the rectory that leads to the
private entrance on the west side of the rectory. Entering this door a hallway goes about
ten feet and then there is left turn and an immediate left turn into a sitting room. This is a
private sitting room and a door from it leads directly into a bedroom. Entering the
bedroom looking at the wall to the left is a window. Currently the head of the bed is
under the window butREDACTED advised the previous occupant had the head of the bed
immediately to the left as one entered the room. If the bed was configured in that manner
the chest of drawers and mirror on the far wall would be at the foot of the bed. REDACTED
stated that particular piece of furniture has been positioned that way as long as she has
been at Saint John's, which is the early 1990s.
She was not working at the parish when Father Walter Fernando was there but believes
this room was more than likely his. The other associate pastor suite is across th<;: hall.
REDACTED proVI· ded blue pnnts
· .tor
.c the rectory.

was telephonically interviewed on February 5, 2004, and
Father REDACTED
provided the following information:
When Father Walter Fernando came to Saint John Baptist de la Salle Church in Granada
Hills in 1981 as an associate pastor he was· assigned a room in the rectory. REDACTED
was the other associate at that time and described that on entering the rectory from the
priests' entrance off of the walkway between the rectory and church there is a hallway.
Straight ahead a few feet is another hallway to the left and then immediately to the left a
door into the sitting room that is part of the suite in which Fernando lived. There is also a
bedroom and bathroom in that suite.
There was parking in the rear of the rectory at that time and no door existed into the rear
of the rectory from that parking area.
The name REDACTED

means nothing to him.
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REDACTED REDACTED
Department of Catholic Schools,
Archdiocese of Los Angeles was interviewed on February 2, 2004, and provided the
following information:
She contacted REDACTED
at Saint Paul High
School in Santa Fe Springs regarding REDACTED
He advised that REDACTED was an
outstanding student and very active in the music program when she attended Saint Paul's.
She won several scholastic awards when she graduated.
(protect identity upon request) was telephonically interviewed
on January 29, 2004, and provided the following information: ·

REDACTED

She met REDACTED when they sang in the junior cho:ir at Saint Hilary's in 1979-1980.
She (~EDA~TED) was in the seventh grade and REDACTED was about four years older. In her
sophomore year she began_ work at the parish as a junior secretary and REDACTED was leaving
to enter the convent. REDACTED. trained her and their tenure at the rectory overlapped briefly.
While
was m the convent she only saw her once when
was home on vacation
and she came by the rectory to say hello. ·
REDACTED

.,

REDACTED

•

REDACTEIREDACTED
REDACTE
REDACTED

was a priest at Saint Hilary's who they both knew. When it became public
who they both knew also, they discussed it. On one of
that he hasf abused REDACTED
these occasions REDAcTED :tsked her if she remembered Father Walter Fernando and she told
REDACTED that her memory of hlln was very faint. REDACTED then told her that he had abused their
relationship whenREoAcTEoworked in the rectory. She asked REDACTED what she meant by that
butREDACTED refused to detail what had happened and was clearly embarrassed by it. This
was the only time it was mentioned and she could not say with any accuracy when it
happened except that it was after theREDACTEDincident became public and at least a year
ago. They have a mutual :friend~REDACTED
who lives in Moreno Valley.
About the timeREDACTEomentioned Fernando to her she was talking toREDACTED and REDACTED
related that REDACTED had asked her also if she remembered Fernando. She cannot recall what
REDACTE~ 's response was. It surprised her that REDACTED would say something like that about a
priest.
REDACTED

She does not believe REDACTED would make something like this up but at the time it did not.
occur to her that the abuse was sexual in nature. She assumed that REDACTED had told him
something in confidence and he repeated it to someone or something like that. At the
time she was a fa:irly close friend otEDACTED and wondered whyREDACTED1ad not told her
sooner than she did.
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REDACTED

She has not seen
in over a year and has lost track of her. She does not know where
REDACTED is living or working. She described REDACTEo:ts a very quiet and shy person.
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REDACTED
From:

To:
Sent:
Subject:

REDACTED
Monday, February 09, 2004 8:37 AM
Report

Dear~~·~

I am relying on your word that you will look into the Sri Lanka matter.
Please find attached your report with our changes in bold and underlined:

Jmmnry 30, 2004
Cnnonienlltl\·estigution ofFnther Walter Fernando
InterYie\Yee: REDACTED
InterYiewer: REDACTED ennonicnl auditor
Date of inten·ie\Y: .Tnmmry 29, 2004
Phlce of inten-ie\Y: REDACTED

Whittier. Cnlifornin

The morning of Jnnmm_· 29111 REDACTED
telephonicnlly ndYised me thnt he hnd Spl)ken with REDACTED
the counsel fl1I
REDACTED nn:d thnt RoDAcTEc "IYCmld be m·ni.lnble f(lf t1n interde\Y that eYenlng. I telephonically contacted REDACTED who nch·ised thntREoAcrEo
iTould meet with me at theREDACTED
~noted nbow nt 6:00p.m. that e,-ening. She nlso ndYised that nn associate of hers RElJAG lt:O
REDAcTEo\Yould be there to mnke"'uACicu more C<.)mfortnble. She put fil) restrictio11.:: on the interYie~-r and only asked it not drag on for seyernl
hours because REDACTEDwas nn emotional about this, and a long inteniew would be too stressful. She wus assured it IYOuld not.
- .I - p. m. I 1'dentii''1ed mYse1't to REDACTED LUld we esc:h unge d bllSliless
. . cans.
1 He i\'as Slttnur
. . ill
. are1atn·elr
.
.
. the restrmrunt
pn;-ate
booth m
At ::>:"t::>
REDfl.CTED
•
•
REDACTED
._
•
•
and
had gone to the re:>i room. Shortly there~rfter she reh1med nncl
introduced me to her. At that pomt he requested no
questions be asted regarding damages in the suit oAcrEo hnd t1led. He was assured that \Yns not the intent ~)f the interyie"·· REor.cTEo then
pr(lYided the following information:
She met Father Walter Fernando in either late 1980 or earlY 1981 at Suint Hilnn·'s Catholic Clmrch in Pico Ri1·era. She was 16 or 17. tl
senior at Saint P nul's High School and 1-rorking nt 8nint Hilary's as n j11nior sec~etary in the rectory. She \Yns ,·ery nctiYe in the parish nt
that time. She tn\lght tl Confraternity of Cb.ristiLm Doctrine ( CCDJ dnss in her junior und senior yetlr in high school nnd wns in the Youth
choir 1-rhere she stmg and _played the i1ute. She chamcterized herself as an 1111nttractin~ nerd in high school who had few. if nny, friends
tllld iYIJIJ the 6'Ubject ~,f Yerb.nl ab1.1se. She had a 4.0 grade point aYern ge and some of the student:> ID<JY htlYe resented her :for that. He1.·lwme
life was nls~) trm1bled and she e1~j~)yed being nt the parish. LlS it \Ytl:'l n refuge for her. She began 1·olunteer \YOrk in the redo0· during her
j1.111ior year nnd bet1wen her junior and senior yenr she \Yn~ hlred ns n j\1nior secretu0· nnd b.::gnn to receiye n iltlln0·.
The priests at Suint Hiln0··s at thnt tin1e iYere thtREDACTED
\\'110 is now decensed:REDACTED
n Nigerian: nnd
Fernando. She could not be certain if a Vietnamese priest named REDACTED . Wll:'l there nt that time or came shortlY nfter Femnndo left.
She tho-ught he might htn·e been there a short tin1e ,..,-bile Femnndt> wns there as.she recnlled P.EcAcTEo ond REDACTED hnd n;oms downstairs in
the recto0· and REDACTED nnd Fernando \Yere tlpstairs. As njunior secretary she came to the rect<.~ry directly from seh~)ol. The school
bus had :1 stop nt the church ml1king it cnnYenient fl.)r her and she rep(llted tl> i\'l)rk wearing her sehoolmuform. She would work ns late ns
9:30 IJ. m. at times Nl week nights and 11lso l)ll \Yeekends. She wns restricted to 'IYorking not more than 25 hours n week. REDACTED
REDACTED who wns attending Whittier College initiallY nncllater Cnlifomin State Uru,:ersity nt Los Angele.'t 'lnls ul~o \Yorking then~
(strike: tmd trni.ned REDAmo bllt other than the training) hut theY were not there together as one 'IYould normnl11· relien" thP other. There m1s
nncldler junior secretu0· for n short time but she \Yas fired due to talking t~) her b;yfriend on the telephone nt ,n,rk. REDACTED LlOt ~)nly did not
hn,·e n boyfriend but did nc}t dnte until years later nfter lenYing the conYent. Her duties i.nduded doing pnrish clerical 'lnu·k nnd answering
the telephone and door. She placed the priests- messages in boxes that "l'l'ere ne:-,1: to \There she snt. She normnlly ate her dinner in the
kitd1en but on occasion i\'tlS in,·ited to ent in the dining fO\)lll with the pri.e~ts.
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The rectory was quiet in the evening and normally only she and the priests were there. It was not uncommon for them to come by to check
their mailboxes fm messages. Fernando began to strike up conversations with her in the evening when they were alone. These talks
became increasingly longer and friendlier as time went on. The first thing she recalls that was a bit unusual was one evening he began to
shoot rubber bands at her. Late one Sunday afternoon in perhaps March or Apri11981 Fernando suggested they go to the parish hall
behind the church and he would play his violin and she her flute. They were there alone with a piano near the stage and she played her
flute and sang. Then he played the violin and brought out music and sang a love song entitled, "Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes". She
felt this was a strange selection for him to pick since it was a love song. They were there about an hour.
Shortly after the parish hall incident she was alone at her desk one evening. She is not completely sure but she may have been wearing
her high school uniform. Femando showed her a book and suggested that she read it. She turned the book over and read a synopsis of the
story on the rear cover. It was about a priest who was having an affair and she gave it back to him. He inquired as to why she did not want
to read it and she told him that she did not think that priests should do that sort of thing. He then explained to her there was a difference
between celibacy and chastity. According to him celibacy meant simply that priests were precluded from marriage. Chastity was a vow
that only priests that were in a religious order took along with poverty and obedience. Since he was a diocesan priest chastity did not
pe1iain to him and he only had to remain celibate, that is not marry. Nobody had ever explained this to her and she was confused but since
he was a priest accepted what he said. Nevertheless she did not read the book and cannot remember the title.
Not long after the book incident, while still in high school, either on his day off or on the weekend he mentioned that he wanted to see a
movie and asked her to accompany him. She rarely went to movies and since he was a priest and was showing her attention she readily
accepted. He drove to her house, honked the hom and she carne out This is the procedure he used whenever he came to pick her up in the
future. He never came into the house to talk to her parents or siblings. Her parents did not object to her going and she believes they felt
good about it since they thought she was in the safe care of a priest. They drove down Rosemead Boulevard to Do·wney the city that
adjoins Pico Rivera to the south. They went to the Showcase Theatre located next to a Fanell's Ice Cream Parlor which were part of the
Stonewood Shopping Center. Neither of those structures is any longer there as it has since been converted into an indoor shopping
center. He sat to her left during the movie and during the movie reached over and initially patted her hand. He then reached his arm
around her shoulder and put his hand on her breast and began to rub it. She stared straight ahead and not knowing what to do she did not
do or say anything. The movie was near its conclusion when this happened and when it :finished she asked him to hand her a sweater she
had placed on the seat next to him to his left. When she did this he abruptly leaned forward and gave her a hard kiss on the lips. She had
never been kissed on the lips before and she was shocked and emotionaL She told him she had to go to the ladies' room and excused
herself. When she reh11ned to him she was still in shock and they proceeded back to the car. She cannot recall the name of the movie. The
vehicle was a white parish car that Femando used and she does not know if it was assigned to him or not. As he was leav.ing the parking
lot he backed into another parked car and continued to drive away. She called his attention to it since it was very apparent but he told her
not to worry about it and left. He was quiet after the movie and little if anything was said on the drive home. He did not come into her
house when he dropped her off either.
Not long after the movie incident, while she was still in high school, they returned to the same parking lot. She cannot recall the reason
they were there but he parked in front ofF arrell 's and laid his head in her lap. While in this position he pulled her head down and kissed
her. This was a longer kiss than the one in the movie and he put his tongue in her moi.1th. After the kiss he took her home.
On another occasion while she was still in high school, probably on a Saturday, he took her to the Los Angeles County Arboretum. She
wore her hair in bangs and she recalled that she had braces on her teeth then. It was a warm day and she wore a white dress that she made
and white sandals. As in the other described incidents he did not wear his clerical clothes. He brought a camera and took about five
photographs during the day which he later showed to her. He did not give her any of them and she has no idea where they are now. He did
not feel comfortable driving on freeways and so he drove home on Rosemead Boulevard. This route passed through the Whittier Narrows
and a large park at Legg Lake. He pulled onto the pmking lot at Legg Lake and parked. He wanted to take a walk and so they did for a
while and then they stopped at a picnic table and sat down. He then began to kiss her and fondle her. It was dark and they were there for
about an hour. This time he put his hand inside her blouse and bra so he was rubbing the skin of her breast. They then rehuned to the car
and drove home.
After the first Legg Lake incident they returned there and once again he was not in clerical garb. This time it was in the evening and the
light was very dim. He was sitting in the driver's seat and she was in the front passenger seat when he unzipped his pants and exhibited
his erect penis outside of his pants. She had never seen a penis before and did not >vant to look but did see it as she glanced over. He then
told her to kiss his penis and when she said, "No Father,! don'twant to do that.", he tried to force her by putting his right hand
behind her neck and pulling her head downward toward his penis and instructed her to do it. When she did not he took her left hand
in his, put it on his penis encircling it, .and while he kept his hand clasped over hers began to masturbate . He was breathing hard and
kept repeating, "Do it! Do it!" This continued until he ejaculated and her hand was covered with fluid. He then gave her a napkin or
something similar to clean up with.
It was sometime after the second Legg Lake incident she remembers being on the school bus approaching the Saint Hilmy' s rectory when
some ofthe girls noticed Fernando walking on the street. He was dressed in black clerical garb wearing white shoes with buckles and
they thought he looked funny and giggling commented to that effect. At that time she felt a great deal of shame and fear wondering if
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any~ne could tell by looking at her vvhat she had done with him. She did not know of anyone who had ever obserYed them, either from the
parish or anywhere else, during one of these incidents but she had these thoughts nonetheless. She remembers being confused with her
emotions because most of the time he was kind to her, paid attention to her and showed her affection. Nobody else did this.
Sometin1e after these incidents Femando was transferred to Saint John Baptist de la Salle in Gril!lada Hills. She had never been to
Granada Hills and it sounded very affluent to her and she thought he had done very well. Once he was there he called her and said he was
happy there and wanted her to visit. He drove to her house and took her back to the Saint John's rectory. This first trip she brought her
flute. He parked in the rear ofthe rectoty in an area that appeared to be for the priests. They then entered what she thought was a back
door and immediately to the left was a sitting room. From Hils room was a door that entered into his room. The first trip there she played
her flute in the sitting room.
Other times he brought her there, they went into his room. As they entered his room there was a bed to the left of the door. Across
from the foot of the bed was a dresser with a mirror above it. The room was carpeted and to the left of the dresser was a chair. He had her
disrobe when they were in his room bnt she kept her slip on. He pulled down her slip and bra and kissed her breasts and sucked on her
nipples. They laid on the bed on top of each other and side-by -side and she could feel his erection but she did not know if he ejaculated
during their activity. She asked him why he did not undress and he responded that he did not want her to become pregnant
During one of these episodes she asked him if he had ever considered leaving the priesthood and he said no because that was the only
thing he knew and that he could do nothing else. He mentioned that in the seminary in Sri Lanka the seminarians were discouraged from
touching themselves and were given some type of implement to tuck their shirts in so they would not touch themselves in the groin area
of the body. He told her that his Sri Lankan first name is Rangith and that fue surname Femando came from the Portuguese that settled
that area of Sri Lanka. He never mentioned his family or why he came to America. She met some of the other Sri Lankan priests who
were his friends but never had a conversation with them
She estimated that she traveled to Granada Hills on more than twice but less than ten occasions and similar things happened that were
previously described. Only one time, during her last visit, did he have her take all of her clothes off including her undergarments. They
lay on the bed that time and he "spooned" her. She described that as lying closely side-by -side, both facing the same way. He would
always do the touching and she neither wanted to uor did touch him. She was always in a passive state during these encounters and is
unaware if he ejaculated since he was wearing his clothes.
After he instructed her to dress he on more than one occasion went to the kitchen and brought her back vanilla ice cream. He knew she
liked ice cream and she would sit in the chair in his room and eat it and fuen he drove her home. One time as they both stood in front of
his mirror he took a roman collar from a dresser drawer and put it on her. After they both looked at it for a few moments in the mirror he
took it off and put it back. She does not recall either one of them saying anything. During these visits she met the housekeeper once, who
she could only describe as an older Anglo female. This woman kne'w that she and F emando were in his room together behind closed
doors. Another time she met a priest at the doorway of the sittiri.g room and he had several lay people with him She was simply
introduced as a friend by Fernando.
He sent her two letters while he was at Saint John's. The fn-st one mentioned that he went to an outdoor play and after that had a sore
throat. He said that one kiss from her would cure it The second letter was just before she entered the convent and he told her how brave
she ;,vas to do that. She had not seen him for awhile and believes she probably told him about her plans for the convent during her last
visit with him. She entered the convent on January 9, 1983. She 4oes not have either letter or any other document from that era with the
exception of an old address book with Fernando's telephone number in Granada Hills. She did not have that with her.
She was never inFernando'sroom at Saint Hilary's while he was there. At times she would assist the housekeeper delivering laundry to
the priests' room. She could not recall seeing any type of unusual marks or scars on Fernando's private parts but said he was very dark
skinned and had hai1y arms. Another recollection was that he frequently wore mismatched clothes.
Due to the confused state of mind she was in and lack of close friends she did not confide in any body at the time these events happened
and not unti12002 did she reveal it. She do_es however recall having mentioned to her mother just immediately before entering the
convent that something bad had happened betvveen her and Fr. Fernando. Her mother did not i."lquire further, but rather
deflected conversation away from the subject by telling her to put that behind her and begin a brand new life in the convent. Ms.
"""""'tu dropped the subject at that point. Ms.RcoACrco also vaguely recalls a conversation she had with her sister, which
occurred shortly after the incident in Fernando's rectory when she was fully disrobed. However, she does not recall the details of
that conversation and her sister, being y.Qung at the time. did not ever bring the subject up again after that one conversation. It
was not until April of 2002 while she was reading an article in one of the weekly news publications, pe1haps Time or Newsweek, about a
Catholic priest abuse victim that was a musician and had thought about entering the seminary that all of these memories came flood:ing
back to her. She was at work and became very distraught. Driving home and when she arrived home her brother immediately noticed
there was something wrong. When he inquired as to what was bothering her she blurted out what had occurred. He told her that she
needed some help. They then searched Fernando's name on the :intemet and determined he was still an active priest. On learning this she
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was horrifie-d and concerned that he might have preyed on others and was continuing to do so. Shortly after that she approached an
attomey acquaintance and confided in her. She gave her the telephone number of the appropriate unit in the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) and about one week later she filed a complaint with them.

Regarding the consensually monitored telephone call she made to Fernando at the behest of the LAPD she does not have a copy or a
transcript of it She has never listened to the recording or seen a transcript. She not only has no problem with the Archdiocese listening to
the conservation she desires that this be done. She andR_EDACTEDadvised that REDACTED would be told of this and it was requested they ask
REDACT~Dto call Detective James Brown or Lieutenant Dennis Shirey to facilitate the Archdiocese obtaining a copy. In the call Fernando
immediately acknowledged remembering her and did not seem surprised that she was calling him. She told him she was upset at the news
coming out of Boston regarding the clerical sel>.'Ual abuse cases. She asked him if he remembered what happened between them and
mentioned specific acts and places they happened. He responded that he did although as she recalls there were a couple of things he
claimed not to remember. He acknowledged thinking about it over the years and when she mentioned specific se:>..'Ual activity between
them he agreed that it occurred. The letters were also mentioned and he recalled them. He continually asked for her forgiveness, said he
was sorry and told her that he went to confession and received absolution. He also said that he thought she was older and that it was in ~
moment of passion. She pointed out to him that she was in high school and he regularly saw her in her high school uniform and that since
it happened on a number of times it could not have been a momentary passionate impulse. He also mentioned that he was young but she
pointed out he was 36 or 37 years old in 1981. When she asked him why he had done those things to her, he said that it was because
he was new to the parish and that she treated him nicely audwas helpful to him. She asked him whether he had loved her or had
· any feelings for her. He responded that yes he loved her. She then asked if he loved her why he had done this to her. When she
asl{ed him if he had done these things to anyone else he said that he had not.. She finally said that she forgave him and he felt
relieved at that. He asked her if she had told anyone else about what he had done and she said ·that she had not. He said that it was good
and that he was glad that she hadn't spol{en about it to anyone else. He asked her to pray for him and to call him again from time to
time in the future to check on him. She assured him that she would. The call was then terminated.
On reflection she now feels his behavior was predatory and calculated and emphasized her fear that he might have done this to someone
else and her desire that he be relieved of his ministry. It tormented her to know that he was in a. position that allows him to this again.

wa~ very emotional at times when recounting the details set forth above. She advised early in the interview that there was one
incident she had a particular hard time with and that it might upset her enough when she described it that she would not be able to
continue. She requested to be allowed to relate that at the end of the interview. Her request was granted and this is what she
recounted. She could not give a' time frame for when this happened, before or after his transfer to Saint John's, but remembered they
parkedinthe~~~EI_~--·-.. -·-_- · --· """"""
~hisisthestreetherparentsliveonand
did then also. There were a line of skinny tall trees that blocked the view of the parking lot from the street and these trees have since been
removed. After he parked there, he put his finger into her vagina. She doe3 not recall what happened either before or after this
incident. She recalls that this was painful and that she kept repeating, "Father, Father, ... "It was very traumatic to her and that is all
she remembers.

eEDAcTEo

She reiterated that she was always taught to be submissive, passive and respectful of adults especially priests and she never thought of
saying no to his abusive activities. Even now she fmds it ve1y difficult to talk about She ,never saw him do anything like this to anyone
else and she is not aware of him abusing anyone else. However, because of the manner in which he both groomed her for and went
about abusing her. she feels strongly the possibility that she was neither the first nor the last of his victims.

REDACTED
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
January 23,2004
Canonical Investigation ofFather Walter Fernando
CMOB~027

Report ofREDACTED , canonical auditor
REDACTED
:made an accusation of sexual abuse against Father Walter
Fernando to the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) in April2002. REDACTED has never
personally lodged a complaint with the Los Angeles Archdiocese but the office of her
communicated it to the Archdiocese. Based on her
attorney REDACTED
accusation the following individuals were interviewed and records were reviewed
between January 14,2004, and January27, 2004:
1. REDACTED
Los Angeles
Archdiocese
Long Beach Memorial Hospital, Long
2. FatherREDACTED
Beach, New York
3. Father REDACTED
.
. Our Lady of Lourdes Church
4. REDACTED
cousin of:REDACTED
5. REDACTED
at Saint Hilary's Church
6. REDACTED
~ at Saint Hilary's Church
7. REDACTED
at Saint Hilary's Church
tEDAcTEo
at Saint Hilary's Grammar School
8.
9. REDACTED
at Saint Hilary's Church rectory
"'t N "'+-ivity Church
10 .REDACTED
11.1-<I:::LJACII:::lJ
at Saint John Baptist de la Salle
Church
12. FatherREDACTED
at Saint Bemardine of Siena Church
13. Father REDACTED .
at Our Lady of the Rosary Church
14. Lieutenant Dennis Shirey, LAPD, Officer in Charge, Juvenile Division
15. Officer James Brown, LAPD, lead detective Cleric Abuse Task Force
16. Monsignor Craig A. Cox, Vicar for Clergy
Fernando is a 59~year~old Sri Lankan-American who was ordained in Sri Lanka in 1973
and came from Sri Lanka to the Los Angeles Archdiocese in 1981. His initial assignment
in the Archdiocese was at Saint Hilary's Church in Pica Rivera, reporting March 1, 1981.
He served there until November 29, 1981, and was then transferred to Saint John Baptist
de la Salle where he served until July 31, 1986. Since then he has served at four other
parishes in the Archdiocese and has not had any complaints lodged against him other than
the one that is the subject ofthis report. He has been an associate paStor at each of his
assignments.
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The allegations made by REoAcTm :tgainst Fernando are contained in a Complaint filed in Los
Angeles County Superior Court on December 3, 2003. Pertinent parts of the complaint
state:
1. REDACTED was a minor during the alleged acts perpetrated upon her.
2. She alleges F emando molested minor parishioners and that the Archdiocese was
aware of it.
3. The specific acts involving Fernando and her included:
a. French.kissing
b. Hugging
c. Fondling buttocks over clothing
d. Rubbing and massaging breasts and body
e. Kissing neck, face and breasts
f. Digital vaginal penetration
g. Forced masturbation of Fernando
h. Attempted forced oral copulation ofFernando
i. Sexual grooming
A request has been made to REDACTED for an interview otEoAcTED by a representative of the
Archdiocese, preferably one of the investigators. This is one of the recommendations of
the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, however, despite initially indicating she might
allow this REDACTED has not at this time.
REDACTED

's Certificate of Baptism certifies that she was born on 1REDACTED

REoAcrEowas married to REDACTED on December 23, 1986, and they separated on May
31, 1991. On AprillO, 1992 their divorce became final. There were three daughters as a
result ofthis union andREDAcTEDwas granted custody after the acrimonious divorce.
·
Fernando advised Monsignor Craig A. Cox that the LAPD wanted to talk to him
(Fernando) while both were at Saint John's Seminary attending a continuing education
week the first week of June 2002. He told Cox that about 20 years ago he crossed
boundaries with a woman interested in entering the convent. They went to a movie
together and he put his arm around her. She later entered the convent but left within a
few years.
Sometime after this the archdiocese became aware that REDACTED was making an allegation
against Fernando and based on this he was interviewed by Cox and Father REDACTED
REDACTED on February 12, 2003. Prior to this interview Fernando retained REDACTED
as his attorney and although he answered all questions pertaining to him personally and
historically he acted on REDAcTED, s advice and refused to answer questions regarding the
,
, hi b REDACTED REDACTED
d
d
allegatiOns made agmnst m y
,
· note that Fernando's emeanor was
cordial and cooperative and that he exhibited an appropriate level of concern. Later in
letters dated March 7, 2003, and May 8, 2003, that Fernando addressed to Cox he denied
"each of the specific behaviors alleged." He also wrote, "I absolutely affirm that I have
obeyed my vow of celibacy".
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On January 21, 2004, Monsignor John A. (Archie) Rawden (retired) was telephonically
contacted. He stated that in 1981 he was the Chancellor for the Archdiocese and
responsible for the transfers of the priests. At that time he lived in the rectory of
Immaculate Conception Church which was across the street from where the chancery. It
was a large rectory and often priests coming into the Archdiocese stayed there prior to
being assigned to a parish. He could not recall Fernando.
On January 16 and 17,2004, FatherREDACTED
(not related to Walter) was
telephonically interviewed. He is currentlyREDACTED
at Our Lady of Lourdes
Church and advised that he has known Father Walter Fernando for about 35 years, since
their days in the seminary in Sri Lanka. He has always known him to be an honorable
man both in Sri Lanka and in the United States. He REDACTED) preceded Walter in coming
to America and when Walter arrived they spent a good deal oftime together. He and his
would spend each Wednesday with Walter, as that
brother Father REDACTED
was their day offthen. Walter did not have a California driver's license for several
months after he arrived and they drove him to various locations around Southern
California. They often visited and had dinner at other Sri Lankan homes in the area.
Walter was initially assigned to Saint Hilary's in Pi co Rivera but as he recalls he did not
stay there as long as it was originally intended. The reason for this might have been
because of his surname he was believed to be a Spanish speaker and he was not. He was
then transferred to Saint John Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills. He does not recall any
parishioners at Saint Hilary's that Walter was close to or spoke about and the name
REDACTED
means nothing to him. Nor does he recall Walter mentioning any Saint
Hilary parishioner visiting him at Saint John's. He described Walter as a reserved softspoken person that in his opinion would not force himself on anybody or in any way
violate his vows. He was very surprised to hear that Walter was accused of any
impropriety. He believes that the fust summer Walter was in America another Sri
Lankan priest, REDACTED
visited this country and they traveled together. REDACTED is
now a bishop in Sri Lanka and he has a cousin that lives in the Torrance area named
REDACTED
whom they visited her on occasion back then. He advised his brother
is now in ministry in New York.
On January 20, 2004, FatherREDACTED
(Iiot related to Walter) was
telephonically interviewed; He is currently. the hospital chaplain at Long Beach
Memorial Hospital, Long Beach, New York, and resides in the rectory at Saint Ignatius
Church in Long Beach, New York. He stated that he was assigned to Saint Michael's
Church in Los Angeles in 1981 when Father Walter Fernando arrived from Sri Lanka.
He knew Walter in Sri Lanka and knows that he had a good reputation there. He knows
this because there is only one seminary in the country and relatively few priests and if
someone does something untoward it becomes known throughout the religious
community. Also the Bishop would not have written a letter of recommendation for him,
which was required. He tEoAcrEo, came to the U.S.A. in 1976 for a change and a more
challenging ministry. He explained that Sri Lanka is a small country with few
opportunities and he came here to broaden his experiences within the Church. He
believes Walter came for the same reasons but probably with a bit of apprehension since
he was leaving all of his family and most of his friends. When Walter arrived in Los
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Angeles he stayed at the Immaculate Conception rectory with Monsignor Archie
Rawden. He was then sent to Saint Hilary's. He remembers that Walter did not drive at
that time since he did not have a California driver's license and he and his brother, Father
REDACTED
l, would drive to Walter's church and pick him up each Wednesday their
day off. They would visit other Sri Lankans that resided in the area and frequently have
whose cousin, REDACTED
dinner in their homes. One of these was REDACTED
is now a Bishop in Sri Lanka. In 1981 he was a priest from the same diocese as them in
Sri Lanka and he visited the United States. REDAcTED and Walter traveled to the Grand
Canyon that summer as well as other places but he could not recall exact times and
places. He was very surprised when he heard of the allegations made against Walter as
he has always been a quiet gentleman and has a reputation for that. He never did
anything indiscreet while they were together and he reiterated they spent a good deal of
time together in 1981. He cannot remember Walter ever mentioning REDACTED
or any
other parishioner from Saint Hilary's nor does he recall him ever mentioning a former
parishioner visiting him after he was transferred to Saint John's.
.vas telephonically interviewed and advised she
On January 21, 2004, REDACTED
knows Father Walter Fernando and recalls that he and her cousin REDACTED
took a vacation together in 1981 when REDACTED visited the United States. She cannot
remember the dates they traveled but believes they visited the Grand Canyon and Las
Vegas. Back then she frequently saw the Sri Lankan priests that lived in the Los Angeles
area, including Fernando, and they were all good men. She could offer no other
information of value.
On January 17, 2004,REDACTED
was telephonically interviewed and on January 20
was personally contacted at Saint Hilary's. She is currently teaching at Saint Benedict's
Grammar School in Montebello but has been employed at Saint Hilary's in some
capacity, part time or full time since 1985. In the mid-1980s she worked in the office and
now does some secretarial work and maintains the archived records of the parish.
Although she was not working in the parish when Walter Fernando was an Associate
Pastor at Saint Hilary's she was a parishioner and remembers him. She also knew
REDACTED as they both were in the parish youth choir. REDACTED played the flute in the
choir. This was after REDACTED graduated from high school and before she went into the
convent. After she left the conveneEDACTED re-joined the group. Before REDACTED graduated
from high school and joined the choir she worked in the rectory part-time answering the
telephones and the door. This was on the weekends and in the early evenings. A search
of pay records failed to locate any for REDAcTEDwhich makes REDACTED believe that since she
was part-time she was paid in cash and no records were maintained. REDACTEDdescribed
REDACTED as a nee dy person w h o h ad a troubl ed f:arm'1y 1'1fe. Sh e seemed lone1y andREDACTED;
family was uninvolved with her activities. REDACTED also said thatREDAcTED has had fmancial
problems for years. Less than two years after leaving the convent :•EoACTEowas married and
it might have been to the first person she dated. REDACTED did not believe the marriage
REDACTED
,
lasted four years and
1ad three daughters as a result oflt. REDACTED toldREDA~TEDthat
her husband was having an affair and that after the divorce she felt like a failure again
and questioned where to go from there. :'~~c~~ never mentioned Fernando to her or anyone
else as far as she knows. She remembered Fernando as a gentle, reserved, docile person
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and felt if anything did occur betweenREDACTED and him she probably instigated it. If he
made any advances on herREDACTED feels
would have told someone. She cannot
recall any birthday or any other type party for rOAC"'o, in the rectory. She has not seenREDAcTED
in over a year and does not know where she is living or if she is employed. She does
know one of her daughters has a serious health problem. Her daughters went to Saint
Hilary's school at one time. REDACTED was the parish secretary in 1981 but she is
became the parish secretary and REDACTED
now very elderly and feeble. In 1985 REDACTED
later met her when both had children in school at Saint Hilary's. REDACTED is the
current parish business manager and does not know REDACTED personally but requested
REDACTED locate old pay roll records for her. She does not know who asked REDAcTED. to
provide them. She also checked parish records dating back to 1981 for vehicles,
expenses, retreats, training or anything else regarding Fernando with negative results.
The only thing she could locate from that time period were Sunday parish bulletins. The
full time rectory employee at that time was RED~CTED vvho is now deceased. REDACTED
REDACTED
_
also worked as a junior, or part-time, secretary the same time that REDAcTED
did and she also played guitar in the youth choir. She might be able to provide some
information. REDACTEDmotherREDACTED was the housekeeper in 1981 and is now
84 years old and residing at Nazareth House. She might remember something, as she
knew bothREDACTED and Fernando. She frequently talked to REDAcTED md was fond of her and
never mentioned to REDACTED that REDACTED had a relationship with a priest. Her mother was
the only person other than the priests that was allowed in their private quarters and she
would not allow anyone else to violate their space.
rACTEO

On January 20,· 2004, the Saint Hilary's Sunday Parish Bulletins for 1981 were reviewed.
The March 8th one welcomed Fernando to the garish. On April26 his name is listed on
the cover as a parish priest. On November 29 it announces he is being transferred to
Saint John's. On December 13th he is no longer named on the cover as a parish priest.
The bulletins for that year indicate that Father REDACTED was the .REDACTED and that
REDACTED
were Father REDACTED
and Father REDACTED
REDACTED is
deceased and REDACTE1)e:ft the Archdiocese May 23, 1985, apparently to return to his
Diocese in Enugu, Nigeria. Parish records reflect REDACTED: married REDACTED on
February 21, 1987, and the marriage was declared null and void on April12, 1994.

On January 16,2004, Fathe1REDACTED
at Our Lady of the Rosary Church,
was telephonically contacted. He advised that he was an REDACTE'?
at Saint
Hilary's in 1981 and remembers Father Walter Fernando there. He recalled Fernando as
a hard working priest that was very gentle and quiet and definitely never saw him do
anything of a suspicious nature. He could not remember anyone in the parish that
Fernando was particularly close to. He had recently come from Sri Lanka and he
socialized with other Sri Lankan priests on his day off. He recalls that they came to pick
him up and that they would go to various places in the area. He cannot recall if Fernando
was assigned a vehicle but believes that he probably was. He did not recall when
Fernando's vacation was or if he took a parish car when he went. He did not remember
REDACTED
.
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On January 21,2004, SisterREDAqTED
of Saint Hilary's School was
telephonically contacted. She advised that REDACTED
did not attend Saint Hilary's
School but that her children did for a period of time. She knew her as a parent of a
student and nothing more. Her children were withdrawn from the school she believes for
financial reasons.
.
Saint Hilary's Church, was
On January 21,2004, REDACTED
telephonically contacted. She advised she does not lmow Father Walter Fernando or
REDACTED She learned of REDACTED s name in this matter from her pastor and advised
that a state agency had requested payroll records for REDACTED in July 2003 but there were no
records.
On January 21, 2004, REDACTED , was interviewed at Nazareth House. She advised
that she was the housekeeper at the rectory of Saint Hilary's Church when Father Walter
Fernando was assigned there. He was a very quiet nice man who she liked a lot. He
related well to the parishioners and they liked him. REDACTEDwas ajunior secretary
in the rectory and answered the telephone and the front door. She was in high school and
worked part-time. She was a hard worker and helped to support her family. Before she
entered the convent she discussed it with FatherREDACTEDmd he later told REDACTED that
is now an interpreter in the
he did not think she would make it in religious life.
court system in Los Angeles and she believes that REoAcrEo;ontinues to help support her
. between Fernando and REDACTED . Nobo dy was al1owed
parents. She knew of no connectiOn
in the priests' quarters but her, not even the parish secretary. She did not remember any
type party fo/EoAcrEo in the rectory.
RCDACTCD

On January 21,2004, REDACTED
(retired), was interviewed at the
Nazareth House. He remembered Father Walter Fernando as one ofhis associate pastors
at Saint John's and that he was an excellent, obedient young man. He was given the
hospital ministry and worked very hard at it. He has no recollection of anything that
would reflect poorly upon Fernando. The only female he remembers visiting Fernando
was another Sri Lankan. He characterized him as "one of my prized young men."
On January 21,2004, FatherREDACTED
was telephonically interviewed. He is
currentlyREoAcrEo of Saint Bernardine of Siena Church and was an associate pastor at Saint
John's in 1981 when Father Walter Fernando arrived. He was a very reserved gentleman
and he was never suspicious of Fernando for any reason. He has called appropriate
people for the activities of others over the years but not Fernando. He cannot recall any
parishioners from Saint Hilary's visiting Fernando at Saint John's.
On January 21, 2004, Monsignor Timothy J. Dyer, Pastor ofNativity Church, was
telephonically interviewed and advised he was the Vicar for Clergy in 1990 and 1992
when Father Walter Fernando was transferred from Cathedral Chapel and Saint Gregory
the Great Churches after what appears to be abbreviated stays. He could not recall why
these transfers were made but is certain that if there was a serious problem behind them it
would be noted in Fernando's file.
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On January 22, 2004, a meeting was held with LAPD Lieutenant Dennis Shirey, Officer
in Charge of the Juvenile Division and LAPD Officer James Brown senior detective of
the cleric abuse task force. They advised they were not at liberty to release any portions
of their case relating to Father Walter Fernando including the transcript of the monitored
telephone call between Fernando and REDACTED . This would be against their policy
and could be harmful to a future case if another victim comes forward since the REDACTED
case can be used for corroboration. Due to the Stogner Decision Fernando will not be
prosecuted in this matter but Brown opined that the telephone call corroborated ~E-~~~r~o
claims. Brown will contact Deputy District Attorney William Hodgeman to obtain his
opinion on allowing the transcript of the call to be viewed by the Archdiocese and advise
once this decision is made.
On January 15,2004, SisterREDACTED
for Women Religious, advised in a
memo that REDACTED entered the Daughters of Saint Paul in January 1983. After her
postulancy she became a novice and then left the community on March 27, 1985.
On January 17 and 18, 2004, a statement was read at all week end Masses at Saint
Hillary's that Father Walter Fernando was named in a law suit accusing him of sexual
abuse while assigned to that parish. It requested any parishioner with information
regarding this matter to contact the Archdiocese and left Monsignor Craig A. Cox's
telephone number. No contact has been made.
On January 21, 2004, REDACT~D _
_ at Saint Hilary's from 1983 until
1998 advised that she had no information of value relating to this matter.
The February 2003 issue of the Los Angeles Lay Catholic Mission contains an article
stating that the January 2nd Los Angeles Times named REDACTED
as a sexual abuse
victim handing out leaflets at the Sherman Oaks Galleria. The pamphlets informed
victims of sexual abuse by priests that they could bring suit against perpetrators for the
duration of 2003 and urged them to contact the Church.
On January 27, 2004, :RED~CTED
. the Auxiliary Bishop of Colombo, Sri Lanka,
the following information. He has known Fernando since 1964 and they
e-mailed
attended the seminary together. Between roughly September 5th and 18 1h 1981 he and.
Fernando traveled by car to the Grand Canyon. They also spent time in Flagstaff,
Arizona, and Las Vegas, Nevada, on the trip which took four or five· days. Fernando was
assigned to Saint John Baptist de la Salle at the time.
RED,.CTED

A public records database search was done on REDACTED md provided no information of value
in this matter.
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Analysis and Observations
This allegation was made 21 years after the act supposedly took place.
REDACTED

There are no independent witnesses named by
as having ever observed any of the
alleged activities. Therefore much ofthe investigation set forth above revolves around
character evaluation of the parties by those that knew them at that time as well as now.
had a difficult childhood and as a young woman left religious life and had a failed
acrimonious marriage.

REDAcTED

She is raising three daughters at least one of which has a serious health problem.
She has had financial difficulties throughout her life.
Fernando was assigned to Saint Hilary's on March 1, 1981, and remained there until
November 30, 1981.
Fernando did not drive for a couple of months after arriving at Saint Hilary's due to a
lack of a valid driver's license.
Although the LAPD advised that in their opinion Fernando corroborated REDACTED, s
allegations in the recorded telephone call Officer Brown on another occasion said the call
"seemed to corroborate her account."
REDACTED

h

-----31St birthdaywasREDACTED
No other complaints have been lodged against Fernando.

These issues have a bearing on this analysis but without more information it cannot be
determined at this time, with any level of certainty, whether the alleged activities took
place or not.
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Timeline Regarding Father Walter Fernando
April24, 1944 ... Walter Fernando born in Ragama, Sri Lanka
January 1, 1973 ... Fernando ordained for Diocese of Colombo, Sri Lanka
March 1, 1981 ... Fernando assigned to Saint Hilary's Parish, Pica Rivera

REDACTED

REDACTED

November 29, 1981 ... Fernando leaves Saint Hilary's
November 30, 1981 ... Fernando assigned to Saint John Baptist de la Salle, Granada Hills
REDACTED
January 1983 ... ~ ~--- enters convent
REDACTED

March 27, 1985 .. ,_____ leaves convent
February 24, 1986 ... Fernando incardinated in Los Angeles
July 31, 1986 ...Fernando leaves Saint John's·
August 1, 1986 ... Fernando assigned to Saint Rose ofLima, Simi Valley
December 23, 1987 ...REDAcrEomarries REDACTED-

-

at Saint Hilary's

July 1, 1990 ...Fernando leaves Saint Rose
July 2, 1990 ...Fernando assigned Cathedral Chapel, Los Angeles·

.
June 12, 1991.. REDACTED andREDACTED ::file for d1vorce
May 2, 1992 ... Fernando leaves Cathedral Chapel
May 3, 1992 ... Fernando assigned Saint Gregory the Great, Whittier
June 30, 1992 ... Fernando leaves Saint Gregory
July 1, 1992 ... Fernando assigned Assumption ofthe Blessed Virgin Mary, Pasadena
April12, 1994...

REDACTED

marriage declared null and void by Catholic Church

April2002 ...REDACTEo.eports molestation to LAPD
May 2002 ..REoAcTEomak:es monitored telephone call to Fernando
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June 13,2002 ... Fernando advises Monsignor Craig A. Cox LAPD wants to talk to him
August 18, 2002 ... Los Angeles Times article names Fernando.as being under
investigation
August 30,2002 ... Officer Dale Barraclough advises Sister .REDACTED
case on Fernando

LAPD has open

REDACTED

January 1, 2003. . .
~ identified in Los Angeles Times as abuse victim per February
edition of the Los Angeles Lay Catholic Mission
January 1, 2003 .. REDACTED appears on list of plaintiffs
January 22, 2003 ... CMOB discusses matter but has few facts and takes no action
February 12, 2003 ... Fernando interviewed by Cox andFatherREDACTED
March 7, 2003 ... Fernando sends Cox letter denying most serious charges
March 26, 2003 ... CMOB discusses matter and requests more information be obtained
May 8, 2003 ... Fernando sends second letter to Cox denying all allegations
January 14, 2004 ... L.A. Times article details case against Fernando and that he is still in
ministry
January 14, 2004 ... CMOB discusses matter and requests expedited investigation
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:

Cardinal Rog~r Mahony

REDACTED

RE:

Recommendation of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
Reverend Walter Fernando (CMOB 027~01)

DATE:

14 January2004

The CMOB met today and continued our discussion ofFather Fernando, especially in light of the
lawsuit filed against him on December 9, 2003 and the article in today's Los Angeles Times.
Father Fernando's case was discussed by the Board on January 22, 2002 and March 26, 2003. I
submitted a report summarizing the case and our discussions and conclusions on April25~ 2003.
At that time we felt that we needed additional information before we could come to a conclusion
and recommended that the Vicar for Clergy's office seek further infonnation from Father
the alleged victim. You concurred with our recommendation
Fernando and REDACTED
provided that this process proceed forward at once.
Since that memorandum, Father Fernando wrote a letter more specifically denying e?-ch of the
claims made by Ms. REDACTED as stated in very summary fashion on the spreadsheet supplied by her
attorneys. Those are the same behaviors alleged in the lawsuit. Father Fernando also underwent
a psychological evaluation as recommended by the Board, the results of which are in his file.
REDACTED
the psychologist who conducted the evaluation, concluded that while it is
impossible for him: to detei:mine if the acts complained of occurred as Father Fernando described
the)ll, his profile was not consistent with an individual who would lie to an evaluator or of an
individual who is capable of deceit.
'
Today, we had a lengthy and thoughtful discussion. The members of the Board are very
concerned about protecting children and young people and will not hesitate to recommend that a
priest be removed from ministry and put on administrative leave if credible information is
presented to support such action. We concluded, however, that the filing of an unverified lawsuit
or the publication of a newspaper article are not, in themselves, sufficient to automatically trigger.
removing a priest from ministry and putting him on administrative leave.
The allegations made by Ms. REDACTED in her lawsuit, if true, are very serious and describe behaviors
which are abusive and which would justify permanently removing Father Fernando from all
ministry. Unfortunately, up to this point, these are only allegations that have come to us
indirectly and without the kind of specificity that allows an appropriate investigation to proceed.
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Therefore, because of the paucity ofinfonnation, the members of the Clergy Misconduct
Oversight Board recommend the following:
Jhat Father Fernando not b~.plaoed an administrative leave at this time ge~ing furt~
and intense efforts to obtain additional informatio!! to verify the truth of Ms. REDACTED s
furegations. He may yet need to be placed on leave depending on the results of the next
two recommendations.

2.

•
•
d w1'thout d e1ay.
That M s. REDACTEDb e mternewe

w e were adVIse
• d at our meetmg
• th at h er

attorney has agreed to a limited interview. We recommend that this interview be
~heduled as quickly as reasonablypossib~ and urge that Mr. REoAcrmor another
professional inv~stigator conduct this interview.

3.

That you authorize me, in mx capacity as Chair of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight
B'Oaid, to write to Deputy District Attorney William Hodgeman to obtain whatever ..
inatenals 4ave been develo-eed by the police and the District Attorney in the course of
ilie1r
mvestigation. Yl. e understand that the Archdiocese has already made. a similar
~
request but without success. However, if the Board is to act responsibly we need all the
infoimation we can get and it's unreasonable for the District Attorney or the police to
withhold information that will assist us in our work.
Th~t you authorize me, in my capacity as Chair of the Board, to write directly to Ms.
REoAcTEo 3iillorney to request an interview with Ms. REoAcrEoand/or to enlist her cooperation
and consent to the release of the information developed by the District Attorney a:ri:d the
pohce if the interview and the request for information in Recommendation Nos. 2 and 3
are not forthcoming.

Monsignor Cox informed us that he will make an announcement to the parishioners at Father
Fernando's current parish this weekend. This accords with our current policy.
The Board intends to review this matter again at our next meeting. Further recommendations
may be forthcoming after that review.
Thank you.

cc:

Msgr. Craig A. Cox
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REDACTED
REDACTED
Tw~sci::Jv .. I::Jnl J::Jrv 06, 2004 10:42 AM
REDACTED
~~;;~;to REDACTED

From:
Sent:

To:

FW:.RE;

Subject:

REDACTED

> [Original Messaael
> Frorn~A"'REDACTED
> To:
> Date: 1/6/2004 10:24:38 AM
> Subject: RE: answer to REDACTED
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> -----Oriqinal Messaqe----> From:
REDACTED
>Sent:
TUesdav, Januarv 06, 2004 7:35AM
> To:
REDACTED
> > Cc:
answer to REDACTED
> > Subject:
> >
> > Hi REDACTED

> >

: :

~~~hp:rson

accusing

~~~~~f'~M:~~pcib.d:J'

has never come forward to us

complaint. We have REDACTED
---- no information on what is claimed to have haunened,
when it was supposed to have happened or to whom it allegedly happened.
REDACTED
information about the alleged molestations provided by the victim's attorney in the course
of mediation. This is privileged, unverified information received indirectly. In accord
with our policies, the Clergy Sexual Misconduct Oversight Board reviewed Father Fernando's
case and recommended that he not be removed from ministry at this time because the current
information does not warrant such action.
·
> >
> > The pastor and parishio.ners are fully aware of Father Fernando 1 s

situation. It has been addressed in the parish. No one has complained to the Archdiocese
as a result of these discussions.
> >
> > Father Fernando has adamantly denied that he ever abused anyone.
> >
> > As far as the other priest, he is on administrative leave.
> > Accordingly,

he is not in any ministry and has had his faculties removed, so he cannot function as a
priest. He moved out of the Archdiocese and moved in with family. In accord with the
Charter for the Protection of Children and Young People, the bishop of the diocese in
which he is living with family has be~n notified of the circumstances of his situation.
'> >
> >
> > The names of both priests have been reported to the civil
> > authorities.
> >
> > Thanks,

: :· REDACTED
> >

> >

> > Office of Media. Relations
> > Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Los Angeles
1
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> > 3424 Wilshire Blvd.
> > LOq Angeles, CA 90010-2248

> >
> >

(213) 637-7216 work

> > REDACTED
> > (213) 385-6586 fax
> > e-mail: REDACTED
> >
> ---------------------------------------------------------------

>REDACTED

>
>
>
>
> r\.CLJ/"'\V I CLJ
> ----------------

> This e-mail, and any attachments thereto,

is intended only for use by
named herein and may contain legally privileged
and/or confidential information.
If you are not the intended
recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any
attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this e-mail in error, please immediately notify me by telephone and
permanently delete the original and any copy of this message, its
attachments, and any printout thereof. Thank you.

> the addressee(s)

>
>
>

>
>
>

>

2
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:

RE:
·... ,DATE:

Cardinal Roger Mahony

REDACTED

Recommendation of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
Reverend Walter Fernando [CMOB-027-01]

April .25;.2003

The case of Father Walter Fernando was first considered at the CMOS meeting on
January 22, 2003. At that time Monsignor Cox reported that in June of 2002 Father
Fernando informed him that two detectives from the Los Angeles Police Department had
stopped by the rectory looking for him while he was on vacation. They left a business
card, but no information. LAPD would only state that there was an open investigation.
Father Fernando told Monsignor Cox that he didn't know what they were concerned
about but that it could be an incident which occurred some 20 years ago when he placed
an arm around a woman while they were watching a movie together. There had never
been any complaints. The CMOS discussed the case and recommended at that time
that no action be taken until further information was obtained. For some reason, this
recommendation was not reported to you at that time.
We returned to Father Fernando's case on March 26, 2003. Msgr. Cox reported that
Father Fernando's name recently appeared ori the list of alleged perpetrators and
purported victims in the class action suit currently in mediation. The information stated
that Father Fernando had abused a young girl from 1980-81 by pre-sexual grooming,
French kissing, hugging in a sexual manner, fondling her buttocks and
rubbing/massaging of her breasts both over clothes and skin to skin, kissing her neck,
face and breasts, putting a finger in her vagina, her masturbation of him skin to skin, and
. . his trying to forcE3J oral cppulation. The abuse wa.s allegf;ld to ha,ve occurred several
'times at the theater, in the car and at a park.
Father Fernando met with Father REDACTED and Monsignor Cox on February 12,
2003. Upon advice of counsel, he did not respond except to. verify dates concerning his
service as a priest. On March 7, 2003, he responded to the charges in writing and
denied any and all claims that' he put his finger in her vagina, masturbated her and
attempted to force her into oral sex. His letter did not mention the other charges listed in
. the print out.
The Board took a vote on the follow~ two options: 1) that Father Fernando be put on
administrative leave immediately, o(_g)Hhat the Vicar for Clergy's office seek further
information from Father Fernando and the alleged victim, including, but not necessarily
limited to, the victim's birth date, and report back as soon as possible, but in no event
later than the June 11, 2003 CMOS meeting (60 days). Of the nine Board, members

>~e~l;a•;:;;:o~;zztl~2~n~~72:J
~~~x~- --~il.t~

?-f

r
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WALTER FERNANDO- CMOB-027-01
UPDATED INFORMATION

Father was listed on list from plaintiffs' attorneys.
Abuse alleged by REDACTED as a minor from 1980 through 1981 occuring at the
theatre, in the car and at a park. Abuse included French kissing, hugging in sexual
manner; fondling of minor's buttocks both over clothes and skin to skin, rubbing and
massaging of minor's breast both over clothes and skin to skin; kissing neck, face and
breasts skin to skin; perpetrator put finger in minor's vagina; masturbation of perpetrator
skin to skin; tried to force minor to oral copulation of him; pre-sexual grooming (special
attention, movies, etc.)
02/12/03:

Father was interviewed by Auditor (Fr. REDACTED with Msgr. Cox present
and the allegations stated in a print out were presented to him. Upon
advice of his counsel, he stated he was present to listen and to take notes
but not respond. He was cooperative and verified dates, history, etc.
concerning his service as a priest.

02/13/03

Cardinal Mahony is advised.

03/07/03

Father responds to V/C in writing and denies any and all claims that he
· put his finger in her vagina, masturbated her and attempted to force her
into oral sex. Letter does not mention other charges listed in print out.

New Allegations: Plaintiffs' attorneys supplied details of abuse of a young girl from
1980-81 including pre-sexual grooming, French kissing, hugging in
sexual manner, fondling of minor's buttocks and rubbing/massaging of
minor's breasts both over clothes and skin; kissing neck, face &
breasts, finger in minor's vagina, masturbation of perpetrator skin to
skin, and tried to force oral copulation, pre-sexual grooming. Abuse
occurred several times at the theater, in the car and at a park. Father
denies specific allegations.
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WALTER FERNANDO- CMOB-027-01
Age 58 - born in Sri Lanka
Ordained 1973
Active service, Assoc. Pastor, Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Pasadena
Reported in LA Times article of August 25, 2002 that he was on inactive leave. LAPD
investigating a claim that he fondled a teenage girl in the 1980's while serving at St.
Hilary's in Pica Rivera. Denies allegations.

VIC corrected the information at CMOS meeting: He is still an associate pastor and no
complaint has ever been received. He notified the Archdiocese that two detectives had
been looking for him while he was on vacation in Sri Lanka. He did get an attorney. The
Archdiocese will not put him on leave.

Sequence of events per file:
06/13/02:

Memo to file from V/C re conversation with Father. Father informed V/C
that he had learned from the parish secretary that while he was on
vacation in Sri Lanka two detectives had stopped by the rectory looking
for him. Father expressed a fear that he was under investigation. He
stated apprx. 20 years ago he had crossed boundaries with a woman who
was interested in entering the convent. The boundary crossing involved
placing an arm around her while they saw a movie together. She did
enter the convent for a time and then left. A couple of years ago this
woman called him and they spoke by telephone. V/C suggested Father
attend a workshop being given by atty REDACTEoand chat with him afterwards
to seek advice.

08/30/02

E-mail from Sr
to Detective Barraclough regarding the LA Times
article (8/25/02) and an announcement that will be read at the church
correcting the information which stated Father was on inactive leave. The
announcement will state he is in active ministry and the Archdiocese has
not r~ceived any complaints about sexual misconduct.

REDACTEI-

.

Reply e-mail from Detective Barraclough: "We do have an open
investigation on Walter Fernando."
REDACTED

09/03/02

Attorney-client communication - ltr from Father to Sr.
asserting legal
rights re any files, reports, statements or communications.

09/30/02

Ltr of representation from atty
any information.

CMOB-027-01:

,

REDACTED

REDACTED

to Sr.

,

,

- obJecting to release of

"No Complaint"- Age 58, born in Sri Lanka; ordained in 1973;
currently an associate pastor. In June 2002 Fr. informed V/C that
two detectives had stopped by rectory looking for Fr. while he was
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on vacation; they left a card but no information. Fr. is concerned
about a boundary crossing 20 yrs ago with a woman interested in
entering the convent. It involved placing an arm around her while
watching a movie together. Woman entered convent for a time
and left. She telephoned Fr. a couple of years ago. There have
been no complaints against Fr. LAPD states there is an open
investigation.
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Statement for Weekend Masses at Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary Parish,
Pasadena
February 21-22,2004
Regarding Reverend Walter Fernando
As you may recall from my earlier visit, I am Monsignor Craig Cox, Vicar for Clergy of the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles. On the weekend of January 17-18, I spoke here at your parish
about your Associate Pastor, Father Walter Fernando. In that announcement, I promised to keep
you infonned of future developments. J am here as an initial fulfillment of that pledge to bring
additional information directly to you.
As we previously announced, an investigation was launched when we learned of the report
alleging misconduct on Father Fernando's part in 1981. The investigation is being conducted by
a private investigator, a former Special Agent ofthe FBI. I had mentioned that we requested an
interview with the person who made the complaint. Subsequently, that interview was conducted.
We also have asked to see the results of the police investigation. We have not yet been granted
access to any of those materials. Our investigation is ongoing and it is clear that it will require
significant additional time.
The Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board discussed the case ofFather Fernando again, and
recommended that he be placed on administrative leave. Administrative leave involves ti.rlle
away from the parish and from all pastoral duties until the investigation is concluded. Father
Fernando began that leave of absence on Thursday.
Please note that the decision to place Father Fernando on administrative leave does not reflect a
judgment that he is guilty of the alleged misconduct By our policy, administrative leave is
recommended when an initial investigation raises sufficient questions to take the precaution of
placing the priest on leave while further investigation continue~.
I know that this announcement is surprising and distressing. Many of you expressed tremendous
support for Father Fernando wheni was here last month. Clearly, he has done much good during
his more than eleven years of service here. He has rights as both a citizen of this country and as
a priest in the Church to· defend himself, and t4ose rights will be respected.
Please know that the Cardinal is committed to implementing all of our policies fully, assuring
that we thoroughly investigate all allegations, and acting in ways that protect children as well as
respect the rights of all involved.
Finally, at this distressing time, I ask that you pray with special fervor for all victims of abuse,
for Father Fernando, for the success ofthe ongoing investigation in discovering the full truth,
and for your parish community and all the. Church in these difficult days. May God bless you!
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Statement for Weekend Masses at St. Hilary Parish, Pico Rivera
January 17-18, 2004
Regarding Reverend Walter Fernando
As you may recall, in August of 2002, the Los Angeles Times published an article on sexual
misconduct by Catholic priests and, among many others, named Father Walter Fernando, as
someone who allegedly engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. Father Fernando was an
Associate Pastor at St. Hilary in March through November of 1981. When the article was
published in August of 2002, officials of the Archdiocese knew only that an investigation was
being conducted and had not received any complaint of misconduct by Father Fernando at that
time.
Earlier this week, on Wednesday, January 14, 2004, The Times published another article
focusing on Father Fernando. Additionally, a lawsUit was filed in December charging Father
Fernando with abusive behavior. The alleged misconduct is said to have taken place during the
time ofhis service here at St. Hilary. Only one complaint has been lodged against Father
Fernando.

In keeping with our commitment to protect children and young people, Cardinal Mahony has
arranged for this complaint to be investigated very thoroughly by a former FBI agent. The
results of that investigation will be provided to the Cardinal and to the Clergy Misconduct
Oversight Board, headed by a retired Superior Court judge and consisting of fourteen members,
twelve of whom are lay persons.
If any parishioners have information to report that might assist in the investigation of this matter,
we urge you to come forward. You may contact either Monsignor Craig Cox, Vicar for Clergy,
or the investigator, Mr. o:u::)'v03C:I, at
0318V03H· If you forget this number, you may
request it at the rectory office at any time.
The Cardinal has dedicated himself and the Archdiocese to do all that is possible to assure our
children and young people are safe. Towards this end, he has pledged to remove from ministry
any priest who is determined to have sexually abused a minor. We are committed to take
allegations of this sort seriously -- precisely because we want to uncover the full truth and then
act in accord with the truth. Again, I invite any parishioner who may have information to come
forward to assist us.
Finally, I ask that you please pray for everyone involved --people who have been harmed by
sexual abuse, priests, and those conducting the investigations. Thank you.
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Declaraci6n para las Misas del fin de semana
en la Parroquia de St. Hilary, Pico Rivera
17-18 de enero, 2004
Respecto al asunto del Reverendo Walter Fernando
Quizas recuerden que en el mes de agosto de 2002, el peri6dico Los Angeles Times
publico un articulo sabre la mala conducta sexual por parte de sacerdotes Catolicos y,
entre otros, nombr6 al Padre Walter Fernando como uno que, segU.n las alegaciones,
habia participado en el abuso de una persona menor de edad. El Padre Fernando entonces
servia como asociado pastor en la panoquia de St. Hilary desde marzo hasta noviembre
dell981. Cuando se publico el articulo en elmes de agosto de12002, los ofidales de la
Arquidi6cesis sabian solamente que se habia iniciado una investigaci6n pero no habian
recibido de ninguna persona una queja de mala conducta par parte del Padre Fernando en
aquel tiempo.
E1 dia miercoles de esta semana, 14 de enero, 2004 el Los Angeles Times publico otro
articulo sabre la persona del Padre Fernando. Ademas, una demanda se entablo el mes de
diciembre acusando al Padre Fernando de comportamiento abusivo. La mala conducta,
segun tal, ocurri6 durante el periodo de servicio del Padre en la panoquia de St. Hilary.
Fue una sola quej a que fue presentada contra el Padre Fernando.
De acuerdo con nuestro compromisa de proteger a nifios y jovenes, el Cardenal Mahony
ha pedido una investigacion de fonda de esta acusacion par un ex-agente del FBI. Los
resultados de esa investigacion senm presentados al Cardenal Mahony y a los miembros
del Comite Arquidiocesano de Supervision de Casas de Mala Conducta, cuyo presidente
es unjuez jubilado de la Corte Superior. Ademas, el Comite se compone de catorce
personas de los cuales dace son Jaicos.
Si alguien tiene informacion que puede facilitar esta investigaci6n, le suplicamos que la
presente. Pueden comunicarse al respecto con el Monsefior Craig Cox, el Vicario para el
Clero, o con. el investigador, el sefior O::JlOVO::J~ al numero
0318VO::J~ Si se les
olvida este nlimero, pueden conseguirlo en las o!Ieinas de su panoquia.
Se ha comprometido el Cardenal que la Arquidi6cesis haga todo lo posible para que
ustedes sientan la plena confianza que sus hijos estan seguros. Bacia este fin, el esta
totalmente comprometido a remover del ministerio cualquier sacerdote que ha abusado
sexualmente a un menor de edad. Estamos comprometidos a tamar y recibir estas
acusaciones muy en serio- precisamente porque queremos descubrir la plena verdad y,
par cansecuencia responder de acuerdo con la verdad. De nuevo, invito a cualquier
panoquiano quien tenga alguna informacion que la presente para ayudamos.
Par fin, les pido que recen por todas las personas involucradas -personas dafiadas por el
abuso, por las sacerdotes, y por las personas dirigiendo las investigaciones.
Gracias.
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Statement for Weekend Masses at Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary Parish,
Pasadena
Wednesday, January 17-18, 2004 ·
Regarding Reverend Walter Fernando
As you lmow, in August of2002, the Los Angeles Times published an article on sexual
misconduct by Catholic priests and, among many others, named your Associate Pastor, Father
Walter Fernando, as someone who allegedly engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. On that
occasion, Monsignor Moretti made an announcement in the parish indicating that while officials
ofthe Archdiocese were aware that an investigation was being conducted, we had not received
any complaint of misconduct by Father Fernando at that time.
Earlier this week, on Wednesday, January 14, 2004,. The Times published another article
focusing specifically on Father Fernando. Additionally, a lawsuit was filed in December
charging Father Fernando with abusive behavior.
Prior to this, there had never been any complaint about Father Fernando. He has denied any
sexually abusive conduct with the person who filed the lawsuit or, for that matter, with anyone
else. There is only one person who has made any claim against Father Fernando. Only on this
past Wednesday has she consented to being interviewed by an investigator of the Archdiocese.
Up to this point, she has not submitted written responses to a questionnaire as part of the courtordered mediation process. We have asked to see the results of the police investigation so that
we can know and assess any evidence the police may have obtained. We still hope that the
police and District Attorney will release this information to us.
Our Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has considered the case of Father Fernando on several
occasions. Up to the present, the information available to us has been hearsay in nature and
without the kind of detail that would enable the Archdiocese to investigate more fully, or enable
Father Fernando to present a reasonable defense. As a result, the Board has not recommended
that Father Fernando be placed on administrative leave. It has recommended a number of steps
that either have been or are being pursued.
Cardinal Mahony is committed to assuring that children and young people are safe. He has
pledged that when it is determined that a priest has engaged in sexual misconduct with a minor,
that he will be permanently removed from ministry. That pledge has been implemented. The
fact that a lawsuit has been filed or a complaint made to the police does not mean that Father
Fernando has acted in an abusive fashion. All people, priests included, must be presumed
innocent until there is proof to the contrary. At the same time, the Church takes allegations of
this sort seriously-- precisely because we want to uncover the full truth and then act in accord
with the truth. Therefore, we will continue to seek all available information.
We will continue to keep you informed of developments. We ask that you please pray for
everyone involved-- people who have been harmed by sexual abuse, priests, and those
conducting the investigations. Thank you.
Monsignor Craig A. Cox
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REDACTED

3424
Wilshire

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

Boulevard

Los Angeles

California
90010-2202

September 15, 2008
Los Angeles Police Department
Discovery Section
Attention: Custodian of Records
201 North Los Angeles Street
Space 301
Los Angeles. CA 90012
Re: Father Walter Fernando; DR

REDACTED

Dear Sir/Madam:
In 2004 REDACTED . an investigator of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles, contacted
Detective James Bro·wn in the Juvenile Division of your Department regarding the above
matter, with Walter Fernando, as the subject of your investigation, and .REDACTED
as the victim.
REDACTED

In a conversation earlier this week between Mr. :
and an officer in your
Department, we understand that this case has been closed. In accord with the internal
canon laws of the Church, the Archdiocese is now going through a procedure concerning
Father Fernando's status. The content of an audio tape recording by your Department of a
REDACTED ,
telephone call on May 24, 2002, between Father Fernando and Ms.
1s very
important to our reaching a fair and logical conclusion. The call was made during the
course of Detective Brown's investigation and Mr. Ruona; our investigator, was given the
opportunity to listen to the tape. However, to satisfy canon law, we need to have the
actual tape available to the parties reviewing the case.
·
Accordingly, this letter is a formal request for the tape recording, or ail authenticated
copy. We will, of course, reimburse you for any expenses incurred in this matter.
If you have any questions please feet free to call me at tREDACTED
REDACTED

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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LOS ANGELES .POLICE DEPARTlvfENT

P. 0. Box 30158 '·
Los Angeles1 Cjllfomia.90030
Telephone: (213) 97&2100
TDD: (877) 275-5273

WILLIAM J. BRATTON
Chief of Police

Reference Number: 14.4
ANTONIO R. VILLARAIGOSA

Mayor

RECEIVED
OCT .1 02008

'

. October 7, 2008

BY::

REDACTED

.D

· ear

REDACTED

I have reviewed your request for a copy of a tap.e recording of a May 24,." 2002, telephon_e
conversation between Father Walter Fernando and .REDACTED
.
Please be advised that the audio tape rec-ording of a: telepl;wne call between Father Fernando and
}vis.
was generated to support the Los· Angeles Police Department's investigation.
·In accordan<;:e with Government'C.ode Section 6254(f), records of investigations conducted by,
or investigatory files ~ompiled by, any local pollee agency for law enforcement purposes, are
exempt from disclosure; Yol;lt request seeks records that are either investigatory records
. themselves or properly part of an investigative :file; therefore, I am denying your request.
However, if your request is d~e to pending litigation, th:e document you are requesting may
·
·
·
possibly be obtained through a_ court order.
.
.
If you have any questions regarding this corr~spondence, please contact Management Analyst
Soon Kim ofthe.Discovery_Section at (213) 978-2155. · ·
REDACTED

Very'truly yo~s, ·

VVILLIAM J. BRATTON
Chief ofPolice .

._n
:,~
~~~· ./.
RAYJv.{OND D. CRISP, Senior anagement Analyst
Officer-in-Charge, Discovery .Section
Risk Management Group

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUN!T'?AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
WMY.LAPDOnline.org
'
r,yww;joinLAPD.com
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Archdiocese of Los Angeles

REDACTED

342~

Wilshire
Boulevard

Los Angeles
California

90010-1202.

May27, 2009
Deputy Chief Charles Beck
Commanding Officer, Detective Bureau
150 North Los Angeles Street
Room602
Los Angeles, California 90012
"REDACTED
Walter Fernando!.

Re:

Dear Deputy Chief Beck:
I am again writing to you to request infonnation on the above individual in accord with the protocol you have discussed

withREDACTED
In our investigation with respect to Father Walter Fernandez, your Department allowed REDACTED a retired FBI special
agent, who has consulted for the Archdiocese, to listen to an audio tape recording of a telephone call between REDACTED
REDACTED
'the attac hed correspondence, m
'S eptember 2008 I requested a copy of the tape;
and Walter Fernandez. Ass hown m
the request was denied in October 2008.

At the suggestion ofREDACTED I am writing to renew the request since, as noted in my September letter, access to the
tape itself is important to conclude the canon law aspects of the case.
We will, of course, reimburse you for any expenses incurred in this matter.
If you have any questions, please feel to call me at 213 637-7562.
Yours very truly,

REDACTED

Attachments
cc:

REDACTED

REDACTED

Pastoral Reglons:

Our Lady of the Angels

San fernand·.)

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbua
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LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT
P. 0. Box 30158
Los Angeles, Calif. 90030
Telephone: (213) 97&2100
TDD: (877) 275-5273
Reference No. 14.4

WILLIAM J. BRA1TON
Chief of Pollee

ANTONIO R. VILLARAIGOSA
Mayor

RECEVED

June 17,2009

JUN 2 2 2009

REDACTED

.EY:
REDACTED

Dear
I have reviewed your request, dated May 27, 2009, for a copy of a tape recording of a telephone
conversation between Father Walter Fernando and REDACTED
Your request was forwarded to
my office from the Los Angeles Police Department's Detective Bureau.

As I indicated in my correspondence, dated October 7, 2008, the audio tape recording of a
telephone call between Father Fernando and REDACTED was generated to support the Los Angeles
Police Department's investigation. In accordance with Government Code Section 6254(f),
records of investigations conducted by, or investigatory files compiled by, any local police
agency for law enforcement purposes, are exempt from disclosure. Your request seeks records
that are either investigatory records themselves or properly part of an investigative file; therefore,
my position is unchanged and I am again denying your request If your request is due to pending
litigation, the document you are requesting may possibly be obtained through a court order.
Any correspondence regarding this matter should include a copy of this letter and be directed to
the Los Angeles Police Department, Discovery Section, 201 North Los Angeles Street, Space 301,
Los Angeles, California 90012. If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please
contf-l.ct Management Analyst Soon Kim of the Discovery Sec.tion at (213) 978~2155.
Very truly yours,
WILLIAM J. BRATTON
Chi

RAYMOND D. CRISP, Senior Management Analyst
Officer~in-Charge, Discovery Section
Risk Management Group

'AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITVAFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
www.LAPDOnline.org
www.joinlAPD.com
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His Eminence Roger C mal Mahony
Archbishop of L
ngeles
oulevard
3424 Wils ·
Los
eles, California 90010-2202
TED STATES_ OF f\MERICA

· :PERSONAL
t:()NFIDElV1Tl4L
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CONGREGATIO
PRO CLERICIS
Vatican City, 13 November, 2010
Prot. N. 20102992
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010-2202
UNITED STATES OF AMERIC.t\..
Your Eminence,
This Congregation has received and thanks Your Eminence for your letter of
3 September last, indicating a definitive resolution in the matter of the hierarchical
recourse placed against Your Eminence's dispositions, expressed in your decree of
June 5, 2009, concerning the Reverend Walter Fernando.
This Dicastery has recently corresponded with Fr. Fernando in care of his
advocate. A copy of that letter is enclosed for Your Eminence's information.
Given the mutually agreed resolution of the matter, this Congregation considers the
hierarchical recourse to have been concluded.
I tak.~ this opportunity to renew my sentiments of esteem and with every best
wish, I remain,
·
Sincerely yours in Christ,

i-'~q;z~
PBMauro Piacenza

Titular Archbishop ofVitt

~ana

····Prefect

(Enclosure)
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CONGREGATIO
PRO CLERICIS

Vatican City, 13 November, 2010

Prot. N. 20102992
Rev. Walter Fernando
c/o REDACTED

REDACTED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Dear Fr. Fernando,
1bis Congregation has received the letter of 24 August last, :fr~m your advocate"'"'"""
REDACTED
, indicating a resolution :in the matter of the the hierarchical recourse placed
before this Congregation against the· dispositions of His Emint:~rrce Roger Cardinal Mahony,
by his decree of 5 June, 2009, in your regard.
This Dicastery now considers the matter cori.cluded, and notes that you have reached a
mutual agreement with His Eminence, Roger Cardinal Mahony, Archbishop of Los Angeles.
With assurance of prayers and cordial best wishes, I remain,

.Sincerely yours in Christ,

~lso~em
Under-Secretary

IX 000070
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3339 MASSACHUSETTS AVE!'•IUE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008•3610

APOSTOLIC NUNCIATURE ·

UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA .

16667

No........................ .

August 4, 2010

This No. Should Be Prefixed to the Answer

REDACTED
ARCHDIOCESE OF los ANGELES

3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90010-2202
Dear REDACTED

In the temporary absence of the Apostolic Nuncio, I acknowledge your kind letter
of July 27, 2010, with enclosure.
Rest assured that the sealed packet addressed to His Eminence cardinal William
Levada, Prefect}' Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith}' has been transmitted
through the diplomatic pouch.
With respectful regards and best wishes, I am,
Sincerely in Christ Jesus,

~1~~~
Monsignor Jean-Franc;:ois Lantheaume
Charge d'Affaires, a.i.
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fiLE COPY
Office of

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

34Z4
Wilshire
Boulevard

the Archbishop
(Z13) 637-7288

Los Angeles
California
90010-ZZ41

3 September 2010
Prot. N. 20102051
His Eminence
Claudio Cardinal Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for the Clergy
Piazza Pio X11, 3
00120 Vatican City
EUROPE

Your Eminence:

In replyto.your letter dated 21 July 2010 in the matter ofRev. Walter Fernando, I am pleased to
inform you that we have at last received Father Fernando's signed acceptance of the agreement
reached to resolve his situation. An original copy of his signed acceptance is enclosed herewith.·
I

Father Fernando has agreed to retire from active ministry and to voluntarily renounce any claim
on the right to exercise minimal public priestly ministry. He has agreed to the text of a "Letter of
Verification" that will be sent to his diocese of origin in Sri Lanka and to any other diocese that
inquires about his status. A copy of the text is enclosed.
He has also agreed to the text of announcements that will be made in the two parishes where he
served and where in the interests of the good of the faithful previous announcements were made·
regarding the existence of allegations of misconduct made against him. The text of these new
announcements is enclosed herewith ..

I also affirm that Father Fernando continues to enjoy the normal financial and social benefits of a
retired priest of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
Thanking you for your assistance in this matter, I remain

His
ence
Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop ofLos Angeles
Enclosures

Pastoral Regions:

Our lady of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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REDACTED

August 24. 2010
Reverend Walter Fernando

REDACTED
Re; Father Walter Fernando
Congregation for the Clergy
Prot. N. 20091414
Dear Father Fernando:
This is to confirm that you have agreed to retire as an incardinated priest of the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles and have voluntarily agreed not to have faculties in the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles. or to exercise public ministry.
You have approved the attached announcements which are to be made at
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary parish in Pasadena and St. Hilary's parish in Pica
Rivera as well the letter which would be sent to Ordinaries of dioceses to which you may
travel. I also enclose a copy of. REDACTED
letter of July 15,2010 reflecting
these matters.

If you have any questions about these documents or your clerical status in the·
Archdiocese of Los Angeles, Please call me. If not, please sign and date each of the four
copies of this latter. Return two copies to REDACTED
in the enclosed, addressed
envelope, keep a copy for your records and return a copy to me.
With every best wish,
Respectfully and sincerely,

REDACTED

I approve of this letter and the documents referenced herein which I have reviewed..
Dated: Augustll_,

2oio

{t: (Cv \[,_v..J)

.

·

Father Walter Fernando

IX 000073
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Text of Letter ofVerification

ADLA
[address]
CARDWALROGERNITCHAELMAHONY
Archbishop ofLos Angeles
We verify that Reverend Walter Fernando, ordained on 25 January 1973 and
incardinated on 24 February 1986, is a retired priest of the Archdiocese ofLos Angeles.
He does not enjoypresbyteral faculties ofthe Archdiocese. In view ofthe public
good, the sensitivity of interested parties, and the publicity attendant to an allegation of
past misconduct, he has voluntarily renounced his right to exercise public ministry.
Given at Los Angeles this _ _ _ day of _ _ _ in the year of Our Lord 2010.

·For the Cardinal Archbishop

SEAL

REDACTED

Ecclesiastical Notary
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Announcement to be Placed in Parish Bulletin
of
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Pasadena)
In January and February 2004 announcements were made in this parish regarding
an allegation of misconduct against Father Walter Fernando.

After the completion of a canonical process and. consideration of the matter by the
Archdiocesan Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, Father Fernando has accepted full
retirement and will no longer perform priestly ministry.

Announcement to be Placed in Parish Bulletin
of
St. Hilary (Pico Rivera)
In January 2004 an announcement was made in this parish regarding an allegation
of misconduct against Father Walter Fernando.
·

After the completion of a canonical process and consideration of the matter by the
Archdiocesan Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, Father Fernando has accepted full
retirement and will no longer perform priestly ministry.
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REDACTED

August 24. 2010
Reverend Walter Fernando

REDACTED
Re; Father Walter Fernando
Congregation for the Clergy
Prot. N. 20091414
Dear Father Fernando:
This is to confirm that you have agreed to retire as an incardinated priest of the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles and have voluntarily agreed not to have faculties in the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles or to exercise public ministry.
You have approved the attached announcements which are to be made.at
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary parish in Pasadena and St. Hilary's parish in Pico
Rivera as well the letter which would be sent to Ordinaries of dioceses to which you may
travel. I also enclose a copy of. :REDACTED
letter of July 15, 2010 reflecting
these matters.
··

If you have any questions about these documents or your clerical status in the
Archdiocese ofLos Angeles, Please call me. If not, please sign and date each of the four
copies of
latter. Return two copies to REDACTED
in the enclosed, addressed
envelope, keep a copy for your records and return a copy to me.

this

With every best wish,
Respectfully and sincerely,

REDACTED

I approve of this letter and the documents referenced herein which I have reviewed..

Dated; August2J., 2010

~~ ; { t;: , i.LL._ "'- ,._[\

Father

alter Fernando

·
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REDACTED

August 24) 2010
Reverend Monsignor James Anthony McDaid
Congregation for Clergy
Piazza Pio XII, 3
00120 Vatican City
Re: Prot. N. 20091414
Reverend Walter Fernando
Dear Monsignor McDaid:
This letter is to advise the Congregation for the Clergy tliat a settlement has been
achieved in the above- referenced case between Father Walter Fernando and the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
Father Walter Fernando has been allowed to re~e as an incardinated priest of the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles and has voluntarily renounced his right in law to exercise
minimal public ministry, doing so for the good of all involved.

REDACTED

will be forwarding to you the requisite documentation when

completed.
Respectfully and sincerely yours,

REDACTED
1-<I::.UACII::.U

for Father Walter Fernando

cc: REDACTED
. ___·___Office_of_Canonical.Senrices_
Archdiocese of Los angeles
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His Eminence Claudio Cardinal Hurmnes, OFM
Prefect, Congregation for Clergy
PiazzaPio Xll, 3
00120 Vatican City.
Re: Prot. N. 20091414
Reverend Walter Fernando.
Your Eminence:

I write to you regarding the above entitled matter pending in your congregation. On
further review we are in the process of reaching an amicable resolution of this case. I will
apprise you of the outcome of our efforts in a timely manner.
Thank you for your efforts on our behalf

Msgr. Anthony McDaid.
Re:
Dear Msgr. McDaid:
This is to inform you that I have notified Cardinal Hummes that we are in the process of
reaching an. amicable resolution in the above entitled case.
Thank you for your guidance in this in this unfortunate matter.
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REDACTED
Archdiocese of Los Angeles

3424

Los Angeles

Wilshire
Boulevard

California
90010-2202

15 July 2010

REDACTED

REDACTED

Dear
Following up on our telephone conversation before I left town last week, I am sending you two
draft statements which hopefully will allow us to reach an amicable resolution of the status of
Father Walter Fernando.
'

'

The first is entitled "Text of Letter ofVeri.fication." It is the kind of document that is sent to
ordinaries of other dioceses regarding the current status of an incardinated priest of Los Angeles.
Please note that the letter reports Father Fernando's voluntary renunciation of the right he has in
law to exercise minimal public priestly ministry without a due process finding of guilt, and that
he does so for the sake of the good all others concerned.
As REDACTED is obligated to inform other ordinaries of Father's status where he is expected to
travel, our idea is to send this letter of verification to (1) his diocese of origin in Sri Lanka and
(2) to any other diocese that inquires or to which he intends to travel.
The second document presents the proposed text of an announcement that would be placed in the
parish bulletin of the two parishes where announcements had been made before. It is our thought
that placing the statement in the bulletin would be better than making the announcement orally.
After you have reviewed these, please give me a call to discuss the matter more fully. Thank you
for your efforts to bring this matter to a conclusion.
·
Sincerely in Christ,

REDACTED

Copies:

REDACTED
Rev. Msgr. Michael W. Meyers, Vicar for Clergy

Encs

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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Text of Letter ofVerification

ADLA
[address]

CARDINAL ROGER MICHAEL MAHONY
Archbishop of Los Angeles
We verify that Reverend Walter Fernando, ordained on 25 January 1973 and
incardinated on 24 February 1986, is a retired priest of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
He does not enjoy presbyteral faculties of the Archdiocese. In view of the public
good, the sensitivity of interested parties, and the publicity attendant to an allegation of
past misconduct, he has voluntarily renounced his right to exercise public ministry.
Given at Los Angeles this _ _ _ day of _ _ _ in the year of Our Lord 2010.

For the Cardinal Archbishop

SEAL

REDACTED

Ecclesiastical Notary
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Announcement to be Placed in Parish Bulletin
of
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Pasadena)

fu January and February 2004 announcements were made in tbis parish regarding
an allegation of misconduct against Father Walter Fernando.
After the completion of a canonical process and consideration of the matter by the
Archdiocesan Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, Father Fernando has accepted full
retirement and will no longer perform priestly ministry.

Announcement to be Placed in Parish Bulletin
of
St. Hilary (Pico Rivera}
In January 2004 an announcement was made in tbis parish regarding an allegation
of misconducfagainst Father Walter Fernando.
After the completion of a canonical process and consideration of the matter by the
Archdiocesan Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, Father Fernando has accepted full
retirement and will no longer perform pri~stly ministry.
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REDACTED

IX 000086

RCALA 002715

REDACTED
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ADLA
[address]
CARDJNAL ROGER MICHAEL MAHONY
Archbishop ofLos Angeles

.

We verify that Reverend Walter Fernando, ordained on 25 January 1973 and
rnfi~~

incardinated on 24 February 1986, is ~priest of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
He does not enjoy presbyteral faculties of the Archdiocese. In view of the public
good, the sensitivity of interested parties, and the publicity attendant to an allegation of
past misconduct, he has voluntarily renounced his right to exercise public ministry.
Given at Los Angeles this _ _ _ day of _ _ _ in the year of Our Lord 2010.

For the Cardinal Archbishop

SEAL

REDACTED

Ecclesiastical Notary
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Case ofWalter Fernando
I

Cardinal's decree 5 June 2009
@offer 30 June 2009
1. Fernando may not exercise any
1. Fernando be permitted to retire
priestly public ministry. He does
with his promise to exercise no
not have AD faculties; he may not ·public ministry in Los Angeles
~
celebrate Mass publicly; he may
'
not
preach
I
2. His permanent removal is to be 2. Any announcement of
2. His permanent remov~l be
permanent removal would
announced at all parishe~ where he notified to all concerned parties,
including diocese of origin in Sri
publicly indicate a fmding of guilt
was assigned or served '
(in effect, defame him)
Lanka
!
3. Addressed in #2 above
3. Should anyone inquire, simply
3. The settlement proposed by
!be rejected because
it
say because of the publicity of the
I
allegation, he has voluntarily
would require AD to ab'llicate its
agreed not to exercise public
responsibility to notify qther
ministry
dioceses
I
4. Addressed in #2 above
4. No formal announcement be
4. The Church in Sri Laili be
made to anyone; no further
specifically notified re
permanent removal
i
decrees or canonical action
5. Addressed in #2 above.
5. Not specifica~ly addressed
5. Complainant be no~ed of
~~ final decision
!I
"
~
I'
CMOB recommendations
1. Fernando be removed! from
ministry permanently

Ws

0

!
i

Note: Cardinal signed his
concurrence with all 5 p~ints
I
above 6 May 2009
I

i
t

'.

Note: No notifications have been
made as yet, pendfug resolution of
F' s recourse to Rome

Note: The key argument here is
that permanent removal entails
finding Fernando guilty

.

Observations, issues
_________ !position here is why
CMOB insisted on point #3

!argument is fallacious.
Another reason for permanent
"removal" can be the public
good's need for a priest to be
reasonably above suspicion
The facts of the case (not all of
which were presented to Clergy)
show clearly that Fernando is not
above reasonable suspicion
Justice demands that all interested
parties, incl. the claimant; be
notified of the final decision
Note: Since the victim was not
both a canonical as well as a civil
minor, this case technically falls
outside the application of the
Essential Norms.
Note: The CDF has correctly ruled
that no reserved delict is at issue.
Prescription has time-barred
action on whatever violation of
celibacy occurred.

'

.

I

In view of all the abo~e and of Clergy's insistence that perpetual penalties cannot be applied in the case, the proposed "testimonial
letter" for Fernando emphasizes his voluntary renunciation of the right he has in law to exercise minimal public priestly ministry
without a due process !finding of guilt and for the sake of the good of all· others concerned. The text of the letter states the substance of
what would be said in] announcements to be made in accordance with CMOB' s recommendations.
I
i
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Observations on the Fernando Case
5 June 2009
Once it was determined that a canonical delict did not occur because the claimant was
over age 16, the case essentially became a matter of assessing the credibility of the ·
claimant and the accused respectively.
As outlined in the decree of 5 June 2009, the investigation surfaced information that
tended to strengthen the claimant's credibility.
Not presented in the same decree are the results of the investigation which tended to
undermine the credibility of the accused:
·
1. Fernando denied the truth of the accusations against him, stating that he had
"absolutely obeyed his vow of celibacy.'' However, his tape recorded
admission to the claimant that he had crossed sexual boundaries (fondling and
kissing her breasts) and that he had confessed the matter in sacramental
confession implies that one or more sins against the sixth commandment of
the Decalogue did occur.
..

-- .. .

'

·~

..

. .. ,......

·~

2. The principal purpose ofFemando's canonical interview was to try to resolve
the apparent contradiction just noted. Before the formal interview ended,
Fernando stated that there would have been no reason for the claimant or any
other person in the United States to know the Sri Lankan familiar name that
his own family used for him. Yet the claimant did know this· term and used it
vvith Fernando, as learned by the canonlcal auditor from the claimant.
3. Fernando's canonical advocate also listened to the tap~ recorded conversation,
so he knows whether damaging statements were made. He refused to let his
client answer questions regarding his relationship with any women, thereby
bringing the formal interview to an end.
4; The fact that the advocate presented a form of plea bargain on Fernando's
behalf, offering that his client would retire without archdiocesan faculties so
long as no public statement was made as to why he did not have faculties,
indicates that he had no reasonable hope of dispelling the accusation.

-~--···

5. The advocate also effectively tried to deflect the direction of the interview by
mainta~g that the fact of.any sacramental confession Fe!J1ando may have
content of
matters of the
internal forum and could not be used against him. Tl:iis argument ignores the
fact that Fernando himself made the matters public by stating them to another
person (the claimant), which conversation has been heard by a ininimum of
three other. people (the canonical auditor, the advocate, and an unknown
number of members of the LAPD).

-- ---inade-and theiaiUfeofany

sucliacoruesSion'were-

IX 000090
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6. In the taped conversation with the claimant, Fernando stated that he thought
she was 19 and not a minor. This now seems to be a self-serving statement,
and can no longer be accepted at face value as representing his true mind. Ih
fact, the claimant started working :n the parish rectory while a 16-year-old
student in her junior year at the local Catholic high school. The rectory is
where Fernando met and got to know her. It is unlikely that in the time he
· lmew her (which began allegedly while he was a visitor at the parish, the year
before he was assigned there), the question of her age would not have arisen.
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Archdiocese of Los Angeles
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board

CONFIDENTIAL-Personnel tv'1atter

Apri127, 2009

TO:
FROM:

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop ofLos Angeles

REDACTED
qergy Misconduct Oversight Board
Fath~r

Walter Fer.q_ando (CMOB #027) .
.
.
The Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board (Board) has concluded its review of the
allegations against Father Walter Fernando. This report is submitted to both summarize the· case
and communicate the Board's :findings and recommendations to you.
·

SUBJECT:

Father Walter Fernando was bomin Sri.Lanka on April24, 1944, and ordained in Sri
Lanka in 1973. He moved to Los Angeles and'was assigned to St. Hilary's Parish in'Pico Rivera
on March 1, 1981. The Complainant was a high school semor who worked at St. Hilary's
) and
rectory after school. At that time, she was 17 years old (she turned 18 onRED~CTED
Fernando was 36 years old. Fernando served at St Hilary's until his routine transfer to St John
Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills on November 30, 1981. Fernando was incardinated in Los
. Angeles on February 24, 1986.
In April2002, the Complainant told Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) detectives
that Fernando had sexually molested her when they worked together at St. ·Hilary's and for about
·--- --· - a year-after Fetnando tfansferrea:tocSt:·J'obn-Baptist:--She-alleged-that-she-was+7-years-old-when-~----~--~
their sexual relationship began. As part of their investigation, the detectives had the
Complain~t make a telephone call to Fernando. Without Fernando's knowledge, but with the
Complainant's _consent, the detectives recorded the conversation. After that, the detectives went
to Fernando's rectory, but he was gone on vacation. In June 2002, Fernando was at a sern.inar
with the Vicar for Clergy (VC).. He told the VC that the police came to his rectory looking for
him. He said that about 20 years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a woman when he
took her to the movies and put his arm around her.

IX 000092
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Father Walter Fernando (CMOB #027)
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In August 2002, the Los Angeles Times published an article naming Fernando as the
subject of a police :investigation. Ultimately the criminal case was closed due to a court case
(Stogner) that :invalidated a lengthened statute of limitations for this type of case. ~ ·Feb:ruazy
2003, the VC attempted to interview Fernando, but he declined to answer any questions
regard:ing the Complainant on advice of counsel. In Maich and again in May of20.03, Fernando
. sent letters to the VC denying the allegations and claiming to have obeyed his vow of celibacy.
In January 2004, the Los Angelc:s Times published another article detailing the case agirinst
Fernando and reporting that he was still in ministry. That same month a statement was read at St
Hillary's weekend masses telling parishioners that F emando had been named :in a lawsuit
accusing him of sexual abuse while assigned to that' parish. Anyone with inforination regard:ing
the matter was asked to contact the VC, but no contacts were made.
On January 24, 2004, the Complainant was interviewed by Archdiocesan Canonical
AuditorREDACTED a retired F. B. I. agent. Complainant stated that when she was a senior :in
high school she worked in the rectory after school on most weekdays. Because she was working
after school, she usually wore her Catholic high school uniform while at the rectory. While she
was 17, Fernando took her to a movie. Toward the end of the movie he put his hand on her
breast and began to rub it. Then he gave her a kiss on the lips. Another time while she was still ·
:in high school they were together in a parked car when he laid his head on her lap, pulled her
headtowards 1rim and gave her a long'ldss putting his tongue in her mouth. On another occasion
. while she was in high school, he took her to a park where he· kissed her and placed his hand
:inside her blouse and bra to rub the skin of her breast. Another time at the same park while she
was :in high school she was with him in a parked car in, the evening. He unzipped his pants,
exhibited his erect penis and tried to force her to orally copulate him. When she refused, he took
her hand, placed it around his p.enis and, with his hand clasped over hers, masturbated until he
ejaculated. She described several more incidents of sexual activity that occurred after she turned
18 while Fernando was still assigned to St Hillary's. During one of those incidents, Fernando
·digitally penetrating her va.gil+a
·
.~

..

She recalled that Fernando wa.S transferred to St. J obn Baptist parish in about December
1981. When he left St. Hillary's, she had turned 18. After his transfer, he drove to her house,
picked her up and drove her back to his new parish. He took her to a private. sitting room in the
rectory from which there was a door leacling to his bedroom. They rema:ined :in the sitting room
awhile while she played her flute. He brought her to the rectory a second time and this time they
went into his bedroom. He bad her disrobe, kissed her breast, sucked her nipples and lay on top
of her on the bed. He did not undress, but she could feel his erection. She asked bini why he did
---- ---not undres8andh£rep1ied be ·didn't wa:nrb:erto·oecomepregnant; She-estimated ·she wentto-the . -- - - ----·····
parish in Granada Hills about ten times and that similar sexual activity occurred between them
each time. When asked who could corroborate her story, she stated that her mother, brother and
sister all knew that she was go:ing out with Fernando.

In her :interview, the Complainant provided a detailed description of the rectory at St.
John Baptist as well as Fernando's living quarters there. REDACTEDubsequently inspected the.
premises and found the Complainant's description to be completely accurate. In order to account
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for any alterations that may have been made over the years, REDACTED interviewed the priest who
was the pastor there at that time. :His description of the. premises also matclJ.ed the
Complainant's. Later, responding through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando denied that the
Complainant was ever in his quarters at St. John Baptist de la Salle. Again communicating
through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando claimed that he could not have driven Complainant as
she described because he did not have a driver license when he arrived in the United States. He
claims not to have obtained his license until the summer of 1981, but no documentation of that
·
date has been obtained.
The Board had reviewed the case in 2002 and in 2003 recommending both times that
additional information be obtained quickly. In February 2004, the month after the Complainant
was interviewed, the Board considered the case again. The Board determined that the allegations
were sufficiently credible to recommend that Fernando be placed on administrative leave while
the investigation continued. The Cardinal concurred with that recommendation and Fernando
was temporarily removed from public ministry.
. the sub sequent mvestigatwn,
.
. . REDACTED attempted to obtam
. a copy ofth e tape d
D unng
telephone conversation between the Complainant and Fernando. Though he was unable to obtain
a copy, the LAPD investigators allowed REDACTED to listen to the tape. A March 21, 2007,
Archdiocesan status report on this case states, ·~police record phone conversation between
Complainant and F emando in which Fernando appears to admit that seh.llal activity took place
between him and Complainant when Complainant was 17 years old." The report goes on to say
that, "Fernando said that he remembered kissing the victim but didn't remember showing her his
penis;
stated that he thought the victim was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her and
recalled rubbing her breast and kissing her breasts; he told her that he confessed his sins in this
matter and asked her for her forgiveness; he stated he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to
keep this between them. The investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that
something of a sexual nature had transpired between Fernando and the victim." Clearly
F emando' s admissions in the taped conversation are in direct conflict with his March 7 and May
8, 2003, letters in which he denied "havip.g had any sexual activity with (Complainant)."

he

In November 2004, the case was sent to Rome. The case was returned with a finding
that, as the complainant was 17 at the time, she was not a minor under the l917 Code of Canon
Law. (The Church subsequently changed the age of majority from 16 to 18.) Consequently,
Rome determined that the case is not under its jurisdiction and assigned responsibility for any
further action to the Archdiocese. This complaint resulted in a civil suit and was eventually
settled as part of the global settlement. The amount received by the Complainant was within the
...... _.__ · · · --·· -----~-me.d.ian. s.ettlement .amo:unt.for_that.group._of. _c_ases_~~------·· . ._ _ -·-· ·- . .-. . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ... __________ . .--------.. --------------·-------·--------------~--Once the civil suit was settled, the case was reviewed to determine if it was ready for
disposition. It was decided that efforts should be made to contact the Complainant's mother,
sister and/or brother in an effort to corroborate the number of"dates" she allegedly had with
Fernando and to determine if any of them had any additional information.to support or refute
these allegations. The Complainant's sister was subsequently interviewed telephonically. She
was about 13 years old when Fernando was first assigned to St. Hilary's. She and her older sister
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(Complainant) shared a bedroom. They lived with their parents and two brothers who wete 18
and 19 years old. Between work, school and friends, the brothers were usually gone and rarely
interacted with their two younger sisters. She believes they had no idea what was happening
with the Complainant at the time. The parents thought the relationship between the Complainant
and Fe:r:il.aD.do was fine-they trusted him and to this day they refuse to discuss it.
She and her sister shared confidences including the Complainant's account of the
numerous sexual encounters she had wiih Fernando. They would talk about those activities in
very specific terms. For example, one time Complainant returned home very upset after going to
. the movies wiih Fernando. Complainant told her sister that Fernando had ldssed her at the
theater. On anoiher occasion Complainant told her that F ema:p.do took her for a ride and told her
to touch his penis after which she needed to clean herself with a tissue. On another occasion,
Complainant told her that she had disrobed in front of Fernando and while she was disrobed he
put his Roman collar on her. (The Complainant described just such an incident in her interview.)
The sister estimated that Fernando came to their house to pick up Complainant six to twelve
times during that period.
·
On March 23, 2009, Fernando was to be interviewed by REDACTED After asldng a few
background questions, ~E~~~~~ began to ask a question regarding Fernando's prior relationships. · ·
R~~~:::_r.:.~- was immediately interrupted by Fernando's Canonical Advocate who instructed Fernando
not to, " ... answer any question that has to do with any relationship or any person of any kind."
At that point, the interview was concluded. The Board understands from Fr. 'REDACTED ·,who
has been assigned to provide us with Canonical advice, that under Canon Law the instruction
from. Fernando's Canonical Advocate is imputed to Fernando and is sufficient to constitute a
decision by Fernando not to answer any questions without Fernando having to ptll'sonally
respond that he understood and agreed to follow his Advocate's admonition and advice. We
therefore conclude that Fernando declined this opportunity to make whatever response he may·
deem appropriate. In that regard, we recognize that Fernando is not expected to admit or deny
anything arid that he is entirely within his rights to remain silent. ~onsequently, we draw no
inference whatsoever from his ·decision.
Following this interview, Fernando's Advocate proposed the following disposition for
·
this case:
1. Father Fernando will retire at 65 years of age (4-24-09) and will voluntarily agree to
refrain from any priestly public ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
-2~-.-Should-any-letterofinquiry-be-received-,from-another-Bishop;-the-parties-would-------

<

collaborate on the wording of any response from REDACTED of Los _A..ngeles. The
letter would not say that Fernando has been found unfit for ministry, but clearly
communicate that Fernando has
offered and the Archdiocese has agreed that he will
.
not exercise ministry in this diocese. Any Bishop making an inquiry should be given
the facts and the decision left up to him regarding any granting of faoulties. The
Advocate niade it clear that the facts in the response should be stated without a
conclusion that Fernando had been found unfit for ministry.
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3. The original precept placfug Fernando on leave·would be revoked.
The Archdiocesan representatives informed Fernando's Advocate that, based upon their
experience with the Board, we would most likely recommend to the Cardinal that Fernando
should not be entitled to exercise public ministry anjwhere. However, they agreed to inform the
Board and ultimately the Cardinal of the proposal.
By Charter, the Board is responsible for ensuring that all allegations of sexual misconduct
by a priest or deacon are investigated thoro-q.ghly. Consequently, the Board's first duty is to
determine if all reasonable :investigative avenue$ have been pursued and exhausted. We have
considered that aspect of this case and find that this matter has been investigated adequately. As
we noted several years ago, the Complainant's mother, brothers and sister should have been
interviewed to determine what, if anything, they might know about this case. Eventually, the
sister was interviewed and she largely corroborated the allegations. In view of the information
the sister provided about her brothers and her parents' refusal to discuss the matter, it appears
that efforts to interview additional family members would serve no constructive purpose. We
were also concerned that the taped telephone conversation was not pursued through the protocol
established for obtaining evidence from the Los Angeles Police Department. However, we are
confident in relying on the Canonical investigator's report of that taped conversation.
With the adequacy ofthe :investigation established, it now becomes the Board's
responsibility to recommend an appropriate disposition. In cases s1,1ch as this it is important to be
mindful of the standards nnder which the Board must weigh the evidence presented to it First is
the Archdiocesan Policy on Sexual Abuse by Clergy which defines sexual abuse of a minor as an
act(s) of sexual molestation, sexual exploitation or other behavior by which an adult uses a minor
as an object of sexual gratification. Second is the standard of justice which requires that a
sustained allegation must be supported by credible evJ.dence leading a reasonable person to
conclude that the alleged a,cts occurred, that the accused cleric committed those acts and that the
acts constitute sexual abuse of a minor.
We have discussed this matter extensively, ever mindful of our responsibility to the
people involved as well as to the Church itself; The Board's diversity including members witli.
experience as mental health care professionals, law enforcement, the judiciary, abuse victims and
their parents, religious and clergy all helped tc;> ensure that evezy aspect of this case was fully
explored. We are rrrindful of our duty as Catholics and members of this Board to review the
facts of this case objectively and make a recommendation of conscienoe based upon.the evidence
-----------· ··----that~has-been~gathered.. Withthoseresponsibilitiesjn_mind,_we_hav:e.come_to_the_unanimous ----------~-------·
decision that the facts in this case clearly meet the burden of proof required to support the
conclusion that Father Walter Fernando engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. Con.Sequently,
we nnanimously niake the following recommendations:
'-

.

Recommendation No.1:

We recommend that Fr. Fernando be removed from ministry
perinanently.
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Recommendation No. 2:

We recommend that Fr. Fernando's permanent removal from
ministry be announced at all Archdiocesan parishes in which he
bas been assigned or maintained a priestly relationship.

Recommendation No. 3:

We recommend that the settlement proposal put forth by Fr.
Fernando's advocate be rejected. That proposal would require the
Archdiocese to abdicate its moral responsibility to notify another
..diocese that a priest has been removed from ministry.

Recommendatia:m No. 4:

Because we believe that Fr. Fernando retwns to Sri Lanka on
occasion, we recommend that the Church in Sri Lanka be notified
in writing of Fr. Fernando's permanent removal from ministry.

Recommendation No. 5:

We recommend that the Complainant be notified of the
Archbishop's final decision on this matter.

With these findings and recommendations, the Board concludes this case and closes this file.

· Respectfully submitted,

REDACTED

c:

Monsignor Gonzales, Vipar for Clergy
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REDACTED

June. 28, 2009
His Eminence Claudio Cardinal Hummes, OFM
Prefect, Congregation for Clergy
Piazza Pio XII, 3 .
00120 Vatican City
. Re: Your Prot. N. 20091414
Reverend Walter Fernando
Your Eminence:
On June 12, 2009 I received the enclosed Decree, dated June 5, issued by His
Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony. I sent a Petition to Cardinal Mahony to Amend part and
Revoke part of his decree. I enclose a copy of the petition for reconsideration as well.
Although the new decree is not now an issue before your Congregation, it could
become an issl,le depending on the decision the Congregation renders in my abovenumbered Recourse, which decision is due on or about August 20, 2009. I have delayed
and debated whether you should be made aware of this new action taken by Los Angeles.
· Consultation with knowledgeable canonists has prompted me to advise you of the decree.
I do not know what ·opposition to my recotirse has been filed by Los Angeles. Coming
as this new decree does so close to the time that your Congregation is to decide whether
Father Fernando should be re-instated, it seems that the decree is issued to anticipate and
nullifY the effect of a decision on the recourse that would be· favorable to Father Fernando.
The Cardinal's new decree is twofold. It first revokes the February 18, 2004 decree
which had placed Father Fernando on temporary restriction form public ministry pending
. the resolution of the allegation that he had sexually abused a minor in 1981.This temporary
restriction should have been revoked and had, in fact, been revoked by operation oflaw
when the penal process ceased on July 5, 2005, when the Congregation for the Doctrine of
the Faith declared that the allegation did not constitute a canonical delict. (Canon 1722).
------------- --~--~-Father-Femando,-howeveF,-has-continued-to-be~kept-on-leave.-The new decree then immediately imposes a permanent penalty of removal from public
ministry of the priesthood without any seemingly valid canonical reason, process or
authority. It is based on the one same allegation of twenty eight years ago, the only
complaint against Father Fefn:ando in his .entire priestly record. It is this part of the decree
which I ask Cardinal Mahony to revoke.
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His Eminence Claudio Cardinal Hummes, June 28,2009, page two.
.
Father Fernando has now reached the age of 65 and is petitioning for retirement He
wishes only to live out his priesthood in private as a retired priest in good standing without
engaging in any public ministry. During these past four years he has remained private, has
complied with Cardinal Mahony's wishes that he remain "on leave" and has avoided all
publicity~ He is anxious to avoid any and all future publicity for the sake of the church and
the Archdiocese as well for himself and his own good name.
I look forward to the decision your Congregation will render on the recourse for reinstatement presently before it. It will affect what future actions can and should be taken
relating to the new decree if said decree is not revoked.
With every best wish and prayer for you and all who work in your Cqngregation, I
remain,

Respectfully and sincerely yours,
REDACTED

REDACTED

cc: His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop ofLos Angeles

v
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Office of

the Archbishop

3424
Wilshire

Los Angeles
California

(213)637-7288

Boulevard

90010-2.202

4May2009

Prot. N. 20082209
His Eminence
Claudio Cardinal Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for the Clergy
Piazza Pio Xll, 3
00120 Vatican City
EUROPE

Your Eminence:
The measures referenced in my letter to you dated· September 22, 2008, deemed necessary to
respond fully to the hierarchical recourse 'placed against me before your Congregation by
Rev. Walter Fema;o.do, are now complete. These measures included further investigation,
hearing Father Fernando again on the matter, and having the formal recommendation of our
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
Your Eminence will have already gleaned the facts of this case both from the acts which yo11
afready have in ym.u- possession, mid. from the written recoiirse prepared by Father Fernando's
procurator and advocate.
The focal point of the case is the complaifl.t made to the Los Angeles Police Department by
.REDACTED
that Father Fernando sex.uallymolestedherwhile she was still a teenager.
As part of their investigation, the police monitored a telephone call betweenREDACTEDand
Father Fernando.
Father Femando was not present when the police came to the parish rectory looking to interview
him. He opined to my Vicar for Clergy that the reason the police were looking for him was that
twenty years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a woman. The civil criminal process was
______ ---~losed <'!~to the ~:iJ:@.on ofthe ~tatute oflimitaij_9ns. N__g_n_etb,eles_s.,.JLGiYilJ.a.wsJJ.it was filed _________________
against our Archdiocese in 2003 byREDACTED and a settlement was reached in 2007
amounting to a sizable ar,:ount of money. Meanwhile, the matter received extensive coverage in
our local media. FurJlermore, in keeping with our policy to properly inform the faithful in these
cases, announcements were made at two parishes at which ·Father Fernando served.
A canonical investigation ensued, and it was determined that since the complainant was over the
age of 16 at the time of the alleged offense, the matter fell outside the realm of a gravius

Pastor.?.! R.e3ion!-!:

Our Lady of che Ang-els

San Fernando

San Gabri~!

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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delictum. Thus I was informed by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith that 1 did not
need authorization from that Dicastery to evaluate the merits of the case and to act accordingly.
Father Fernando has ~clamantly denied ever having engaged n;_ sexual behavior with REDACTED
. di cations
·
th at something of a sexua1 nature occurred b etween them.
. y et th ere are m
Principally, these indications are:

REDACTED.

a) Father Fernando's statement to our Vicar for Clergy that he suspected that the reason the
police wished to interview him was because be bad "crossed boundaries" with a woman
some twenty years earlier.
b) Our investigator inspected the· location where some of the sexual activity was alleged to
have occurred and found the complainant's description ofFather Fernando's living
quarters to be completely accurate. This would seem to lend some·credibility to
·
.
statements made by REDACTED
c) . Our investigator was permitted to listen to the telephone conversation between REDACTED
REDACTED and Father Fernando taped by the Police Department referenced above. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confum that something of a sexual
n~ture had transpired between Father Fernando and _,REDACTED
d) The statement ofREDACTED
sister of REDACTED to our cpn.ori.ical auditor
(complete statement attached), that she witnessed Father Fernando coming to their home
" between six and twelve times" to take her sister "out on excursions to movies and other
places." Among the matters REDACTED
shared with her sister was that on one occasion
F emando told REDACTED to touch his penis and after she did this she needed to clean herself
off with a Kleenex.

.An ameliorating circumstance is the fact that there is no .record of an accusation of this nature
against Father Fernando other than that brought l;ryREDACTED On the other hand, aggravating
circumstances are these:
·
a) The wide publicity this matter re~eived in our Local Church.
b) The fact tb.atREDACTED though not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at civil law
when the alleged activity occurred.
c) Though: there was no determination of guilt, the fact that REDACTED
lawsuit against our Archdiocese.

······

prevailed in her

-~Nerm+V:-of-the£-ssentialNorms,-the-particular-law-forihe-tJnited-States;-provid:es-that·the-----------·

Diocesan Bishop shall have a review board, precisely for cases such as this, which will function
as a confidential consultative body to assist him in discharging his responsibilities. My review
board, called the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, has advised me not to return Father
·Fernando to active ministry.
The numerous factors that come into play in the resolution of cases such as this render their
resolutioJ;J. very difficult. I have carefully considered every aspect of this case, incb.lding the
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good of all involved, accused and accuser alike, and the good of our Local Church in reaching
my decision. I will use the executive power of governance, within the parameters of the
·
universal law of the church, through an administrative act to limit Father Fernando's exercise of
priestly ministry. This administrative action shall be taken in writing by means of a decree
(Canons 47-58) so that Father Fernando will b'e afforded the opportunity of recourse against it in
accordance with canon law (Canons 1734 ff.).
·
. Enclosed with this letter, please find,
.
. sister of the complainant, _REDACTED
1. The statement of REDACTED
note that the typed statement was reviewed and expanded by REDACTED

;, (Please
_ ~.)

2. Transcript of the canonical interview with Father Walter Fernando.
3. Memo and recommendations from Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
Thanking you for your assistance in this matter, I remain

'sEminence
Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
Enclosures
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MEMORANDUM

To:

Cardinal Roger Mahony

From: .Monsignor Michael Meyers M)J/;
Date: June 30, 2010
RE:

Reverend Walter Fernando

FatlierREDACTEo andREDAC~ED
are have revi~wed the list ~f concerns about
Father Fernando. It tries to reconcile the recommendations of CMOB, your Decree and
· who represents Father Fernando.
·
the request ofREDACTED
· There must obviously be a compromise. We began by trying to develop a letter which
we would use describing his status in the Archdiocese-similar to a letter which we
would send to another diocese for one of our priests to receive faculties.
Recommendation: You should have a meeting with Father REDACTED
and me to review and explain the details highlighted in the attached schema and attempt
to finalize the document to be presented to Father Fernando for his status.
If this is an urgent matter for you after your conversation on the phone with Rome, a
meeting could be scheduled for this Friday. Otherwise we can schedule something after
you return.
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From:

06/30/2010 16:01

#244 P.001/003

MEMORANDUM

To:

Cardinal Roger Mahony

From: Monsignor Michael Meyers IJJJ11.
Date: June 30, 2010
RE: ·

Reverend Walter Fernando

FatherREDACTEoandREDACTED
are have reviewed the list of concerns about
Father Fernando. ··It tries reconcile the recommendations of CMOB, your Decree and.
the request ofREDACTED who represents Father Fernando.

to

There must obviousiy be a compromise. We began by trying to develop a letter which
we would use describing his status in the Archdioces~similar to a letter which we
would send to another diocese for one of our priests to receive faculties.
Ret:ominendation: You should have a meeting with Father REDACTED·, REDACTED
and me to review and explain the details highlighted in the attached schema-and attempt
to finalize the document to be presented to Father Fernando for his status.
If this is an urgent matter for you after your conversation on the phone with Rome, a
meeting could be scheduled for this Friday. Otherwise we can schedule something after
;ymt return.
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Case of Walter Fernando
CMOB recommendations
·1. Fernando be removed from
ministry permanently

I

I
i
·

3. The settlement proposed by 1
!be rejected because it
,
would require AD to abdicate it~
responsibility to notify other
dioceses
4. The Church in Sri Lanka be i
specifically notified re his
permanent removal
5. Complainant be notified of
AB' s final decision

Note: Cardinal signed his
concurrence with al15 points
above 6 May 2009

Cardinal's decree 5 June 2009
1. Fernando may not exercise any
priestly public ministry. He does
not have AD faculties; he may not
celebrate Mass publicly; he may
not preach
2. His permanent removal is to be
notified to all concerned parties,
including diocese of ongin in Sri
Lanka
3. Addressed in #2 above

4. Addressed in #2 above

5. Addressed in #2 above.

Note: No notifications have been
made as yet, pending resolution of
F's recourse to Rome

!offer 30 June 2009
1. Fernando be pennitted to retire
with his promise to exercise no
public ministry in Los Angeles

Observations, issues
~position here is why
CMOB insisted on point #3

2. Any announcement of
permanent removal would
publicly indicate a fmding of guilt
(in effect, defame him)

~~ argument is fallacious.
Another reason for permanent
"removal" can be the public
good's need for a priest to be
reasonably above suspicion
The. facts of the case (not all of
which were presented to Clergy)
show clearly that Fernando is not
above reasonable suspicion

3. Should anyone inquire, simply
say because of the publicity of the
allegation, he has voluntarily
agreed not to exercise public
ministry
4. No formal annoUncement be
made to anyone; no further
decrees or canonical action
5. Not specifically addressed

Note: The key argument here is
that pennanent removal entails
:finding Fernando guilty

Justice demands that all interested
parties, incl. the claimant, be
notified of the fma:l decision
Note: Since the victim was not
both a canonical as well as a civil
minor, this case technically falls
outside the application of the
Essential Norms;
Note: The CDF has correctly ruled
that no reserved delict is at issue.
Prescription has time-barred
action on whatever violation of
. celibacy occurred.
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In view of all the above and of Clergy's insistence that perpetual penalties cannot be applied in the case, the proposed "testimonial
letter" for Fernando emphasizbs his voluntary renunciation of the right he has in law to exercise minimal public priestly ministry

*N

without a due process finding
guilt and for the sake of the good of all others concerned. The text of the letter states the substance of
what would be said in annountements to be made in accordance with CMOB's recommendations.
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06/30/2010 16:02

Fr·Dm:

#244 P.003/003

ADLA
[address]
CARDINAL ROGER MICHAEL MAHONY
Archbishop of Los Angeles
We verify that Reverend Walter F emando, ordained on 25 January 1973 and
re-fi~·f

incardinated on 24 February 1986, is :;.fnest of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
He does not enjoypresbyteral faculties ofthe Archdiocese. In view ofthe public
good, the sensitivity of interested parties, and the publicity attendant to an allegation of
past misconduct, he has voluntarily renounced his right to exercise public ministry.
Given at Los Angeles this _ _ _ day of _ _ _ in the year of Our Lord 2010.

For the Cardinal Archbishop

SEAL

REDACTED

------·-----·········--------------------·-· · ------------·--··· --------------·---

_-;;E;:::cc:;I::;:es:;:ia~si;ti~cru~N::;::o~tary=;:=============== ·----~~--~--
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ADLA
[address]
CARDINAL ROGER MICHAEL MAHONY
Archbishop of Los Angeles

We verify that Reverend Walter Fernando, ordained on 25 January 1973 and
.

R!sHv-e~

incardinated on 24 February 1986, is aAPriest of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
He does not enjoy presbyteral faculties ofthe Archdiocese. In view of the public
good, the sensitivity of interested parties, and the publicity attendant to an allegation of
past misconduct, he has voluntarily renoup.ced his right to exercise public ministry.
Given at Los Angeles this _ _ _ day of _ _ _ in the year of Our Lord 2010.

For the Cardinal Archbishop

SEAL

REDACTED

Associate Vicar for Clergy

Ecclesiastical Notary
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Cas·e of Walter Fernando
CMOB reconnnendatiops
1. Fernando be removed from
ministry permanently '

Cardinal's decree 5 June 2009
1. Fernando tnay not exercise any
priestly public ministry. He does
not have AD faculties; he may not
celebrate Mass publicly; he may
not preach
2. His permanent remnval be
2. His permanent removal is to be
announced at all parishbs where. he notified to all concerned parties,
was assigned or served!
including diocese of or'igin in Sri
Lanka

Ioffer 30 June 2009
1. Fernando be permitted to retire
with his promise to exercise no
public ministry in Los Angeles

Observations, issues
!position here is why
CMOB insisted on point #3

2. Any announcement of
permanent removal would
publicly indicate a finding of guilt
(in effect, defame him)·

argument is fallacious.
Another reason for permanent
"removal" can be the public
good's need for a priest to be
reasonably above suspicion
The facts of the case (11ot all of
which were presented to Clergy)
show clearly that Fernando is not
above reasonable suspicion

I

3. The settlement prop~sed by
I be rejected becahse it
would require AD to abdicate
its
I
responsibility to notify other
djoceses
!
4. The Church in Sri L~a be
specifically notified re his
I
permanentremoval
5. Cgmplainant be noti:fiied of
final decision

3. Addressed in #2 above

5. Addressed in #2 above.

3. Should anyone inquire, simply
say because of the publicity of the
allegation, he has voluntarily
agreed not to exercise public
ministry
4. No formal announcement be
made to anyone; no fi.rrther
·decrees or canonical action
5. Not specifically addressed

Note: No notifications have been
made as yet, pending resolution of
F's recourse to Rome

Note: The key argument here is
that permanent removal entails
finding Fernando guilty

4. Addressed in #2 above

1

!:

I

I

I
Note: Cardinal signed His
concurrence with all 5 ~oints
above 6 May 2009
I
I

I

!

Justice demands that all interested
parties, incl. the claimant; be
notified of the final decision
Note: Since the victim was not
both a canonical as well as a civil
minor, this case technically falls
outside the application of the
Essential Norms.
Note: The CDF has correctly ruled
that no reserved delict is at issue.
Prescription has time-barred ·
action pn whatever violation of
celibacy occurred.

I

In view of ali the abate and of Clergy's insistence that perpetual penalties carmot be applied in the case, the proposed "testimonial
letter" for· Fernando e~phasizes his voluntary renunciation of the right he has. in law to exercise minimal public priestly ministry
without a due process; finding of guilt and for the sake ·of the good of all others concerned. The text ofthe letter states the substance of
what would be said in armouncements to be made in accordance with CMOB's recommendations.
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REDACTED

3424

An:hrlliocese of Los Angeles

Wilshire
Boulevard

Los Angeles
California
90010-22.02.

DECREE
I, REDACTE~ .
_ of Los Angeles, upon receiving information
which had the semblance of trUth, that the Reverend Walter F emando committed the
delict of Canon 1395 §2, directed that a canonical investigation be initiated in accord
with Canon 1il7. Pending the outcome of the investigation, Father F.emando was placed
on administrative leave effective 19 February 2004, in accord< 1ce with Canon 1722.
It was determined that since the complainant, A. P., was over the age of 16 at the time of
the alleged offense, the matter fell outside the realm of a gravius delictum. Thus the
investigation into the possibility that a delict had been committed was closed by a decree
on 27 September 2004.
However, the decree closing the investigation acknowledged that "there is significant
evidence that the woman, a minor at civil law, may well have suffered abuse from Father .
Fernando." For.that reason the decree placing Father Fernando on administrative leave
was not revoked pencling further investigation into his suitability for return to ministry.
Meanwhile, the complaint resulted in civil litigation and was settled as part of a global
settlement.
Once the settlement was reached, it Was determined that attempts be made at further
investigation. Now that the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has issued its final
recommendation to me,I formally revoke the earlier decree of 18 February 2004 which
placed Father Femando on administrative leave.

Furthermore:

I, REDACTED
ofLos·Angeles, do declare that, after a careful
investigation, it has been established with reasonable certitude that the Reverend Walter
. Fernando engaged in a relationship of a sexual nature with A. P. Father Fernando has
adamantly denied ever-having engaged suchbehavior with her. Yet the investigation
yielded indications which, taken cumulatively, argue that something of a sexual nature
occurred between them.

m

Principally, the indications are:

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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1. The testimony of the complainant herself that she and Walter F emando engaged
·
in intimate sexual activity.

2.

Our canonical auditor inspected the location where the sex;ual activity was alleged
to have occurred and found the cornplainant?s description ofFr. Fernando's
quarters to be completely accurate. This lends credibility to the staternepts made
by REDACTED
·
.
.

3. Our canonical auditor was permitted to listen to the telephone conversation
REDACTED
.
·
between
and Father Fernando taped by the police d~partment. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that something of a
sexual nature had transpired between them.

4. The statement of REDACTED sister of~E~~~~~ to our canonical auditor that she
witnessed Father Fernando coming to their home "between six and twelve times"
to take her sister "out on excursions to movies and other places." Among the
matters REDACTED shared with her sister was that on one occasion Fr. Fernando told
REDACTED to touch his penis, and after she did this she needed to clean herself off with
Kleenex.
Aggravating circumstances are:
1. The wide publicity this matter received in our Local Church.

2. The fact that REDACTED though not a minor at canon law, was still. a minor at civil law
when the alleged activity occurred.
3. The fact thatREoAcTED prevailed in the lawsuit against the Archdiocese regardless of
any determination of guilt on the part of Father Fernando.
Reverend Walter Fernando has been made aware of the evidence collected, has enjoyed
the services of an ecclesiastical advocate, and has presented a defense in which he has
argued that his difficulties are not of the nature or severity to render him unfit for return
to ministry. His argument has been taken into account, and his rights have been
protected.

I have carefully considered every-aspect of this case, including the good of all involved,
accused and accuser alike, and the good of our Local Church in reaching my decision to
use the executive power of governance, within the ·parameters of the universal law Of the
.· church, through an administrative act to ·limit Father F emando' s exercise of priestly
- - - - - ._·~miuis_try_a_s_Jonpw_s_:___~___________.:._____________
-----~·------ - - - ' 1. Father Fernando may not exercise any priestly public ministry. This means that
he does not enjoy the faculties ofthis Archdiocese; he may not celebrate Mass
publicly (canon 906); and he may not preach (canon 764).
2. Notice ofhis permanent removal from public ministry shall be given to all
concerned parties, including the Bishop of his Diocese of origin in Sri Lanka.
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This adminis.trative action is taken in writing by means of this decree so that Fr. Fernando
will be afforded the opportunity of recourse against it in accord with the provision of
Canons 1734ff.
Given on the

5th

of June 2009 at the Curia of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

dinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles

ARCHDIOCESAN SEAL

REDACTED
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REDACTED

June 30, 2009
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
555 w:Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2202
Re: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Cardinal Mahony:
I was surprised and sorry to receive your decree of June 5, 2009, coming, as it does,
after Father Fernando and I met with Monsignor Gonzales, REDACTED
and Father
REDACTED at therr
. request to discuss his case. A t that time
. F a:ther F emando expressed his
. intention to petition for retirement since he reached age 65 on Apiil24, 2009. He also
expressed his understanding of the effects of the publicity not only on him but also on you
and the Archdiocese. Unfortunately you are both victims of that publicity which was
purposefully caused by the alleged victim and her civil attorneys.
Understanding the effect ofthe publicity, Father Fernando has always remained
private and obedient to the limitations you placed on him when you placed him on leave
five years ago. For this reason Father Fernando also expressed his willingness to live as he
has been doing, and, to voluntarily not exercise public ministry in the Archdiocese in the
future. I am sure you would trust him on his promise and assurance.
·
To make any announcement to anyone that he has been "permanently removed from
ministry" would be an unnecessary and unjust act publicly indicating that he has been
found guilty of the only allegation ever brought against him when no such fmding has ever
been made. Unfortunately, the payment of ;;t. substantial sum of money by the Archdiocese
to the alleged victim in the absence of any such finding, has already given such an unfair
indication.

If Father Fernando were permitted to retire with his promise to exercise no public
ministry in Los Angeles in his retirement, that promise would achieve the same result as
that which your decree attempts to effect by imposing a permanent penalty. Should anyone,
priest or lay person inquire, the honest and just reply would be that Father Fernando has
retired and, because of the publicity of the allegation brought against him, has voluntarily
agreed not to exercise public ministry in his retirement. It seems that the matter could
effectively be resolved without any formal announcement to anyone wrongfully implying
guilt and punishment and without any need for further decrees or canonical action of any
· ·
kind, as the Code prefers and encourages.
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Roger Cardinal Mahony, June 30,2009, page two
Father Fernando wishes me to reiterate his desire and willingness to live out his
priesthood in private after retirement with no exercise of any public priestly ministry, as he
has been doing the past five years.
I writ~ this letter with a sincere desire to achieve a just conclusion to this unfortunate
case. It is for this reason that I submitted to you my motion for your reconsideration of the
June 5th decree. If I am mistaken about any fact or ignorant of any relevant consideration
I would be most anxious to be so informed.
With continuing best wishes and prayers for your ministry as Archbishop of Los
Puageles,Iremain

Ref.lnectflJllv ~nil >:inc:ere1v vonr!':

REDACTED
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ADLA
[address]

CARDINAL ROGER MICHAEL MAHONY
Archbishop of Los Angeles
We verify that Reverend Walter Fernando, ordained on 25 January 1973 and·
·
·
d on 24 February 1986 , IS
· 5fnest
re:f{recfofth e Archdwcese
· ·
mcardmate
of Los Ange1·es.
He does not enjoypresbyteral faculties ofthe Archdiocese. In view ofthe public
good, the sensitivity of interested parties, and the publicity attendant to an allegation of
past misconduct, he has voluntarily renounced his right to exercise public ministry.
Given at Los Angeles this _ _ _ day of _ _ _ in the year of Our Lord 2010.

For the Cardinal Archbishop

SEAL

REDACTED
Associate Vicar for Clergy

Ecclesiastical Notary
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Case ofWalter Fernando
CMOB recommendation~
1. Fernando be removed from
ministry permanently
I

Cardinal's decree 5 June2009
1. Fernando may not ·exercise any
priestly public ministry. He does
not have AD faculties; he may not
celebrate Mass publicly; he may
I
not
preach
I
2. His permanent removal is to be
2. His permanent removal be
announced at all parishes !where he notified to all concerned parties,
including diocese of origin in Sri
was assigned or served ,
Lanka

I
l

!

offer 30 June 2009
1. Fernando be permitted to retire
with his promise to exercise no
public ministry in Los Angeles.

Observations, issues
! position here is why
CMOB insisted on point #3

2. Any announcement of
permanentremoyalwould
publicly indicate a fmding of guilt
(in effect, defame him)

~ argument is fallacious.
Another reason for permanent
"removal" can be the public
good's need for a priest to be
reasonably above suspicion
The facts of the case (not all of
which were presented to Clergy)
show clearly that Fernando is not
above reasonable suspicion

I

3. The9 settlement propos~d by
~be rejected becausF it
would require AD to abd,cate its
responsibility to notify other
I
dioceses
4. The Church in Sri Lanka be
specifically notified re hi~
I
1
permanent removal
" ~omplainant be notified of
~'s fmal decision
I
0

~

3. Addressed in #2 above

5. Addressed in #2 above.

3. Should anyone inquire, simply
say because ofthe publicity ofthe
allegation, he has voluntarily
agreed not to exercise public
ministry
4. No formal announcement be
made to anyone; no further
decrees or canonical action
5. Not specifically addressed

Note: No notifications have been
made as yet, pending resolution of
F' s recourse to Rome

Note: The key argument here is
that permanent removal entails
finding Fernando guilty

4. Addressed in #2 above

I

t

I

Note: Cardinal signed his[
concurrence with all 5 pofn.ts
l
above 6 May 2009

II

Justice demands that all interested
parties, incl. the claimant, be
notified of the final decision
Note: Since the victim was not
both a canonical as well as a civil
lninor, this case technically falls
outside the application of the
Essential Norms.
Note: The CDF has correctly ruled
that no reserved delict is at issue.
Prescription has time-barred
action on whatever violation of
celibacy occurred.

I

In view of all the abovd aild of Clergy's insistence that perpetual penalties cannot be applied in the case, the proposed "testimonial
letter" for Fernando em~hasizes his voluntary renunciation of the right he has in law to exercise minimal public priestly ministry
without a due process finding
of guilt and for the sake of the good of all others concerned. The text of the letter states the substance of
I
what would be said in alnnouncements to be made in accordance with CMOB 's recommendations.
·

x
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April 27, 2009

TO:

FROM:

CON""FIDENTI.Al-Personnel rv1atter

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles

REDACTED
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board

SUBJECT: . Fath~r Walt~r Femando (CMOB #027)
The Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board (Board) has concluded its review of the
allegations against Father Walter Fernando. This report is submitted to both summarize the· case
and communicate the Board's findings and recommendations to you.
Father Walter Fernando was born in Sri.Lanka on Apri124, 1944, and ordained in Sri
Lanka in 1973 .. He moved to Los Angeles and 'was assigned to St. Hilary's Parish in Pico Rivera
on March 1, 19 81. The Complainant was a high school setrior who worked at St. Hilary's
rectory after school. At that time~ she was 17 years old (she turned 18 on August 7, 1981) and
Fernando was 36 years old. Fernando served at St. Hilary's until his routine transfer to St. John
Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills on November 3 0, 1981. · F emando was incardinated in Los
Angeles on February 24, 1986.
In April 2002, the Complainant told Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) detectives
that F emando had sexually molested her when they worked together at St. Hilary's and for about
---a-year--after-Femando-transf€r.red-to-St.-John-Baptist.,.-She_alleged..that_she_.was_l.7_y.:.e.ars_Qld wb.en.________,___
their sexual relationship began. As part of their investigation, the detectives had the
·
Complainfllt make a telephone call to Fernando. Without Fernando's knowledge, but with the
Complainant's consent, the detectives recorded the conversation. After that, the detectives went
to Fernando's rectory, but he was gone on vacation. In June 2002, Fernando was at a seminar
vvith the Vicar-for Clergy (VC) .. He told the VC.thatthe police came to his rectory looking for
him. He said that about 20 years earlier he had "'crossed boundaries" with a woman when he
_ ~ook her to the movies and put his atm _around her.
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In August 2002, the Los Angeles Times published an article naming Fernando as the
subject of a police investigation. illtimatelythe criminal case was closed due to a court case
· (Stogner) that invalidated a lefl.oothened statute of limitations for this type of case. ~ ·Februazy
2003, the VC attempted to TI;tterview Fernando, but he declined to answer any questions
regarding the Complainant on advice of counsel. In March and again in May of2003, Fernando
. sent letters to the VC denying the allegations and claiming to have obeyed his vow of celibacy.
In.Janua:ry 2004, the Los Angelr:;s Times published another article detailing the case against
Fernando and reporting that he was still in ministry. That same month a statement was read at St
Hillary's weekend masses telling parishioners that Fernando had been named in a lawsuit
accusing him of sexual abuse while assigned to that' parish. Anyone with information regarding
the matter was asked to contact the VC, but no contacts were made.
On January 24, 2004, the Complainant was interviewed by Archdiocesan.Canonical
Auditor REDACTED a retired F. B. I. agent. Complainant stated that when she was a senior in
high school she worked in the rectory after school on most weekdays. Because she was working
after school, she usually wore her Catholic high school uniform while at the rectory. While she
was 17, Fernando tookhertoamovie. Toward the end of the movie he put his hand on her
breast and began to rub it. Then he gave her a kiss on the lips. Another time while she was still
in high school they were together in a parked car when he laid his head on her lap, pulled her·
head towards him and gave her a long kiss putting his tongue in her mouth. On another occasion
while she was in high school, he took her to a park where he· kissed her and placed his hand
inside her blouse and bra to rub the skin of her breast. Another time at the same park while she
was in high school she was with him in a parked car i:rJ. the evening. He unzipped his pants,
exhibited his erect penis and tried to force her to orally copulate him. When she refused, he took
her hand, placed it arounP, his .p.enis. and, with his hand clasped over hers, masturbated until he
ejaculated. She described several more incidents of sexual activity that occurred after she turned
18 while Fernando was still assigned to St Hillary's. During one of those incidents, Fernando
digitally penetrating her vagina.
'
She recalled that Fernando was transferred to St. John Baptist parish in about December
1981. When he left St. Hillary's, she had tumed 18. After his transfer, he drove to her house,
picked he:r up and drove her back to his new parish. He took her to a private sitting room in the
rectory from which there was a door leading to his bedroom. They remained in the sitting room
awhile while she played her flute. He brought her to ·the rectory a second time and this time they
went into his bedroom. He had her disrobe, kissed her breast, s-acked her nipples and lay on top
of her on the bed. He did not undress, but she could feel his erection. She asked bioi why he did
---rrot-urrdress-and-hereplied-he-didn't-wanther-te-becemepregnant.-She_estimated_she_:w:ent to tb.~~-·--'----·---·--
parish :in Granada Hills about ten times and that sinillar sexual activity occurred between them
each time. When asked who could corroborate her story, she stated that her mother, brother and
sister all knew that she was going out with Fernando.
In her interview, the Complainant provided a detailed description of the rectory at St.
Jobn Baptist as well as Fernando's living quarters there. Ruona subsequently inspected the
premises and found the Complainant's description to be completely accurate. In order to account·
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for any alterations that may have been made over the years, REDACTED interviewed the priest who
was the pastor there at that time. His description of the premises also matched the
Complainant's. Later, responding tbrough his Canonical Advocate, Fernando denied that the
Complainant was ever in his quarters at St. John Baptist de la Salle. Again commun,icating
through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando claimed that he could not have driven Complainant as
she described because he did not have a driver license when he arrived in the United States. He ·
claims not to have obtained his license until the summer of 1981, but no documentation of that
date has been obtained.
The Board had reviewed the case in 2002 and in 2003 recommending both times that
additional information be obtained quickly. In February2004, the month after the Complainant
was interviewed, the Board considered the case again. The Board determined thai the allegations
were sufficiently credible to recommend that Fernando be placed on administrative leave while
the investigation continued. The Cardinal concurred with that recommendation and Fernando
was temporarily removed from public ministry.
During the subsequent investigation, REDACTED attempted to obtain a copy of the taped
telephone conversation between the Complainant and Fernando. Though he was unable to obtain
a copy, the LAPD investigators allowed REoAcrEoto listen to the tape. A March 21, 2007,
Archdiocesan status report on this case states, '"police record phone conversation between
Complainant and Fernando in which Ferna:o,do appears to admit that sexual activity took place
between him and Complainant when Complainant was 17 years old." The report goes on to say
that, "Fernando said that he remembered kissing the victim but didn't remember showing her his
penis; he stated that he thought the victim was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her and
recalled rubbing her breast and kissing her breasts; he told her that he confessed hls sins in this
matter and asked her for her forgiveness; he stated he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to
keep this between them. The investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confum that
something of a sexual nature had transpired between Fern,ando and tb,e victim." Clearly .
Fernando's admissions· in the taped conversation are in direct conflict with bis March 7 and May
8, 2003, letters in which he denied "havll,'lg had any sexual activity with (Complainant)."

In November 2004, the case was sent to Rome. The case was returned with a finding
that, as the complainant was 17 at the time, she. was not a minor under the 1917 Code of Canon
Law. (The Church subsequently changed the age of majority from 16 to 18.) Consequently,
Rome determined that the case is not under its jurisdiction and assigned responsibility for any
further action to the Archdiocese. This complaint resulted in a civil suit and was eventually ·.
settled as part of the global settlement. The amount received by the Complainant was within the
.. median ~e!!!~l:J:l:~n.:t ~()~~_!()~-~~~~?.~P-···of cases.
--··..
·-········-·········---···--~--~--~-~--'--------·~-~-~-----------·---'---··----·

---~~-----------------------~-~-~---

Once the civil suit was settled, the case was reviewed to determine if it was ready for
disposition. It was decided that efforts should be made to contact the Complainant's mother,
sister and/or brother in an effort to corroborate the number of"dates" she allegedly had with
Fernando and to determine if any of them had any additional information to support or refute
these allegations. The Complainant's sister was subsequently interviewed telephonically. She
was about 13 years old when Fem?fidO was first assigned to St. Hilary's. She and her older sister
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(Complainant) shared a bedroom. They lived with their patents and two brothers who were 18
and 19 years old. Between work, school and friends, the brothers were usually gone and rarely
interacted with their two younger sisters. She believes they had no idea what was happening
with the Complainant at the time. The parents thought the relationship between the Complainant
and Fernando was fine-they trusted him and to this day they refuse to discuss it._
She and her sister shared confidences including the Complainant's account of the
numerous sexual encounters she had with Fernando. They would talk about those activities in
very specific terms. For example, one time Complainant returned home very upset after going to
. the movies with Fernando. Complainant told her sister that Fernando had kissed her at the
theater. On another occasion Complainant told her that Fernando took her for a ride and told her
to touch his penis after which she needed to clean herself with a tissue. On another occasion,
Complainant told her that she had disrobed in front of Fernando and while she was disrobed he
put his Roman collar on her. (The Complainant described just such an incident in her interview.)
The sister estimated that Fernando came to their house to pick up Complainant six to twelve
times during that period.
·
·
On March 23, 2009. Fernando was to be interviewed by REDACTED After asking afew
REDACTED b
k
.
ding Fern.ando ' s pnor
. re1ations
. hips.
.
L egan to as a questwn regar
bac1cground questions,
Ruona was immediately interrupted by Fernando's Canonical Advocate who iristructed Fernando
not to, " ... answer any question that has to do with any relationShip or any person of any kind."
At that point, the interview was con()luded. The Board understands from Fr. REDACTED . who
has been assigned to provide us with Canonical advice, that under Canon Law the iri.struction
from Fernando's Canonical Advocate is imputed to Fernando and is sufficient to constitute a
decision by F emando not to answer any questions without Fernando haYing to personally
respond that he understood and agreed to follow his Advocate's admonition and advice. We
·therefore conclude that Fernando declined this ·opportunity to make whatever response he may
deem appropriate. In that regard, we recognize that Fernando is not expected to admit or deny·
anything and that he is entirely within his rights to remain silent. Consequently, we draw no
inference whatsoever from his· decision.
Following this interview, Fernando's Advocate proposed the following disposition for
this case:
1. Father Fernando will retire at 65 years of age (4-24-09) and will voluntarily agree to
refrain from any priestly public ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
---~---

· · ·-------- --- 2-:- .-Should-anylett®F--o;["-inquiry-be-recei:v:edfrom-another-Bishop,_the_parties woJJl_Q,_________
collaborate on the wording of any response from the Ordinary of Los Angeles. The
letter would not say that Fernando has been found unfit for ministry, but clearly
com.municate that Fernando has offered and the Archdiocese has agreed that he will
not exercise ministry in this diocese. Any Bishop making an inquiry should be given
the facts and the decision left up to him regarding any granting of faculties. The
Advocate made it clear that the facts in the response should be stated without a
conclusion that Fernando had been found unfit for ministry.
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3. The original precept placing Femando on leave would be revoked.
The Archdiocesan representatives informed Femando' s Advocate that, based upon their
experience with the Board, we would most likely recommend to the Cardinal that Fernando
should not be entitled to exercise public ministry anywhere. However, they agreed to inform the
Board and ultimately the Cardinal of the proposal.
By Charter, the Board is responsible for ensuring that all allegations of sexual misconduct
by a priest or deacon are investigated thoruq.gbly. Consequently, the Board's first duty is to
determine if all reasonable investigative avenues have been pursued and exhausted. We have
considered that aspect of this case and find that this matter has been investigated adequately. As
we noted several years ago, the Complainant's mother, brothers and. sister should have been
interviewed to determine what, if anything, they might lmow about this case. Eventually, the
sister was interviewed and she largely corroborated the allegations. In view of the information
the sister provided about her brothers and her parents' refusal to discuss the matter, it appears
that efforts to interview additional family members woUld serve no constructive purpose. We
were also concerned that the taped telephone conversation was not pursued through the protocol
established for obtaining evidence from the Los Angeles Police Department. However, we are
cori.fi.dent in relying on the Canonical investigator's report of that taped conversation.
With the adequacy of the investigation established, it now becomes the Board's
responsibility to recommend an appropriate disposition. In cases s1,1ch as this it is important to be
·mindful of the standards under which the Board must weigh the evidence presented to it. First is
the Archdiocesan Policy on Sexual Abuse by Clergy which defines sexual abuse of a minor as an
act(s) of sexual molestation, sexual exploitation or other behavior by which an adult uses a minor
as an object of sexual gratification. Second is the standard of justice vvhlch-requires that a
sustained allegation must be supported by credible evidence leading a reasonable person to
conclude that the alleged acts occurred, that the accused cleric committed those acts and that the
acts co'nstitute sexual abuse of a minor.
We have discussed this matter extensively, ever mindful of our responsibility to the
people involved as well as to the Church itself. The Board's diversity including members with
experience as mental health care professionals, law enforcement, the judiCiary, abuse victims and
their parents, religious and clergy all helped to ensure that every aspect of tbis case was fully
explored. We are mindful of our duty as Catholics and members of this Board to review the
facts of this case objectively and make a recommendation of conscience based upon the evidence
---····--that_has~b_e~n_g!;'l;t;he;r~.d, With_th.Q~~-J~~pQnsjJ:>ili1ies in rr:ri;g.Q, we have come to the unanimous
decision that the facts in this case clearly meet the burden of proof required to support the
conclusion that Father Walter Fernando engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. Consequently,
we un~ou~ly make the following recommendations:

Recnmmen.dation No. 1:

We recommend that Fr. Fernando be removed from ministry
permanently.
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Recommendation No.2:

We recorn_rnend that Fr. Fernando's permanent removal from
ministry be announced at all Archdiocesan parishes in which he
has been assigned or maintained a priestly relationship.

Recommendation No.3:

We recommend that the settlement proposal put forth by Fr.
Fernando's advocate be rejected. That proposal would require the
Archdiocese to abdicate its moral responsibility to notify another
~iocese that a priest has been removed from ministry.

Recommendation No. 4:

)3ecause we believe that Fr. Fernando returns to Sri Lanka on
occasion, we recommend that the Church in Sri Lanka be notified
in writing of Fr. Fernando's permanent removal from ministry.

Recommendation No. 5:

We recommend that the Complainant be notified of the
Archbishop's final decision on this matter.

With these findings and recommendations, the Board concludes this case and closes this file.

Respectfully submitted,

REDACTED

c:

. Monsignor G.onzales, Vicar for Clergy
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April 27, 2009

TO:

FROM:

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop ofLo~ Angeles

REDACTED

-

Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
SUBJECT: . Fath~r Walter Femando (CMOB #027)
·The Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board (Board) has concluded its review of the
allegations against Father Walter Fernando. This report is submitted to both summarize the· case
. and communicate the Board's findings and recoJ;llillendations to you.
Father Walter Fen:tando was born in SrLLanka on April24, 1944, and ordained in Sri
Lanka in 1973. He moved to Los Angeles and'was assigned to St. Hilary's Parish in Pico Rivera
on March 1, 1981. The Complainant was a high schooi senior vvho worked at St. Hilary's
rectory after school. At that time, she was 17 years old (she turned 18 on August 7, 1981) and
Fernando was 36 years old. Fernando served at St. Hilaiy's lintil his routine transfer to St. John
Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills on November 30, 1981. Fernando was incardinated: in Los
Angeles on February 24, 1986.
.

In April 2002, the Complainant told Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) detectives
that Fernando had sexually molested her when they worked together at St. Hilary's and for about
-·-a-year-after-Fernando-transferred-to-SLJohn-Baptist.-She-allegedlhaLshe_was_l]_Y-e.ar_s_ol.d_:w:hen ~--·~-----·
their sexrial relationship began. As part of their investigation, the detectives had the
Complainant make a telephone call to Fernando. Without Fernando's knowledge, but vvitb. the
Complainant's consent, the detectives recorded the conversation. After that, the detectives went
to Fernando's rectory, but he was gone on vacation. In June 2002, Fernando was at a seminar
vvith the Vicar for Clergy (VC).. He told the VC .that the police came to his rectory looking for
him. He said that about 20 years earlier he had "'crossed bmmdaries" With a woman when he
took her to the movies and put his arm around her.
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In August 2002, the Los Angeles Times .published an aiticle naming Fernando as the
subject of a police investigation. illtimately the criminal case was closed due to a court case
(Stogner) that invalidated a lengthened statute of limitations for this type of case. ~·FebruarY
2003, the VC attempted to interview Fernando, but he declined to answer any questions
regarding the Complainant on advice of counsel. In March and again ill May of2003, Fernando
sent letters to the VC denying the allegations and claiming to have obeyed his vow of celibacy.
In January 2004, the Los Angel0s Times published another article detailing the case agamst
Fernando and reporting that he was still in ministry. That same month a statement was. read at St ·
Hillary's weekend masses telling parishioners that Fernando had been named in a lawsuit
accusing him of sexual abuse while assigned to that' parish. Anyone with information regarding
the matter was asked to contact the VC, but no contacts were made.
On January 24, 2004, the. Complainant was interviewed by Archdiocesan Canonical
Audito1REDACTED _a retired F. B. I. agent. Complainant stated that when she was a senior in
high school she worked in the rectory after school on most weekdays. Because she was working
after school, she usually wore her Catholic high school uniform while at the rectory. While she
was 17, Fernando took her to a movie. Toward the end of the movie he put his hand on her
breast and began to rub it. Then he gave her a kiss on the lips. Another time while she was still
in high school they were together :iJ1 a parked car when he laid his head on her lap, pulled her
head towards him and gave her a long 1dss putting his tongue in her mouth. On another occasion
vvbile she was in high school, he took her to a park where he· kissed her and placed his hand
inside her blouse and bra to rub the skin ofher breast. Another time at the same park while she
was :in high school she was with him in a parked car in the evening. He unzipped his pants,
exhibited his erect penis and tried to force her to orally copulate him. When she refused, he took
her hand, p1ac~d it around his p.enis and, with his .hand clasped over hers, masturbated until he
ejaculated. She described. several more incidents of sex:ual activity that occurred after she turned
18 while F emando was still assigried to St Hillary's. During one of those incidents, Fernando
digitally penetrating her v3.ooina.
'
She recalled that Fernando was tr~ferred to St. John Baptist parish in about December
1981. When he left St. Hillary's, she had turned 18. After his transfer, he drove to her house,
picked her up and drove her back to his new parish. He took her to a private sitting room in the
rectory from which there was a door leading to his bedroom. They remained in the sitting room
awhile while she played her flute. He brought her to the rectory a second time and this time they
went into his bedroom. He had her disrobe, kissed her breast, sucked her nipples and lay on top
of her on the bed. He did not undress, but she could feel his erection. She asked him why he did
··--not-undress-and-he repliedhe-didn~t want-her to ·b~come pregnant.-.She-estimated_she~went to the ___ -·--~-. ··-··-parish in Granada Hills about ten times and that similar sexual activity occurred between them
each time. When asked who could corroborate her story, she stated that her mother, brother and
sister all knew that she was going out with Fernando.

In her interview, the Complainant provided a detailed description of the rectory at St.
John Baptist as well as Fernando'.s living quarters there. REDACTED subsequently inspected the
premises and found the Complainant's description to be completely accurate. In order to account
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that may have b een rnade over the years, REDACTED•mterv1ewe
·
d the pnest
· wh o
fior any a1terations
was the pastor ¢ere at that time. His description of the premises also matched the
Complainant's. Later, responding through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando denied that the
Complainant was ever in his quarters at St. John Baptist de la Salle. Agam comrn:~cati:n:g
through bis Canonical Advocate, Fernando claimed that he could not have driven Complainant as
she described because he did not have a driver license when he arrived in the United States. He
claims not to have obtained his license until the summer of 1981, but no documentation of that
date has been obtained.
The Board had reviewed the case in 2002 and in 2003 recommending both times that
additional information be obtained quickly. In February 2004, the month after the Complainant
was interviewed, the Board considered the case again. The Board determined that the allegations
were sufficiently credible to recommend that Fernando be placed on administrative leave while
the investigation continued. The Cardinal concurred with that recommendation and Fernando
was temporarily removed from public ministry.
During the subsequent investigation,REDAcrEoL attempted to obtain a ~opy ofthe taped
telephone conversation between the Complainant and Fernando. Though he was unable to obtain
a copy, the LAPD investigators allowedREoAcTEDto listen to the tape. A March 21, 2007,
Archdiocesan status report on this case states, "police record phone conversation between
Complainant and Fernando in which Fernando appears to admit that sexual activity took place
between him and Complainant when Complainant was 17 years old." The report" goes on to say
that, "Fernando said that he remembered kissing the victim but didn't remember showing her his
penis; he stated that he thought the victim was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her and
recalled rubbing her breast and kissing her breasts; he told her that he confessed his sins in this
matter and asked her for her forgiveness; he stated he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to
keep this between them. The investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that
.
something of a sexual nature had transpired'between Fer.uando and the victim." Clearly
F emando 's admissions in the taped conversation are :in direct conflict with his March 7 and May
8,2003, letters in which he denied "ha~ had any sexual·activity with (Complainant)."

·

In November 2004, the case was sent to Rome. The case was returned with a finding
that, as the complainant was 17 at the time, she. was not a minor under the 1917 Code of Canon
Law. (The Church subsequently changed the age of majority from 16 to 18.) Consequently,
Rome determined that the case is not under its jurisdiction and assigned responsibility for any
further action to the Archdiocese. 1bis complaint resulted in a civil suit and was eventually
settled as part of the global settlement. The amount received by the Complainant was within the
median settlement amount for that group of cases.

•·•--~.~~----·•····-.----·-·'--··~·-·~~•-·····--···-··-~---···----···'·-··•·········-··--·~---·-•·"•""""-""""'--·•·"•·"•"""•""'"

...

··--.-'----·••~ • .____._ __c. _

_._,,_,,_;--•

Once the civil suit was settled, the case was reviewed to determine if it was ready for
disposition. It was decided that efforts should be made to contact the Complainant's mother,
sister and/or brother in an effort to corroborate the number of "dates" she allegedly had with
Femando and to determine if any of them had any additional information .to support or refute
these allegations. The Complainant's sister was subsequently interviewed telephonically. She
was about 13 years old when Fernando was first assigned to St. Hilary's. She and her older ~ister
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(Complainant) shared a bedroom. They lived with their parents and two brothers who wete 18
and 19 years old. Between work, school and friends, the brothers were usually gone and rarely
interacted with their two younger sisters. She believes they had no idea what was happening
with the Complainant at the time. The parents thought the relationship between the Complainant
and Fernando was fine-they trusted him and to this day they refuse to discuss it.
She and her sister shared confidences including the Complamant' s account of the
numerous sexual encounters she had with Fernando. They would talk about those activities in
very specific terms. For example, one time Complainant returned home v~ry upset after going to .
. the movies with Fernando. Complainant told her sister that Fernando had kissed her at the
theater. On another occasion Complainant told her that Fernando took her for a ride and told her
.to touch his penis after which she needed to clean herself with a tissue. On another occasion,
Complainant told her that she had disrobed in front of Fernando and while she was disrobed he
put his Roman collar on her. (The Complainant described just such an incident in her interview.)
The sister estimated that Fern.alldo came to their house to pick up Complainant six to twelve
times during that period.
·
On March 23, 2009, F emando was to be interviewed by REDAcTED. After asking a few
background questions, REDACTE 0 began to ask a question regarding Fern.ando's prior relationships.
REDACTED was immediately interrupted by Fernando's Canonical Advocate who instructed Fernando
not to, ".·.. answer any question that has to do with any relatio:riship or any person of any kind."
At that point, the interview was concluded. The Board understmids from Fr. REDACTED , who
has been assigned to provide us with Canonical advice, that under Canon Law the instruction
from Fernando's Canonical Advocate is imputed to Fernando and is sufficient to constitute a
·decision by Fernando not to answer any questions without Fernando having to personally
respond that he understood and agreed to follow his Advocate's admonition and advice. We
therefore conchide that Fernando declined this opportunity to make whatever resporise he may
deem appropriate. In·that regard, we recognize that Fernando is not expected to admit or deny
anything arid that he is. entirely within his rights to remain silent. Consequently, we draw no
inference whatsoever from his decision.
Following this interview, Ferrtando's Advocate proposed the following disposition for
this case:
1. Father Fernando will retire at 65 years of age (4-24-09) and will voluntarily agree to
refrain from any priestly public ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
~--~.------ . ~--·2 ..ShouldanyJetter.ofinquiry_bereceiY.ed.from.ano:therJ3isho.p,the-,-p_a:r:ti~s~w~o=ul=d~-----

collaborate on the wording of any response from the Ordinary of Los _t\ngeles. The
letter would not say that Fernando has been found unfit for ministry, but clearly
commUnicate that Fernando has offered and the Archdiocese has agreed that he will ·
not exercise ministry in this diocese. Any Bishop making an inquiry should be given
the facts and the decision left up to him regarding any granting of faculties. The
Advocate made it clear that the facts in the response should be stated without a
conclusion that Fernando had been found unfit for ministry.
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3. The original precept placing Fernando on leave would be revoked.
The Archdiocesan representatives informed Fernando's Advocate that, based upon their
experience with the Board, we would most likely recommend to the Cardinal that Fernando
should not be entitled to exercise public ministry anywhere. However~ they agreed to inform the
Board and ultimately the Cardinal of the proposal.
By Charter, the Board is responsible for ensuring that all allegations of sexual misconduct ·
by a priest or deacon are investigated thorot!.ghly. Consequently, the Board's first duty is to
determine if all reasonable investigative avenues have been pursued and exhausted. We have
considered that aspect of this case and find that this matter has been investigated adequately. As
we noted several years ago, the Complainant's mother, brothers and sister should have been
interviewed to determine what, if anythjng, they might know about this case. :Eventually, the
sister was interviewed and she largely corroborated the allegations. In view of the information
the sister provided about her brothers and her parents' refusal to discuss the matter, it appears
that efforts to interview additional family membeis would serve no constructive purpose. We
were also concerned that the taped telephone conversation was not pursued through the protocol
established for obtaining evidence from the Los Angeles Police Department. However, we are
confident in relying on the Canorrical investigator's report of that taped conversation.
With the adequacy of the investigation established, it now becomes the Board's
responsibility to recommend an appropriate disposition. Jn cases Sl,lCh as this it is important to be
111i:Udful of the standards under which the Board must weigh the evidence presented to it. First is
the Archdiocesan Policy on Sexual Abuse by Clergy which defines sexual abuse of a minor as an
act(s) of sexual molestation, sexual exploitation or other behavior by which an adult uses a minor
as
object of sexual g:i:atification. Second is the standard of justice which requires that a
sustained allegation must be supported by credible evidence leading a reasonable person to
conclude that the alleged acts occurred, that the accused cleric co:rrimitted those acts and that the
·acts constitute sexual abuse of a minor.

an

We have discussed this matter extensively, ever mindful of our responsibility to the
people involved as well as to the Church itself. The Board's diversity including members with
experience as mental health care professionals, law enforcement, the judiciary, abuse victims and
their parents, religious and clergy all helped t<;> ensure that every aspect of this case was fully
explored. We are minci:fu.I. of our duty as Catholics and members of this Board to review the
facts of this case objectively and make a recommendation of conscience based upon the evidence
that--has-been-gathered.-With-those-responsibilities in mind,_we_haye_c_ome to tb.,e"-un=a=n=im=ou,s"----______:__
decision that the facts in this case clearly meet the burden of proof required to support the
conclusion that Father Walter Fernando engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. Consequently,
we unanimou~ly make the following recommendations:

Recommendation No.1:

We recommend that Fr. Fernando be removed from ministry
permanently.
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Recommendation No.2:

We recommend that Fr. Fernando's permanentremoval from
ministry be announced at all Archdiocesan parishes in which he
ha.S been assigned or maintained a priestly relationship .

.Recommendation No. 3:

We recommend that the settlement proposal put forth by Fr.
Fernando's advocate be rejected. That proposal would require the
Archdiocese to abdicate its moral responsibility to notify another
.. diocese that a priest has been removed from ministry.

Recommendation No. 4:

Because we believe that Fr. Fernando returns to Sri Lanka on
occasion, we recommend that the Church in Sri Lanka be notified
in writing of Fr. Fernando's permanent removal from ministry.

Recommendation No.5:

We recommend that the Complainant be notified of the
Archbishop's ftnal decision on this matter.

With these findings and recommendations, the Boa:rd concludes this case and closes this file.

R~spect:fully submitted,

REDACTED

c:

Monsignor Gonzales, Vicar for Clergy
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June 30, 2009
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
555 W. Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2202
Re: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Cardinal Mahony:
I was surprised and sorry to receive your decree of June 5, 2009, coming, as it does,
and Father
after Father Fernando and I met with Monsignor Gonzales, REDAC~ED
REDACTEDLt their request to discuss his case. At that time Father Fernando expressed his
. intention to petition for retirement since he reached age 65 on April24; 2009.-He also - ...
expressed his understanding of the effects of the publicity not only on him but also on you
and the Archdiocese. Unfortunately you are both victims of that publicity which was
·purposefully caused by the alleged victim and her civil attorneys.
Understanding the effect of the publicity, Father Fernando·has always remained
private and obedient to the limitations you placed on him when you placed him on leave
five years ago. For this reason Father Fernando also expressed his willingness to live as he
has been doing, and, to voluntarily not exercise public ministry in the Archdiocese in the
future. I am sure you would trust him on his promise and assurance.
To make any announcement to anyone that he has been "permanently removed from
ti:rinistry'' would be an unnecessary and unjust act publicly indicating that he has been
found guilty of the only allegation ever brought against him when no such ftnding has ever
been made. Unfortunately, the payment of a substantial sum of money by the Archdiocese
to the alleged victim in the absence of any such finding, has already given such an unfair
indication.

If Father Fernando were permitted to retire with his promise to exercise no public
mini~
--- - in Los Angeles in his retirement, that promise would achieve the same result as
that which your.decree attempts to effect by imposing a permanent penalty. Should anyone,
.priest or lay person inquire, the honest and just reply would be that Father Fernando has
retired and, because of the publicity of the allegation brought against him, has voluntarily
agreed not to exercise public ministry in his retirement. It seems that the matter could
effectively be resolved without any formal announcement to anyone wrongfully implying
guilt and punishment and without any need for further decrees or canonical action of any
kind, as the Code prefers and encourages.
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Father Fernando wishes me to reiterate his desire and willingness to liv~ out his
priesthood in private after retirement with no exercise of any public priestly ministry, as he
has been doing the past five years.
I write this letter with a sincere desire to achieve a just conclusion to this unfortunate
case. It is for this reason that I submitted to you my motion for your reconsideration of the
June 5th decree. If I am mistaken about any fact or ignorant of any relevant consideration
I would be most anxious to be so informed.
With continuing best wishes and prayers for your ministry as Archbishop of Los
I remain

RED~CTED

R~<:!nPr.tf'nlhr ~nrl

<!-inrPrPhr vn11r<:!

REDACTED
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Observations on the Fernando Case
5 June 2009

Once it was determined that a canonical delict did not occur because the claimant was
. o.ver age 16; the case essentially became a matter of assessing the credibility of the .
claimant and the accused respectively.
As outlined in the decree of 5 June 2009, the investigation surfaced information that
tended to strengthen the claimant's credibility.
Not presented in the same decree are the results of the investigation which tended to.
undemrine the credibility of the accused:
1. Fernando denied the truth of the accusations against him, stating that be had
"absolutely obeyed his vow of celibacy." However, his tape recorded
admission to the claimant that he had crossed sexual boundaries (fondling and
kissing her breasts) and that he had confessed the matter in sacramental
confession implies that one or more sins against the sixth commandment of
the Decalogue did occur.
2. The principal purpose ofFernando's canonical interview was to try to resolve
the apparent contradiction just noted. Before the formal interView ended,
Fernando stated that there would have been no reason for the claimant or any
other person in the United States to know the Sri Lankan familiar name that
his own family used for him. Yet the claimant did know this term and used it
:with Fernando, as learned by the canonical auditor from the claimant.
3. Fernando's canonical advocate also listened to the tap~ recorded conversation,
so he knows whether damaging statements were made. He refused to let his
client answer questions regarding his relationship with any women, thereby
bringing the formal interview to an end.
4. The fact that the advocate presented a form of plea bargain on Fernando's
behalf, offering that his client would retire without archdiocesan faculties so
long as no public statement was made as to why he did not have faculties,
indicates that he had no reasonable hope of dispelling the accusation.
5. The advocate also effectively tried to deflect the direction of the interview by
...._____:___maint.aining_tha.t1h~_fa.G..LQf_auy_s..acramental c_o..nfession Fernando may: h=a,..,v'""'e'--------·
made and the nature of any content of such confession were matters of the
internal forum and could not be used against him. This ~gument ignores the
'fact that Fernando himself made the matters public by stating them to another
person (the claimant), which conversation has been heard by a :ininimum of
t:Jrree other people (the canonical auditor, tht;; advocate, and an unknown·
number of members of the LAPD).

a
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6. In the taped conversation with the claimant, Fernando stated that he thought
she was 19 and not a minor. This now seems.to be a self-servmg statement,
and can no longer be .accepted at face value as representing his truemihd. fu
fact, the claimant started working \n the parish rectory while a 16-year-old
student in hyr junior year at the local Catholic high school. The rectory is
'-where Fernando met and got to know her. It is unlikely that in the time he
knew her (which began allegedly while he was a visitor at the parish, the year
before he was assigned there), the question ofher age would not have arisen.
REDACTED
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OFRce of
the Archbishop

Archdiocese of los Angeles

3424
Wilshire
Boulevard

[213) 637-7288

Los Angeles
Callfornia

90010-2207_

DECREE
I, Cardinal Roger M. Mahony, Archbishop of Los Angeles, upon receiving information
which had fue semblance of truth, that the Reverend Walter Fernando conmritted the
delict of Canon 1395 §2, directed that a canonical investigation be irritiated in accord
with Canon 1717. Pending the outcome of the investigation, Father F_ernando was placed
on administrative le.ave effective 19 February 2004, in accord< 1ce with Canon 1722.
It was determined that since the complainant,REDACTED was over fue age of 16 at the time of
the alleged offense, the matter fell outside the realm of agravius delictum. Thus the
investigatiojl into the possibility that a delict had been committed was closed by a decree
on 27 September 2004.
However, the decree closing the i:i:J.vestigation acknowledged that ''the;re is significant
evidence that the woman, a minor at civil law, may well have suffered abuse from Father
Fernando." For .that reason the decree placing Father Fernando on administrative leave
was not revoked pending further investigation into his suitability for return to ministry.
Meanwhile, the complaint resulted in civil litigation and was settled as part of a global
settlement
Once the settlement was reached, it was detennined that attempts be made at further
investigation. Now that the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has issued its final
recommendation to me, I formally revoke the earlier decree of 18 February 2004 which
placed Father Fernando on administrative leave.

Furthermore:
I, Cardinal RogerM. Mahony, Archbishop ofLos·Angeles, do declare that, after a.care:ful
investigation, it has been established with reasonable certitude that the Reverend Walter
Fernando engaged in a relationship of a sexual nature with REDACTED Father Fernando has
adamantly denied ever having engaged in such behavior with her. Yet the investigation
yielded indications which, taken cumulatively, argue that something of a sexual nature
occurred between them.
Principally, the indications are:

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angeis
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1. The testimony of the complainant herself that she and Walter Fernando engaged
in intimate sexual activity.
2. Our canonical auditor inspected the location where the sexual activity was alleged
to have occurred and found the complainant's description ofFr. Fernando's
quarters to be completely accurate. This lends credibility to the statemep.ts m:;tde
by REDACTED
3. Our canom~hJsl auditor was permitted to listen to the telephone conversation
petween ___ ... and Father Fernando taped by the police dypartment. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that somethillg of a
sexual nature had transpired between them. .

4. The statement of REDACTED, sister otEDACTED' to our canonical auditor that she
witnessed Father Fernando coming to their home "between six and twelve tinies"
to take her sister "out on excursions to movies and other places." Among the
mattersREDACTEo. shared with her sister was that on one occasion Fr. Fernando told
REDACTED to touch his penis, and after she did this she needed to clean herself off with
Kleenex.
Aggravating circumstances are:

1. The wide publicity.this matter received in our Local Church.
2. The fact that REDACTED' though not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at civil law
-when the alleged activity occurred.
3. The fact thatEoAcTEo prevailed in the ·lawsuit against the AI~hdiocese regardless of
any determination of guilt on the part of Father Fernando.
Reverend Walter Fernando has been made aware of the evidence collected, has enjoyed
the services of an ecclesiastical advocate, and has presented a defense in whic4 he has
argued that his difficUlties are not of the nature or severity to render him unfit for return
to ministry. His argument has been taken into account, and his rights ·have been
protected.
I have carefully considered every aspect of this case, including the good of all involved,
accused and accuser alike, and the good of our Local Church in reaching my decision to
use the executive power of governance, within tb.e'parameters of the universal law of the
church, through an administrative act to limit Father Fernando's exercise of priestly
______ministqcas.follo:ws: _ _ __

1. Father Fernando may not exercise any priestly public ministry. This means that
he does not enjoy the faculties of this Archdiocese; he may not celebrate Mass
publicly (canon 906); and he may not preach (canon 764).
2. Notice of his permanent removal from public ministry shall be given to all
concerned parties, including the Bishop of his Diocese of origin in Sri Lanka.
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This administrative action is talcen in writing by means of this decree so that Fr. Fernando
will'be afforded the opportunity of recourse against it in accord with the provision of
Canons 1734ff.
Given on the 5th of June 2009 at the Curia of the Archdiocese ofLos Angeles.

. dinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles

ARCHDIOCESAN SEAL

REDACTED

· - - - -..- - - - - - -
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Observations on the Fernando Case
5 June 2009
Once it was determined that a canonical delict did not occur because the claimant was
. over age 16, the case essentially became a matter of assessing the credibility of the ·
claimant and the accused respectively.
As outlined in the decree of 5 June 2009, the investigation surfaced information that
tended to strengthen the claimant's credibility.
Not presented in the same decree are the results of the investigation which tended to
undermine the credibility of the accused:
1. Fernando denied the truth of the accusations against him, stating that he had
"absolutely obeyed his vow of celibacy." However, his tape recorded
admission to the claimant that he had crossed sexual boundaries (fondling and
kissing her breasts) and that he had confessed the matter in sacramental
confession implies that one or more sins against the sixth commandment of
the Decalogue did occur.
2. The principal purpose ofFemando's canonical interview was to try to resolve
the apparent contradiction just noted. Before the formal interview ended,
Fernando stated that there would have been no reason for the claimant or any
other person in the United States to lmow the Sri Lankan familiar name that
his own family used for him. Yet the claimant did know this term and used it
·with Fernando, as learned by the canonical auditor from the claimant.
3. Fernando's canonical advocate also listened to the tap~ recorded conversation,
so he knows whether damaging statements were made. He refused to let his
client answer questions regarding his relationship with any women, thereby
·
bringing the formal interview to an end.
4. The fact that the advocate presented a form of plea bargain on Fernando's
behalf; offering that his client would retire without archdiocesan faculties so
long as no public statement was made as to why he did not have faculties,
indicates that he had no reasonable hope of dispelling the accusation.

5:

The advocate also effectively tried to deflect the direction of the interview by
that :the fact of any sacramental confession Fernando may_h_a_v-_e_ _ _ __
made and the nature of any content of such a confession were matters of the.
internal forum and could not be used against him. This argument ignores the·
fact that Fernando himself made the matters public by stating them to another
person (the claimant), which conversation has been heard by a :ininimum of
three other people (the canonical auditor, the advocate, and an unknown
number of members ofthe LAPD).

--~maintaining
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6. In the taped conversation with the claimant, Fernando stated that he thought·
she was 19 and not a minor. This now seems to be a self-serving statement,
and can no longer be accepted at face value as representing his true mind. In
fact, the claimant started working in the parish rectory while a 16-year-old
student in her junior year at the local Catholic high school. The rectory is
where F emando met and got to know her. It is unlikely that in the time he
knew her (which began allegedly while he was a visitor at the parish, the year
before he was assigned there), the question of her age would not have arisen.

REDACTED

--·~---~----·
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Prot. N. 20082209
His E:rn.illence
Claudio Cardinal Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for the Clergy
Piazza Pio Xll, 3
00120 Vatican City
EUROPE
-

Your Eminence:
The measures referenced in my letter to you dated September 22, 2008, deemed necessary to
respond fully to the hierarchical recourse placed against me before your Congregation by
Rev. Walter Fernando, are now complete. These measures included further investigation,
hearing Father Fernando again on the matter, and having the formal recommendation of our
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
Your Eminence will have already gleaned the facts of this case both from the acts which you
already have in your possession, and from the written recourse prepared by Father Fernando's
procurator and advocate.
The focal point of the case is the complaiilt made to the Los Angeles Police Department by
that Father Fernando sexually molested her while she was still a teenager.
As part of their investigation, the police monitored a telephone call between REDACTED and
Father Fernando.

REDACTED

Father Femando was not present when the police came to the parish rectory loo1cing to interview
him. He opined to my Vicar for Clergy that the reason the police were looking for lrirn was that
·twenty years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a woman. The civil criminal pl'Ocess was
closed due to the expiration of the statute oflimitations. Nonetheless, a civil lawsuit was filed
- . against our Arcndiocese in 2003 by ;REDACTED and a settlement was reached in 2007
amotintjng to a sizable ati".ount of money. Meanwhile, the matter received extensive coverage in
our local media. Furthem1ore, in keeping with our policy to properly inform the faithful in these
cases, announcements were made at two parishes at which Father Fernando served.
A canonical investigation ensued, and it was determined that since the complainant was over the
age of 16 at the time of the alleged offense, the matter fell outside the realm of a gravius
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delictum. Thus I was informed by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith that I did not
need authorization from that Dicastery to evaluate the merits of the case and to act accordingly.
.

.

Father Fernando has adamantly denied ever haVing engaged in sexual behavior with REDACTED
REDACTED y
. dications
.
that sometWJ.lg
t.;_
et th ere are m
of a sexual nature occurre d between them.
Principally, these indications are:
a) Father Fernando's statement to our Vicar for Clergy that he suspected that the reason the
police wished to interview him was because he had "crossed qoundmes" with a woman
some twenty years earlier.
b) Our investigator inspected the location where some of the sexual activity was alleged to
have occurred and found the complainant's description ofFather Fernando's living
quarters to be completely accurate. This would seem to lend some credibility to
statements made by REDACTED
c) Our investigator was permitted to listen to ·the telephone conversation between REDACTED
REDACTED and Father Fernando taped by the Police Department referenced above. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that something of a sexual
nature had transpired between Father Fernando and .REDAC?TED
d) The st<:J.tement ojREDACTED
Sister of REDACTED
to our canorrlcal auditor
(complete statemerit attached), that she witnessed Father Fernando coming to their home
" between six and twelve times" to take her sister "out on excursions to movies and other
places." Among the matters REDACTED
shared with her sister was that on one occasion
Fernando told REDACTED to touch his penis and after she did this she needed to clean herself
off with a Kleenex.
An ameliorating circumstance is the fact that there is no record of an accusation of tbis nature
against Father Fernando other than that brought l;>yREDACTED On the other hand, aggravating
·
·
circumstances are these:
a) The wide publicity this matter re~eived in our Local Church.
b) The fact thatREDACTEDthough_not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at civil law
when the alleged activity occurred.
·
c) Though there was no determination of guilt, the fact that REDACTED
lawsuit against our Archdiocese.

prevailed in her

···· ···---Norm-l-V-:-of-the-EssentialNonns,-the-parti<mlar-1aw-fer-the-l:Jnited-States,prevides-tb.at-the--Diocesan Bishop shall have a review board, precisely for cases such as this, which will function
as a confidential consultative body to assist him in discharging his responsibilities. My review
board, called the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, has advised me not to return Father
Femando to active ministry.
·
The numerous factors that come into play in the resolution of cases such as this render their
resolution very difficult. I have carefully considered every aspect of this case, including the
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good of all involved, accused and accuser alike, and the good of our Local Church in reaching
my decision. I will use the executive power of governance, within the parameters of the
. universal law ofthe church, through an administrative act to limit Father Fernando's exercise of
priestly ministry. This administrative action shall be. taken in writing by means of a decree
(Canons 47-58) so that Father Fernando will be afforded the opportunity of recourse against it in
accordance with canon law (Canons 1734 ff.) .
. Enclosed with tbis letter, please find,
1. The statement orREDACTED
, sister of the complainant, REDACTED (Please
note that the typed statement was reviewed and expanded byREDACTED
2. Transcript of the canonical interview with Father Walter Fernando.
3. Memo and recommendations from Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
Thanking you for your assistance in this matter, I remain

's Eminence
Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
Enclosures
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DECREE
I, Cardinal Roger M. Mahony, Archbishop of Los Angeles, upon ~eceiving information
which had the semblance of truth, that the Reverend Walter F emando committed the
delict of Canon 13 95 §2, directed that a canonical investigation be initiated in accord
with Canon 1717. Pending the outcome of the investigation, Father F~mando was placed
on administrative leave effective 19 February 2004, in accord< 1ce with Canon 1722.

It was determined that since the complainant,REoAcTEo, was over the age of 16 at the time of
the alleged offense, the matter fell outside the realm of a gravius .delictum. Thus the
investigatiop. into the. possibility that a delict had been committed was closed by a decree
on 27 September 2004.
However, the decree closing the investigation aclmowledged that "the~e is significant
evidence that the woman, a minor at civil law, may well have suffered abuse from Father
Fernando." For that reason the decree placing Father Fernando on administrative leave
was not revoked pending further investigation into his suitability for return to ministry.
Meanwhile, the complaint resulted in civil litigation and was settled as part of a global
settlement.
Once the settlement was reached, it was detemiined that attempts be made at further
investigation. Now that the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has issued its final
recommendation to me, I formally revoke the earlier decree of 18 February 2004 which
placed Father Fernando on administrative leave.

Furthermore:
I, Cardinal Roger M. Mahony, Archbishop of Los ·Angeles, do declare that, after a careful ·
investigation, it has been established with reasonable certitude that the Reverend Walter
Fernando engaged in a relationship of a sexual nature withREoAcTEoFather Fernando has
----a~damantly O:enied ever liaving engagecfin suclioeliavior wifuner. TefUie investigafi-=:ono::---------yielded indications which, taken cumulatively, argue that something of a sexual nature
·
occurred between them.
Principally, the indications are:
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1. The testimony of the complainant herself that she and Walter F emando engaged
in intimate sexual activity.

2. Our canonical auditor inspected the location where the sexual activity was alleged
to have occurred and found the complainant's description ofFr. Fernando's
quarters to be completely accurate. This lends credibility to the statemepts m~de
byHI::.l.lA.CII::U •

3. ·Our canonical auditor was permitted to listen to the telephone conversation
betweenREDACTED and Father Fernando taped by the police department. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that something of a
sexual nature had trari.spired between them.
REDACTED

•

REDACTED

.

•

•

4. The statement of
. Sister of
) to our canomcal auditor that she
witnessed Father Fernando coming to their home "between six and twelve times"
to take her sister "out on excursions to movies and other places." Among the
matters REDACTED shared with her sister was that on one occasion Fr. Fernando told
~~c~E~ to touch his penis, and after she did this she needed to clean herself off with
Kleenex.
Aggravating circumstances are:
1. The wide publicity this matterreceived in our Local Church.

2. The fact that REDAcrEo' though not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at civil law
when the alleged activity occurred.
REDACTED

3. The fact that
prevailed in the lawsuit against the Archdiocese regardless of
any determination of guilt on the part o:fFathl;lr Fernando.
Reverend Walter Fernando has been made aware of the eVidence collected, has enjoyed
the services of an ecclesiastical advocate, and has presented a defense in whic4 he has
argued that his difficulties are not of the nature qr severity to render him unfit for retu;rn
to :mitristry. His argument has been taken into account, and his rights have been
protected.

I have carefully considered eVery aspect of this case, including· the good of all involved,
accused and accuser alike, and the good of our Local Church in reaching my decision to
use the executive power of governance, within the ·parameters of the universal law of the
church, through an administrative act to limit Father Fernando's exercise of priestly
~---.lm.J.l.llinuis:tr:y_as£ollo:ws:
1. Father Fernando may not exercise any priestly public ministry. This means that
he does not enjoy the faculties ofthis Archdiocese; he may not celebrate Mass
publicly (canon 906); and he may not preach (canon 7 64).
2. Notice of his permanent removal from public ministry shall be given to all
concerned parties, including the Bishop of his Diocese of origin in Sri Lanka.
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This administrative action is talo~n in writing by means oftbis decree so that Fr. Fernando
will be afforded the opportunity of recourse against it in accord with the provision of
Canons 1734f£
Given on the 5th. of June 2009 at the Curia of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

dinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles

ARCHDIOCESAN SEAL

REDACTED

-------------------
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June 30, 2009
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
. 555 W. Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2202
Re: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Cardinal Mahony:
I was surprised and sorry to receive your decree ofJune 5. 2009. com.in2:. as it does,
after Father Fernando and I met with Monsignor Gonzales,REDA~TED
and Father
REDACTED at their request to discuss his case. At that time Father Fernando expressed his
. intention .to petition for retirement since he reached age 65 on April 24, 2009. He also
expressed his understanding of the effects of the publicity not only on him but also on you
and the Archdiocese. Unfortunately you are both victims. of that publicity which was
purposefully caused by the alleged victim and her civil attorneys.
Understanding the effect of the publicity, Father Fernando has always remained
private and obedient to the limitations you placed on him when you placed him on leave
five years ago: For this reason Father Fernando also expressed his .willingness to live as he
has been doing, and, to voluntarily not exercise public ministry in the Archdiocese in the
future. I am sure you would trust him on his promise and assurance.
To make any announcementto anyone that he has been "permanently removed from
ministry" would be an unnecessary and unjust act publicly indicating that he has been
found guilty of the only allegation ever brought against him when no such finding has ever
been made. Unfortunately, the payment of :;t substantial sum of money by the Archdiocese
to the alleged victim in the absence of any such finding, has already given such an unfair
indication.
.
If Father Fernando were permitted to retire with his promise to exercise no public
ministry in Los Angeles in his retirement, that J>romise would achieve the same result as .
that which your decree attempts to effect by imposing a permanent penalty. Should anyone,
priest or lay person inquire, the honest and just reply would be that Father Fernando has
retired and., because of the pl.).blicity of the allegation brought against him, has voluntarily
agreed not to exercise public ministry in his retirement. It seems that the matter could
effectively be r~solved without any formal announcement to anyone wrongfully implying
guilt and punishment and without any need for further decrees or canonical action of any
kind, as the Code prefers and encourages.
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Roger Cardinal Mahony, June 30,2009, page two
Father Fern.ando wishes me to reiterate his desire and willingness to live out his
priesthood in private after retirement with no exercise of any public priestly :trJ.inistry, as he
has been doing the past five years.
I write this letter with a sincere desire to achieve a just conclusion to this unfortunate
case. It is for this reason that I submitted to you ;my motion for your reconsideration of the
June 5th decree. If I am mistaken about any fact or ignorant of any relevant consideration
I would be most anxiou11 to be so informed.
With continuing best wishes and prayers for your ministry as Archbishop of Los
Angeles, I remain

Resoectfullv and sincerelv vours.

REDACTED
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Archdiocese of Los Angeles
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board

April 27, 2009

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony.
Archbishop of Los Angeles

TO:

FROM:

CONFIDENTIAL-Personnel };latter

REDACTED

Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
SUBJECT: .

Fai;h~r. Walte.r Fel"').ando

(CMOB #027}

The Clergy Misconduct OVersight Board (Board) has concluded its review ofthe
allegations against Father Walter Fernando. This reportis submitted to both summarize the· case
and communicate the Board's findings and reco:rnmendations to you.
Father Walter Fernando was born in Sri.Lanlca on April24, 1944, and ordained in Sri
Lanka in 1973. He moved to Los Angeles and'was assigned to St. Hilary's Parish in Pico Rivera
on March 1, 1981. The Complaimint was a high school senior who worked at St~ Hilary's
rectory after school. At that time, she was 17 years old (she turned 18 on August 7, 1981) and
Fernando was 36 years old. Fernando served at St. Hilary's until his routine transfer to St. John
Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills on November 30, 1981. Fernando was incardinated in Los
Angeles on February 24, 1986.

In April 2002, the Complainant told Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) detectives.
that Fernando had sexually molested her when they worked together at St. Hilary's and fo:t; about
----·--a-yem·-aft~rFemando-transferred-to-St-;-Jobn-Baptist-;-:-She-alleged-that-she-was-1-7-years-olcLwhen. _ _ __

·their sexual relationship began. As part of their investigation, the detectives had the
Complain!llt make a telephone call to Fernando. Without Fernando's knowledge, but with the
Complainant's .consent, the detectives recorded the conversation. After that, the detectives went
to Fernando's rectory, but he was gone on vacation. In June 2002, Fernando was at a seminar
with the.Vicar for Clergy (VC).: He told the VC.thatthe police carne to his rectory looking for
him. He.said that about 20 years earlier he had "crossed hmmdaries" with a woman when he
took her to the movies and put his arm around her.
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In August 2002, the Los Angeles Times published an article naming Fernando as the
subject of a police investigation~ Ultimately the criminal case was closed due to a court case
(Stogner) that invalidated a lengthened statute of limitations for this type of case. Ip. ·FebruarY
2003, the VC attempted to interview Fernando, but he declined to answer any questions
regarding the Complainant on advice of counsel. In March and again in May of2003, Fernando
sent letters to the VC denying the allegations and claiming to have obeyed his vow of celibacy.
In January 2004, the Los Angeles Times published another article detailing the case agamst
Fernando and reporting that he was still in ministry. That same month a statement was read at St
Hillary's weekend masses telling parishioners that Fernando had been named in a lawsuit
accusing hlm of sexual abuse while assigned to that" parish. Anyone with information regarding
the matter was asked to contact the VC, but no contacts were made.
.
On January 24, 2004, the Complainant was interviewed by Archdiocesan Canonical
Auditor REDACTED a retired F. B. I. agent. Complainant stated that when she was a senior ill
high school she worked in the rectory after school on most weekdays. Because she was working
after school, she usually wore her Catholic high school uniform while at the rectory. While she
was 17, Fernando took her to a movie. Toward the end of the movie he put his hand on her
breast and began to rub it Then he gave her a kiss on the lips. Another time while she was still
in high. school they were together in a parked car when he laid his head on her lap, pulled her
head towards him and gave her a longl<iss putting his tongue in her mouth. On another occasion
while she was in high school, he took her to a park where he· kissed her and placed his hand
inside her blouse and bra to rub the skin of her breast. Another time at the same park while she
was in high school she was with him in a parked car i:Q. the evening. He unzipped his pants,
exhibited his erect penis and tried to force her to orally copulate him. When she refused, he took
her hand, placed it around his penis and, with hi$ hand clasped over hers, masturbated until he
ejaculated. She described several more incidents of sexual activity that occurred after she turned
18 while Fernando was still assigried to St Hillary's. During one of those incidents, Fernando
·
digitally penetrating her vagina.

-~----·

She recalled that Fernando wa.S transferred to St Jobn Baptist parish in about December .
1981. When he left St. Hillary's, she had turned 18. After his transfer, he drove to her house,
picked her up and drove her back to his new parish. He took her to a private sitting room in the
rectory from which there was a door leading to his bedroom. They remained in the sitting room
awhile while she played her flute. He brought her to the rectory a second time and this time they
went into his bedroom. He had her disrobe, kissed her breast, sucked her nipples and lay on top
of her on the bed. He did not undress, but she could feel his erection. She asked bini why he did
not uniliess anCtne repltecthe-&dn'twant-her-to-beeame-pregnant-.-She-estimatecLshe_went_to_Jh~------
parish in Granada Hills about ten times and that similar sexual activity occurred between them
each time. When asked who could corroborate her story, she stated that her mother, brothe;r and
sister all knew that she was going out with Fernando.
In her interview, the Complainant provided a detailed description of the rectory at St.
John Baptist as well as Fernando's living quarters there. REDACTEombsequently inspected the
premises and found the Complainant's description to be completely accurate. In order to account
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~
• that may h ave b een made over fu e years, REDACTED mtemewe
•
•
d fu e pnest
• wh o
10r
any a1terations
was the pastor there at that time. His description of the premises also matched the
Complainant's. Later, responding through bis Canonical Advocate, F emando denied that the
Complainant was ever in bis quarters at St. John Baptist de la Salle. Again communicating
through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando claimed that he could not have driven Complainant as
she described because he did not have a driver license when he arrived in the United Sta,tes. He
claims not to have obtained his license until the summer of 1981, but no documentation of that
date has been obtained.
:

The Board had reviewed the case in 2002 and in 2003 recommending both times that
additional information be obtained quickly. In February 2004, the month after the Complainant
was interviewed, the Board considered the case again. The Board determined that the allegations
were sufficiently credible to recommend that Fernando be placed on administrative leave while
the investigation continued. The Cardinal concurred With· that recommendation and Fernando
was temporarily removed from public mlnistry.
During the subsequent investigation;REDACTED:~.ttempted to obtain a copy of the taped
telephone conversation between the Complainant and Fernando. Though he was unable to obtain
a copy, the LAPD investigators allowed REDACTE 0 to listen to the tape. A March 21, 2007,
Archdiocesan status report on this case states, "police record phone conversation between
Complainant and Fernando in which Fernando appears to a,dmit that sexual activity took place
between him and Complainant when Complainant was 17 years old." The report goes on to say
that, "Fernando said that he remembered kissing the victim but didn't remember showing her his
penis; he stated that he thought the victim was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her and
recalled rubbing her breast and kissing her breasts; he told her that he confessed his sins in this
matter and asked her for her forgiveness; he stated he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to
keep this between them. The investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that
somethin:g of a sexual nature had transpired between Fernando ~d the victim." Clearly
F emando' s admissions in the taped conversation are in direct conflict with his March 7 and May
8, 2003, letters in which he denied "havi?-g had any sexual activity with (Complainant)."

In November 2004, the case was sent to Rome. The case was returned with a finding
that, as the complainant was 17 at the time, she .was not a minor under the 1917 Code of Canon
Law. (The Church subsequently changed the age of majority from 16 to 18.) Consequently,
Rome detennined that the case is not under its jurisdiction and assigned responsibility for any
further action to the Archdiocese. This complaint resulted in a civil suit and was eventually
settled as part of the global settlement. The amount received by the Complainant was within the
median settlement amount for that group of cases.
Once the civil suit was settled, the case was reviewed to determine if it was ready for
disposition. It was decided that efforts should be made to contact the Complainant's mother,
sister and/or brother in an effort to corroborate the number of "dates" she allegedly had with
Fernando and to determine if ahy of them had any additional informa~ion.to support or refute
these allegations. The Complainant's sister was subsequently interviewed telephonically. She
was about 13 years old when Fernando was first assigned to St. Hilary's. She and her older sister
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(Complainant) shared a bedroom. They lived with their parents and two brothers who wete 18
and 19 years old. Between work, school and friends, the brothers were usually gone and rarely
interacted with their two younger sisters. She believes they had no idea what was happening
with the Complainant at the time. The parents thought the relationship between the Complainant
. and Fernando was fine-they trusted him and to t:his day they refuse to discuss it.
She and her sister shared confidences including the Complainant's account of the
numerous sexual encounters she had with Fernando. They would talk about those activities in
very specific terms. For example, one time Complainant returned home very upset after going to
. the movies with Fernando. Complainant told her sister that Fernando had kissed her at the
theater. On another occasion Complainant told her that Fernando took her for a ride and told her ·
to touch his penis after which she needed to clean herself with a tissue. On another occasion,
Complainant told her that she had disrobed in front of Fernando and while she was disrobed he
put his Roman collar on her. (The Complainant described just such an incident in her interview.)
The sister estimated that Fernando came to their house to pick up Complainant six to twelve
times during that period.
'
On March 23,2009, Fernando was to be ln.terviewed byREoAcTED After asking a few
back!!tound questions, REDACTE 0 began to ask a question regarding F ern,ando' s prior relationships.
REDACTEDwas immediately interrupted by Fernando's Canonical Advocate who instructed Fernando
not to, " ... answer any question that has to do with any relationship or any person of any kind."
At that point, the intervi~w was concluded. The Board understands from Fr.REDACTED who
has been assigned to provide us With Canonical advice, that under Canon Law the instruction
from Fernando's Canonical Advocate is imputed to Fernando and is sufficient to constitute a
decision by Fernando not to answer any questions without Fernando having to personally
. respond that he understood and agreed to follow his Advocate's admonition and advice. We
therefore conclude that Fernando declined this opportunity to make whatever respon8e he may
deem appropriate. In that regard, we recognize that Fernando is not expected to admit or deny
anything and that he is entirely within his rights to remain silent. Consequently, we draw no
inference whatsoever from his decision.
Following this interview, Fernando's Advocate proposed the following disposition for
this case:

1. Father Fernando will retire at 65 years of age (4-24-09) and will voluntarily agree to
refrain from any priestly public ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

-·----2.-- Should-any-letter-of..inquicy_be_received_from.ano:ther_Bishqp,Jhe partie.~s~w~o..:::ul=d=----::_ _ _ __
collaborate on the wording of any response from the Ordinary of Los Angeles. The
letter would not say that Fernando has been found unfit for ministry, but clearly
( corpmunicate that F emando has offered and the Archdiocese has agreed that he will
not exercise ministry in this diocese. Any Bishop making an inquiry should be given.
the facts and the decision left up to him regarding any granting of faculties. The
Advocate made it clear that the facts in the response should be stated without a
conclusion that Fernando had been found un£.t for ministry.
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3. The original precept placing Fernando on leave would be revoked.
The Archdiocesan representatives informed Fernando's Advocate that, based upon their
·experience with the Board, we would most likely recommend to the Cardinal that Fernando
should not be entitled to exercise public ministry anywhere. However, they agreed to inform the
Board and ultimately the Cardinal of the proposal.
By Charter, the Board is responsible for ensuring that all allegations of sexual misconduct
by a priest or deacon are investigated thoruq.ghly. Consequently, the Board's first duty is to
determine if all reasonable investigative avenues have been pursued and exhausted. We have
considered that aspect of this case and find that this matter has been investigated adequa~ely. As
we noted several years ago, the Complainant's mother, brothers and sister should have been
interviewed to determine what, if anything, they might know aboutthis case. Eventually, the
sister was interviewed and she largely corroborated the allegations. In view of the information
the sister provided about her brothers and her parents' refusal to discuss the matter, it appears
. that efforts to interview additional family members would serve no constructive purpose. We
were also concerned that the taped telephone conversation was not pursued through the protocol
established for obtaining evidence from the Los Angeles Police Department. However, we are
confident in relying on the Canonical investigator's report of that taped conversation.
With the adequacy of the investigation established, it now becomes the Board's
responsibility to recommend an appropriate disposition. In cases s1,1ch as this it is important to be
mindful of the standards under which the Board must weigh the evidence presented to it. First is
the Archdiocesan Policy on Sexual Abuse by Clergy which defines sexlial abuse of a minor as an
act(s) of sexual molestation, sexual exploitation or other behavior by which an adult uses a minor
as an object of sexual gratification. Second is the standard of justice which requires that a
sustained allegation must be supported by credible evidep.ce le~ding a reasonable person to
conclude that the alleged acts occurred, that the accused cleric committed those acts and that the
acts constitute sexual abuse of a minor.
We have discussed this matter extensively, ever mindful of our responsibility to the
people involved as well as to the Church itself: The Board's diversity including members with
experience as mental health care professionals, law enforcement, the judiciary, abuse victimS and
their parents, religious and clergy all helped tq ensure that every aspect of this case was fully
explored. We are mindful of our duty as Catholics and members of this Board to review the
facts of this case objectively and make a recommendation of conscience based upon the evidence
thathas been_g~;1:b,ered~~Witl!.fuose re§:QOnsib!J.!:!!es in mind, we have come to the unanimous
decision that the facts in this case clearly meet the burden of proof required to· support ffi-=-e- - - conclusion that Father Walter Fernando engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. Consequently,
we unanimously make the following recommendations:
1..,

•

Recommendation No. 1:

•

We recommend that Fr. Fernando be removed from ministry
permanently.
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Recommendation No.2:

· Recommendation No. 3:

Recommendation No. 4:

Personnel Matter

We recommend that Fr. Fernando's permanent removal from
ministry be annoUnced at all Archdiocesan parishes in which he
has been assigned or maintained a priestly relationship.
We recommend that the settlement proposal put forth by Fr.
F emando' s advocate be rejected. That proposal would require the
Archdiocese to abdicate its moral responsibility to notify another
... diocese that a priest has been removed from ministry.
Because we believe that Fr. Fernando returns to Sri Lanka on
occasion, we recommend that the Church in Sri Lanka be notified
in writing of Fr. Fernando's permanent removal from ministry.

Recommendation No.5:

We recommend that the Complainant be notified of the
Archbishop's fmal decision on this matter.
'
With these findings and recommendations, the Board· concludes this case and closes this file.

Respectfully submitted,

REDACTED

c:

Monsignor Gonzales, Vicar for Clergy
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Office of
\he Archbishop
(213) 637-7288

.\r«:hddoce:se of los An genes

342.4
Wilshire
Boulevard

Los Angeles
California
90010-2.2.02

4May2009

Prot.. N. 20082209

His Eminence
Claudio Cardinal Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for the Clergy
Piazza Pio Xll, 3
00120 Vatican City
EUROPE
Your Eminence:
The measures referenced in my letter to you dated September 22, 2008, deemed necessary to
respond fully to the hierarchical recourse placed against me before your Congregation by
Rev. Walter F e:rnapdo, are now complete. Tnese measures included further investigation,
hearing Father Fernando again on the matter, and having the formal recommendation of our
·
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
Your Eminence will have already gleaned the fa~ts ofthis case both from the acts which you
already·have in your possession,· and from the written recourse prepared by Father Fernando's
procurator and advocate.
The focal nou1t ofthe case is the complaint made to the Los Angeles Police Department by

REDACTED
that Father Femando sexually molested her while she was still a teenager.
As part of their investigation,the police monitored a telephone call between REDACTED
and
Father Fernando.
Father Femando was not present when the police came to the parish rectory looking to interview
him. He opined to my Vicar for Clergy that the reason the police were looking for him was that
twenty years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a woman. The civil criminal process was
_ _ _ _ _closed_due_to_the_expiration_of.the_stamt~Loflimit.ations:._N.Qn~th~~~. a civil lawsuit was filed
and a settlement was reached in 2007
against our Archdioct;)se in 2003 by .REDACTED
amountjng to a sizable an·_ount of money. Meanwhile, the matter received extensive coverage in
our local media. Furthennore, in keeping with our policy to properly inform the faithful in these
cases, announcements were made at two parishes at which Father Fernando served.
A canonical investigation ensued, and it was detennined that since the complainant was over the
age ofl6 at the time of the alleged offense, the matter fell outside the realm of a gravius

Pasrora! Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San.Fernando

San Gabrlel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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delictum. Thus I was informed by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith that I did not
need authorization from that Dicastery to evaluate the merits of the case and to act accordingly.
.
.
.
Father Fernando has adamantly denied ever having engaged in sexual behavior with REDACTED~
REDACTED
• di catwns
•
fu at so metbing o f a sexua}· nature occurred b. etween fuem.
. .. y et th ere are m
Principally, these indications are:
a) Father Fernando's statement to our Vicar for Clergy that he suspected that the reason the
police wished to interview him w.as because he had "crossed boundaries" with a woman
some twenty years earlier.
b) Our investigator inspected the location where some ofthe sexual activity was alleged to
have occurred and found the complainant's d..escription of Father Fernando's livirig
quarters to be completely accurate. This would seem to lend some credibility to
statements made by REDACTED

.
.
. d to listen to the teleph one conversation
. b etween REDACTED
c) 0 ur mvestigator
was penmtte
R':_D~~~':_Dand Father Fernando taped by the Police Department referenced above. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confum. that something of a sexual
nature had transpired between Father Fernando andREDACTED
d) The statement ofREDACTED
;ister of REDACTED
to our canorrlcal auditor
(complete statement attached), that she witnessed Father Fernando coming to their home
"between six and twelve times" to take her sister "out on excursions to movies and other
places." Among the matters REDACTED
shared with her sister was that on one occasion
Fernandp toldREDACTED to touch his penis and after she did this she needed to clean herself
off with a Kleenex. ·
An ameliorating circumstance is the fact that there is no record of an accusation of this nature
against Father Fernando other than that brought l?Y REDACTED
On the other hand, aggravating
circumstances l:)Te these:
·
a) The wide publicity this matter re~eived in our Local Church.
b) The fact that REDACTED . though,i:mt a minor at canon law, was still a minor at civil law
when the alleged activity occurred.
.
c) Though there was nq determination of guilt, the factthatREDACTEDprev3.iled in her
lawsuit against our Archdiocese.
-~-Norm

IV:-Gfllie EssentiatNormS,ilie particular la.w-for·th-e-tJnited-States;-provides-that-the---·---'-Diocesan Bishop shall have a review board, precisely for cases such as this, which will function
as a confidential consultative body to assist him in discharging his responsibilities. My review
board, called the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, has advised me not to return Father
Fernando to active ministry.
The numerous factors that caine into play in the resolution of cases such as this render their
resolution very difficult I have carefully considered every aspect of this case, including the
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good of all involved, accused and accuser alike, and the good of our Local Church in reaching
my decision. I will use the executive power of governance, within the parameters of the
. universal law of the church, through an administrative act to limit Father Fernando's exercise of
priestly ministry. This administrative action shall be taken in writing by means of a decree
(Canons 47-58) so that Father Fernando will be afforded the opportunity of recourse against it in
accordance with canon law (Canons 1734 ff.).
·
. Enclosed with this letter, please find,
1. The statement ofREDACTED
sister of the complainant. REDACTED (Please
note that the typed statement was reviewed and expanded byREDAc; II::LJ
2. Transcript of the canonical interview with Father Walter Fep1ando.
3. Memo and recommendations from Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
Thank::iri.g you for your assistance in this matter, I remain

·s Eminence
Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
Enclosures
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June 30, 2009

His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony .
Archbishop of Los Angeles
555 W. Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2202
Re: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Cardinal Mahony:
I was surprised and sorry to receive your decree of June 5, 2009, coming, as it does,
after Father Fernando and I met with Monsignor Gonzales, REDACTED
and Father
REDACTED at their request to discuss his case. At that time Father Fernando expressed his
intention to petition for retirement since he reached age 65 on April 24, 2009. He also
expressed his understanding of the effects of the publicity not only on him but also on you
and the Archdiocese. Unfortunately you are both victims of that publicity which was
purposefully caused by the alleged victim and her civil attorneys.
Understanding the effect of the publicity, Father Fernando has always remained
private and obedient to the limitations you' placed on him when you placed him on leave
five years ago. For this reason Father Fernando also expressed his willingness to live as he
has been doing, and, to voluntarily not exercise public ministry in the Archdiocese in the
future. I am sure you would trust him on his promise and assurance.
To make any announcement to anyone that he has been "permanently removed from
ministry" would be an unnecessary and unjust act publicly indicating that he has been
found guilty of the only allegation ever brought against him when no such finding has ever
. been made. Unfortunately, the payment of a substantial sum of money by the Archdiocese
to the alleged victim in the absence of any such finding, has already given such an unfair
indication.
If Father Fernando were permitted to retire with his promise to exercise no public
··~····----~·~----·---=m=i=m=·S:!n': in Los Angeles in his retirement, that 11romise would achieve the same result as
that which your decree attempts to effect by imposing a permanent penalty. Should anyone,
priest or lay person inquire, the honest and just reply would be that Father Fernando has
retired and, because of the publicity of the allegation brought against him, has voluntarily
agreed not to exercise public ministry in his retirement. It seems that the matter could
effectively be resolved without any formal announcement to anyone wrongfully implying
guilt and punishment and without any need for further decrees or canonical action of any
kind, as the Code prefers and encourages.
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Father Fernando wishes me to reiterate his desire and willingness to live out his
priesthood in private after retirement with no exercise of any public priestly ministry, as he
has been doing the past five years.
I write this letter with a sincere desire to achieve a just conclusion to this unfortunate
case. It is for this reason that I submitted to you my motion for your reconsideration of the
June 5th decree. If I am mistaken about any fact or ignorant of any relevant consideration
I would be most anxious to be So informed.
With continuing best wishes and prayers for your ministry as Archbishop of Los
·
Angeles, I remain
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Qfflceof
the Archbishop

Archdiocese ofLos Angeles

3424
Wll>hlre

California

Boulevard

90010-2202

Los Angeles

8 June 2009

Prot. N. 20091414
His Eminence
Claudio Cardinal Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for the Clergy
Piazza Pio Xll, 3
00120 Vatican City
EUROPE .

Your Eminence:

In my most recent letter dated 4 May 2009, I indicated that I would take administrative action by
way of issuing a decree to limit Father Walter Fernando's exercise of priestly ministry.
On the very day of the drafting of the decree, I received Archbishop Mauro Piacenza's letter
dated 25 May, in which he asks that I notify your Congregation as soon as definitive action has
been taken.
Accordingly, I am pleased to send you an authentic copy of the decree, which you will find
enclosed with this letter.
Please be assured that both Father Fernando. and his canonical advocate will have received their
own copies of the decree, if not by the date of this letter, certainly within a day or two later.
Again thanking you for your assistance in this matter, I remain

.-.

~rl~~lfjinfly
~Eminence

Roger Cardinal Mahon
Archbishop ofLos Angeles
Enclosure

Pastoral Regions:

Our lady of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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CONGREGATIO
PRO CLERICIS

Vatican City, 25 May, 2009

·Prot. N. 20091414
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
. Los Angeles, California 90010-2202
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Your Eminence,
This Congregation and received and thanks Yom Eminence for your letter of ·
4 May, 2009 regarding the hierarchical recourse placed against Your Eminence's
dispositions, expressed in your name by your Vicar for Clergy, by let1;er of May 17,
.2008 to the Rev. Walter Fernando.
Regarding this case, we wish to inform you that it has been necessary to
· extend the time limits involved. This Dicastery, by virtue of article 136 of the
General Regulations of the Roman Curia, hereby extends the time limits (CIC can.
57) for the recourse until August 20, 2009 in order to reach a studied decision in
these matters.
·

In Your Eminence's recent missive, you stated that definite action would be
taken soon in this case. Mindful of the time limits operative, it would be helpful to
receive notification as soon as definitive action has been tal<.en.
I talce this opportunity to renew my sentiments of esteem and with every best
wish, I remain,
.

Sincerel2ours in Christ,

---~-,._~~~
ffiMauro Piacenz
Titular Archbishop ofVitt
Secretary

C.nmrrP.<m7innP. nP.r il C:lP.m- 001?.0 C:ittt.

il~el

.

"'-
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RE:

WalterFemando

I would recommend that consideration be given to REDACTED letter to Cardinal Mahony,
dated, June 30,2009, in the course offue final disposition of this case.
REDACTED

August 18, 2009
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REDACTED
MEMORANDUM

Los Angeles
Calffornia

900!0-2241

3424
Wilshire
Boulevard

TO:
Cardinal Mahony . REDACTED
FROM:
..,..
COPY:
SUBJECT: Pending Cases in Rome
11 June 2010
DATE:

The enclosed two letters should give you the information you need. In each case they are the
latest correspondence from us to Rome.
For the Loomis case, the letter is the cover letter that accompanied the case acts after the first·
instance tribunal rendered its decision. As you Wiii recall, both Loomis and we appealed.
Loomis, of course, appealed the decision finding him guilty. We appealed that part of the penalty .
that would have us assign him to a residence for offending priests. We do not have such a
residence, and there is nothing in the case evidence to suggest that he is presently a danger to
minors.
For the Fernando case~ Fernando's advocate insisted on taking recourse to Clergy regarding the
limitations put on his exercise of priestly ministry. Strictly speaking, he was not appealing
against your final disposition of the matter, but against the interim restrictions pending your final
decision. In any case, both sets of restrictions were essentially the same. ·
REDACTED

• 1"f you wo u}d 1ike It.
•
and I can p ull out more ;_.c.
llll.Ormation
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REDACTED
Archdiocese of Los Angeles

3424
Wilshire
Boulevard

Los Angeles
Califort]la
90010-2202

- 21 October 2008

His Eminence
William Carclinal Levada, Prefect
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
Piazza Del S. Ufficio, 11
00120 VATICAN CITY

Causa: Rev. Msgr. Richard A. Loomis
CDF Prot. No. 868~-20824
0/.l>O 4Your Eminence: _.
· At the requ~st of the Presiding Judge, RED_ACTED
, I am pleased to transmit the Acta
of the above-captioned case to your Congregation for its review.
have filed notices of appeal, and in light of
As both the defendant and theREDACTED
Cardinal Mahony's visit to your dicastery this next week, we are doing our best to expedite the
·
·
delivery of the matepal.
Asking God's blessing on your ministry, I am
Sincerely yours in Christ,
REDACTED

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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Office of
the Archbishop

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

3424
Wilshire
Boulevard

Los f\ngeles
California

9D010-LW2

8 June 2009

Prot. N. 20091414

His Eniinence
Claudio Cardinal Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for the Clergy
Piazza Pio Xll, 3
00120 Vatican City
EUROPE

Your EmineMe:
·:-

In my most recent letter dated 4 May 2009, I indicated that I wquld take administrative action by
way of issuing a decr:ee tci limit Father Walter Fernando's exercise of priestly ministry.
On the very day of the drafting ofthe decree, I received Archbishop Mauro Piacenza's letter
dated 2.5 May, in which he asks that I notify your Congregation as soon as d.efinitive action has
been taken.
·
.
.
Accordingly~ I am pleased to send you an authentic· copy of the decree, which you will find
enclosed with this letter.

Please be assured that both Father Fernando and his canonical advocate will have received their
own copies of the decree, if not by the date of this letter, certainly within a day or two later,
Agairi thanking you for your assistance in this matter, I remain

r;;wn·

·---17ffis~ence

~

Mahon?'-~

Roger Cardinal
Archbishop of Los Angeles
Enclosure

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Artgels

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Sam:a Barbara
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REDACTED

July 14, 2009
His Eminence Claudio Cardinal Hummes, OFM
Prefect, Congregation for Clergy
Piazza Pio XII, 3
00120 Vatican City

Re: Prot. N. 20091414
Reverend Walter Fernando
RECOURSE TAKEN FROM THE DECREE ISSUED ON JUNE 5, 2009
BY IDS EMINENCE ROGER CARDINAL MAHONY, ARCHBISHOP
OF LOS ANGELES
PROCEDURALCHRONOLGY
Feb. 18, 2004 : Father Femando placed on leave pending canon 1717 investigation.
Sept. 27,2004 ·: Canon 1717 investigation closed, :finding no delict but Father Fernando
kept on leave since that time to the present. 1
July 4, 2005 : CDF confirms that Father Fernando did not commit a delict.
Feb. 25, 2008 : Father Fernando Petitions for Re-instatement after having been kept on
leave since February 18,2008..
·May 17, 2008 : Cardinal Mahony denies Father Fernando's petition for reinstatement.
May 31, 2008 : Father Fernando petitions. Cardinal Mahony for Reconsideration of
his denial. Cardinal Mahony denies the petition for reconsideration.
July 14, 2008

Father Fernando takes recourse to the congregation for the Clergy
against Cardinal Mahony's denial of the Petition for Reinstatement.

Aug. 4, 2008

By letter ofthis date to Cardinal Mahony, the Congregation asked for
his "opinion so that a studied decision in the matter could be made." .
This information is contained in Cardinal Mahony's letter/decree of July
2, 2009 which is Exhibit 1 to this recourse

1

No copy of this September 27, 2004 decree was ever given to this procurator but it is mentioned in
Cardinal Mahony's June 5, 2009 decree (Exhibit 5) from which this recourse is taken.
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Sept. 22, 2008 : By letter of thls date Cardinal Mahony informed the Congregation ''that
no provision as yet had been made 'not to reinstate' Father Fernando" and
that the Cardinal would notify the Congregation "once that decision was
reached." (see Exhibit 1) 2
·
Feb. 20, 2009 : By letter of this date (Exhibit 2), the Congregation notified procurator
REDACTED
that it had extended the time for it to render a decision on
the Recourse to May 14,2009. It also asked to be inforined of any
development in this matter "always hoping that these matters can be
resolved by the parties outside of a canonical context."
Mar. 23,2009: Meeting of Father Fernando and his Procurator/Advocate with officials of
the Archdiocese of Los Angeles, Father ~':_~A~~E_l?___
,
,
REDACTED
'

-

.

and Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, Vicar for Clergy. Father Fernando
voluntarily proposed a resolution of the matter. No response was ever
received on this proposal which is reflected in REDACTED letter to
Cardinal Mahony dated June 30, 2009 (Exhibit 3). ·
May 25, 2009 : By letter of this date (Exhibit 4), this Congregation informedREDACTED
REDACTEDthat 1t
. had extend edthe trme
.
.c.
. 1ts
. deCiswn
. . to August 20,
~or rend enng
2009.
June 5, 2009 : As his reply to Father Fernando's Recourse of July 14, 2008,Cardinal
Mahony issued a Decree dated June 5, 2009 (Exhibit 5 -from which this
recourse is taken) revoking the February 18, 2004 decree placing
Father Fernando on temporary leave but now permanently removing
Father Fernando from priestly public ministry and directing that notice of
thls permanent removal be given ''to all interested parties, including the
Bishop of his diocese of origin in Sri Lanka".
June 11,2009: TheDecree of June 5, 2009 was received by Fernando via United States
Postal Service. ProcuratorREDACTED received the decree on June 12,
2009.
June 19, 2009 : Father Fernando filed Petition for Revocation and Amendment of the June

. -······-····-~---------"5., 2009 decrye within ten canonical days as provided in canon 1734(2)
(Exhibit 6).
(Exhibit 7) informing the
June 28, 2009: Letter ofHEDACTED to !REDACTED
Congregation for the Clergy of his receipt of the June 5, 2009 decree.
2

Until receipt of Cardinal Mahony's July 2, 2009 letter, this procurator/advocate had no knowledge of
either the Congregation's August 4, 2008 letter to Cardinal Mahony or Cardinal Mahony's September 22,
2008 response letter to the Congregation.
·
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July 2, 2009 : Letter/decree of Cardinal Mahony (Exhibit 1)denying Father Fernado's
June 19, 2009 Petition for Revocation and Amendment of the June 5, 2009
decree. This letter/decree was received by Procurator REDACTED on
July 6, 2009.
July 14, 2009: .Father Fernando files this Recourse against the Decree of June 5, 2009,
within the fifteen canonical days provided in canon 1737(2).

INTRODUCTION
. By its August 4, 2008 letter to Cardinal Mahony, the Congregation for Clergy
asked him to submit his "opinion" on the recourse filed by Father Fernando on July 14,
2008 so that it, obviously the Congregation, could render a studied decision on the matter.
It asked REDACTED · to give his opinion on the merits of the recourse. REDACTED
state's
that his "decision", his decree of June 5, 2009, is his response to the Congregation's
request. A decision, howev~r, is not an opinion on the merits of the recourse at issue.
There are, in fact, two decisions made by REDACTED • in his response. The first is the
decision to revoke the February 18, 2004 decree which placed Father Fernando on leave ·
five years ago. 3 The consequence of this decision would be to reinstate Father Fernando to
·
ministry and thus remove any objection to the recourse originally submitted to this
Congregation. The second decision, however, is made to· prevent the necessary
consequences of the first decision, i.e. restoring Father Fernando to ministry, by
immediately placing Father Fernando on leave again, this time permanently. With all due
respect, the tortured and strained reasoning of the decree, the lack of law and facts to
· support it, the absence of any canonical authority or penal procedure to impose the
permanent penalty of removal and the provision to advise others that Father Fernando has
been involuntarily removed from ministry so as to unjustly imply his guilt as a child.
abuser, all seem to evidence· a prior determination never to restore Father Fernando to good
standing because of the publicity connected with the accusation.
.

.

In the first section of his new decree, REDACTED _·now revokes the decree of
February 18, 2004 which temporarily removed Father Fernando from public ministry. The
REDACTED acknowledges that that decree was not revoked when the question for which it
was issued was definitively decided by his decree of September 27, 2004 and by CDF's
decree of July 4, 2005 that Father Fernando did not commit the delict of sexual abuse of a
··········-~--minor._A~c_otdingJ.P canon 1722 the reasons for which Father Fernando was placed on
leave ceased and all restrictions placed on him ceased by virtue of the law itself as soon as

3

No valid canonical reason or argumentation, however, is given for not having revoked that decree on
September 27, 2004 when the Orilinary issued a decree closing the canon 1717 investigation with a finding
that the alleged victim was definitely not a minor at the time of the alleged offense and that no tjelict had
been committed. This advocate has never seen or been given a copy of the September 27,2004 decree
mentioned on page one of the June 5, 2009 decree.
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the penal process ceased. The law required those restrictions to be revoked at that time.4
The Ordinary admits that the decree placing Father Fernando on administrative leave was
not revoked. He was kept on leave for four years and nine months after September 27, 2004
when the penal process ended. 5 No new decree placing him on leave was issued nor any
new reason given for keeping him on leave for the past 4-5 years ..
1bis 3-page Decree consists of two decrees in one. The first decree revokes the
earlier decree of 18 February 2004 which had placed Father Fernando on administrative
leave. 1bis revocation, given in response to the Congregation's request fromREDACTED r
for his opinion on the initial recourse, seems to remove any objection to that recourse. The
rest of the June 5, 2009 decree, however, seeks to prevent the necessary effect of the
·
revocation, i.e. the reinstatement to ministry since all restrictions on ministry would be
removed by that revocation. Petitioner has always maintained that the 18 February 2004
decree should have been revoked immediately after receipt of the decision of the
·Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith of 4 July, 2005 at the latest, and was, in fact,
revoked by operation of law (canon 1722) on September 27, 2004 when the canon 1717
investigation was closed.
Though not objecting to the revocation of the February 18, 2004 decree, this
recourse, however, does object to the language ofthat revocation.
Nowhere in the June 5, 2009 decree is there any mention of any decree justifying
keeping Father Fernando on leave after September 27,2004 or a±ter July 4, 2005. ·
The second decree of the June 5, 2009 decree nullifies the effect of the aforementioned revocation by imposing a permanent penalty of removal from ministry on Father
Fernando without any penal process and contrary to the norms of canon law, e.g.
''Perpetual penalties cannot be imposed or declared by means of a decree". (Canon 1342
(2)) This second decree simply reinstates the restrictions revoked by the first decree and
now makes those restrictions permanent without any canonical justification and in violation
of Father Fernando's inherent right to exercise his priestly ministry publicly and his right to
privacy and a good reputation (canons 906, 764 and 220)
This recourse does seek revocation of this second decree permanently removing
Father Fernando from any public priestly ministry.
THE OBJECTIONABLE WORDING OF THE JUNE 5, 2009 DECREE
· REY-OKING.IHKDECREE OEEEBRUARY 18, 2004 ·-·-~·-· ·--~.
The first paragraph admits that the canon 1717 investigation concerned only
whether there was evidence that Father Fernando may have committed a specific delict,
4
Also: "When an accusation has been shown to be unfounded, every step possible will be taken to restore
the good name of the person falsely accused". Norm 13 of the Essential Norms. Certainly the first step
would be to reinstate the priest.
5
June 5, 2009 decree, page 1
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the sexual abuse of a minor by a cleric as defmed in canon 1395 (2).
The· second paragraph states: "It was determined'' that the complainant was over 16
at the time of the alleged abuse so that "the matter fell outside the realm"ofthe delict at
issue. ''Thus the investigation into the possibility that a delict had been committed was
closed by a decree on September 27, 2004." If, indeed, the investigation determined that
the alleged delict was not committed, then the canon 1722 restrictions placed on Father
Fernando "pending the outcome of the investigation", should have been revoked at the
close of the investigation, i.e. on September 27, 2004 and not almost five years later on
June 5, 2009. Furthermore, if the investigation definitely precluded the possibility of the
delict having been committed, why was the case sent to the Congregation for the Doctrine
ofthe Faith?
Paragraph 3 states: "However, the decree closing the investigation acknowledged
that 'there is significant evidence that the woman, a minor at civil law, may well have
suffered abuse from Father Fernando ... for that reason the decree plac:i.D.g him of
administrative leave was not revoked pending further investigation into his suitability for
return to ministry." Since the matter was one of whether a canonical crime had been
. committed and a canonical penalty shoUld be imposed, and since canon law specificaliy
stipulated that, at the time, a minor was one under 16, civil law did not enter into this
matter (canon 21 ). 6 No authority is given for keeping Father Fernando on leave after the
determination that he did not commit the 1395 (d) delict. There was nothing more to
investigate and I have never been advised of any new investigation being conducted over
these past five years into any other matter involving Father F emando' s suitability for
ministry.
If there was valid reason for keeping Father Fernando on leave, it should have been
done by a new decree specifying the authority by which it is issued, the reasons for its
issuance, the proofs and information upon which it is issued. Father Fernando should have
been advised and heard before the issuance of any new decree. The authority and reason for
which Father Fernando was first placed on leave no longer existed.

"Meanwhile," reads the June 5, 2009 decree, "the accuser's complaint resulted in
civil litigation and was settled as part of a global settlement."(paragraph 3). In fact, it was
the accuser's civil attorney who, on February 6, 2003, first advised the Archdiocese of the
allegation. Her civil law suit was filed that same year, taking advantage of California's one
year (2003) suspension of the statu,te oflimitatio~.: The accuser signed her Mediation

6

On the issue of the accuser's age, she herself is vague and Father Fernando asserts that the social activity
which the· accuser says included sexual conduct occurred in November 1981. The accuser turned 18 on
REDACTED
Furtherniore, if any sexual activity were to have occurred twenty five years ago when both
were of majority age, the conduct may have been sinful but not criminal. It would have been a matter of the
internal forum and not subject to investigation in the external forum. The only issue that brought the
allegation into the external forum was that of canonical minority age and that issue was definitively
disposed of in the canon 1717 investigation.
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Questionnaire in the civil suit on Apri115, 2004. The global settlement was effected late
last year, 2008, four years later, without any determination of quilt.
"Once the settlement was reached", says the. decree, "it was determined that attempts
be made at further investigation" (paragraph 4) Further investigation into what? The
allegation had been closed for four years. By whom,
investigation into the REDACTED
how, why and on what authority was it determined that four years later, "once the
settlement had been reached", "attempts " should be made "at further investigation? What
"attempts" were made and what further investigation was or t;:ould be done? I am unaware
of any further investigation and the decree does not spell out what investigation was done
and what it is alleged to have uncovered that was new.
The civil settlement had nothing to do with the canonical disposition of the
allegation which had been concluded on September 27, 2004 by the Archdiocese and
definitely confirmed by CDF on July 4, 2005. No canonical justification is given for having
kept Father Fernando on leave for these intervening four years.
The June 5, 2009 decree continues: ''Now that the Clergy Misconduct Oversight
Board has issued its final recommendation to me, I formally revoke the earlier decree of 18
February 2004 which placed Father Fernando on administrative ·leave." (paragraph 4)
Whatever the Board considered and recommended, it is beyond dispute that, in the absence
· of any authoriZed finding of guilt for the canonical delict in question, no one had the right
to recommend, much less to impose, the permap.ent penalty contained in the second part of
. the June 5, 2009 decree. That the charged delict was not committed was known with .
certitude almost five years ago. It was then that the decree ofFe:hruary 18, 2004 should
have been revoked as a matter of law and justice. It needed no recommendation from the
Board.

THE JUNE 5; 2009 DECREE PERMANENTLY REMOVING FATHER
WALTER FERNANDO FROM PUBLIC PRIESTLY MINISTRY IS
UNJUST. UNLAWFUL AND SHOULD BE REVOKED.

1) A permanent penalty cannot be imposed or declared by a decree (canon 1342 (2).
----2)-.SexuaLcontacLbetween.a_cleric_and_a_w.:oman may_he_sinful_b.ut,_wi:thoJJ.t_®y_of
the circumstances given in the code making such a relationship a crime (canon 1395), it
remains a matter of the internal forum, something which cannot be investigated or tried.
3) The Ordinary's power of governance (canon 223) does not confer on him the
power to impose a permanent penalty or to take away the very right of a priest to publicly
exercise his priesthood and to fulfill his obligations to do so. I attach to this recourse as
Exhibit 8 the relevant parts of a decision of the Congregation for Clergy issued on this very
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point on April28, 2007 (Jus Ecclesiae, Vol. 19,2007, 611-626 at 619-610). -REDACTED
in that case invoked canon 223 to prove the legitimacy of his decision in restricting the use
of certain rights in order to protect the common good. The Congregation stated that canon
223 sets forth a general principle whose concrete determination is made exclusively in
accord with, :first and foremost, the norms of canon law "from which norms bishops cannot
derogate, otherwise their act would be outside the principle of legality and open the gate to
arbitrariness. Therefore, the power to govern ("moderari") the exercise of those obligations
and rights can in no way be equated with the power to take away the very exercise itself."
The June 5, 2009 decree unlawfully attempts to make that equation and to do exactly that.
e) Canonical penalties, especially permanent penalties, can be imposed only after a
finding, to a moral certitude, beyond every reasonable doubt; that the accused has
committed a canonical crime. Moral certitude is required, not just "reasonable certitude",
whatever that term inight mean (p.1, last paragraph of the June 5, 2009 decree). It is not
enough that "the investigation yielded indications which taken cumulatively, argue that
something of a sexual nature occurred between them" (idem). Indications and arguments of
something happening are far from proofs and mo!al certitude.
The decree lists the four "indications" :
1. "'The testimony of the complainant herself that she and Walter Fernando
engaged in intimate sexual activity." Her saying they engaged in sexual activity :tnay be an
"indication" that they may have sinned twenty five years ago. 7 It is, without more, not even
an indication of a canonical crime.
2. The fact that REDACTEDwas abl e to descn"be Father Fernando's quarters at hi~ s new
rectory might indicate that she had actually been there. It does not mean that she had
been there, or that anything sexual occurred there. She could have obtained the description
in other ways. Father Fernando' recalls her telephoning him at his new rectory, asking
about what car he was now driving, how he liked his new parish and the priests there and
what his quarters were like- all of which he told her.
3. Of the "sting tape" the June 5, 2009 decree says:: " ... (it) appeared to
confirm tli.at something of a sexual nature had transpired between them". Again, had any
sexual activity occurred between Father Fernando andREDACTEo twenty five years ago it was
sinful but not a canonical crime, and alone is not an "indication" that Father Fernando is
-"------·-·--~----unfit-for-ministcy_twenty_eigb.Ly:earslater.Nor...isJtreason_toJmp_ose_a_p_ennanent canonical
penalty on Father Fernando twenty eight years later. Perfection and sinlessness are neither
requirements nor effects of ordination.
•
•
•
1y hearsay. DeJ.en
.c. dan
sister
1s
entrre
t and hi s
advocate have never heard of this witness or been advised of this testimony before. Father

4. The statement of

REDACTED

7

Father Fernando's subsequent twenty five years of unblemished priestly mmistry, on the other hand, is not
merely an mdication but tangible proof of his suitability for mlnistry.
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Fernando, however, tells me that he had never been to the home ofREDACTED at any
time and has never known her mother or her sister.
The paucity of the above 'indications" speaks for itself.
The decree lists 3 "aggravating circumstances":
1. ''The wide publicity this matter received in the local church". (page 2) This
publicity was not caused by Father Fernando but by the accuser, her civil attorneys and
SNAP who publicized the allegation to the press.&
This is not an aggravation ofFather Fernando's alleged conduct. An
aggravating circumstance to a crime is a circumstance which existed at the time of the
commission of the crime and which is considered to have rendered the crime more serious
or heinous. The "publicity" in this case arose twenty eight years after the alleged crime. It
was not present at the time of the alleged conduct. The publicity is, in fact, an aggravation
now caused by others to Father Fernando and the Church's, to the detriment of Father
Fernando's reputation and good name.
REDACTED

•

,

,

2. "The fact that
, though not a mmor at canon law, was still a mmor at
civil law when the alleged activity occurred" (page 2 of the June 5, 2009 decree).
This may be an "aggravation" for the Archdiocese in dealing with the publicity
the accuser has chosen to give her allegation but it is not an aggravation of Father
Fernando's alleged conduct. The accuser caused this aggravation to the Archdiocese and to
Father Fernando by making this allegation public after twenty five year.
.
Although there is evidence that the accuser was not a minor even at civil law at
·the time, something that the accuser had the burden of proving but was never rriade to do
so, this so- called "aggravation" is irrelevant to the question of whether Father Fernando
should suffer any canonical penalty. A canonical penalty is a question of canon law alone.
Since the age of sixteen was stipulated by canon law in defining a minor, whatever the age
stipulated in civil law was, is irrelevant to the issue of whether a canonical crime.was
committed (canon 22). Any practical difficulty with publicity or public relations cannot
interfere with carrying out the law as justice demands. Practical difficulties may make the
administration of justice more difficult but those difficulties can never trump justice or
justify the failure to administer justice according to law. Father Fernando's rights under the
law cannot be sacrificed for reasons of public relations or for any reason.
3. "The fact that REDACTED prevailed in the lawsuit against the Archdiocese regardless
ofany determination ofguilt on the part of Father Fernando" (p.2, June 5, 2009 decree).
This is, indeed, an extraordinary statement..

8

Unfortunately thls publicity was further enhanced by the Church who referred to the accuser as a
"victim", met with her and ultimately paid her a substantial sum of money before any determination of guilt
was made.
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REDACTED

,
.
.
did not "prevail" in the c1villawsuit against the Archdiocese since no
determination of guilt was ever made in that suit. The Archdiocese simply waived its right
to havtEDACTEoprove her allegation (of being a minor as well as of sexual activity) by
agreeing to voluntarily give """'""u : a substantial sum of money in exchange for her
dismissing her civil suit against the Archdiocese.9 That civil action which was never tried
has no relevance to any canonical action against Father Fernando
·

THE DECREE PERMANENTLYREMOVING FATHER FERNANDO FROM
PUBLIC MINISTRY OF IDS PRIESTHHOOD WAS ISSUED IN
CONTRAVENTION OF THE PROVISIONS OF CANON 50
AND VIOLATED FATHER FERNANDO'S RIGHT OF DEFENSE.
The June 5, 2009 decree states:" Reverend Walter Fernando has been made aware
of the evidence collected, has enjoyed the services of an ecclesiastical advocate, and has
presented a defense in which he has argued that his difficulties are not of the nature or
severity to render him unfit for return to ri:rinistry. His argument has been taken into
account and his rights have been protected" (p.2 )
In fact, Father Fernando has never presented a defense for or argued that "his
difficulties" render him unfit for return to ministry because no such "difficulties" have ever
been charged to him, made known to him, or described anywhere in any document or
decree.

.
• dby Ms . REDACTED allegation,
. there h as never b een any
rmse
Bes1'de fue one 1ssue
issue raised of Father Femando' s fitness for public priestly ministry in all the years of his
priesthood. He has never been advised that there was any other issue and no investigation
was ever made into any other issue. There has never been any "difficulty" for which
"information and proof "was presented to him and whose "nature and severity" was ever
investigated because no such "difficulties ever existed or were ever alleged. Despite the
publicity given the one allegation against Father Fernando, no other allegation has arisen.
The assertion that Fat)ler Fernando has had other difficulties bearing on his fitness for
priestly ministry is gratuitous and defamatory.
The Decree imposing a permanent penalty is vague and uncertain because it has
not laid out any justifiable proofs and reasons, or the precise issues on which it is based.
The decree is wrong, illegal and arbitrary and should be revoked.

9

Father Fernando was not a named defendant in the civil suit and, thus, had
·
settlement.

no standing to object to the
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FATHER FERNANDO HAS UNSUCCESSFULLY ATTEMTED
TO RESOLVE TillS MATTER OUTSIDE OF A CANONICAL CON TEXT

In a meeting with Diocesan officials on March 23, 2009, Father Fernando
offered to petition for retirement after he reached the retirement age of 65 on April 24,
2009. Cognizant of the publicity given the sole allegation against him, he offered not only
to retire but also to voluntarily forego any public priestly ministry in the Archdiocese of
Los Angeles. The response to this offer is apparently the decree of June 5, 2009

CONCLUSION

Given Father Fernando's continued patience and cooperation in all that His
Archbishop has asked ofhim from the beginning of this case and his assurance of
cooperation in the future, it is difficult to understand why this unlawful attempt to impose a
permanent penalty on Father Fernando is being made now. It seems on its face to be an
arbitrary act unsupported and unauthorized.by any canonical norm or principle.
For all the reasons and arguments stated above it is respectfully submitted that
the June 5, 2009, Decree permanently removing Father Walter Fernando from priestly
public ministry cannot be justified in law or in fact. It is unjust and violative of Father
Fernando's canonical and natural rights. Father Fernando should be allowed to live his life
privately as a retired priest.
Justice requires that the decree be revoked and set aside. Father Fernando asks
this Congregation to do so in this recourse

. Given at San Francisco, California
on this 14th day of July, 2009
Respectfully submitted,

REDACTED

cc: His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop ofLos Angeles
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REDACTED

In re: Reverend Father Walter Fernando
Prot. No. 20091414

D ear Mr.

REDACTED

I am writing in reply to your letter of 19 June 2009, in which you seek, in accordance
with canon 1734 §1, the revocation and emendation of my decree of 5 June 2009
regarding Father Walter Fernando.
Given 1;hat ·the 1983 Code of Canon Law does not afford a priest an :inherent right to the
faculties required for the exercise ofpriestly ministry, and given that canons 906 and 7 64
allow the diocesan bishop for a just and reasonable cause to restrict or forbid the pubi.ic
exercise of the priest's right to say Mass and to preach, for the reasons set forth therein
the decree is a legitimate exercise of my executive power of governance as Archbishop of
Los Angeles.
Accordingly, your petition is hereby denied.
As to your remarks in the "conclusion" of your letter regarding the timing of the decree,
please lmow that by letter dated 4 August 4008, I was notified by the Congregation for
the Clergy about hierarchical recourse from Father Fernando against apparent provisions
of the Archdiocese not to reinstate him to ministry. The letter also asked for my op:i:irion,
so that a studied decision in the matter could be made.
By letter dated 22 September 2008, I informed the Congregation that no provision as yet
maae "nona reinstate"-Fatner-Fernanclo, ana-ilian woul'O: give a clecisi:=o=n-...u=p=o=n--------the completion of further necessary steps and would notify the Congregation ouce that
decision was reached.
·

-~--naillJeen

The decree of 5 June 2009_ represents my decision, a copy of which has been sent to the
Congregation for the Clergy within the time limit of 20 August 2009 set by the
·
Congregation for the recourse.
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Praying that God's own justice enlighten and strengthen all of our efforts to proclaim
Christ to all people, I remain
·
Sincerely yours in Christ.

His Eminence
. Cardinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
Copies: Rev. Walter Fernando
Hjs Er:qinence Cardinal. Claudio Hummes, Prefect, Congregation for the Clergy

REDACTED
Rev. Msgr. Michael W. Meyers~ Vicar for Clergy
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Prot. N. 20090282

REDACTED

· Mr REDACTED
.
,
D ear

In reference to the hierarchical recourse placed before this
Congregation against the dispositions of His Eminence Roger Cardinal
Mahony, by letter ofMay 17,2008, concerning the Rev. Walter Fernando, we
wish to inform you that it has been necess·ary :tQ. extend the tirrle limits
involved~
· ·
· ··
This Dicastery, by virtue of article 136 of the General Regulations of
the Roman Curia, hereby extends the time limits (CIC can. 57) for the recourse
until May 14th, 2009 in orderto.reach a studied decision in these matters.

In the meantime, ple~~e infonn this Congregation if some development
should have taken place in this matter, always hoping that these matters can be
resolved by the parities outside of a canonical context.
I take this opportunity to renew my sentiments of esteem and with every best
Wish, I remain,
~incerelv

REDACTED

vours in Christ.
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June 30, 2009
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
555 W. Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2202
Re: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Cardinal Mahony:
I was surprised and sorry to receive your decree of June 5, 2009, coming. as it does,
after Father Fernando and I met with Monsighor Gonzales,REDACTED
and Father
REDACTED at their request to discuss his case. At that time Father Fernando expressed his
intention to petition for retirement since .he reached age 65 on April 24, 2009. He also
expressed his understanding of the effeqts of the publicity not only on him but also on you
and the Archdiocese. UnfortUnately you are both victims of that publicity which was
purposefully caused by the alleged victim and her civil attorneys.
Understanding the effect of the publicity, Father Fernando has always remained
private and obedient to the limitations you placed on him when you placed him on leave
five years ago. For this reason Father Fernando also expressed his willingness to live as he
has been doing, and, to voluntarily not exercise public ministry in the Archdiocese in the
future. I am. sure you would .trust him on his promise and assurance.
To make any announcement to anyone that he has been "permanently removed from
ministry" would be an unnecessary and unjust act publicly indicating that he has been
found guilty ·of the only allegation ever brought against him when no such finding has ever
been made. Unfortunately, the payment of a substantial sum of money by the Archdiocese
to the alleged victim in the absence of any such finding, has already given such an unfair
indication.
.
If Father Fernando were permitted to retire with his promise to exercise no public

s:trY- in Los Angeles in his retirement,Jb.at P-romise would achieve the same result as
that which your decree attempts to effect by imposing a permanent penalty. Should anyone,
priest or lay person inquire, the honest and just reply would be that Father Fernando has
retired and, because of the publicity of the allegatio:t;J. brought against him, has voluntarily
agreed not to exercise public ministry in his retirement. It seems that the matter could
effectively be resolved without any formal announcement to anyone wrongfully implying
guilt and punishment and without any need for further decrees or canonical action of any
kind, as the Code prefers and encourages.

__________,tmm""""'.
~·
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Roger Cardinal Mahony, June 30,2009, page two
Father Fernando wishes me to reiterate his desire and willingness to live out his
priesthood in private after retirement with no exercise of any public prie.stly ministry, as he
has been doing the past five years.

I write this letter with a sincere desire to achieve a just conclusion to this unfortunate
case. It is for this reason that I submitted to you my motion for your reconsideration of the
June 5th decree. If I am mistaken about any fact or ignorant of any relevant consideration
I would be most anxious to be so informed.
·
With continuing best wishes and prayers for your ministry as Archbishop of Los
·

Angeles~ I remain

Resoectfullv mid s1ncerelv vours_
REDACTED
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Vatican City, 25 May, 2009

Prot. N. 20091414
REDACTED

REDACTED

D ear Mr.

In reference to the hierarchical recourse. placed before this
Congregation against the dispositions of His Eminence Roger Cardinal
Mahony, by letter ofMay 17,2008, concerning the Rev. Walter Fernando, we
wish to inform you that it has been necessary to extend ~he time limits
involved.
This Dicastery, by virtue of article 136 of the General Regulations of

the Roman Curia, hereby extends the time limits (CIC can. 57) for ihe recourse
until August 201h, 2009 in order: to reach a studied decision in these matters.

I take this opportunity to renew my sentiments of esteem and with every
best wish, I remain,
·

j"ac. ,·
Mo

fJLu..-•

~

gnor Giovanni CarrU.
Under-Secretary
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DECREE

G\I,\

···' .....

; r;

l

---r~~--

REDACTED

I, Cardinal Roger M. ]\1ahony, Archbishop of Los Angeles, upon receiving information which had the semblance oftruth, tb.attb.eReverend Walter Fernando co:mmitted the
delict of Canon 1395 §2, directed that· a canonical investigation be initiated in accord
with Canon 1717. Pending the outcome ofthe inves!-i.gation, Father F_emando was placed
on admb:ristrative leave effective 19 February 2004, in accordance with Canon 1722.
It was determined that sirice the complainant, REDACTED_ was over the age of 16 at the time of
the alleged offense, the matter fell outside the realm of a gravius delictum. Thus the
investigation into the possibility that a delict had been committed was closed by a ·decree
on 27 September2004.

However, the decree closing the investigation acknowledged that "the_re is significant
evidence that the woman, a minor at civil law, may well have suffered abuse from Father
Fernando." For that reason the decree placing Father Fernando on administrative leave
was not revoked pending further investigation into bis suitability for return to ministry.
Meanwhile, the complaint resulted in civil litigation and was settled as part of a global
settlement.
Once the settlement was reached, it was detennined that attempts be made at further
investigation. Now that the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has issued its final
recommendation to me, I formally revoke the earlier decree of 18 Febi:uary 2004 which
placed Father Fe~ando on administrative leave.

Furthermore:
I, Cardinal Roger M. Mahony, Archbishop ofLos·Angeles, do declare that, atte;r a careful
investigation, it has been established with reasonable certitude that the Reverend Walter
Fernl;ll.do engaged in a·relationship of a sexual nature with REDACTED Father Fernando has
adamantly denied ever having engaged in such behavior with her. Yet the investigation
yielded indications which, taken cumulatively, argue that something of a sexual nature
· occurred between them.
Principally, the indications are:
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1. The testimony of the complainant herself that she and Walter Fernando engaged
in intimate sexual activity.

·. 2. Our canonical auditor inspected the location where the sexual activity was alleged
to have occurred and found the complainant's description ofFr. Fernando's
quarters to be completely accurate. Tl;ris lends credibility to the statements made
byREDACTED
•
•
3. Our canqlJ.jM~ auditor was permitted to listen to the teleJ?.hone conversation
between
. and Father Fernando taped by the police department. The
·investigator COJ1Cluded that the tape appeared to confirm that something of a
· sexual nature had transpired between them.
·
REDACTED

•

REDACTED

•

•

.

4. The statement of
, sister of.
, to our ca.Ttomcal auditor that she
witnessed Father Fernando coming to their home ''between sL-x and twelve times"
to take her sister "out on excursions to movies and other places;" Among the
matters REDACTED shared with her sister was that on one occasion Fr. Fernando told
. REDACTED to touch his penis, and after she did this she needed to clean herself off with
Kleenex.
Aggravating circumstances are:
1. The wide publicity this matter received in our Local Church.

2. The. fact that REDACTED. though not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at civil law
when the alleged activity occurred.
1-\ClJP.Cit:lJ

3. The fact that
prevailed in the lawsuit against the Archdiocese regardless of
any deter:nllnation of guilt on the part of Father Fernando.
Reverend Walter Fernando haS been made aware of the evidence collected, has enjoyed
the services of an ecclesiastical advocate, and has presented a defense in whic}J. he has
arguexi that his difficulties are not of the nature or severity to render hlm unfit for return.
to ministry. His argument has been taken into account, and his rights have been
protected.
·
·
·
I have careftilly considered every aspect of this case, including the good of all involved,
accused and accuser alike, and the good of our Local Church in reaching my decision to
use the executive power of governance, within the parameters qfthe universal law of the
churc~ through an administrative act to limit Father Ferriando' s exercise of priestly
__________.ministr.y_asJoliows:--------------------~~~------------~----------------------1. Father Fernando may not exercise any priestly public ministry. This means that
he does not enjoy the faculties oftbis Archdiocese; he may not celebrate Mass
publicly (canon 906); and he may not preach (canon 764).

2. Notice ofhis pe1manent removal from public ministry shall be given to all
concerned parties, including the Bishop of his Diocese of origin in Sri Lanka.
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This administrative action is taken in writing by means of this decree so that Fr. Fernando
will be afforded the opportunity of recourse against it in accord vvith the provision of
Canons 1734:ff.
Giyen on the 5th of June 2009 at the Curia of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

·dinal Roger M. Mahony
_Archbishop ofLos Angeles

ARCHDIOCESAN SEAL

......

REDACTED
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June i9, 2009
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010-2202
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
(related to Prot. N. 20091414, Congregation for the Clergy)

PEffiiON FOR REVOCATION AND AMENDMENT OF THE
DECREE ISSUED BY YOtr.R E1vUNENCE ON JUNE 5, 2009
CONCERNING REVEREND WALTER FERNANDO.
Introduction

1. The subject decree dated June 5, 2009 was mailed on June 10, 2009 and was received
by Father Fern:;mdo ill Los Angeles on June 11 and by his procurator/advocate ·in San
Francisco on June 12, 2009. This petition is therefore presented within the peremptory
tiln.e-limit of ten canonical days from the time the decree was lawfully notified, that is by or
on June 22, 2009. (canons 1734(2) and 201(2).
·
2. This 3-page Decree actually consists of two decrees in one. The first decree is a
revocation of an earlier decree of 18 February 2004 which had placed Father Fernando on
administrative leave. Petitioner does not object to this part of the present. decree, having
always maintained that the 18 February 2004 decree should have been revoked
immediately after receipt of the decision of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
of 4 July, 2005 and was, in fact, revoked by operation of law (canon 1722).
The petitioner~ however, petitions for amendment of the language in the section of
this decree dealing with this revocation of the February 18,2004 decree.

3. The second decree imposes a permanent penalty on Father Fernando without any penal
process and contrary to the norms of canon law, e.g. "Perpetual penalties cannot be
-·------imposed-or-deelared-by-means-of-a-deeree~(Ganen-1-342-(-2-))-'I'his-second-decree--Simpl~-----

reinstates the restrictions revoked by the first decree and now seeks to make those
restrictions permanent without any canonical justification and in violation of Father
Fernando's inherent right to exercise his priestly ministry publicly and his right to privacy
and a good reputation (canons 906, 764 and 220)
This petition does seek revocation of this second decree permanently removing
Father Fernando from any public priestly ministry.
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony, June 18,2009, page two

L
The Questionable Wording of the June 5, 2009 Decree
Revoking the Decree of February 18, 2004 and Questions Raised Therefrom.
The first paragraph admits that the canon 1717 investigation concerned only
whether there was evidence that Father Fernando may have committed a specific delict,
the sexual abuse of a minor by a cleric as defined in canon 1395 (2).
The second paragraph states: "It was determined.", it states, that the complainant
was over 16 at the time of the alleged abuse so that ''the.matter fell outside the realm" of the
delict at issue. "Thus the investigation into the possibility that a delict had been committed
was closed by a decree ·on September 27, 2004."1 If, indeed, the investigation determined
that the alleged delict was not committed, then the canon 1722 restrictions placed on Father
.fernando "pending the outcome of the investigation, the decree ofF ebruary 18 2004
placing him on administrative leave should have been revoked at the close of the
investigation, i.e. on September 27, 2004 and not almost five years later on June 5, 2009. 2
Furthermore, if the investigation definitely precluded the possibility of the delict having
been committed, why was the case sent to CDF?
Paragraph 3 states: "However, the decree closing the investigated acknowledged
that 'there is significant evidence that the woman, a minor at civil law, may well have
· suffered abuse from Father F.ernando... for that reason the decree placing him of
administrative leave was not revoked pending further investigation into his suitability for
return to ministry." Since the matter was one of whether a canonical crime had been
committed and a canonical penalty should be imposed, and since canon law specifically
stipulated that, at the time, a minor was one under 16, civil law did not enter into this
matter (canon 21 ).3 No authority is given for keeping Father Fernando on leave after the
determination that he did not commit the 1395 (d) delict There was nothing more to
investigate and I have never been advised of any new investigation being conducted over
these past five years :into any matter involving Father Fernando's suitability for ministry.

1

I have never been given a copy of or ever been ::;een or heard of this September 27, 2004 decree. Nor
have I ever been permitted to review the entire Archdiocesan file of this investigation.
'Z-.Agai.D,15y viffile of canon rnz--tlie restrictions ofl:heFeoruary rs;-2009-decree automatically ceased o""'n.--------September 27, 2004 with the admitted finding of the investigation that no delict was committed.
3
On the issue ofthe accuser's age, she herself is vague and Father Fernando asserts that the social activity
which the accuser says included sexual contact occurred in November 1981, after August 7, 1981 when
she turned eighteen. Furthermore, if any sexual activity were to have occurred between the two over
twenty years ago when both were of majority age, the investigation showed no evidence that the conduct
was forced or abusive. Private sinful activity, especially that of twentY some years ago would be a matter of
the internal forum and not subjectto investigation in the external fonnn. The only issue which brought the
allegation into the external forum was that of minority age and that issue was definitively disposed of in the
1717 investigation itself.
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His eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony, June 19,2009, page three

If there was valid reason for keeping Father Fernando on leave, it should have been
done by a new decree specifYing the authority by which it is issued, the reasons for its
issuance, the proofs and information upon which it is issued and Father Fernando should
have been advised and heard before the issuance of a new decree. The authority and reason
for which Father Fernando was first placed on leave no longer existed.
"Meanwhile, the accuser's complaint resulted in civil litigation and was settled as
part of a global settlement." (paragraph 3). In fact, the accuser's civil attorney had advised
the Archdiocese of the alleged abuse on February 6, 2003. Her civil law suit was filed that
same year, taking advantage of California's one year (2003) suspension of the statute of
limitations. The Accuser signed her Mediation Questionnaire in the civil suit on April15,
2004. The global settlement was effected late last year, 2008 without any .determination of
quilt.
"Once the settlement was reached, it was determined that attempts be made at further
investigation" (paragraph 4) Further investigation into what? The investigation into the
REDAC.TED
allegation had been closed for four years. By whom, how, why and on what
authority was it detertnilled that four yeats later, "once the settlement had been reached",
"attempts" should be made "at further investigation? What "attempts" were made and
what further investigation was or could be done?.! am unaware of any further investigation.
· The civil settlement had nothing to do with the canonical disposition of the allegation
which bad been concluded on September 27, 2004 by the;: Archdiocese and definitely
confirmed by CDF on July 4, 2005. No canonical justification is given for having kept
Father Fernando on leave for those intervening four years.
"Now that the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has issued its :final
recommendation to me, I formally revoke the earlier decree of 18 February 2004 which
placed Father Fernando on administrative leave." (paragraph 4) Whatever the Board
considered and recommended, it is beyond dispute that, in the absence of any authorized
finding of guilt for the canonical delict in question, no one had the right to recommend,
much ~ess to impose the permanent penalty contained in the second part of the June 5, 2009
decree. That the charged delict was not committed was known with certitude five years
ago. It was then that the decree of February 18, 2004 should have been revoked as a matter
of law and justice. It needed no recommendation from the Board.

IT
The Junes. 2009 Decree Permanently Removing Father Walter Fernando
from Public Priestly Ministry is Unjust and Unlawful and Should be Revoked.
1. This ordinary has no power or authority to impose this permanent Penalty.
a) A permanent penalty cannot be imposed or declared by a decree (canon 1342 (2).
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony, June 19,2009, page four ..
b) No authorization was ever given by CDF for either a formal penal trial or a canon
:that she was
sexually abused when she was a minor, a delict reserved to that Congregation. That REDACTED
REDACTED was not a minor at the time of the alleged sexual contact is undisputed.
1720 penal administrative process regarding the accusation ofREDACTED

c) Sexual contact between a cleric and a woman may be sinful but, without any of the
circumstances given in the ·code making such a relationship a crime, it remains a matter of ·
the internal forum, SOJREDACTEong whi~h cannot be investigated or tried..
d) The Ordinary's power of governance (canon 223) does not confer on him the
power to impose a permanent penalty or to take away the very right of a priest to publicly
exercise his priesthood and to fulfill his obligations to do so. I attach to this Petition the
relevant parts of a decision of the Congregation for Clergy issued on this very point on
April 28, 2007 (Jus Ecclesiae, vtEDACTED2007' 611-626 at 619-61 0) The Ordinary in that
case invoked canon 223 to prove the legitimacy of his decision in restricting the use of
certain rights in order to protect the common good. The CongregaticREDAcTEol that canon 223
sets forth a general principle whose concrete determination is made exclusively in accord ·
with, first and foremost, the norms of canon law "from which norms bishops cannot
derogate, otherwise their act would be outside the principle oflegality and open the gate to
arbitrariness. Therefore, the power to govern4 the exercise of those obligations and rights
can in no way be equated with the powerto take away the very exercise itself." The June 5,
2009 decree u:hlaw:fully attempts to make that equation and to do exactly that..
e) Canonical penalties, especially permanent penalties, can be imposed only after a
finding, to a moral certitude beyond every reasonable doubt, that the accused has
committed a canonical crime. Moral certitude is required, not just "reasonable certitude"
(p.l, last paragraph). It is not enough that ''the investigation yielded indications which
taken cumulatively, argue that REDACTEohing of a sexual nature occurred between them"
(idem). Indications and arguments of something happening are far from proofs and moral
certitude.
REDACTED
Th~

decree lists the four "indications" :

1. The complainant herself says the she and Father Fernando engaged in intimate
sexual activity. Her saying they engaged in sexual activity, that is merely and "indication"
that they sinned twenty some years ago. Whether or not it occurred, Father Fernando's
subsequent unblemished record of priestl)Cministry_c_ertainly_attests,_uot_merely_indicates,._ _ _ _ _ __
his suitability for ministry.
REDACTED

•

•

2. The fact that
was al;>le to descnbe Father Fernando's quarters at his new
rectory could indicate that she had actually been there. It does not mean that she had

4

"moderari" (canon223)
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His Eminence roger Cardinal Mahony, Jm:ie 19, 2009, page five:
been there; or that anything sexual occurred there. She could have obtained the description
in other ways. Father Fernando' recalls her telephoning him at this new rectory, asking
about what car he was now driving, how he ·liked his new parish and the priests there and
what his quarters were like - all of which he told her.
3. Of the "sting tape": " ... (it) appeared to confirm that something of a sexual
nature had transpiredRk~Woeen theni". Again, had any sexual· activity occurred between
Father Fernando and
twenty some years ago it was sinful but not a canonical crime,
and alone is not an "indication" that Father Fernando is unfit for ministry twenty eight
years later. Nor certainly is it reason to impose a permanent canonical penalty on Father
Fernando twenty eight years later. Perfection and sinlessness are neither requirements nor
an effects of ordination.
REDACTED

4. The statement of
's sister is entirely hearsay. Defendant and his
advocate have never heard of this witness or been advised of this testimony before. Father
·Fernando, however, tells me that he had never been to the home ofREDACTED at any time, had
never known her mother or her sister.
The decree lists 3 "aggravating circumstances:
1, "The wide publicity this matter received in the local church". (page 2) This
publicity was not caused by Father Fernando but by the accuser, her civil attorneys and
· SNAP who publicized the allegation to the press.S
This is not an aggravation of Father Fernando's alleged conduct. It is, in fact, an
aggravation caused by others to the detrimen~ of both Father Fernando's and the Church's
reputation.
REDACTED
.
.
.
2. "The fact that
, though not 11 minor at canon law, was still a minor. at
· civil law when the alleged activity occurred". (page 2)
This may be an "aggravation'; in dealing publicly withREDACTED's making this
"alleged" activity. She caused the aggravation by making this twenty-plus- year-old
allegation of being a minor at the time of alleged sexual activity, without ever proving or
being made to prove that serious fact (as was her burden), and evidence that she was .p.ot a
ininor even at civil law at the time.
Ultimately, this "aggravation" is irrelevant to the question of whether Father
Fernando should suffer any canonical penalty. That is a question of canon law alone.
_ _ _ _ _An_y_practicaLdifficulty-in-carzying-out-the-law-as.justiGe-demands-beeause-ofany-publicity'-------·
in .this case may, indeed, exists but, as difficult as it may be, practical difficulties cannot
trump justice. Father Fernando's rights under the law cannot be sacrificed.

5

Unfortunately this publicity was further enhanced by the Church who referred to the accuser as a

"victim", meeting with her and ultimately paying her a substantial sum of money before any determination

of guilt was made.
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahoney~ June 19, 2009, page six
3. "The fact tha{EDAcTEo prevailed in the lawsuit against the Archdiocese regardless
of any determination of guilt on the part of Father Fernando". (p.2)
REDACTED did not "prevail" in the civil lawsuit against the Archdiocese since no
determination of guilt was ever made in that suit. The Archdiocese simply waived its right
to haveREoAcTEoprove her allegation (of being a minor as well as of sexual activity) by
agreeing to voluntarily give REDACTED a substantial sum of money in exchange for her
dismissing her civil suit against the Archdiocese. That action has no relevance to any
canonical action against Father Fernando
2 The Decree Permanently Removing Father Fernando From Public Ministry of His
Priesthhood was Issued in Contravention of the Provisions of Canon 50 and Violated
Father Fernando's Right of Defense.
" Reverend Walter Femando has been made aware of the evidence collected, has
enjoyed the services of an ecclesiastical advocate, and has presented a defense in wliich he
has argued that his difficulties are not of the nature or severity to render him unfit for return
to ministry. His argument has been taken into account and his rights have been protected"
(p.2)
The only evidence collected was that obtained in tlie canon 1717 investigation, the
sole issue of which was whether over twenty years ago Father Fernando sexually abused ·
REDACTED
when she was a minor. That evidence determined that she was not a minor
and therefore that Father Fernando did not commit that canonical delict ..
.
Independently of that issue therewas never any issue of Father Fernando's fitness
for public priestly ministry. He was never advised that there was any other issue and no
investigation was ever made into any other issue. Given the fact that he did not commit a
canonical delict twenty eight years ago, there is no other matter which was ever alleged or
investigated to support the gratuitous and defamatory conclusion that Father Fernando is
not now fit for public priestly ministry.
•,

Father Fernando was never advised of any specific charge of any other specific
conduct over the twenty eight years of his priesthood, or presented with any "information
and proof", nor has he been heard on any such specific issue. Not only has there never
been a question of the "nature and severity" of Father Fernando having any other
"difficulties" affecting his ministry but no "difficulties" bearing on his fitness for ministry
_ _ _ haye_e:.v..en._heen..alleged.or_pro:v:en~to-exisLNone-has-been-mentioned.in-this-decree.----'-----The Decree imposing the permanent penalty is vague and uncertain because it had
not laid out any justifiable proofs and reasons, or ever the precise issues on which it is
based., although it is obvious that it is really based on the initial REDACTED allegation.
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony, June 19,2009, page seven.
The decree imposing a permanent penalty on Father Fernando is wrong, illegal and
arbitrary. It is merely based on a generic conclusion (uufitness for ministry) based on no
specific charge and on no evidence.

Conclusion ·
The twofold decree, one revoking temporary removal from ministry and the other
at the same time restoring the. first but making it permanent as a penalty comes at a curious
· time. The decree comes at a time when, on August 20, 2009 the Congregation for the
Clergy is due to decide a recourse taken on a Petition by Father Fernando for reinstatement
to public ministry which was denied by Cardinal Mahony on May 17, 2008. Perhaps, it is
issued in attempt to effect a desired result, the public removal of Father Fernando from
public ministry even though such a result in this case cannot be justified in law or in
justice.
·
Given Father Fernando's continued patience and cooperation in all that His
Eminefl:ce has asked of hiriJ. from the beginnirig of this case and his assurance of
cooperation in the future, it is difficult to understand, and one can only assume from the
facts, why this unlawful attempt to impose a permanent penalty on Father Fernando is
being made now. It seem on its face to be an arbitrary act unsupported and unauthorized
by any canonical norm or principle.
I, therefore, respectfuliy, ask His Eminence, Cardinal Mahony to reconsider the
secoJ?.d decree of his decree of June 5, 2009 and to revoke his decree permanently removing
Father Walter Fernando from the public exerCise ofhis priesthood.
I also request that wording of that part of the decree revoking the decree of.
February 18,2004 be amended in accordance·with the observations· given above.

Given at San Francisco, California
on this 19th day of june, 2009

REDACTED
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June 28, 2009
His Eminence Claudio Cardinal Hummes, OFM
Prefect, Congregation for Clergy
Piazza Pio XII, 3

00120 Vatican City
Re: Your Prot. N. 20091414
Reverend Walter Fernando
Your Eminence:
On June 12, 2009 I received the enclosed Decree, dated June 5, issued by His
Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony. I sent a Petition to Cardinal Mahony to Amend part and
Revoke part of his decree. I enclose a copy of the petition for reconsideration as well.
Although the new decree is not now an issue before your Congregation, it could
become an issue depending on the decision the Congregation renders in my abovenumbered Recourse, which d~ision is due on or about August 20, 2009. I have delayed
and debated whether you should be made aware of this new action taken by Los Angeles.
Consultation with knowledgeable canonists· has prompted me to advise you of the decree.
I do not know what opposition to my recourse has been :filed by Los Angeles. Coming
as this new decree does so close to the time that your Congregation is to decide whether
Father Fernando should be re-instated, it ~eems that the decree is issued to anticipate and
nullify the effect of a decision on the recourse that would be favorable to Father Fernando.
The Cardinal's new decree is twofold. It first revokes the February 18, 2004 decree
which had placed Father Fernando on temporary restriction form public ministry pending
the resolution of the allegation that he had sexually abused a minor in 1981.This temporary
restriction should have been revoked and had, in fact, been revoked by operation oflaw
when the penal process ceased on July 5, 2005, when the Congregation for the Doctrine of
the Faith declared that the allegation did not constitute a canonical delict. (Canon 1722).
------.L:.ather..Eernando.,_ho~exer, has continued to be ke:Qt-=--o=n==lec::;av-'-e=·-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...___:__
The new decree then im;mediately imposes a permanent penalty of removal from public
ministry of the priesthood without any seemingly valid canonical reason, process or
authority. It is based on the one same allegation of twenty eight years ago, the only
complaint against Father Fernando :in his entire priestly record. It i& this part of the decree
which I ask Cardinal Mahony to revoke. ·
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His Eminence Claudio Cardinal Hummes, June 28, 2009, page two.
Father Fernando has now reached the age of 65 and is petitioning for retirement. He
wishes only to live out his priesthood in private as a retired priest in good standing without
engaging in any public ministry. During these past four years he has remained private, has
complied with Cardinal Mahony's wishes that he remain "on leave" and has avoided all
publicity. He is anxious to avoid any and all future publicity for the sake of the church and
the Archdiocese as well for himself and his own good name.

I look forward to the decision your Congregation will render on the recourse for reinstatement presently before it. It will affect what future actions can and should be taken
relating to the new decree if said decree is not revoked.
With every best wish and prayer for you and all who work in your Congregation, I
remain,

Respectfully and sincerely yoms,

REDACTED

cc: His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
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Decision of Apolstolic Signatura
JUS ECCLESIAE
Vol. 19~ 2007.611N 626
(see 619- 620)

The same Most Excellent Ordinary then, in a recourse to this Supreme Tribunal invoked
can. 223 to prove the legitimacy of his decision relating to Reverend N.: ''canon 223
authorizes an ecclesiastical superior to restrict the use of certain rights in order to protect
the common good" (S.34). As regards this matter the following points are to be kept
diligently in mind; a) Canon 223 conludes the.title "De omnium cbristofidelium
obligationibus et iuribus"; b) the canons of this title (can. 208-223) grow out of the
schema ofthe Legis Ecclesiae Fundamentalis; c) this canon deals with governing
("moderamine") those obligations and fundamental rights so as to safeguard the common
good; d) can. 223 only sets forth an entirely general principle whose more concrete
determination is made exclusively by acts of the legislative power, first and foremost in
the other norms of the Code of Canon law; e) from which norms Bishops cannot
derogate, otherwise their act would be outside the principle oflegality and open the gate
to arbitrariness (cf. V. DeMilano 2006,351-377, see 367-377). Therefore, the power to
govern the exercise of those obligations and rights can in no way be equated with the
power to take way the very exercise itself (cf. F. Daneels, "L 'investigazione praevia nei
casei di abuso sessuale di minori", in J.J. Conn- Sabbarese, Justitia in caritate, Citta
del Vaticano, 2005,409-506, see 503). ·

1:

Nonetheless, if, by some analogy, that entirely general principle were to be applied to the
obligations and rights of clerics, it cannot deviate (praescind) from the more concrete
laws dealing with a matter, in view of the fact thm the general norms in turn must be
applied to the concrete account of the particular circumstances of each case. From what
has been stated, it is clear that one can in no way substitute in a matter the invocation of
can. 223 or refer to article 9 of the special norms of the united States of America, for, by
no means, can the danger of arbitrariness, inherent in the proposed principles of the
ingenuous invocation, be sufficiently removed. Supremo Tribunal.e Della Segnatura
Apostolico (Exc.mus Episcopus- Congregatio pro Clericis- 28 aprile 2007- Port. N.
· 37937/05 -Grocheolewski, Ponente, Ius Ecclesiae, Vol. 19,2007, 611-626, see 619-620.
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REDACTED
Archdiocese of Los Angeles

3424
Wilshire

Los Angeles
California

. Boulevard

90010-2202

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICATION .
·CASE:

Prot. N. 20082209
Recourse ofRev. Walter Fernando

CERTIFICATE

By this document, I certify that the following documents are exact duplicates of origilial reports
and transcripts taken in the preliniinary investigation according to canon 1717 of allegations
made against Rev. Walter Fernando, a priest of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles. These materials
are in addition to those already submitted to the Congregation for the Clergy in this matter.
_1) Canonical Interview ofFather Walter Fernando, dated 23 March 2009, professionally
recorded. and transcribed byREDACTED consisting of19 pages. .
2) Investigative Report, dated 24 March 2009 by REDACTED

,

consisting of3 pages.

3) Memorandum, dated 27 April2009, .from REDACTED Jet al. conveying
recommendations of Clergy Misconq.uct Oversight Board, consisting of 6 pages.

Given at Los Angeles, California this

_tf!_ day of

'nw-t

in theYear of Our Lord .J.o~

(j

.
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1

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, MONDAY, MARCH 23, 2009

2

10:38 A.M. - 11:45 A.M.

3

FATHER REDACTED_:. I '11 begin by introducing people

4

5

around the table.

6

the stenographer.

We've already written out our names for
I'm REDACTED

speaking is Father REDACTED

7

8

REDACTED

9

basically the host, to kind of coordinate the activities;

10

. My role in this meeting is

see to it that things get done.
If

11

I

can start from the reporter's left hand,

12

seated next to her.is Father Walter Fernando, whose status

13

as a priest of the Archdiocese has been affected by an

14

accusation, which will be explained.

15

Next to him is Father Fernando's advocate,

------16-Mr-._REDACTED

._l:te_i_s_s_e_r_vJJ19 in the cagaci ty_a=s=-----------

17

canonical advisor and advocate, looking out for

18

Father Fernando's interest in this matter.
seated beyond Mr.

19
20

REDACTED

REDACTED.

1s Mr.

REDACTED

Sometimes we' 11 refer 1:0 him as

21

by reason of our relationship to him.

22

capacity as the canonical/auditor.

"~'"m:,"

simp 1y

He is here in his

Page 4
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Going from the reporter's right hand, seated next

23
24
25

to her, is Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, who's REDACTED

REDACTED

I'm sorry -- t;he Vicar for clergy
5

D

1

I'm sorry about that --who's -- is here in the capacity

2

of representing the cardinal in his concern for his

3

priests and dealing with both sides of the issues when a

4

person needs help and when a person needs discipline.

5

on my right hand at the far end is

6

REDACTED

, who is here in his capacity as

7

the REDACTED

8

that .sees to attending to the public interest of the

9

church in serious matters.

That is a canonical position

Today is the 23rd of March, roughly 10:40 in the

10
11

morning.

And the purpose of this meeting-- well, from

12

our standpoint, our being officials, is to offer Father·

13

Fernando the opportunity to make any reply, if he cares to

14

do so,.to the heart of the matter as we're confronted with

15

it.

16

not a formal trial process, this is not a formal penal

17

process, the rights that Father Fernando has remains the

18

.same.

19

certainly has the right to ask any questions.

20

be put under oath.

21

anything.

At·this point,

I

should reiterate that while this is

He need not say anything if he cares not to.

He

He will not

He's not expected to admit or deny

we are hoping, however, that he could clarify,

22-;-f-'--h·e-wi-shes-to-do-so-,concerns-that-woulcl-be-exp r-essed-by------23

the canonical auditor.

24
25

The nub of the question is generated by an
accusation that was made some -- quite some time ago by
6

D

REDACTED of sexual misconduct with her as a minor.

1

one

2

This was a subject of a civil lawsuit that has since been
Page 5
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3

settled and resolved.

4

In our own canonical investigation of the matter,

5

we have determined that there was no canonical delict.

6

That's a technical term.

7

And for practical purposes, it is a ecclesiastical crime

8

and there was no delict of abuse against a minor because

9

the alleged victim at the time was over 16 years of age

10

and the .1 aw at the time defined a minor someone who is

· 11

under 16.

The word is spelled 0-E-L-I-C-T.

What does remain more problematic in this case

12

is the age of the victim at the time of the alleged

13

activity because civilly, she may have been a minor.

14

at least from our point of view, there will never be any

15

more evidence than has already been gained to determine

16

whether or not anything had occurred before or after she

17

turned 18.

18

she was 17.

And

It is her claim that things did begin while

19

This puts the cardinal in the position of dealing

20

with the question of returning someone to ministry who may

21

have been guilty of a -- in civil law, criminal or civil

22

or tortuous activity involving a minor, a civil minor.

23

Needless to say, this is something that the -- the

24

cardinal has great concern about and also the Clergy

25

Misconduct oversight Board, whose recommendation he is
7

0
--~--------1-_l_o_oJd ng

for before he makes a decision on the matter.

And

2

it is at the oversight board, or it might also say the

3

advisory board is another way of speaking of them, is

4

to -- it is their interest to have this position put

5

before Father Fernando for any comment he might make and

6

it is this:

7

made by the Los Angeles Police Department of a telephone

on the one hand, there exists an audiotape
Page 6
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conversation that Father Fernando had with the alleged

9

victim in which he makes certain incriminating remarks to

10

the effect that he apologizes for what happened, although

11

it is never said what happened.

12

that.

13

confession.

14

we're talking about, the problem that that statement

15

raises is that what would there be of confessional

16

material that doesn't imply some type of violation of the

17

sixth commandment.

There's no detail about

But he also makes the remark that he went to
He confessed the matter.

In the context that

so we have that on the one hand.

The other hand is a letter from May 8th, 2003

18
19

I forget the year -- but in which Father Fernando writes

20

that he did nothing to vi o1 ate his vow of eel i bacy, ·and so

21

we're faced with an apparent contradiction and that is the

22

focus of the meeting.
Is there anything Monsignor Gonzales would like

23
24

to add or wants to clarify?
MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

25

!hank you.

I simply would
8

0

1

like to take this opportunity to emphasize what other

2

Father REDACTED has said to Father Fernando; name1y,

3

Father Fernando, that you do have civil rights;

4

have canonical rights;

5

canonical advisor and advocate here today.

6

you wish to consult with your advocate or if your advocate

7

would like to consult with you, we ao-nave a

8

conference room available for you for those purposes.

You do

You have the presence of your
If at any time
separa~er·-----------------

That's all.

9

MR.

10

REDACTED:

Yes.

Thank you very much for the

11

summary of what this meeting is about.

12

that I know that.

13

what

I

As

I

It's important

see it, nothing has changed in

wrote in my letter. That since the allegation is
Page 7
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14

no longer an issue as far as the canonical crime to which

15

he should be or would be subject to any penal action, I

16

don't -- everything else remains the internal form.

17

There's nothing, as you said, in the audiotape that

18

describes anything.

19

the celibacy, even if were not made, is a matter of the

20

internal form.

21

he should be questioned about concerning that incident:

22

Furthermore, the burden of proof is not on him.

23

if in the record there's a statement

His statement that he didn't violate

so I don't see that there's anything that

24

I know you are going to say something.

25

FATHER

REDACTED:

Yeah.

He has
Go ahead.·

These are materials that I
9

0

1

. think rea11 y are subsequent to the interview that needs to

2

be conducted now by the canonical auditor.

once he has

3

had the opportunity to explain in whatever detail he cares

4

to, then I think we could go into those matters.

5

MR. REDACTED

well, except, Father, that if you.--

6

I -- I -- I will not

7

since because of what I have said, that any investigation

8

of what he may or may not have done as a matter of the

9

internal form, REDACTED , or anybody else, is not to be

I will advise Father Fernando

10

11

FATHER

REDACTED:

If that becomes re1 evant, we wi 11

---------12----Sp.eal<-ab.o.u.t_j_t.~------------------------MR. REDACTED: All right. I don't understand.
13

14

FATHER REDACTED:

Yeah.

15

MR. REDACTED

16

FATHERREDACTED I would like to see What the

A11 right.

17

canonical auditor has to ask before we understand what

18

issues have to be addressed.

He is the one who is
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conducting the investigation and needs to tell us what the

20

materials are.
MR. REDACTED we 11 ,

21

I

waul d just point out one

22

more thing then, just for

23

i nvesti gati on to be done about the REDACTED

24

allegation.

record.

There's no more

That investigation. is over.

FATHERREDACTED:

25

t~e

The only

could we have the statement from
10

0

1

the investigator about that?

2

MR.REDACTED

3

FATHERREDACTED I don't want to jump the gun on

4

All right.

Okay.

anything conclusive here.

5

MR. REDACTED okay. . un 1ess there's something that
have not yet been -- been made aware of as to any new

6

I

7

allegation, I don't know. Okay.
FATHER REDACTED Yeah. Yeah' Mr • REDACTED

8
9

.EXAMINATION

10

11
12
13

BY MR.REDACTED
Q

Father Fernando, what --.tell me when

-~

your

date of birth and where you were born.

14

A

on 24 of Apri}

15

Q

okay.

16

A

'44.

.17

Q

'44.

18

A

rnsr·i-cankaL..-------,--------------------

19

Q

okay.

20

A

The city is called "Ragama," R-A-G-A-M-A.

21

Q

R-A-G-M-A?

22

A

R-A-G-A-M-A.

23

Q

-- A-M-A?

24

A

Yeah.

In?
And what city?
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25

Q

okay.

Thank you.
11

D

And what are your parents' names?

1

REDACTED

2

A

3

Q

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

uh-huh.

6

A

And that•s Fernando.

7

Q

okay.

8

A

I

9

Q

And their names?

W

A

11

Q

12

A

13

Q·

14

A

1S

Q

16

A

Yeah.

17

Q

. 18

A

okay.
REDACTED

19

Q

20

A

21

Q

22

A

do.

And do you have siblings?
I

have a sister and a brother.

REDACTED

say it again.
REDACTED

Yes.

--~·-------23'----'-----Q_ _Qkay_,__pj_cLY-ou

24

25

have a or do you have a Sri Lankan

name as well as walter or a·re they all westernized names?
A

Yeah.

My -- my first name, no, I don•t have a
12

0

1

translated name, no.

2

Q

You do not have a --

3

A

No.
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so -- all right. Have you ever gone by the name

of Rankeen?
A

Yeah.

That's-- well, that's not in my birth

certificate.

8

Q

But what -- who would refer to you as Rankeen?

9

A

My.parents.

10

Q

okay.

Would that be a name that anybody else

11

would know of in the United.- states or anybody -- any of

12

your friends, any of your sri Lankan priest friends or

13

anything like that would?

14

A

No.

15

Q

okay.

16

A

They --

17

Q

would they call you that?

18

A

well, they don't call me by name.

19

-1

Your siblings?

have a -- if -- if

They-- we

am the younger brother

I

20

Q

Are you the younger brother?

21

A

-- of my sister --

22

Q

uh-huh.

23

A

--then she would call me Mali, M-A-L-I.
That's -- that's a term they use for younger

24
25

brother.
13

0

1

Q.

okay.

But

I

guess my point is anybody-- this

2

would all take place if you were in sri Lanka, they

3

woula -- or Hthey visftea you ner-e-;-p-e-rh<rp-s-.-sat-p·eoph--------

4

in .the United States would not refer -- you can't think of

5

anybody in the united states that would refer to you as

6

Mali or Rankeen?

7

A

No.

8

Q

okay.

9

okay.

what did you do prior to entering

. the seminary in Sri Lanka? Did you have a profession?
Page 11
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10
11

A

No.

I was

seminar.

12

Q

okay.

13

A

I

14

Q

okay~

15

I went from the college to the

And how old were you?

was 18, I believe.
so college would be our high school,

th·en --

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

-- approximately?

okay.

18
19

females prior to -MR.

20
21

Did you have any type of relationship with

REDACTED

r:

Don't answer any question that has

to do with any relationship or any person of any kind.

23

By the way, may I ask, what Mr.
MR. REDAcTEo: sure.

24

MR. REDACTED::

25

MR. REDACTED Oh' okay •.

22

·

,REDAcTED

I'm not asking you a question.

i4
0

1

MR.

2

By what -- he is a canonical auditor in what

3

REDACTED:·

I just mentioned your name.

process right now?
FATHER REDACTED:

4

The current interview is to

5

assist the clergy Misconduct oversight Board in making its

6

recommendation to cardinal Mahoney in responding to the

7

recourse which has been submitted to the Congregation for

8

the clergy.

9

cardinal Mahoney, it is the

------~------------=---~~~~

After that recommendation has been made to
intenti~n

of the cardinal to

10

inform Father Fernando what he intends to do before then

11

he submits his own -- cardinal Mahoney's own .response to

12

the congregation ..

13

14

MR.

REDACTED:

well, then,

I

suggest that si nee the

decision of the congregation and the recourse does not
Page 12
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depend on the initial allegation, that there's no reason

16

to submit anything more regarding the issue of the

17

congregation until it

18

don't see -FATHER

19

rende~s

REDACTED,;

its decision.

And I

Maybe I need to deny a major

20

here.

Just because there's no crime doesn't mean there

21

isn't an issue and I thought I stated that at the

22

beginning; namely, the cardinal is in the position

23

potentially of returning to ministry someone who -REDACTED

24

MR .

May have.

25

FATHERREDACTED

-- entered into criminal activity
15

0

1

civilly.

3

That is the concern that we have.
REDACTED
But you said "may have."
MR.

4

FATHER.

2

REDACTED

REDACTED

Yes.

5

MR.

6

FATHERREDACTED· It is our further concern that we

7
8
9

Well, it -- you·.

will never resolve that issue.
MR.REOACTED Exactly.
FATHERREDACTED

And the point is what can the

11

cardinal do in tha:t kind of a situation.
·MR. REDACTED okay. May I suggest something? May

12

I suggest -- excuse me a moment -- off the record.

10

13

(Discussion held off the record.)
REDACTED

]:4:------F-A-THER-

15

,

:-okay-.-:rn-v1-ew-of-"the-------------

conversations that we were able to have --

16

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

17

FATHER REDACTED

Private conversations.

Yeah.

The private conversations

18

that we had while -- during this break in the

19

proceedings

20

MR.

REDACTED

Excuse me.
Page 13
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during the break the court .reporter and Mr.

22

excused and were not part ·of these conversations?
FATHER REDACTED •

23

Yeah.

okay.

REDAcTED

were

I think that's a very good

24

point.

so the conversations I'm referring to were

25

between the. five of us except for Mr.

REDAcTED

and the court
16

0

1

reporter, who stepped outside the room.

And as a result

2

of the conversations, we believe that we have' been able to

3

come to an accommodation that should resolve concerns that

4

have led to this investigation.

5

record, but we're thinking that there isn't any further

6

point to the i nvesti gati on as such and that Mr.

7

could be excused from this session.

And we will put this on

REDACTED

REDACTED

8
9

MR.
FATHER

okay.
,REDACTED:
Thank you.

10

MR.

11

(Discussion held off the record.)
.
FATHER REDACTED Okay. Now that
Mr.

12

REDACTED

Thank you ,
REDACTED

has

13

left the room, I think maybe Monsignor Gonzales would be

14

in the position to speak to the matter.

15

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

since the proceedings now in

16

terms of the auditor and his purpose, namely, to provide

17

the clergy Misconduct oversight Board with the details of

18

an interview, since those are now finished, we have begun

19
----~~----------~~--~a~c~o~n~v~e~r=s=a~tl~·o=n~a=b~o~u~t~a~possible
agcr~e~e=m~e~n=t_b~e~t=w~e=e=n~---------------------
20

Father Fernando and the Archdiocese of Los Angeles,

21

specifically cardinal Mahoney.

22

agreement, and I would welcome all of you to assist me

23

with this so that we're clear for the record.

24
25

The terms of that possible

MR.REDACTED well, Monsignor Gonzales, for the
sake of disclosure for whoever is going to read this, this
Page 14
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17

private conversation was called by the advocate and the
proposed solution .was volunteered by Father Fernando.

I

think that's important for them to know.
MONSIGNOR GONZALES:
FATHER

REDACTED;

I concur.

In that sector, yeah.

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

The terms of the offer that

Father Fernando has proposed would include the following:
That Father Fernando would be willing to retire upon
reaching the age of 65 years of age; that.Father Fernando
would be willing to refrain from any priestly public
ministry.
MR,

REDACTED

In the ArchdiOCese.

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

In the Archdiocese.

And I've also articulated to Father Fernando that
there remain concerns on the part of the clergy Misconduct
oversight Board in terms of its recommendation to
cardinal Mahoney.

Those concerns include the stipulation

'that the Archdiocese would not be able to provide
faculties of the Archdiocese for Father Fernando and in
terms of any inquiry from another diocese in Bishop, that
the cardinal's recommendation would have to include the
doubts that remain with respect to the allegation.
Any other comments?
· REDACTED

MR.

: Yes.

I think we also discussed that

-----------'2·5--the-qu·esti-on-of-a:n~y-such-l-etter-of-i-nqui-ry--fromc-anothe·r---------

18
D

1

Bishop, we would get together and determine the wording of

2

any letter from the cardinal or successive -- successive

3

ordinaries of Los Angeles.

4

And since this is going to be reviewed by the

5

board, my feeling would be that the fact of two things
Page 15
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6

should be in that letter.

7

not a canonical crime calling for canonical·penalty, but

8

the

9

canon law, something like ·this, but the fact is we -- the

~-

The fact that the allegation is

the realty of the difference between civil and

10

facts should be stated without a conclusion that he has

11

been found unfit for ministry.

12

because that just isn't a fact.

13

on that wording and so that it satisfies everybody.

14

think it should be clear that it should be fair to the

15

ordinary who writes it, as well as to Father Fernando, who

16

is willing to in a sense, give.up the function of his

17

priesthood in order to accommodate this.

18

complicate. this, but

19

when the letter, if it says we have denied him, that --

20

that wouldn't be worded that way.

21

have agreed that he will not exercise ministry in this

22

diocese.

23

will say, "okay.

24

all these facts,

I

That can't be in there
And that -- so we'll work

I don~t

But I

want to

want to make sure we state only-He has offered and we

so that Bishop proceeding, if there ever is one
That leaves it up to me, whether given
I

want to do something about it."

Without complicating it, is that a fair

25

19
0

1

statement?
MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

2

3

and accurately,

4

to us.

I

I -- it fairly summarizes

think, the position that you have stated

5

Yes, I would say that.
MR. REDACTED Okay •

6

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

However, there's one other

7

point that

8

important for me to tell you, and its on the record, that

9

in my experience, that the clergy Misconduct oversight

10

I

would like to make and it is

I

think it's

Board would in all likelihood have difficulties accepting
Page 16
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that final provision that you have -- you have mentioned

12

here.
MR.

13

14

REDACTED.

which one is that,

Monsignor Gonzales?

15

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

Namely, that the Clergy

16

Misconduct oversight Board would recommend to the

17

cardinal -- let.me just go off the record for just a

18

minute.

19

(Discussion held off the record.)

20

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

21

MR.REDACTED

We're back on the record.

oh, back on the record.

Don't forget

22

we also agree that there should be a revocation of that --

23

of that· precept that was given when he was put on leave.

24

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

25

MR. REDACTED;

That is correct.

That's a minor, but it's really
20

0

1
2

important.
FATHER

REDACTED:

Question occurs to me, when does

4

Father Fernando turn 65?
MR. REDACTED; April 24.

5

THE WITNESS.:

6

FATHERREDACTED

7

MR. REDACTED;

3

8
9

24th of Apri 1 .
Okay.

one day after mine and I am not

going to be 65, long passed that.
MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

So as part of the summary of

----------·to-the-a:greement,-we-would-i-nclude-1:-ha-t-1:-he-Ear-d=i-na-l-weuld-------11

revoke the precept for which -- for which the recourse was

12

submitted.

13

And, finally, then, to summarize the last issue

14

with regard to the clergy Misconduct oversight Board, it's

15

fair to say that in my experience, it wi.ll be the position

16

of the clergy Misconduct oversight Board to recommend to
Page 17
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the cardinal that

that Father Fernando would not

18

_exercise ministry

public ministry anyWhere.

19

would be their position.
And, Mr. REDACTED, waul d you 1ike to comment?

20

so that

MR. REDACTED well, I would just add that there

21
22

would probably never have to reach that -- that issue

23

because what would be presented to them initially would be

24

the fact that part of Father Fernando's offer is that he

25

voluntarily would ·not want faculties and would not
21

0

1

exercise ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

2
3
·4

5

These proceedings are

closed.
(whereupon, the proceedings were concluded
at 11:45 a.m.)

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

16

17
18
19

20
21
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23
24
25
22
0

1
2
3
I, the undersigned, a certified shorthand

4
5

Reporter of the state of california, do hereby certify:
That the foregoing proceedings were taken before

6
7

me at the time and place herein set forth; that a verbatim

8

record of the proceedings was made by me using machine

9

shorthand which was thereafter transcribed under my

10

.direction; further, that the foregoing is an accurate

11

transcription thereof.

12

I

further certify that

I

am neither financially

13

interested in the action nor a relative or employee of

14

any of the parties.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,

15
16

I

have this date subscribed

my name.

17
18

Dated:

19

20
T1
22
23

!REDACTED

REDACTED

24
25
23
OOODDDDDDDDDODDDDDDODDDODDODODDDDODDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
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Vicar for Clergy Database
Clergy Assignment Record (Detailed)

Rev Walter Fernando
REDACTED

Current Primary Assignment

Living Privately

Birth Date

4/24/1944
Ragama, Sri Lanka ·

Birth Place

66
Deanery: 22

Age:

Diaconate Ordination
· Priesthood Ordination
Diocese Name
Date ofIncardination

1/25/1973
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
2/24/1986

Religious Community
Ritual Ascription
Ministry Status
Voice phone
Seminary
Ethnicity

Latin
Retired with No Faculties

REDACTED
National, Ampitiya, Kandy, Sri Lanka
Sri Lankan

Fingerprint Verification and Saf~guard Training
Date Background Check
Virtus Training Date

Assignment History
Assignment.

Beginning Date Completion Date
~/1/2009

Living Privately, Retired with No Faculties
St. Basil Catholic Church, Los Angeles Resident, Administrative Leave

2/19/2004

7/31/2009

Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary catholic Church, Pasadena
Associate Pastor (Parochial Vicar), Active Service

7/1/1992

2/19/2004

St. Gregory the Great Catholic Church, Whittier Associate Pro Tern, Active

5/3/1992

6/30/1992

.Cathedral Chapel, Los Angeles Associate Pastor (Parochial Vicar), Active
Service

7/2/1990

5/2/1992

St. Rose of Lima Catholic Church, Simi Valley Associate Pastor (Parochial
Vicar), Active Service

8/1/1986

7/1/1990

11/30/1981

7/31/1986

---s~Mce

·

St. John Baptist de Ia Salle Catholic Church, Granada Hills Associate
Pastor (Parochial Vicar), Active Service
St. Hilary Catholic Church, Pica Rivera Associate Pastor (Parochial Vicar),
Active Service

3/1/1981.

11/29/1981
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Background Information
Salutation
Social Security Number
Citizenship
Immigration Status
Green Card End Date
Payroll in lieu ofstipends
Enrolled in Pension Plan
Receiving Pension?

Father

REDACTED

U.S.A.
Citizen

Retired in Rectory?
Will Filed?
Reference
Powet ofAttorney Health Care
Power ofAttorney Finance

D
~
~

D
D

D
D
~
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ARCHDIOCESE OF LOS ANGELES
3424 Wilshlre Boulevard
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90010-2241

(213) 637-7284

CARDINAL ROGER MICHAEL MAHONY
Archbishop of Los Angeles ·
WeverifythaHEDACTED

is a priest in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles and

enjoys the full presbyteral faculties of the Archdiocese. He was ordained on April10, 1984.
With our approval, he wishes to celebrate Mass and the Sacraments while participating in Steubenville
West 2010, July 23-25, 2010 in Tucson, Arizona.
To the best of our knowledge he is a priest of sound :r;noral character. I have reviewed the personnel
and other records we maintain, and I can, to the best of my ability, assure you he is a man of good moral
character and reputation. To the best of my knowledge, I assure you nothing in his background in any way
limits or disqualifies hiD:t for this ministry. Further, I

am aware of nothing that renders him unsuitable to

work with minor children and I have no knowledge that he has a current untreated alcohol or substance
abuse problem.

REDACTED. is in compliance with a background check and completed Virtus training. He is
commended to the Ordinary for permission to celebrate Mass and the Sacraments.
Given at Los Angeles this 18th day of June in the year of Our Lord 2010.
For the Cardinal Archbishop
Seal
REDACTED

Associate Vicar for Clergy
Notary
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MEMORANDUM

To:

Cardinal Roger Mahony

CC:

REDACTED

From: Monsignor :Michael Meyers

!JJIJt

Date: June 28, 2010
RE:

Reverend Walter Fernando

REDACTED
, FatherREDACTED and I met today to discuss the situation of
Father Fernando and to try to bring his status with' the Archdiocese to a:n amicable
resolution.
The issue we are working with is reconciling the recommendation from CMOB, your
Decree, the request ofREDACTED and your recent phone call to Rome.
FatherREDACTEDmd :REDACTED
your options.

are reviewing these documents to try to develop
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REDACTED

March 31, 2009
Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales ·
Vicar for Clergy
.
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010

BY FAX AND MAIL

Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
Congregation for the Clergy, Prot. No. 2008-2209
Dear Monsignor Gonzales:
This is to confirm the content of our discussion, together with RED~CTED
and Father REDAcTED, concerning Father Fernando who was also present at our meeting of
March 23, 2009.
·
The Congregation for the Clergy has informed us that my Recourse to that Dicastery
on behalf of Father Fernando will be decided by May 14, 2009. Notwithstanding our
discussion and understanding yesterday, that Recourse continues and should be decided.
•

•

. REDACTED

In answer to my questiOn, you confirmed that, except for the allegation of

2003 of an unproven event that allegedly occurred tWenty eight years ago, there
is nothing in Father Fernando's record that ever raised any question about his fitness for
ministry since he arrived and began his continuous priestly service iit the Archdioces.~ of
Los Angeles twenty nine years ago in 1981.
"'·

REDACTEoin

Although it has been affirmatively proven that Father Fernando has not committed the
canonical crime of sexual abuse of a minor, 1 Father Fernando is aware of the unfortunate
publicity given to the Price allegation against him and the harm it has caused to both him
and the Archdiocese. Appreciating the Cardinal's position and desiring to· prevent any
more adverse publicity and harassment,2 Father Fernando is voluntarily willing to retire
after he reaches his 65th birthday on April24, 2009, and the Recourse has been decided.
------..w:ven..i£the_decisionis.£ayorable_t.o_him,_he would voluntarily agree to forego exercising- - - - ·
1

Ms."""AcTEo herself has given vague and conflicting evidence about whether she was under 18 at the time of
the alleged events, thus failing to prove that she was a minor even under civil law. CDF acknowledged this
inconsistency when, after reviewing the record, it found that she was "17-18." In her taped conversation
she attempts to have Fr. Fernando confirm that she was 16 at the time. This, of course, cannot be true
because Ms. REoAcTEo: turned 17 onRE~ACT~D _ six months before Father Fernando arrived in this country
and began work in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles on March 1, 1981. Did someone advise her that the
canonical age of a minor was 16?
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public ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles. He would, in essence, be a retired,
inactive priest of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
Such a voluntary signed agreement between the Cardinal and Father Fernando would
obviate the need for the Cardinal to issue a new decree. A decree in any way appearing to
impose .a canonical penalty or to indicate guilt would again be subject to a recourse,
something none of us wants, I am sure. A properly worded agreement summarizing the
reason why it was entered into could also serve, without further comment, to advise any
other bishop why Father Fernando does not exercise faculties in the Archdiocese of Los
Angeles. I will be happy to prepare a draft of such an agreement for the Cardinal's
review. A decree, however, should be issued removing the canon 1722 restrictions?
However one might interpret the CDF's reply that Los Angeles is free to handle the
matter administratively, any such administrative procedure cannot be penal since no
penal action was authorized by CDF. While a priest may not have a right to an
assignment, and a bishop may assign him administratively wherever the bishop wishes, a
priest does have a right to the exercise of his priesthood and any deprivation of that right
in its entirety would constitute an unlawful permanent penalty, as well as a right to his
good reputation.
I take this opportunity to make one correction in the transcript of our meeting of
March 23, 2009. On page 10 line 8: what reads "what he may or may not have done as a
matter of the internal forum" should read "what he may or may not have done is a matter
of the internal forum."
Resnectfullv and sincerely vours,

REDACTED

cc: His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
lREDACTED

REDACTED
2

In explaining the Cardinal's concern in our March 23 meeting, Father REDACTED confirmed that no
canonical delict was committee but adds ''what does remain problematic in this case is the age of the victim
("accuser'' would be more accurate) at the time of the alleged activity because civilly, she may have been a .
--------nun~'or ... ffiis puts tlie Caraiiiiifin llie position ofaealffig withtlie queStion of retiif.iililg someone to ministry
who may have been guilty of (sexually abusing) a civil minor." The fact of her being a minor even in civil
law has not been proven and is a fact that the accuser had the burden of proving before any penal action
could be taken against Father Fernando in any forum, canonical or civil. One cannot be punished for what
"may have been" or for ''what may have happened". Furthermore the only issue in this case is canonical ·
and must be resolved only by canon law. Any practical concern involved in carrying out justice according
to law, as much as one may appreciate those concerns, cannot trump the obligation of a judge to administer
justice according to the law and the evidence.
3
Canon 1722 provides that restrictions cease by virtue of the law itself when the reasons for which they
were placed cease. It also provides, however, that the restrictions should be revoked.
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CONGREGATIO
PRO CLERICIS

Vatican City, 25 May, 2009 ·
Prot. N. 20091414
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010-2202
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Your Eminence,
This Congregation and received and thanks Your Eminence for your letter of
4 May, 2009 regarding the hierarchical recourse placed against Your Eminence's
dispositions, expressed in your na.nle by your Vicar for Clergy, by letter of May 17,
2008 to the Rev. Walter Fernando.
Regarding this case, we wish to inform you that it has been necessary to
extend the time limits involved. This Dicastery, by virtue of article 136 of the
General Regulations of the Roman Curia, hereby extends the time limits (CIC can.
57) for the recourse until August 20, 2009 in order to reach a studied decision in
these matters.
In Your Eminence's recent missive, you stated that definite action would be
taken soon in this case. Mindful of the time limits operative, it would be helpful to
receive notification as soon as definitive action has been taken.
I take this opportunity to renew ·my sentiments of esteem and with every best
wish, I re~ain,
Sincerel2ours in Christ,

-;/?~:]:----'- - -

--------'---T-

~Mauro Piacenza
Titular Archbishop ofVittorian
Secretary
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CONGREGATIO
PRO CLERICIS

Vatican City, 20 February;' 2009
Prot. N. 20090282
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of LQs Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010-2202
UNiTED STATES OF Al'VIERICA.
Your Eminence,
In reference to the hierarchical recourse placed before this Congrega~ion
against Your Eminence's dispositions, expressed in your name by your Vicar for
Clergy, by letter of May 17, 2008 to the Rev. Walter Fernando, we wish to inform
you that it has been necessary to extend the time limits involved:

This Dicastery, by virtue of article· 136 of the General Regulations of the
Roman Curia, hereby extends the time limits (CIC can. 57) for the recourse until
.
May 14th, 2009 in order to reach a studied decision in these matters.
This Congregation has received, and thanks Your Emineuce, for the acts of
the case as well as Your Eminence's .valued opinion. By letter of 22 September,
2008, this Dicastery was informed that: measures toward a resolution of the matter
were under way. Mindful of the time limits operative, it would be helpful to receive
notification as soon as a resolution has been effected.
I take this opportunity to renew my sentiments of esteem and with every best
vvish, I renJain,
Sincerely yours in Christ,

/

/-Q.

__________+~~!!~
'---!:·:.~~
ffiMauro Piacenza

l"-

-=------------------

Titular Archbishop ofVittoria a
Secretary

Congregazione peril Clero- 00120 Citta del Vaticano- Tel. 06/69884151 - FAX: 06/69884845
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REDACTED

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

3424
Wilshire

Boclev.ud

Los Angeles
California
90010-UOZ

May 27, 2009
Deputy Chief Charles Beck
Commanding Officer, Detective Bureau
150 Nmih Los Angeles Street
Room 602
Los Angeles, California 900 12

Re:

Walter Fernando/.~~-Qf\~TFD

Dear Deputy ChiefBeck:
I am again writing to you to request infonnation cin the above individual in accord with the protocol you have discussed
with REDACTED~of the Archdiocese's Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
In our investigation with respect to F.~ther Walter Fernandez, your Depatiment allowed REDACTED a retired FBI special
agent, who has consulted for the Archdiocese, to listen to an audio tape recording of a telephone call between REDACTED
REoAmoand Walter Fernandez. As shown in the attached coti·espondence, in September 2008 I requested a copy ofthe tape;
the request was denied in October 2008.
At the suggestion ofREDACTED I am writing to renew the request since, as noted in my September letter, access to the
tape itself is important to conclude the canon law aspects of the case.
We will, of course, reimburse you for any expenses incurred in this matter.
If you have any questions, please feel to call me at 213 637-7562.
Yours very truly,

REDACTED

Attachments
cc:

REDACTED

Pastoral Regions:

Our l-•dy of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gabiiel

·San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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May4, 2009

Prot. N. 20082209
His Eminence
Claudio Cardinal Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for the Clergy
·Piazza Pio Xll, 3
00120 Vatican City.

The measures referenced in my letter to you dated September 22, 2008, deemed
necessary to fully respond to the hierarchical recourse placed against nie before your
Congregation by Rev. Walter Fernando are now complete. These measures included
further investigation, hearing Father Fernando again on the matter, aiJ.d having the formal
recommendation of our Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
Your Eminence will have already gleaned the facts of this case both from the acts, which
you·already have in your. possession, ·and from the written recourse prepared by Father
Fernando's procurator and advocate.
The focal ooint of the case is the complaint made to f te Los Angeles Police Department
by REDACTED
that Father Walter F emando sexually mo1ested her while she
was still a teenager. As part of their investigation, the police monitored a telephone call
between REDACTED
and Father Fernando.
Father Fernando was not present when the police came to the parish rectory looking to
interview him. He opined to my Vicar for Clergy that the reason the police were looking
for him was that 20 years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a woman. The civil
criminal process was closed due to fue· expiration of the statute of limitations.
Nonetheless, a civil lawsuit was filed against our Archdiocese in 2003 by REDACTED
and a settlement was reached in 2007 amounting to a sizable amount of money.
local·newspaper, The Los
Meanwhile, the matter received extensive coverage in
Angeles Times. Furthermore, inkeepingwith our policy to properly inform the faithful in
these cases, aim.ouncements were made at two parishes at which Father Fernando served.

our

-------A;:-canonical-investigation-ensued,-and-it-was-determined-that-sinGe-the-complainanLwas_ _ _ _ _ __
over the age of 16 at the time of the alleged offense, the niatter feli outside the realm of a
gravius delictum. Thus I was informed by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
that I did not need authorization from that Dicastery to evaluate the merits of the case and
to act accordingly.
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Father Fernando has adamantly denied ever having engaged in sexual behavior with
REDACTED
. Yet, there are indications that something of a sexual nature occurred
Principally, these indications are:
between Father Fernando and ,REDACTED
a) Father Fernando's statement to our Vicar for Clergy that he suspected ~at the,
reason the police wished to interview him was because he had "crossed
boundaries" with a woman some 20 years earlier.
b) Our investigator inspected the location where some of tb,e sexual activity was
alleged to have occurred and found the complainant's description ofFather
Fernando's quarters to be completely accurate. This would· seem to lend some
credibility to statements of REDACTED
c) Our investigator was permitted bv the Police Department to listen to the taped
.conversation between REDACTED
and Father Fernando referenced above. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that something of a
sexual nature had transoired between Father Fernando and _REDACTED
d) The statement ofREDACTED
sister ofREDACTED
to our canonical
· auditor (complete statement attached), that she witnessed Father Fernando coming
to their home " between six and twelve times" to take her sister "out on
excursions to movies and other places". Among the matters _REDACTED shared
with her sister was, that on one occasion Fernando told REDACTED to touch his penis
and after she did this she needed to clean herself off with a Kleenex.

An ameliorating circumstance is the fact that there is no record of an accusation of this
nature against Father Fernando other that brought by REDACTED . On the other hand,
the aggravating circumstances are these:
a) The wide publicitv this matter received.in our local church.
b) The fact that REDACTED though not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at
civil law when the alleged activity occurred.
c) Though not necessarily proving guilt~ the fact that REDACTED prevailed in her
lawsuit against our archdiocese·..
Norm 1V. of the Essential Norms, the particular law for the United States provides the
diocesan bishop shall have a review board, precisely for cases such as this, which will
function as a confidential consultative body to assist him in discharging his
responsibilities. My review board has advised me not to return Father Fernando to active
ministry.
·
·Tile numerous-factors-tb:at-c·ome·into-ptayin-theTeso1ution-ofcases-such-as-thls-render"-------their resolution very difficult. I have carefully considered every aspect of this case,
including the good of all involved, accused and accuser alike, and the good of our local
church in reaching my decision. I will use the executive power of governance, within the
parameters of the universal law of the church, through an administrative act to limit
Father Fernando's exercise of priestly ministry. This administrative action shall be taken
in writing by ineans of a decree (Canons 47 -58) so· that Father Fernando will be afforded
the opportunity of recourse against it in accordance canon law (Canons 1734 f£ ).
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Enclosed with this letter, please find,
sister of the complainant, ·
1. The statement of REDACTED
REDACTED
2. Transcrip(ofthe canonical interview with Father Walter Fernando.
Thanking you for your assistance in this matter, I remain
Fraternally yours in Christ,

His Eminence
Cardinal Roger M, Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles.
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REDACTED
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REDACTED

October 6, 2009
His Eminence Claudio Cardinal Hummes, OFM
Prefect, Congregation for Clergy
Piazza Pio XII, 3
00120 Vatican City
Re: Prot. N. 20091414
Reverend Walter Fernando
Your Eminence:
I refer to REDAC~ED
letter May 25, 2009 in which he extended the
Congregation's time to render a decision on this case to August 20, 2009. I also refer to
Cardinal Mahony's subsequent issuance of another decree in this matter on June 5, 2009
and the Recourse I took against that decree on July 14,2009.
Because I have received no new information or decision on this case, I write to
inquire whether Cardinal Mahony's June 5, 2009 decree and my recourse from it has
caused a further delay in adjudicating the ·case.
Thanking you for whatever information you may be able to provide at this time, I
remain
Respectfully and sincerely yours,

REDACTED

cc:

REDA_9TED
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony.
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REDACTED

July 15,2009

His Eminence Claudio Cardinal Hummes
Prefect, Congregation for the Clergy
PiazzaPio XII, 3
00120 Vatican CitY
Re: Prot~ N. 20091414
Reverend Walter Fernando
Your Eminence:
I forward a letter dated March 31, 2009 that I wrote to Monsignor Gonzales, Vicar for
Clergy for the Archdiocese of Los Angeles. I ask that it be included in the exhibits which I
submitted with the Recourse Father Fernando has taken against Cardinal Mahony's Decree
of June 5, 2009. This letter would be numbered Exhibit 9.
Thanking you for your kindness, I remain

Respectfully and sincerely yours,

REDACTED

cc: His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
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REDACTED

March 31, 2009
Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010

BYFAXANDMAIL

Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
.
Congregation for the Clergy, Prot. No. 2008-2209
Dear Monsignor Gonzales:
This is to confirm the content of our discussion, together with RE DACTE 0
and Father REDACTED, concerning Father Fernando who was also present at our meeting of
March 23, 2009.
The Congr_egati9n for the Clergy has informed us that my Recourse to that Dicastery
on behalf of Father Fernando will be decided by May 14, 2009. Notwithstanding our
discussion and understanding yesterday, that Recourse continues. and should be decided.

·

In answer to my question, you con:firmed.that, except for the allegation of REDACTED
· •
m 2003 of an unproven event that allegedly occurred twenty e1ght years ago, there
is nothing in Father Fernando's record that ever raised any question about his fitness for
ministry since he arrived and began his continuous priestly service in the Archdiocese of
Los Angeles tWenty nine years ago in 1981.

REDACTED.

Although it has been affirmatively proven that Father Fernando has not committed the
canonical crime of sexual abuse of a minor.~ Father Fernando is aware of the unfortunate
publicity given to the REDACTED allegation against hlm and the harm it has caused to both him
and the Archdiocese. Appreciating the Cardinal's position and desiring to prevent any
more adverse publicity and harassment, 2 Father Fernando is voluntarily willing to retire
after he reaches his 65th birthday on April24, 2009, and the Recourse has been decided.
------Even-if.the-deeision-is-favorable-ta-bimF-he-would-voluntarily-agree-to-forego-exercising-~-----

1 Ms. REoAcTEoherselfhas given vague. and conflicting evidence about whether she was under 18 at the time of
the alleged events, thus failing to prove that she was a minor even under civil law. CDF acknowledge!;! this
inconsistency when; after reviewing the record, it found that she was "17-18." In her taped conversation
she attempts to have Fr. Fernando confirm that she was 16 at the time. This, of course, cannot be true
because Ms.
turned 17 on August 7, 1980, six months before Father Fernando arrived in this colllltry
and began work in the Archdiocese ofLos Angeles on Match 1, 1981. Did someone advise her that the
canonical age of a minor was 167
·
·
·
REDACTED
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public ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles. He would, in essence, be ·a retired,
inactive priest of the Archdiocese ofLos Angeles.
Such a voluntary signed agreement between the Cardinal and Fafuer Fernando would
obviate the need for the Cardinal to issue a new decree. A decree in any way appearing to
impose a canonical penalty or to indicate guilt would again be subject to a recourse,
something none of us wants, I am sure. A properly worded agreement summarizing· the
reason why it was entered into could also serve, without further comment, to advise any
other bishop why Father Fernando does not exercise faculties in the Archdiocese of Los
Angeles. I will be happy to prepare a draft of such an agreement for the Cardinal's
review. A decree~ however, should be issued removing the canon 1722 restrictions.3
However one might iri.terpret the CDF'& reply that Los Angeles is free to handle the
matter' administratively, any such administrative procedure cannot be penal since no
penal action was authorized by CDF. While a priest may not have a right to an
assignment, and a bishop may assign him administratively wherever the bishop wishes, a
priest does have a right to the exercise of his priesthood and any c4:privation of that right
in its entirety would constitute an unlawful permanent penalty, as well as a right to
good reputation.

his

I take this opportunity to make one correction in the transcript of our meeting of
March23,2009. On page 10 line 8: what reads ''whathemayormaynothave done as a
matter of the intemal forum" should read ''what he may or may not have done is a matter
of the internal forum."
Respectfully and sincerely yours.

REDACTED

cc: His Eminence RoQ:er Cardinal Mahonv

REDACTED

2

In explaining the Cardinal's concern in our March 23 meeting, Father REDACTED confirmed that no ·
canonical delict was committee but adds ."what does remain problematic in this case is the age of the victim
("accuser'' would be more accurate) at the time of the alleged activity because civilly. she may have been a
---·----m..,·inor...tliis putstfie caromarin tlie position ofaealiiig wiiHlie question of returning someone to ministry
who may have been guilty of(sex:ually abusing) a civil minor." The fact ofher being a minor even in civil
law has not been proven and is a fact that the accuser had the burden ofproving before any penal action
could be taken against Father Fernando in any forum, canonical or civil. One cannot be punished for what
"may have been" or for ''what may have happened". Furthermore the only issue in this case is canonical
and must be resolved only by canon law. Any practical concern involved in carrying out justice according
to law, as much as one may appreciate those concerns, cannot trump the obligation of a judge to administer
~ustice according to the law and the evidence. .
Canon 1722 provides that restrictions cease by virtue of the law itself when the reasons for which they
were placed cease. It also provides, however, that the restrictions should be revoked.
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fiLE COPY
Archdio~ese of !.os

Office of
the Archbishop

Angeles

34Z4
Wilshire
Boulevard

Los Angeles
California

90Di0-2202

DECREE
I, Cardinal Roger M. Mahony, Archbishop of Los Angeles, upon receiving information .
which had the semblance of truth, that the Reverend Wa:lter Fernando committed the
delict of Canon 1395 §2, directed that a canonical investigation be initiated in accord
with Canon 1717. Pending the outcome of the investigation, Father Fernando was placed
on administrative leave effective 19 February 2004, in accordance with Canon 1722.
•

REDACTED

It was deternuned that since the complainant,
, was over the age of 16 at the time of
the alleged offense, the matter fell outside the realm of a gravius delictum. Thus the
investigation into the possibilitY that a delict had been committed was closed by a decree
on 27 September 2004.
However, the decree closing the investigation acknowledged that "there is significant
evidence that the woman, a minor at civil law, may well have suffered abuse from Father
Fernando." For that reason the decree placing Father Fernando on administrative leave
W<l:S not revc· ked pending further investigation into his suitability for return to ministry.
Meanwhile, the complaint resulted in civil litigation and was settled as part of a global.
settlement.· · .
Once the settlement was reached, it was determined that attempts be made at further ·
investigation. Now that the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has issued its final
· reCOlD;ID~ndation to me, I formally revoke the earlier decree of 18 February 2004 which
placed Father Fernando on administrative leave.

Furthermore:
I, Cardinal Roger M. Mahony, Archbishop of Los Angeles, do declare that, after a careful
investigation, it has been established with reasonable certitude that the Reverend Walter
------F®mande-~ngaged-in-a-relatkmshlp-of-a-s~xual-natua:e-withREDACTED -Eather-Eernando-has _ _ _ _ _ _ __
adamantly denied ever having engaged in such behavior with her. Yet the investigation
yielded indications which, taken cumulatively, argue that something Of a sexual nature
occurred between them.
Principally, the indications are:

Pa.storat Regions:

Our L3.dy of the Ailge!s

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San· Pedro

Santa Barbara
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1. The testimony of the complainant herselfthat she and Walter Fernando engaged·
in intimate sexual activity.

2. Our: canonical auditor inspected the location where the sexual activity was alleged
to have occurred and found the complainant's description ofFr. Fernando's
quarters to be completely accurate.. This lends credibility to the statements :niade
by REDACTED
3. Our canonical auditor was permitted to listen to the telephone conversation .
REDACTED
•
·
. between
and Father Fernando taped by the police department. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that something of a ·
sexual nature had transpired between them.
4. The statement ofREDACTED, sister ofREDACTED to our canonical auditor that she
witnessed Father Fernando coming to their home "between six and twelve times"
to take her sister "out on excursions to movies and other. places." Among the
matterlEoAcTEo shared with her sister was that on one occasion Fr. Fernando told
REDACTED to touch his penis, and after she did this she needed to clean herself off with
Kleenex.
Aggravating circumstances are:
1. The wide publicity this matter received in our Local Church.
2. The fact that REDACTED' though not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at civil law
when the alleged activity occurred.
3. The fact that REDACTED prevailed in the lawsuit against the Archdiocese regardless of
any determination of guilt on the part of Father Fernando.
Reverend Walter Fernando has been made aware of the evidence collected, has enjoyed
the services of an ecclesiastical advocate, and has presented a defense in which he has
argued that his difficulties are not of the nature or severity to render him unfit for return
to ministry. His argument has been taken into account, and his rights have been
protected.
I have carefully considered every aspect of tills case, including the good of all involved, ·
accused and accuser alike, and the good of our Local Church in reaching my decision to
use· the executive power of governance, within the parameters of the universal law of the
_ _ _ _ __:och=ur=ch= through an administrative act to limit Father Fernando's exercise ofp__n_·e_s_tl-"-y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ministry as follows:
1. Father Fernando may not exercise any priestly public ministry. This means that·
he does not enjoy the faculties ofthis Archdiocese; he may not celebrate Mass
publicly (canon 906); and he may not preach (canon 764).
2. Notice ofhis permanent removal from public !I!inistry shall be given to all
concerned parties, including the Bishop of his Diocese of origin in Sri Lanka.
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This administrative action is taken in writing by means of this decree so that Fr. F emando
will be afforded the opportunity of recourse against it in accord with the provision of
Canons 1734ff.
Given on the 5th of June 2009 at the Curia ofthe Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

ARCHDIOCESAN SEAL

REDACTED
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FILE COpy
Office of
the Archbishop

Archdiocese of Los Ange!es

3424
Wllst:lre
Boulevard

Los Angeles
California

90010-2202

2 July 2009

REDACTED

In re: Reverend Father Walter Fernando
Prot. No. 20091414
D ear Mr.

.REDACTED

I am writing inrep1yto your letter of19.June 2009, in which you seek, in accordance
with canon 1734 §1, the revocation and emendation of my decree of 5 June 2009
regarding Father Walter Fernando:
Given that the 1983 Code of Canon Law does not afford a priest an inherent right to the
faculties required for the exercise of priestly ministry, and given that canons 906 and 764
allow the diocesl:!Il bishop for a just and reasonable cause to restrict or forbid the public
exercise of the priest's right to say Mass and to preach, for the reasons set forth therein
thedecree is a legitimate exercise of my executive power of governance as Archbishop of
Los Arigeles.
Accordingly, your petition is hereby denied.
As to your remarks in the "conclusion" of your letter regarding the timing of the decree,
please lmow that by letter dated 4 August 2008, I was notified by the Congregation for
the Clergy about hierarchical recourse from Father Fernando against apparent provisions
of the Archdiocese not to reiri.state him to ministry. The letter also asked for my opinion,
so that a studied decision in the matter could be made.
_ _ _ _ ___;B=.y.letter dated 22 Se:Rtember 2008, I informed the Congregation that no provision as yet
bad been m.ade "not to reinstate" Father Fernando, and that I would give a decision upon
the completion of further necessary steps and would notify the Congregation once that
decision was reached.
The decree of 5 June 2009 represents my decision, a copy of which has been sent to the
Congregation for the Clergy within the time limit of20 August 2009 set by the
Congregation for the recourse.

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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Praying that God's own justice enlighten and strengthen all of our efforts to proclaim
Christ to all people, Xremain
Sincerely yours in Christ,

His Eminence
Cardinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
Copies: Rev. Walter Fernando
His Eminence Cardinal Claudio Hummes, Prefect, Congregation for the Clergy
REDACTED
.
Rev. Msgr. Michael W. Meyers, Vicar for Clergy
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MAIL REFER.RA.L - Date:
To:.

_&_ ~

From:

I
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THE AITACHED CORRESPONDENCE HAS BEEN REFERRED ro·toUR OFFICE:

_ _ To answer for the Caidinal; send a copy to this office
_ _ To prepare reply for the Cardinal's signature
_ _ To prepare draft letter for program/event
·

To review and return with comments

~ Ti, handle .entirely .

_ _ For your information and files
Comments:

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

·

.
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REDACTED
MEMORANDUM

Los Angeles
California

90010-2241

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
'DATE:

3424
Wilshire
Boulevard

Cardinal Mahony

REDACTED

Latest appeal in the Walter Fernando case
30 June 2009

As you can gather from the letter I have drafted for your signature, we have received a petition
from Fr. Fernando's procurator/advocate asking you to rescind and revise your decree issued
·
earlier this month.
I have attached a copy ofMr. REDACTED letter for your review. Most of it is a rehash of the
arguments he has been making all along. He continues to misconstrue the nature of our
proceeding arid to ignore the real issue.
The unusual part of his letter is on the last page, where he seems to imply that your decree is
trying to preempt a decision by the Congregation that would favor his client. :REDACTED
and
I think the reply we have drafted for you will say all that is needed.
Ifyou wish, I can always send you or REDACTEol an electronic version of the letter for editing.

r~ £L~ #::t~
Kflt"
------------------?~-~~-~-1__________________
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REDACTED

June 19, 2009
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop ofLos Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard·
·Los Angeles, California 90010~2202
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
(related to Prot. N. 20091414, Congregation for the Clergy)
PETITIONFORREVOCATION AND AMENDMENT OF THE
DECREE ISSUED BY YOUR EMINENCE ON JUNE 5, 2009
CONCERNING REVEREND WALTER FERNANDO.
Introduction
1. The subject decree dated June 5, 2009 was mailed on June 10,2009 and was received
by Father Fernando in Los Angeles on June 11 and by his procurator/advocate in San
Francisco ori Jime 12, 2009. This petition is therefore presented within the peremptory
· time-limit often canonical days from the time the decree was lawfully notified, that is by or
on June 22, 2009. (cartons 1734(2) and 201(2).
2. This 3-page Decree actually cop.sists of two decrees in one. The first decree is a
revocation of an earlier decree of 18 February 2004 which had placed Father Fernando on
administrative leave. Petitioner does not object to this part of the present decree, having
always maintained that the 18 February 2004 decree should have been revoked
immediately after receipt of the decision of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
of 4 July, 2005 and was, in fact, revoked by operation oflaw (canon 1722).
The petitioner, however, petitions. for amendment of the language in the section of
this decree dealing with this revocation of the February 18, 2004 decree.
3. The second decree imposes a permanent penalty on Father Fernando without any penal
process and contrary to the nornis of canon law, e.g. "Perpetual penalties cannot be
-----~imposecior-declarecib:y_means_of.a_decree~.-(Canon_13A2_(2))_This_s_e~_ond decree simnlY.:_ _ _ _ __
reinstates the restrictions revoked by the first decree and now seeks to make those
restrictions permanent without any canonical justification and in violation of Father ·
Fernando's inherent right to exercise his priestly ministry publicly and his right to privacy
and a. good reputation (canons 906, 764 and 220)
This petition does seek revocation of this second decree permanently removing
Father Fernando from any public priestly ministry.
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony, June 18,2009, page two
I:

The Questionable Wording of the June 5, 2009 Decree
Revoking the Decree of February 18, 2004 and Questions Raised Therefrom:
The first paragraph admits that the canon 1717 investigation concerned only
whether there was evidence that Father Fernando may have committed a specific delict,
the sexual abuse of a minor by a cleric as defmed in canon 1395 (2).
The second paragraph states: "It was determined", it states, that the complainant
was over 16 at the time of the alleged abuse so that ''the matter fell outside the realm"ofthe
delict at issue. "Thus the investigation into the possibility that a delict had been committed
was closed by a decree on September 27, 2004."1 If, indeed, the investigation determined
that the alleged delict was not committed, then the canon 1722 restrictions placed on Father
Fernando "pending the outcome of the investigation, the decree of February 18 2004
placing him on administrative leave should have been revoked at the close of the
investigation, i.e. on September 27, 2004 and not almost five years later on June 5, 2009.2
Furthermore, if the investigation definitely precluded the possibility of the delict having
been committed, why was the case sent to CDF?
Paragraph 3 states: "However, the decree closing the investigated acknowledged
that 'there is significant evidence that the woman, a minor at civil law, may well have
suffered abuse from Father Fernando ... for that reason the decree placing him of
administrative leave was not revoked pending further investigation into his suitability for
return to ministry." Since the matter was one of whether a canonical crime had been
committed and a canonical penalty should be imposed, aitd since canon law specifically ·
stipulated that~ at the time, a minor was one under 16, civil law did not enter into this
matter (canon 21).3 No authority is given for keeping Father Fernando on leave after the
determination that he did not commit the 1395 (d) delict. There was nothing more to
investigate and I have never been advised of any new investigation being conducted over
these past five years into any matter involving Father Fernando's suitability for ministry.

1
I have never been given a copy of or ever been seen or.heard of this September 27,2004 decree. Nor
have I ever been permitted to review the entire Archdiocesan file of this investigation.
- - - - - - z Again, 6y vtrtue of canon f712-tlie restrictions oftlie Feoruary f8-;-20U9aecree aufomatiCall;;-;y-;;ce;;;;a~se;;;;d'-,o~n:--------
September 27, 2004 with the admitted finding of the investigation fuat no delict was committed.
3
On the issue of the accuser's age, she herself is vague and Father Fernando asserts that the social activity
which the accuser says included sexual contact occurred in November 1981, after August 7, 1981 when ·
she turned eighteen. Furthermore, if any sexual activity were to have occurred between the two over
twenty years ago when both were of majority age, the investigation showed no evidence that the conduct
was forced or abusive. Private sinful activity, especially that of twenty som('l years ago would be a matter of
the internal forum and not subject to investigation in the external forum. The only issue which brought the
allegation into the external forum was that of minority age and that issue was definitively disposed of in the
1717 investigation itself
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His eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony, June 19, 2009, page three
If there was valid reason for keeping Father Fernando on leave, it should have been
done by a new decree specifying the authority by which it is issued, the reasons for its
issuance, the proofs and information upon which it is issued arid Father Fernando should
have been advised and heard before the issuance of a new decree. The authority and reason
for which Father Fernando was first placed on leave no longer existed.
"Meanwhile, the accuser's complaint resulted in civil litigation and wa.S settled as
part of a global settlement'' (paragraph 3). In fact, the accuser's civil attorney had advised
the Archdiocese of the alleged abuse on February 6, 2003. Her civil law suit was filed that
same year, taking advantage of California's one year (2003) suspension of the statute of
limitations. The Accuser signed her Mediation Questionnaire in the civil suit on April15,
2004. The global settlement was effected late last year, 2008 without any determination of
quilt.
"Once the settlement was reached, it was determined that attempts be made at further
investigation" (paragraph 4) Further investigation into what? The investigati(;m into the
REDACTED
allegation had been closed for four years. By whom, how, why and on what
authority was it determined that four years later, "once the settlement had been reached",
"attempts " should be made "at further investigation? What "attempts" were made and
what further investigation was or could be done? .I am unaware of any further investigation.
The civil settlement had nothing to do with the canonical disposition of the allegation
which had been concluded on Septerp.ber 27, 2004 by the Archdiocese and definitely
confirmed by CDF on July 4, '2005. No canonical justification is given for having kept
Father Fernando on leave for those intervening four years.
·
"Now that the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has issued its final
recommendation to me, I formally revoke the earlier decree of 18 February 2004 which
piaced Father Fernando on administrative leave." (paragraph 4) Whatever the Board
considered and recommended, it is beyond dispute that, in the absence of any authorized
finding of guilt for the canonical delict in question, no one had the right to recommend,
much less to impose the permanent penaltY contained in the second part of the June 5, 2009
decree. That the charged delict was not committed was known with certitude five years
ago. It was then that the decree of February 18, 2004 should have been revoked as a matter
of law and justice. It needed no recommendation from the Board

The June 5, 2009 Decree Permanently Removing Father Walter Fernando
from Public Priestly Ministry is Unjust and Unlawful and Should be Revoked.
1. This ordinary has no power or authority to impose this permanent Penalty.
a) A permanent penalty cannot be imposed or declared by a decree (canon 134.2 (2).
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony, June 19,2009, page four
b) No authorization was ever given by CDF for either a formal penal trial or a canon
1720 penal administrative process regarding the accusation of REDACTED that she was
sexually abused when she was a minor, a delict reserved to that Congregation. That REDAcTED
REDACTED
•
• ofthe alleged sexual contact ts
• undisputed.
was not a mmor
at the tnne
c) Sexual contact between a cleric and a woman may be sinful but, without any of the
circumstances given in the code making such a relationship a crime, it remains a matter of
the internal forum, something which cannot be investigated or tried..
d) The Ordinary's power of governance (canon 223) does not confer on him the
power to impose a permanent penalty or to take away the very right of a priest to publicly
exercise his priesthood and to fulfill his obligations to do so. I attach to this Petition the
relevant parts of a decision of the Congregation for Clergy issued on this very point on
Apri128, 2007 (Jus Ecclesiae, Vol. 19,2007, 611-626 at 619-610) The Ordinary in that
case invok~d canon 223 to prove the legitimacy of his decision in restricting the use of
certain rights in order to protect the common good. The Congregation stated that canon 223
sets forth a general principle whose concrete determination is made exclusively in accord
with, first and foremost, the norms of canon law "from which norms bishops cannot
derogate, otherwise their act would be outside the principle of legality and open the gate to
arbitrariness. Therefore, the power to govern4 the exercise of those obligations and rights
can in no way be equated with the power to take away the very exercise itself." The June 5,
2009 decree unlawfully attempts to make that equation and to do ~xactly that..
e) Canonical penalties, especially permanent penalties, can be imposed only after a
fmding, to a moral certitude beyond every reasonable doubt, that the accused has
committed a canonical crime. Moral certitude is required, not just "reasonable certitude''
(p.l, last paragraph). It is not enough that ''the investigation yielded indications which
taken cumulatively, argue that something of a sexual nature occurred between them"
(idem). Indications and arguments of something happening are far from proofs and moral
·
certitude.
The decree lists the four "indications" :
1. The complainant herself says the she and Father Fernando engaged in intimate
sexual activity. Her saying they engaged in sexual activity, that is merely and "indication"
that they sinned twenty some years ago. Whether or not it occurred, Father Fernando's
_ _ _ _ _ _suhs_e.qu5!n:t_un_hlemi$hed record of priestlY- minigry certainly attests, not merely indicates,
his suitability for ministry.

~-----

C.
thatREDACTED was able to descn"be Father Fernand o's quarters at his
, new
2. The .tact
rectory could indicate that she had actually been there. It does not mean that she had

4

"moderari" (canon 223)
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His Eminence roger Cardinal Mahony, June 19,2009, page five.
been there, or that anything sexual occurred there. She could have obtained the description
in other ways. Father Fernando' recalls her telephoning him at this new rectory, asking
about what car he was now driving, how he liked his new parish and the priests there and
what his quarters were like- all of which he told her.
3. Of the "sting tape": " ... (it) appeared to confirm that something of a sexual
nature had transpired between them". Again, had any sexual activity occurred between
Father Fernando and REoAcrEotwenty some years ago it was sinful but not a canonical crime,
and alone is not an "indication" that Father Fernando is unfit for ministry twenty eight
years later. Nor certainly is it reason to impose a per.inanent canonical penalty on Father
Fernando twenty eight years later. Perfection and sinlessness are neither requirements nor
an effects of ordination.
•
•
•
1y h earsay. D efiend ant andhis
4 . The st atement of REDACTED s1ster
1s
entire
advocate have never heard of this witness or been advised of this testimony before. Father
Fernando, however, tells me that he had never been to the home of REDACTED at any time, bad
never known her mother or her sister.

The decree lists 3 "aggravating circumstances:

1. "The wide publicity this matter received in the local church". (page 2) This
publicity was not caused by Father Fernando but by the accuser, her civil attorneys and
SNAP who publicized the allegation to the ·press.5
This is not an aggravation of Father Fernando's alleged conduct. It is, in fact, an
aggravation caused by others to the detriment ofboth Father Fernando's and the Church's
·
reputation.
2. "The fact that REDACTED, though not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at
civil law when the alleged activity occurred". (page 2)
This may be an "aggravation" in dealing publicly with REDACTED making this
"alleged" activity. She caused the aggravation by making this twenty~plus- year-old
allegation of being a minor at the time. of alleged sexual activity, without ever proving or
being made to prove that serious fact (as was her burden), and evidence that she was not a
minor even at civil law at the time.
illtimately, this "aggravation" is irrelevant to the question of whether Father
Fernando should suffer any canonical penalty. That is a question of canon law alone.
_ _ _ _ _-.eAu.Lny_practicaldi:f:ficulty___ID__carry_ing_out_theJaw_as_justic_e_d_e_m_ands because of any_:gublicity_ _ _ _ __
in this case may, indeed, exists but, as difficult as it may be, practical difficulties cannot
trump justice. Father Fernando's rights under the law cannot be sacrificed.

5

Unfortunately this publicity was further enhanced by the Church who referred to the accuser as a
"victim", meeting with her and ultimately paying her a substantial sum of money before any determination
of guilt was made.
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahoney, June 19,2009, page six
3. "The fact that REDAcTED prevailed in the lawsuit against the Archdiocese regardless
of any determination of guilt on the ·part of Father Fernando;'. (p.2)
REDAcTED did not "prevail" in the civil lawsuit against the Archdiocese since no
detemrination of guilt was ever made in that suit. The Archdiocese simply waived its right
to have REDACTED prove her allegation (of being a minor as well as of sexual activity) by
agreeing to voluntarily give REDACTED a substantial sum of money in exchange for her
dismissing her civil suit against the Archdiocese. That action has no relevance to any
canonical action against Father Fernando

2 The Decree Permanently Removing Father Fernando From Public Ministry of His
Priesthhood was Issued in Contravention of the Provisions of Canon 50 and Violated
Father Fernando's Right of Defense.
"Reverend Walter Fernando has been made aware of the evidence collected, has
enjoyed the services of an ecclesiastical advocate, and has presented a defense in which he
has argued that his difficulties are not of the nature or severity to render him unfit for return
to ministry. His argument has been taken into account and his rights have been protected"
(p.2)
The only evidence collected was that obtained in the canon 1717 investigation, the
sole issue of which was whether over twenty years ago Father Fernando sexually abused
REDACTED
when she was a minor. That evidence determined that she was not a minor
and therefore that Father Fernando did not commit that canoirlcal delict ..
Independently of that issue there was never any issue ofFather Fernando's fitness
for public priestly ministry. He was never adVised that there was any other iss-lle and no
·
investigation was ever made into any other issue. Given the fact that he did not commit a
canonical delict twenty eight years ago, there is no other matter which was ever alleged or
investigated to support the gratuitous and defamatory conclusion that Father Fernando is
not now fit for public priestly ministry.
Father Fernando was never advised of any specific charge of any other specific
conduct over the twenty eight years of his priesthood, or presented with any "information
and proof", nor has he been heard on any such specific issue. Not only has there never
been a question of the "nature and severity" of Father Fernando having any other
"difficulties" affecting his ministry but no "difficulties" bearing on his fitness for ministry
------hav:e-e:v.en_been-alleged.or-pro:v.en_to-exisLNone_has_beenmentionedin..this_decree._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The Decree imposing the permanent penalty is vague and uncertain because it had
not laid out any justifiable proofs and reasons, or ever the precise issues on which it is
allegation,
based., although it is obvious that it is really based on the initial
fiEDPCTED:
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony, June

19~

2009, page seven.

The decree imposing a permanent penalty on Father Fernando is wrong, illegal and
arbitrary. It is merely based on a generic conclusion (i:m:fitness for ministry) based on no
specific charge and on no evidence.

Conclusion
The twofold decree, one revoking temporary removal from ministry and the other
at the same time restoring the first but making it permanent as a penalty comes at a curious
time. The decree conies at a time when, on August 20, 2009 the Congregation for the
Clergy is due to decide. a recourse taken on a Petition by Father Fernando for reinstatement
to public ministry which was denied by Cardinal Mahony on May 17, 2008. Perhaps, it is
issued in attempt to effect a desired result, the public removal of Father Fernando from
public ministry even though such a result in this case cannot be justified in law or in
justice.·
Given Father Fernando's continued patience and cooperation in all that His
Eminence has asked of him. from the beginning of this case and his assurance of
cooperation in the future, it is difficultto understand, and one can only assume from the
facts, why this unlawful attempt to impose a permanent penalty on Father Fernando is
being made now. It seem on its face to be an arbitrary act unsupported and unauthorized
by any canonical norm or principle.
I, therefore, respectfully~ ask His Eminence, Cardinal Mahony to reconsider the
second decree of his decree of June 5, 2009 and to revoke his decree permanently removing
Father Walter Fernando from the public exerCise ofhis priesthood. ·
I also request that wording of that part of the decree revoking the decree of
February 18, 2004 be amended in accordance with the observations given above.

Given at San Francisco, California
on this 19th day of june, 2009

REDACTED
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REDACTED
Archdiocese of Los Angeles

3424.·
Wilshire
Boulevard

Los Angeles
California

90010-2202.

22 September2008

Most Reverend Pietro Sambi
Apostolic Nuncio to the United States of America
3339 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008-3687

RE:

Report to Cardinal Claudio Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for Clergy

Your Excellency:
Enclosed is a letter from Cardinal Mahony addressed to Cardinal Cla.udio Hummes, Prefect of the
Congregation for the Clergy, reporting matters relating to the case ofReverend Walter Fernando, and
transmitting the accompanying documents.
I would respectfully request that you kindly forward the enclosed material to the Congregation.
I am very grateful for your assistance in this matter. May the Lord continue to bless you and your

ministry.
Sincerely yours in Christ,

REDACTED

Enclosure

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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REDACTED

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT
July 31,2008
Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy, Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010
Canonical Services for Reverend}MaltemE:er:na!\lP:0
Date(2008}
Feb. 12

Feb.24
May28
May30
July 10

Hours Minutes

Activity
REDACTED

Conf. in L.A. with Msgr. Gonzales and Fr.
(discussion of other LA cases included here and not
billed elsewhere: no travel time or expenses to LA billed)
Review file: Prepare and send Petition for Reinstatement:
letter to Cardinal.
Review letter-decree. denying Petition.
Reseach law on Recourse ; prepare and send Motion for
Reconsideration to Cardinal
Prepare and send Recourse to Congregation for Clergy

25
1

30
15

2

15
45

5

10

5 hours 10 minutes at $125/hr ..................... $ 645.83
Expenses billed:
Certified Mail
1) 2/28/08 to Card. Mahony (Petition) ......... $ 5.38
Express Mail:
1) 6/3/08 to Card. Mahony (Reconsideration) 16.50
16.50
2) 6/3/08 to Msgr. Gonzales ...... "... ........
3) 7/16/08 to Archbishop Sambi (Recourse)... 18.70
Reg, Mailto Cardinal Mahony... .
1.68
-----------------(CopyofRecoursesentfcJRome)~----------~-----------------------------

$ 58.76 ........ 58.76
Total Balance .................. .
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January 7, 2004

His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
c/o Monsignor Craig A. Cox, J.C.D.
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese ofLos Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles California 90010
Re:F

THE ALLEGATION AGAINST FATIIER FERNANDO DOES NOT
CONSTITIJTE A GRAVE DELICT AND DOES NOT COME UNDER THE
PROVISIONS OF CANON 1717 OR OF SACRAMEMTORUM SANCffiATIS
TUTELA OR OF THE ESSENTIAL NORMS FOR DIOCESANIEPARCHIAL POLICIES

·DEALING WITH THE ALLEGATIONS OF SEXUAL ABUSE OF }JJNORS BY PREISTS
AND DEASONS. .
1. THE UNDISPUTED FACTS:

a) The accuser,'REDACTEDwas born on RE~ACTED

(Exhibit 1, p.1Y

b) She became sixteen years of age on f<!=.P~~TEI?
·c) Father Fernando came to Archdiocese of Los Angeles from Sri Lanka and
was assigned to St. Hilary's ChurchinPico Rivera on March 1, 1981.
(Exhibit 2, Proffer and Exhibit 1, p.7)
d) Accuser claims that Father Fernando starting abusing her ·~when he first
came to St. llilary' s (the Church records say that was in 1981 ). I was
17 in 1981". (Exhibit 1, p.lO)
e) No abuse could have occurred before March 1,1981 because Father
----------Fernando-was-in-Sri-1anka-before-that-tim.e~--------------

1.

1 Exhibit 1 is a 29 page questionnaire filled out under penalty of peJ.jury by .REDACTED on April15,
2004. Only cited pages and the signature page are included in Exhibit 1).
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2.

APPLICABLE LAW:
a) Canon 2359 ofCIC 17 and Canon 1395(2) ofCIC 83 describe the delict
in question as "an ·offense against the sixth commandment coinmitted by a
cleric ... with a minor below the age Q[ sixteen.
b) OnApril25, 1994 the Holy Father granted a five-year derogation
petitioned by theNational Conference of Catholic Bishops raising the age
for·the delict mentioned in Canon 1395(2) to eighteen years for the
United States. This derogation had no retroactive effect and specified that
it applied to acts committed after April25, 1994. On November 30,1998,
This derqgation was extend~d for ten more years.
c) On April 30, 2001, however, the Motu Proprio Sacramentorum
Semctitatis Tutela raised the age to eighteen for the universal
Church and reserved to the Congregation for the Doctrin~ of the Faith.·
"an offense against th~ sixth c~dment committed by a cleric with a
minor below the age o(eighteen years".

c) Canon 22: "laws deal with the future and not the past, unless ·specific
provision is made in the laws concerning the past". No such provision is
made in Article 4 of Sacramentorum.Sanctitatis Tutela.

·

d) C1:p1on 1313: "If a law is changed after an offense has been committed,
tlie law which is more favorable to the accused is to be applied".

· e) The Essential Norms "are complementary to the universal law of the
Church" (Preamble). They must accept the definition of a minor as to age
according to Canons 2359 CIC 17 and 1395(Z) CIC 83 , tp.at i~, under the
age of sixteen for acts committed before April 25, 1994, and according to
the Derogation and Sacramentorum Sanctitatis Tutela :that is~ imder the
age of eighteen years for acts committed after April25,
1994. . ·
.
~

3.

APPLICATION OF LAW to FACTS : CONCLUSIONS .

a) For any alleged act ofFather Fernando to constitute a ''delict" REDACTED
REDACTEowould have had to have been under sixteen years o{age at the
----------'--_____:late.st-in-March-of-1-98-1-;-She-had-tumed-sixteen,-ho:w.ev.:er,_on_August_1,,_ _ _ _ __
1979; twenty months before that time, twenty months before she even
met Father Fernando.

2.
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b) All acts of sexual abuse are alleged to have occurred well pastREDACTED
REDACTED sixteenth birthday. The alleged conduct of Father Fernanao, even .
were it true (and this is not admitted) did not constitute a "delict" in
19&1 and cannot constitute one now.
c) The alleged conduct does not come under any of the provisions of

any

provision of
Canon 1717 and following nor does it come under
Sacranientorum Sanctitatis Tutela or of the Essential Norms. It cannot
be the supject of any canonical penal procedure, judicial or
administrative, against Fatlter Fernando.
e) There is no other allegatio~ aginst Father Fernando by anyone.
Re!'lnectfullv submitted.

REDACTED

3.
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PROJ4'Ji'ER RE FATHER WALTJt:R FERNANDO
04/24/44

...

Born in Sri Lanka.
otn5n3· Otdaincd in Archdiocese or Colombo, Sri Lanka.
03101181
Gr.mtcd temporary faculties by Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
Assigned as Associate at St. Hilary Church, Pico Rivera.
11/30/81
Associate at St. John the Baptist de Ia Salle Church, Granada Hills.
02124186 lncardinated into Archdiocese of Los Anaeles.
08/01186 - Associate Pastor at St. Rose of Lima Parish. Simi Valley.
. 07102/90 Associate Pastor at Cathedral Chapel, Los Angeles .
04/03/92
Associate Pro Tern at St. Gregory the Great Church, Whit\ier.
Associate at A............lio"' u ....; ..~-o n .......-~..... ~ --- ·
07101192
· ·- ·-- · . _....., REDACTED
216/03
Civil plaintiffs' attome1
.... provides Archdiocese
with a spreadsheet of plaintiffs and alleged perpetrators. Plaintiff
A.P. alleges sexual abuse by Fernando in 1980-81.
'2119/04

Removed from ministrv and placed on administrative leave.

NOTE: On February 6, 2003, as evidenced in this Proffer prepared by the Archdiocese
of Los Angeles for the civillawsuit,,REDACTEDctlleged that Father Fernando
sexually abused her in "1980-1981".
This cannot be true because Father Fernando was in Sri Lanka and did not
come to the United States and to ST. Hilary's parish in Los Angeles until

March 1, 1981.
•
• Ms
han that tim"e allegation to
h "vii
In
----------::==-=answ:==-:-::ers:=-t=o-=::::-er=-:c=t-=-=--=ql:l.estionnmre,
. ___ __c ges
"Father Fernando began abusing me when he first came to St. Hilary (the church
· records say that was in 1981". (Exhibit 1, p.IO)
REDACTED

EXH. I
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September 24, 2004
Monsignor Graig A. Cox, JCD
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010
Re: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Monsignor Cox:
I wish to relay to you information I obtained in my interviews with Father
Fernando which I believe may be important to you in your investigation.
REDACTED
Although I have not been privy to the factual allegations made by Ms.
in her interview with you, I have reviewed the civil mediation questionnaire filled out by
·
her and her lawyer.

REDACTED

The spring of her last year in high school would have been , March, April, May of
1981. Father Fernando, however, arrived at St. Hilary's on March 1,1981: he had no car
and no driver's license. It was a couple of months before he was given the old ,large,
green Impala of the Sister when the pastor bought a new car for them. He had Sri Lankan
priest friends with him when he practiced driving. He did not obtain his driver's license
till the summertime. The exact date of issuance of his license can presumably be obtained
from DMV. He could not then have been driving her around "in the spring when she was
still in high school", and still17. He had no car and no license in the spring when she was
_ _ _ ____,st;!.!:!ill~in""""'hi.,..,'gh scho_Ql._She_turne_d_L8_onAugustJ,__19_81._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2) Regarding playing musical instruments together: Father Fernando says that he
once saw her with an instrument box in her hand a11d asked what it was for. She told him
she played the flute. He asked if she could read music and she answered ''yes". He gave
her a piece of sheet music and asked if she would like to play it with him since he played
the violin. They played musically one time only together and that was in the parish hall.
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Monsignor Cox, September 28, 2004, page two.
3) In the Questionnaire she states "Also my mother brother, and sister all knew that
I was going on outmM.with Father Fernando" (page 10 of 29). Did her mother , brother or
sisters confirm this? Did anyone else? Father Fernando denies these alleged "outings".
4) Contacts with her after he left St. Hilarys and went to Granada Hills:
a) Father Fernando recalls going back to St. Hilary's rectory only once after
having left there on November 30, 1981. She worked at the rectory. He wanted to buy
·some gifts to send home for Christmas and so went to the mall. She went with him and
while there they decided to see a movie playing there. Going to the movie was not
planned. Father Fernando does not recall seeing her again after that time.
b) After his move to Granada Hills, she telephoned hiin once. She asked if he had
a decent car, referring to the big, old, green Impala He told her he had a: smaller, white
car. She asked abo-..:tt his living quarters and he told her he had comfortable quarters
consisting of a bedroon and a small sitting room. She was never at his quarters at Granada
Hills.
c) He next heard from her when she.wrote him a letter in early 1983 telling him
that she had left the Convent. She was disappointed and down on herselfbecause she had
left. He encouraged her stating that it takes courage to enter the convent and even more
courage to leave. He wrote her a follow up letter of encouragement and support. (Does
she still have the letter?)
Father Fernando says that he never went out with her except for the shopping trip
to the mall and he does not recall how it was that she came with him that time ..
At St Hilary's at some occasion surrounding her birthday or shortly thereafter
when he was told of her 18th birthday, he remembers Ms. REDAcTED remarking to him "you're
cold -how come no hug?
Father Fernando says that when the chapel for victims of priest abuse was
REDACTED
•
dedicated at the Cathedral, Ms.
was part of the group (SNAP?) which showed up
there.
I hope this information is helpful to your investigation. I did not have the
_ _ _.:___ __upp.ortunity_hefore_ho:th..EatherEemando_andlieft~or.month=long..Yac.ations_to_haye_b:il;n~-----
review and sign this letter but will do so upon our return if you so wish.
~~nr-P.-rP.l'tr

"t7n111""Q

REDACTED

cc: Father Walter Fernando
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RECEIVED

REDACTED

N0\1 1 4 2005
BY;

November 9, 2005
Monsignor Craig A. Cox, J.C.D.
Vicar for Clergy, Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshlre Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Re: Reverend Walter Fernando

Dear Monsignor Cox:
I have been studying Father Fernando's case and considering the various courses of
action you proposed when we met at your office on October 28, 2005. I have discussed
the matter extensively with Father Fernando, whom 1 know you consider to be a good
priest.
Because the priesthood means everything to Father Fernando arid he wishes to live
and die a priest, he would never voluntarily petition for laicization. As CDF has
dete~ed, Father Fernando has not committed any delicta gravius and could not,
therefore, be involuntarily dismissed from the clerical state.
·
. I am concerned about your suggestion of a "fact-finding·procedure". Father
Fernando's accuser has filed a civil lawsuit in which the fact of whether he abused a
minor under the provisions of civil law is to be determined. I think it would not be wise to
have· the church engage in any fact-finding procedUre on the same civil issue, especially
while the civil suit is ongoing. The records of the church fact-finding procedure would be
subject to subpoena by civil lawyers to the detriment not only of Father Fernando who
would probably receive more adverse publicity on this one allegation, no matter what the
outcome, but also to the Archdiocese and the church. I do not believe that this suggestion
should be considered before the termination of the civil suit.
I believe that the best course of action at this time would be to preserve the status
quo, leaving Father Fernando where he is at St. Basil's on administrative leave until the
civil suit is concluded. It has been thus for several years now and a little more time should
_ _ _ _ _ _m,ake_no_diffe:tence._O.nly_when_the_civilactionis_complete_can-one-really-make-a-calm------'--and fair assessment of what action should be taken, always in accord with Canon Law.
You mentioned that you looked into the question of whether REDACTED
was over
eighteen at the tinie of the alleged abuse and that if you had found that to be true, Father
Fernando would still be working as a priest in Pasadena. If you or others in the
Archdiocese have determined that she was under eighteen at the tiine of any alleged abuse
please forward me all the evidence on which this determination is based, including the
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statement you took of Ms. REDACTED which you said you would send me. You can appreciate
that I cannot properly advise Father Fernando unless I know the proofs against him. Ms
REDACTED states that she told her mother of the alleged abuse in 1982 ( "e" on page 14 of her
civil law statement). Did anyone question the mother about this?. Throughout her
REDACTED
•
•
statement
. has trouble knowmg whether something happened before or after she.
was eighteen. Her repetition of whether she was or was not eighteen is not something a
witness would constantly volunteer especially since the questions she is answering is
often not asking this. The entire statement was obviously written by her civil attorneys
building up her case for money and then signed by her. She does not give any fact or
event to support her general statement that she was under eighteen or exactly when the
first act of alleged abuse took place - except to say she "was in high. school". Her selfserving word alone does not constitute proof. As you admit, if she was eighteen it would
be dispositive of the entire case. From facts which Father Fernando specifically
remembers it is more believable to me that she was, indeed, over eighteen at the time
anytlring could have happened. But again I am anxious to see what you based you opinion
on. I cannot make an objective final judgment unless I have all the information you have.
Please supply me with all your investigative material. All remains confidential of course.
It seems that the "evaluation of the merits of the case and appropriate action in
accordance" therewith can be properly accomplished only after the pressure of the
ongoing civil suit is removed by the termination of that suit. Once again, I ask, on behalf
of Father Fernando that, until that suit is resolved, he be allowed to remain where he is on
administrative leave. After that time there would be several options for Father Fernando.
I look forward to your thoughts on this matter and, hopefully to a favorable reply
to this requeSt. Thank you

Thank you once again and please forward to me the promised documents as soon
as convenient.
Respectfully,

REDACTED

cc: Reverend Walter Fernando
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REDACTED

Monsignor Craig A. Cox, J.C.D.
Vicar for Clergy, Archdiocese ofLos Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Lo·s Angeles, California 90010

April12,2005

Re: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Monsignor Cox:
Thank you for your letter of April 2, 2005.
I believe we have ·a fundamental difference of opinion with respect to what is
required or proVided for in Canon Law and in the Essential Norms. In this circumstance,
with no ecclesiastical appellate court: to tell us which legal opinion is correct, I am bound
by your interpretation in representmg Father Fernando.

.

Norirt ·6 of the Essimtial'Norms states that·a preHtnimiry inveStigation is to be

conducted in h~ony with canon law, that is, with canon 1717. The object of the 1717
investigation·is to inqillre about the fact of the· allegation, that is "Did it' happenT' and .the
:irilputability·to the accused~ "Is'the one·whe> committed the abuse the named accused?"
The brdinaiy is required to make a finding on these two issues before he sends the case to
the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. "When there is sufficient evidence that
sexual abuse has occurred, the Congregation shall be notified". According to Norm 6 that
:finding is the sole pre-requisite for referring the case to the Congregation just as it was
the sole pre-requisite for an Ordinary to proceed directly to canon 1718 before
Sacramentorum Sanctitatis Tutela reserved the determination of 1718 to itself. One does
not go logically to making the determination of whether or not to declare or impose.
penalties· (1718) unless he has first determined that something in fact happened which
warrants penalties.
·
I submit that it is not enough for the Cardinal to determine that "some sort of
formal ecclesiastical process appears to be warranted" and that "he cannot close the case
---'------=an=d=..:s:::::im=ply dismiss the charges against Father Fernando"? That determination is for the
Congregation to make. To refer the case to the Congregation Th.e"CarainrunoolOli-;:;;av;-;.;e;;--------made the d.etermin3.tion that there is ''sufficient evidence that sexual abuse of a minor has
occUlTed (not "could have occurred"). Did the Cardinal make such a deterininatioii?
Was. aDecree conCluding the investigation issued~ If so, may I have a copy of it?
•

'~

•• : :

••

:

•

•

•

f

•

Before the case is referred to CDF, Ncirtn 6 states. that the accused "will be·'
encouraged-·to retain
canonical
counsel and will be promptly
notified of the results of the
.
.
.
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the investigation". Of what good is canonical counsel during the investigation if counsel
cannot see the proofs against his client? Why be promptly notified of the results of the
investigation if one is not able to exercize his right of defense. You have told me that an
accused has no right of defense in the investigation. I find that position <l;ifficult to
understand. Natural law and justice dictates thatone involved in a process which can
place him on administrative leave, damage his personal and priestly reputation and make
him potentially subject to crin:rinal canonical penalties has the right to know all the
evidence against him so that he can respond to it and present exculpatory evidence.
.

'

You state that Canon 50 has been complied with. I submit that it has not. How can
one "be heard" unless he knows the "information and proofs" which the ecclesiastical
authority has gathered? Father Fernando was told of the accusation and its nature at the
beginning of the investigation when he was placed immediately on administrative leave.
He denied the allegation. He was never notified of the result of that .investigation, whether
or not it resulted in sufficient evidence to show that the allegation was true or not.
Advising him that ''the case cannot be closed" is meaningless. Why cannot it be closed?
The prerogative of the Congregation to call the case to itself refers to declaring or
imposing penalties in a case in which the investigation into the fact and imputability of
the delict has been completed ("praevia investigatio peracta" : Sacramentorum Sanctitatis
Tutela, Art. 13) and the necessary determination of those issues has been made. It does
not call the case to itself to conduct another investigation.
You say that "out of respect for his rights" you wanted to interview Father
Fernando. Father Fernando has denied the accusation. I respectfully suggest that" respect
for his rights" would entail providing him with all.the proofs, if any, against him so that
he might know how to respond to them. Since this was not done I felt obligated to advise
Father Fernando not to agree to an interview for which he could not be prepared It is not
Father Fe~do's burden to prove he did not abuse the minor. It is the accuser's burden
to prove that he did. (Canon 1526).
Were you to allow an advocate to have all the proofs of an investigation, he could,·
with his accused client, greatly assist. in assuring that that investigation is as " prompt and·
objective" as the Norms require and that its result will be based on all available evidence.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _____,Thank=~y.ou for your Easter Blessings and for your continued courtesy in all our
work. May the Holy Spirit enlighten us.
Sincerely yours,
REDACTED

cc:REDACTED
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REDACTED

DEC 2 I! 2005
BY~=

December 19, 2005
Monsignor Craig A. Cox, J.C.D.
Vicar for Clergy, Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010
Re: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Monsignor Cox:
REDACTED

When Father Fernando and I met with you and Father
on October 28,
2005, you stated that you had looked into the matter of REDACTED age at the time of
the alleged abuse and that if you had determined that she was over eighteen Father
Fernando "would still be at the parish in Pasadena". If Ms.
was over eighteen, not
only would ther~ be no canonical delicta even under the present age requirement but there
W9ul4.be no question ofFather Fernando haVing: ever corninitted any ~ct 'of'sexual abuse
of aminor involving the Charter.or the Noims. There would not everi:be a·valid'ciVil
. .
cause of action for child abuse. .
REDACTED

Thus, There should be no fact-finding process to determine whether any act of
sexual abuse took place unless there first has been a fact-finding process to determine
whetherREDACTED
was'l8 at the time ofthe first allege<! abuse. No act should be
investigated before the determination of that fact which is a sine qua non for pursuing any
allegation of the sexual abuse of a minor under the Charter and the norms ..
On November 14, 2005, at the Los Angeles Police Department, I had the
opportunity of listening twice to the taped t~lephone conversation ofREDACTED with
Father Fernando. Three important parts of that tape are relevant to the question of Ms.
REDACTED: age at the time. 1) In trying to have Father admit that she was under eighteen, she
states in one place, "You knew I was. sixteen: I graduated when I was seventeen".
She .was. sixteen. from REDACTED
to -REDACTED
'-"
- -·o -·- - . , -- - - Father Fernando was in Sri
_ _ _ _ ___......L,I,anka_foi_thaLentir_e_Y-e_at_and_didilo.t_arriy_e_in the US till 7 months after her seventeenth
birthday. In herREDACTED
REDACTED
- - -- -----. ....
REDACTED
For five months of 1981 she
~as also 18. Both ~ her statement and iii the taped conversation, I f:ilid Ii~' eVidence that
she
evidence
she is sure that she was under eighteen and certaitiiy
. .
.
.. gives' no corroborating
.
~

~--

-~------·
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Monsignor Craig A. Cox, December 19,2005, page two
·that she was. In many places in her sworn mediation statement she repeatedly states that
she does not recall whether something took place before or after she was eighteen. 3) At
one point in the telephone conversation Father Fernando says: "All this happened after I
left (St. Hilary's)". This was on November 30 1981 -four months after REDACTED had
· turned 18. Importantly, REDACTED does not challenge or deny Father's statement.
The burden ofproofis on the one who brings the alle!!ation, on REDACTED
(Canon 1526). The testimony of a single witness ~REDACTED
, cannot constitute full
proof. (Canon 1573). In evaluating testimony the judge should consider whether the
witness is reliable and firmly consistent or rather inconsistent; uncertain or vacillating and
whether the witness has supporting witnesses or whether there is support from other
sources of proof. (Canon1572 (3)(4). REDACTED testimony is indeed uncertain and
vacillating and she has no supporting proof for her blanket assertion that she was under
eighteen.
Unless the Archdiocese has proofthatREoAcrEo .vas over 18, an injustice is being done
to Father Fernando. In order for me to competently advise Father Fernando it is necessary
that I know if, on what proofs and by what canonical procedure the Archdiocese has
•
. d thatREDACTED was over et"ghteen. Please .c"..Lorwa:r:d to me all this !-'o.c".
determme
U:U.ormation
and
proof's, including any other statements REDACTED
she may have made to the
Archdiocese. Unless it is first proven that any allegation of sexual abuse against Father
Fernando comes under the provisions of the Charter and the Norms, no allegation should
be subject to a fact-finding procedure and, as you have said, Father Fernando should still
be in, or be restored to active ministry in Pasadena..
I await you response, information and relevant documents and thank you for your
anticipated attention to this matter.

Respectfully yours,

REDACTED

cc: His Eminence Ro!!er Cardinal Mahonev

REDACTED
Reverend Walter Fernando
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RECEIVED
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December 24, 2005
Monsignor Craig A. Cox, J.C.D.
Vicar for Clergy, Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010
Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
Re: Father Walter Fernando
Prot. N.599/2004-21318
Dear Monsignor Cox:
I have been doing sqme further thinking and analysis ofFather Fernando's case
considering . CDF' s finding that, because Ms. """'.m" : was over the age of sixteen, no delict
was committed and your suggestion for a "fact-fmding" process nonetheless.
It is an establishe4, incontrovertible f~;~.Ct that .REDACTED was over 16 at the time
· she aUeges sexu~ ·!lbuse_. ~tho~@)~.tf.PWfter. ~4 the. $.~se_rrqal N.orrns: deal with·the ' .
sexual aolislh>filiinbfs by"cfencs·, nowhere'do these documents define the age of aminor.
"The Norms .are c~mp)im.entacy: ~o tb~. univ,ei~al Jaw of the Church" (Norms, Preamble).
The Chatter and. the Noims. iriu~~ therefore, aecept the age. of a minor to be what the
Uriiversallaw of the cl:i.lll:ch prescnbed it to _b{; at th~ time of the alleged offense. The
universal law of the Church in 198 i provided ·that a minor was one under 16 in these
cases. Because REDACTED
was admittedly not a minor at the time of the alleged
offense according to the universal law ofthe Church, Fr. Fernando's case does not come·
under either the Charter or the Essential Norms. Consequently it does not come under
Article 8 of the Norms which states that "even one act of sexual abuse" will result in the
permanent removal from ecclesiastical ministry''. I do not ~ee the justification or authority
for conducting the fact-finding inquiry you.suggest. What fact is to be investigated? It
cannot be whether Fr. Fernando sexually abused a minor. That fact has been canonically
established: he did not. It is not for ecclesiastical authority to determine the matter
according to civil law. That is the purview of civil courts. The Charter and the Norms are
matters of canon law and not civil law.
Whether Fr. Fernando'~ actions be inyestigated ~sa crimen or simply to determine
whether they occ'Qrred: private, sjnfull:l.cts, they are the, same acts, acts which can never
amountto'the·"se:Xiiaiab~eofatRiuorbyapriest" ... ;. •..: · '':': ,· .· ..... ·.. :· . ::.;:
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Respectfully yours,

REDACTED

CC: Elis Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Father Walter Fernando

REDACTED
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Monsignor Craig A. Cox, J.C.D.
Vi<;:ar for Clergy, Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010
Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith·
Prot. N.599/2004-21318
Re: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Monsignor Cox:
In the midst ofboth office and Christmas season activities, it would be
understandable for you to overlook a small task or tWo.

I write to bring to your attention that ·I have.not yet received a transcript of the
canonical interview conducted by the ArqhQ.io~es.e wi;th REDACTED • Would you kindly
forward it to me· at your earliest convenience.. Thank.y.ou,..
•

'

'

',

•

','

'

t

I•'

Respectfully yours,
REDACTED
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BY:
November 6, 2006

Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese ofLos Angeles
3424 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDF Prot.# 599/2004-21318

Dear Monsignor Gonzales:
. On s~~t~m.b.e~'!9.2006,.s·even.weeks'ago,Tmetwith you and'FatherREDACTED:
., to inquire about tl;J.e status ofFather
Walter Fer.o.ando. twa~. giv~n no• de:finite·infomatioii and am"at a ioss. :kriow what is
cl~Ia~g_llily.aCtJpn:~·his·case; .. ' .. ··,~ ;:.· '_"·::·.;:'.·:·. :··.·· ·.. ·.:--· :: :. .-:.~·.. _...·.~·-· ·~ ··,··~

'REDACTED

to

=

_. ,

; •• ~ •

, ,

1

•

I

•

.•.

•

.. I discussed .this matter with Monsignor Cox in a meeting of October 28, 2005 and
again before he left the office of Vicar for Clergy in July 2006. There are always
assurances that something will be done soon but nothing seems to be done.
It has been since July 4, 2005, sixteen months ago, that the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the .Faith issued its decision that Father Fernando did not commit a delictum
gravius. Although no further action of any kind has been iiritiated against Father
Fernando, he has been left on administrative leave, removed from public ministry. Both
injustice and in canon law, this inaction is unjustifiable and detrimental to Father
Fernando's good name as well as to the efficacy of his future·priestly ministry.
Given the Congregation's decision that Father Fernando has not committed a
_ _ _ _ _ _canonicaLcrim.e,_why_is_he_stillout.ofministcy-'?---.Article.13~of.the..Ess.ential_Nor_ms_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Provides that "When an.allegation-has proved to be unfounded, every step possible will
be taken to restore the good name of the person falsely accused". Ms. REDACTED; allegation
. tb,at,Fat1J.erJ<'e~an~o .se~1J.8.].1y-abused her when she was a minor has been pro;vedt~.b~ ~
ulifo{Q].ded but
step-lias been taken to restore· Father Fernando's
:~cime:

:p.o

go6d

'· . ·: .. .

~·the Archdi~ce·s~ ~~nt~~~l~~:s :y~~~r a~~~~ in :~~tter ~le~e-;aci~se

....
thls·
me
what that action is and oti' what provision of canon law it is b~sed. In justice I ask that this
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Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, November 6, 2006, page two,
be done without further delay or that Father Fernando be restored to active ministry.
Keeping him on leave after the decision of CDF without undertaking any further action is
to impose upon him a penalty without any process and is contrary' to canon law.
Hoping that you will give some urgency to this matter, I am·

Sincerely and respectfully yours.

REDACTED

cc: REDACTED
Reverend Walter Fernando
William Cardinal Levada
Prefect, Congregation for the Doctrine of The Faith
P.S. Although I have repeatedly asked for a copy of the Archdiocese's interview with the
accuser, REDACTED I have yet to receive it. Would you kindly send me a copy?
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Office of .
Vicar for Clergy
(21.3) 637-7284

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

3424
Wilshire
Boulevard

Los Angeles
California
90010-2202

December 15; 2906

REDACTED

RE: Fatl!.er Walter Fernando
Dear Mr. REDACTED
I write in reply to your letters ofNovember 6 and 29, 2006 concerning the case of the
above-named priest.
First of all, allow ine to correct what appears to be a misunderstanding on your part with
regard to the decision rendered by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith when
it examined the case on June 25 oflast year. The Congregation found that the matter at
issue, i.e. the sexual abuse of which Father Fernando is accused, is not a gravius
declictum, since the girl in question was not a minor under the age· of 16 at the time the
alleged crime occurred. Consequently, the matter is not reserved to the Congregation
and, as per the Congregation's letter of Jul;i 4, 2005, the Archbishop "does not need any
authorization from this Dicastery to evaluate the merits of the case and act accordingly."
The Congregation therefore leaves the judgment of this matter where it rightly belongs
- in the hands of the diocesan Bishop - and its decision in this regard is in no way a
resolution of the case and even less is it a de.claration that the reus has been found
innocent of the crime alleged·.
Secondly, your conclusion that "Father Fernando has not coinmitted a canonical crime"
is not exact: the crime of which he is accused, although not a gravius delictum, does
remain a serious violation of the "perfect and perpetual continence" to which clerics are
obliged (canon 277 §1). The Church's universal law requires "diocesan bishops ... to
_______pass judgment in particular cases concerning the observance of this obligation" (ibid.,
~-~-~-~-----§3). It is this judgment that the Archbishop is called to exercise.in the present case, as
the Congregation also makes clear in its above-cit~d letter.
Thirdly, your statement that "the allegation [against Father Fernando] has been proved
to be unfounded" is simply incorrect: no such determination has been made, not by the
Archbishop and certainly not by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. Quite
the contrary, the allegation is serious and an initial investigation of the matter
established that the claims of ~e accuser- far from being unfounded- had the
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semblance of truth, which is why the matter was reported to the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith. And once more, the Cong!egation's decision in the matter is that
it falls wholly under the competence of the Archbishop to adjudicate.
Hoping to have shed some light" on what appeared to me as erroneous perceptions on
your part, I now tum to your question of "what is delaying any action in the case" (your
letter ofNovember 6, 2006, p. 1).
As you are undoubtedly aware, the civil action involving the allegation against Fath~r
Fernando is still pending, together with many other lawsuits. As you yourself observed
a year ago in a letter to my predecessor, ..it would not be wise" to undertake any further
action in this case before the civil suit is resolved, as this would be "to the detriment not
only ofFather Fernando ... but also to the Archdiocese and the Church" (Letter from
you to Msgr. Cox, November 9, 2005, p. 1). You summed up the situation well when
you wrote, "I believe the best course of action at this time would be to preserve the
status quo, leaving Father Fernando where he is at St. Basil's on administrative leave
· until the civil suit is concluded. It has been thus for several years now and a little more
tim~ should make no difference. Only when the civil action is complete can one really
make a calm and fair assessment of what action should be taken" (ibid.).
It may be that you have now changed your position, but the fact remains that the
situation on the civil front is unaltered and it appears still to be in the best interest of all
concerned to maintain the status quo with regard to Father Fernando (i.e., administrative
leave, with full benefits and residence provided by the Archdiocese). The allegation
against him raises serious questions'as to his suitability for ministry, wherefore he
simply cannot engage in any kind of public ministry until the situation is properly
resolved. When civil litigation involving his case is completed it will be appropriate for
the Church to proceed in the matter. Rest assured, therefore, that when the time is
opportune, the case will be properly adjudicated according to the norms of law.
Trusting that the foregoing has served to clarify the situation, and pleased to enclose a .
copy of the canonical auditor's report. ofhis interview with the accuser, I remain

Sincerely yours in Christ,

~~
Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy

cc:

REDACTED
enclosure
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BY:

December 23. 2006

Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDF Prot# 599/2004-21318
Dear Monsignor Gonzales:

Thank you for your letter of December 15 and for enclosing the long-sought
by the Archdiocesan investigator dated February 8, 2004.
interview of REDACTED
lit is only when an advocate knows exactly what an accus~r specifically alleges that he
can properly investigate the matter with his client and make other relevant inquiries. My
hope is that I may be timely provided with evidence in the future so that we may work
together in arriving at the truth of a matter.
Your letter contains inaccuracies which stem from the failure to distinguish between
the sexual activity alleged and the sexual crime alleged. Canon 277, obliging clerics to
perfect and perpetual continence does not make the violation of that obligation a
canonical crirp.e punishable with canonical penalties. It is only when a sexual activity is
accompanied by a specific circumstance stated in canon 1395 that the violation is a
canonical crime subject to canonical penalties. Otherwise, any failure to observe
continence is strictly a matter of the internal forum. Sinful conduct, without more, is not
subject to canonical investigation or procedure against a cleric.
Canon 1395 specifies what other conditions must be present in the commission of
---------=s=ex=ual=-=ac=t=-s-=by a cleric in order for those acts to be }Junishable in the external forum as
canonical crimes. The specific allegation against Father Fernando was that he sexually
abused a minor, a canonical crini.e as defined in canon 13 95(2). It is for this alleged crime
that the Cardinal brought the allegation to the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith·
(hereafter CDF) to whom this crfme is reserved. Only this crime could come under the
provisions of Sacramentorum Sanctitatis Tutela and the Essential Norms. Only this crime
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warranted reporting to CDF. You are correct when you state that this case is not reserved
to CDF but incorrect when you imply that this conclusion is based on CDF' s July 4, 2005
response ( you state "consequently ... "). 1bis conclusion was known or should have been
known before the wrongful referral of this case to CDF. The facts and admissions of the
case proved that the accuser was not a minor at the time of the alleged abuse, that the
allegation did not constitute a canonical crime under canon 1395(2) and therefore should
not have been reported to CDF.
Contrary to your assertion, CDF's reply is, indeed a "resolution of the case"
referred to it and does constitute "a declaration that the reus has been found innocent of
the crime allegerf'. CDF' s finding that the "matter cannot be considered a delictum
gravius'' is, a fortiori, a declarationt that the reus is ''iinnocent ofthe crime allegecf'. My
statement that "the allegation (sexual abuse of a minor) has been proved to be unfounded
would, therefore, seem to be "ex~ct".
You state that the initial investigation established that the accuser's claims had the
semblance of truth. Far from having any semblance of truth, the accuser's claim that she
was a minor when allegedly sexually abused was proven false in your investigation
by her own admissions and the factual evidence which proved that Father Fernando was
not even in America when she was a minor.
The Ar~hdiocese can no longer proceed against Father Fernando on the contention
.that he committed a canonical crime under canon 1395(2). You state that the "the case
will be properly adjudicated according to the norms of law''. Please advise me what is
now the precise issue that is to be adjudicated and by what norms oflaw.
Although I had suggested the status quo be maintained till the civil case is
concluded, it has been more than a year since then and I am now concerned about t1:rls
open-ended delay, especially because the disposition of the civil case may have no
bearing on the canonical issues.
.
Thank you once again and every best wish for the new year,

-------------------Sincerel:Y-and_resp_ectfully_and_y:_o_urs,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
REDACTED

Cc:REDACTED
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February 25~ 2008
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
555 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
Dear Cardinal ~ahony:

. I am sending you a Petition for Reinstatement of Father Walter FeiJ:lllD.do. The
reasons for the Petition are explained therein. As his canonical advocate I would be
remiss did I not present it since it ha.S now been two and half years since CDF's reply and
some three months sin~e the global settlement of civil claims. has been finalized.
Canon 57 gives a period of three months for a response to the Petition and, also
. provides that if no response is given within that three month period it will be considered a
negative respons.e, at which time recourse, if necessary, can be taken. Since the case no
longer belongs to CDF, I believe that that the Congregation for Clergy would be the
competent Congregation.
Given that there is no longer a canon 1395(2) penal process, I do not lmow on what
basis Father Fernando is still on administrative leave. Has any other process been
initiated against lrim which would authorize and ju~tify adminlstrative leave? Please
advise me of the basis for his still being restricted in his priestly ministry.
Father F emando and I would be willing ~o meet at any time
thoughts and intentions on the matter_

to discuss your

With continued kind regards,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~inr.P.rP.lv :mel resnectfhllv_

REDACTED

,

•

5o

I

•'

'

'•

•

•

Cc: Reverend Mons1gnor'Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy ·
·
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February 25,2008
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony

Archbishop of Los Angeles
555 West Temple
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDF Prot. No. 599-21318
PETITION FOR REINSTATEMENT
OF
FATHER WALTER FERNANDO

is

This Petition made under the provisions of Canons 57 and 172i of the Code of
Canon Law, ArtiCle 13 of Sacramentorum &mctitatis Tutela, and Norms 6 and 13 of the
Essential Normsfor Diocesan/Eparchial Policies Dealing With Allegations ofSexual
Abuse ofMinors by Priests or Deacons.
·
This Petition is for a Decree declaring the termination of Father Walter
Fernando's administrative leave and of the canon 1722 restrictions on priestly ministry
imposed upon him on February 19, 2008, and reinstating him to active ministry.
Facts and Law

1. In 2003, a woman namedREDACTED :accused Father Fernando of having
sexually abused her when she was a minor in 1981.
2. In accordance with the provisions of Part N, The Penal Process, b<;,oinnlng
-------'with-eanan-1-7-H,-----Artiele-1-3-ofS$12-and-Norm-6-of-the-Essential-.Nozms,RE DACTED --------'-. Card:inal Mahony, ~ommenced a penal process by initiating the preliminary investigation,

3. On February 19,2004, .REDACTED placed Father F:emando ob. admllrlstrat~e
.
leave and prohibited him from exercising sacred priestly ministry. REDACTED
lid so
under the provisions of canon 1722 whlch empowers him to do so "at any stage of the
process1• for the reasons specified in that canon.
4. Because the allegation against Father Fernando involved a ca11onical delict
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PETITION FOR REINSTATEMENT, February 25, 2008, page two
under canon 1395(2) ~hichis reserved to the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faifu,
Cardinal Mahony submitted the case to that Congregation as prescribed by Article 13 of
SST and Norm 6 of the Essential Norms, on November 16, 2004.
5. The Congregation responded to the Cardinal on, July 4~ 2005 stating that the
.worn,an (Ms. REoAcrE~) "by her own admission was 17-18 years of age at the time of the
alleged incidents in 1981." She was not, therefore a "minor" in 1981 according to the
prevailing law. 1 Thus, the Congregation rightly concluded that '~e matter cannot be
considered as a delictum grq:vius" and, consequently was not a matter reserved to or
referable to CDF. CDF's statement effectively decided that whatever Father Fernando is
alleged to have done~ he ~d not commit the delict of sexual abuse of a minor?
6. This determination of CDF ended the penal process which had been initiated
against Father F emando based on Ms. ~E~A_c~E_:> allegation. The allegation could no longer
be considered the a delict subject to the provision of SST or the Essential Norms which
alone justified the initiation of the penal process. 3
·

7. Consequently, the reason for which canon 1722 restrictions on ministry were
imposed ceased arid were revoked by oper~tion oflaw upon receipt of CDF's response,
which effectively ended the penal process.
"If, however, the reason ceases, all these restrictions are to be revoked: they
cease by virtue of the law itself as soon as the penal process ceases''. Canon 1722.
The restrictions-were temporary measures which could be imposed and
mamtained only "pending the outcome of the proce~s". Norm 6, Essential Norms.
8. Norm 13 of the Essential Norms states that "When an accus'ation (of sexual
be taken to
abuse of minor) has been shown to be unfounded, every step possible will
' REDACTED
restore the good name of the person falsely accused". The fact that Ms.
was not a
minor at the time of the alleged abuse, renders her allegation- that she was sexually
apused when a minor - unfolin.ded and required the implementation ofNonn 13.
Accordingly administrative leave should have ended and Father Femando returned to
~stry as the very first step necessary to restore his good name.

1

In 1981, Canon Law defmed a minor as under sixteen years of age. There is, in fact, no proof that Ms
was even under the age of eighteen at the time. Ms •.
herself cannot say for certain that she was:
(Mediation Document, p. 10 , "To the best that I can recallO ..." .
·Ms.
turned eighteen on August?, 1981.
2
The reinstatement of Father Fernando would not be contrary to the Cardinal's position that no priest who
has committed even one act of sexual abuse of a minor is in active ministry.
3
All offenses against the sixth commandment may be sins but not all of them constitute canonical crimes
subject to a penal process and the imposition of canonical penalties. Only those sms committed in
· circumstances specifically dyscribed in the. Code and SST, and declared to be canonical crimes, are. subj edt.
to a penal process, aclmirristrative or judicial. Other offenses remain sins confined to the internal forum and
not subject to inquiry or any manifestation of conscience. The essential circumstance in Ms. REDACTED
allegation which would make the alleged sexual conduct a crime was that she was a minor. CDF confirmed
·
that she was not.
REDACTED

REoAno

REDACTED
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PETITION FOR REINSTAJpMENT, Febnqry 25, 2008, page three.
9. In the twenty seven-plus years during which Father Fernando has served the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles as a priest, there has been no o~er allegation of sexua1 ·
misconduct of any kind on
except the 22- year-old allegation of REDACTED

his part

From all that has been written above it is respectfully submitted the this Petition
should be granted.

REDACTED
Given on this 25th day of February, 2008
at San Francisco, California

cc: Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy

.···

I

.
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Archdiocese of Los Angeles

Office of

3424

Vicar for dergy
(213) 637-7284

Wllshlre
Boulevard

los Angeles
Canfornla
90010-llOZ

May 17,2008

REDACTED

)3
2
RE: · Reverend Walter Fernando,
Petition for Reinstatement

Dear Mr. REDACTED

I am writing in the name of Cardinal Mahony in reply to your Petition 6fFebruary 25 last
seeking the termination ofFather Walter Femando''s administrative leave and his
reinstatement to active ministry..
. Your request cannotb~ granted at this time. Father Fernando's case is currently pending
before our Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board (CMOB), which, based on the facts of the
case, will make a recommendation to Cardinal Mahony as to whether Father Fernando should
be returned to active ministry. CMOB should be ready to review the case at its June meeting,
after which it will make its recommei:J.dati'on. His Enrinence will then make his decision as to
whether Father Fernando can be reinstated to active ministry, and that decisio:n., complete with
motivation, will be duly communic'ated.
I would remind you that, in accordance with the instructions received from the Congregation
for the Doctrine of the 'Faith, the question at issue is not a reserved gravius delictum and
Cardinal Mahony therefore "does not need any authorization from this Dicastery to evaluate
the merits of the case and act accordingly'.' (letter from CDF, July 4, 2005). The CMOB
review of the matter and its subsequent recommendation is a necess·ary part of His
Eminence's evaluation ofthe merits ofthe case, which, although not agravius delictum,
nonetheless involves serious accusations of a priest abusing his office and committing
offences against the Sixth Commandment with a grrl who at the time wa.S 17-18 years of age.
The good of the ChurcQ. and the public good as well require that the steps outlined above be
· taken in order that the case be NQperl,y"--"'r_es-=o=lv'-'e-=d=··----------:-----------Trusting that the above information is useful, and with every good wish, I remain
Sincerely yours in Christ,

~~
Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy

. Pastoral Regions:

Our

Lady of the Angels

.San Fernando

· San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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REDACTED

November 29, 2006

Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese ofLos Angeles
3424 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDF Prot.# 599/2004-21318
Dear Monsignor Gonzales:
I refer you to my letter ofNovember 6, 2006 to which I have not yet received
acknowledgment or response.
I kindly ask you to favor me with the courtesy of a response to this urgent
matter.

I also repeat my request for .the long-promised copy of the Archdiocesan
investigator's interview with the accuser,REDACTED

Sincerely and respectfully yours,

REDACTED

cc:

REDACTED
Reverend Walter Fernando

RECEIVED
'·:

..

·. · . NOV 3 0 2006

BY:
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REDACTED
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December 3, 2005

Monsignor Graig A. Cox, J.D.
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010
Re: 1. Father Walter Fernando
. REDACTED
4. Monsignor Richard Loomis
Dear Monsignor Cox:
I am writing to follow up on documents and information which you stated you
would proVide to me. · ·
·
1) Regarding Father Walter Fernando:
A copy of the canonical interview with REDACTED:Accuset)
REDACTED
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Monsignor Craig A. Cox, December 3, 2005, page two .
As you are assured, all documents given to me will, of course, be.kept in
confidence. I really cannot do my job properly without them.
I will be in Los Angeles on Tuesday, December 13 and Wednesday, December
24. Could you kindly have this material available for me to pick up on either of those
days? Please let me know.
With every good wish,
Respectfully yours,

REDACTED
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FILE
Archdiocese of Los Angeles

Office of

34Z4

Los Angeles

Vicar for Clergy
(213) _637-7284

Wilshire·

California
90010-ZZOZ

Boulevard

November 22, 2004

Personal and Confidential
Reverend Walter Fernando
St. Basil Parish
63 7 South Kingsley Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90005-2392

Dear Father Fernando:
Please know that you continue to be in my prayers. I can only dimly imagine how difficult it is to
be accused and to be in a state of uncertainty for such a long time. I trust that your visit with
family and friends back home was a source of strength for you.

I am writing to inform you that; in accord with the requirements of Sacramentorum sanctitatis
tutela, Cardinal Roger Mahony made a report tci the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith
concerning your situation. That letter was dated November 9, 2004 and it was sent November
. 16,2004.
We have asked the Congregation for direction
when we hear back from the Congregation.

mhow to proceed in your case. I will inform you

May God bless you!

cc:

REDACTED

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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3424

· Officeof
VIcar for Oergy

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

Wilshire
Boulevard

(Zl3) 637-72.84

Los Angeles
California
90010-2202

November 16, 2004

Archbishop Gabriel Montalvo, J.C.D.
Apostolic Nunciature
3339 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20008 ·
RE:

Reverend Walter Fernando

Your Excellency:
Enclosed, please find a letter from Cardinal Roger M. Mahony to Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger at
the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith, regarding Reverend Walter Fernando. With his
letter are copies of relevant documentation. All materials are submitted in triplicate.
Cardinal Mahony is seeking the assistance of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith in
this matter.
·
Would you please be so ki:rid as to forward this to the Congregation on our behalf?
Also enclosed is a check made out to the Congregation ofthe Doctrine of the Faith to c6ver the
usual taxa in such matters.
·
Thank. you very much for your kind attention to this matter. May God continue to bless you!
Yours in Christ,

/(}~

/) 1
/ (;1 <:._,;-;!/

{__~,---- ~-/,
~~raig A. Cox, l)Z.D.
----....,&CMifror Clergy

·

enclosures

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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ACCLA

Check :Oate: 09.Nov.2004

I

Invoice Number
500VC

Invoice Date
29.0ct.2004

.

Check No.
VoucheriD

Gross Amount

Paid Amount

0.00

500.00

..

----;;c _,:...____ --- ---

Date
V7ol'I0V.kVV"t

..

$0.00

Total Amount

Discounts Taken

'il>.JVV.UU

.pv.vv

Date

November 9, 2004
Pay

I

Total Discounts

Name
REDACTED

0000002838

Discount Available

500:00

00118211

'

Vendor Number

Check Number

I I OUO p

Total Paid Amount
oD.JVV•VV

Pay Amount

$

500.00***

****FIVE HUNDRED AND XX I 100 US DOLLAR****

To The
Order Of

REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
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REDACTED

December 19,2005
Monsignor Craig A. Cox, J.C.D.
Vicar for Clergy, Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010
Re: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Monsignor Cox:

Wh.en Fafuer Fernando and I met W1'th you and Father REDACTED on October 28,
2005, you stated that you had looked into the matter ofREDACTED
age at the tipie of
the alleged abuse and that if you had determined that she was over eighteen Father
Fernando "would still be at the parish in Pasadena". If Ms. REDACTED was over eighteen, not .
only would ther~ be no canonical delicta even under the present age requirement.but there
would be no question of Father Fernando having ever comtted any :act o:fsexual abuse
of a minor involving the Charter ortheNoims. There would not even be a·valid civil
.
cause action for child abuse.

or'

Thus, There should be no fact~:tillding process to determine _whether any act of
sexual abuse took place unless there first has 'J:?een a fact~fmding process to determine
was 18 at the time of the first alleged abuse. No act should be
whether REDACTED
investigated before the determination of that fact which is 8: sine qua non for pursuing any
allegation of the sexual abuse of a minor under the Charter and the norms ..
On November 14, 2005, at the Los Angeles Police Department, I had the
opportunity of listening twice to the taped telephone.;eonversation of REDACTED
with
~fJM~J'emando. Three important parts of that tape are relevant to the question of Ms.
age at the time. 1) In trying to have Father admit that she was under eighteen, she
states in one place, "You knew I was sixteen: I graduated when I was seventeen''.
She was sixteen
REDACTED
. Father Fernando was in Sri
.
Lanka for that entire year and did not arrive in the US till 7 months after her seventeenth
· birthday. In her laWyer~prepared medl.ation statement she States: ·~ro tlie best tfiat1"'c:nan,.--------recall, Father Fernando began abusing me when he first came to St. Iffiary' s church (the
church'~ records say that was in 1981),.1 w~ 17 in 1981". ·For five months of1981 she
was alsol8. Both in her Sta.~ement and fri the taped corivetsation, lfind no. evidence that
she is sure that she wa~ under eightee:J?.' and certainiy she gives' no 'corroborating evidence

from -

.

.

.

-.

.

. .

.

.
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Mo:ri.signor Craig A. Cox, December 19, 2005, page two
that she was. REDAC~E...D
3) At
one point.m the telephone conversation Father Fernando says: "All this happened after I
left (St. Hilary's)". This was on November 30 1981- four months -afterREDACTEDhad
turned 18. Importantly, REDACTEDdoes not challenge or deny Father's statement.

REDACTED

_

_

t.

The burden of proof is on the one who brings the allegation, on REDACTED
(Canon 1526). The testimony of a single witness (REDACTED ) cannot constitute full
proof. (Canon 1573). In evaluating testimony the judge should consider whether the
witness is reliable and :fumly consistent or rather inconsistent, uncertain or vacillating and
whether the witness has supporting witnesses or whether there is support from other ·
sources of proof. (Canon1572 (3)(4). REDACTED testimony is indeed uncertain and
vacillating and she has no supporting proof for her blanket assertion that she was under
eighteen. .
Unless the Archdiocese has proofthatREoAcTEowas over 18, an injustice is being done
to Father Fernando. In order for me to competently advise Father Fernando it is necessary
that I lmow if, on what proofs and by what canonical procedure the Archdiocese has
determined that REDACTED was over eighteen. Please forward to me all this information and
proofs, including any other statements REDACTED
she may have made to the
Archdiocese. Unless it is first proven that any allegation of sexual abuse against Father
Fernando comes under the provisions of the Charter and the Norms, lio allegation should
be subject to a fact-finding procedure and, as you have said, Father F emando should still
be in, or be restored to active ministry in Pasadena..
I await you response, information and relevant docwnents and thank you for your
anticipated attention to this matter.

R~ectfully yours,

REDACTED

cc: His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mabpney
REDACTED

Reverend Walter Fernando
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY-CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
February 8, 2004
Canonical Investigation ofFather Walter Fernando
CMOB-027
Sup.plementa:t Report of REDACTED

canonical auditor

Reference Report Dated January 23, 2004
The morning of January 29th REDActE.!f. -- · telephonically advised that he had spoken
. With REDACTED
the counsel for REDACTED
and thatEDACTEDW"OUld be
available for an interview that evening. I telephonically contacted REDACTED! who advised
that REDACTEowould meet with me at the Marie Callender's Biikery and Restaurant located at
REDACTED -----cr--·
--"" . .
• . REgAC"[ED___ - .- a1 6·00
.
She also Sal'd that an
. p. m. that everung.
assoCiate of hers REDACTED
would be there to make REoAcrEomore comfortable. She
put no restrictions on the interview and only asked it not drag on for several hours. She
was assured it would not.
KeUAvleU

•

At 5;45 p.m. I identified niy~elfto REDACTED and we exchanged business cards. He was
sitting in a relatively private booth in the restaurant andREDACTEo had gone to the rest room.
Shortly thereafter she returned and REDACTED introduced me to her. At that point he
·
requested no questions be asked regarding damages in the suitR:o~rEo had filed. He was
assured that was not the intent of the interview: REoAcrEotb_en provided the follo~g
information:
She met Father Walter Fernando in either late 1980 or early 1981 at Saint Hilary's
Catholic Church in Pica Rivera. She was 17, a senior at Saint Paul's High School and
working at Saint Hilary's as a junior secretary in the rectory. SJ;le was very active in the
parish at that time. She taught a Confraternity of Christian Doctrine (CCD) class in her
junior and senior year in high school and was in the j~or choir where she sang and
played the flute. She characterized herself as an unattractive nerd while in high school
who had few. if any, friends and was the subject cif.verbal abuse. She had a 4.0 grade
point average and some of the students may haye resented her for that. Her home life
-----wa:s-also-troubled--and-sh.e-enjeyed-e~ing-at-the-parish,_as_it was a refug=:e;=fo=rc.;h=e-=:r.'-S=-=h::::.:e=-.------~
began volunteer work in the rectory during her junior year and between her junior and
senior year she was hired as a junior secretary and began to receive a salary.
The priests at Saint Hilary's at that time were the pastorREDACTEDwho is now
deceased·REDACTED
aNioerian·
and
Fernando. She could not be
•
.
l:l
'
.
certain if a Vietnamese priest named REDACTED Nas there af that time or came shortly after
Fernando left. She thought he might have been there a short time while F emando was
there as she recalled .R.E~~~ lrld REDACTED had rooms downstairs in the rectory andREDACTED
0
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. . ' As a JUmor
. . secretary ~ h e came to the rectory d"1rectly
m d Femand o were upstmrs.
from school. The school bu8 had a stop at the church making it convenient for her and
she reported to work wearing her school uniform. She would work as late as 9:30 p. m.
· at times on week nights and also on weekends. She was restricted to working not more
than 25 hours a week. REDACTED
who was attending California State University
' •
,
•
•
•
REDACTED
at Los Ange~es, was also working there and tramed
but other than the training they
were not there together as cine would normally relieve the other. There was another
junior secretary for a short time bufsh~ was fired due to talking to her boyfriend on the
telephone at work. REoAcrEoLJ.ot only did not have a boyfriend but did not date until years
later after leaving the conveBt. Her duties included doing paris)J. clerical work and
answering the telephone and door. She placed the priests' messages in be-x-€s·that were
next to where she sat. She normally ate her dinner in the kitchen but on occasion was
invited to eat in the dining room with the priests.
REDACTED

The rectory was quiet in the evening and normally only she and the priests were there. It
was not uncommon for· them to come by to check their mailboxes for messages.
Fernando began to strike up conversations with her in the evening when they were alone.
These talks became increasingly longer and friendlier. The flrst thing she recalls that was
a bit unusual was one evening he began to shoot rubber bands at her. Late one Sunday
afternoon in perhaps April1981 Fernando suggested they go to the parish hall behind the
church'and he would play his violin and she her flute. They were there alone with a
'piano near the stage and she played her flute and sang. Then he played the violin and
brought out music and sang a love song enti,tled, "Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes".
She felt thiS was a strange selection for him to pick since it was a love song .. They were
there about an hour. .
.
Shortly after the parish hall incident she was alone at her desk one evening wearing her

high school uniform. Fernando showed her a book and suggested that she read it. She
turned the book over and read a synopsis of the story on the rear cover. It was about a
priest who was having an affair and she gave it back to him. He inquired as to why she
did not want to read it and she told him that she did not think that priests should do that
sort of thing. He then explained to her there was a difference between celibacy and
chastity. According to him celibacy meant simply that priestS were precluded from
marriage. Chastity was a vow that only priests that were in a religious order took along
with poverty and obedience. Since he was a diocesan priest chastity did not pertain to
him and he only had to remain celibate that is l).Ot marrying. Nobody had ever explained
this to her and she was confused but since he was a priest she accepted what he said. ·
-----Ne-vertheless-she-dicLnotrea<Lthe_bo.ok..and_c_anno"""t-=re=m=em=be=r:...:th=e-=ti::::tl:::::e:._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Not long after the book incident, .while still in hlgh school, either on his day off or on the
weekend he mentioned that he wanted to see a movie and asked her to accompany him.
She rarely went to movies and since he was a priest and was showing her attention she
readily accepted. He drove to her house, honked the hom and she came out. This is the
procedure he used whenever he came to pick her up in the future. f7:e never came into the
house to talk to her parents or siblings. Her parents did not object to her going and she
believes they felt good about it since they thought she was in the safe care of a priest.

2
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. , They drove down Rosemead Boulevard to Downey the city that adjoins Pica Rivera to
the south. They went to the Showcase Theatre located next to a Farrell's Ice Cream
Parlor. Neither structure is any longer there as it is now a shoppin_g center. He sat to her
left during the movie and during the movie reached over and initially patted her hand. He
then reached his arm around her shoulder and. put his hand on her breast and began to rub
it. She stared st.r:aight ahead and not knowing.what to do she did not do or say anything.
The movie was near: its conclusion when this happened and when it finished she asked
him to hand her a sweater she placed on the seat next to him. When she did this he
abruptly leaned down arid gave her a hard kiss on the lips. She had never been kissed on
the lips before and she W.as shocked and emotional. She told him. she bad to go to the
ladies' room and excused herself. When she retumed.to him she WaS still in shock and
they _pro·ceeded back to the car. She cannot recall the name of the movie. The vehicle
was a white parish car that Fernando tised and she does not know if it was assigned to
him or not. As he was leaving the parking lot he backed into another car and continued
to drive away. She called his attention to it since it was very apparent but h~ told her not
to worry about it and left. He was quiet after the movie and little if anything was said on
the drive home. He did not come into her house when he brought her home either.
Not long after the movie incident, while she was still in high school, they retmned to the
same parking lot. She cannot recall the reason they were there but he parked in front of
Farrell's and laid his head in her lap. While in this position he pulled her head down and
kissed her. Thlswas.alonger kiss than the one in the movie and he put his tongue in her
mouth.. After the kiss he took her.home.
·
·
·
On another occasion while she was still in high school,.probably on a Saturday, he took
her to the Los Angeles County Arboretu:in. She . wore her hair in bangs and she recalled
that she had braces ori. her teeth then. It was a warm day and she wore a white dress that
she made and white sandals. As in the other described incidents he did not wear his
clerical clothes. He brought a camera and took about five photographs during the day
which he later showed to her. He did not g!.:ve her any of them and she has no idea where
they are now. He did not feel comfortable driving on freeways and so he drove home on
Rosemead Boulevard. This route passed through the Whittier Narrows and a large park
at Legg Lake. He pulled into the parldng lot at Legg Lake and parked. He wanted to
take a walk and so they did for a while and then they stopped at a picnic table and sat
down. He began to kiss and fondle her. It was dark and they were there for about an
hour. This time he put his hand inside her blouse and bra so he was rubbing the skin of
her 1:lreast. They then returned to the car and drove home.
After the first Legg Lake incident they returned there and once again he was not in
clerical garb. Tills time it was in the evening and the light was very dim. He was sitting
in the driver's seat and she was in the front passenger seat when he unzipped his pants
. and exhibited his erect penis outside of his pants. She bad never seen a penis before and
i did not want to look but did see it as she glanced over. He then told her to kiss his penis
and when she said, ~'No Father" •. he tried to force her and instructed her to do it. When
she did not be took her left band in his, put in on his penis and began to masturbate. He
was breathing hard and kept repeating, "Do it! Do it!" This continued until he ejaculated
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and her hand was covered with fluid. He then gave her a napkin or something similar to
clean up with.
It was sometime after the second Legg Lake incident she remembers being on the school
bus approaching the Saint Hilary's rectory when some of the girls noticed Fernando
walking on the street. He was cf_ressed in black wearing white shoes and they thought he
resembled a: penguin and giggling commented to that effect. At that time she felt a great
deal of shame and fear wondering if anyone could tell by looking at her what she had ·
done with him. She d,id not know of anyone who had ever observed them, either from the
parish or a:Q.ywhere else, dt~ring one of the~e incidents but she had these thoughts
nonetheless. She remembers being confused with her emotions because most of the time
he was kind to her, paid attention to her and showed her affection. Nobody else did this.
Sometime after these incidents Fernando was transferred to Saint John Baptist de la Salle
in Granada Hills. She had never been to Granada Hills and it sounded very affluent to
·her and she thought he had done very welL Once he was there he called her and sai.d he
was happy there and wanted her to visit. He drove to her house and took her back to the
·Saint John's rectory. This :frrst trip she·brougb.t her flute. He parked in the rear of the
rectory in an area that appeared to be for the priests. They then entered what she thought
was a back door and immediately to the left was a sitting room. From this room was a
door that entered into his room. The first trip there she played her flute in the sitting
room.
.
.
The second time· he brought her there they went into his room. As they entered his room
there was a bed to the left of the door. At the foot of the bed was ~dresser with a mirror
above it. The room was carpeted and to the left of the dresser was a.chair. There was a
window on the left wall entering his room. He had her disrobe when they were in his
room but she kept her slip on. He pulled down.her slip and bra and kissed her breasts and
sucked on her nipples. They .laid on the bed on top of each other and side-by-side and.
she could feel his erection but she did not know if he ejaculated during their activity. She
· asked him why he did not undress and he responded that he did not want her to become
pregnant.

During one of these episodes she asked him 'why he did not leave the pri~sthood and he
said that was the only thing he knew and that he ~auld do nothing else. He mentioned
that in the seminary in Sri Lanka the seminarians were discouraged from touching
·themselves and were given some type of implement to tuck their shirts in so they would
not touch themselves in that area of the body. He told her that his Sri Lankan first name
is Rangith and that the name Fernando came from fueFortuguese lliatsettleCI.-tD:at area-of'-------Sri Lanka. He never mentioned his family or why he came to America. She met some of
the other Sri Lankan priests who were his friends but never had a conversation with them.
She estimated that she traveled to Granada Hills on perhaps ten occasions and similar
things happened that were previously described. Only one time, during her last visit, did
he have her take all of her clothes off including her undergarments. They laid on the bed
that time and he "spooned" her. She described that as lying closely side-by-side. He
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would always do the touching and she neither wanted to nor did touch him. She was
always in a passive state during these encqunters arrd is unaware if he ejaculated since he
was wearing his clothes.
After he instructed her to d~ess he always went to the kitchen and brought her back ice
cream. He knew she liked ice cream and she would sit the chair in his room and eat it
and· then' he drove her home. One time as t4ey both stood in front ofhis mirror he. took a
roman collar from a dresser drawer and put it on her. After they both looked at it for a
few moments in the mirror he took it off and put it back. Neither one of them said
ariything. During these visits she met the housekeeper once, who she could only describe
as an Anglo femal~. This woman knew that she and Fernando were in his room together ·
behind closed doors. Another time she met a priest atthe doonvay of the sitting room
and he had several lay people with him. She was simply introduced as a friend by
Fernando.

in

He sent her tvvo letters while he was at Saint John's. The first one mentioned that he
went to an outdoor play and after that had a sore throat. He said that one kiss from her
would cure it~ The second letter was just before she entered the convent .and he told her
how brave she was ~o do that. She had not seen him in quite awhile and believes she
probably told him about her plans for the convent during her last visit with him. She
entered the convent on January 9, 1983. She does not have either letter or any other
document from that era with the exception of an old address book with F emando' s
telephone qumber in Granada Hills. She. did not have that with her.
She was never in Fernando's room at Saint Hilary's while he was there. At times she
would assist the housekeeper delivering laundry to the priests' room. She could not
recall seeing any type of unusual marks or scars on F emando 's private parts but said he
was very dark skinned and had hairy arms. Another recollection was that he frequently .
wore mismatched clothes.
Due to the confused state of mind she was in and lack of close friends she did not confide
in anybody at the time these events happened and not until 2002 did she reveal it. It was
while she was reading a.p. article in one of the weekly news publications, perhaps Tlm.e or
Newsweek, about a Catholic priest abuse victim that was a musician and had thought
about entering the seminary that all of these memories came flooding back to her. She
was at work and became very distraught. Driving home that is all that she thought of and.
when she arrived her brother immediately noticed there was something wrong. When he
_ _ _ _ ____:.inquire<Las-to_w.haLw.as_b.o:thering her she blurted out what occurred. He told her that she
needed some help. They then searched Fernando's name on the internet and detemnea:------he was still an active priest. On learning this she was horrified and concerned that he
might have preyed on others and was continuing to do so. Shortly after that she
approached an attorney acquaintance and confided in her. She gave her the telephone
number of the appropriate unit in the Los Angeles Police Department (LA.PD) and about
one week later she filed a complaint with them.

5
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Regarding the consensually monitored telephone call she made to Fernando at the behest
of the LAPD she does not have a copy or a transcript of it. She has never listened to the
recording or seen a transcript. She not only has no problem with the Archdiocese
listening to the conservation she desires that this be done. She andREoAcrEoadvised that
0
REDACT':_ would be told of this and it was requested they askREDACTEDo call D~tective
James Bro:-vn or Lieutenant Dennis Shirey to facilitate the Archdiocese obtaining a copy.
In the c~l Femando immediately acknowledged remembering her and did not seem
surprised that she was calling him. She told him she was upset at the news coming out of
Boston regarding the clerical sexual abuse cases. She asked him if he remembered what
happened between them and mentioned specific acts and-places they happened. He
r~sponded that he did although as she recaLls there we.re a couple ofthlngs he claimed not·
to remember. He acknowledged thinking about it over the years and when she mentioned
specific sexual activity between them he agreed that it occurred. The letters were also
mentioned and he recalled them. He continually asked for her forgiveness, said he was
sorry and told her that he went to confession and received absolution. He also said that
he thought she was older and that it was in the heat of passion. She pointed out to him
:that she was in high school and he regularly saw her in her high school uniform and that
since it happened on a number of times it could not have been a momentary passionate
ir;npulse. He mentioned that he was yo~g but she pointed out he was 37 years old in
1981. He also said that she treated him nicely, was helpful to him and that he loved her.
She asked if he loved her why he had hurt her so badly. He also told her he had not done
anything like that to ariyone else. She finally said that she forgave him and he .felt
relieved at that. He asked her if she had told anyone else about what he had done and she
said that she bad not. He asked her to pray for him and to call him again in the future ..
The call was then terminated.
On reflection she now feels his behavior was predatory and calculated and emphasized
her fear that he might have done this to someone else and her desire that he be relieved of
his ministry. It. tormented h!=)r to know that he was in a position that allows him to this
again.·
REDAcTED Jecame emotional at times when recounting the details set forth above. She
advised early in the interview that there was one incident she bad a particular hard time
with and that it might upset her enough when she described it that she would not be able
to continue. It was suggested that she relate that at the end of the interview. This was
acceptable to her and this is what she recounted.· She could not give a time frame for
when this happened, before or after his transfer to Saint John's, but remembered they
-----~arked-in-the-parki:ng-let-at~~~A<?!_E_!? _____
•
REDACTED This is the street her parents live on and did then also. There were a line of
skinny trees that blocked the view of the parking lot from the street arid these trees have
since been removed. After he parked there, without any foreplay, he put his finger into
her vagina. This was very painful and she told him that and kept repeating, "Father,
Father, ... " It was very traumatic to her and that is all she remembers.
She reiterated that she was always taught to be permissive, passive and respectful of
adults especially priests and she never thought of saying no to his abusive activities.
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Even now she finqs it very difficult to talk about. She never saw him do anything like
this to anyone else. and she is not aware of him abusing anyone else.

REDACTED business manager ofSajnt John Baptist de la Salle Church, was contacted
on February 2, 2004, and conducted a tour of the rectory and surrounding area.
She pointed out that the area behind: the rectory was made into· a gatheJ;ing are3:o or plaza.
in 1991. Prior to that it was a parking lot and if a prl~st did not park in the garq.ge he
· could have easily parked th~re and it would have been convenient to the priests'- private
entrance into the rectory.
·
Leaving this area is a walkway between the chur?h and the rectory that leads to the
private entrance on the west side ofthe rectory. Entering this door a hallway goes about
ten feet and then there is left turn and an immediate left turn into a sitting room. This is a
private sitting room and a door from it leads directly into a bedroom. Entering the
bedroom looking at the wall to the left is window. Currently the head of the bed is
under the window but REDAcTED :tdvised the previous occupant had the head of the bed
immediately to the left as one entered the room. If the bed was configured in that manner
the chest of drawers and mirror on the far wall would be at the foot of the bed. REDACTED
stated tb,at particular piece of furniture has been positioned that way as long as she has
been at Saint John's, which is the ~ly 1990s.

a

was

She
not working at the parish when Father Walter Fernando. was there but believes
'this room was more than likely his. The other associate pastor suite is across the hall.
REDACTED

______ j

. fior fue rectory.
proVl'de d bl ue pnnts

was telephonically interviewed on February 5, 2004, and
Father REDACTED
provided the following information:
When Father Walter Fernando came to Saint John Baptist de la Salle Church in Granada
Hills in 1981 as an associate pastor he was assigned a room in the rectory. REDACTED
was the other associate at that time and described that on entering the rectory from the
priests' entrance off of the walkway between the rectory and <;:hurch there is a hallway.
Straight ahead a few feet is another hallway to the left and then immediately to the left a
--c------door-into-the-sitting-reem-that-is-part.ef:.:the-Suite-in-whicb.._EemandoJiye.d._The.re,__,i,...s_,a,ls""o--"a...__ _ _ __
bedroom and bathroom in that suite.
There was parking in the rear of the rectory at that time and no door existed into the rear
of the rectory from that parking area.
l

The narneREDACTED means nothing to him.
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REDACTED

superintendent of secondary schools, Department of Catholic Schools,
Archdiocese of Los Angeles was interviewed on February 2, 2004> and provided the
following information:

·

She contactedRED}\~TED __ _ _
at Sq.int Paul High
He advised that REDAcTED was an
School in Santa Fe Springs regardjng REDACTED
outstanding stud~nt and very active in the music program when she attended Saint Paul's.
·
She won severat scholastic awards wheri she graduated.
REDACTED
-·
(protect id~ntity upon reqJJest) was telephonically interviewed.
on January 29,2004, and provided tbe following information:
She REo:~~:gTED
when they sang in the junior choir at Saint Hilary's in 1979-.1980.
She
w.as in the seventh grade and REDACTED was.about fou~ years older.. In her
•h as aJuruor
• • secretary·andREDACTED;;vas leavmg
•
sopb omore year shb
e egan work at the pans
to entektS2T~Dconvent. :REDACTEDtrained her and th~i;r tenure at the rectory overlapped briefly.
While __ . was in the convent she only saw her once when REoAcTEo.vas home on vacation
and she came by the rectory to say hello.
REDACTED .eft the convent m
• about 1985 and whenshe came home b egan to smg
• in the chorr
•
again and they became reacquainted. They became fairly close friends as her husband
(boy friend at tha,t time) was a friend of REDACTED
who REDACTED was dating and later
·married. She thoughtREDACTED;;vas a nl.ce.person and she does not know the reason for
their divorce. She and her husband are the godparents ofREDAcTEos oldest daughter REDACTED
]REDACTED was a priest at Saint Hilary's who they both knew. When it became public
that he had abusedREDACTED who they both knew also, they discussed it. On one of
these occasionsREDACTED asked her if she remembered Father Walter Fernando and she told
REDACTED ha h
.
. REDACTED
..
of him was
then told
her that he had abused their
. · t . er memory
REDACTED
. very famt.
REDACTED
relationship when
worked m the rectory. She asked
what she meant by that
but REDACTED refused to detaii what had happened and was clearly emban;assed by it. This·
was the only time it was mentioned and she ~auld not say with any accuracy when it
happened except that it was after the REDACTED incident became public and at least a year
ago. They have a mutual ':friend,REDACTED
Iwho lives in Moreno Valley.
·. REDACTED
.
h
a1ki
REDACTED
d REDACTED
Abou,t t he time
mentiOned Femando to er she was t
ng to
an
related thatREDAcTE'bad asked her also if she remembered Fernando. She cannot recall what
_ _ _ _ _ _ REDAcTED Is response was. It surprised her tl:iat REDACTED ;;vould say something like that about a
priest.
She does not believe REDACTED would make something like this up but at the time it did not
.occur to her that the abuse was sexual in nature. She assumed that :REDACTED had told him
something in confidence and he repeated it to someone or something like that. At the ·
•
r, • l
. d ofREDACTED and wondere d wh y REDACTEDaad not to ld h er
time
sh e was a 1a1r
y c1ose frien
sooner than she did.
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.

"

She has not seen REDACTED in over a year and has lost track of her, She does not know where
is living or working. She described REDACTED as a very quiet and shy person.

REDACTED
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CONGREGATIO
PRO DOCTRINA FIDEI

00120 Citta del Vaticano,

Palazzo del S. Uffuio

4 July 2005

599/2004-21318
PROT.
(In

N...............................................

responsione fiat mentio huius numeri)

CONFIDENTIAL

Your Eminence,
The Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith received your correspondence regarding the
case of the Rev. Walter FERNANDO, a priest (ncardinated in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles,
who has been accused of the sexual abuse of a woman who, by her own admission, was 17-18
years of age at the time of the alleged incidents in 1981. ·
This Dicastery examined the case on 25 June 2005 when it was decided that, since the
matter cannot be considered as a delictum gravius, Your Eminenc~ does not need atiy
authorization from this Dicastery to evaluate the merits of the case and act. accordingly.
With prayerful support and fraternal oest wishes, I remain
Sincerely yours in Christ,

ffi

,~)
Angelo ~TO, SDB

Titular Archbishop of Sila
Secretary

His Eminence
Roger Cardinai Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles

3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90010-2202
---:rJNiilD-£-lA'J.E£-QF-.AJVI.ERJGA--------------------
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DIOCESE

Los Angeles in California

NAME OF ORDINARY

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony

CDF PROT. N. (if available)
NAME OF CLERIC
PERSONAL
DETAILS OF THE
CLERIC

Reverend Walter Fernando

Date of Birth

24 April1944

Age

60

Ordination

25 January 1973

Years of ministry

31

ORIGINAL DIOCESE OF INCARDINATION

Colombo, Sri Lanka
on24

MINISTRY IN/TRANSFER TO OTHER DIOCESE
CONTACT ADDRESS OF THE CLERIC
PROCURATOR (include original signed mandate)

ASSIGNMENTS
Year

Parish

Location

Appointment

1973

St. Anthony

Kepungoda

Parochial Vicar

1974

St. Mary

Dehiwala

Parochial Vicar

1976

St. Thomas

Kotte

Parochial Vicar

1977

St. Cadjetan

Kotugoda

Parochial Vicar

1981

St. Hilary

Pico Rivera, California

Parochial Vicar

1981

St. John Baptist de la Salle

Granada Hills, California

Parochial Vicar

1986

St. Rose of Lima

Simi Valley, California

Parochial Vicar

1990

Cathedral Chapel

Los Angeles, California

Parochial Vicar
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ACCUSATIONS AGAINST THE CLERIC

Year

Victim

Age

1981

REDACTED

17

Imputable Acts

Denunciation
2003

CIVIL PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE CLERIC

Year

Type/Case

Conviction

Sentence (include copies ofcivil documents)

2002

Police Investigation and Grand
Jury Subpoena

Dismissed

Case closed because of the expiration of
criminal statute of funitations in accord with the
""~•TP~,p Court st...,.an,,r

MEASURES ADOPTED BY THE DIOCESE

Year
2003

Preliminary Investigation Initiated

2004

Father Fernando was placed on Administrative Leave

SUSTENANCE PROVIi>ED BY THE DIOCESE TO THE CLERIC
Father Fernando is living in an ecclesiastical house with his room and board provided. He continues to
receive his salary and is covered by medical and other benefits. He has the same transportation provisions
as a priest serving actively. He bas requested and been granted loans for criminal defense.

RESPONSE/RECOURSE MADE BY THE CLERIC

Year
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In this case, the alleged sexually abusive activities occurred while the 1917 Code of Canon Law was in
force. The alleged misconduct did not violate canon 2359 of that Code because Ms. REDI'CTED was age 17, and
hence not a minor at canon law. She was a minor in the law of the State of California and the alleged
activity did amount to a crime in the law of the State.

Recognizing this reality, we are nonetheless seeking an ecclesiastical trial, not to impose a penalty but to
declare the juridic fact (canon 1400, §1, 1") of whether or not the alleged abusive conduct took place. The
seriousne13s of the matter requires an unbiased determination with moral certitude of the facts of the matter,
with all the protections for the rights of the parties that a trial affords.
If the judges conclude that Father Fernando perpetrated the alleged deeds, we would forward those results

to the Congregation in order to consult how to proceed, perhaps in light of the provisions of canon 223, §2.
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REDACTED
Saint Hilary Church
5465 S. Citronell Ave.
Pica Rivera, Ca. 90660

REDACTED
St. John Baptist de la Salle Church
16545 Chatsworth Street
Granada Hills, Ca. 91344
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATNE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
· January 23, 2004 ·
Canonical Investigation ofFather Walter Fernando
CMOB-027
Report ofREDACTED

canonical auditor

:made an accusation of sexual abuse against Father Walter·
REDACTED
Fernando to the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) in April2002. R~oACTEo has never
personally lodged a complaint with the Los Angeles Archdiocese but the. office of her
·attomeyREDACTED
; communicated it to the Archdiocese. Based on her , . .. ·::- .. ·,:.
accusation the following mdividuals were interviewed and records were reviewed
between January 14, 2004, and January 27, 2004:
·
· 1.- Monsignor Jobn A. (Archie) Rawden (Retired), former Chan.~ellor L()sA.ngele~-- ..
· Archdiocese
.:.
Lo11g Beach Memorial Hospital, .Lq:p,g , .. ::.,:··· ..··
2. .FathetREDACTED
Beach~ New York
3. ·FatherREDACTED
Our Lady of Lourdes
Church
.
. -...
.
.
4. ·REDACTED
5. REDACTED
secretary and archivist at Saint Hilary's Church
· 6. REDACTED
Business Manager at Saint Hilary's Church
7. REDACTED
former secretary at Saint Hilary's Church
8. · SisterREDACT~D ·
_ -~rincipal at Saint Hilary's Grammar School
9. .REDACTED
former housekeeper at Saint Hilary's Church rectory .
10. Monsignor Timothy J. Dyer, Pastor at Nativity Church
..
11. ~§-~~.;59_ _
, former Pastor at Saint Jobn Baptist de la Salle_
Church
12. FatherREDACTED
Pastor 'at Saint Bemardine of Siena Church
13. FathetR5121\~IE::9
, Pastor at Our Lady of the Rosary Church
14. Lieutenant Dennis Shirey, LAPD, Officer in Charge, Juvenile Division
15. Officer James Brown, LAPD, lead detective Cleric Abuse Task Force
_ _ _ _ _ _ _1.6. Monsignor Craig A. Cox, Vicar for Clergy
...

,

·Fernando is a 59-year-old Sri Lankan-Ainerican who was ordained in Sri Lanka in 1973
and came from Slj Lanka to the Los Angeles Archdiocese in 1981. His initial assignment
in the Archdiocese was at Saint Hilary's Church in Pico Rivera, reporting March 1, 1981.
_He served there until November 29, 1981, and was then transferred to Saint Jobn Baptist
de la Salle where he served until July 31, 1986. Since then h'e has served at four other
parishes in the Archdiocese and has not had any complaints lodged against him other than
the one that is the subject of this report. He has been an associate pastor at each of his
assignrp.ents.
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S?
REDACTED
'J;'he allegations made by
tgainst Fernando are contained in a Complaint fil~d in Los
Angeles County Superior Court on December 3, 2003. Pertinent parts of the. complaint
state:
1. REoAcrEowas a minor during the alleged acts perpetrated upon her.
2. She alleges Fernando molested minor parishioners and that the Archdiocese was
aware of it.
3. The specific acts involving Fernando and her included:
a. French kissing
b. Hugging ···
c. Fondling buttocks over clothing
d. Rubbing flll.d massaging breasts and body
e. Kissing p.eck, face and breasts
f. Digital vaginal penetration
g. Forced masturbation o£Fernandq
h. Attempted forced oral copulation of Fernando
i. Sexual grooming
_.
.REDACTED . . . .". . ... . ,. ·, '· ·:.REDACTED. ·
·,
.
.
by a representat~ve of the
. A r<;:ques~ has peen, 111ade tq. . . _ for 8.11 mterv1ew of..
Archdiocese, preferably one of the :investigators. This is one of the recommendations of.
. the Clergy Misconduct Qyersight Board, hqwever, qespite initially indicating she migq_t.
allow this REDACTE_0 has not. at this time.
..
'

REDACTED Certificate of Baptisni certifies that she. was born on Au~t 7, 1963.
REDACTED~ was married to REDACTED

'n December 23, ·1986, and they separated on May
3 ~. 1991. ·On .Aprill 0,-1992 their div:orce.became final. There were thiee daughters as a
REDACTED, result of this-union aD.lEDAcTEDvas granted custody after the acrimonious divorce.
·
Fernando advised Monsignor Craig A. Cox that.the LAPD wanted to talk to him
. (Fernando) while both were at Saint John's Seminary attending a continuing education
i week the first week of June 2002. He told REDACTED:hat about 20 years ago he crossed ·
' boundaries with a woman interested in entei.i.ng the convent. They went to a movie
together and he put his arm around her. She later entered the convent but left within a
few years.
Sometime after this the archdiocese became aware thatEoAcTEowas making an allegation
against Fernando and based on this he was internew.ed byREDACTEDana"Fatlier REDACTED _ _ _ _ _ ___..:.
REDACTED on February 12, 2003. Prior to this interview Fernaildo retained 'REDACTED
as his attorney and although he answered all questions pertaining to him personally and
historically he acted on REDACTED advice and refused to answer questions regarillng the
allegations made against him b/~D:~~ED REDACTED noted that Fernando's demeanor was
cbrd.ial and cooperative and that he exhibited an appropriate level of concern. Later in
letters dated March 7, 2003, and May 8, 2003, that Fernando addressed to Cox he denied
"each of the specific behaviors alleged." He also wrote, "I absolutely affinn that I have
""'""'·"""''"".·"'"'""""'""'ii>"r·•"·""""·"'""'"''~""'"·"'"·"'""'s~""''·
obeyed my vow of.celibacy''. ·
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On JCJllUary 21, 2004, Monsignor Jobn A. (Archie) Rawden (retired) was telephonically
contacted. He stated that in 1981 he was the Chancellor for the Archdiocese and
responsible for the transfers of the priests. At that time he lived in the rectory of
Immaculate Conception Church which was across the street from where the.. chancery. It
was a large rectory and often priests coming into the Archdiocese stayed there prior to
being assigned to a parish. He could not recall Fernando.
REDACTED

On January 16 and 17. 2004, FatherREDACTED
'(not related to
was
telephonically interviewed. He is currently Associate Pastor at Our Lady of Lourdes
for about 35 years, since
Church and advised that he has lmown Father REDACTED
their days in the seminary in Sri Lanka. He has alwavs known him to be an honorable
. man both in Sri Lanka and in the United States. He tEDACTE_opreceded Walter in coming
to .Arilerica and when Walter arrived they spent a good deal. of time together. He and his
REDACTED brotherFatherREDACTED
wouldspen,d each Wednesdaywith Walter, as.that
was their day off then. Walter di4 :ngt have a California Oriver' s licens~f!:>J...~Y~-tal
months after he arrived~d:theY'diOVemm'fo~van.'ous"TocanonsarOliild s·outhem ·
~Theyofte]i"visifoo''inaliaadi$iler''ar9J~w';'sri"'i.~;;:·b.~lii:e~"ill'ffi.e area. .
Wruterwas initially assigned to Saint Hilary's in Pico Rivera but as he re.calls he did not
stay there as lqng as it w~ originally iptended.- The :re®on fqr this might have been_ .
because of his surname he was believed to be a Spanish speaker and he was not. He was
then transfe:p."ed to Saint John Bapt~st de la .~alle in Or:anada Hills . He does not recall any
parishioners at Saint Hiley s that ·walter was _close to or ·spoke about and the name .
. REDACTED ~means nothing to him. Nor does he recall Walter mentioning any Saint · ·
Hilary parishioner visiting hiiri at Saint John's. He described Walter ~ a reserved softspoken person that in his opinion would no~ force himself on anybody or in any way
violate his vows. He was very surprised to hear that Walter was accused of any ·
impropriety. He believes that the first summer Walter was in America anofrREDA~Ti:o
Lankan priest, REDACTED ~,visited this country and they traveled together.
is
nnw a bishon in Sri Lanka and he has a cousin that-lives in the Torrance area named
REDACTED
whom they visited her on o~casion back ·then. He advised his brother
·
is now in ministry in New York.
On January 20,2004, FatherREDACTED
(not related to Walter) was
telephonically interviewed. He is currently the hospital chaplain at Long Beach
Memori~ Hospital, Long Beach, New York, and resides in the rectory at Saint Igri.atius
Church in Long Beach, New York. He stated that he was assigned to Saint Michael's
Church in Los Angeles in 1981 whenFatherWalterFernandp arrived from Sri Lanka
He knew Walter in Sri Lanka and knows that he had a good reputation ffiere.
'-kri~o=-=w=-=s=------
this because there is only one seminary in the country and relatively few priests and if
someone does something untoward it becomes known throughout the religious
_
community. Also the Bishop would not have written a letter of!ecommendation for him,
which was required. He tEoAcTEo) came to the U.s·.A. in 1976 for a change and a more·
challenging ministry. He explained that Sri Lanka is a small country with few
·opportunities and he came here to broaden his experiences within the Church. He
believes Walter came for the same reasons but probably with a bit of apprehension since
-he was leaving all ofbis family and most of his friends. When Walter arrived in Los

He
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REDACTED
REDACTED

Angeles he stayed at the Immaculate Conception rectory with Monsignor Archie

8

r!:7:~ !::~: :~~~~~:~e ~~!~~s~~~~r!~~~g~~~er~ra~!r

~ REDACTED
"wou1a'anve'l:o·Waltei~"s"c1iill:cn""ana"'p!clc him up each Wednesday their
day off. They would visit other Sri Lankans that resided in the area and frequently have
REDACTED
dinner in their homes. One of these was REDACTED
;vhose cousin, REDACTED
is now a Bishop in Sri Lallka. In.1981 he was a priest from the same diocese as them m
Sri Lanka and he visited the United States. REDACTEDmd Walter traveled to the Grand ~
Canyon that summer as well as other places but he could not recall exact times and ......~"""'
places. He was very surprised when he heard ofthe allegations made against Walter as .
f
.he has always been a quiet gentleman and has a reputation for that. He never did
anything indiscreet while they were together and he reiterated they spent a good deal of \
time together in 1981. He cannot remember Walter ever mentioning ~~[),J\CT~P. or any
other parishioner from Saint Hilary's nor does he recall him ever mentioning a farmet
parishioner visiting him after he was transferred to Saint Jahn' s.

..

..

~

On January 21, 2004,RE DACTED
was telephonically interviewed and advised she .
knows FatherWalter.Femando and recalls that he and her causmREDACTED
took a vacation together in 1981 when REoAcTEDdsited the United .States. She cannot
remember the dates they traveled but believes they visited the Grand Canyon and Las
Vegas. Back then she frequently ~aw the Sri Lan¥,an. priests that lived in the Las Angeles
area, including.Femando, ~d they were all good men. She could offer no other
· information of value.
-

...

REDACTED

On Janu.;zy 17~ Z004, REDACTE~
was telephonically interviewed and on Januat')' 20
was personally contacted at Saint Hilary's. She is currently teach:i:i:I.g at Saint Benedit~'s
Grammar School in Montebello .but has been employed at Saint Hilary's :hi some
capacity, part time or full time since 1985. In the mid-1980s she worked in the office and
now does same secretarial work and main~ains the archived records of the parish.
. ·Although she was not worldng in the parish when Walter Fernando was an Associate
~ Pastor at Saint Hilary's she was a parishioner and remembers him. She also knew
REDACTED .as they bq:t:4_yy~~e. in. !he parish youth choir. REDACTED playeaffie±ilitein the

r
~

"B®.ii.:. Tiil~ii;afier'REDACTED-~a"d~a.t.~'fffr-ommgn·san:o·o18.ll{r'6etoresne,..,wenf'm£oili~"'l>
After. shele:ft the· con.VentREDACTED=e~]omect'llie group. Before. REDACTED graduated

1 ~2onvent.

from high school and joined the choir she worked in the rectoryparH:ime answering the
•telephones and the door. This was on the weekends and in the early evenings. A search
_of_p_ay_records failed to locate any: far REDAcTED,, which make:REDACTED: believe that sine~ she
was part-time she was paid in cash and no records were maintained. ~~.!2.~9-T-~j-;-e_s_cn--;:llb'e-d=--------REoAcrEo
. .
18 a needy person yvho had a troubled family life. She seemed lonely and REDAcTEDs
family WaS uninVOlVed with her activitieS. ]REDA_CTEDalSO Said that
has had financial
problems far years. Less than two years after leaving the convent J
was married and
it might have been to the first person she dated. REDA9TEDdid not believe the marriage
last'ed fom years and :REDACTEDhad three daughters as a result of it. REDACTED told ]REDACTED.that
her husband was having an affair and that after the divorce she felt like a failme again
and questioned where to go from there. REDACTED never mentioned Fernanda to her or anyone
else as far as she knows. She remembered Fernando as a gentle, reserved, docile person
rEDACTED
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REDACTED

,;,

REDACTED and felt if anything did occur between
and him she probably instigated it. If he
made any advances on her REDACTED feels :REDACTED would have told someone. She cannot
,.~e,.s~l~Y.E.ill1lcJAY.2r...illlY,9!g~rJYR~R~J9I~. . .~-·-·jp. tl!~Jyfll£EY.;· She has not seen REDACTED
m over a year and does not know where she is living or if she is employed. She does
.
know one ofher daughters has a serious health problem. Her daughters went to Saint
Hilary's school at one time. REDACTED
was the parish secretary in 1981 but she is
now very elderly and feeble. In 1985 REDACT~D
)ecame the P.arish secretarv and REoAcTEo
later met her when both had children in school at Saint Hilary's. R~~DACT~.~-J- is the
current parish business manager and does not lmowREDACTEo personally but requested
HEDACTEDocate old pay roll records for her. She does not know who asked REDACTED to
provide them. She also checkedparishrecords dating back to 1981 for vehicles,
expenses, retreats, training or anything else regarding Fernando with negative results.
The only thing she could locate from that time period were Sunday parish bulletins. The
full time rectory employee at that time was REDACTED who is now deceased. REDACTED
REDACTED
also worked as a junior, or part-time, secretary the same timetfi.at REDACTED
,:cticf'aii"'d.SlieafS()played guitar in the youth choll:r· She might be able to provide some
' information. REDACTED motherREDACTED
·-tfwas the housekeeper in 1981 and is now
84 years old and residing at Na'Za!etfiHousZShe might remember something, a~ she
,· knew both REDACTED and Fernanda. She frequently talked to REoAcTEomd was fond. of her and
never mentioned to REDACTED that REDACTE~ad a relationship with a priest. Her mather was
the only person other than the priests that was allowed in their private quarters and she
·
would not allow anyone else to vioiate their space.
REDACTED

i!!!:&I"'•'-:=-·-..~·~·-~·1"''' 11 .:. ..::::-J

Op. January 20, 2004, the Saint Hilary's Sunday Parish Bulletins for 1981 were reviewed.
The March gth one welcomed Femari.do to the J>ansh. On Apri126 his name is listed on
the cover as a parish priest. On November 29 it announces he is being transferred to
Saint John's. On December 13th he is no longer named on the cover as a parish priest.
The bulletins for that year indicate that Fathe:IREDACTED was the pastor and that
associate pastors were FatherREDACTED and FatherREDACTED
is
deceased and REDACTED left the Archdiocese May 23, 1985, apparently to return to his
Diocese in Enugu, Nigeria. Parish records reflectREDAcrED married REDACTED on
February 21, 1987, and the marriage was d.eclared null and void on April12, 1994.

On January 16, 2004, FatherREDACTED
at Our Lady of the Rosary Church~
was telephonically contacted. He advised that he was an associate pastor at Saint
Hilazy's in 1981 and remembers Father Walter Fernando there. He recalled Fernando as
_ _ _ _ _a_hard..w.orking_priest that was very_gentle and quiet and definitely never saw him do
anything of a suspicious nature. He could not remember anyone in the parish that
Fernando was particularly close to. He had recently come from Sri Lanka and he
socialized with other Sri_ Lankan priests on his day off. He recalls that they came to pick
him up and that they would go to various places in the area. He cannot recall if Fernando
was assigned a vehicle but believes that he probab~y was. He did not recall when
1
Femando's vacation was or if he took a parish car when he went. He did not remelflber
REDACTED
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OnJanuary21, 2004, SisterREDACTED
principal of Saint Hilary's School was,
telephonically contacted. She advised that _RI::.LJACTED did not attend Saint Hilary's
School but that her children did for a period of time. She knew her as a parent of a
student and nothing more. Her children were withdrawn from the school she believes for
·
financial reasons·.
On January21, 2004,REDACTED
business manager, Saint Hilary's Church, was
telephonically contacted. She advised she does not know Father Walter Fernando or
REDACTED
She learned ofREDACTEo; name in this matt~r from her pastor and advised
that a state agency had requested payroll records for :REDACTED tn July 2003 but there were no
·
records.
On January 21, 2004, REDACTED
\Tas interviewed at Nazareth House. She advised
that she was the housekeeper at the rectory of Saint Hilary's .Church when Father Walter
Fernando was assigned there. He was a very quiet nice man who she liked a lot. He ·
related well to the parishioners and they liked him. REDACTE~ was. a junior secretary
in the rectory and answered the telephone and the front c;loor. She was in high school and
worked part"time. She was a hard worker and helped to support her family. Before she
entered the convent she discussed it with Father REDACTED 1d he later told. REDACTED that
he did not think she would make it in religious life. REDAcTED .s now an interpreter in the
. L os Ange1es an
'dh
•
. ..
cc;mrt system m
s e bli
e eves that REDACTED continues
to hl
e p support her
REDACTED parents. She lrnew of no connection betweenFemando and.REoAcTEoNobodywas allowed
in the priests' quarters but her, not even the parish secret~. She did not remember any·
.e a,r:ty for
1 iD. Jh.e recto
.
··
' . ~~~v.;.:.i:;;.;;r;,'tl~~~~~~fk&~:c:."~""·~~\'»-.""''lt!a~,~
~,£,,.~,._,,,. ·'"" , .,. .,..,...,.,.,-...,...,_~"~<-•n~~-""""'~"
REDACTEC

On January 21, 2004, REDACTED :DACTED
(retired), was interviewed at the
Nazareth House. He remembered Father Walter Fernando as one of his associatepastors
at Saint John's and that he was an excellent, obedient young man. He was given the
hospital ministry and worked very hard at it. He has no recollection of anything that
would reflect poorly upon Fernando. Th.e.,p:oly_fem.aJ.e.be_rem.e.mhers.;~ds.i~ Fernando
was another Sri ~anka.D-· He characterized hlm as "one of my prized young Dren..,~,- .

.T-

.

--···. ••

....

.......

.

::.:.a=~

On January 21, 2004, Father REDACTED
was telephonically interviewed. He is
currently pastor of Saint Bemardine of Siena Church and was an associate pastor at Saint
. John's.in 1981 whenFatherWalterFernando arrived. He was a veryreservedgentleman
and he was never suspicious of Fernando for any reason. He has called appropriate ·
_p_e_Qple for the activities of others over the years but not Fernando. He cannot recall any ·
parishioners from Saint Hilary's visiting Fernando at Saint Jobn's.--~-==_ _ _.,..,...._....- .

-..:l,~,....~~,.,..,

......"'..;...v....

~.':!ii".":l··~·~""".lo.:-t.v.,.,~

••,/l.!::·~·"o:>~.t.;-t..,.,...,....:·-rz-·,.,·..,......1...1,..,..,.,...___ .,,,__ ..~.•• ~"r...._.._...__.......),.....~·-A.

On January 21, 2004, Monsignor Timothy J. Dyer, Pastor ofNativity Church, was
telephonically interviewed and advised he was the Vicar for Clergy in 1990 and 1992
when Father Walter Fernando was transferred from Cathedral Chapel and Saint Gregory
the Great Churches after what appears to be abbreviated stays. He could not recall why I
these transfers were made but is certain that ifthere was a serious problem behind them it
would be noted in Fernando's file.
·
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On January 22, 2004, a meeting was held with LAPD Lieutenant Dennis Shirt;:Jy, Officer
in Charge of the Juvenile Division and LAPD Officer James Brown senior detective of
the cleric abuse task force. They advised they were not at liberty to release any portions
of their case relating to Father Walter Fernando including the transcript of the monitored
1..
-lREDACTED
. t t h err
. policy
,'.•.·te1epuone
calib etween F emando anu:
______ __ _ . This wouldb e agams
and could be hann:ful to a future case if another victim comes forward since the REDACTED
case can be used for corroboration. Due to the Stogner Decision Fernando will not be
prosecuted in this matter but Brown opined that the telephone call corroborated REDACTED's
claims. Brown will contact Deputy District Attorney William Hodgeman to obtain his
opinion on allowing the transcript of the call to be viewed by the Archdiocese and advise
once this decision is made. ·
On January 15, 2004, SisterRE£:?ACTED
for Women Religious, advised in a
memo that REDACTED
entered the Daughters of Saint Paulin Januacy 1983. After her
postulancy she became a novice and then left the community on March 27, 1985.
On January 17 and 18, 2004, a statement was read at all week end Masses at Sairit
Hillary's that Father Walter Fernando was ri.amed in a law suit accusing him of sexual
abuse while assigned to that parish. It requested any parishioner with information
regarding this matter to contact the Archdiocese and left Monsignor Craig A. Cox's
telephone number. No contact has bee:!?- made.
OnJanuary 21, 2004,REDACTED .parish s~cretary at Saint Hilary's from 1983 until·
.1998 ad~sed that she had no information of value relating to this matter.
The February 2003 issue of the Los Angeles Lay Catholic Mission contains an article
stating that the January 2nd Los Angeles Times named REDACTED
as a sexual abuse
victim handing out leaflets at the Sherman Oaks Galleria. The pamphlets informed
victims of sexual abuse by priests tb.at they could bring suit against perpetrators for the
duration of2003 and urged them to contact the Church.
On January 27, 2004:REDACTED
the Auxiliary Bishop of Colombo~ Sri Lanka,
e-mailed Cox the following information. He has known Fernando since 1964 and they
attended the seminary together. Between roughly September 5th and 18th 1981 he and
F emando traveled by car to the Grand Canyon. They also spent time in Flagstaff,
Arizona, and Las Vegas, Nevada, on the trip which took four or five days. Fernando was
~----assigne_d_to_S_aint!.Qlu:tBap_,ti=st'-"d=e_,la=S=a~il=ec..:::a:::_t-==th~e...::tim=e:.:...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

,

REDACTED

A public records database search was done on
in this matter.

,

,

and proVlded no mformation of value
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Analysis and Observations
This allegation was made 21 years after the act supposedly took place.
•

REDACTED

. There are no independent witnesses named by
as having ever observed any" of the
alleged activities. Therefore much of the investigation set forth above revolves around
character evaluation of the parties by those that knew them at that time as well as now.
had a difficult childhood and as a young woman left religious life and had a failed
acrimonious marriage.

REDACTED

She is raising three daughters at least one of which has a serious health problem.
She has had financial difficulties throughout her life.
REDACTED

~emando was assigned to Saint Hilary's on March 1, 1981, and·remained there until
:\fovember 30, 1981.

ti'emando eli~ not. drive ~or ..~,~~.l7..2!.~oRnthsEDAafi:CeTr amED'ving at Saint Hilarv's due to a
lack of a valid driver's license. .
Although tb.e LAPD advised that intheir opinion Fernando corroborated REDACTED
allegations in the recorded telephone call Officer Brown ori another occasion said the call
"seemed to corroborate her account."
REDACTED

·

~

th

,

18 birthday was August 7, 1981.

No other complaints have been lodged against Fernando.
These issues have a bearing on this analysis but without more information it cannot be
detennined at this time, with any level of certainty, whether the alleged activities took
place or not.
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Timeline Regarding Father yYalter Fe;rnando
Apri124, 1944 ... Walter Fernando born in Ragama, Sri Lanka
January 1, 1973 ... Fernando ordained for Diocese of Colombo, Sri Lanka
March 1, 198l. ..Fernando assigned to Saint Hilary's Parish, Pica Rivera

REDAcTED

REDACTE[REDACTED 181h birthday

November 29, 1981. .. Femando leaves Saint Hilary's
November 30, 1981 .. ~Fernando assigned to Saint John Baptist de la Salle, Granada Hills
January 1983 .·.. Rm.ocrr:o ~enters convent
·March 27? 1985. "REDACTED eaves convent
February24, 1986 ...Fernando :incardinated :in Los Angeles
July31, 1986 ... Fernando leavesSaintJohn;'s
.
..
.
August 1, 1986 ...Fernando assigb.ed to Saint Rose of Lima, Simi Valley

December 23, 1987 .. REDACTED marriesREDACTED

at Saint Hilary's

July 1, 1990 ... Fernando leaves Saint Rose
July2, 1990 ... Fernando assigned Cathedral Chapel, Los Angeles
June 12, 199l. ..~~~~E~ andREDACTED

file for divorce

May 2, 1992 ...Fernando leaves Cathedral Chapel
May 3,.1992 ... Fernando assigned Saint Gregory the Great, Whittier
June 30, 1992 ...Fernando leaves Saint Gregory

~------------------------------~

July 1, 1992.: .Fernando assigned Assumption ofthe Blessed Virgin Mary, Pasadena
Aprill2, 1994.REDACTED
I

April2002...

REDACTED

'

'

marriage declared. null and void by Catholic. Church

~eports molestation to

LAPD

May 2002 .. REoAcTEDroakes monitored telephone call to Fernando
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'

June 13, 2002 ... Fernando advises Monsignor Craig A. Cox LAPD wants to talk to him
August 18, 2002 ... Los Angeles Times article names Fernando as be:ing under
investigation
August 30, 2002 ... Officer Dale Barraclough advises Sister REDACTED
case on Fernando

LAPD has open

January 1, 2003. ,REDAcTED identified :in Los Angeles Times as abuse victim per February
edition of the Los Angeles Lay Catholic Mission
January 1, 2003 .. REoAcTEo appears on list ofplainti:ffs
January 22, 2003 ... CMOB discusses matter but has few facts and takes no action
February 12, 2003 ...Fernando interviewed by Cox and Father -REDACTED

.

~-

March 7, 2003 ... Fernando sends Cox letter denying most serious charges
Marc~ 26,

2003 ... CMOB discusses matter and requests more information be obta:ined

May 8, 2003 ...Fernando sends second letter to Cox denying all allegations
January 14, 2004 ...L.A. Times article ·details mise against Fernando and that he is still in ·
ministry '
January 14, 2004 ... CMOB discusses matter and requests expedited investigation
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FERNANDO CASE

Promotoris Justitiae Notes/Analysis/Recommendations
REDACTED
-21Mar07

ESSENTIAL TIMELINE

07 Aug 63: birthdate of REDACTED
; she turned 16 onREDACTED, after which time she is no longer
.
a minor in canon law; she turned 18 on 7 Aug 81, after which time she is no longer a minor in civil
law.
01 Feb 81: Father Walter Fernando (WF) arrives in Los Angeles from Sri Lanka and receives hospitality
at Immaculate Conception parish in Los Angeles.
01 Mar 81: WF begins assignment at St. Hilary's in Pico Rivera, servillg there nine months, through 29
Nov 81.
24 May 02: police record phone conv. betw."DACTED and WF in which WF appears to admit that sexual activitytookplace betw. him and~ wherEDACTED was 17 years old (cf. documentation sent to CDF [d/CDF],
pp. 102-103).
13 Jun 02: having learned that police detectives wished to talk with him, WF contacts Vicar for Clergy
(VIC) seeking advice, as he thinks the matter might involve a situation from some 20 years earlier
when he "crossed boundaries" with a young female parishioner (d!CDF, 1).
07 Mar 03: WF puts into writmg categorical denial of"DACTED! claims that he put his "finger in her vagina,
masturbated her, and attempted to force her into oral sex" (d!CDF, 16).
25 Apr 03: CMOB reports class-action lawsuit listing WF as having sexually abused a young girl in
1980-1981; WF denied allegations in writing, CMOB instructed V/C to obtain further info., incl.
girl's age at time of alleged abuse (d!CDF, 17).
08 May 03: WF puts into writing denial of "having had any sexual activity with Ms. REDAcreD Although I
do not lmow what allegations she might allege in the future, I absolutely afflrrn that I have obeyed
my vow of celibacy" (d!CDF, 18).
09 Dec 03: lawsuit flled by'-"' claiming sexual abuse by WF when'"'""' was a minor (d!CDF, 19-40).
14 Jan 04: CMOB seeks further info.; reports that it will not hesitate to recommend adm. leave if credible info. warranting such action is presented (d!CDF, 44-45).
16 and 17 Jan 04: canonical auditor (c/aud) interviews FatherREDACTED
(no relation to·WF)
who has lmown WF for about 35 years, since their seminary days in Sri Lanka. Fr. REDACTED reported that he snent a g;ood deal of time w/WF after WF's arrival in Los Angeles; he and his brother,
Fr. REDACTED
would spend each Wed., their day off, with WF. He reports that WF did not
have a driver's license for several months after arriving in L.A. and so he and his brother drove WF
around. Fr.REDACTED does not recall any parishioners at St. Hilary's to whom WF may have been
close, nor does the name"'""" mean anything to him, nor does he recall WF ever mentioning St.
------~Htlary pansmoners visiting WFWl:UTeWF was at St-:Tciliil BapusfDeLaSallem Granada.Hillc::-s.-H=e----was very surprised to learn of the accusations against WF, as he does not believe WF would force
himself on anyone or violate his vows .
. ·20 Jan 04: c/aud interviews FatherREDACTED
brother to Father REDACTED
immediately
above but no relation to WF, who remembers that WF stayed at Immaculate Conception when he
flrst arrived in L.A., he was then assigned to St. Hilary's. He reports that WF did not drive at that
time, since he didn't have a CA driver's license, and so Fr.REDACTED nd his brother would pick
WF up each WeR~o::)l,lJd the three would spend their day off together. He has no recollection ofWF
:>r any other parishioner from St. Hilary's, nor does he recall WF ever mentionever mentionin~
FERNANDO
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ing a St. Hilary's parishioner visiting him after he was transferred from St. Hilary's. He was surprised to learn of the allegations against WF, as he believes WF to be a gentleman with a good reputation who would not commit indiscretions.
23 Jan 04: report of c/aud that"'"""' was born on 7 Aug 1963, th~!,)YF was at St. Hilary:s 1 Mar 81-29
Nov 81, that there are no indepndt witnesses to corroborate
s allegations, that police r~corded a

telephone conversation betw. "''''"m md WF which, according to police, corroborates"DACTED's account,
(d/CDF, 63).
29 Jan 04: report of c/aud that sometime betw. 2000 and 2002 REDACTED confided to a friend that WF "had

abused their relationship"; this frien~ does not think that R"""' would lie about such a thing, nor, however, did it occur to this friend that the "abuse" was sexual, she presumed it to be something like betraying a confidence (d!CDF, 73-74).
08 Feb 04: c/aud's report of interview With REDACTEDstates that she was 17 at time of relationship w/WF
(d!CDF, 80-86); report submitted toRE"'""' and her lawyer for final corrections (d!CDF, 91-94).

17 Feb 04: CMOB recommends adm. leave for WF; REDAccos account of events appears credible, despite
.
WF's denials (d!CDF, 95-96).
19 Feb 04: WF is placed on adm. leave (d!CDF, 97).

and WF, made on 24 May
22 Sep 04: c/aud listens to police recording of phone conversation betw
02; on tape, WF says he remembers kissing"'D<\cTEo but doesn't remember showing her his penis; WF
states that he thought""""" was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her; he recalled rubbing her
breast and admitted to kissing her breasts; he told her that he. confessed his sins in this matter and
asked her for her forgiveness; he stated that he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to keep this
betw. them; tape appears to confirm that something of a sexual nature transpired betw. them (d!CDF,
102-103).
24 Sep 04: WF's canonical advisor (c/adv) writes to REDACTEoraising substantive doubt as to whether any of
· the behavior alleged by"'ACTE' took place before she was 18; basis of doubt hinges on when WF ob-

tained D,i,~,r,;A driver's license and began to drive, since virtually all of alleged abuse involved WF
drivillg
to some location.
. ·
09 Nov 04: Card. Mahony sends documentation regarding WF case to CDF seeking advice, since the
prelim. investigation established the semblance of truth in REDACTED allegations that, when she was 17
years old, she was sexually abused by WF; the difficulties of the case include the fact that, if the accusations are true;'DACTED would not have been a minor in canon law, aithough she would have been a
minor in civil law.
04 Jul 05: CDF responds to Card. Mahony advising him that since the case does not involve a reserved
gravius delictum, no special authorization is needed for him to evaluate the merits of the case and act
accordingly.
09 Nov 05: WF's c/adv writes to V/C expressing concern at VIC's proposal to engage in further "factfinding'.' investigation while the civil lawsuit by R"""' is pending; he suggests that the status quo -i.e.
WF's continuing adm. leave w/residence at St. Basil's and no further action on the part of the Arch-----,----u.iocese.=.should-be-.preser,.v:ed-until-the-conclusion-of-the-ci:vil-suit:.-.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - /

/

19 Dec 05: WF's c/adv writes to V/C expressing concem that doubt exists as to whethet"nA=n vvas under

18 years of age when the alleged abuse took place and objects to any "fact-finding" on the part of
· the Archdiocese until it is proven that"'"'"'' was in fact under 18.
.
.
/

06 Nov 06: WF's c/adv writes to V/C complaining of delay in acting on case and asks why WF is still
out of ministry; c/adv also asks what action the Archdiocese intends to take in the case.
15 Dec 06: V/C writes to WF' s c/adv explaining that, in agreement with what the c/adv had written in
his letter of 9 Nov 05, the Archdiocese also felt that it was in the best interest of all concerned to preserve the status quo w/regard to WF (i.e. adm.leave and residence at St. Basil's) until the civil suit

REDACTED
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should be concluded; at the opportune time, the serious question ofWF' s suitability for ministry will
be properly dealt with.

QUESTION OF REDACTED AGE AT TIME OF ALLEGED ABUSE
The only direct testimony in this regard comes from"''""" and is consistent in the assertion that she was under 18 at .
the time the alleged abuse began; rebuttal testimony comes from WF through his cladv:

"'o"'m,s civil complaint, filed on 9 Dec 03:
claims that "when she was a minor" she suffered "acts of
sexual abuse and molestation" from WF, which included "French kissing, hugging, fondling of
Plaintiff's buttocks over her clothes, rubbing and massaging Plaintiff's breasts and body, kissing
Plaintiffs neck, face and breasts, digital vaginal penetration, forced masturbation of the Perpetrator,
attempted forced oral copulation" (lawsuit, section 8.1).
mediation documentation, signed and sworn by'"AC'" on 15 Apr 04: RED.,cTEo states that she was 17 when
abuse began, and to the best of her recollection it began when WF "fust came to St. Hilary"; she
states unequivocally that WF "sexually abused me on multiple occasions, up to and beyond my 18th
birthday" (mediation document, section 4,a,v); '"'"~'does state that the digital penetration of her vagina by WF may have occurred after she turned 18 (ibid., section 4,c), and that the touching ofher
breasts skin-to-skin, kissing them and touching other parts of her body skin-to-skin did occur after
s clear recollection is that the other acts alleged occurred when she was under
she was 18 (ibid.);
the age of 18.
RED;OCTED

interview of''""..,' by c/aud, 30 Jan 04, revised report w/chang~s made by
and her lawyer: "'"'"'states
that while she "was still in. high school" WF took her to a movie, towards the end of which he "put
his hand on her breast and began to rub it"; at the movie's conclusion, he gave her a kiss on the lips;
following the incident at the movie theater, and again while'''"'"' "was still in high school," she was
with WF in a parked car and he laid his head in her lap, pulled her head down towards him and gave
her a long kiss, putting "his tongue in her mouth"; on another occasion, once more while~"~ "was ·
still in high school," WF took her to Legg Park where he kissed her and fondled her, placing his
hand inside her blouse and bra "so he was rubbing the skin of her breast"; another time at Legg Park,
while""''" was still in high school, she was with WF in his parked car, it was evening and WF unzipped his pants, exhibited his erect penis and tried to force ""'Cl'' to orally copulate him, but she would
not and so he took her hand, placed it around his penis and, with his hand clasped over hers, masturbated until he ejaculated; during this interview,"""""'"' also related-sexual behavior that occurred betw.
her and WF after she had turned 18, and recounted, w/great difficulty, the account ofWF digitally
penetrating her vagina- she was unable to recall whether this occurred before or after she had
turned.l8.
REDACTED

letter from WF's c/adv, 24 Sep 04: the c/adv claims that"EoACTEo~ statements that WF would take her driving "in the spring, while I was still in high school" cannot be true, as WF had no car and no driver's
license in the spring while"')ACTEJ was still in high school; the c/adv states that WF went out with
only once, on a shopping trip to a mall, during which outing they also went to a movie -this outing
took place after WF had left St. Hilary's and hence after mc~o1ad turned 18; the c/adv states that ."'.'CTE!l
was never in WF's quarters at StJohn Baptist De La Salle, Granada Hills
RECACTEO

----nrnG:ATIONS-O"FABUSIVKBEBA-viO"R-AFTEK'"=WASTS~ARs-om:---------'----

In her 30 Jan 04 interview with c/aud"""'"" stated that after WF had been transferred to St. John the
Baptist De La Salle in Granada Hills, and hence after she had turned 18, he picked her up at her house and
drove her out to his new parish. He brought her into a private sitting room in the rectory, from which
there was a door leading to his bedroom; they remained in the sitting room and she played her flute. He
brought her to the rectory a second time and this time they entered WF' s bedroom, .where he had her disrobe, kissed her breasts, sucked her nipples and lay on top of her on the bed and side-by-side; he did not
undress but she could feel his erection; she asked him why he did not undress and he replied that he dici:ll't
want her to become pregnant. She also met some of his Sri Lankan priest friends but never spoke with
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them. She estimated that she traveled to Granada Hills a total of about ten times and that s:imilar activity
took place betw. herself and WF each time. She also described her recollection of the rectory layout (the
·
rear entrance and WF's quarters).
WF, through hls c/adv, denies that"'~'= was ever in his quarters at the rectory of St. John Baptist
De La Salle in Granada Hills.
The c/aud performed an on-grounds ip.spection of the rectory area de~~ti,~ed by"'~"" with the Busiis very accurate.
ness Manager at St. John Baptist De La Salle parish; the description given by
On 5 Feb 04 Father REDACTED
at St. John Baptist De La Salle parish
when WF arrived there in 1981, was contacted by the c/aud and described the quarters that had been assigned to WF- his description matches that given byREDACTEDs name held no meaning for Fr. REDACTED
REDACTED

ADMISSIONS MADE BY WF
The only admission made by WF of any inappropriate behavior w/'""'' is purportedly found on the
recorded telephone conversation that took place betw.hlm and-~ on 24 May 02. The claud listened to
thls tape and reported that WF says he remembers kissing"FnAr.Fn admits feeling love for her, recalls rubbing
and kissing her breasts. The c/aud portraysREoAcrEo attitude during the call as that of someone who was hurt
and troubled by indiscretions committed by WF, and WF's attitude as that of someone who was repentant
and wanted forgiveness from the person he had wronged; this forgiveness was given and WF was relieved. WF told '""'""that he wanted to be a priest and asked her to keep this betw. them. The c/aud observes that WF admits certain of the behavior alleged by "=~ and that whlle he does not recall other behavior, e.g. showing ""'''"'his penis and forced masturbation, he does not deny this behavior.

FURTHER QUESTIONS
When did WF obtain his dr.iver's license?
The significance of this question arises in light ofc!adv 's remarks that WF "had no car and no license in
spring[l981] when sheREoAcTEo¥as still in high school"; that WF "did not obtain his driver's license till the
summertime, " hence he ..coutd not then have been driving her 1
around 'in the spring when she was still in
high school', and still17";""'"'turned 18 on 7 Aug 81 (ltr, REoAcTEo to Cox, 24 Sep 04).
REOAC!E_"r

Is it possible to corroborate that WF and.""""' went out more than once together?
Through his cladv (letter of24 Sep 94), WF d_enies ever going out w,-'~, other than one time to a shopping
mall, and this after he had left St. Hilary's; .'o'"'"";laims that her "mother, brother and sister all knew that I was
going on outings with Father Fernando" (mediation document, 4,b) . .There is no record or'"' 's mother,
brother or sister being asked about this.
Why did WF leave Sri Lanka and incardina(e into L.A.?
In communications with his Archbishop in Colombo (Abp!C), WF refers to leaving his home diocese with "a
great deal ofpain in mind" (letter of20 Oct 82), and Abp/C also refers to this same "great deal ofpain" in his
response and states, "You will, I am sure, agree that that pain was not in any way caused by me" (letter of 07
Nov82).

CANONICAL ISSUES
The question of a reserved gravius delictum has already been resolved in the negative; but the
entire matter is not yet resolved defmitively. Some of the issues remaining include:
(1) whether the delict of an offence against the sixth commandment committed with force has been
committed (canon 1395 §2; NB: the expiration of prescription prevents any criminal action
w/regard to such a delict [canon 1362], but does not strictly prevent an investigation into
whether such a delict was committed);
(2) whether an external violation of a law bas occurred such that the special gravity of the violation
demands punishment and there is an urgent need to prevent or repa:ir scandal (canon 1399; NB:
expiration of prescription as in no. 1 above);
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(3) whether this is a particular case calling for the ordinary to pass judgment regarding the obligation to observe perfect and perpetual continence (canon 277 §3);
(4) whether an act of sexual abuse of a minor (in civil law) has been committed,.wherefore the reus
is to be removed permanently from ecclesiastical ministry (US Essential Norms, article 8; NB:
the expiration of prescription, as in nos. 1 and 2 above, probably needs to be taken into account
here as well);
(5) whether, in view of the common good, this is a particular case calling for the Archbishop to limit
or otherwise direct the exercise ofWF's rights as a cleric (canon 233 §2).

PAYMENT OF FEES LEVIED BY C/ADV
Since WF's case does rtot involve a gravius delictum, and since any delict he may have committed is no longer subject to criminal action because of the expiration of prescription, there can be no penal
· process initiated against him. He therefore will not need the services of a canonical advocate, and authorization for bills from his current c/adv to be sent directly to V /C for payment may be withdrawn.
Should WF wish to continue to avail himself of the services ofhis present c/adv, he is free to make such
arrangements personally; otherwise, the Archdiocese can arrange for a qualified. canonist to provide him
with the counsel he might need as his case is brought to a conclusion.

RECOMMENDATIONS
With a view to moving WF's case to a definitive resolution while upholding the public good, the following recommendations are made:
(1) WF should be interviewed quam primum with regard to every aspect of his case, since direct
statements from him will prove invaluable for resolving many of the issues and questions that
·
remain, and will also prove useful in properly ~valuating the claims advanced by .-~ i
(2) WF should be advised that, whereas the V /C has up till now paid the bills for consultation submitted by his c/adv (a total of$12,836.64 as of25 Jan 07; cf. APPENDIX below, "C/AdvBills in
WF Case"), future costs will be hi~ responsibility; if he cannot afford the fees charged by the
c/adv he has engaged, he may consult the V/C so that arrangements may be made for him ~o receive the canonical counsel suited to his needs;
. .
(3)

mother, brother and sister should be interviewed to as~ertain what knowledge they may
have of WF andREDACTEo going on outings together;

REDACTED;

(4) all ~;:laud reports should be carefully reviewed to determine whether possible follow-up may be
useful.

APPENDIX: bills paid by Archdiocese to REDACTED in Fernando case

25 Jan07:
21 Feb 06:
06 Dec 05:
19 Jul 05:
29 Mar05:

2,183.33
2,583.33
2,207.08
4,529.90
1,333.00

TOTAL: 12,836.64
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REDACTED

-21 Mar07

ESSENTIAL TIMELINE
07 Aug 63: birthdate of .REDACTED REDACTED; she turned 16 on 7 Aug 79, after which time she is no longer
a minor in canon law; she turned 18 on 7 Aug 8 i, after which time she is no longer a minor in civil
law.
01 Feb 81: Father Walter Fernando (WF) arrives in Los Angeles from Sri Lanka and receives hospitality
at Immaculate Conception parish in Los Angeles.
01 Mar 81: WF begins assignment at St. Hilary's in Pico Rivera, serving there nine months, through 29
Nov 81.
24 May 02: police record phone conv. betw. RED>CTEo and WF in which WF appears to admit that sexual activ-

ity took place betw. him and"'""'' when"'AC"" was 17 years old (cf. documentation sent to CDF [d/CDF],
pp. 102-103).
13 Jun 02: having learned that police detectives wished to talk with him, WF contacts Vicar for Clergy
·(VIC) seeking advice~ as he thinks the matter might involve a situation from some 20 years earljer
when he "crossed boundaries" with a young female parishioner (d/CDF, 1).
07 Mar 03: WF puts into writing categorical denial of''""='; claims that he put his "finger in her vagina,
masturbated her, and attempted to force her into oral sex" (d!CDF, 16).

25 Apr 03: CMOB reports class-action lawsuit listing WF as having sexually abused a young girl in
1980-1981; wF denied allegations in writing, CMOB instructed VIC to obtain further info., incl.
girl's age at time of alleged abuse (d/CDF, 17).
·
08 May 03: WF puts into writing denial of "having had any sexual activity with Ms. REDACTED . Although I
do not know what allegations she might allege in the future, I absolutely affirm that I have obeyed
my vow of celibacy" (d/CDF, 18).
·

09 Dec 03: lawsuit filed by REDACTED claiming sexual abuse by WF when""'"'" was a minor (d/CDF, 19-40).
14 Jan 04: CMOB seeks further info.; reports that it will not hesitate to recommend adm. leave if credible info. warranting such action is presented (d/CDF, 44-45).
16 and 17 Jan 04: canonical auditor (c/aud) interviews FatherREDACTED
(no relation to WF)
who has known WF for about 3 5 years, since.their seminary days in Sri Lanka. Fr. REDACTED ;eported that he spent a good deal oftime w/WF after WF's arrival in Los Angeles; he and his brother,
would spend each Wed., their day off, with WF. He reports that WF did not
Fr. REDACTED
have a driver's license for several months after arriving in L.A. and so he and his brother drove WF
around. Fr.REDACTED does not recall any parishioners at St. Hilary's to whom WF may have been
close, nor does the name AP mean anything to him, nor does he recall WF ever mentioning St.
------.......,_...ilary panshioners vlsitiiijfWFwnileWF was arSt-:-Jon:n-Brrptist_.De-J::;a-saue;n-6ranada-Hills-;-He:----was very surprised to learn of the accusations against WF, as he does not believe WF would force
himself on anyone or violate his vows.
20 Jan 04: c/aud interviews FatherRED~CTED
brother to FathetREDACTED
:mmediately
above but no relation to WF, who remembers that WF stayed at Immaculate Conception when he
first arrived in L.A., he was then assigned to St. Hilary's. He reports that WF did not drive at that
time, since he didn't have a CA driver's license, and so Fr. REDACTED and his brother would pick
WF up each Wed. and the three would spend their day off together. He has no recollection ofWF
ever mentioning'oAcEo)r any other parishioner from St. Hilary's, nor does he recall WF ever mentionFERNANDO Case Allalysis, 21 Mar 07, page 1 of 5
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ing a St. Hilary's parishioner visiting him after he was transferred from St. Hilary's. He was surprised to learn of the allegations against WF, as he believes WF to be a gentleman with a good reputation who would not commit indiscretions.
23 Jan 04: report of c/aud that"EDAc1Eo:vas born onREDACTED that WF was at St. Hilary's 1 Mar 81 -29
Nov 81, that there are no indepndt witnesses to corroborate REDACTED) allegations, that police recorded a
telephone conversation betw. "'UA'"' and WF which, according to police, corroborates"""Ac"'": account,
(d/CDF, 63).
29 Jan 04: report of c/aud that sometime betw. 2000 and 2002 ."DA'"'confided to a friend that WF "had
abused their relationship"; this friend does not think tha·RED>\CTED would lie about such a thing, nor, however, did it occur to this friend that the "abuse" was sexual, she presumed it to be something like betraying a confidence (d!CDF, 73-74).
08 Feb 04: c/aud's report of interview 'YJ.th REo~cTEo states that she was 17 at time of relationship w/WF
(d!CDF, 80-86); report submitted to
and her law;ier for final corrections (d!CDF, 91-94).

17 Feb 04: CMOB recommends adm. leave for WF;

RFMCTFo;

account of events appears credible, despite

WF's denials (d!CDF, 95-96).

19 Feb 04: WF is placed on adm. leave (d/CDF, 97).
22 Sep 04: c/aud listens to police recording ofgb~TE:tte conversation betw. ;- and WF, made on 24 May
02; on tape, WF says he remembers kissing
but doesn't remember showing her his penis; WF
states that he thought"""""'"":vas 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her; he recalled rubbing her
breast and· admitted to kissing her breasts; he told her that he confessed his sins in this matter and
asked her for her forgiveness; he stated that he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to keep this
betw. them; tape appears to confirm that something of a sexual nature transpired betw. them (d!CDF,
102-103).
24 Sep 04: WF's canonical advisor (cladv) writes to V/C raising substantive doubt as to whether any of
the behavior alleged by REDACTED took place before she was 18; basis of doubt hinges on when WF obtained his CA driver's license and began to drive, since virtually all of alleged abuse involved WF
drivingR'DAC"' to some location ..
09 Nov 04: Card. Mahony sends documentation regarding WF case to CDF seeking advice, since the
prelim. investigation established the semblance of truth ir"EDACTED;; allegations that, when she was 17
years old, she was sexually abused by WF; the difficulties of the case include the fact that, if the accusations are true, AP would not have been a minor in canon law, although she would have been a
minor in civil law.

04 Jul 05: CDF responds to Card. Mahony advising him that since the case does not involve a reserved
gravius delictum, no special authorization is needed for him to evaluate the merits of the case and act
accordingly.
09 Nov 05: WF's c/adv writes to V/C expressing concern at VIC's proposal to engage in further "factfinding" investigation while the civil lawsuit byR"""TED is pending; he suggests that the status quo- i.e.
WF's continuing adm. leave w/residence at St. Basil's and no further action on the part of the Arch-------dieees.e--should-be-preser-ved-untiLthe-conclusion..of.the_civJts.uit.~----------------

19 Dec 05: WF's c/adv writes to ..V/C expressing concern that doubt exists as to whether"='was under
18 years of age when the alleged abus~J£lok place and objects to any "fact-finding" on the part of
the Archdiocese until it is proven that.
was in fact under 18.
06 Nov 06: WF's c/adv writes to V/C complaining of delay in acting on case and asks why WF is still
out of ministry; c/adv also asks what action the Archdiocese intends to take in the case.

15 Dec 06: V/C writes to WF's c/adv explaining that, in agreement with what thedadv had written in
his letter of9 Nov OS, the Archdiocese also felt that it was in the best interest of all concerned to preserve the status quo w/regard to WF (i.e. adm. leave and residence at St. Basil's) until the civil suit
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should be concluded; at the opportune time, the serious question ofWF's suitability for ministry will
be properly dealt with.

QUESTION OFRECACTED~ AGE AT TIME OF ALLEGED ABUSE
The only direct testimony in this regard comes from~'"~' and is consistent in the assertion that she was under 18 at
the time the alleged abuse began; rebuttal testimony comes from WF through his dadv.

"""'"" 's civil complaint, filed on 9 Dec 03: REDAmD claims that "when she w~s a minor" she suffered "acts of
sexual abuse and molestation" from WF, which included "French kissing, hugging, fondling of
Plaintiff's buttocks over her clothes, rubbing and massaging Plaintiff's breasts and body, kissing
Plaintiffs neck, face and breasts, digital vaginal penetration, forced masturbation of the Perpetrator,
attempted forced oral copulation" (lawsuit, section 8.1 ).
mediation documentation, signed and sworn by ~·= on 15 Apr 04: ""'""" states that she was 17 when
abuse began, and to the best of her recollection it began when WF "first came to St. Hilary"; she
.
states unequivocally that Wf! "sexually abused me on multiple occasions, up to and beyond my 18th
birthday" (mediation document, section 4,a,v); ~~ does state that the digital penetration of her vagina by WF may have occurred after she turned 18 (ibid., section 4,c), and that the touching of her
breasts skin-to-skin, kissing them and touching other parts of her body skin-to-skin did occur after
she was 18 (ibid.); REoAcTEoclear recollection is that the other acts alleged occurred when she was under
the age of 18.
•

•

F<EOACTED

•

F<EDACTEO

REDI'.cTEO

'

mterv1ew of
by c/aud, 30 Jan 04, rev1sed report w/changes made by
nd her lawyer:
states
that while she "was still in high school" WF took her to a movie, towards the end of which he "put
his hand on her breast and began to rub it"; at the movie's conclusion, he gave her a kiss on the lips;
following the incident at the movie theater, and again while':'::' "was still in high school," she was
with WF in a parked car and he laid his head in her lap, pulled her head down towards him and gave
her a long kiss, putting "his tongue in her mouth"; on another occasion, once more while RSJACTEC "was
still in high school," WF took her to Legg Park where he kissed her and fondled her, placing his
hand inside her blouse and bra "so he was rubbing the skin of her breast"; another time at Legg Park,
whileR'DA"" was still in high school, she was with WF in his parked car, it was evening and WF unzipped his pants, exhibited his erect penis and tried to force '"ACO'to oral1y copulate him, but she would
not and so he took her hand, placed it around his penis and, with his hand clasped over hers, mastur"
bated until he ejaculated; during this interview,"'""' also related sexual behavior that occurred betw.
her and WF after she had turned 18, and recounted, w/great difficulty, the account ofWF digitally
penetrating her vagina- she was unable to recall whether this occurred before or after she had
turned 18.
letter from WF's c/adv, 24 Sep 04: the c/adv claims that"'"'"' s statements that WF would take her driving "in the spring, while I was still in high school" cannot be true, as WF had no car and no driver's
license in the spring while "'""""'was still in high school; the c/adv states that WF went out with '"ACTED
only once, on a shopping trip to a mall, during which outing they also went to a movie -this outing
took place after WF had left St. Hilary's and hence after'""'TE' had turned 18; the c/adv states that '"'"'TE'
was never in WF's quarters at St. John Baptist De La Salle, Granada Hills
----ALLEGATIONS-OFABUSIVE-BEHAVIOR-AJ1'TER--~

-W:t\S-18-YE-A:RS-OI::ID----------

In her 30 Jan 04 interview with c/aud ""'"'"stated that after WF had been transferred to St. John the
Baptist De La Salle in Granada Hills, and hence after she had turned 18, he picked her up at her house and
drove her out to his new parish. He brought her into a private sitting room in the rectory, from which
there was a door leading to his bedroom; they remained in the sitting room and she played her flute. He
brought her to the rectory a second time and this time they entered WF's bedroom, where he had her disrobe, kissed her breasts, sucked her nipples and lay on top of her on the bed and side"by-side; he did not
undress but she could feel his erection; she asked him why he did not undress and he replied that he didn't
want her to become pregnant. She also met some of his Sri Lankan priest friends but never spoke with
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them. She estimated that she traveled to Granada Hills a total of about ten times and that similar activity
took place betw. herself and WF each time. She also described her recollection of the rectory layout (the
rear entrance and WF's quarters).
WF, through his c/adv, denies that""'"" was ever in his quarters at the rectory of St. John Baptist
De La Salle in Granada Hills,
The c/aud performed an on-grounds inspection of the rectory area described by~'"""'with the Business Manager at St. John Baptist De La Salle parish; the description given b)REoAcrEos very accurate.
On 5 Feb 04 Father REDACTED
at St. John Baptist De La Salle parish
when WF arrived there in 1981, was contacted by the c/aud and described the quarters that had been assigned to WF- his description matches that given byREDACTEo,s name held no meaning for Fr. REDACTED
REDACTED

ADMISSIONS MADE BY WF

The only admission made by WF of any inappropriate behavior w/'"~~, is purportedly found on the
recorded telephone conversation that took place betw. him andREDACTED on 24 May 02. The c/aud listened to
this tape and reported that WF says he remembers kissing'"""', admits feeling love for her, recalls rubbing
and kissing her breasts. The c/aud portrays "E"'"'' s attitude during the call as that of someone who was hurt
and troubled by indiscretions committed by WF, and WF's attitude as that of someone who was repentant
and wanted forgiveness from the person he had wronged; this forgiveness was given and WF was relieved. 'WF told'EI)ACTE'that he wanted to be a priest and asked her to keep this betw. them. The c/aud observes that WF admits certain of the behavior alleged by--, and that while he does not recall other behavior, e.g. showingREDACTEO his penis and forced masturbation, he does not deny this behavior.
FURTHER QUESTIONS

When did WF obtain his driver's license?
The significance ofthis question arises in light ofcladv's remarks that WE' "had no car and no license in
spring {1981} when she:"""') was still in high school",· that W{,,;:d,id not obtain his driver's license till the
summertime," hence he "could not then have been driving her
around 'in the spring when she was still in
high school', and still17"; REDAC-.'turned 18 on REDACTED (ltr, REDACTED . 24Sep 04).

I.s it possible to corroborate that WF anti'"""'' went out more than once together? .
Through his c/adv (letter of24 Sep 94), WF denies ever going out w!.'"-, other than one time to a shopping
.mall, and this after he had left St. Hilary's;"""''"' claims that her "mother, brother and sister all knew that I was
going on outings with Father Fernando" (mediation document, 4,b). There is no record of""""': mother,
brother or sister being asked about this.

Why did WF leave Sri Lanka and incardinate into L.A.?
In communications with his Archbishop in Colombo (Abp/C), WF refers to leaving his home diocese with "a
great deal ofpain in mind" (letter of20 Oct 82), and Abp/C also refers to this same "great deal ofpain" in his
response and states, "You will, I am sure, agree that that pain was not in any way caused by me" (letter of07
Nov82).

CANONICAL ISSUES

The question of a reserved gravius delictum has already been resolved in the negative; but the
entire matter is nof)let resolvea-defimtively.-8ome oftl1e issues remaining include:
(1) whether the ..delict of an offence against the sixth commandment committed with force has been
committed (canon 1395 §2; NB: the expiration of prescription prevents any criminal action
w/regard to such a delict [canon 1362], but does not strictly prevent an investigation into
whether such a delict was committed);
(2) whether an external violation of a law has occurred such that the special gravity of the violation
demands punishment and there is an urgent need to prevent or repair scandal (canon 1399; NB:
expiration of prescription as in no. 1 above);
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(3) whether this is a particular case calling for the ordinary to pass judgment regarding the obligation to observe perfect and perpetual continence (canon 277 §3);
(4) whether an act of sexual abuse of a minor (in civil law) has been committed, wherefore the reus
is to be removed permanently from ecclesiastical ministry (US Essential Norms, article 8; NB:
the expiration of prescription, as in nos. 1 and 2 above, probably needs to be taken into account
here as well);
(5) whether, in view of the common good, this is a particular case calling for the Archbishop to limit
or otherwise direct the exercise ofWF's rights as a cleric (canon 233 §2).

PAYMENT OF FEES LEVIED BY C/ADV
Since WF's case does not involve a gravius delictum, and since any delict he may have committed is no longer subject to criminal action because of the expiration of prescription, there can be no penal
process initiated against him. He therefore will not need the services of a canonical advocate, and authorization for bills from his current c/adv to be sent directly to V/C for payment may be withdrawn.
Should WF wish to continue to avail himself of the services of his present c/adv, he is free to make such.
arrangements personally; otherwise, the Archdiocese can arrange for a qualified canonist to provide him
with the counsel he might need as his case is brought to a conclusion.
·

RECOMMENDATIONS
With a view to moving WF's case to a definitive resolution while upholding the public good, the following recommendations are made:

(1) WF should be interviewed quam primum with regard to every aspect ofhis case, since direct
statements from him will prove invaluable for resolving many of the issues and questions that
remain, and will also prove useful in properly evaluating the claims advanced by ''=~
(2) WF should be advised that, whereas the V /C has up till now paid the bills for consultation submitted by his c/adv (a total of$12,836.64 as of25 Jan 07; cf. APPENDIX below, "C/Adv Bills in
WF Case"), future costs will be his responsibility; if he cannot afford the fees charged' by the·
c/adv he has engaged, he may consult the V/C so that arrangements may be made for him toreceive the canonical counsel suited to his needs;
(3)

smother, brother
and sister should be interviewed to ascertain what knowledge they may
REDAClED
have ofWF an<
going on outings together;

REDACTED

(4) all c/aud reports should be carefully reviewed to determine whether possible follow-up may be
useful.

APPENDIX: bills paid by Archdiocese toREDACTE~ernando case
25 Jan 07:
21 Feb 06:
06 Dec 05:
19Jul05:
29 Mar 05:

2,183.33
2,583.33
2,207.08
4,529.90

1,333.00

TOTAL: 12,836.64
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REDACTED

July 16;2008

His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbisbop of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 900 10
Re: Father Walter Fernando

Dear Cardinal Mahony:
I am enclosing a copy of the Recourse I have today submitted to the Congregation
for the· Clergy. on behalf of Father Fernando.
With continuing best wishes, remain

YoUrS, sincerely and respectfully,

REDACTED
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July 14,2008
·His Eminence Claudio Cardinal Humm.es, OFM
Prefect, Congregation for the Clergy
Piazza Pio XII, 3
000120 Vatican City
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
RECOURSE/APPEAL TAKEN FROM ROGER CARDINAL MAHONY'S
DENIAL OF THE PETITION FOR REINSTATEMENT OF
FATHER WALTER FERNANDO
this Recourse is within the competence of the Congregation for the Clergy
because it involves the rights of a priest and it has been determined by the Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith that the case does not involve the delict of sexual abuse of a
minor by a cleric.

Procedural History of the Case
Apr. 24, 1944: Walter Fernando born in Sri Lanka
Jan. 25, 1973: FatherFernanado ordained in Archdiocese of Colombo, Sri Lanka
Mar. 01, 1981 :Fr. Fernando given faculties and assigned as associate at St.
Hilary's Church, Pico Rivera, California, Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
Feb. 24, 1986: Iricardinated into the Archdiocese ofLos Angeles

,...

Feb. 06, 2003 : Through her civil attorney, a woman named .REDACTED , born on
·
REDACTED accused Father Fernando ofhaving sexually abused
her in 1981 when she was a minor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _Ee.h._l.9_,_2.0_0_.4_:_Eather_Eernand_o_w.as removed from ministry and Pr=la=c=ed=on=---------Administrative leave.
Sept 1, 2004. : Father Fernando appointEREDACTED

as his advocate/procurator

Nov. 16, 2004 : Fr. Fernando"s case sent to congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
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Recourse from Denial of Petition for Reinstatement, July 14, 2008, page two
July 4, 2005 : Reply Decision of Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith.
Jan.25, 2008 : Petition for Reinstatement of Father Fernando made to Cardinal
Mahony, two and one half years after CDF' s decidion and repeated
requests, both verbal and written, for a disposition of the case
according to CDF's decision anci direction.
May 17, 2008: Cardinal Mahony denies the Petition for Reinstatement. Letter Decree
Received by Procurator/Advocate on May 27,2008.
May 31, 2008: Request for Reconsideration ofhis Denial made to Cardinal Mahony
within ten canonical days prescribed by canon 1734. Mailed on JUn.e
3, 2008 by overnight mail.
July 03,2008: Last day for Response to Request for Reconsideration. No.response
received. Request deemed denied by operation oflaw (canon 1735).
July 14, 2008: This Recourse from Denial of Petition for Restatement is taken to this
Congregation for the Clergy in accordance with canon 1737 within
the fifteen canonical days prescribed in canon 1737(2).

Documents Submitted With This Recourse
The following documents are incorporated in this Recourse to the
Congregation for the Clergy. The information and arguments contained therein constitute
the legal and factual reasons for which this Recourse should be granted and Father
Fernando reinstated as an active priest in good standing.
1. The Petition for Reinstatement of Father Walter Fernando, dated February 25,2008.

2. Cardinal Mahony's Denial.ofthe Petition through the letter ofMonsignor Gonzales,
dated May 17,2008.
3. Request dated May 31, ·2008 for Reconsideration of Cardinal Mahony's Denial of
Request for Reinstatement..
--------'~LStatement.Jor-\¥eekencLMasses_regarding.EatheLEemando_and_the_rulegatiQn

ag,ain""""'-'st,____ _ _ _ __
him, for weekend of January17-18, 2004.
This statement announced in part that:
a) "Fr. Fernando has denied any sexually abusive conduct with the person, and
b) "Priorto this (allegation) there has never been any complaint about Father
Fernando" -that is, in the twenty three years that he has served as a priest
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Recourse from Denial of Petition for Reinstatement, July 14;2008, page three

in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
5. Letter/Decree placirig Father Fernando on Administrative leave, dated Feb. 18,2004.
6. Letter of Monsignor Cox confirming that the case was sent to CDF on Dec.16, 2004
7. Response for CDF dated July 4, 2005.
8. Letter ofREDACTED

to Monsignor Gonzales dated November 6, 2006 .. ·

9. Lett~r of Monsignor Gonzales to Mr. rEDACTEDdated December 15,2006.
10. Letter of REDACTED

to Monsignor Gonzales dated December 23,2006.

11. Proofs of Archdiocesan receipt of Petition for Reinstatement and Petition: for
Reconsideration.
12. Mandate of Father Fernando. ·

Should the Congregation need or desire any other information or document which I
can provide, I will be happy to supply it immediately.

Given on this 14th day of July, 2008
in San Francisco, California

Resoectfullv submitted,

REDACTED

A copy of this Recourse with all its attachments has been sent to
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
----------~-----3A24_~~hrreJBnuleYarrl~---------------------------------------------
Los Angeles, California 90010
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REDACTED

February 25,2008
. His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop ofLos Angeles
555 WeSt Temple
·Los Angeles, CA 90012
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDF Prot. No. 599-21318

PETITION FOR REINSTATEMENT

OF
FATHER WALTER FERNANDO
1bis Petition is made under the provisions of Canons 57 and -1722 of the Code of
Canon Law, Article 13 of Sacramentorum Sanctitatis Tutela, and Norms 6 and 13 of the

Essential Norms for Diocesan!Eparchial Policies Dealing With Allegations ofSexual
Abuse ofMinors by Priests or Deacons.
.
1bis Petition is for a Decree declaring the termination of Father Walter
Fernando's administrative leave and of the canon 1722 restrictions on priestly ministry
Jimposed upon him on February 19, 2008, and reinstating him to active ministry.

Facts and Law
L In 2003, a woman namedREDACTED
accused Father Fernando of having
sexually abused her when she was a minor .in 1981.
2. In accordance with the provisions of Part IV, The Penal Process, beginning
with canon 1717, Article 13 of SST and Norm 6 of the Essential Norms, REDACTED __
Cardinal Mahony, commenced a penal process by initiating the preHminary investigation,
3. On February 19, 2004~EDACTED _ placed Father Fernando on administrative
leave and prohibited him from exercising sacred priestly ministry. The Ordinary did so
under the provisions of canon 1722 which empowers him to do so "at any stage of the
process" for the reasons specified in that canon.

4. Because the allegation against Father Fernando involved a canonical delict
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PETITION FOR REINSTATEMENT, February 25, 20()8, page two
under canon 1395(2) which is reserved to the Congregation for the Doctrine ofthe Faith,
Cardinal Mahony submitted the case to that Congregation as prescribed by Article 13 of
SST and Norm 6 of the Essential Norms, on November 16,2004.
·
5. The Congregation responded to the Carqinru on July 4, 2005 stating that the
woman (Ms. REDACTED) "by her own admission was 17-18 years of age atthe time of the
alleged incidents iil198L."·She was not, therefore a "minor" in 1981 ac~ording to the
prevailing law. 1. Thus, the Congregation rightly concluded that "the matter cannot be
considered a delictum gravius" and, consequently was not a matter reserved to or
referable to CDF. CDF's statement effectively decided that whatever Father Fernando .is
alleged to have done~ he did not commit the delict of sexual abuse of a minor. 2

as

6. This determination of CDF ended the penal process which had been initiated
against Father Fernando based on Ms.REDACTED allegation. The allegation could no longer
be considered the a delict subject to the provision of· SST or the Essential Norms which
alone justified the initiation of the penal process. 3
7. Consequently, the reason for which canon 1722 restrictioi:ts on ministry were
imposed ceased and were r~oked by operation oflaw upon receipt of CDF's respon8e,
·which effectively ended the penal process. ·
"If, however, the reason ceases, all these restrictions are to be revoked: they
cease by virtue of the law itself as soon as the penal process ceases". Canon 1722.
The restrictions were temporary measures which could be imposed and
maintained only "pending the outcome ofthe process". Norm 6, Essential Norms.
8. Norm 13 of the Essential Norms states that "When an accusation (of sexual
abuse of minor) has been shown to be unfounded, every step possible will be taken to
restore the good name of the person falsely accused". The fact that Ms. REDAcTeD was not a
minor at the time of the alleged abuse, renders her allegation- that she was sexually
abused when a minor- unfounded and required the implementation ofNorm 13.
Accordingly administrative leave should have ended and Father Fernando returned to
ministry as the very first step necessary to :r:estore his good name.
'1-.

1

In 1981, Canon Law defined a minor as under sixteen years
of age. There is, in· fact, no proof that Ms
REDACTED
was even under the age of eighteen at the time. Ms.
herself cannot say for certain that she was:
(Mediation Document, p. 10, "To the ~st that I canrecallO ... "
·
---------,Ms~REDAcTEo -tumed-eighteen-onREDACTED
--------~---------------2 The reinstatement of Father Fernando would not be contrary to the Cardirial's position that no priest who
has committed even one act of sexual abuse ofa minor is in active ministry. ·
3
All offenses. against' the sixth commandment may be sins but not all of fuem constitute. canonical crimes ·
subject to a penal process and the imposition of canonical penalties. Only those sins committed in
circumstances specifically descnbed in the Code and SST, and declared to be canonical crimes, are subject·
to a penal process, administrative oi: judicial. Other offenses remain sins confined to the internal forum.and
not subject to inquiry or any manifestation of conscience. The essential circumstance in Ms. REDACTED
allegation which would make the alleged sexual conduct a crime was that she was a minor. CDF confirmed
that she was not.
REDACTED
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PETIT10N FOR REINSTA~MENT, February 25, 2008, page three.
9. In the twenty seven-plus year:;; during which Father Fernando has served the:(
Archdiocese of Los Angeles as a priest, there has been no other allegation of sexual
misconduct of any kind on his part except the 22- year-old allegation of REDACTED
From all that has been written above it is respectfully submitted the this Petition
should be granted.
· Given on this 25th d~:~-y of February, 2008
at San Francisco, California
·

REDACTED

cc: Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
~
Vicar for Clergy
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Office of

3424

Los Angeles

vicar for Clergy

Wilshire

California

'(213) 637-7284

Boulevard

9001Q-2202

May 17,2008

REDACTED

RE:
Dear Mr. REDACTED

Reverend Walter Fernando, ·
Petition for Reinstatement

I am writing iri. the name of Cardinal Mahony in reply to your Petition.ofFebruaty 25 last
seeking the termination of Father Walter Fernando's adminis_trative leave and his
re~statement to active ministry:
Your request cannot be granted at this time. Father Fernando's case is currently pending
before our Clergy Misconduct. Oversi'ght Board (CMOB), which,. based on the facts of th~
case, will make a recommendation to Cardinal Mahony as to whether ·Father Fernando should
be returned to· aCtive ministry. CMOB should be ready.to review the case at its June meeting,
after which it :will. make its recommendation. His Eminence will then make his decision as to
whether Fath~r Ferna:rido can be reinstated to active ministry, and that decision, complete with
motivation, will ~e duly communicated..
I would remind you that, in accordance with the instructions received from the Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith, the question at· issue is not a reserved gravius delictum and
Cardinal Mahony therefore "does not need any authorization from this Dicastery to evaluate
the merits of the case and act accordingly'' (letter froin CDF, July 4, 2005). The CMOB
· review of the matter and its subsequent recommendation is a necessary part of His
Eminence's evaluation of the merits of the case, which, although not a gravius delictum,
nonetheless involves serious accusations of a priest abusing his office and committing
offences against the Sixth Commandment with a girl who at the time was 17-18 years of age.
The good of the Church and the public good as well require that the steps outlined above 'be
taken in order that the case be properly reso_lved. .
Trusting that the above information is useful, and with every good wish, I remain
Smcerely yours in Christ,

~~
Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
·
Vicar for Clergy

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the P."'lgels

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Sa.'lta Barbara
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REDACTED

May 31; 2008
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop ofLos Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010
Re: Father Walter Fernando

REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION
Your Eminence:
· I write in response to Monsignor Gonzales', Vicar of Clergy's ,May 17, 2008
response in your name denying my February 25, 2008 Petition for Reinstatement of
Father Fernando and informing me 'that CMOB will review the facts of the case at its
June meeting after which time you will make your decision and duly communicate it
Pursuant to Canon 1734, I request that you kindly reconsider your denial of my
Petition for Reinstatement of Father Walter Fernando dated February 25, 2008 and
revoke or amend your letter decree. I received the letter decree on May 27, 2008 and
submit this Request for reconsideration within the ten canonical days prescribed by canon
1724.
Father Fernando was placed on administrative leave "effective ·February 19, 2004.''1
This was done in accordance with Canon 1724 and Norm 6 of the Essential Norms when
Father Fernando" was named as someone who allegedly engaged in the sexual abuse of a
minor."2 On July 4, 2005, The Congregation for the doctrine of the Faith informed you of
its decision that the charge against Father Fernando did not constitute a delictum gravius,
namely, the sexual abuse of a minor by a cleric. With that decision the penal process for
deteO:nining whether Father Fernando sexually abused a minor was concluded. The
reason for which Father Fernando was placed on leave ceased to e~st and all the
restrictions placed upon him were to be revoked, as regu.ired by canon 1722. In fa~ they_ _ _ _ __
"ceased by virtue of the law itsetr' as soon as that decision was announced to you. 3

1

Letter of Monsignor Cox to Father Fernando dated Februaxy 18,2004.

2

Statement for weekend Masses at Asswnption ofthe Blessed Virgin Mary Parish, Pasedena, Wenesday,

January 17-18, 2004 signed by Monsignor Cox. Vicar for Clergy.
3

Can. 1722: "quae omnia, cause cessante, snnt revocanda,· eaque ipso iure finem habent ..."
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony, May 31, 2008,.page two
No legally valid reason ha5 been given why Father Fernando has been kept on leave
and subjectto those restrictions almost three years after CDF communicated its decision
to you. Since the reason for putting Father Fernando on administrative leave has cea8ed,
continuing to restrict the exercise of his priesthood now seems to constitute the unlawful
imposition of a canonical penalty without any canqnical cau8e or process.
Monsignor Gonzales letter rightly states. that you ·do. not need any authorization from
CDF to evaluate the merits ofthe.case and to act accordingly. But what exactly is the
case that is to be evaluated? Monsignor Gonzalez states that it "involves serious
accusations of a priest (Father Fernando) abusing his office". The offense of "abusing an
ecclesiastical power or office" is itself a delict, a canonical crime, which can be punished
with a penalty.4 This crime, however, is subject to a prescription period of three years
after which time it ceases to e~st as a matter oflaw (canon 1362 (1)). Furthermore, there
is rio provision in law which empowers any ecclesiastical authority to dispense from
prescription for the delict of abuse of office. 5 No such dispensation can be either sought
or granted. Because any alleged "abuse of office" in this matter would necessarily have
taken place in 1981, that canonical crime would have been extinguished in 1984 and can
never thereafter be the subject of any adjudication or evaluation, whether judicial or
administrative or, a fortiori;=be the reason for the imposition of any penalty. There is no
"case" for CMOB to evaluate or to recommend any canonical penalty such as removal.
from ministry.
Monsignor Gonzales' letter/decree cites the "good of the Church and the public good"
but does not explain that "good" or why it necessitates or justifies the proposed "steps .
outlined" in his letter. On the contrary, once the rea.Son for which Father Fernando was
placed on leave, to his detriment and that of the Churc~ the good of the Church would
seem to require the implementation of its own laws and the removal of the canonical
restrictions imposed on Father Fernando.
Canon 223 (2), indeed, allows an. Ecclesiastical authority to regulate the exercise of
rights for the "common good". 6 Regulating the exercise of a right does not mean
deprivation o£ that right. It does not mean 9r justify depriving a priest of his essentiai
rights as a priest to act as a priest, with the faculties of a priest. Because it is argued that a
priest has no right to an office or an assignment, a Bishop may decide that the common
good may be served by not giving Father· Fernando an assignment. The common good,
however, does not and cannot ever justify the imposition of an eccl~siastical penalty
without cause and process.

4

Can. 1389

5

The only faculty to dispense from prescription for any delict was ·given to CDF for the crime of sexual
abuse of a nrlnor, a delict reserved to that Congregation.
6
"Ecclesiasticae auctoritati competit, intuitu boni communis, exercitium. iurium., quae cbristifi.deh'bus sunt
propria moderari."
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony, May 31, 2008,.page three
Because any decision you inak:e concerning Father Ferillmdo' s future will have to be
by a singular decree, Canon 50 of the Code of Canon Law requires that before such a
decree is given, the person in authority must first a) seek out the information and proofs
and b) he.ar from the person whose rights can be harmed by the decree. 7
·
The right to be heard cannot be exercised by Father Fernando unless he is first
advis~d of the exact issue to be determined8 and has had the opportun:ity·to.review all the
"notitias et probationes" of the i~;:sue and to present a defense. "Probationes" means all
available evidence in this matter, all the evidence ofFather Fernando's twenty two years
as an active priest (twenty six years as a priest) in the Archdiocese and not solely on one
twenty-two-year-old unproven allegation made only after twenty two years.
I, therefore request that, p~ding your response to this request for reconsideration any
discussion and recommendation on Father Fernando by CMOB be postponed until I, ·
together with Father Fernando, have had the opportunity to review the entire file on this
niatter as well as his entire personnel file and to prepare a defense. To this date we have
not been allowed to review these files.
Furthermore, if the Clefgy Oversight Misconduct Board, is to review the matter and
make a recommendation to you, in effect acting like a consultative jury, I ask that I be .
allowed to present Father Fernando's defense to that body in person. In no other way
could it be said that Father Fernando "bas been heard". This becomes even more
necessary if you intend to accept CMOB's recommendation as your decision.
Father Fernando and I would ·be happy to discuss any proposal you may have for his
future at any time.

Given at San Francisco, California
on this 31st day of May, 2008
R~spectfully

submitted,

REDACTED

REDACTED

cc: Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy, Archdiocese of Los Angeles
7

Can.50 - "Antequam decretum ingulare ferat, auctoritas necessaries notitias et probationes exquirat,
atque, quantum fieri potest, eos audiat quorum iura laedi possinV'
· ·
8
CDF's Instruction to you admits that the issue is not one of sexual abuse of a nrlnor.
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REDACTED

February 25, 2008
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
555 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, ·CA 90012
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
Dear Cardinal Mahony:
I am sending you a Petition for Reinstatement of Father Walter Fernando. lhe
reasons for tlie Petition are explained therein. As his canonical advocate I would be
remiss did I not present it since it.has now been two and half.years since CDF's reply and
some three months since the global settlement of civil claims has been fimilized .

...,

Canon 57 gives a period of three m~nths for a response to the ~etition and also
provides·tb.at if no response is given within that three month period it will be considered a
negative response, at which
recourse, if necessary, can be taken. Since the ca8e no
longer belongs to CDF, I believe that that the Congregation for Clergy would be the
competent Congregation.

time

Given that there is no longer a canon 1395(2) penal process,. I do not know on what
basis· Father F emando is still on administrative leave. Has any other process been
initiated against him which would authorize and justify admi.nistrative leave? Please
advise me of the basis for his still being restricted in his priestly ministry.
Father Fernando and I would be willing to meet at any time to discuss your
thoughts and intentions on the matter.
With continued kind regards,
Sincerelv and resnectfullv.

REDACTED

Cc: Reverend Monsignor GabJ,iel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
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/Statem~t for Weekend Masses at Assumption
of ~he Blessed Virgin Mary Parish,
~ :
Pasadena
·
Wednesday, Januaryl7-18, 2004
Regarding Reverend Walter Fernando

Los

.

As you know, in August of 2002, the
Angeles Times published an article on sexual
misconduct by Catholic priests and, among many others, named your Associate Pastor, Father
Walter Fernando. as someone who allegedly engaged 'in the sexual abuse of a minor.. On that .
occasion, REDACTED
made an announcement in the parish indicating that while officials
of the Archdiocese were aware that an investigation was being conductecl, we had not received
~~ complaint of miscon~uct by Father Fernando at that time.
Earlier this week, on Wednesday, January 14, 2004, The Times published another article
focusing. specifically on Father Fernando. Additionally; a lawsuit was filed in December
charging Father Fernando with abusive behavior.
Prior to this, there had never been any complaint about Father Fernando. He has denied any
sexually abusive conduct with the person who filed the lawsuit or, for that ·matter, :with anyone
else. There is only one person who has made any claim .against Father Fernando. Only on this
'past Wedn~day haS she consented to being interviewed by an investigator of the Archdiocese.
. = . Up ~-$5 point, she has not ~mitted written responses to a questionnaire as part of the court.· ordered mediation process. We have ~"ed to~ the results of the police investigation so that
. ·.w~ can know and assess any evidence the police may have obtained. We still hope that the
pi>lice and District Attorney will release this information to us.
Our Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has considered the case of Father Fernando on several
occasions. Up to the present, the information available to us has been hearsay in nature and·
without the kind ofdetail that would enable the Archdiocese to. investigate more fully, or enable
Father Fernando to :present a reasonable defense. As a restilt, the Board has not recommended
that Father Fernando be placed on administrative leave. It has recommended a number of steps
that either have been or are being pursued.
Cardinal Mahony is committed to assuring that children and young people are ·sare. He has
pledged that when it is determined that a priest has engaged in sexual niisconduct with a minor,
that he will be permanently removed from ministry. That pledge has been implemented. The
fact that a lawsuit has been filed or a complaint made to the police does not mean-that Father
Fernando has acted in an abusive fashion. All people, priests included, must be presumed
innocent until there is proof to the contrary. At the same time, the Church takes allegations of
this sort seriously - precisely because we want to uncover the full truth and then act ih· accord
-----:with-the-truth;-Therefore,--we-will-continue-to-seek-all-available-information:-----------We will continue to keep you informed of developments. We ask that you please pray for
everyone involved - people who have been harmed by sexual abuse, priests, a!lQ those
conducting the investigations. Thank you.
Monsignor Craig A. Cox
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"342.4

Los Angeles

Wilshire
Boulevard

(213) 637-7284

,, .,... ,.

California '
90010-2202

February 18,2004

Personal and Confidential
Reverend Walter Fernando
·· A?sumption of the· Blessed Virgin r-Jary Church .
2640 E. Orange drove BoUlevard ·· ·· ·
··
Pasadena, CA 91107-2632· ·

.

.

Dear Father Fernando:
· . This is to provid~· Written confirmation of the decision communicated to you in person that,
begin an administrative leave of a'Qsence:
effective
.
·- February 19, 2004, you will
.
The parish ~h~uld pay you for the ·m.~nt4 .QfFeb~ary: I also ask that the parish make the
contribution for your pe:r;tsion account forth~ 'January through March quarter. Beginning in
March, ~Y office will assume responsi~iiitY for yoilr salary and·benefits, and beginning with the
April quarter we will be paying into your pension account.

At this point, please continue to use the parish car. The Vicar's office will pay for any
maintenance that ne~ds to be done on the car during this period ofleave.
.. I am assigning you in residence at St. Basil's Parish: During this time ofleave, you are to engage .
·in no public ministry, though you are free to celebrate Mass in your own room or the rectory
:

.,

chapel. If you wish, please do take advantage of the opportul}ity to spend some time on retreat,
·and you ..co:q:tinue.to..be w.elcome at the d..1-y of recollection scheduled for Manning House. Also,
.. let me renew my invitation to avail yourself of the counseling you need at this very difficult time.
Since you alreadr met with Doctor REDACTED you may wish to see him. But I can make
arrangements with other counselors if you wish.

You are in my prayers at this time of tremendous trial. As we soon will enter the season of Lent,
_ _ _ _......:I::..::kn=o=-c.w:_y.ou will experience the Pa5sion in a totally new and profound way. I pray for you, and
for. the truth to emerge. Thank you for being so gracious and understanding in these 1-=as::J:t:-.:tw=o------years. May the. peace of Christ be with you!

...
to··· •••

· cc:

. . ·~).

REDACTED
. -- ·.Pastoral Regions:

Our lady of tl)e Angels . San fein"'pdo

San Gabriel

San pedro . Santa Barbara
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November 22, 2004 ·
Personal and Confidential

Reverend Walter Fernando
St. Basil Parish
637 South Kingsley Dnve ·
Los Angeles, CA 90005-2392
Dear Father Fernando:
Please know that you continue to .be in my prayers. I can only dimly imagine how difficult it is to
be accused and to be in a state of uncertainty for such a long time. I tnist that your v:lsit with
family and friends back home-was a source of strength for. you.
'·

I am writing to inform you that, in, accord with the requirements of Sacramentorum sanctitatis
tutela, Cardinal Roger Mahony made report to the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith
concerning your situation. That letter was dated November 9, 2004 and it was sent November
16,2004.

a

the

We have asked
Congregation for direction
when we hear back from the Congregation.

mhow to proceed in your case. I will inform you

May God bless you!
Youis in Christ,.

(!__

r
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~ ..,~~·~-' L--t,
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~-

Craig A. ·cox, J.c.rr.
ergy
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00120 Citta del Vaticano,

Palazzo del S. Uffizio

4 July2005

599/2004 - 21318
l'Ro:r. N. ··-···--··"""···--·--"···"
(Jn responsicne fiat mentio huius 11wnertl

CONFIDENTIAL

Your Eminence,
The Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith received your correspondence regm:ding the
case of the Rev. Walter FERNANDO, a priest .incardinated in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles,
who has been accused of the sexual .abuse of a woman :who., by her own admission, was 17-18
years ofage at the time of the alleged incidents in 1981. ·
This Dicastery examinei:i the case on 25 June 2005 when it was decided that, since the
matter cannot 'be considered as a ··aelictuin gravius, Your Eminence does not need any
· ..authorization from .this DiCastery to evaluate the merits of the case .and .act .accordingly.

With prayerful support and fraternal b.est '9i7ishes~ I remain
Sincerely yours in Christ,

·~~)
~;0~

ffi Angelo
SDB .
Titular Archbishop of Sila

:Secretary

His Eminence
,
Roger Cardinal Mahony
Ar-chbishop -of Los Ang-eles
-----14~4-Wilshire-Boulevard-------------------~------

LosAngeles, CA90010-2202
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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REDACTED

. November 6, 2006
Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Blvd. ·
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDF Prot# 599/2004-21318
Dear Monsignor Gonzales:

....,

.

.

On September 19. 2006, seven weeks ago, I met with you and Father REDACTED ·
REDACTED
to inquire about the status ofFather
- Walter Fernando. I was given no definite information and am at a loss to know what is

delaying any _action in his case.

·

·

I discussed this matter with Monsignor Cox in a meeting of October 28, 2005 and
again before he left the office of Vicar for Clergy in July 2006. There are always
assurances that Something will be done soon but no~g see~ to be done.
It bas been since July 4, 2005, siXteen months ago, that the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith issued its decision that Father Fernando did not commit a delictum
gravius. Although no further action of any kind has been initiated against Father
Fernando, he has been left_on.adm.inistrativ~ leave, removed from public ministry. Both
injustice and in canon law, this inaction is unjustifiable and detrimental to Father
Fernando's good name as well as to the efficacy ofhis futi:lre priestly ministry.
Given the Congregation's decision that Father Fernando has n~t committed a
______canonical-crime,-wb.y-is-he-still-outof.ministcy..?-Article-13-of.the-Essential-Nor-ms-------Provides that "When an allegation has proved to be unfounded, every step possible will
be taken to restore the good name of the person falsely accused". Ms. REDACTEDallegation
that Father Fernando sexually abused-her when she was a minor has been proved to be
unfounded but no step has been taken to restore Father Fernando's good name.
If the Archdiocese contemplates any further action in this matter please advise me
what that action is and on what provision of canon law it is based. In justice I ask that this
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Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, November 6, 2006, page two,
be done without further delay or that Father Fernando be restored to active n:rinistry.
Keeping him mi leave after the decision of CDF without undertaking any further actiop. is
to impose upon him a penalty without any process and is contrary to canon law.
l.. Hoping that you will

give some urgency to this matter, I am

Sincerely and respectfully yours.

REDACTED

cc:REDACTED

-

Reverend Walter Fernando
William Cardinal Levada
.
Prefect, Congregation for the Doctrine of The Faith·.
P.S. Although I have repeatedly asked for a copy of the Archdiocese's interview with the
accuser,REDACTED . I have yet to r~ceive it. Would you kindly send me a copy?
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· Archdiocese of Los Angeles

• Ofllc.e of
Vlw for Clergy
(Z13) 637-7ZB4

342.4
Wilshire

california

Boulevard

9001o-zzoz..

los Angeles

December 15,2006
REDACTED

RE: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Mr. HEDACTED
I write in reply to your letters· ofNovember 6 and 29, 2006 conce!J:!ing the case of the
.above-named ;priest.
.First of all,. allow. me to correct what appeci;rs to be amisunderstandiri.g on your part with
regard to the deCision rendcr-ed by the Congregation for. the Doctrine of the Faith when
it examined tQ.e case on J'\]D.e. ~5 of last year.. The Congregation found that the matter at
issue,.i.e. the sexual abuse .of which Father Fernando is accused, is not agravius
.
declictum, since the girl in question was not a· p:rlnor under the age' of 16 at the time the·
alleged. crime occurred. Consequently, the matter is not reserved to the Congregation
and, as per the: Congregation's letter of July 4; 2005, the Archbishop "does not need any
authorization from this Dicastery to evaluate the merits of the case and act accordingly."
The Congregation therefore leaves the judgment of this matter where it rightly belongs
-in the hands of the REDACTED
_ -and its decision in this regard is in no way a
resolution of the case and even less is it a declaration that the reus has been found
innocent ofthe crime alleged...
'

Secondly, your conclusion that ''Fath~ Fernando has not committed a canonical crime"
is not exact: the crime of which he is accused, although not a gravius deliCtum, does
remain a serious violation of the ''perfect and perpetual continence" to which clerics are
obliged (canon '277 §1). The Church's universal law reqwres "dio"'cesan bishops ... to
-------=p=a=ss:::-j·iillgmentm partiCUlar cases concerning tb:e observance of1:lrts-oh'ligation'"-(tbtd-.,------. §3). It is this judgment that the Archbishop is called to exercise in the present case, as
the Congr-egation also makes clear in its above-cited letter.
·
Thirdly; your· statement that "the allegation [against Father Fernando] has been proved
to be unfounded" is simply incorrect: no such determination has been made, not by the
Archbishop and.certainly not by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. Quite
the contrary, the allegation is serious and an initial investigation of the matter
established that the claims of the accuser- far from being unfounded- had the
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semblance of truth, which is why the matter was reported to the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith. And once more, the Congregation's decision in the matter is that
it falls wholly under the competence of the Archbishop to adjudicate.
Hoping to have shed some light on what appeared to me as erroneous perceptions on
yo1ir part, I now tum to your question of''what is delaying any action in the case" (your·
letter ofNovember 6, 2006, p. 1).
As you are undoubtedly aware, the civil action involVing the allegation agamst Father
Fernando is still pending, together with many other lawsuits. As you yowself observed
a year ago in a letter to my predecessor, "it would not be wise" to undertake any further
action in this case before the civil suit is resolved, as this would be "to the detriment not
only of Father Fernando ... but also to the Archdiocese and the Church" (Letter from
you to Msgr. Cox, November 9, 2005, p. 1). 'You summed up the situation. well when
you wrote, "I believe the best course of action at this time would be to preserve the
status quo, leaving Father Fernando where he is at St. Basil's on administrative leave
until the civil suit is concluded. It has been thus for several years now and a little more
time should make no difference. Only when the civil action is complete can one really
make a calm and fair assessment of what action should be taken" (ibid.).
It may be that you have now changed your position, but the fact remains that the
situation on the civil front~ unaltered and it appears sti.U to be in the best interest of all
concerned to maintain the status quo with regard to Father Fernando (i.e., administrative
leave, with full benefits and residence provided by the Archdiocese). The allegation
against him raises serious questions as to his suitability for ministry, wherefore he
simply cannot engage in any kind of public ministry until the situation is properly
resolved. When civil litigation involving his case is completed it will be appropriate for
the Church to proceed in the matter. Rest assured, therefore, that when the time is
·
opportune, the: case will be properly adjudicated according to the nonns oflaw.
Trusting that the foregoing has served to clarify the situation, and pleased to enclose a
copy of the canonical auditor's report ofhis interview with the accuser, I remain

Sincerely yours in Christ,

~~
Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy

cc:

REDACTED
~do sure
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REDACTED

December 23, 2006
Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDF Prot.# 599/2004-21318
D~ Monsignor GonZales:

Thank you for your letter of December 15 and for enclosing the long-so'Q.ght
interview of REDACTED by the kchdiocesan investigator dated Febiuary 8, 2004.
lit is only when an advocate knows exactly what an accuser specifically alleges that he
can properly investigate the matter with his client and make other relevant inquiries. My
hope is that I may be timely provided with evidence in the future so that we may work
together in arriving at the truth of a matter.
·
·

Your lett~ con:tainS blaccuracies which stem from the faiJ:ure to distinguish between
the sexual activity alleged and the sexual crime alleged. Canon 277, obliging clerics to
perfect and perpetual continence does not make the violation of that obligation a
canonical crime punishable with canoriical penalties. It is only when a sexual aetivity is
accompanied by a specific circumstance stated in canon 1395 that the violation is a
canoirlcal cr.in:;te subject to canonical p~ties. Otherwise, any failure to observe
continence is strictly a matter of the inteiruil forum. Sinful~:IDnduct, without more, is not
subject to canonical investigation or procedure against a cleric.
Canon 1395 specifies what other conditions muSt be present in the commission of
sexual acts by a cleric in order for those acts to be punishable in the external forum as
canonical crimes. The specific allegation against Father Fernando was truiflie sexuaily=-------abused a minor, a canonical crime as defined in canon 1395(2). It is for this alleged crime
that the Cardinal brought the allegation to the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
(hereafter CDF) to whom this crime is reserved. Only this crime could come under the
provisions of Sacramentorum Sanctitatis Tutela and the Essential Norms. Only this crime

.
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Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, December 23,2006, pag~ two
warranted reporting to CDF. You are correct when you state that this case is not reserved
to CDF but incorrect when you imply that this conclusion is based on CDF' s July 4, 2,005
response ( you state "consequently... ''). This conclusion was known or should have been
known before the wrongful referral of this case to CDF. The facts and admissions of the
case proved that the accuser was not a minor at the time ·of the alleged abuse, that the
allegation "did not constitute a canonical crinie under canon 1395(2) and therefore shoUld
not have been reported to CDF.
·
Contrary to your assertion, CDF's reply is, indeed a ''resolution of the case"
referred to it and does constitute "a declaration that the reus has been found innocent of
the crime allegetf'. CDF's finding that the "matter cannot be considered a delictum .
gravius'' is, a fortiori, a declarationt that the reus is "iinnocent ofthe crime alleged". My
statement that "the allegation (sexual abuse of a minor) has been proved to be unfounded
would, therefore, seem to be "exact".
·
you state that the initial investigation established that the acCuser's claims had the
semblance of truth. Far from having any semblance of truth, the accuser's claim that she
was. a minor when allegedl:tsexually abused was proven false in your investigation
by her own admissions and 'the fa.c1:Ql:ll evidtfnce which proved that Father Fernando was
not even in America when she was a minor.
The Archdiocese can no longer proceed against Father Fernando on the contention
that he committed a canonical crime under cailon 1395(2). You state that the "the case
will be properly adjudicated according to the norms of law''. Please advise me what is
now the precise: issue that is to be adjudicated and by what norms of law.
Although I had suggested the status quo be maintained till the civil case is
concluded, it has been more than a year since then and I am now concerned about this
open-ended delay, especially because the disposition of the civil case may have no
bearing on the canofl:l.cal issues.
Thank you once again and every best wish for the new year,

"'

Sincerely and respectfully and yours.

--------~------------------,REDACTED

Cc: REDACTED
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MANDATE
This Mandate recoofums my Mandate of September l, 2004 by whic~
pursuant to canon 1481 of the C'..ndP. ntt'"'..'lOD. Law) I. Re\tetcod Walter Fernando.
appointed.REDACTED
.
• ~--~ .» actasmycanooicalsdvocat.eand proc;:wator
in all maUers and processes concerning my c:letical. status and posjtioo in the AtclKliocese
of Los Angeles. I hereby specltica.lly ~what is contained implicitlv in tbat
Mandate, that is, that. pursuant to~ 1738, l appointedandappointREDACTED
to act as my procurator and advocate in any Recourse that I may have a right to take from
any sentenc:e or dectee .iSsued agciinst me.
Given in LoS AngeleS. Qdifomia
0..1hisJO"'dayofJoly•.2ooa

·.

tv..._e ~ ~ t.-.. "'- "-J~'

"

Revemtd Walter Fernando

..
·.";_

·.

---------

_;:_

··r-·
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REDACTED

February 25, 2008
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
555 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
Dear Cardinal Mahony:

I am sending you a Petition for Reinstatement of Father Walter Fernando. The
reasons for the Petition are explained therein. As his canonical advocate I would ·be
remiss did I not present it since it has now been two and half years since CDF's reply and
some three months since the globai settlement of cjvil claims. has been finalized.
Canon 57 gives a period of three months for a response to the Petition and also ·
provides that if no response is given within that three month period it will be considered a
negative response, at which time recourse, if necessary, can be taken. Since the case no
longer belongs to CDF, I believe that that the Congn~gation for Clergy would be the
competent Congregation.

...

·

·> ·

Given that there is no longer a canon 1395(2) penal process, I do not know on what
basis Father Fernando is still on administrative leave. Has any other process been
initiated against him which would authorize and justify administrative leave? Please
advise me of the basis for his still being restricted in his priestly ministry.
Father Fernando and I would be willing to meet at any time to discuss your
thoughts and intentions on the matter.
With continued kind regards,
Sincerely and respectfully,

-------------------------------REDACTED

Cc: Reverend Monsignor Qabri~l Go~ales
Vicar for Clergy
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REDACTED

February 25, 2008
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles .
555 West Temple
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDFProt. No. 599~21318

PETITION FOR REINSTATEMENT
OF
FATHER WALTER FERNANDO

is

This Petition made under the provisions of Canons 57 and 172'i of the Code of
Canon Law, Article 13 of Sacramentorurn Sanctitatis T14tela, and Norms 6 and 13 of the

EssentialNormsjor Diocesan/Eparchial Policies Dealing With AllegatiOns ofSexual
Abuse ofMinors by Priests or Deacons.
This Petition is for a Decree declaring the termination ofFather Walter
Fernando's adnlinistraiive leave and of the canon 1722 resirictions on priestly ministry
imposed upon him on February 19, 2008, and reinstating him to active ministry.

Facts and Law
1. In 2003, a woman named REDACTED accused Father Fernando of having
sexually abused her when she was a minor in 1981.
2. In accordance with the provisions of Part IV,· The Penal Proci?ss, beginning
_ _ _ _ _:Mth_c_an.on 1717, Article 13 of SST and Norm 6 of the Essential Norms, REDACTED _,
·Cardinal Mahony, commenced a penal process by initiating the preliminary investigation,
.
3. On February 19, 2004, 1REDACTED . placed Father Fernando ~h administrati~e
leave and prohibited him from exercising sacred priestly ministry. The Ordinary did so
under the provisions of canon 1722 which empowers him to do so "at any stage of the
process" for the reasons specified in that canon.
4. Because the allegation against Father Ferilando involved a cml.onical delict
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PETITION FOR REINSTATEMENT, February 25, 2008, page two
under canon 1395(2) ~hich is reserved to the Congregation
for the Doctrine
of the Faith,
.
.
Cardinal Mahony submitted the case to that Congregation as prescribed by Article 13 of
SST and Norm 6 of the Essential Norms, on November 16, 2004.
5. The Congregation responded to the Cardinal on July 4, 2005 stating that the
woman (Ms.R~D~(;TE~ "by her own admission was 17-18 years of age at the time of the
alleged incidents in 1981." She was not, therefore a ''minor" in 1981 according to the
prevailing law. 1 Thus, the Congregation rightly concluded that "the matter cannot be
considered as a delictum gravius" and, consequently was not a matter reserved to or
referable to CDF. CDF's statement effectively decided that whatever Father Fernando is
alleged to have done, he ~d not conimit the delict of se:xilal abuse of a minor. 2
· 6. This determination of CDF ended the penal process which had been initiated
again~t Father Fernando based on Ms.REDACTEDallegation. The allegation could no longer
be cons:i,dered the a delict subject to the provision of SST or the Essential Norms which
3
alone justified the initiation of the penal process.
7. Consequently, the reason for which canon 1722 restrictions on ministry were
imposed ceased and were revoked by operation of law upon receipt o{CDF' s response,
which effectively ended the penal process.
"If, however, the reason ceases, all these restrictions are to be revoked: they
cease by virtue of the law itself as soon as the penal process ceases". Canon 1722.
The restrictions .were temporary measures whichcould be imposed and
maintained only "pending the outcome of the process". Norm 6, Essential Norms.
8. Norm 13 of the Essential Norms states that "When an accusation (of sexual
abuse of.minor) has been shown to be unfounded, every step possible ~11 be.taken to
restore the good name of the person falsely accused". The fact that Ms. REDACTED was not a .
minor at the time of the alleged abuse, renders her allegation -that she was sexually
apused when a minor - unfounded and required the imple:r;nentation of Norm 13.
Accordingly administrative leave should have ended and Father Fernando returned to
min;istry as the very first step necessary to re·store his good name.

1

In 1981, Canon Law defined a minor as under sixteen years of age. There is, in fact, no proof that Ms
was even under the age of eighteen at the time. Ms. RFOACTFo herself cannot say for certain that she was:
-----(Meaiation Document;p.1.-o-:-"Totli:e oesrtliari-c-a:n-re-C'allO:::"'--------------------.Ms. REDACEo turned eighteen onRE~ACTED
2
The reinstatement of Father Fernando would not be contrary to the Cardinal's position that no priest who
has committed even one act of sexual abuse of a minor is in active ministry.
3
All offenses against the sixth commandment may be sins but not all of them constitute canonical crimes
subject to a penal process and the imposition of canonical penalties. Only those sins committed in
circumstances specifically dyscribed in the Code and SST, and declared to be canonical crimes, are. subject
to a penal process, administrative or judicial. Other offenses remain sins confmed to the internal forum and
not subject to inquiry or any manifestation of conscience. The essential circumstance. in Ms. REDACTED
allegation which would make the alleged sexual conduct a crime was that she was a minor. CDF confirmed
that she was not.
REDA:TED
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PETITION FOR REINSTA'lpMENT, February 25, 2008, page three.
9. In the twenty seven~plus years during which Father Fernando has served the
· ·. Archdiocese of Los Angeles as a priest, there'has been no other allegation of sexual .
misconduct of any ldnd on bis part except the 22- year-old allegation of REDACTED
From all that has been written above it is respectfully submitted the this Petition
should be granted. ·

REDACTED
Given on this 25th day ofFebruar)', 2008
at San Francisco, California

cc: Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales ·
Vicar for Clergy

. ·'t,.,.•

. <::
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FERNANDO CASE

Promotoris Justitiae Notes/.Ar).alysis/Recommendations
REDACTED

-21 Mar 07

ESSENTIAL TIMELINE

07 Aug 63: birthdate ofREDACTED
she turned 16 on 7 Aug 79, after which time she is no longer
a minor in canon law; she turned 18 on 7 Aug 81, after which time she is no longer a nrinor in civil
law.
01 Feb 81: Father Walter Fernando (WF) arrives in Los .Apgeles from Sri Lanka and receives hospitality
at hmnaculate Conception parish in Lps Angeles.
01 Mar 81: WF begins assiglmient at St. Hilary's in Pico Rivera, serving there nine months, through 29
Nov 81.
24 May 02:. police record phone conv. betw.. and WF in which WF appears to admit that sexual activ~
ity took place betw. him an(EDACTEo whe:REoAcTEowas 17 years old (cf. documentation sent to CDF [d!CDF],
pp. 102-103).
13 Jun 02: having learned that police detectives wished to talk with him, WF contacts Vicar for Clergy
(VIC) seeking advice, as he thinks the matter might involve a situation from some 20 years earlier
when he "crossed boundaries" with a young female parishioner (d!CDF, 1).
REDACTEC

07 Mar 03: WF puts into writing ~;ategorical denial of
's claims that he put his "finger in her vagina,
masturbated her, and attempted to force her into oral sex" (d/CDF, 16). · ·
25 Apr 03: CMOB reports class~action lawsuit listing WF as having sexually abused a young girl in;····
1980-1981; WF' denied allegations in writing, CMOB instructed V/C to obtain further info., incl.
girl's age at time of alleged abuse (d!CDF, 17).
08 May 03: WF puts into writing denial of "having had any sexual activity with Ms. REDACTED Although I
do no~ know what allegations she might allege in the future, I absolutely affirm that I have obeyed.
my vow of celibacy" (d!CDF, 18).
REDRTED

·. 09 Dec 03:. lawsuit filed b:REDACTED claiming sexual abuse by WF whei

was a minor (d/CDF, 19-40).

14 Jan 04·: CMOB seeks further info.; reports that it will not hesitate to recommend adm. leave if credi- ·
ble info. warranting such action is presented (d!CDF, 44-45),

16 and 1;7 Jan 04: canonical auditor(c/aud) interviews FatherREDACTED

(no relation to WF)
<.,;'
wlio has known WF for about 35 years, since their seminary days in Sri Lanka. Fr.RED~CTED reported that he spent a good deal of time w!WF after WF' s arrival in Los Angeles; he and his brother,
Fr. REDACTED
would spend each Wed., their day off, with WF. He reports that WF did not
have a driver's license for several months after arrivihg .in L.A. and so he and his brother drove WF
around. Fr. REDACTED does not recall any parishioners at St. Hilary's to whom WF may have been·
close, nor does the nameEDACTED mean anything to him, nor does he recall WF ever mentioning St.·
Hill:!IY parishioners visiting WF while WF was at St. John Baptist De La Salle in Granada Hills. He .
was very surpri,sed to learn of the accusations against WF, as he does not believe WF would force
himself on anyone o'r violate his vows.
·
·

20 Jan 04: c/aud interviews Father REDACTED
brother to FatherREDACTED immediately
above but no relation to WF, who re~embers that WF stayed at Immaculate Conception when he
first arrived in L.A., he was then assigined to St. Hilary's. He renorts that WF did not drive at that
time, since he didn't have a CA driver's license, and so Fr. REDACTED md his brother would pick
WF up each Wed. and the three would spend their day offtogether. He has· no recollection ofWF
ever mentioning AP or any other parishioner from St. Hilary's, nor does he recall WF ever mentionFERNANDO
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ing a St. Hilary's parishioner visiting him after he was transferred from St. Hilary's. He was surprised to learn of the allegations against WF, as he believes WF to be a gentleman with a good reputation who would not commit indiscretions ..RFI!AcrFn

23 Jan 04: report of c/aud tha
was born on 7 Aug 1963, that WF was at St. Hilary's 1 Mar 81-29
Nov 8J, that there are no ind~J~~,~~t witnesses to corroborate AP's allegations, that R9l~~e recorded a

telephone conversation betw.
(d!CDF, 63).

and WF which, according to police, corroborate1

>account,

R::DACTEC

29 Jan 04: report of c/aud that sometime betw. 2000 and 2~b'~CTEo confided to a friend that WF "had
abused their relationship"; this friend does not think th:
1'/ould lie about such a thing, nor, however, did it occur to this friend that the "abuse" was sexual, she presumed it to be something like betraying a confidence (d!CDF, 73-74).
08Feb 04: c/aud'sreport ofinterviewwithAP; AP states that she was 17 at time of relationship w/WF
(d!CDF, 80-86); report submitted to AP and herlawyer for fmal corrections (d!CDF, 91-94).
s account of events appears credible, despite

j .~

1

• f t •. ,

17 Feb 04: CMOB recommends adm: leave for WF;
WF's denials (d!CDF, 95-96).

'I

,

I.'

. ''J.

19 Feb 04: WF is placed on adm.leave (d!CDF, 97).
REDACTED

22 Sep 04: c/aud listens to police recording of :ghs!Le conversation betw.
and WF, made on 24 May
02; on tape, WF sa~~~A~;0.,.emembers kissing
but doesn't remember showing her his penis; WF
states that he thou[
was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her; he recalled rubbing her

breast and admitted to kissing her breasts; he told her that he confessed his sins in this matter and
asked her for her forgiveness; he stated that he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to keep this
betw. them; tape appears to confirm that something of a sexual nature transpired betw. them (d!CDF,
102-103).
24 Sep 04: WF's canonical advisor (c/adv) writes to V/C raising substantive doubt as to whether any of

the behavior alleged bREoAcrEotookplace before she was 18; basis of doubt hinges on when WF ob-' · ·
tained his CA driver's license and began to drive, since Yirtually all of alleged abus.e involved WF ·
drivin(EDACTEDQ SOme locatiOn,
09 Nov 04: Card. Mahony sends documentation regarding WF c~se to CDF seeking advice, since the

· prelim. investigation established the semblance of truth m"EDACTED s allegations that, when she was 17
years old, she was sexually abused by WF; the difficulties of the case include the fact that, if the accusations are ttu/~""=" would not have been a minor in canon law, although she would have been a ·
minor in civil1aw.
·

:·· ;.:
0.

: ..

•

'

':

04 ·Jill 05: CDF responds to Card. Mahony advising him that since the case does not involve a resetved
· ' gravius delictum, no special authorization is needed for him to evaluate the merits of the case and act
accordingly.
09 Nov 05: WF' s c/adv writes to VIC expressing cq112,1lm· at VIC's proposal to engage in further "factfinding" investigation while the civil lawsuit b:
is pending; he suggests that the status quo - i.e.
WF's continuing adm.leave w/residence at St. Basil's and no further action on the part of the Archdiocese- should be preserved until the conclusion of the civil suit.
f;EDACTED

19 Dec 05: WF' s c/adv writes to V/C expressing concern that doubt exists as to whethet
was i.mder
18 years of age when the alleged abuse took place and objects to any "fact-finding" on the part of
the Archdiocese until it is proven tha"EDACTED''was in factlmder 18.
·
06 Nov 06: WF' s c/adv writfs to V/C complaining of delay in acting on case and asks why WF is still ·
out of ministry; c/ady also asks what action the Archdiocese intends to take in the case. .
15 Dec 06: V/C writes to WF's c/adv explaining that, in agreement with what the c/adv had written in
his letter of9 Nov 05, the Archdiocese also felt that it was in the best interest of aU concerned to preserve the status quo w/regard to WF (i.e. adm.leave and residence at St. Basil's) until the civil suit
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sho"t+ld be concluded; at the opportune time, the serious question of WF' s suitability for ministry will
be properly dealt with.
·

s

QUESTION OFPCD,CTED AGE AT TIME OF ALLEGED ABUSE
The only direct testimony in this regard comes from AP and is consistent in the assertion that she was under 18 at
the time the alleged abuse began; rebuttal testimony comes from WF through his cladv.
REDAClED

AP's civil complaint, filed on 9 Dec 03:
:::laims that "when she was a minor" she suffered "acts of
sexual abuse and molestation" from WF, which included "French kissing, huggillg, fondling of
Plaintiff's buttocks over her clathes, rubbing and massaging Plaintiff's breasts and body, kissing
Plaintiff's neck, face and breasts, digital vaginal penetration, forced masturbation of the Perpetrator,
attempted forced oral copulation" (lawsuit, section 8.1).
'

'<EDACT"EO

RCOI>CTCD

mediation documentation, signed and sworn b~
on 15 Apr 04:
states that she was 17 when
abuse began, and to the best of her recollection it began when WF "first came to St. Hilary''; she
states unequivocally that WF "sexually abused me on multiple occasions, up to and beyond my 18th
birthday'' (mediation document, section 4,a,v~REDACTED does state that the digital penetration of her vagina by WF may have occurred after she turned 18 (ibid., section 4,c), and that the touching of her
breasts skin-to-skin, kissing them and touching other parts of her body skin-to-skin did occur after
she was 18 (ibid.); AP's cl~;:ar recollection is that the other acts alleged occurred when she was under ·
th~ age of 18.
REDACTED

. t····

REDACTED

interview of AP by c/aud, 30 Jan 04, revised report w/changes made b~
and her lawyer:
states
that while she "was still in high school" WF took her to a movie, towards the end of which he "put
his hand on her breast and began to rub it"; at the movie's conclusion, he gave her a kiss on the lips;
following the incident at the movie theater, and again whilt'~<ClED "was still in high school," she was
with WF in a parked car and he laid his head in her lap, pulled her head down towards him and gave
her a long kiss, putting "his tongue in her mouth"; on another occasion, once more whilfEDAci'Eo "was
still in high school," WF took her to Legg_ Park where he kissed her and fondled her, placmg his
: hand inside her blouse and bra "so he was rubbing the skin of her breast"; another time at Legg Park,
whilReoAcTEo was still in high school, she was with WF in his :ij~J"~¥E4 car, it was evening and WF un.:. .
. zipped his pants, exhibited his erect penis and tried to force
1 orally copulate him, but she would
··- not and so he took her hand, placed it around his
nenis and, with his hand clasp·ed over hers, mastul:-·
REDAC1EO
· bated until he ejaculated; during this intervie"
also related sexual behavior that occurred betw.
her and WF after she had turned 18, and recounted, w/great difficulty, the account ofWF digitally
penetrating her vagina- she was unable to recall whether this occurred before or after she had
turned 18.
,

,

RC:>ACTI:D

• '

letter from WF's c/adv, 24 Sep 04: the c/adv claims tha
's statements that WF would take her driving "in' the spring, while \~~ still in high school" cannot be true, as WF had no car and no dU;yurJ s
license in the spring whil•
was still in high school; the c/adv states that WF went out with
only once, on a shopping trip to a •mall, during which ov,t;ir,g they also went to a movie -this u1.nuU!
REDACTED
took place after WF had left St. Hilary's and hence afte
had turned 18; the c/adv states tha
was never in WF's quarters at S~. Jol:m Baptist De La Salle, Granada Hills·

ALLEGATIONS OF ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR AFTER AP WAS 18 YEARS OLD
-•

REDACTED

'

fu her 30 Jan 04 interview with c/au<
stated that after WF had been transferred to St. John the
Baptist De La Salle in Granada Hills, and hence after she had turned 18, he picked her up at her house and
drove her out to his new parish. He brought her into a private sitting room in the rectory, from which
there was a door leading to his bedroom; they remained in the sitting room and she played her flute. He
brought her to the rebtory a second time and this time they entered WF' s bedroom, where he had her disrobe, kissed her breasts, sucked her nipples and lay on top of her on the bed and side-by-side; he did not
undress but she could feel his erection; she asked him why he did not undress and he replied that he didn't
want her to become pregnant. She also met some of his Sri Lankan priest friends but never spoke with
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a

them. She estimated that she traveled to Granada Hills total of about ten times and that similar activity
took place betw. herself and WF each time. She also described her recollection of the rectory layout (the
rear entrance and WF's quarters):
WF, through his c/adv, denies that
was ev.er in his quarters at the rectory of St. John Baptist
De La Salle in Granada Hills.
The c/aud performed an on-grounds inspection of the rectory area described by AP with the Business Manager at St. John Baptist De La Salle parish; the description given b:"ED"'TED is very accurate.
On 5 Feb 04 Father REDACTED
at St. John Baptist De La Salle parish
when WF arrived there in 1981, was contacted by the c/aud and described the quarters that had been assigned to WF- his description matches that given bREDACTED 's name held no meaning for Fr. REDACTED
REDACTED

ADMISSIONS MADE BY WF
The only admission made by WF of any inappropriate behaviorREoAcreo is purportedly found on the
recorded telephone conversation that took place betw. him anREoAcreom 24 May 02. The c/aud listened to
this tape and reported that WF says he remembers kissing "'ACTED' admits feeling love for her, recalls rubbing
and kissing her breasts. The c/auci portray.REDACTEo, attitude during the call as that of someone who was hurt
and troubled by indiscretions ~ommittedbyWF, and WF's attitude as that of someone who was repentant
and wanted forgiy~t,t~ss from the person he had wronged; this forgiveness was given and WF was relieved. WF told,
hat he wanted to be a priest and as'!l;~~TE[t.er to keep this betw. them. The c/aud observes that WF adnnts certain of the behavior alleged b~
and that while he does not recall other behavior, e.g. showin~REOACTEo lis penis and forced masturbation, he does not deny this behavior.

'I

:

J

,f~

•.).''•

r·: ,:;

FURTHER QUESTIONS

When did WF obtain his driver's license?
The significance ofthis auestion arises in light ofc!adv's remarks that WF "had no car and. no license in
spring [1981] when shreDAcreo was still in high school"; that WF "did not obtain his driver's license till the·
summertime," hence he "could not then have been driving her [AP] around 'in the spring when she was still in
high school', and stilll7"REDAcrEo turned 18 on REDA~TED (ltr, REDACTED to Cox, 24 Sep 04):

Is it possible to corroborate that WF andREDAcreo,ent out more titan once together?

Through his c/adv (letter of24 Sep 94), w1' aenies ever going outREDAcrEo other than one time to a shopping
mall, and this after he had left St. Hilary ',sREDAcrEo -:zims that her "morner, brother and sister all knew that I was
going on outings with Father Fernando" (mediation document, 4,b). There is no record o.Ren"'m's mother,
brother or sister being asked about this.
·

Why did WF leave Sri Lanka and incardinate into L.A.?
In communications with hi-s Archbishop in Colombo (Abp/C), WF refers· to leaving his home diocese with "a
great deal ofpain in mind" (letter of20 Oct 82), and Abp/C also refers to this same "great deal ofpain" in his
response and states, "You will, I am sure, agree that that pain was not in any way caused by me" (letter of 07
Nov 82).

CANONICAL ISSUES
.
Tlie question of a reserved gravzus delictumlias already oeen resolvl;rd·firthe-negative;-butthe:------entire matteris not yet resolved definitively. Some of the issues remaining include: ·
(1) whether the delict of an offence against the sixth commandment committed with force has been
committed (canon 1395 §2; NB: the expiration of prescription prevents any criminal action
w/regard to such a delict [canpn 1362], but does not strictly prev:ent an investigation into
whether. such a delict vcas committed);
. .
(2) whether an external violation of a law has occurred such that the special gravity of the violation
demands punismn:ent and there is an urgent need to prevent or repair scandal (canon 1399; NB:
expiration of prescription as in no. 1 above);
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(3) whether this is a partj.cular case calling for the ordinary to pass judgment regarding the obligation to observe perfect and perpetual continence (canon 277 §3);
(4) whether an act of sexual abuse of a minor (in civil law) has been committed, wherefore the reus
is' to be removed permanently from ecclesi?stical ministry (US Essential Norms, article 8; ISH:
the expiration of prescription, as in nos. 1· and 2 above, probably needs to be taken iJ+to account
here as weli);
(5) whether; in view of the common good, this is a particular case calling for the Archbishop to limit
or otherwise direct the exercise ofWF's rights as a cleric (canon 233 §2).
PAYMENT OF FEES LEVIED BY C/ADV
Since WF's case does not involve a gravius delictum, and since any delict he may have committed is no longer subject to criminal action because of the expiration of prescription, there can be no penal
process initiated against him. He therefore will not need the services of a canonical advocate, and authorization for bills from his current c/adv to be sent directly to V/C for payment may be withdraWn.
Should WF wish to continue to avail himself of the services ofhis present c/adv, he is free to make such·
arrangements personally; otherwise, the Archdiocese can arrange for a qualified canonist to provide him
with the counsel he might need as his case is brought to a conclU&ion.

.· i ·'·

RECOMMENDATIONS
With a view to moving WF's case to a definitive resolution while upholding the public good, the following recommendations are made:

(1) WF should be interviewed quam primum with regard to every aspect ofhis case, since direct
statements from him will prove invaluable for resolVing many of the issues and questions that
remain, and will also prove useful in properly evaluating the claims advanced b)REoAcTeo
(2) WF should be advised that, whereas the V/C has up till now paid ttJ.e bills for consultation subinitted by his c/adv (a total of$12,836.64 as of25 Jan 07; cf. APPENDIX below, "C/AdvBills in
WF Case"), future costs will be his responsibility; if he cannot afford the fees charged by the
c/adv he has engaged, he may consult the VIC so that arrangements may be made for him to receive the canonical counsel suited to his needs;
(3) AP's·mother, brother and sister should be interviewed to ascertain what knowledge they may
•
;
on outings
together;
have of WF an,REDACTEDgomg.

. • i·'
~

i.!

(4) all c/aud reports should be carefully reviewed to deternrine whether possible follow-up may be
useful.

APPENDIX: bills

paid by Archdiocese toREDACTEDin Fernando case
25 Jan 07:
21 Feb 06:
06 Dec·05:
19 Jul 05:
29 Mar 05:

2,183.33
2,583.33
2~207.08

4,529.90
1,333.00

TOTAL: 12,836.64
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REDACTED

RE: Rev. Walter Fernando,
Petition for Reinstatement
May 14,2008

REDACTED

D ear Mr.

REDACTED

I am writing in the name of Cardinal Mahony in reply to your Petition of February 25 last .
seeking the termination of Father Walter Fernando's administrative leave and his reinstatement to active ministry.
·
Your request cannot be granted at this time. Father Fernando's case is currently pending before our Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board (CMOB), which, based on the facts of the case, ·
will make a recommendation to Cardinal Mahony as to whether Father Fernando should be
returned to active ministry. CMOB should be ready to review the case at its June meeting,
after which it will make its recommendation.
His Eminence will then make his decision
as to
.
.
whether Father Fernando can be reinstated to active ministry, and that decision, complete with
motivation, will be duly communicated.
I would remind you that, in accordance with the instructions received from the Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith, the question at issue is not a reserved gravius delictum and Cardinal Mahony therefore "does not need any authorization from this Dicastery to evaluate the
merits of the case and act accordingly" (letter from CDF, July 4, 2005). The CMOB review
of the matter and its subsequent recommendation is a necessary part of His Eminence's
evaluation of the merits of the case, which, although not a gravius delictum, nonetheless involves serious accusations of a priest abusing his office and committing offences against the
Sixth Commandment with a girl who at the time was 17-18 years of age. The good of the
Church and the public good ~ well require that the steps outlined above be taken in order that
the case be properly resolved.
Trusting that the above information is useful, and with every good wish, I remain
Sincerely yours in Christ,

Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
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REDACTED

November 29, 2006

Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
· Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDF Prot.# 599/2004-21318
Dear Monsignor Gonzales:
I refer you to my letter ofNovember 6, 2006 to which I have not yet received
acknowledgment or response.
I kindly ask you to favor me with the court~sy of a response to this urgent
matter.
I also repeat my request for the long-promised copy of the Archdiocesan
investigator's interview with the accuser, REDACTED

Sincerely and respectfully yours,

REDACTED

cc:~REDACTED ··--~--- --·------------·..
Reverend Walter Fernando
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REDACTED

November 6, 2006

Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDF Prot.# 599/2004-21318

Dear Monsignor Gonzales:

wet

on' S~ptember.' 19: 2006. sev~n· we,eks ago. I
with you and,Father REDACTED.
REDACTED
to inquire about the status ofFather
.W~ter f.ern~;~.D.dQ. I was. giv~n nQ, de:fiqite ll,:ifoWJ,at\on ~d _am,. at a loss·to know what is
delaYID.g
action'm.his case.. :.
'
. ; . . . . . . . . . ', ... ' . '
.

any

. .

.

thls

. .

'

.. I discussed
matter With Monsignor Cox in a meeting of October 28, 2005 and
again before he left the office of Vicar for Clergy in July 2006. There are always
assurances that something will be done soon but nothing seems to be done.
It has been since July 4, 2005, sixteen months ago, that the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith issued its decision that Father Fernando did not commit a delictum
gravius. Although no further action of any kind has been initiated against Father
Fernando, he has been left on administrative leave, removed from public ministry. Both
injustice and in canon law, this inaction is unjustifiable and detrimental to Father
Fernando's good name as well as to the efficacy ofhis future priestly ministry.
.Given the Congregation's decision that Father Fernando has not committed a
------~eanenieal-ecime,-why-is-he-still-out-of.ministry.!?-Artiele-1-3-efthe-.Essent-ial-Norms-·- - - - - - - - -

Provides that "When an allegation has. proved to be unfounded, every step possible will
be taken to restore the good name of the person falsely accused". Ms. REDACTED allegation
that _Fll;tber Feman,do. sexually abused her when she was a minor has been proved to be
llnfoimded.b:ut no step hal:! be~IJ..tll;ken, to restore. Father Fernando's good name. , ·· .
:

.

~

.

. . . ..

~

.

.~

:

.

. "if the A.;rcl:ldjocese con,templ~tes any .:firrther a~tion in tl:iis matter please advise me
what that action.is and on what provision of canon law it is based. Injustice I ask that this
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Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, November 6, 2006, page two,
be done without further delay or that Father Fernando be restored to active ministry.
Keeping him on leave after the decision of CDF without undertaking any further action is
to impose upon him a penalty without any process and is contrary to canon law.
Hoping that you will give some urgency to this matter, I am

Sincerely and respectfully yours~

REDACTED

cc: REDACTED
Reverend Walter Fernando
William Cardinal Levada
Prefect, Congregation for the Doctrine of The Faith
P.S. Although I have repeatedly asked for a copy of the Archdiocese's interview with the
accuser, REDACTED , I have yet to receive it. Would you kindly send me a copy?
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Offtc:e of
Vic:ar for Clergy
(213) 637-7284

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

3424
Wilshire
Boulevard

Los Angeles

california
90010-2202

December 15,2006

REDACTED

RE: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Mr. :REDACTED
I write in reply to your letters ofN~vember 6 and 29, 2006 concerning the case of the
a~ove-named priest.
First of all, allow me to correct what appears to be a misunderstanding on your part with
regard to the decision rendered by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith when
it examined the case on June 25 ·of last year. The Congregation found that the matter at
issue, i.e. the sexual abuse of which Father Fernando is accused, is not a gra:vius
declictum, since the girl in question was. not a minor under the age· of 16 at the time the
alleged crime occurred. Consequently, the matter is not reserved to the Congregation
and, as per the Congregation's letter of July' 4, 2005, the Archbishop "does not need any
authorization from this Dicastery to eva,luate the merits of the case and act accordingly."
The Congregation therefore leaves the judgment of this matter where it rightly belongs
- in the hands of the diocesan Bishop - and its decision in this regard is in no way a
resolution of the case and even less is it a declaration that the reus has been found
innocent ofthe.crime alleged.
Secondly, your conclusion that "Father Fernando has not committed a canonical crime"
is not exact: the crime of which he is accused, although not a gravius delictum, does
remain a serious violation of the "perfect and perpetuai continence" to which clerics are
obliged (canon 277 §1). The Church's universal law requires "diocesan bishops ... to
-------'pass-judgrnent-in-particular-cases-concerning:_the_o.b.s_eiY..anc_e_oithis obligation" (ibid.,, _ _ _ _ _ __
§3). It is this judgment that the Archbishop is called to exercise in the present case, as
the Congregation also makes clear in its above-cited letter.
Thirdly, your statement that "the allegation [against Father Fernando] has been proved
to be unfounded" is simply incorrect: no such determination has been made, not by the
Archbishop and certainly not by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. Quite
the contrary, the allegation is serious and an initial investigation of the mattyr
established that the claims of the accuser- far from being unfounded- had the
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semblance of truth, which is why the matter was reported to the Congregation for the
Doctrine ofthe Faith. And once more, the Congregation's decision in the matter is that
it falls wholly under the competence of the Archbishop to adjudicate.
Hoping to have shed some light on what appeared to me as erroneous perceptions on
your part, I now tum to your question of "what is delaying any action in the case" (your
letter ·ofNovember 6, 2006, p. 1).
As you are undoubtedly aware, the civil action involving the allegation against Father
Fernando is still pending, together with many other lawsuits. As you yourself observed
a year ago in a letter to my predecessor, "it would not be wise" to undertake any further
action in this case before the civil suit is resolved, as this would he "to the detriment not
only of Father Fernando ... but also to the Archdiocese and the Church" (Letter from
you to Msgr. Cox, November 9, 2005, p. 1). You summed up the situation well when
you wrote, ·"I believe the best course of action at this time would be to preserve the
status quo, leaving Father Fernando where he is at St. Basil's on administrative leave
until the civil suit is concluded. It has been thus for several years now and a little more
time should make no difference. Only when the civil action is complete can one really
make a calm and fair assessment of what action should be taken" (ibid.).

It· may be that you have now changed your position, but the fact remains that the
situation on the civil front is unaltered and it appears still to be in the best interest of all
concerned to maintain the status quo with regard to Father Fernando (i.e., administrative
leave, with full benefits and residence provided by the Archdiocese) .. The allegation
against him raises serious questions as to his suitability for ministry, wherefore he
simply cannot engage in any kind of public ministry until the situation is properly
resolved. When civil litigation involving his case is completed it will be appropriate for.
the Church to proceed in the matter. Rest assured, therefore, that when the time is
opportune, the case will be properly adjudicated according to the norms oflaw.
Trusting· that the foregoing has served to clarify the situation, and pleased to enclose a
copy of the canonical auditor's report ofhis interview with the accuser, I remain

Sincerely yours in Christ,

~~
Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy

cc:

REDACTED
enclosure
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REDACTED

RECEIVED
JAI8881

December 24, 2005
Monsignor Craig A. Cox, J.C.D.
Vicar for Clergy, Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010
Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
Re: Father Walter Fernando
Prot. N.599/2004-21318 .
Dear Monsignor Cox:
I have been doing some further thinking and analysis of Father Fernando's case
considering CDF' s finding that, because Ms. REDACTED was over the age of sixteen, no delict
was committed and your suggestion for a "fact-finding" process nonetheless.
It is an established, incontrovertible fact that REDACTED was over 16 at the time
she alleges sexual abuse. Although the Charter and the Essential Norms deal with the
sexual abuse of minors by' Clerics, nowhere do these documents· define ihe age of a· minor.
"The Norms are complimentary to the universal law of the Church" (Norms, Preamble).
The Charter and the Norms must, therefore; accept the age of a minor to be what the
universal law ofthe church prescribed it to be at the time of the alleged offense. The .
universal law of the Church in 1981 provided·that a minor was one under 16 in these
.cases. Because REDACTED was admittedly not a minor at the time of the alleged
offense according to the universal law of the Church, Fr. Fernando's case does not come
under either the Charter or the Essential Norms. Consequently it does not come under
Article 8 of the Norms which states that "even one act of sexual abuse" will result in the
permanent removal from ecclesiastical ministry''. I do not see the justification or authority
for conducting the fact-finding inquiry you.suggest. What fact is to be investigated? It
'cannot be whether Fr. Fernando sexually abused a minor.· That fact has been canonically
established: he did not. It is not for ecclesiastical authority to detel'llllne the matter
according to civil law. That is the purview of civil courts. The Charter and the Norms are
matters of canon law and not civil law.
Whether Fr. Fernando's actions be investigated as a crimen or simply to determine
whether they occurred as private, sinful acts, they are the same acts, acts which can never
amount to the "sexual abuse of a minor by a priest".
I await your response to this letter as well as to my letter of December 19 and am
anxious to hear your thoughts on these matters.
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Monsignor Craig A. Cox, December 24, 2005, page two.

Respectfully yours,

REDACTED

CC: His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Father Walter Fernando
REDACTED
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REDACTED

RECEIVED
JMD a2806

December 19,2005
Monsignor Craig A. Cox, J.C.D.
Vicar for Clergy, Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010
Re: Father Walter Fernando
Dear Monsignor Cox:
When Father Fernando and I met with you and Father REDAcTED on October 28,
2005, you stated that you had looked into the matter of REDACTED
age at the time of
the alleged abuse and that if you had determined that she was over eighteen Father
Fernando ''would still be at the parish in Pasadena". If Ms. REoAcrEowas over eighteen, not
only would there be no canonical delicta even under the present age requirement but there
would be no question ofFather.Feinando haVing ever committed a,ny act of se4,Ual abuse
of iru:i:iot mvolving the Charter or the' Noims. There woUld 'riot even be a valid Civil
cause of action for cl:iild abuse; · ·
·
·
·
·· ·

a

Thus, There should be no fact-finding process to determine whether any act of
sexual abuse took place unless there first has been a fact-finding process to determine
whether REDACTED
was 18 at the time of the first alleged abuse. No act should be
investigated before the determination of that fact which is a sine qua non for pursuing any
allegation of the sexual abuse of a minor under the Charter and the norms ..
On November 14, 2005, at the Los Angeles Police Department, I had the
opportunity of listening twice to the taped telephone conversation of REDACTED with
Father Fernando. Three important parts of that tape are relevant to the question ofMs.
REoAcrEo age at the time. 1) fu trying to have Father admit that she was under eighteen, she
states in one place, "You knew I was sixteen: I graduated when I was seventeen".
.She ·was sixteen from REDACTED
Father Fernando was in Sri
-----~Lanka:..for-that-entire-year-and-did-not-an:i:v:e-in-the-TJS-till-7-months-after-her-Se-venteenth~----

birtbday. fu her lawyer-prepared mediation statement she states: "To the best that I can
recall, Father Fernando began abusing me when he first came to St. Hilary's church (the
church's records say that Was in 1981) I was 17 in 1981". For five months of 1981 she
was also 18. ·Both in her statem~ilt and in th~· taped c~nversatioll, l':find no evidence that
she is sure that she was· under eighteen and certaiJlly she gives no corroborating evidence
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Monsignor Craig A. Cox, December 19, 2005, page two
that she was. In many places in her sworn mediation statement she repeatedly states that
she does not recall whether something took place before or after she was eighteen. 3) At
one point in the telephone conversation Father Fernando says: "All this happened after I
left (St. Hilary's)". This was on November 30 1981 -four months a:fterREDACTEDhad
turned 18. Im.portantly,REDACTEDdoes not challenge or deny Father's statement.
The burden of proof is on the one who brings the allegation, on REDACTED
(Canon 1526). The testimony of a single witness (REDACTED
cannot constitute full
proof. (Canon 1573). In evaluating testimony the judge should consider whether the
witness is reliable and firmly consistent or rather inconsistent, uncertain or vacillating and
whether the witness has supporting witnesses or whether there is support from other
testimony is :indeed uncertain and
.sources of proof. (Canon1572 (3)(4). REDACTED
vacillating and she has no supporting proof for her blanket assertion that she was under
eighteen.
Unless the Archdiocese has proof that REDACTED was over 18, an injustice is being done
· to Father Fernando. In order for me to competently advise Father Fernando it is necessary
that I know if, on what proofs and by what canonical procedure the Archdiocese has
determined that :REDACTED was over eighteen. Please forward to me all this information and
proofs, including any other statement~REDACTED she may have made to the
Archdiocese. Unless it is first proven that any allegation of sexual abuse against Father
Fernando comes under the provisions of the Charter and the Norms, no allegation should .
be subject to a fact-finding procedure and, as you have said, Father Fernando should still
be in, or be restored to active ministry in Pasadena..
I await you response, information and relevant documents and thank you for your
. anticipated attention to this matter.

Respectfully yours,
REDACTED

cc: His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahoney
REDACTED
Reverend Walter Fernando
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CONGREGATIO
PRO CLERICIS
Vatican City, 4 August, 2008

Prot. N. 20082209

His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
555 West Temple
Los Angeles, California 90012
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Your Eminence,
This Congregation has received a petition f0r hierarchical recourse from the Rev.
Walter Fernando, a priest of your archdiocese, against the apparent provisions of the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles not to reinstate him to ministry.
As is the practice of this Dicastery before we reply, we Write to you the Ordinary
and ask for the acta involved in this case and for your valued opinion, s.o that we may
make a studied decision regarding this matter.
The time limit establish~d for the response of this Congregation to the cleric in
question is three months, (Canon 57and General Regulations of the Roman Curia, Article
136), I therefore would ask for a prior response from Yolir Excellency. Of course, as
Your Eminence is aware a pastoral resolution is always preferable in such matters. The
Dicastery would be happy to hear of such a resolution.
·
Your Eminence may find the following extract, from .a recent decision of this
Congregation, helpful in dealing with the issues involved. Certain recent stateme;nts by
the Apostolic Signatura and the Pontifical Council for the Interpretation of Legislative
Texts are cited which might have reievance for "four Eminence s study.
7

whereas, the Congregation for the Clergy in its evaluation of the situation
has noted the jurisprudence of the Supreme Tribunal of the Apostolic Signatura
(Prot. N. 37937/0SCA) which indicates that can. 223 §2 does not grant an
Ordinary the authority to remove a priest permanently from public ministry:

Idem Exc.mus Ordinarius dein in recursu ad H.S. T. invocavit
ca:r;t.. 223 ad probandum legitimitatem suae ~ecisionis relate ad
Rev.dum N.: "canon 223 authorizes an ecclesiastical SU:pefior to
restrict the use of certain rights in order to protect the common good"
(S. 34). Ad rem haec sedulo notanda sunt: a) can. 223 concludit
titulum "De omnium christifidelium obligationibus et iuribus"; b)
canones huius tituli (can. 208-223) proveniunt ex schemate Legis
Congregazione peril Clero- 00120 Citta del Vaticano- TeL 06/69884151 - FAX: 06/69884845
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Ecclesiae Fundamentalis; c) agitur in illo canone de moderamine
illarum obligationum e iurium fundamentalium ad bonum commune
tuendum; d) can. 223 tantum principium omnino generale proponit,
cuius magis concreta determinatio proprie fit per actus potestatis
legislativae, in primis et praeprimis in ceteris normis ipsius CIC; e)
quibus Episcopi non possunt derogare, secus actum esset de principio
legalitatis · et ianua pateret arbitrarietati (cf. · V. DE P AOLIS,
"lncardinazioni
anomale",
in
L.
NAVARRO,
L'Istituto
dell'incardinazione, Milano 2006, 351-377, vide 367-377). Adde quod
potestas moderandi exercitium illaruni obligationum et iurium
haudquaquam aequari potest cum potestate idem exercitium tollendi
(cf. F. DANEELS, "L'investigazione previa nei casi di abuso sessuale di
minori", in J.J. CONN- L. SABBARESE, Justitia in caritate, Citta del
Vaticano 2005, 409-506, vide 503).
·
' Quod si, nihilominus, ex quadam analogia illud principium omnino
generale obligationibus et iuribus clericorum applicetur, utcumque
praescindi nequit a legibus magis concretis ad rem pertinentibus, quae
sua vice utpote normae generales applicandae sunt ratione habita
circumstantiarum singularium uniuscuiusque casus concreti:
Quibus dictis, iam patet haudquaquam sufficere in re invocationem
can. 223 vel remissionem ad art. 9 normarum specialium Statuum
Foederatorum.Americae Septentrionalis, immo non satis efferri potest
periculum arbitrarietis quod ingenua invocatio principiorum ibi
propositorum secumfert. SUPREMO TRIBUNALE DELLA SEGNATURA
APOSTOLICO (Exc.mus Episcopus - Congregatio pro Clericis) - 28
aprile 2007- Prot. n. 37937/05- Grocholewski, Ponente, Ius Ecclesiae,
Vol. 19,2007, 611-626, vide 619-620.
whereas the Congregation for the Clergy furthermore sought a clarification
from the Pontifical Council for Legislative Texts, regarding the application of
canon 223,§2 " ... da alcuni Ordinari degli Stati Uniti, per 'sospendere, a
tempo indeterminato, o per rimuovere dall'esercizio del sacro ministero' i
sacerdoti anche nei casi in cui non hanno commesso un vero e proprio delitto
o non vi estato un processo canonico";
whereas in a response dated 27 June 2008 (N. 11127/2008), the Pontifical
Council, having studied the matter with certain experts, stated:
------------~"..•...Anzitutto,-C-necessa~io-~icor-dar-e-che-la-pr-ima-e-fondamentale~-----

regola di in:terpretazione porta a considerare il significato proprio
delle parole nel testo e nel contesto {cfr. can. 17). Applicando tale
regola all'espressione 'exercitium iurium ... moderari', del can. 223, §2
se ne puo dedurre il significato ampio di 'governare' nel senso di
emanare norme, legiferare ... · II Legislatore, quindi, riconosce Ia
capacita dell' Auto rita ecclesiastica di disciplinare, mediante leggi,
l'esercizio dei diritti. Non sembra, pero, che Ia mens sia stata quella di
stabilire con il can. 223, §2 una norma per giustificare un intervento
amministrativo del superiore ... Quanto ai provvedimenti limitativi
dell' esercizio del sacerdozio, come Ia rimozione dagli uffici pastorali o
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Ia revoca di alcune facolta ministeriali, quali sanzioni amministrative
si ritiene che cio e possibile, pero hi base ad altre norme, come ad es. il
can. 1722, CIC... L'invocazione del can. 223 §2 allo scopo di
legittimare gli interventi amministrativi di contenuto di fatto penale
risulta, invece, del tutto fuorviante, non solo sotto i1 profilo tecnico,
come un'analisi attenta concluderebbe senza difficolta, rna anche e ·
sopratutto sotto i1 profilo della giustizia sostanziale: significherebbe
annullare praticamente la stessa legislazione codiciale e collocare il
potere amministrativo (penale) al di sopra de quello normativo
generale ... L'ordinamento canonico ha stabilito chela dhnissione dello
.stato clericale esige un processo giudiziale e puo essere fatto solo per
delitti stabiliti dalla Iegge universale. Un'invadepza · dell'atto
amministrativo in questo campo non· sembra rispondere alia lettera e
allo spirito dell'ordinamento canonico ... "
The Dicastery hopes that the forgoing is of assistance to Your Eminence.
I take this opportunity to renew my sentiments of esteem and with every best
wish, I remain,

Yours sincerely in Christ,
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los .Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010-2202

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
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Oflkeof
the Archbishop
(Z13) 637-7Z88

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

34Z4
Wilshire
Boulevard

Los Angeles
California
90010-ZZOZ
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22 September 2008
Prot. N. 20082209

·His Eminence
·claudio Cardinal Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for the Clergy
Piazza Pic XII, 3
00120 VATICAN CITY

Your Eminence,
Thank you for your letter dated 4 August 2008, notifying me of hierarchical recourse by
Rev. Walter Fernando, a priest of our archdiocese, "against the apparent provisions of the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles not to reinstate him to ministry."
On 19 FebruarY 2004, Father Fernando was placed on "administrative leave" according
to the norm of canon 1722, pending the outcome of the preliminary investigation of
allegations of sexual abuse of a minor brought against him. On 25 February of this year,
Father Fernando, through his canonical advocate:REDACTED
. requested that the
decree of 19 February 2004 be rescinded. Mv mesent Vicar for Clergy, Msgr. Gabriel
Gonzales, on 17 May 2008, responded to REDACTED that his request cannot be granted
"at this time" because his case is still pending before the review board mandated by
particular law of the United States, whose recommendation I must have before I make a
decision whether he can be reinstated.
Thus, no provision as yet has been made "not to reinstate" him. Rather, the temporary
removal from ministry, which was required by the circumstances of the case as I will
explain below, has yet to be resolved. The necessary steps to,ward a resolution of the
matter, whi~h for reasons outside our control had to be suspended, are again under way.
I will inform you of the resolution when that occurs. In the meantime, your request
------n.ecessitatesJhisinterirrL:r:esp.onse.,_·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Toward an understanding of the nature ofFather Fernando's situation, please allow me to
highlight the following points:
1. At every step of the way the Archdiocese has paid for competent canonical
advocacy, has heard the accused, has supported and housed the accused in a
safe and suitable place, and will hear the accused again before a final decision.

Pastoral Regions:

Our lady of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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2. The content of a telephone conversation between Father Fernando and his
accuser, recorded by the police in tempore non suspecto,·provides the best
evidence that something of a sexual nature did occur between them. This
evidence stands in contradiction to Father's own explicit denial that anything
sexual transpired between them.
3. Complicating the issue is the fact that the matter received extensive coverage
in the local media. Furthermore, in keeping with our own policy to properly
inform the faithful in these cases, announcements were made at two parishes
in which Father Fernando served. In view of this publicity, for Father to be
returned to ministry, the Archdiocese would have to say that he is exonerated
of all charges. The Archdiocese is not in position to say that until such time
as the investigation to determine the truth and circumstances of the alleged
offense, necessarily suspended until the conclusion of parallel civil action, is
completed and I have heard from the review board.
4. As the victim was over age 16 at the time of the offense, the matter is outside
the realm of a gravius delictum. Nonetheless, at civil law the matter did
become part of a class action lawsuit against the Archdiocese, and Father
Fernando's accuser did receive a monetary settlement from the Archdiocese.
5. Even if it cannot be maintained that the alleged offense is a gravius ·delictum
under canon law, matters such as the principles of loss of good reputation and
aversio in parochum articulated in canon 1741 3° will have to be considered in
the determination of Father Fernando's suitability for ministry in the future.
6. The Archdiocesan Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has considered the
matter several times and made recommendations to me three times so far.
Now that the civil lawsuits against the Archdiocese have been settled, and in
light of the results of further investigation, the Oversight Board needs to
consider the case yet again in order to make a final recommendation to me. I
ask that you bear iri mind that our Oversight Board in made up of volunteers
who take time from their regular work to donate to this important function. · In
view of the large number of cases, old and new, that they are asked to
consider, it takes a great deal of time to do a thorough job. For this reason the
resolution of these matters takes more time than all of us would like.
7. Any future canonical action will not be taken on the basis of canon 223 §2. I
understand that expiatory penalties cannot be imposed or declared by means
of a decree (c. 1342 §2). I understand that administrative decisions addressing
---------"""'""'tlJ:eelenc's ministry from the perspective oflhe pastoral responsiDili.'tyofln<>e_ _ _ _ _ __
diocesan bishop to exercise governance by regulating ministry within the
diocese, must be given in writing and in keeping with the principles oflaw
which regulate the issuance of a singular decree. If the cleric is aggrieved, I
understand that he does have the right to challenge the decision.
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The numerous factors that come into play in the resolution of these cases render their just
resolution time consuming and tedious. This, together with the good of the Church and
the good of all involved, accused and victims alike, is of constant and great concern to
me. For that reason, you can rest assured that we are trying to resolve our cases,
including this one, as expeditiously as possible. I will inform you of my decision in the
case at issue as soon as further needed investigation has been completed, I have a formal
recommendation from the review board and have heard Father Fernando 'on the matter.
In the meantime, as per your request, I enclose the acts of the case up to the present date.
Thanking you for your assistance and keeping you in my prayers, I remain
Fraternally yours in Christ,

.2tf!

VI/141161A7111't

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
Enclosure
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CURIA OF THE ARCHDIOCSES OF LOS ANGELES IN CALIFORNIA
RE: REVEREND WALTER FERNANDO
ACTA CAUSAE
1. November 9, 2004: Cardinal Roger Mahony's report to the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith regarding allegations of sexual abuse of a minor against
Reverend Walter Fernando, a priest of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
2. Acts of the Preliminary Investigation into allegations of sexual abuse of a minor
against Father Walter Fernando and other pertinent documentation forwarded to
the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith by Cardinal Mahony.

3. Mediation Documentation for REDACTED

, accuser ofRev.Walter

Fernando ..
4. July 4, 2005: Response to Cardinal Mahony from the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith.
5. January 7, 2004: Letter to Cardinal Mahony fronREDACTED
. canonical
advocate for the accused, arguing that the allegation against Walter Fernando does
not constitUte a grave delict.
.REDACTED

6. September 24, 2004: Letter to Msgr. Craig Cox; Vicar for Clergy, frorr
REDACTE~ advocate for the accused, reporting the results of his own investigation ·
into the allegation.
·

7. Aprill2, 2005: Letter to Msgr. Cox from canonical advocate questioning the
marriler in which the preliminary investigation was conducted and the conclusions
drawn.
8. November 9, 2005: Letter to Msgr. Cox from the canonical advocate requesting
that any further investigation into the allegation be suspended pending the
outcome of civil litigation.
9. December 19, 2005: Letter to Msgr Cox from the canonical advocate stating that
he listened twice to a telephone conversation taped by the Los Angeles Police
--------t'lepartment-betWeen-Father-Femande-and-his-aGGuser.--Th~information-on...this-------

tape establishes that the accuser was 18 at the time of the alleged abuse.
Therefore, there is no canonical delict and Father Fernando should be returned to
active ministry.
10. December 24,2005: Letter to Msgr. Cox from the canonical advocate with further
thoughts on the nature of the case.
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11. January 19, 2006: Letter to Msgr. Cox from canonical advocate requesting
transcript of the canonical interview with Father Fernando's accuser.
12. November 6, 2006: Letter to Msgr. Gabriel Gonzales, Vicar for Clergy, from
canonical advocate questioning why Father Fernando has not been returned to
active ministry since the allegation against him is not a gravius delictum.
13. December 15,2006: Response byMs'gr. Gonzales to the canonical advocate's
letter dated November 6, 2006, with reasons why the matter must be pursued
·
further.
14. December 23,2006: Letter to Msgr. Gonzales from canonical advocate arguing
that the matter cannot be pursued under Canon 1395(2).
15. February 25, 2008: Letter to Cardinal Mahony from canonical advocate with
arguments as to why Father Fernando should be reinstated and a request that he be
returned to active ministry.
16. May 17, 2008: Letter from Msgf. Gonzales to canonical advocate explaining that
Cardinal Mahony must once again hear the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
before making a decision regarding Father Fernando's reinstatement.
17. July 14, 2008: Recourse to the Congregation for the Clergy by canonical advocate
against Cardinal Mahony's denial of the request for the reinstatement ofFather
Fernando.
18. August 4, 2008: Letter to Cardinal Mahony from the Congregation for Clergy
notifying him of a petition for hierarchial recourse :from Rev. Walter Fernando
against the apparent provisions oftheArchdiocese not to reinstate hi:in to ministry
and requesting the acta involved in the case and his opinion.
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July 16,2008

His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony.
Archbishop ofLos Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Re: Father Walter Fernando

· Dear Cardinal Mahony:
I am enclosing a copy of the Recourse I have today submitted to the Congregation
for the Clergy on behalf of Father Fernando.
With continuing best wishes, remain

Yours. sincerely and respectfully,
REDACTED
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July 14, 2008
His Eminence Claudio Cardinal Hummes, OFM
Prefect, Congregation for the Clergy
Piazza Pio XII, 3
. 00012 0 Vatican City

Re: Reverend Walter fernando
Archdiocese ofLos Angeles

RECOURSE/APPEAL TAKEN FROM ROGER CARDINAL MAHONY'S
DENIAL OF THE PETITION FOR REINSTATEMENT OF
FATHER WALTER FERNANDO
This Recourse is within the competence of the Congregation for the Clergy
because it involves the rights of a priest an4 it has been determined by the Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith that the case does not involve the delict of sexual abuse of a
minor by a cleric.

Procedural History ofthe·Case
Apr. 24, 1944: Walter Fernando born in Sri Lanka
Jan. 25, ·1973 : Father Fernanado ordained in Archdiocese of Colombo, Sri Lanka
Mar. 01, 1981 :Fr. Fernando given faculties and assigned as associate at St.
Hilaiy's Church, Pico Rivera, California, Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
Feb. 24, 1986: Incardinated into the Archdiocese of Los Angeles
Feb. 06, 2003 : Through her civil attorney, a woman namedREDACTED , born on
August 7, 1963, accused Father Fernando ofhaving sexually abused
·her in 1981 when she was a minor.
------__,F€b.-1-9,20Q4-;._Fath~r-F-€mandg-w.aS-remo:v:ed-:from-ministcy-ancLplacecLon.---------
Adrninistrative leave.

Sept 1, l004 : Father Fernando appoints REDACTED

as his advocate/procurator

Nov. 16, 2004: Fr. Femando"s case sent to congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith

.... ·.
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Recourse from Denial of Petition for Reinstatement, July 14,2008, page two
· July 4, 2005 : Reply Decision of Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith.
Jan.25, 2008: Petition for Reinstatement of Father Fernando made to Cardinal
Mahony, two and one half years after CDF's decidion and repeated
requests, both verbal and written, for a disposition of the case
according to CDF' s decision and direction.
May 17, 2008: Cardinal Mahony denies the Petition for Reinstatement. Letter Decree
Received by Procurator/Advocate on May 27,2008.
May 31,2008: Request for Reconsideration ofhis Denial made to Cardinal Mahony
within ten canonical days prescribed by canon 1734: Mailed on June
3, 2008 by overnight mail.
July 03, 2008: Last day for Response to Request for Reconsideration. No response
received. Request deemed denied by operation oflaw (canon 1735).
July 14, 2008: Tills Recourse from Denial of Petition for Restatement is taken to this
Congregation for the Clergy in accordance with canon 173 7 within
the fifteen canonical days prescribed in canon .173 7 (2).

Documents Submitted With This Recourse

The following documents are incorporated in this Recourse to the
Congregation for the Clergy. The information and arguments contained therein constitute
the legal and factual reasons for which this Recourse should be granted and Father
Fernando reinstated ~s an active priest in good standing.

1. The Petition for Reinstatement of Father Walter Fernando, dated February 25, 2008.
2. Cardirial Mahony's Denial of the Petition through the letter ofMonsignor Gonzales,
dated May 17, 2008.
3. Request d~ted May 31, 2008 for Reconsideration of Cardinal Mahony's Denial of
Request for Reinstatement ..
------4.-~aat~m~nt-fgr-W~ek~nd-Masses-regarding-Eather-Eemando-an<Lthe_allegation..agains.t_ _ _ _ _ __

him, for weekend ofJanuary17-18, 2004.
This statement announced in part that:
a) "Fr. Fernando has denied any sexually abusive conduct with the person, and
b) "Prior to this (allegation) there has never been any complaint about Father
Fernando" -that is, in the twenty three years that he has served as a priest
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· Recourse from Denial of Petition for Reinstatement, July 14, 2008, page three
in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
5. Letter/Decree placing Father Fernando on Administrative leave, dated Feb. 18, 2004.

6. Letter of Monsignor Cox confirming that the case was sent to CDF on Dec.l6,· 2004
7. Response for CDF dated July 4, 2005.

. ·
8. Letter of REDACTED
------ _______ to Monsignor
Gonzales dated November ·6, 2006.
9. Letter of Monsignor Gonzales to REDACTED dated December 15,2006.
10. Letter oJREDACTED to Monsignor Gonzales dated December 23, 2006.

1L Proofs of Archdiocesan receipt of Petition for Reinstatement and Petition for
Reconsideration.
12. Mandate of Father Fernando.

Should the Congregation need or desire any other information or document which I
can provide, I will be happy to supply it immediately.

Given on this 14th day of July, 2008
in San Francisco, California

REDACTED

-------

--

---···

.I

.J

Pro.curator/advocate for Father Walter Fernando

A copy of this Recourse with all its attachments has been sent to
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
----------------3424-~ilshiT~Bem~v~d~-------------------------------------------

Los Angeles, California 90010
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February 2S~ 2008
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
555 West Temple
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDF Prot. No. 599-21318

PETITION FOR REINSTATEMENT
OF
FATHER WALTERFERNANDO
This Petition is made under the proVisions of Canons 57 and 1722 of the Code of
Canon Law, Article 13 of Sacramentorum Sanctitatis Tutela. and Nornis 6 and 13 of the ··

_Essential Norms for Diocesan!Eparchial Policies Dealing With Allegations ofSexual
Abuse ofMinors by Priests or Deacons.
·
This Petition is· for a Decree declaring the termination of Father Walter
Fernando's administrative leave and of the canon 1722 restrictions on priestly ministry
·. imposed upon him on February 19, 2008, and reinstating him to active ministry.

Facts and Law
.

1. In 2003, a woman named

REDACTED

,

accused Father Fernando of having
sexually abused her when she was a minor .in 1981.
2. In accordance with the provisions of Part IV, The Penal Process. belrinni:nP:
with canon 1717, Article 13 ofSSTand Norm6 oftheEssentialNorms, REDACTED
Cardinal Mahony, commenced a penal process by initiating the preliminary investigation,
· 3. On February 19, 2004,REDACTED • placed Father Fernando on administrative
leave and prohibited him from exercising sacred priestly ministry.REDACTED
r did so
under the provisions of canon 1722 which empowers him to do so "at any stage of the
process" for the reasons specified in that canon.
4. Because the allegation against Father Fernando involved a canonical delict
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PETITION FOR REINSTATEMENT, February 25, 20Q8, page two.
under canon 1395(2) which is reserved to the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith,
Cardinal Mahony submitted the case to that Congregation as prescn'bed by Article 13 of
SST and Norm 6 of the Essential Norms, on November 16, 2004..
'
5. The Congregation responded to the Cardjnal on July 4, 2005 stating that the .
woman ~EDACTED, ''by her own admission was 17-18 years of age afthe time of the ·
alleged incidents in 1981.." She was not, therefore a "minor" in 1981 according to the
prevailing law.1 Thus, the Congregation rightly concluded that "the matter cannot be
considered as a delictum gravius" and, consequently w~ not a matter reserved to or .
referable to CDF. CDF's statement effectively decided that whatever Father Fernando is
·
alleged to have done~ he did not commit the delict of sexual abuse of a minor. 2
6. This determination of CDF ended the penal process which had been initiated
against Father Fernando based onREDACTED allegation. The allegation could no longer
be considered the a delict subject to the provision of SST or the Essential Norms which
alone justified the initiation of the penal process. 3
.
7. Consequently, the reason for which canon 1722 restrictions on ministry were
imposed ceased and were r~oked by operation of law upon receipt of CDF' s response,
which e:ffeetively ended the penal process. ·
"If, however, the reason ceases, all these restrictions are to be revoked: they
cease by virtue of the law itself as soon as the penal process ceases". Canon 1722.
The restrictions were temporary measures which could be imposed and
maintained only "pending the outcome of the process". Norm 6, Essential Norms.
8. Norm 13 of the Essential Norms states that "When an accusation (of sexual
abuse of minor) has been shown to be unfounded, every step possible will be taken to
restore the good name of the person falsely accused". The fact thatREDACTED was not a
minor at the time of the alleged abuse, renders her allegation- that she was sexually
abused when a minor- unfounded and required the implementation ofNonn 13.
Accordingly administrative leave should have ended and Father Fernando returned to
ministry as the very first step necessary to r~store his good nim:J.e.
'h

RE~Il?TJoQ81, Canon Law defined a minor as under sixteen years of age. There is, in fact, no proof that'"CAcTEo

_____ was even under the age of eighteen at the time.REDACTED herself cannot say for certain that she was:
(Mediation Document, p. 10, "To the best that I canrecallO ... "
·
------REDACTEDtum-el:h~ighte-en-tJn-Augost/;1981-.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - 2 The reinstatement of Father Fernando would not be contrary to the Cardinal's position that no priest who
has committed even one act of sexual abuse ofa minor is in active ministry.
3
All offenses· against the sixth commandment may be sins but not all of them constitute canonical crimes
subject to a penal process and the imposition of canonical penalties. Only those sins committed in
circumstances specifically described mthe Code and SST, and declared to be canonical crimes, are subject
to a penal process, administrativ~ or judiciaL Other offenses remain sins confined to the internal forum and
not subject to inquiry or any manifestation of conscience. The essential circumstance inREDACTED
allegation which would make the alleged sexual conduct a crime was that she was a minor. CDF confirmed
that she was not.
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PETITION FOR REINSTA~:MENT, February 25, 2008, page three.
9. In the twenty seven-plus years during which Father Fernando has served th~
Archdiocese of Los Angeles as a priest, there has been no other allegation of sexual
misconduct of any kind on his part.except the 22- year-old allegation of REDACTED
From all that has been written above it is respectfully submitted the this Petition
should be granted.

REDACTED
Given on this 25th d(ly ofFebruary, 2008
a~ San Francisco, California

cc-: Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
....,..
'·

.,
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Vicar for Oergy ·

mhdiocese of Los Angeles

(213) 637-7284

3424

Los Angeles

Wilshire
Boulevard

California
90010-2202

May 17,2008.
REDACTED

RE:

.,
REDACTED

Reverend Walter Fernando, ·
Petition for Reinstatement

Dear:

I am writing in the name of Card:inal Mahony in reply to your Petition ofFebruary 25 last
seeking the termination of Father Walter Fernando's administrative leave and his
re~atement to active ministry: .
Your request cannot be granted at this time. Father Fernando's case is. currently pending
. before our Clergy Misconduct Oversi~t Board (CMOB), which, based on the facts of the
case, will make a recommendation to Cardinal Mahony as to whether Father Fernando should
be returned to active :miliistry. CMOB should be ready to review the case at its June meeting,
after which it ~l\ m~e its recommendation. His Eminence will then make his decision as to
whether Father Fernando can be reinstated to active ministry, and that decision, complete with
motivation, willl?e duly communicated.
I would remind you that, in accordance with the instructions received from the Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith, the question at issue is not a reserved gravius delictum and
Cardinal Mahony therefore "does not need any authorization from this Dicastery to eva.Iuate
the merits of the case and act accordingly'' (letter from CDF, July 4, 2005). The CMOB ·
·review of the matter and its subsequent recommendation is a necessary part of His
Eminence's evaluation of the· merits of the case, which, although not a graviu8 delictum,
nonetheless involves serious accusations of a priest abusing his office and committing
offences against the Sixth Commandment with a girl who at the time was 17-18 years of age.
The good of the Church and the public good as well require that the steps outlined above be
taken in order that the case be properly resolved.

Trusting that the above information is useful, and with every good wish, I remain
Sincerely yours in christ,

~·~
Monsignor Gabfiel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
·

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of tt>.e.Angels

San Femamlo

-=~:. Gablle!

San Pedrc

S;mta Ba.-bara
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REDACTED

. May 31, 2008
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010

Re: Father Waiter Fer:nando

REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION

Your Eminence:
· I write in response to Monsignor Gonzales', Vicar of Clergy's ,May 17, 2008
response in your name denying my February 25, 2Q08 PetitiOn for Reinstatement of
Father Fernando and inforn:l:ing me 'that CMOB will review the facts of the case at its
June meeting after which time you will make your decision and d~y communicate it.
Pursuant to Canon 1734, I request that you kindly reconsider your denial of my
Petition for Reinstatement of Father Walter Fernando dated February 25, 2008 and
revoke or amend your letter .decree. I received the letter decree on May 27, 2008 and
submit this ·Request for reconsideration withln the ten canonical days prescribed by canon .
1724.

_ c __ _ _ _

Father Fernando was placed on administrative leave "effective February 19, 2004."1
This was done in accordance vvith Canon 1724 and Norm 6 of the Essential Norms when
Father Fernando" was named as someone who allegedly engaged in the sexual abuse of a
minor."2 On July 4, 2005, The Congregation for the doctrine of the Faith informed you of
its decision that the charge against Father Fernando .did not conStitute a delictum gravius,
namely, the sexual abuse of a minor by a cleric. With that decision.the penal process for
deterin.ining whether Father Fernando sexually abused a minor was concluded. The
reason for which Father Fernando was placed on leave ceased to e~st and all the
___,r,e=stri.,_,"=cti"".o,.ns.,., pJ.a..c_e_d_up_on him :w:ere_.to_.he....r.e.:v.:oked,_as....r.e.quired_by_eanonlJ22._fu_fac:t,_the~-----"ceased by virtue of the law itself' as soon as that decision was announced to you.3

1
2

Letter of Monsignor Cox to Father Fernando dated February 18, 2004.

.

Statement for weekend Masses at Assumption ofthe Blessed Virgin Mary Parish Pasedena, Wenesday,

January 17-18,2004 signed by Monsignor Cox, Vicar for Clergy.
.
Can. 1722: ''quae omnia, cause cessante, sunt revocanda, eaque ipso iure finem habent ..•"

3
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony, May 31, 2008,.page two
No legally valid reason ha8 been given why Father Fernando has been kept on leave
and· subject to those restrictions almost three years after. CDF communicated its decision
to you. Since the reason for p'!ltting Father Fernando on administrative leave has cea3ed,
continuing to restrict the exercise of his priesthood now seems to constitute the unlawful
imposition of a canonical penalty without any canqnical cai.Ise or process.
Monsignor Gonzales letter rightly states that you 'do not need any authorization from

'cDF to evaluate the merits of the case and to act accordingly. But what exactly is the
case that is to be evaluated? Monsignor Gonzalez states that it "involves serious
accusations of a priest (Father Fernando) abusing his office". The offense of "abusing an
ecclesiastical power or office" is itself a delict, a canonical crime, which can be punished
with a penalty.4 This crime, however, is subject to a prescription period of three years
after which time it ceases to eJC!,st as a matter oflaw (canon 1362 (1)). Furthermore, there·
is no provision in law which empowers any ecclesiastical authority to·dispense from
. prescription for the delict of abuse of office. 5 No such dispensation can be either sought ·
or granted. Because any alleged "abuse of office" in this matter would necessarily have
taken place in 1981, that canonical crime would have been extinguished in 1984 and can
never thereafter be the subject of any adjudication or evaluation, whether judicial or
administrative or, a fortion,..be the reason for the imposition of any penalty. There is no
"case" for CMOB to evaluate or to recommend any canonical penalty such as removal
from ministry.
Monsignor Gonzales' letter/decree cites the "good of the Church and the public good"
but does not explain that "good" or why it necessitates or justifies the proposed "steps ·.
outlined" in his letter. On the contrary, once the reaSon for which Father Fernando was
placed on leave, to his detriment and that of the Churc~ the good of the Church would
seem to require the implementation of its own laws and the removal ofthe canonical
restrictions imposed on Father Fernando.
Canon 223 (2), indeed, allows an Ecclesiastical authority to regula~ the exercise of
rights for the "common good".6 Regulating the exercise of a right does not mean
deprivation ot:that right. It does not mean 9r justify depriving a priest of his essential
rights as a priest to act as a priest, with the faculties of a priest. Because it is argued that a
priest has no nght to an office or an aS'signment, a Bishop may decide· that the common
good may be served by not giving Father· Fernando an assignment The common good,
however, does not and cannot ever justify the imposition of an ecclesiastical penalty
without cause and Rrocess.
·
·

4

Can. 1389
The only faculty to dispense from prescription for any delict was given to CDF for the crime of sexual
abuse of a minor, a delict reserved to that Congregation.
6
"Ecclesiasticae auctoritati competit, intuitu boni communis, exercitium iuriu:m, quae cbristi:fidehous sunt
propria moderari."

5
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His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony, May 31, 2008,.page three
Because any decision you inake concerning Father Fernando's future will have to be
by a singular decree, Canon 50 of the Code of Canon Law requires that before such a
decree is given, the person in authority must first a) seek out the information andproofs
and b) hear from the person whose rights can be harmed by the decree. 7

.

.

1be right to be heard camlot be exercised by Father Fernando unless ·he. is first
advis~d of the exact issue to be determined8 and has bad the opportunity to review all the
"notitias et probationes" of the issue and to present a defense. "Probationes" means all
available evidence in this matter, all the evidence ofFather Fernando's twenty two years
as an active priest (twenty six years as a priest) in the Archdiocese and not solely on one
twenty-two-year-old unproven allegation made only after twenty two years.

I, therefore request that, pe:p.ding your response to this request for reconsideration any
discussion and recommendation on Father Fernando by CMOB be postponed until I, ·
together with Father Fernando, have had the opportunity to review the entire file on this
matter as well as his entire personnel file and to prepare a d~feilse. To this date we have
not been allowed to review these files.
·
.

.

Furthermore, if the Clef'gY Oversight Mi~conduct Board, is to review the matter and
make a recommendation to you, in effect acting like a consultative jury, I ask that! be
allowed to present Father Fernando's defense to that body in person. In no other way
could it be said that Father Fernando "has been heard". This becomes even more
necessary if you intend to accept CMOB's recorinnendation as your decision.
Father Fernando and I would be happy to discuss any proposal you may have for his
future at any time.

Given at San Francisco, California
on this 31st day of May, 2008
R~spectfully

submitted,

REDACTED

cc: Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy, Archdiocese of Los Angeles
7

Can.SO - "Antequam decretum ingulare ferat, auctoritas necessaries notitias et probationes exquirat,
atque, quantum fieri potest, eos audiat quorum iura laedi possint"
8
CDF's Instruction to you admits that the issue is not one of sexual abuse of a minor.
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REDACTED

February 25, 2008
His Eminence Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
555 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
De.ar Cardinal Mahony:
I am sending you a Petition for Reinstatement of Father Walter Fernando. The
reasons for the Petition are explained therein. As his canonic31 advocate I would be
remiss did I not present it since it has now been two and halfyears since CDF's reply and
some three months since the global settlement of civil claims has been finalized.
Canon 57 gives a period of three months for a response to the Petition and also
provides that if no response is given: within that thre~ month period it will be conSidered a
negative response, at which time recourse, if necessary, can be taken. Since the case no
longer belongS to CDF, I believe that that the Congregation for Clergy would be the
competent Congregation.
Given thatthere is no longer a canon 1395(2) penal process, I do not know on what
basis· Father Feina:rido is still on administrative leave. Has an.y other process been
iriitiated against him which would authorize and justify administrative leave? Please
advise me of the basis for his still being restricted in his priestly ministry.
Father Fernando and I would be wil.I.ing to meet at any time to discuss your
thoughts and intentions on the matter.
With continued kind regards,

REDACTED

Advocate tor Father Walter .Fernando
Cc: Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
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Wednesday, January 17-18, 2004
Regarding Reverend Walter Fernando

As you know, in August of2002, the Los Angeles Times published a~ article on sexuat
misconduct by Catholic priests and, among many others, named your Associate Pastor, Father
Walter Fernando. as someone who allegedly engaged 'in the 5exual abuse of a minor. On that
occasio~REDACTED
made an announcement in the parish indicating that while officials
of the Archdiocese were aware that an investigation was being conducted, we had not received
~:Y complaint of miscon~uct by Father Fernando at that time.
Earlier this week, on Wednesday, January 14, 2004, The Times published another article
focusing_specifically on Father Fernando. Additionally, a lawsuit was filed in December
charging Father Fernando with abusive behavior.

· ·

Prior to this, there bad never been any complaint about Father Fernando.. He bas denied any
sexually abusive conduct with the person who filed the lawsuit or, for that matter, with anYOne
else. There is only one person who has made any claim against Father Feniando. Orily on this
·.past Wedn~day has she consented to being interviewed by an investigator ofthe Archdiocese .
. = . Up ~-tPis point, she has not submitted written responses to a questionnaire as part of the court.ordered mediation process.
have mf'!ced to~ the results ofthe police investigation so that
. ·-~~ can know and as.Sess any evidence the police may have obtained. We still hope thatthe .
police and District Attorney will release this information to us.

We

Our Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has considered the case of Father Fernando on several
. occasions. Up to the present, the information available to us has been hearsay in nature and·
without the kind of detail that·would enable the Archdiocese to investigate more fully, or enable
Father Fernando to :present a reasonable defense. As a result, the Board has not recommended
that Father Fernando be placed on administrative leave. It has recommended a number of steps
that either have been or are being pursued.
Cardinal Mahony is committed to assuring that children and young people are safe. He has
pledged that when it is determined that a priest has engaged in sexual misconduct with a minor,
that he will be perlna.nently removed from ministry. That pledge has been implemented. The
fact that a lawsuit has bee~ filed or a complaint made to the police does not mean ·that Father
Fernando has acted in an abusive fashion. All people, priests included, must be presumed
innocent until there is proofto the contrary. At the same time, the Church take..s allegations of
this sort seriously - precisely because we want to uncover the full truth and then act in· acc.ord
-----'with-th~-truth:-Therefure,-we-will-continue·to-seek-all-available-information:----'----------

We will continue to keep you informed of developments. We ask that you please pray for
everyone involved - people who have b~en harmed by sexual abuse, priests, a:qcl those
conducting the investigations. Thank you.
Monsignor Craig A. Cox.
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'3424
Wilshire
Boulevard

(213) 637·7Z84

...

._- :··

·.. : :: .

Los Angeles
California ,
90010-22.02.

February 18, 2004

Personal and Confidential
Reverend Walter Fernando
·- A?sumption of the· Blessed Virgin Mary Church
2640 E. Orange drove :Boulevard ·· · ·· · · ·
Pasadena, CA 91107-2632
.

.

D~ar Father Fernando:

· . This is to provide written confirmation of the decision communicated to you in person that,
~ffectiye February 19, 2004, you will begin an administrative leave of a'Qsence:
. .

.

.

........

.

.

.

.

.

The parish should pay- you for the 'mori.tQ- qf February. I also a&k that the parish make the
contribution for your pension account for th~·'Ja.D.uary through March quarter. Beginning in·
March, my office will assume resp01isibilliYfor yoilr salary ®d:··bi:mefits, and beglnning with the
April quarter we-will be paying into yom pen.Sion account.
·
At this point, please contin~e to use th~ parish car. The Vicar's office will pay for any
maintenance that ne~ds to be done on the car during this period ofleave. ·
.. I am assigning you in residence at St. Basil's Parish. During this time ofleave, you are to engage
in public ministry, though you are free to celebrate Mass in yow own room or the rectory·
chapel. If you wish, please do take advantage of the opportu.rpty to spend some time on retreat,
·and you ..co11tinue..to.be w.elcome at the ~y of re<;ollection scheduled for Manning House. Also,
let me renew my invitation to avail yourself of the counseling you need at this very difficult time.
Since you alread~met withREDACTED , you may wish to see him. But I can make
arrangements with other counselors if you wish.

no

You are in my prayers at this time of tremendous trial. As we soon will enter the season of Lent,
I know you will experience the Passion in a totally new and profound way. I pray for you, and
for. the truth to emerge. Thank you for being so gracious and.understanaiDgm these lasttW"'o_ _ _ _ _ __
years. May the, peace of Christ be with you!
·

.

,

~

cc:

....

REDACTED
Pastoral Regions:

Our lady of tqe Angels

San Femapc!o

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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Vicar for Clergy
(2.13) 637;72.84

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

3424
Wilshire
Boulevard ·

Los Angeles

Callfornla
90010-2.2Q2.

November 22, 2004
.P~rsonal

mid Confidential

Reverend Walter Fernando
St. Basil Parish
63 7 South Kingsley Dnve
Los Angeles, CA 90005-2392
Dear Father Fernando:
Please know that you continue to .be in my prayers .. I can only dimly .iri:lagine how difficult it is to
be accused and to be in a state of uncertainty for such a long time. I tnist that your vl.sit with
family and friends back home-was asource of strength for you. .

..

I am writing to inform you that, in accord -with the requirements of Sacramentarum sanctitatis
tutela, Cardinal Roger Mahony made a report to the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith
concerning youi situation. That letter was dated November 9, 2004 and it was sent November
16,2004.

the

We have asked
Congregation for direction ii::t how to proceed in your case. I will infonn you
when we hear back from the Congregation.
May God bless you!

I--REDACTED

Pastoral Regions:

Our !..ady of the Ange.ls

San Fernando .."-'= San Gabriel

San· Pedro

Santa Barbara
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CONGREGATIO
PRO DOCTRil''lA FIDEI

· ...~
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.

00120 Citta del Vaticano,

Palazzo

aet S. Uffizio

4 July 2005
.,,

599/2004-21318
PRoT. N ........._,_,,,_,,,,.,_, __ , ....
(In

responsione fiat 7114t1W huius lttlmeri)

CONFIDENTIAL
Your Eminence,
The Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith received your correspondence regarding the
case of the Re-V: Walter FERNANDO, a priest incardinated in the Archdiocese of Los. Angeles,
who has been .accused of :the sex.I:Ull .abuse of a woman who., by her own admission, was 17-18
yeats of age at the time of the alleged incidents in 1981.
Tbis Dicastery examined the case on 25 June 2005 when it was decided that, since the
matter cannot be considered as a ··delictum gravius, Your Eminence does not need ai:ly
· .authorization fr.om. this Dicastery to .ev.alua:te :the merits of the case .and .act .accordingly.
·
With prayerful support and frl;ltemal best '9li.shes, I remain
Sincerely yours in Christ,

~~)
~TO,

Au:gelo
SDB
Titular Archbishop of Sila
-Secndary
ffi

His Eminence
Roger Cardinal Mahony
Ar-chbishop -of Los Angeles
--------3~24-V(IffihiT~~rnrlev~d~---------------------------------------------

Los Angeles, CA 90010-2202
UNITED STATES OF AivfERICA

. . ... ,, ·.
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November 6, 2006
Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales·
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Blvd. ·
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDF Prot.# 599/2004-21318
D~ar Monsignor Gonzales:

. On September 19~ 2006, seven weeks ag~, I met with youandREDACTED
REDACTED
.
to inquire ~bout the status of Father
· Walter Fernando. I was given no definite information and am at a loss to know what is ·
. delaying any action in his case.
·
I discussed this matter with Monsignor Cox in a meeting of October 28, 2005 and
again before he ~eft tl+e office of Vicar for Clergy in July 2006. There are always
assurances that something will be done soon but nothing se~ms to be done.
It has been since July 4, 2005, sixteen months ago, that the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Fmth issued its. decision that Father FerD.ando did not commit a delictum
gravius. Although no further action of any kind has been initiated against Father
Fernando, he has been left on administrativ~ leave, renioved from public ministry. Both
injustice and in canon law, this inaction is unjustifiable and detrimental to Father
·Fernando's good name as well as to the' efficacy of his future priestly ministry.
Given the Congregation's decision that Father Feinando has n~t conmiitted a
---------'canonical crime,__:wh.y_is_he_stilLout.ofminis:t:cy.?_Article_l3_of.the_Es.s..wliaJ Noa...rm.<.!..!!Ls _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Provides that "When an allegation has proved to be unfounde~ everv sten nossible will
.
· REDACTED
•
be taken to restore the good name of the person falsely accused"
allegation
·that Father Fernando sexually abused-her when shfl was a minor has been proved to be
unfounded but no step has been taken to restore Father Fernando's good name.
If the Archdiocese contemplates any further action in this matter please advise me
what that action is and on what provision of canon law it is based. In justice I ask that this
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Monsignor .Gabriel Gonzales, November 6, 2006, page two,
be done Without further delay or that Father Fernando be restored to active ministry.
Keeping him on leave after the decision of CDF without undertaking any further actior is
to impose upon him a penalty without any process and is contrary to canon law.
Hoping that y~u will give some urgency to this matter, I am

Sincerelv and resoectfullv vours.

REDACTED

cc:

REDACTED
Reverend
Walter Fernando
.
......
William Cardinal Levada
Prefect, Congregation for the Doctrine of The Faith
~

.

.

.

.

P.S. Although I have repeatedly asked for a copy of the .Arqhdiocese' s interview with the
accuserREDACTED
- I have yet to r~ceive it. Would you kindly send me a copy?
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December 15, 2006

REDACTED

RE: Father Walter Fernando
D em

REDACTED

I write in reply to your letters· ofNovember 6 and 29, 2006 conce~g the case of the
above-named.priest.

Fir~t of all,.allow.me to c6rrec~what appears._to be a misunderstanding on your part with
·regard to the decision rendered by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith whenit examined tl:).e case on J\Ule.~5 oflast year. The Congregation found that the matter at
issue, i.e. the sexual abuse of which Father Fernando is accused, is not agravius
not a minor under the age. of 16 at the time the.
declictum, sinqe the girl in question
alleged crime occurred. Consequently, the matter is not reserved to the Congregation
and, as per the: Congregation's letter of July 4, 2005, the Archbishop "does not need any
authorization from this Dicastery to evaluate the merits of the .case and· act accordingly."
The Congregation therefore leaves the judgment of this matter where it rightly belongs
-in the hands of the diocesan Bishop - and its decision in this regard is in no way a
resolution of the case and even less is it a declaration that the reus has been found
innocent of the crime .alleged. __

was

'

Secondly, your conclusio;n that ''Fath~r Fernando has not cominitted a canonical crime"
is not exact: the crime of which he is accused, although not a gravius delictum, does
remain a serious violation of the "perfect and perpetual continence" to which clerics are
obliged (canon 277 §1). The Church's universal law requires "diocesan bishops ... to
------=p=as:;-;;s-!;ju=d~"'gm=-en=t""'in part1cu1ar cases concer.t:ritrgilre-obs-ervanc·e-ofthis-obligation~ibi&:-:-,- - - - - - §3). It is this judgment that the ,Archbishop is called to exerCise in the present case, as
the Congr-egation also makes clear in its above-cited letter..
Thirdly; your· statement that "the allegation [against iather Fernando] has been proved
to be unfounded" is simply incorrect: no such determination has been made, not by the
Archbishop and certainly notby the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. Quite
the contrary, the allegation is serious and an initial investigation of the matter
established that the claims of the accuser- far from being unfounded- had the
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semblance oftru~ which is why the matter was reported to the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith. And once more, the Congregati~n's decision in the matter is that
it falls.wholly under the competence of the Archbishop to adjudicate.
Hoping to have shed some light on what appeared to me as erroneous perceptions on
your part, I now tum to your question of"what is delaying any action in the case" (y~ur
letter of November 6, 2006, p. 1).
As you are lindoubtedly aware, the civil action involving the allegation against Father
Fernando is still pending, together with many other lawsuits. AB you yourself observed
a year ago in a letter to my predecessor, "it would not be wise" to undertake any further
action in this case before the civil suit is resolved, as this would be "to the detriment not
only of Father Fernando ... but also to the Archdiocese and the Church" (Letter from
you to ~As gr. Cox, November 9, 2005, p. 1). You summed up the situation well when
· you wrote, "I believe the best course of action at this time would be to preserve the
status quo, leaving Father Fernando where he is at St. Basil's on administrative leave
until the civil suit is concluded It has been thus for several years now and a little more
time should make no difference. Only when the civil action is complete can one really
make a calm and fair assessment of what action should be taken'' (ibid.).

It may be that you have now changed your position, but the fact remains that the
situation on the civil :front-:is unaltered and it appears still to be in the best interest of all
concerned to maintain the status quo with regard to Father Fernando (i.e., administrative
leave, with full benefits and residence provided by the Archdiocese). The allegation
against him raises serious questions as to his suitability for nrinistry, wherefore he
simply cannot engage in any kind of public ministry until the sitqation is properly
resolved. When civil litigation involving his case is completed it will be appropriate for
·
the Church to proceed in the matter. Rest assured, therefore, that when the time is
opportune, the:case will be properly adjudicated according to the norms of law.
Trusting that the foregoing has served to clarify the situation, and pleased to enclose a
copy of the canonical auditor's report of his :interview with the accuser, I remain

Sincerely yours in Christ,

~~
.Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy

cc:

REDACTED
enClosure
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REDACTED

December 23, 2006

Reverend Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
CDF Prot.# 599/2004-21318.
D~ Mon.Signor Gonzales:

Thank you for your letter ofDecember 15 and for enclosing the long~sought
interview oJREDACTED by the kchdiocesan investigator dated February 8, 2004.
lit is only whel}. an advocate knows exactly what an accuser specifically alleges that he
can properly investigate the matter with his client and make other relevant inquiries. My
hope 'is that I may be timely provided with evidence in the :fu:tu.~e so that we may work
together in arriving at the truth of a matter.

Your letter coritafus inaccuracies which stem from the failure to distinguish between
the sexual activity alleged and the sexual crime alleged. Canon. 277, obliging clerics to
perfect and perpetual continence does. not make the violation of that obligation a
canonical crime punishable with canonical penalties. It is only when a sexual activity is
accompanied by a specific circumstance stated in canon 1395 that the violation is a
.
canonical cri.:n;l.e subject to canonical penalties. Otherwise, any failure to observe
continence is strictly a matter of the interruil forum. Sinful conduct, without more, is not
subject to canonical investigation or procedure againSt a cleric. .
Canon 1395 specifies what other conditions"must be present in the co:Inmission of
_ _ _ _ __.,exualacts_bp_cleric_in_o~cler_for those acts to be ;P-unishable in the external forum as
canonical crimes·. The specific allegation against Father Fernandowas that he sexually
abused a minor, a canonical crime as defined in carion 1395(2). It. is for this alleged crime
that the Cardinal brought the allegation to the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
(hereafter CDF) to whom this crime is reserved. Only this crime could come under the
provisions of Sacramentorum Sanctitatis Tutela and the Essential Norms. Only this crime

.
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· Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, December 23, 2006, page two
warranted reportiDg to CDF. You are correct when you state that this case is not re8erved
to CDF but incorrect when you imply that this conclusion is based on CDF's July 4, 2_Q05
response ( you state "consequently... ''). This conclusion was known or should have been
known before the wrongful referral of this case to CDF. The facts and admissions of the _
case proved that the accuser was not a minor at the time of the alleged abuse, that the
allegation did not constitute a canonical cnme under canon 1395(2) an.d therefore should
not have been reported to CDF.
·
Contrary to your assertion, CDF' s reply is, indeed a "resolution of the case"
referred to it and does constitute "a declaration that the reus has been found innocent of
the crime alleged''. CDF's finding that the "matter cannot be considered a delictum
. gravius" is, a fortiori, a declarationt that the reus is "iinnocent ofthe crime alleged''; My
statement that ''the allegation (sexual abuse of a minor) has been proved to be unfounded
would, therefore, seem to be "exact''.
·
You state that the initial investigation established that the accuser's claims had the
of truth. Far from having any semblance of truth, the accuser's claim that she
was a minor when allege~sexually abused was proven false in your investigation ·
by her own admissions and 'the fa~ evidt;~nce :which proved that Father Fernando was
not even in America when she was a minor.
se~lance

The Archdiocese can no longer proceed against Father Fernando on the contention
that he committed a canonical crime under canon 1395(2). You state that the "the case
will be properly adjudicated according to the norms of law''. Please ·advise me what is
now the precise: issue that is to be adjudicated and by what norms of law.
Although I had suggested the status quo be mahitained till the civil case 'is
concluded, it has been more than a year since then and I am now concerned about this
open-ended delay, especially because the disposition of the civil case may have no
bearing on the canonical issues.
Thank you once again and every best wish for the new year,
:;:

REDACTED

REDACTED
Cc:
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MANDATE
This Mandatertronfinns my Manmite of SePtember 1.2004 by which.
pursuant to canon T~l h-Fth.. ,.,.,..~A -lt'"lD.OO Law~ I. Reverend Walter Fernando,
appointedREDACTED
to act as my canonical advocate and procuraror
in all matters arul processes oonceminQ my clerical statuS and position in tbe Atchdiocese
of Los Angeles. lltereby specifically expm;s what is contained impJicitlv in tlulf
· Mandate, that is. that. \)UlSII80t to canon tns. 1 appointed am1 appoinH ED ACTED
tQ act as my piOC\ltator and advocate in any Recourse that I may have a right to take fiom
any senteoc.e or dea:ee.i~ against me. .
·
'•

Given in Los Angeles. ~ifomia
On 1his Jo'h day of July,. 2008
· · · '· ·

Reverend Walter Fernando

.,
'1-; ..

·.

---------·..

::. ~- .
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·TO:

· File

FROM:

Monsignor Craig A. Cox

RE:

Father Walter Fernando

DATE:

13 June2002

I spoke with Father Fernando at St. John·'s during the continuing education week. He informed
me that he had learned from the parish secretary that two police. detectives stopped by the rectory
wanting to speak to him. The secretary informed the dectives he wa.S. away for the week of
continuing education. They left a card and asked Father Fernando to be in touch with them. The
detectives did not indicate the reason for their desire to spe~ with Father Fernando.
fu speaking with me, Father Fernando expressed a fear that perhaps he was under investigation
for some form of misconduct He stated that approximately twenty years previously, he had
crossed boundaries with a woman wJ:m was interested in entering the convent. According to him,
this never amounted to more than placing his arm around her while they saw a movie togethe~.
She did enter the convent for a time and later left. A ~ouple of years ago, this woman phoned
him ~d they spoke by telephone.
.

I indicated that the detectives might be seeking to speak to him about totally different matters. I
suggested that he attend the workshop being given by REDACTED and chat with him afterwards to
seek advice.

----------~--------------------'1-8684~-----
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REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

~eptember 3, 2002

REDACTED
Archdiocesan Catholic Center
34~4 Wllsbire Boulevard
Los ·Angeles, ·california: 900 I 0-2241

RE: NOTICE OF LEGAL INTEREST IN FILES RE WALTER J'ltRRAKDO
Dear

REDACTED

Th!s 'letter will i:nfonn ·you that. I ha.ve been retafne4 to represent the. abovenamed in~vid ual in all respects concerning .an Investigation of misconduct
alleged to have occurred while he was a Priest within the Los Angeles
Archdiocese. ·

It is po&sible during the course of any such investigation that government
agencies, attorneys, or other people will request access to any copies of rues
that may be in the; possessio~, · custody, or control or the Archdiocese
respecting my 'client, his personnel records, or._any record of any dl8clpUnc,·
investigation, or proceeding the Archdiocese conducted relative to my client.
My cllent has important legal interests in any such fdes, derived from his
various Constitutional rights. PLEASE BE ADVIS~D THAT HE OBJECTS .TO
THE RELEASE . OF ANY INFORMATION THAT CONCERNS HlM OR ANY

INVESTIGATION ABOliT HIM.
So that his legal rights may ~e protected,
please give me prompt notice of any request for such records, whether the.
request ls infonnal, written or oral, or in the nature of a subpoena, discovecy,
or any other legal process. I will then be able to take appropriate legal action to
enforce my client's many legal rights. Thank you for your assistance in this
regard.
VPrv tt"'nlv vnn ra

REDACTED

19936.
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September 3, 2002
ATTORNEY.CLIENT COMMUNICAnON
REDACTED

_Archdiocese of Loa Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angetq, Callfomia
RE:

ASSERnON OF ATTORNEY CLIENT PRMLEGE BY

WALTER FERNANDO
0 ear

REDACTED

Amid the current maelstrom regarding allegations affecting the Archdiocese, I
find'it necessary formally to direct you to assert my iegal rights regarding any·
filea, reports. atatements, or communications concerning allegations involving
·me. I learned with concern of the current request of District Attorney Cooley to
require the Archdiocese to. tum over •an documGntation· concemino such·
allegations. aince that broad r&quest could eovor matters in files lri whic:h J have

an interest.

·

In that context. I hereby direct you to assert the rights I hold under the AttOf'ney..
Client Privilege conc;eming any documents relating to allegatfons against or
Involving me. I •imilarly direct you to assert my rights under all other privileges
and rights of privacy or confidentiality affecting me, Including, but not limited to.
the therapist-patient and physician patient privileges, the Medical Information h:J.
[CMI Code Section ~ et seq.}, 42 USC 290 [ddJ, and the Right of Privacy
. enumerated in the Cafifornia Constitution and contained in the Unlted States
Constitution.
·
-~----:Most-patticularly.1he-leadiRg-ease-Gf-Chadbsume--v.-$uperier-Gourt-[-1-964]-80-~--

9ai.2Nt 723 1 36 Cal. Rptr. 468, held that where a corporation Investigates a
matter and prepares reporta refatlng to potential legal claims against it or ..,

employee, auch information is proteeted by the AHomey-cUent Privilege. It
further held that, •When the employee of a defendant corporation is al.o a ·
defendant In h_ts own right (or Ia a person who may be charged with charged with
liability), his atatelllfmt regarding the facta with whieh he or his employer may b4J
charged, obtalned by a representative of the employer and delivered to an
attorney who represents (or will represent} either or both of them, Is· entiUed to

19937
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the attornay-ellent privilege on the same basis as it would be entitled thereto If ·
the employer-employee relationship did not exist .. :
·
Clearly, I could be liable for the alleged conduct, and I thorefore am a co-holder
c:A ttMt legal privilege. Evidence Code Section 955 requiru that U.... privilege be
ass~ed

by you.

lntertstingly, in the very recent case of People v.' Superior Court [Laff] (2001] 25
Cal. o4th 703, 107 Cal. Rptr.2nd 323, the Califomla Supreme Coort unanlmou$/y
rejected a claim by the District Attorney of Los Angelet that such privilege• do
. not apply to doQJments aeized under a search warrant, and observed that the
custodlan of rewrd$ affected by the privilege mu$f assert It •at ·every perU to
himself!

·

I would be very happy if you will diseuas this ·important direction with my attorney,

REDACTED

Youra in Christ.

~

c(.:_ ~~.r.

·WALTER FERNANDO

19938
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Office of
Vlcar for Clergy
{213) 637-7284

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

3424
Wilshire
Boulevard

Los Angeles

California

9oo1o-z.zoz.

DECREE
Preliminary information has come forward indicating that Reverend Walter Fernando may have
committed a delict against canon 1395. Therefore, in accord with the provisions of canon 1717,
in accord with my authority as Vicar for Clergy, I hereby decree the opening of a canonical
preliminary mvestigation.
I hereby designattREDACTED
as auditor to conduct the investigation.
He has the authority to subdelegate this responsibility and involve other investigations to assist in
this investigation.

In the course of conducting this investigation, the auditors are reminded of their duty to respect
the rights and reputation of all involved and to respect the canonical requirements of secrecy ·
attached to such an investigation.
Given this lOth day ofFebmary in the Year of Our Lord 2003 at the Curia of the Archdj.ocese of
Los Angeles in California.

REDACTED

Archdiocesan Seal

Pastoral "eglons:

Our Lady of the Anl'(els

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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CONF\OENTlAL ·

REDACTED

Case:

Clergy Misconduct

·Eemanuo

Canonical Auditor's Interview

Rev. Walter Fernando
Assumption of the BVM Church
REDACTED

Wednesday, 12 February 2003
Vicar for Clergy Offices
At c. 1:00 p.m., in the company ofMonsignor Craig Cox, I met w.ith and interviewed Father
Walter Fernando in regflrn tn tl1P. ~llP.o-l'ltinu of misconduct conveyed to the Archdiocese_ by the
attomey(s) representingREDACTED
....
Before I started the formal interview, Msgr. Cox reminded Fr. Fernando of his ciVil and
canonical rights to retain counsel and not to incriminate oneself. Fr. Fernando mdicated that he
had conferred wi'tb.REDACTED and, acting upon his advice, was present only to listen and to
take notes and not to respond to any allegations at this time.

I began by verifying sonie.factual information- namely, that Fr. Fernando's first assignrrieht in
the Archq.iocese of Los Angeles was at St. Hilary's in Pico River~ from 3/81 through 11/81, and
that he was ordained in Sri Lanka in 1973. ·Father indicated that he served at tbiee parishes in Sri .
·
Lanka, as associate pastor in two and as.parish priest' (pastor) in the third. ·

I asked him what led to his coming to the United States; He answered somewhat at length,
stating first that he had always wanted to come; Another Sri Lankan priest friend ofhisREDACTED
was already here, and a1scREDACTED
(no relation). There was a change of leadership
in his home archdiocese. He was in a kind of rural parish and did not think his talents were
suitably employed. He asked for and was granted permission to qome on trial to. Los Angeles for
two years. At the end of that period his archbishop asked him to return. Fr. Fernando was in
Granada Hills at the time (St. John Baptist de l<f: Salle) and was happy there, so he wrote home
asking for an extension. When his bishop refused, he spoke with Msgr. Rawden, who advised
him to write again. Msgr. Rawden added his own request to this second letter, and this time the
archbishop agreed.
=~---'Fatlrerirrdicratec:ttharhe-was-incardinateuinihe-:to~Angeles-.Archdio·cese-afterabout5-or-6<-------

years. His home bishop told him that he needed to stop asking for extensions, that if he was
happy here, he should stay, or otherwise come back to Sri Lauka. So he filed the formal request.
.

.

He became a citizen ofth~ U.S. roughly six years ago. His family is still fu Sri Lanka.
As his arrival at St. Hilary was at an unusual time of year (M:arch) and his stay there was rather
short, he was asked why he was assigned there and why then. He replied that with his last name
· of Fernando, the archdiocesan authorities thought he knew Spanish, but he did not. Rather than
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CONFIDENTIAL
being assigned for a trial period, he believes it was a miscalculation on the authorities' part,
which was then corrected. He had stayed at Immaculate Conception for a month before he was
given his first assignment.
He indicated that including himself a total of four priests lived at St. Hilary's rectory, the pastor
REDACTED
(sp?),REDACTED and a student priest whose name he could not recall There wer:e
three priests including himself at Granada Hills, the pastOJREDACTED
anlEDACTED
REDACTED as associate.
Having filled in this background information, I then presented to Fr. Fernando the details, such.
as we lmew them, of the aliegation against him (see attached printout).· I indicated that we do not
know if the complainant's last name REDACTED is her married name or maiden name. He gave no
sign of recognition when I stated the name; this includes the first name ~EDACTE?. which to me is
an unusual name and so I was looking for his reaction. I also indicated that we do not know her
age, only that she alleges that she was a minor when the abuse occurred. I read through the
complete list of items constituting the "nature of abuse."
·
After presenti:tl;g all the details, I asked him if he wished to make any statement or response. He
repeated his opening statement, that on the advice of his attorney, he did not .want to say
anything at this point of the process. He did take written notes of the allegation details.
Msgr. Cox indicated that while we fully understand his decision not to say anything at this time,
it is our hope that he will eventUally make some response, either coming back in person or by
letter. AB an example, it would be helpful if he could indicate whether he even knows or knew
the clainiant, ~dhow old She was.
·
At this point I ended the formal interview and left.

****************
Fr. Fernando's demeanor was cordial and cooperative. He was quite aware of the seriousness
ofthe allegation, but did not exhibit overt anxieo/. I was not aware ofsignificant body language
reactions to any ofthe information I conveyed. He seemed subduerlr yet he also expressed
appreciation at finally being able to learn the nature of the accusation against him. I did not
detect anY emotional defensiveness, rather just an appropriate level of concern.
REDACTED
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CONFlOENT\~L
REDACTED
MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Cardinal Mahony
REDACTED

Los Angeles
California

34Z4

9001~J.:lZ41

Boulev11rd

Wilshire·

REDACTED

.

PreHminaryinvestigations- W. Fernando,
13 Februru:y 2003

Yesterday I conducted the formal interviews of Fathers Walter Femando and.
in
connection with allegations of sexual abuse of a minor: The records of those interviews are
enclosed.
In both cases they declilied to make any response to the allegations. Father . . declined even to
answer factual que8tions about who his fellow resid~nts were at his first assignment at.
. :They were acting; approprhitely in my opinion, on the advice of their civil
legal courisel. Since they made claims one way or the other about the allegations, there was
no basis for me tq formulate an opinion about their credibility.
·

no

There will be no opporturiity to pursue further investigation in either case until (1) access to the
complainant becomes possible and/or (2) the accused priest chooses to make.further statements ..
Accordingly, I recommend that each preliminary investigation be suspended UI'J.til either
eventuality occurs.

Copy: Msgr. Craig Cox, Vicar for Clergy.
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WALTER FERNANQO lCMOB-027·011:
.
.
EXCERPTS FROM MINUTES OF C~ERGY MISCONOUQT OVERSIGHT BOARD:
Jao~;~arv 22.

2003 Minutes:

.
.
"CMOB..027.01: "No Complaint~- Father. X is currently an associate pastor. In
June 2002 Father X contacted Msgr. Cox ~o repcirt that whlle he was on vacation two
detectives h~d stopp~d by the rectofy looking for him. They left a card but no ·
information. Father X does not know what they were Investigating but told Msgr. Cox
that it could. relate to a boundary crossing 20 years ago wiftfa woman interest~d in ·
entering the ®nyent. It involv~d placing an arm around her while they ·were watching a
·movie together. The woman did ~nter the eonvent for a tim& and left•. She telephoned.
Fattier X a· couple of years. ago. There ·have beeri no complain!$ tagalnst Father X. ·
Upon inquiry. it was teamed that the f.APO has an open investigaf10n involving ~ather x.
Father X's name ·is o~ the list of 124 priests compiled by the attorneys, b~ the victim's
name and allegations are unknown. Th.e police have been ~sked to have tho
complainant contact the Archdiocese and there has been ~ request to the attorney for.
further infonnation.
·
·· · ·
ReCommendation: The Boar:d agreed-that no action· be taken until
further lriformalion is obtained."
. March 26. 2003 Minutes;
.

.

"CMOB.027.01: "No Complaint'" - Thia matte~ was discussed by the Board on
January 22. 2003. In Juna 2002 Fr. X informed Msgr. Cox that tWo deteotlv$s had
stopped by the rectory looking for him while he was on vacation; they left a card but no··
information. Fr. X was conce~ned. about a boundary crossing over 20 years ago. LAPD
would only state -that there was an open investigation. The .Archdiooese .never received
a ·complaint, and there have been no oth~r compli:dnts against Fr. X. This w~s .
mentioned in the newspap~rs. and there has been picke~ing at the p~rish. TM Board
had agreed thal.no action he taken until further information was provided. ·

Recently, plaintiffs' attorneys in the class action lawsuit suppliecrthe Archdiocese
Fr. X's name was
include~ on the list; Fr. X is accused of abusing a young girl from 1980~1 including pregrooming, French kissing, hugging In a sexual manner, fondling of minor's buttocks and
-------rubbinglrnassaging-of-minor's-breasts--both-ovAr-dothas-anctskin-to-skin;-kissing-n-eclt·-,- - - - - - - face and breasts. putting his finger in minor's vagina, masturbating perpetrator skin to
skin. and attempted o~al copul::~finn hy force. This allegedly occurred· o.t a theater, in a
car and at a park. After consultation with his attorney, Fr. X den,ied certain of the:se

wah a list of alleged perpetrators; victims, allegations and dates.

alleQations.in writing.
. There was discussion about the lack information, i.e., the .exact age of the
alleged victim at the mne and her person~! description of wh~t had happened. It was
suggested that a Jetter from ths. Vicar for Clergy's office to the plaintltrs attorney
requesting additional inf.ormation might help facilitate the Board's decision about whether
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..
to recommend that Fr. X ramain in ministry or no~ The letter should be aensitlve and:-.
possibly offer pastoral car~. Msgr. Cox said he would also lik_e to speak with Fr. X again.
The Board took a vote o~ the following two options: ·
.1)

2)

That Fr. X be placed on immediate administrative leave; or

·That the· Vicar for Cl~rgy's office seek further information from Fr. X and
· the Alleged victim. including, but not necessarily limited to. Ule vi~tirn's
· birth date, and report back as soon as wssible, but. in no event later than
the june 11, ~0.03 PMOB meeting (60 days).
·

or the remElining nine members present, .eight m.ambers voted for Option 2 and, one_
member abstained."

..
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• March 26. 2003: The Board voted on the

following twO options: 1} Jmmediate administrative
feave: or 2}. The V/C:s office ~eek further
,
... information, including but·not limited to 1he victim's
birth date. from both Fr. X and the.afleged victim,
and report back ASAP. but in no evant later than
60 day~ (the 6/11 CMQB meeting). Eight
· ·· member$ voted for Option #2.; one abstenti9n. ·

Mar~:Q. 31, 200.3

-··--·-------r-+---..---·-·.. ---·-· ···- ·- ......

January 22, 2003:. The Bpard agreed that np:
WALTER FERNANDO Jaction be·taken until fUrther information is
·
provided.
.

~une·11 , 2003 Mtg~ Report

.back on further information?
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January 22. 2003: The Boan:f agreed that
027-01 I "'No Complaint"'--;\ge58, born inSrfianka;oidainedin 1973; currently an
associate pastor. ln June-2002 fr.X informed VIC that two detectives had
no action be ~en unti further
information is pr;ovided.
stopped by iectory" lOoking for Fr~ Xwhile he was on vacation; they left a
but no. information. F_r. X is concerned about-a boundary crossing 20 yrs. ago
with a woman inierested in entering 1he convent tt invoived placing an arm
arouild her while watchilg a I'JlOVi& together. Woman entered oonvent fo-: a
.. time ~uld left. Sl'te telephoned Fr; X a oouple of yeam ago~ Thera have f?een
no ~aints a~ainst Fr. X. LAPO states ~re·is.an open investigation. ·

eard .

New Alleaations: Plaintiffs' attorneys supplied detaUs af atiuse of a young gin March 26. 20031 The Board took a \I'Ote
from 1980-81 including pre-sexual·groorning. French kissing, hugging-in
on~ fol!owing
options: 1) To
sexual manner, .fondling of minors buttocks and rubbiqglmassaging of
·reoommend lm~late administrative
mlnors breasts both over clothes and skin to skin; kissing neck, face &
leave: or 2) that rhe VIC office seek
breasts. finger in ·minor's vagina, masturbation of perpetrator skin to skin, and furtner informatkbn 'from Fr. X and the
tried 1o force oral ex>pufation. Abuse oecuried several times at the theater, in aJieged victim. irtcluding, but not.
the car and .a park. Father denies specfflc allegations.
necessarily lim~d. to the victim's birth
date, and raportJbaCkas soon as
possible, but in fi10 event later-than 60
days (the June 11.2003 CMda meeting).
Of the remain I~ 9 mf*llbeis. present.
eignt voted for
#2.; ihere was one
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WALTER EtRNANDO- CMQB-027·01
UPDATED. JNFORMATIOi')

Fatha.r was l.isted. on list from P,laintlffs' attam.eys.

as

Abuse afleged. byREDACTED
a minor from 198.0 through 19S1.oceuring at the
·theatre, in.the car and at a park. Abuse int~ulled French kissing, hugging in sexu~l
manner; fondling of minor's buttocks both over cloth~s and skin to skin; rubbing and
massaging of minor's breast both oyer clothes and skin to skin; k!ssing 1Jeck, face and .
breasts skin to skin; perpetrator put flnger in minor's vag~na; masturbation of perp·etrator
skin to skin;'trled to force minor'to oral copulation of him; pre-sexual grooming (special
attention,
movies·.
·
'
.
. etc.}·
.
02112/03:

Father was in~erviewed b~-A~ditorREDACTED with Msgr. cox present
and the allegations stated In a print out were presented to him. Upon
advice. of his counsel, ~e stated he was presenUo listen and to take notes
but not respond. He was cooperative an~ verified dates, history, etc.
concerning his service as a priest,
·
·
·
·

02/13/03

Cardinal Mahony is advised.

03/07/03

Father responds to.V/C in writing and denies any and all claims that he·
put his finger in her vagina, masturbated her and atternpt~d to forw her
into oral sex. Letter does not mention other oharges listed in print out.

New Allegations~ Plaintiffs' attorne}ts supplied details of abuse of a young girl from
·
1980..811neludlng pre-sexual grooming, French kissing, hugging In
.sexual manner, fondling of minors buttocks and rubbing/massaging of
.minor's breasts both over clothes and skin; kissing neck, face &
breasts, finger iri minor's vagina, masturbation of perpetrator skin to
skin, and tried to force or;;~l copulation, pre-sexual grooming. Abusa ·
occurrEtd several times at the theater. in the car and at a park.. I=ather
det'lies specific allegations.
·
·
·
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WALTER FER~A~DO- CMQB+027-.Q.1
Age 58 - born .in Sri lanka
Ordained 1973
Active service, Ass~. Pastor, Assumption of the Blessed VIrgin Mary, P~sadena

Aug~~t 20~2

he.

on

le~ve.

Reported in t..A .Time$ article'of
'25,
that was Inactive
LAPD
inv(!stlgating a claim th~t he fondled a teenage girt in t~e 1980's while serving at.Sl
Hilary's in Pico Rivera. Deni~s allegatiotls.
·
·

Vtc· corrected the information at CMOB meeting: He is still an ~ssociate pastor ahd no

complaint has ever be~tl received. He notified the ArChdiocese that two detectiv~s hail ·
beei'llpoking ·for him while h.e was on vacation in Srl Lanka. He did get an attorney. The
Archdiocese will npt put him on leave. ·
Sequence of events ·per file: . ·.
06/13/02:

08/30/02

to·

Memo flle from VIC re conversation with Father, Father infonned VIC ·
that ha had .learned from the parish secretary that while he was on ·
vacath;m. in Sri ·tanka two detectives had stopped by the rectory looking
for him. Father expressed. a. fear that he w.as under investigation. He
stated apprx. 20 years .ago he had crossed boundarie~ with a woman who
was interested in entering the convent. The boundary crossing involved
placlng.an arm around her_ while they.saw a movie together. Shadid
enterthe conventfor a time and then left. A couple of years ago this
woman .called him and they spoke by telephone. VIC suggested Fatner
attend a workshop being given by afrlREoAcTED and' Chat with him afterwards ·
to seek advice.
·

E-mail frorrREDACTE_0 to Detective.Barraclough regarding 1he LA Tim~
artlcle.(8/25102) and an announcement that Will be tead !lt the church
correcting the information which stated Father was on inactive leave. The
announcement will state he is in active ministry and the Archdio.cese has
not received any compla!nts about sexual misconduct.
Reply e-mail from Detective 13arraclough: "We do .have an open
I~vsstigation on WaJter Fernando."

09/03/02

Attorney-client communication ..., ltr from Father 1o REDACTED asserting'legal

09/30/02

Ltr of representation ftom atty
any inform21tlon.

-----=--------~right~rre-cmy1Ues, re-porta;statements or commumcations. ...:.:..:_::.:::..:...=c...::_s;~------REoAcTEo

CMOB-027-01:

to

REDACTED

- objecting to release of

"No Complaint" -Age 58, born in Sri Lanka; ordained in 1973;
currently an associate pastor. In June 2002 Fr. informed VIC that
two detectives had stopped by rectory looking for Fr. wh!le he was
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on vacation; they left a card but no Information. Fr. Is concemal;l
about a boundary orol.l~ing 20 yrs ago wHh a wom;;~n interested In
"'ntarfng the oonvc;lnt. ..It Involved placing an arm around her whne
watching a movie together. Woman entered convent for a time
and left. She telephoned Fr. a couple of years ago.· There have
been no complaints against Fr. lAPD·states there is an open ·
investigation•.· .
·
·
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March 7, 2003
Msgr. Craig Cox
Vicar for Clergy
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 9001Q-2241
Dear Msgr. Cox:
I am writing to you in regard to the charges made against
me byREDACTED
You indicated to me that .she has claimed
that 1. put my finger in her vagina, masturbated her,-and .
· attempted to force her into oral sex. I categorically deny any and·
all of those claims.
Thank you for the opportunity to be heard regarding those
matters.

Walter Fernando
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

.FROM:

Cardinal Roger Mahony
REDACTED

REDACTED

Clergy Misconduct Overslght Board

· RE:

Recommendi'lf#on of the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
Reverend Walter Fernando [CMOB-02.7..01]

..

~

• r

The case of Father Walter Fernando was first considered at the CMOB meeting on
January 22, 2003. At that time Monsignor cox reported· that in June of 2002 Father .
Fernando inform~d him that two detectives from the los Angeles Police· Department had
· stopped by the rectory looking for him while he was on vacation. They left a business
· card, but no information. lAPD would only state that there was an open investigation.
· Father Fernando told Monsignor Cox that he didn't know what they wera concerned
about ~ut that i~ could be an incident which occurred some :20 years ago when he placed
an arm around a woman while they were watching a movie together. There had never
been any complaints. The CMOB discussed the case and recommended at that time
that no action be taken untn further information was obtained. For some reason, this
recommendation was not reported to you at that time.
·

We retumed to Father Fernando's case on March 26, 2003. Msgr. Cox reported that
Father Fernando's name recently appeared on the list of alleged perpetrators and ·
purported victims in the c.lass action suit currently in ·mediation. The information .stated
that Father Fernando had abused a young girl from1980M81 by pre-sexual grooming,
French kiss.lng, hugging in a sexual manner, fondling her buttocks and
tubbing/massaging of her breasts both over clothes and skin to skin, kissing her neck,
face and breasts, putting a·finger in her vagjna, her masturbation of hirri skin to skin. and
his !rying. to fore~ oral pPpUJatipn. The ab!-ISe was alreged .to ha.ve QCcurred several
•1im~s at the theater, in fhe car and at a park.
·
· ·.
Father fernando met withREDACTED
and Monsignor Cox on February 12,
2003. Upon advice of counsel,. he did not respond except to verify dates concerning his·

_ _ _ _ ____,;send.c_e_as_a_p_rie.s.t._On_MarciLZ,_20..0_l,_he_resp_onde.d..ioJb.e_cbargesJ[LWriting_ana.d- - - - - - - - - , - , - denied any and all claims that he put his finger in her vagina, masturbated her and
attempted to force her into oral sex. His letter did not mention the other charges listed in
the print out.
ThG Board took. a vote on th9 followi~ two options: 1) that Father Fernando b~ put on·
administrative leave immediately, o(_g)}that the Vicar for Clergy's office seek further
information from Father Fernando and the alleged victim, including, but not necessarily
limfted to, the victim's birth date, and re.port back as soon as possible, but in no event
later than the June 11, 2003 CMOB meeting {60 days). Of the nine Board members
present at the time of the v?te, e_!@ht voted for Option 2 and one qbstai~ # ~
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MayS, 2003
Msgr. Craig Cox
·Vicar for Clergy
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
·Los Angeles, CA 90010-2241
Dear Msgr. Cox: .
I am writing at your request to clarify my position regarding
specific charges of sexual misconduct.

I deny each of the specific behaviors alleged. I deny having
had any sexual activity withREoAcTEo . Although I do not know
what allegations she might allege in the future, I absolutely affirm
that I have obeyed my vow of celibacy.
Thank you for the opportunity to be hedrd regarding those
matters.
{Yours in Christ,

.

~ [~ ·~00..(\
-------------WeHer-FeFAEI·A·Efe---------__:__ _ __
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REDACTED

.p. 1
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REDACTED 10
11
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12
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)

CASE NO.
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1. CHILDHOOD SEX'UAL ABUSE;

2.
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DEFENDANTDOE I=DEFENDANTDOE2;) 4.
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FRAUD AND CONSPIRACY;

7. BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY;
8. NEGLIGENT FAILURE TO WARN,
TRAJN, OR EDUCATE PLAINTIFF;
9. INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF
EMOTIONAL DISTRESS:

10. VIOLATION OF PENAL.CODE § 32;
11. VlOLATION OF PENAL CODE
. § 11166;
12. VIOLATIONOFPENALCODE
§§ 273a(a)~ (b);
13. RESERVED;
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!

Based u~on infonnation and belief avai table to PlaintifREDACTED
2

ofthe filing oft'his Complaint. Plain1iffmakes tl1e following a11egations:

3

REDACTED

at thetime

PARTIES

PlalntiflREDACTED

is an adult female. Plaintiff was a minor at the time

4

1.

5

of the sexuaj abuse alleged herein.

6

2.

7

business and conducting business in the StateofCalifomia, with its prlucipal place of business in Los

g

Angeles, California. Defendant Archdiocese 1 has responsibility for Roman Catholic Church

9

operations in Los Angeles, Ventura, and Santa Barbara Cou¢ies, Califomia. .Plaintiffis infOrmed and

10

believes, and on that basis alleges, that the Perpetralor was under the jurisdiction and/or control ofthe

De fendanl Doe 1 ("Defendant Archdiocese 1")is a corporation sole, authorized to conduct

11 ; Defendant Archdiocese 1 at Lhe time of the abuse.
Defendant Doe 2 ("Defendant Arc'hdiocese ~'') is an Archdiocese in Sri L~a. Plaintiff

12

2.a.

13

is informed and believes, arid on that basi~ alleges, that the Perpetrator was incardinaled_orassociated

14

with Defendant Archdiocese 2 at the lime of the abuse.

15

2.1

16

localed in Pico Rivera~ California. Defendant School/Parish is the school or parish or other

Defendant Doe 3 \"Defendant School/Parish..) is a Roman. Catholic school and/or parish
'

'

17 · organization where Plaintiff was a student or n1en1ber. and where Plaintiff was working as a minor.
18

during 1he period of sexual abuse.

19

2.1.a.

20

corporation authorized to conduct business and conducting business in 1he State of California. with

21

its principal place ~fbusiness in Los Angeles, Califomia. Plaintiff is infonned and believes, and on

22

that basis alleges, lhat Defendant Archdiocese Education Corporatiotl owned and/or cotttrolled the

Defendant Doe 4 ("Defendant Archdiocese Education Corporation") is a non-profit

•------"l..:.3-: -IJcfenda.nt-S-chooJ!Pmish-at-th~ti-m~of.the-abuse..aUeged_b..e1ow,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1

24

2.2

RESERVED.

25

2.3

RESERVED.

26

2.4

Father Walter Fernando (the "Perpetrator,) was at atl times relevant an ordained priest in

·r,·

27

the Roman Catholic ChuTch. During the dates of abuse, the Perpetrator was a prac.ticing priest

:i~

28

assigned to Defendnnt Archdiocese 1. Defendant Archdiocese 2., Defendan1 Schoo l!Parisht Defendant

.,
l
"Z
:

'
··:U
....
t

:~

COMPU.lNT
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REDACTED

REDACTED

1

Archdiocese Education Corporation, and Does 5 through 100, and was under the direct supervision,

.....

..,

employ and control of Defendant Archdiocese!, Defet1da11t Archdiocese 2, Defendant School/Parish,

3

Defendant Arehdiocese Education Corporation, and Does 5 through 100.

4

3.

5

entities incorporated in and/or doing busln.ess in California whose true names and capacities are

6

unknov,rn to .Plaintiffwlto therefore sues such defendants by such fictitious

1

amend the Complaint 1o show th.e true names and capacities of each such Doe defendant when

8

ascertained. Each such Defendant Doe is legally responsible in some manner for the events,

9

happenings and/or tortious and unlawful couduct that caused the injuries and damages 3lleged·in t!Jis

10

Camp1aint.. Defendant Archdiocese 1, DefendantArchdiocese2. Defendant School/Parish, Defendant

11

Archdiocese Education Corporation, and Does 5 through 100 are some times hereinafter referred to

12

as the "Defe11dants.''

131

4.

::I!

Defe~dant was acting within the course and

1611

partnerships and other entities which engaged in, joined :in and conspired with the other wrongdoers

17

in c.arrying out the tortious and un1awfu1 activities described in this Complaint, and Defendants. and

lS

each of them, ratitied the acts of the other Defendants as described in this Complaint.

Defendant Does 5 through 100, inclusive, are individuals and/or business or corporate

:'

!j

~!
,.,,.•

.

r'

r~

.(;

_,;;

scope ofhis, her or its authority as an agent, sen•ant and/or

employee of the other Defendants. Defendants, and each of 1hern, are individuals, corporations,

BACKGROUND FACfS APPLICABLE-TO ALL COUNTS

Pla.intiffis.informed and.believes, and on that basis alleges, that the Perpetrator, while he

20

5.

21

was an ordained archdiocesan priest, was at all times me11tioned herein an agent. employee, or servant

22

of Defendants, and!orwas ·nuder the jurisdiction and control ofDefendants. Speeitically, Pla.intiffis

23

infonned and believes. and on that basis afleges. tne :foth:;wing:-------------1

24

·-,

and who will

Each Defe11dant is lhe agent. servant and/or emp Joyee of other Defendants, and each

19

J

names~

A.

That on or abont March 1, 19&1, the Perpetrator wo.s assjgned to Defe.ndant

25

SchooVParis~ a Catholic parish andlor school in Pico Rivera, California. owned by and under the

26

jurisdiction and control of Defendant Archdiocese 1, while the Perpetrator was incardinated in

27

Defendant Archdiocese 2, and under the jurisdiction and control ofDefendmlt Archdiocese 1.

28
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REDACTED
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.

2

I

B.

JJ

That on or about November 30, 1981, the Perpetrator was transferred to St. John

Baptist de Ia Sa llo, a

<;:atlloli~ parish a"d!or •chool in Gtanda Hills, California, owned by and onder

3 ! the jurisdiction and control of"DefeJ.'Idant Archdiocese I.
4

C.

incardinated into Defendant Archdiocese 1.

5

D.

6·

REDACTED

That on or about February 24, 1986, the Perpetrator was fonnally

That on or about August 1, 1986, 1he Perp¢trator was transferred to St. Rose

7

of Lima, a Catholic parish and/or school in Simi Valley, California, owned by and under the

8

jurlsdiction and control of Defendant Archdiocese I: and while the Perpetrator was incardlilated int(}

9

Defendant Archdiocese 1.
E.

10
Chapel~

11
12
. 13

1

That from at least July 2, 1990, the Pe-rpetrator w~s transferred to Cathedral

a Catholic· parish and/or school in Los .Angeles,

California~

owne-d by and under tl1e

jurisdiction !UJ.d control of Defendant Archdiocese 1, and whUe the Perpetrator was incardinated into
Defendant Archdiocese 1.

14

F.

That on or about May 3, 1992, the Perpetrator was transferred to St. Gregory the

15

Great, aCatholic parish and/or school~ in Whittier. CaHfomia, owned by and undet the jurisdiction

16

and control M Defendant Archdiocese 1. and while 1he Perpetrator was incardinated as a priest in1o

17

Defendant Archdiocese l.
G.

lS

That on or about July 1, 1992. the Perpetrator was transferred to Ass\1mption oft~e

19

Blessed Virgin Mary. a Catllolic pari:;;h a~d/or scho?l, in Pasadena, California, owned by and under

20

the jurisdiction and control ofDefendaut Archdiocese 1, and while the Perpetrator was incardinated

21

as a priest into Defendant Archdiocese 1.

·n

H.

-~

Sometime after the Perpetrator was transferred lo Assumption of the

1~fLJf-

23

Blessed Virgin Mary in Pasadena. California, the Perpetrator was pl":rceu-on-ittact:ive-leave-from- -.

.

24

Assumption ofthe Blessed Virgin Mary.

•'

25

6.

!P

26

parishioners and/or students from parishes and/or schools owned, operated. and controlled by the

/

27

'
."\

.;.-

I

'

r~

f.~

l::

...

i .!

:~

I

PJaintiffis infonned and believes, and on that b!lsis alleges, the Perpetratormolesled minor

Defendants. The Plaintiffis infonned and believes, and on that basis alleges, that Defendants were

28
4
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.

'

1

aware of. had noticeo:t; and should have known, ofthemolestations by the Perpetrator. Fore)(ample.

2

the Plain1iffs are intbm1ed and believe, and on that basis allege, the following:
A.

The employees and agents of Defendants were aware that the Perpetrator had an

1.musual interest irl. young

females~

and had frequent unsupervised corttact wit'h young females for

extended periods of time.
B.

Many of the young f~ales whom were subjected to sexual abuse by the

Petpetratorreacted to the abuse in ways that snou!d have made Defendants question the circumstances
and motivation of the Perpetrator's contact with the young females. The young females abused and

molested by the Perpetrator were young, impre-ssionable and particularly vulnerable.
REDACTED

10

7.

11

Defendants knew and should have known that the Perpetrator had molested and sexually abnsed

12

minors, and even though the Defendants had actual and constructive k.now)edge ofthe molestations

13

and sexual abuses, the Defendants c-overed up tbe molestations and abuses by the Perpetrator,

14

continued to hold the Perpetrator out ns a Catholic priest who could be \rusted with minor pacisln oners ..

15

and/or minor students, continued to allow the Perpetra1nr to work with minor parishioners and/or

16

minor students on a daily basis, and continued to move the Perpetrator to different Catl1olic churches

17

andlor schools within the Defendants,. and failed to supervise andformonitorthePerpetr.ator Loensure

18

that he was not molesting minor parishioners and stuclents again.

I
!

The Perpetrator's Molest;;ttions of Armida Price

19

·~:

PJaintitTis further informed and believes, and on that basis alleges, that even though the

zo

8. .

21

the Roman Catholic Church. Plaintiffs tamily attended Defendant SchoolJParish in Pica Rivera,

22

California. nndPfaintiffandher familywereenrolled aL that parish. Plaintiffas a minorw~s employed

23

by Defendant Arch~iocese 1 at the church rectory o1Defem::hmt-S-choo11-Par-islh-l?lainti.ff-as..amin_o_r__

24

also attended Sl. Paul High School for 4 years for the 9th through 121h grade, from approximately

25

September of1977 through approximately May ofl981. St. Paul High School was a private school,

26

and Plaintiff's parents paid for her tuition to attend there.

Plaintiff was born oJREDACTED. 1963 and is cu.rrently 40 years old. Plaintiffwasra.ised in

t
t~
~~

.5
4

-~

27
28

:5
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53

·'

During the time that the Perpetrator was assigned by Defendants to De'rendant
2

Schoc}lfParish in Pico Rivera California, the Perpetrator sexually groomed, abused and molested

3

Plaintiff in or about 1981 when Plaintiff was a minor.· The acts of sexual abuse and molestation

4

included, but were not limited to, French kissing. hugging. fondling ol'Plaintiffs buttocks over her

5

clothes, rubbing and massaging Plaintiff's breasts and body, kissing Plainti l'"f's neck, face, and breasts,

6

digital vaginal penetration, forced masturbation ofthe Perpetrator, attempted forced oral copulation

7

ofthe Perpetrator, and other things. The Perpetrator also engaged in sexual grooming. such as taking

8

·Plaintiff to the movies and giving Plaintiff extraordinary attention.

9

9.

RESERVED.

10

10.

RESERVED.

11

10.1

·RESERVED.

12

11.

As a direct result of the wrongful conduct alleged herein, P[aintiffhas suffered. and

13

contin1les to sufier great pain ofmind aud body, shock, emotional d.istress;physicalmanifeslations of

14

emotional distress, embarrassment. Joss of self-esteem, disgrace. humiliation, and loss ofenjoyment

15

of life; has suffered and continues to suffer spirituaily; was prevented and will continue to be

16

prevented from performing Plaintifrs daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment of life; has

17

sustained and continues to sustain loss of earnings and earning capacity; and/or ha.s incurred and will

18

continue to incur expenses for medical and psychologicallreatment. therapy, and counseling.

19

11.1

REDACTED

FIRsT CAUSE OF ACTION
(Cbildhood Sexual Abuse- Cal. Civ. Proc. Code§ 340.1 (West 2003))
(Against All Defendants)

20
21

•..

22

12.

Plaintiff incorporates all paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein.

23

13.

The Perpetrator engaged iri unpermitted~hamlful an(ioffens! ve sexual c.onduct and contact

24 j·upon the person of Plaintiff jn violation of Cal. Civ. Proc. Code§ 340.1 (West 2003 ). Said conduct

:: 25
!",

..
I

"

·=~. ;:
'.
<

H
.....-:,"

RESERVED.

26

wns underlaken while the Perpetrator was an employee, volun1eer, representative, or agent of
Defendants~ while in

the course and scope of employment with Defendants.

27
28

6
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Prior to or during the abuse al!eged above. Defendants knew, had reason to knowt or were

1

14.

2

otherwise on notice of unlawful sexual conduct by the Perpetrator. Defendants failed to take

3

reasonable sleps and failed to implement reasonable safeguards to avoid acts of unlawful sexual

4· conduct in the future by the Perpetrator. inclllding, but

REDACTED

p. 7

110t

limited t.o, preventing or avoiding

5

placement of the Perpetrator in functions or environments in wbic:h c.ontact with children was an

6

inherent part ofthose functions or environments. Furthem1ore, at no time during the periods of time

7

alleged did Defendants have in place a system or procedure to supervise and/or monitor employees,

8

volunteers, representatives, or agents to insure that they did not molest or abusenrlnors in Defendauts ~

9

care, including the Plaintiff.
As a result oftbe above-described conduct. PlaintiiTha& suffered,. and cont~nues to suffer

10

15.

11

great pain ofmind and body, shock, emotional distress~ physical manifestations of emotional distress~

12

embarrassment, loss of self-esteem, disgrace; humiliation. and loss of enjoyment oflife; has suffered

l3

and continues to suffer spiritually; was prevented and win continue.lo be prevented ftom perfonning

14

Plaintifts daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment oflife~ has sustained and willcoutinue to

15

sustain loss of eartlings and earning capacit~ nndlor bas incurred and will continue to incur expenses

16

for rnedical and psychological treatmem, therapy. and counseling.

17

15.1

18

SECONDCAUSE OF ACTION
(Negligence)
(Against AU Defendants)

19
20

.RESERVED.

16.

2\ . 17.

Plaintiffincorporates ali paragraphs 6flhis Complai11t as if fully set forth herein.
Defendants had a. duty to protect the.m1nor Phrlutit"'fwhen she was entrusted to their

22

care by P~ain1iffsparents. "Plaintiff's care, welfare, and/or physical custody wastemporarllyentrusted

23

to Defendants. De!'endants voluntarily accepted the entrusredcat'eofPlaintiff.-A:s-sueh1 9e.fendants- _

24

owed Plaintif(, a minor child, a special duty of care, in addition to a duty of ordinary care, and owed

;.l

25

..'

Pla1mi ff the higher duty of cure that adults dealing with children owe to protect them from harn1.

26

18.

"~'

11

should have known of the Perpetrator's dangerous and ex.p1oitive propensities and/or that the

_,

28

Perpetrator was an unfit agent. Ir was

·~

[..,

~}

:'
,.

~,

;r

Defendants. by and through the.h agents, servants and employees, knew or reasonably

fore~eeable

that if Defendants did not adequately exercise or

·''

7
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(

;

1

provide 1he. duty of care owed to cbildrert in their care, including but not limited to Plaintiff, the

2

children entrusted to Defendants' care would b~ vulnerable to sexual abuse by tbe Perpetrator.

3

19.

4

to come into contact with the minor .Plaintiff without supervision; by failing to adequately hire,

Defendants breached lheir duty of care to the minor Plaintiffby allowing the Perpetrator

s,

supervise, or retain the Perpetrator who they permitted and enabled to have access to Plaintiff; by

6

failing to investigate or.othe.rwise con finn or deny such facts about the Perpetrator; by failing to tell

7

or concealing from Plaintiff. P1aintifPs parents, guardians, or law en.torc.ement officials that the

8

Perpetrator was or may have been sexually abusing minors; by failing to tell or concealing from

9

Plaintiff's parents, guardians, or law enforcementofficialsthat Plaintiffwas or may have been sexually

10

abused after Defendants knew or had reason to know that the Perpetrator n1ay nave sexually abused

11

Plaintiff, thereby enabling Plaintiffto continue 1o be endangered and sexually abuse~, and/or creating

12

the circumstance where Plaintiff was less likely to receive medicaVmental health care and treatment.

13

thlts exacerbating the ham1 done to Plaintiff; and/or: by holding out the Perpetrator to the Plaintiff and

14

her parents or.guardians as being in good standing and trustworthy. Defendants cloaked witllin the

15

facade of normalcy Defendanlst and/or the Perpetrator's contact and/or actions with the Plaintiff

16

andlorwith other minors who were victims ofthe Perpetrator, and/or disguised the nature of1he sexual

17

abuse and contact.

18

20.

19

great pain ofmind and body, shock, emotional distress, physical manifestations of emotional distress,

20

embarrassment, loss of self-esteem. disgrace. humiti ation, and loss of enjoyment ofli fe; has suffered

21

and continues to suffer spi1ilually; was prevented and will continue to be prevented frOm perfonning

22

Plaintiffs da.lly activi des and obtaining the full enjoyment of life; has susLained and will continue to

Z3

sustain loss of earnings and eamin.g capacitY, anCilor has incurred and wi11 con£inue to incur-exp-enses---

I

REDACTED

..
,1.

r;

!.'

~~

.I

14 I
-

25;

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
(Negligent Supervision/failure to Warn)
(Against All Defendants)

26

27

.,

28

i~

for medical and psychological treatment, therapy, and counsel in g.

!

.q
,.
:r

I

As a result of the above-described cot1duct, Plaintiff has suffered,. and continues to suffer

21.

P!aintiffi11corporates all paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein.
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-22.

:J.7

Defendants had a duly to provide reasonable supervision of the Perpetralor; to use

2

n::asonable care in. investigating the Perpetrator: and to provide adequate warning to the Plaintiff, Lhe

3

Plainli ff' s family, minor students, and mh1or parishioners ofthe Perpetralor~s dangerous propensities

4

and unfitness.

5

23.

6

should have known of the Perpetrator•s dangerous and exploiti.ve propensities and/or that the

7

Perpetrator was an unfit agent. Despite s11ch knowledge. Defendants negligently faile-d to supervise

Defendants, by and through their agents~ servants and ~mployees, knew or reasonably

8 : the Perpetrator in the position of trust and authority as a Roman Ca.tho lie Priest, religious instructor,
REDACTED

9

counselor. school adntlnistraiot, school teach~r. surrogate parent. spiritual mentor, emotional mentor,

10

and/or other authority tlgure. where he was able lo commit the ·wrongful acts against the Plaintiff..

11

Defendants failed to provide t·easonable supervision of the Perpetrator, failed to use reasonable care

12

in investigating the Peipetrator, and failed to provide adequate warning to Plaintiff and Plaintiffs

13

family of the 'Perpetrator's dangerous propensities and unfitness. Defendat:ts further failed to take

14

reasonable measures to prevent fature sexual .abuse.

15: 24.

As a result of'the above-described conduct. Plaintiffhns suffered, and contlnues to suffer

16

·great pain of mind and bodyJ shock. emotional distress, physical manifestations of emotional distress,

17

embarrassment, loss of self-esteem. disgrace. humiliation, and loss of enjoyment (l flife; has suffered

18 . and continues to suffer spiritvally; was prevented and wil I continue to be prevented from perfonning
19

Plaintiffs daily activities ond obtaining the full enjoyment ofli fe; has sustained and will continue t<>

20

sustain loss of earnings and earning capacity; and/or has incurred and will co11tinue to incur expenses

21

for medical and psychological treatment, therapy. and co1mseling.
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Negligeot Hiring/Retention)

22

~3 n-------------t~aiDst-ftdJ-Defe-nd:an·ts),-------------1

'

;:
{

'
-=<·:
C!

...
.-,.
;

ti.,..

24

25.

Plaintiff incorporates all paragraphs ofthis Complaint as if fully set forth herein.

25

26.

Defendants had a. duty to not hire and/or retain the Perpetrator, and other employees. agents.

26

volunteers, and other representatives, given tl1e Perpetrator's dangerous and exploitive propensities.

27

28
9
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REDACTED
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Defendants. by and tluough rheir agents, servants and employees, knew or reasonably

2

should have known of the Perpetrator's dangerous and exploitive propensities and/or that the

3

Perpetratorwas an unfit agent. Despite such knowledge, Defendants negligently hired andlorretained

4

the Perpetrator in the position of trust nnd authority as a Roman Catholic Priest, rellgious instructor,

5

counselor, school administrator. school teacher, surrogate patent, spiritual mentor~ emotional mentor.

6

ancVor other authority figure, where be was able lo commit the wrongful acts against the Plaintiff.

7

Defendants failed to use reasonable care in investigating the Perpetrator and failed to provide adeqt1ate

8

warning to Plaintiff and Plaintiffs iamily ofthe Perpetrator's dan:gerous propensities end unfitness.

9

Defendants further failed to take reasonable measures to prevent future sexual abuse.
As a result of the above-described conduct, Plaintiffhas suffered, and connnues to suffer

10

28.

11

great pain of mind and body. shock. emotional gistress, physical manifestations ofemotionaldistress,

1:!

embarrassment, loss of self-este-em, disgrace, humiliat io1,, and loss ofenjoyment ofli fe; has suffered

13

and continues to sufferspiritmilly; was prevented and will continu~ to be prevented from perfonnjng

14

Plaintiff's daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment oflife; bas sustained and will continue to

15

sustain loss of earnings and earning capacity; and/or has incurred and will continue to incur expenses

16

tbr medical and psycho logical treatment, therapy. ana counseling.

17

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Fraud)
(Against all Defendants)

18
19

29.

P1ainti!fincorporates all paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein.

20

30.

Defendants knew and/or had reason to know oftbe sexual misconduct of the Perpetrator.

31.

Defendants misrepresented, concealed or failed to disclose infom1ntion relating to sexual

21

22

!

misconduct of tl1e Perpetrator as descn"bed "herein. and that Defendants continued to misrepresent,

23

conceal;-a:nu-failto-disclcse-infom1ation-relat-ing-ts-sex-ual-misconduct~of.the.E-erpetrator.asJ:Iescrib~.d-

24

herein.

(..

25

32.

I
.r;:
iF

26

rela!ing to sexual misconduct ofthe Perpetrator.

27

33.

28

oftbe Perpetrator.

..,.

.

Defendams knew that they misrepresented. conceale-d or failed to disc[ose information

.t!:
I

'

12
.;.

Plaintiffjustifiablyrelied upon Defendants for information relating to·sex.ual misconduct

·<

10
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I.

34.

2

disclose information relaUng to the sexual misconduct of the Perpetrator.

3

35.

4

pain of mind lind body, shock, emotional distress, physical manifestations of emotional distress,

5

embarrassment, loss of self-esteem. disgrace, humiliation, and loss of enjoyment oflifc; has suffered

6

!

Defendants. with the intent to conceal and defraud, did misrepresent, conceal or fail to

As a direct result o fDefendants • fraud, Plaintiffhas suffered. and continues to suffer great

and continues to suffe1· spiritually; was prevented and will continue to be prevented from petfonni:ng

7 . Plaintiff's daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment of life; has sustaint:ld and will continue to

:REDACTED

8

sustain loss of earnings and earning capacity; and/or has incurred and will continue to incur expenses

9

for medical and psycnological treatment, therapy~ and counseling.
In addition, when Plaintiff finally discovered the fraud of Defendants, and continuing

10

36.

11

lhereafter, Plaintiff e:<perienced recurrences of the above-described injuries.

12

Plaintiff finally discovered the fraud of Defendants. and continuing thereafter, Plaintiff experienced

13

extreme and severe mental and emotional distress tllatPlafntiffhad been the victim ofthe D~fendants'

14

frau.d: that Plaintiff had not been able to help other minors being molested because of the fraud; and

15

that Plai nti fThacl not been able because o fthe fraud to receive titn ely medical treatment needed to rleal

16

with the problems Plaintiff had suffered and continues to suffer as a result of the molestations.

17

36.1 .

18

In addition, when

RESERVED.
SiXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
{F1duciaryJConfidential Relationship Fraud
And Conspiracy to Commit Fraud)
(Against A11 Defendants)

19

20
37.

Plaintitrincorporates all paragraphs ofthls Complaint as irfully se1 for1h herein.

38.

Because ofPlcintiffs y()ung age. and because ofthe status ofthe Perpetrator as an authority

21

22

figure lo Plaintiff. Piaintiffwas vulnerable to the Perpetrator. The Perpetrator sought Plaintiffout, and
l------.;!~l3-

was empowered by and accepted :Plaintiffs vulnerability. Plaintifrs vulnerability also prevented

24
•.

25

'l

26

i

27

:E.,
·~·
•'

2s

?
1~

Plaintiff from ef!"ectively protecting herselt:

39.

'

'

By holding the Perpetrator out as a qualified Roman Catholic clergy, religious instructor,

counselor, school administrator. school teacher. surrogate parent, spiritual mentor, emotional mentor,
and!or other authority figure, and by undertaking the religious and/or secular instruction nnd spiritual

11
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.REDACTED

and emotional counseling of Plaimiff, Defendants entered il1to a fiduciary and/or confidential

relationship with the minor Plaintiff.

2
I

3 ' 40.

REDACTED

Havingafiduciaryand/m conlldenliaf relationship, Defendants had the duty lo obtain and

4

disclose information relating tb sexual misconduct of the Perpetrator.

5

41.

6

misconduct of the Perpetrator, and lhat Defendants continued to mtsrepresentl conceal. and failed to

7

disclose information relating to sexual misconduct of the Perpetrator as described herein.

8

42.

9

relating to sexual misconduct of the Perpetrator.

Defendants misrepresented, concealed or failed to disclose information relating to sexual

Defendants knew that they misrepresented, concealed or failed to disdose Information

HI

43.

11

of the Perpetrator.

12' 44.

Plaintiffjustifiablyre1ied upon Defendants for infommtion relating lo sexual misconduct

Defendants. in concert with each other and with the intent to conc~4I.I and defraud, c.ottspired.

l3

and came to a meeting of the minds whereby they would misr~present, conceal ·or fail to disc.lose

14

information relating to the sexual misconduct of the Perpetrator.

15

45.

By so concealing, Defendants committed at least one act in furtherance of the conspiracy.

16

46.

As a direct result ofDefendants' fraud and conspirac:y, Plainliffhassum~red, and continues

17

to suffergreal painofmlnd and body. shock. emotional distress, physical matlitestationsofemotional

l8

distress, embarrassment, loss of self-esteem. disgrace.• humiliation? and loss ofenjoymentoflife; has

19

suffered and continues to suffer spiritually; was prevented and will continue to be prevented from

20
21

I

perfonning Plaintiffs daily activitieS and obtaining the full enjoyment oflife; has sustained and will
continue to sustain loss ofearnings and eaming capacity; and/or has incurred and will continue to incur
e.xpenses for medical and ps.ycbologicuJ lrea1ment, therapy, and counseling.

22

23-1--;47-,--'In aCiclition;-wlre1YPlainltfi"-!lmrllydiscoverethlre"i'ram:hrff}ef~ndants;-and-continuing---24

··.

c 25

'
H 26

r~
;
~~

~!

5

the-reafter, Plaintiff experienced recmrences of the above-described injuries.

I

ln additiont when

Plaintiff finally discovered the fraud of Defendants~ and continuing thereafter~ Pl~intiff ex-perienced

extreme and severe mental and emotional distress.that Plaintiffhad been the victim ofthe Defendants'

27 ' fraud:. that Plaintiff had not been able to help other minors being molested because of the fiaud; and
28
12
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fD
p.l3

'.

that Plaintiffhad not been able because ofthe fra11d to receive timelymedicaltreatment needed to deal
2

with the problems Plaintiffhad suffered and continues to suffer as a re.sult of the molestations:

311

47.1

4[1

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty And/or Confidential Relationship)
(Against All Defendants)

5

REDACTED

RESERVED.

6

48.

Plaintiff incorporates all paragraphs of this Complaint as if fu11y set forth herein.

7

49.

Because ofPlointiff"syoungage; and becauseofthe sta1usofthe Perpetrator as an authority

sl

figure to Plaintiti: Plaintiff
was vu lnerableto the Perpetratnr. The. Perpetrator sought Plaintiffout, and
.

91

was empowered by and accepted Plaintiffs \•ulnerability. Plaintiff's 'Y1l]nerability n.Iso prevented

10

Plaintiff from effectively protecting herself.

11

50.

12

instructor, counselor, school administrator. school teache.z:. surrogate parent, spiritual mentor,

I

By holding the Perpetrator out as a qualified Roman Catholic clergy, religious, religious

· 13

II emotio~al mentor, and/or any other authority figure, and by ~ndertaking the t~ligious ~d/or secular

14

instruction and spiritual ood/or emoti onn1counseling ofPiainti ff, Detendants entered into a fiducj ruy

15

andloreonfidentia1 relationship with the minor Plaintiff.

16

51.

1i.

negligent and wrongful conduct de-scribed herein.

18

52.

19

continues to suiTer great pain ofmind and body, shock, emotional dislress. physical manifestations of

.20

emotional distress, embarrassment. loss of self-esteem, disgrace, humiliation~ and loss of enjoylllent

21

of lif~ has suffered and continues to suffer spiritual1y~ was prevented and win continue to be

22

prevented from performing Plaintiffs daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment oflife; has

Defendants and each ofthem breached their fiduciary duty to Plaintiff by engaging in the

As a direct result ol'Defendants' breach of their fiduciruy duty, Plaintiffhas suffered, and

•----'--~- -sust~ined-and-wil-1-continueio-sustailrlmrs-o-tea:minE~nml:i earning capacity;

alldJorE:as mcuned ana--

241 will continue to incur expenses for medical and psychologj~al treatment, therapy, :md counseling.
2 . 25

. 52.. 1

RESERVED ..

EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Negligent Failure to Warn, Train~ or Educate Plabltiff)
..
(Against AJJ Defendants)
'f.'l

·~;-

~}.

28

53.

Plaintiff incwpar.ates all paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein ..
13
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REDACTED

]A

·'·

54.

Defendants breached Lheir duty to take reasonable protective measures Lo protect .Plaintiff

2

and other i11inor parishioners and/or students from the risk of childhood sexual abuse by the

3

Perpetrator~

such as the failure to properly warn, train. or educate Plaintiff and other minor

4-

p~shioners

and/or students about how

5

America, Inc., 97 Cal. Rptr. 2d 12, .S t Cal. App. 4th 377 (2000).

6' 55.

REDACTED

4-1
P- 14

Lo

avoid such a risk, pu'rsum1t to Juarez v. Boy Scouts of

As a result of the above-described conduct1 Plaintiff has suffered;· and continues to suffer

7

great pain ofmind and body, shock~ emotional distress, physical manifestations ofemotional. distress.

8

embarrassment, loss ofself-esteem, disgrace, humiliation. and loss of enjoyment of life; has suffered

9

and continues to suiTer splrirually; was prevented ~nd will continue to be prevented from perfomting

10

Plaintiffs daily activities and obtaining tbe full enjoyment of 1i fe; has sustained and will {).Ontinue to

11

sustain loss of earningS and earning capacity; and/or has incurred and will continue to inc.ur expenses

12

for medical and psychological treatment. therapy. and counseling.

NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION
, (Inten tionallnfiiction of .Emotional Distress)
(Against All Defendants)
·

13
14

15

56.

"Plainti ffincorporates all paragr~phs of this Complaint as if ful~y set forth he.rein..

16

57.

Defendants' conduct was extreme and outrageous' and was intentional or done recklessly.

17

. 5S.
!

As a result of Defendants' conduct. Plaintiff experienced and continues to experience

18

severe emotional distress resulting in bodily ham1.

19

59.

20

great pain ofmind and body, shockt emotional distress, physical manifestations ofemotion~l distress.

21

embarrassment, loss ofse.tf~esteem, disgrace, hmniliation, and loss of enjoyment oflife; has suffered

22

and continues to sutTer spiritually; was prevented and will continue to be prevented from perfo.tming

23

Plaintiffs daily activities and obtammg lhe run enJoymetrt-u.flife;iras-sustained-atl.a-wi11-eent-inue-to7""'"-

24

sustain loss of earnings and earning capacity: andlor bas incurred ai1d will continue to incur expenses

..

25

for medical and psychological treatment, therapy, and counseling.

!t
...

26

59.1

;
r;

27

A:s a result of the above-described conduct. Plaintiff has suiTered, and continues to suffer

~

.;

:-~.

J

-:~

;~
.,

RESERVED.

28
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REDACTED

J)

p. 15

T'ENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

l

(Violation of Penal Code§ 32)

(Against AU Defendants)

2

REDACTED

3

60.

Plain1iffincorporates all paragraphs of this Complaint as if flllly set forth herein.

4

61.

Defendants' acts described he.rein violate Cali fomiaPenal Code§ 32 in that-Defendants

5

harbored, c.oncealed and/or aided the Perpetrator after the Perpetrator had committed a felony, with

6

the intent that the Perpetrator might avoid or escape arrest, trial, (;onviction and/or punishment, and

7

Defendants having knowledge that the Perpetrator had committed a felony.

8

62.

9

actions in harboring, concealing~ and aiding the Petpetrator.

10

63.

11

64.

12

I

Defendants continue to violate Califomia Penal Code§ 32 because of their continued

Plaintiff was within the class of persons to be protected by Pe-nal Code § 32.

a

As. resull ofthe above-described conduct, Plaintiff has suffered, and continues to suffer
.
.
great pain of mind and body. shock, emotional distress, physical manifestations of emotional distress,

14

embarrassment, loss ofself~esteem. disgrace, humiliation, and loss of enjoyment oflife; has suffered
..
and continues to suffer spiritually; was prevented and will continue to be prevented from performing

15

Plaintiffs daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment of life; has sustained and will con1inue to

16

sustain loss of earnings and earning capacity; and/or has incurred and wilJ continue to incur e.xpenses

17

for medical and psychological treatment, therapy, and counseling.

18

64.1

13

RESERVED.
ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

19

(Viola.tion of PenaJ Code § 11166)
·{Against AU Defendanfs)

20
21

65.

PlaintiffinGorporates all paragraphs of this Complaint ~s iffu.lly set forthJ1ereh1.

22

66.

Under the Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting Act, Defendants, 'by and through their

23

employees and agents. were "cfiifd care custod1ans'' and were "clergy meml5ers" 1Ulder a statutory dilly

.·

24

to report known or suspected incidences of sexual molestation or abuse ofminors to a child protective

;:.:

25

agency. pursuant to California Penal Code§ l t 164.

.:n
....

'

26

;

27

.~
i

~~

-~
~~i

::.;.· 28
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REDACTED
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p. 18

I'
1 . 67.

Defendants knew, or sl1ould have knOWll in ihe exercise ofreasonableoiligence, that lhe

2 . Perpetrator had sexually molested~ abused, or caused touching, battery,. harm and other injuries to

3

Plaintiff. who was a minor, and to other minors, giving rise to a duty to report such conduct under§

4

11166 of the California Penal Code.

5. 68.

REDACTED

..,

·'..,.,

6

and by ignoring the fulfillment ofthcmandate<} compliance \Vith thereporting.require.ments"provided

7

under California Penal Code § 11 l 66, Defendants created the risk and danger contemplated by 1he

8

Child Abuse and Negle-ct Reporting Act. and as a result. unreasonably and wrongfully exposed

9

Plaintiff and other minors to the molestatiou as alleged herein, thereby breaching Defendants' duty of

10

care to Plaintiff.

11

69.

12

was specifically adopted to protect.

13

70.

14

Code, and reported themolestationofPlaintiffa.nd othenninors.thereport would have resulted in the

15

involvement of trained child sexual abuse case workers for the purposes of preventing hru111 and

16

turther hann to Plaintiff and other minors. and preventing and/or treating the injuries and damages

17

su !Tered by Plaintiff as .alleged herein.

18

71.

19

ofCalhbm ia Penal Code ~ 11166. the. Defendants wrongfully depied and restricted Plaintiff and other

20

minors from the protection of child protection agencies which wou1d have changed the then-existing

21

arrangements and conditions, which provided the a<:cess and oppo.rtw1ities for the molestatioll of

k~

"'?

Pl~illtiff.

23

72. ·

24

molestation ofPlaintiffalleged herein, were the types ofoccurrences and injuries the Child Abuse and

25

I

'

~j

By faiJjng to report the continuing molestations :known by Defendants, and each ofthem,

26

i

Plaintiff was of the class of persons for whose protection California Penal Code§ 11166

Had Defendants adequately performed their duties under§ 11166 of the California Penal

As a proximate resultofDefen~ants' failure to follow the mandatary reporting requirements

The. physica]t mental~ and emotlonaloamages·and injunesre-s111ting-frourthtrsexual--

Neglect Reporting Act was designed to prevent.

I

!

73.

Defendants continue to violate these statutory sections because of their c.ontinued failure

...."t
;

i

27

....

28

t

to report the abuse known to them.

J"

t~
7
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REDACTED
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,."

1

74.

2

great painofmind and body, shock, emotional distress, physical mani festatlons oferootionaJ dislresst

3
4

embarrassment, lossofself-esteem, disgrace, humiliaHm1,and loss of enjoyment of tire; has suffered
.
.
and continues to suffer spiritually; was prevented and will continue to be prevented from perfonning

5

Plaintiffs daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment of life~ has sustained and will continue to

6

sustain loss of earnings and e.aming c.apaeity; and!or has jncurred and will continue to incur expenses

7

lbr 1nedical and psychological treatment. therapy. and counseling.

8

74.1

RESERVED.
T\VELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Violation of Penal Code§§ 273a(a), (b))
{Against All Defendants)

9
REDACTED

As a result ofthe above-described conduct) Pl.uintiffhas suffered. and continues to suffer

10
11 i 75.

Plaintiff incorporates all paragraphs of this C'omp 1ain1 as if fully set forth herein.

12

76.

13

DefefldantS willfully caused or permitted the Plaintiff to surfer. or

14

pby&ical pain or mental suffering. or having the care or custody of !be Plaintiff. willfully caused or

15

pennitted the person or health ofthe Plaintiff to be injur~ or willfully caused or permitted the

16

Plaintiffto beplacedinasituation where the Plaintiffs person or health was endangered, in violation

17

of Califomia Penal Code § 273a(a}.

1S

77.

19

death, the Oefendants willfully caused or permitted the Plaintiff to suffer, or inflicted thereon

20

unjustitiablephyslcal pain or mental' sufferln~ orhaving.the c:are or custody ofthe Plaintifft willfully

21

causedorpennitted the person orheal~h of the Plaintiffto be injured~ or willfully caused or pennitted .

22

the Plaintiffto be placed in a situa1ion where the Plalntiffs person or health may be endangered, in

23

vio13tion of Calffomi a Pena I C0de§-273a(l5J.

24

78.

Plaintiff was witl1in the class of persons to be protected by Penal Code§§ 273a(a}, tb).

25

79.

As a result of !.he above-described conduct, P1aintlffhas suffered, and continues to sufrer

26

great-pain of mind and body, shock. emotional distress, physic.al manifestations ofemotional distress,

i

27

embarrassment, loss of self-esteem. disgrace, humiliation, and loss of enjoyment oflife~ has suffered

;~
.,

28

and

..,,...
~~

Under circumstances or conditions likely to produce great bodily harm or death, the
i~flicted

thereon unjustifiable

Under circumstanc-es or conditions other than those likely to produce great bodily harm or

;

.~

1·~
.....

r;

..:.

··'"'

conti11ues to sutYer spiritually; was prevented and will continu,e to be prevented from perfom1ing
17
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REDACTED

]t

~~
p.lB

1·

Plaintiffs daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment oflife; has sustained and will continue to

2

sustain loss of earnings ·and earning capacity; and/or has incurred and will continue to incur expenses

3

for medical and psychological treatment~ therapy, :1nd counseling.

4

79.1

RESERVED.

5

TH'fRTEENTll CAUSE OF ACTION
(Reserved).

6
80.

RESERVED.

81.

RESERVED.

82.

RESERVED.

83,

:RESERVED.

84.

RESERVED.

85.

RESERVED.

86.

RESERVED.

87.

RESERVED.

88.

RESERVED.

89.

RESERVED.

90.

RESERVED.

1

&
9

REDACTED

10
11

12
13

14 .
15

1

16
17
18

FOURTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
{Negligence Per Se for Statutory Violations) ·
(Against All Defendants)

I

19
91.

Plaintiff incorporates all pa.ragmphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein.

92.

At all times or sometimes herein mentioned. there was in full force and effect Penal Code

20
21

22

..

§§ 32; 11166; 273a; 266j; 28S; 286{b)(1) & (2); 286(c); 28S(a} & (b); 288atb)(l) & (2)~ 288a(c);

•------=-=--ll_:2=.:8:..:::9(~h:.:.:):z..c•(~ilc.::&~(j); 647.6; or any prior laws of California of similar effect at the time these acts described

23

herein were c-ommitted. These laws made unlawful certain acts relating to the se~ual abuse ofminors.

..

24

93.

.;:" 25
r

·'

"
~

.

·~

At the times mentioned herein~ Defendants were in violation of the .aforesaid statutes in

doing the acts set forth herein.

26

'21

'

;~~
Z{

28

... i
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10

REDAC"REDACTED

~

.

~

1 J[ 94.

p.19

~

Plaintiff was within the class of person sto be protected by Penal Code §§ 32; ll166;

211 273a; 266j; 285; 286(b)( 1) & (2); 286<_c); 288(a) & (b); 288a(b)(1} & (2); 288a(c); ~89(h), (i) & (j);
3

647 .6; or any prior- laws of California of similar effect at the time these acts described herein were

4

committed.

5 .' 95.

As a result ofthe above-described conduct, Plaintiff. has suffered, and continues to suffer

6

great pain ofmindand body, shock, emotional distress, physicalman1 festations of emotional distress,

7

embarrassment. loss of se1f-esteem. disgrace. h:umiliation, and loss of enjoyment of life~ has suffered

8

and continues to suffer spiritnaJiy; was prevented and will continue to be prevented from performing

9

Plaintiffs daily activities and obtaining lhe full enjoyment of life: has sustained and will continue to

REDACTED I 0

sustain loss ofearnings and earning capacity; and/or has incurred aod willcontinueto.incurexpenses

11 · formedka1 and psychological treatment, therapy, and counseling.

RCALA 003101

REDACTED

3!

f/

p.20

. t

1

110.

RESERVED.

1

110.1

RESERVED.
SEVENTEENTH CAliSE OF ACTION
(Premises Liabllity)
(Against AU Defendants)

3
4
5

111.

P1ai nti ff incorporates all paragraphs of this Complaint as if fu Ily se.t forth herein.

6

112.

At all times herein ment!OJ1ed. Deftmdants were in possession ofthe property where the

7' Plaintiff was groomed and assaulted by the Perpetrator, and had the right to manage, use and control

REDACTED

8

that property.

9

113.

At all Litp.eS herein mentioned, Defendants knew that the Perpetrator had a his.tot):~f

10

commi:tti ng sexual assaults against children~ and that any child at. among other locations, schools and

11

p.arishes owned by and under the jurisdiction attd control of Defendants~ was at risk to be sexually

12

assaulted by the Perpetrator.

. il3

114.

Defendants knew or should have known that, among other locations. schools and parishes

14

owned by and under thejurisdiction a.od control ofDefendants had a history of sexual assaults against

15

children committed by the 'Perpetrator and that any child at, among other loca1ions; schools and

16

parish~

owned by and under the jurisdiction and control ofDefendants, was at risk to be seKually

17 . assaulted. It was foreseeable to Defendants that the Perpetrator would sexually assault children if they

•.

18

continued to allow 1he Perpetrator to teach, supervise, instruc~ c.are for. and bave custody and c.ontrol

19

ofandlorcontactwith children.

20

115.

21

repeatedly committing s~u.al assaults against children.

22

116.

23

would continue ifDefendants co11tinued to allow the Perpetrator to tea:ch;oupervise;-instruet,-eare-fer.-'-

::!.4

and have custody of and/or contact with young children.

Atall times herein mentioned. Defendants knew or should have known the Perpetrator was

It was foreseeable to Defendants that tho sexu-al assaults bei11g committed by the Perpetrator

Because it was foreseeable ihat these.'< ual assaults being ~ommitted by the Perpetrator

'J

25 I 117.

:~

26

would continue i fDefe11dants continued to allow him to teach, supervise. instruct, care for, and have

27

custody of and/or contact with young children, Defendants owed a duty of care to aH children,

t.

n
J

I

2s ·,
20
--------------------~----~C~O~M7.?~L~A~m~T~--------------~----------

II

IX 000473

RCALA 003102

REDACTED
\.

Jl

!

e

II

REDACTED

18

p.21

1

including Plaintiff, exposed to the Perpetrator. Defendants also owe.d .a heightened duty or care to all

2

children~ including Plaintiff, because of their young age.

3

118.

4

and/or
contact with young children, and by. failing to warn children and their families .of !he threat
.

5

posed by the Perpetrator. Defendants breached their duty of care to

6

119.

711

owned by and under lhe jurisdiction and control ofDefendants. and created a dangerous condition and

8

an unreasonable risk ofhann to children by allowing the Perpetrator .to teach, super\'ise, instruct, care

9

for and have custody of and/or contact with young children at, among other locations, schools and

By allowing the Pe.rpetrator to teach. supervise~ instruct, care tor~ and have custody of

an children, including Plaintiff.

Defendants negligently used and managed, among other locations. schools and parishes

10

parishes owned by and under the jurisdiction and contra I.ofDefenda11ts.

11

120.

"' 1.2

As a result of the dangerous conditions created by Defendants, numerous children were

sexually assaulted by the Perpetrator.

The dangerous c-enditions created by Defendants were the proximate cause of Plaintiff's

13

121.

14

injuries .and damages.

15

122.

16

great pain ofmind arid body, shock, emotional distress. physical manifestations of emotional <lislress,

17

embarrassment, loss of self-esteem, disgrace, humiliation, and loss of enjoyment of life; has suffered

18

and continues to suffer spirinmlly; was prevented and wi11 continue to be prevented from performing

19

Plaintiff's daily activities and obtaining the. full enjoyment of life; ha.s sustained and will continue.to

20

sustain loss of earnings and earning capacity; and/or has incurred and will continue to ii1cur expenses

21

fot medical and psychological treatment, therapy, and cmmseling.

As a result ofthese dangerous conditions, Ptain1iffhas suiTered, and continues to suffer

22

EIGHTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Reserved)

2T
123.

RESERVED.

124.

RESERVED.

125.

RESERVED.

125.1

RESERVED .

24
~

.::....

25

l

I

'F

't

26

•~j

;
j

27

'
,f.i
..•.-!.,, 28

··'
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiffprays for: damages~ costs; interest; attorneys' fees; statutory/Civil pen~lties
according to law; and such other relief a.s the court deems appropriate and just.
JURY DEMAND

Plaintiff demands a jury trial on all issues so triable.

DATE:

December 6. 2003

REDACTED

7

sI
REDACTED

911
.0

REDACTED

il I

12

!4
.5

!6
.7
'8

19
20

21
22
----------~~-11---------------------~-----------------------------------------j

I

;,
I~

:~

")" ..1

~:
27

28
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MON 17: 28REDACTED

Cf!

tg] 00

REDACTED
REDACTED

January 12, 2004

'Via Facsimlle and U.S. Mail

REDACTED

Re:

REDACTED

DeruREDACTED
I received your message from FrirlRv T:mmtrv 9, 2004, regardingREDACTED It is. my
understanding that you are requestingthaREDACTED submit herself to a short interview so that
the church can determine whether Father yYal~er Fernando should be removed from active ministry.
· Quite frankly, 1have no idea why Father ;Fernando has not been removed from roinistcy pending an
investigation.
We will·agree to an interview. ·However, the interview will have to be conducted in the
evening, sometime aromd 6:00p.m. Please provide several available dates to me, and I will check
with REDACTED on her availability.
.
.

I would like to also request that Father Fernando's file be produced to us.
REDACTED

REDACTED
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[ Ogata ofPetaluma, Calif., weeps after he was presented with a Purple Heart for
ls he received in the Korean War. Ogata was severely wounded when a round from a
se tank exploded near him. Ogata's son had pressed for the belated honor. B6

lystSays
~etPlan.

;n'tGo
Enough
[ALPER
'iter·

Gov:. ArJ'waxzenegger's probillion state budget is
It step toward a bruil plan but the state
be $6 billion short by
California's ·nonpartitive analyst reported
MENTO -

.ive Analyst Elizabeth
;aid the governor's
;~Ian would result in
!sting savings." But it
ld have far-reaching
ces for the scope of
.ces" without coming
v.ith lawmakers' .penspendlng more than
receives in tevenue.
l lawmakers to conr· raising taxes or rex exemptions to inlnue.
r every solution prothe governor were
o.d the savings scored
'linistration were real. said, "we estimate
,d be at least a $6-bll- '
;ural budget problem

"

:see Analyst, Page BB] •

his year will be an)day by the police
nayor, including a
decrease in crime. B3

gin Prisons
b]ypanel OKs a mealighting up by in'health measure. Criton't help. B6

Priest in Sex· Lawsuit
Still a Parish Cleric
.

'

.

He denies wrongdoing and church officials say the
woman didn't tell them. But she did contact police.

VVU C:U.'I;; QQ,l'\••LUt) .I.J.\JTI'

J.VJ.

V..U.'-'

u _:.1

· _ ...~.,;~ {

public's assistance."
·
-I ~An infruehtial
'Price, a _!livorced mo~her ·of· · Los Angeles Ma:
three with a home ·in Corona, ~ quit both i::
was shot shortly after rnidiDght andhisprivatejob
outside an alleged Crips drug manente•s direct1
house in Compton- a mile from ment ·,relations ~
the tennis courts where Serena Kaiser officials sai•
and Venus Williams learned to tion showed be ba
play.
· ;· ····:"· :HMO's:funds•.for
Police say a round from t}fe . poses. '
· .-;"~
AK-47 struck Price in the back of . .:: ,·Leland Wong c
the head. A male· companion he had ~signed.fr>
who was driving Price's car was his unpaid city. p1
not injured.
president·· .of, thE
Maxfield is the second Crips. ·:that' ov:eq;ees the l
member charged in the slaying.· 'Water and Power,
Aaron Michael Hammer, 24, was ani wrongdoing b
arrested shortly after the killing.·: of Kaiser's money.
Last month, a Superior. Court
Wong, 46, is a
judge ordered him to stand trial raiser· and a maj1
for Price's murder.
·
scenes player in .
It was · unclear how or politics. He has e
whether the issuance of the war- , cent years as one (
rant for Maxfield would affect· ber of civic. lea<
the case against Hammer. Police ·tapped t9 senre ru
contend that Hammer fired' a time city conpniss
.22-caliber handgun at Price's terwh~ is mayor.
ear. An aut9psy revealed that
Commissi9ner:
Price's wounds were not caused
· .. ·., · [See·li
by a round of that caliber, police
··
'
sources said.
.
Under California law, Ham- RELATED S T c
mer could be deemed criminally Money: City pane:
culpable in the slaying even if he onfundraisingres
[See Price, Page B7]

ing the conversation that police
felt corroborated h~r account,
said Los Arigeles Police Det.
Despite the Roman Catholic James Brown. He declined to
Church's zero-tolerance pollcy speclJY what the priest said. ·
on sexual abuse, the ArchdioDonald Steier, attorney for
cese of LOs Angeles
Fernando - associate pastor at As·has allowed !1 priest
to continue working
sumption of the
in a Pasadena parish
Blessed Vrrgin Mary
nearly two· years afcatholic Church in
ter a wqman told poPasadena- said his
llee the pastor moclient denied wronglested her when she
doing.
LAPD investigawas17.
The woman told
tors said Fernando
authorities in .April
was not charged in
2002 that she was
2002 because the al. Ieged molestation molested by Father
Walter
Fernando
which involved fonwhen she attended Father Walter
dling - was not a
the Pico Rivera FernandointheLJL felony in the early
church he was serv- Archdiocese 1999
1980s. For a period of
ing.. She sliid Fer- Catholic Directory
years, California law
. .
'
nando molested her
allowed prosecution
in 1981-during trips to a Downey of felony -sex crimes from past
tak!:~~n~~e~e
movie theater, in his car, at the decades. But the U.S. Supreme County official says
Wbittier Narrows Recreation Court ruled the law unconstitu- 4ospit3l's crisis demand$ pervisors' decisior
Area, and in his parish bedroom tional last summer.
lookingbeyQnd
nice fo:r.· ·;team
·dq:mirnin~ly'wbi,te
after she turned 18, according to
Had Fernando's conduct octo tempora
pollee reports.
curred today, Brown said, "it · new stewardship:···
· thehospitaiinitsl
... ,. -:·"My feeliiig is ·t:
With detectives listening, the would have been an 'egregious
woman telephoned Fernando in and serious felony sexual as-· By MITCHELL L~DsBE~G~,,- ·· .:tnove beyond ;etlJ
May 2002 to confront him. Fer- sault. But b~ed upon the laws at AND DAREN BRISCOE
. · · : 'have to. addtess tl
. .Martili ·:r,.utber;Ki
nando, 59, made statements dur[See Priest, Page B8] Tl-,nes sta!JWriters ·
.
.
., ·; :, · ·,: ·. attrac~g'~e,be:
Built in response to the W~tts,; .ministrator;-:;);the
rio~s, . Martin Luther King- ·JrJ .. staff, the best pos
Charles R. Drew Medical Center. ,,, Burke said.''~
uao:•a.••Jul5oandproud
'/ :'·:. ·> .Her.comn11en,t1
By RICHARD WINTON
Times Slo,[fWrller
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State officials put off efforts to
protect ocean species by restricting fishing in coastal areas. B7
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Racehorse Owner Dies
William T. Young's horses won
the Kentucky Derby and four
Breeders' Cup races. B:10
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hospital foundering, one of the members of
region's most powerful black broached tb,eposs
leaders suggested TUesday that
the hospital'
it was time for colorblind stew- with the trouble
ardship at King/Drew.
Drew University o
Los Angeles County Supervi- Science.
sor Yvonne Brathwaite Burke,
"We need to
whose district includes the strategy," said s
county-run hospital, said admin- Yaroslavsky.
istrators needed to be hired on
·He proposed t
the basis of their qualifications, · · ·give the· medical :
not their race.
rSee King/l

l!U'AN KHAN Lo•llngetes Time>

DRIVER SHOT: Sheriff's
Det. Ron -Miller investigates the.
scene in Upland. B5
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cowa reswt
in the loss of construction jobs,
project delays and create uncertainty that would make it
difficult for cities and counties
to plan.
The report is a prelude to a
comprehensive evaluation of
the governor's proposed budget .
that the analyst will present in
mid-February.
Schwa:rzenegger made clear
when he presented his budget .
on Fri~ay that increasing taxes
was out of the question. The
budget instead relies on billions

aaa w me cosli or aomg OUSlness can send niore and more
businesses to ,. the tipping
~
.
point."
But the leglslil.tive arullyst's
comments on taxes give a boost
to Democrats, who are.pusbing
for an income· tax increase on
wealthy Californians as sri alternative to some of the deep
cuts proposed by the governor.
"Liz Hill's findings tell me we
need more options to solve this
crisis," said .Assembly Budget
Committee Chairwoman Jenny
Oropeza (D-Long Beach). "We

or ~Jamorma·s nscru promems
and "oirers a solid starting point
for budget deliberations."
But she noted that several
measures
proposed
by
Schwarzenegger to reduce the
state's $15-billion shortfall may
be based on overly optimistic
projections, or JP,ay :p.ot pass
muster with th~ coints.
Those include $400 million in
unspecified savings from the
state prison system and $500
million that the governor hopes
to generate through negotia- _
tions with Indian casino opera-

:~~~:~ois
~:~~~: :~e~~~
Cal program. Just

befo~e

==~~~::~t1~;::r:~~

violate federal Medicaid r+quirements that doctors }je
paid competitive rates. ·
I
.Assembly Budget Commif·
tee Vice Chainnan Rick Keene
m.:.Chico) said Republicans ~e
aware that some·ofthe savings
outlined in the governor's budget may not be achieved.
I
"It's a necessity those be pat
into the budget and be worked·
.
I

co

!'-

rorms oemgworKea on. Tneymclude a host of proposals, from
changes in the state pension
system to increasing fraud in' vestigations to privatizing some
government functions.
The proposals w1li be more
developed by the time the bud-'
get is approvep and result in
significant savings by 2006, administration officials say.
"We didn't think it was prudent to put a price tag on those
savings until we fleshed out the
proposals," -Finance Department spokesinanPalmer said.
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the time, charges could not be church had about the woman's present,"hesaid.
filed against him."
.
accusations came "secondhand~
Church critics say the FerThe U.S. Conference of from her attorney and that nando case shows that priests
Catholic Bishops approved a church officials had not talked to accused of sexual abuse are alze~o-tolerance policy for sexually
her directly.
lowed to continue serving in parFernando "has vigor,ously de- ishes.
abusive priests in June 2002. Underthe policy, a priest, deacon or nied ·all the charges," Hennigan
'This demonstrates the disother church employee must be said, adding that the allegations honesty of the z.ero-tolerance
temporarily removed from any have been reviewed twice by the pledge," said Father. Thomas P.
ministry or function when a .·church's misconduct board. Doyle, who co-wrote a report to
·"credible allegation" of sexual "What do you do when the chal- U.S. bishops in 1985 warning of
abuse iS lodged against him. The lenge is, you only have two wit- problems with abusive priests.
"At the very least they should
policy also requires any priest or nesses? It is 'he said, she said.' "
deacon guilty of sexual. abuse to
After inquiries by The Times, have put him on an administrabe permanently removed from archdiocese spokesman Tod tiveholduntllthisisresolved.
ministry.
Tamberg said Fernando's cas~
A native of Sri Lanka, FerThe policy was amended in w1li be reviewed by the miscon- nando first came to the archdioDecember 2002 to say that if duct board again today. He said c_ese as a visiting priest in 1981 at
"sufficient evidence" of sexual the archdiocese has asked to in~ · st. Hilary Church in Pica Rivera.
abuse was found, the priest must terviewthe alleged victim andre- Later that YE!ar he moved to St.
immediatelY go on admlnistra- quested that her attorney pro- John Baptist de Ia Salle Church
tiveleave pending a church trial. vide a sworn statement of the in Granada Hills. In 1986, FerJ. Michael Hennigan, the accusations._
·.
nando. joined the ·permanent
archdiocese's attorney, said that
"What we have so far, then, is ranks of the archdiocese's
Fernando's case had fieen "high a 23-year-old allegation with no priests. He served at. st. Rose of
on the radar screen for some firsthand sworn testimony to Lima Church in Simi Valley, Catime," but that church officials support it and no further allega- . thedral Chapel in Los Angeles
didn't have sufficient evidence to tions of abuse of any kind from and St. Gregory the Great
justify placing him on leave. He . anyone who has been associatea Church in Whittier before going
6

lay

Fernando continues to
TambergsaidCardinalRoger
daily Mass at .Assumption, whlch M. Mahony is a strong advocate
has an elementary school, ~d of the zero-tolerance policy and
conduct· other duties, Tamblerg created similar rules years be~
said.
fore the bishops acted.
The woman, whose identit;v'is
"There is no one in nllnistry
being Withheld by The Times as that we know of in the Archdioa potential victim ofasexuallas· ceseofLosAngeleswhohasbeen
sault, said she came forward! af- found to have abused a minor,"
ter reading about other case$. "I Tamberg said.
·
wanted to do what was necbesThe archdiocese was not
saty to stop him from harJJbng aware of the details of the police
anyone else," she said in an inter- investigation, he added, and
view.
I
would like to review anyinformaThe accusations were !first
tioninvestigatorshave,
1
made public in a Times sto1 in · Church officials have told
August 2002.
. Fernando's parishioners· about
Katherine Freberg, an at or- the allegations but have found
ney for the alleged victim, aid no additional alleged victims,
she provided details of the 9ase Tamberg added.
to an archdiocese attorneJf in
"They aren't looking to fuld
February 2003. A few months anyone, as this case demonlater, a Los Angeles grand ~ury strates,". said Mary Grant, a
issued a subpoena for Fer- spokeswoman for the Survivors ·
nando's personnel file fromthe . Network of Those Abused ·by
archdiocese.
Priests. "If they were really conFreberg sued in Decem ·er, cerned about protecting .chilclaiming Fernando kissed !the dren, they would pursue this
plaintiff, touched :tJ.er bre~ts more vigorously."
·
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:

RE:
DATE:

Cardinal Rog~r Mahony

REDACTED

~

.
Cl~gy Misconduct.Oversight Board REDACTED

'Recommei;dation oftlte Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board
· Reverend Walter Fern.ando (CMOB 027-01)
14 January 2004

The CMOB met today and continued our discussion of Father Femando, especially in light ofthe
lawsuit filed against him on December 9, 2003 and the article in today's Los Angeles Times.
(' ·
\. ·..

Father Fernando's case was discussed by the Board on January 22,2002 andMarch26, 2003. I
sub:qritted a report sulllrilarizing the case and our discussions and conclusions on Aprll25, 2003.
At that time;: we felt that we needed additional information before we ·could come to. a conclusion
and recominended that the Vicar for Clergy's office seek further information from Father
Fernando anREDACTED
the alleged victim. You concurred with our recommendation
provid~d that this process proceed ~orward at once. ·
Since that memorandum. Father Fernando wrote a letter more specifically denying e!;lch ofthe
claims made btEDACTED as stated in very summary fashion on the spreadsheet supplied by her
attorneys. Those are the same behaviors alleged in the lawsuit. Father Fernando also underwent
a psychological evaluation as recommended by the Board, the results of which are in his file.
REDACTED , the psychologist who conducted the evaluation, concluded that while itis
impossible for him to determine if the acts complamed of occurred as Father Fernando described
them, his profile was not consistent with an individ,ual who would lie to an evaluator or of an
individual who is capable or' deceit.
·
Toclay, we haCL-a-lerrgtb.yand-thougb:tful-discussion.-'Fhe-membe~:s-ef'.-the-Beard-ar~v:er;y------
concel:ned about protecting children and young people and will not hesitate to recommend that a
priest be removed from ministry and put on administrative leave if credible information is
presented to support such action. We concluded, however, that the filing of an unverified lawsuit
or the publication of a newspaper article are not, in themselves, sufficient to automatically trigger
removing a priest from ministry and putting him on administrative leave.
REDACTED .
in her lawsuit, if true, are very serious and describe behaviors
The allegations made b)
which are abusive and which would justify permanently removing Father Fernando from all
ministry. Unfortunately, up to this point, these are only allegations that have come to us
indirectly and without the kind of specificity that allows an appropriate investigation to proceed.
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MemoratldUm Regardi~tg Reverettd Walter Fematldo
·Page 2

Therefore, because of the paucity of infonnation, the members of the Clergy Misconduct
. Oversight Board recommend the following:
1. . · That Father Fernando not be placed on administrative leave at thls time pending further
and intense efforts to obtain additional information to verify the truth oREDACTED
allegations. He may yet need to be placed on leave depending on the results of the next
two recommendations.

2•

·
·
d wr'thout de1ay. W e were a.dVISe
· d at our meeting
. that her
Tha: REDACTED b e mterv1ewe
attorney has agreed to a limited interview. We recommend that thl.s interview be
scheduled as quickly as reasonably possible and urge thaREDACTED or another
professional investigator conduct this interview.

3.

That you authorize me, in my capacity as Chair of the clergy Misconduct Oversight
Board, to write to Deputy District Attorney William Hodgeman to obtain whatever
materials have been dev~;iloped by the police and the District Attorney in the course of
their investigation. We understand that the Archdiocese has already made a similar
request but without success. However, if the Board is to act responsibly we need all the
information we can get and it's unreas.onable for the District Attorney or the police to
withhold information that will assist us in our work.

4.

That you authorize me, in my capacity as Chair of the Board, to write directly t<
REDACTED attorney to request an interview witlREDACTED and/or to enlist her cooperation
and consent to the release of the information developed by the District Attorney and the
police if the interview and the request for information in.Recommendation Nos. 2 and 3
are ·not forthcoming.
·

(..

•

REDACTED

Monsignor Cox informed us that he will make an announcement to the parishioners at Father
Fernando's current parish this weekend. This accords with our current policy. ·
-----The-Beard-intencls-t-e-revie.w-this-m.att~r-again-at-Our-nex.tmeeting.

FiJrtheu.e.c.ommenda:tions_ _ _ _ __

may be forthcoming after that review.
Thal:Jkyou.

{

cc:

Msgr. Craig A. Cox

'.....
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Claims··.·._·
Against
·,

Priest
Reviewed·
By RICHARD WINTON
Time• StaJJWriler
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SweptAway
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Gha~les·B~kley, 50, packs up his.tentfrpm;bel~w the Harbor Fre~~Y near 8th street in.downt~~ ·~
:Los Angeles. on Wednr;.sday. folir;~ begp.n·asw~ep·oftf!.e homeless camp Saturday.
, · . . . .,
:: : ·.. . ·:: ·.'. ' .. ; ... :.
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An .Archdiocese of Los Angeles' clergy misconduct board
on Wednesday reviewed allegations that a Pasadena priest
sexually abused a teenage girl23
years ago, and sent a memorandum on the cleric's future to Cardinal RogerM. Mahony, who has
power to remove · individuals
froin the mmistcy.
·
Although the Roman Catholic Church has a zero-tolerance
policy for sexual abuse, Father
Walter Fernando has been allowed to continue working fol'
nearly. two years after a women
told police 'the pastor molested
her as a 17-year-old in 1981, when
he wa5 serying in' a; Pico· ~vera
Pariahi · ~oli.ce, ;,det~ctive.S · ·and
prosecutors· said they believed
the womiui.•s . aceusatlons . but
could not bring charges becaUse
the · most· SerioUs · allegations.
..
were not.cri'iile1i lit'-the time.

_hers File · 5am

:I.Jlg··i~WO.o.,:ir:T~ac.

uDr3ir L~bo.tColnplaint_·.

confidential~. •,

.

5iE~

,
·"Usually, hE: follows their recD!Strlct expect to· retain quality
McGowens said she eJq>ected ommenda~on,"s~d Tamberg..
-BY-.E.BtKA HAYABAKI
Time~ Sto.fTWrfter
teachers irii; :cannorlteep7 its--to-receive-her·check-last-mon.tb;--·Under-church..Jaw,~~-
word ·to' them?" About eight 'and pmoned to put some of the · has the ultimate authority ·on
The · Inglewood · teachers teachers then served thEf board ·money into savings for· her two whether a priest stays 'in ·minisunion filed an unfair labor prac- with the unfair labor practice pa- children a'nd install new carpet- . try or· is temporarily or perma- :
·
·. · ·
ing in her home. Others _were · nentJy remQved because ~;~f.sex-::\
tice charge Wednesday against pers.
the school district and held a
BQard members then went . counting on: the extra cash, ual abus.e anegations. ·
.: '!' '
rally outside the board meeting, · into closed ,session and would which would amoimf to $1,000 to ·
The clergy' inisconduct boaid ··.
claiming teachers' have not re- · not coinment on the matter.. ·
$2,000 annually per teacher, ~o has t\yi.ce before' Iev:iey.'ed the.'
ceived 1;be pay raise they are due. · . ·Kathy stewart, president of help pay for Christmas gifts, she case against Femand,o, but ·on· ·
Inglewood . Unified the Inglewood Teachers Assn., . said.
·
prior occasions. it· did not have . ·
· The
' School. District's ,800 teachers said the lack of raises "means
· "Teachers are leaving." .enouJ¥l·~dence to l;'emove hi¢··.
have not received ~raise in the. that w.e'n possibly lose: more of McGowen8 said. "Teachers-are froni tlie ininistry, 1.archdiocese·:·.
last three years. A tentative con- . ourteachers, who will go to other tired of not. being treated fairly, officials smd?.' ·: ,_. .·. '· · :. · ' : ,{'
tract agreement reached in Oc- districts where they will make and not being put. first when it
· '"rambe:q(said the allegations
tober would·have given them a : more. money. It also means we comes to salary. They're. getting 'the archdiocese ~d' r~ceived '..
2.5% raise retroactive to July 1,: cannot trust the word of the excellent training at this district, against Fernando were· second·''·
2002, B,D.d ·an additional. 2.5% . board,"becaus~ We sfgned a legal learning hOW to WOrl!;: with 8:iJ. ··hand, from'' the alleged victi~l{S I
~ · raise retro~ctive to July 1; 2003.- . document'."·
.
. types of students. They're get- att.orney and, 'an August ~002 ·:
Rnt thP. rlistrir.t. citimr financial
Union officials were notified ting their credentials, and Times story· 'stating
... ..Fernando·:
~
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. Bf"RIC?HARD ~AUS!=l.~T . . : ~ ..after Wilson in a dispute pos. Tlmes Slo/fJVtlter · • . . : : . . .· • sibly .over drugs, Los Angeles '

·· · } ' · · · · · · .· ·· ,.,.
· · Pollee Det. Adrian Soler said
·. A·.diS,P.ute over c:Jrugs\vas· :·=·wediiesdliy.
·
. ·.. .
the possible motive in the·ex-, ~ AlSo found' in' the ·apart- '
ecution-style slayings· of tJiree . ment we.re thE! bedies ofNicoie
.people in a Van-Nuys apart- . Jon~. 20,'who.was identified
ment last weekend. LOs An-· · by a neighbor as Wllson'l:llive-.
geles police detectives ·said · m ~lli1end, and Shellni Kash- .
Wedn~day.
.· · ·
. . ·yap, 29; a fifth-grade teacher.
. PoJic~ said the target ofth~ · at · •Live: !\Oak El~mentary
·attack was 'parolee Sbahe Wll- :· Schooliii castaic.-They died of
son, 31, who was.found.Satur- _gunshot woun~s to the head;
day bound anci beaten to coroner's officials said ·!
death in his apar:tment. on · · ri.etectivessaiditappeared
HayvenhurstAvenue.
that·Kasbyap was1just a villiThe ·k:ill~r or killers came tor a~ tlie' apartm~nt. ·

Suspect.in
Slaying
H~~t.by.. Poii~~
Grulflre.
.
.
·. ·'·,.
. . .,
'ByJoyBucHANAN ·:. ·. .
AND C~IS'l'IANA SCIAUDONE

.:: Tbree·'ponce· officers re- .
.BPOnded. -after'·'receiv;i:p.g'a radio
: Ttme:sstr;r.JJWrUe18
.can 'atiqut a:n :inned man. Th~y ";
.... .. · .. ·. heard g'unS~pt~ as·they arriveci
':
· · Police· shot and . seriously· Lee said;' and ·saw tazos and hiS
wotmded a. man· suspected. or compaillonJ$aviilgtbe alley:· .:
killing a 19-year-old in an appar'The·:officers ·pUr8ued' Lazo~
· ently gang-related attack Tues- oti foot; and 'm··a squad car. DUrdaynightinBaldwii!. Village. .
. ing the·plirsuit,'·Lee sSid, Lazos
. Officer Jason L~e. an LAPD. ·fell.·Wlrlleo;nth~grounci,hefired
1 spokesman.· said two males con·at police, police said Lee said the
. fronted Daniel, Santoyo in an al- officers filed back, hitting Lazes.
ley about 10 p.m. Frank L~os, ·multiple 'tiines:: · ··: ,. ·. · · · ·: ··
, 27, shot Santoyo in the head; ~ . P.olice'.initlally had reported,
then tied With a 14~year-old, Lee erroneously, ·.~at · officers· liad .
said. Santoyo died at- the".scene, fired ·a fatal shot'at the scene. .
nearPalmyraRoadandHillcrest
Otl:i.cers arrested the second
Drive in Southwest Lo~Angel~i suspect. ·
··

der
origm~roof.
. if it has
. the'
.... . .
' . : ·;.· ..
•
. •
.
·; . .
I,
Unclear. on the concept:' Da-·
vid Beinhart of Burbank virote .
to · author,,·.·... Don. _Barrett's ·;
raradio:com·website about a Ti- · ·
ger Balm radio commercial that .
he · called "a. masterpiece :of '
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Archdiocese to review~
~·Pasadena:.priest's easel
•

'

•

~latect PreSS·

1'\

·rQboni.te·

her account,' thoug:\i
Brown declfued to specify w'4a~
·· : · : · . .
·
.' the priest'said. · · · . · · ;:
t.t?~'ANGE~E$ .-' The Rbm~ · . Fernando co~tin\)Bs to sa;~
e ·Catholic· Archdiocese. of 'Los Mass as assoc1ate ·pa1>tor ail!
· Angeles' priest. :pllsconduct ...Assumption qf :the Bless!3d ViJt:
d ·.. boEP.=d is po~ed to reView the· :gin ~ ·c~tholic Chl;fr~h ~ ·
1, . case or a'Pasadena parish pqest Pas~dena. : · . ;ae. ~ "vigo~d'p.S~~
s aGcused of, m9le:stlng . .a wolll,al1 derued all i;lie .charges:•· a~cori!ib
o · mor~ than two deca~~ 'ago; . . mg to· atchdi0'9Me' aftorn~y ~ ·
c- · . :At:chdio~;~se.spokesmful Tod. Michael Hen:tJl_gan:~
.
:
' .~Qerg .s~d lb.~ boaid was· to · .: 'rh;e · arclidiocese'~ tni~~o~ .
c- teW,ew ap~e$ .Wtldnesfu:,ty that duct bOard .:P:as re:vieW.ed th~, .
rt tlie· ;Rev:.<'W.'alteli :Fem!Uldo: sexu-. · all~gati~p.s. twice,. but ·no· ·arclii'i
te · al.LY.· :·~~lrSed , ?- . :teebag~ ,gi;rl in . ~~~~~ ·FeP.t.es~ntaiJY~ .~ ~
· ·l:9S.lt;:··' .. ·:- ... ,. · · . · .
. ..mt~'i:'\!deweCI. tbe·allege,d Vlctin:t'i ·
:>t : ·:(·'ilb;lt;·l'V~WW\l·':l!;>ld·;au:thGrities · b'fftcMW: 'p.ai4~ ·. . ·.. · .:. · .:. · :: ·
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Statement for Weekend Masses at Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary Parish,
Pasadena
Wednesday, January 17-18,2004 ·
Regarding Reverend Walter Fer~ando
As you lmow, in August of2002, the Los Angeles Times published an article on sexual
misconduct by Catholic priests and, among many others, named your Associate Pastor, Father
Walter Fernando. as someone who allegedly engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. On that
occasiorREDA~TED
made an announcement in the. parish indicating that while officials
of the Archdiocese were aware that an investigation was being conducted, we.had not received
any complaint of misconduct by Father Fernando at that time.
Earlier this week, on Wednesday, January 14,2004, The Times published another article
focusing specifically on Father Fernando. Additionally, a lawsuit was filed in December
charging Father Fernando with abusive behavior.
Prior to this, there had never been any complaint about Father Fernando. He has denied any
. sexually abusive conduct with the person who filed the lawsuit or, for that matter, with anyone
else. There is only one person who has made any claim against Father F~rnando. Only on this
past Wednesday has she consented to being interviewed by an investigator of the Archdiocese.
Up to tbis point, she has not submitted written responses to a questionnaire as part of the courtordered mediation process. We have asked to see the results of the police investigation so that
We can know and ~ssess any evid{)D.ce. the police may have obtained. We still hope that the
police and District Attorney will release this information to us.
Our Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has considered the case of Father Fernando on several
occasions. Up to the present, the information available to us has been hearsay in nature and
without the kind of detail that would enable the Archdiocese to investigate more fully, or enable
Father Fernando to present a reasonable defense. As a result,. the Board has not recommended
that Father Fernando be placed on administrative leave. It has recommended a number of steps
that either have been or are being pursued.
Cardinal Mahony is committed to assuring that children and young people are safe. He has
pledged that when it is determined that a priest has engaged in sexual misconduct with a minor,
that he will be permanently removed from ministry. That pledge has been implemented. The
fact that a lawsuit has been filed or a complaint made to the police does not mean that Father
Fernando has acted in an abusive fashion. All people, priests included, must be presumed
innocent until there is proof to the contrary. At the same time, the· Church takes allegations of
tliis sort senously -- precisely because we want-tou:rrc-o-verthe-:fulliruth-and-then-aet-in-aceord:------with the truth. Therefore, we will continue to seek all available information.

----~.

We will continue to keep you informed of developments. We ask that you please pray for
everyone involved -- people who have been harmed by sexual abuse, priests, and those
conducting the investigations. Thank you.
Monsignor Craig A. Cox
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Statement for Weekend Masses at St Hilary Parish, Pico Rivera
January 17-18,2004
Regarding Reverend Walter Fernando
As you may recall, in August of 2002, the Los Angeles Times published an article on sexual
misconduct by Catholic priests and, among many others, named Father Walter Fernando, as
someone who allegedly engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. Father Fernando was an
Associate Pastor at St. Hilary in March through November of 1981. When the article was
published in August of 2002, officials of the Archdiocese knew only that an investigation was
being conducted and had not received any complaint of misconduct by Father Fernando at that
time.
Earlier this week, on Wednesday, January 14, 2004, The Times published another artiCle
focusing on Father.Fernando. Additionally, a lawsuit was .filed in December charging Father
Fernando with abusive behavior. The alleged misconduct is said to have taken place during the
time of his service here at St. Hilary. Only one complaint has been lodged against Father
Fernando.

In keeping with our commitment to protect children and young people, Cardinal Mahony has
arranged for this complaint to be investigated very thoroughly by a former FBI agent. The
results of that investigation will be provided to the Cardinal and to the Clergy Misconduct
Oversight Board, l;J.eaded by a retired Superior Court judge and consisting of fourteen members,
·
·
·
·
tweive of whom ;:rre laypersons.

If any parishioners have information to report that might assist in the investigation of this matter,
we urge you to come forward. You may contact either Monsignor Craig Cox, Vicar for Clergy,
or the investigator~EDACTED
· · · If you forget this number, you may
request it at the rectory office at any time.
The Cardinal has dedicated himself and the Archdiocese to do all that is possible to assure· our
children and young people are safe. Towards this end, he has pledged to remove from ministry
any priest who is determined to havy sexually abused a minor. We are committed to take
allegations Of tbis sort seriously -- precisely because we want to uncover:the full truth and then
act in accord with the truth. Again, I invite any parishioner who may have information to come
· forward to assist us.
Finally, I ask that yori please pray for everyo:p.e involved-- people who have been harmed by
sexu81 abuse, pnests, anO.-those-conducting-the-investigatien&.-Thank-you.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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.Declaraci6n para las Misas del fin de semana
en Ia Parroquia de St Hilary, Pico Rivera
17-18 de enero, 2004
Respecto al asun,to del Reverendo Walter Fernando
Quizas recuerden que en el mes de agosto de 2002, el peri6dico Los Angeles Times
publico un articulo sabre la mala conducta sexual por parte de sacerdotes Catolicos y,
entre otros, nombro al Padre Walter Fernando como uno que, segU.n las alegaciones,
habia participado en el abuse de una persona menor de edad. El Padre Fernando entonces
servia como asociado pastor en la parroquia de St. Hilary desde marzo hasta noviembre
del1981. Cuando se publico el articulo en el mes de agosto del2002, los oficiales de la
Arquidiocesis sabian solamente que se habfa iniciado una investigaCion pero no habian
recibido de ninguna persona una quej"a de mala conducta por parte del Padre Fernando en
aquel tiempo.

El dia miercoies de esta semana, 14 de enero, 2004 el Los Angeles Ti"ff!eS publico otro
articulo sabre la persona del Padre Fernando. Ademas, una demanda se entablo el mes de
diciembre acusando a1 Padre Fernando de comportamiento abusive. La mala conducta,
segUn. tal, ocurrio durante el periodo de servicio del Padre en la parroquia de St. Hilary.
Fue una sola quej?- que fue presentada contra el Padre Fernando.
· De acuerdo con nuestro compromise de pro~eger a nifios y j6ven~, el Cardenal Mahony ·
ha pedido una investigaci6n de fonda de esta acusaci6n por un ex-agente del FBI. :Los
resultados de esa investigacion seran presentados al CardenalMahony a los miembros
del Comite Arquidiocesano de Supervision de Casas de Mala Conducta, cuyo presidente
es unjuez jubilado de la Corte Superior. Acl.emas, el Comite se compone de catorce
personas de los cuales dace son laicos.

y

Si alguien ·tiene informacion que puede facilitar esta investigacion, le suplica.mos que la
presente.. Pueden comunicarse al respecto con el Monsefior Craig Cox, el Vicario para el
Clero, o con el investigador, el senor C. J. Ruona, alnUm.ero 213-63-7-7284. Si se les
olvida este nllinero, pueden conseguirlo en las oficinas de su parroquia.
Se ha comprometido el Cardenal que la Arquidi6cesis haga todo lo posible para que
u.&tedes· sientan la plena confianza que sus bijos estan seguros. Hacia este fin, el esta
totalmente comprometido a remover del ministerio cualquier sacerdote que ha abusado
sexualmente a un menor. de edad. Estamos comprometidos. a tamar y recibir estas
-------.a=c.....us.,..,actcmes-muyen-serio-=-precisam.ente-pmque-queremos-descubricla..plena..Yer..dad y_,,_ _ _ _ _ __
por consecuencia responder de acuerdo con la verdad. De nuevo, invito a cualquier
parroquiano quien tenga alguna informacion que la presente para ayudarnos.
Por fin, les pido que recen por todas las personas involucradas :-personas dafiadas por el
abuso, por las sacerdotes, y por las personas dirigiendo las investigaciones.
Gracias.
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Cox 1 Msgr. Craig A.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cox, Msgr. Craig A.
Wednesday, January 21, 2004 1:44PM
REDACTED

Ft--f\ r/!Jri!} I
{_ -/1 L{-·

M~~~~;-.f~;REDACTED

1found this email address in the Annuario Pontificio. I ask whoever receives this to forward it to Auxiliary BishopVincent
Marius Joseph Peiris..
·
Dear Bishop Peiris,
I am the Vicar for Clergy of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles in California. I need to be able to·either communicate with you
via a private email address or arrrange to speak with you on the phone. Would you please be so kind as to contact me at
your earliest possible convenience?· This is a matter of some delicacy and urgency.
My telephone isREDACTED
Thank you for your kind attention to this matter. May God bless you! .
Msgr. Craig A. Cox

1
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Cox, Msar. Craig A.
Cox, Msgr. Craig A.
Fridav. Januarv 23. 2004 10:28 AM

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

REDACTED

Your Ass-istance

Dear Bishop,
Thank you so much for your email. I regret to have to inform you that there has been an accusation of sexual misconduct
with a minor lodged against Father Walter Fernando. This charge dates back to his first year in this country, 1981.
It is our understanding that you visited the United States in 1981 and traveled with Father Fernando on a vacation that
included, among other destinations, a trip to the Grand Canyon.
It is critical for our investigation to determine whether or not this vacation trip occurred and to ascertain, as closely as
reasonably possible, the exact dates of the trip. Any type of documentary verification, as well as your own recollections,
would be most helpful to us. For example, if you have entries in your passport verifying your presence here at that time,
receipts from the trip, entries in a diary or journal, dated photographs, etc., these could be most helpful It is our
understanding that you stayed in a number of parishes and with familes during this trip. Any recollection about the places
and persons with whom you stayed would be most helpful.
I hate to burden you, but there is an urgency that we move forward with our investigation as promptly as possible.
Therefore, I would appreciate a return email as quickly as possible. If you have documentation, could you have notarized
copies made and have them sent by a fast delivery service (e.g., DHL, FedEx) to me at the following address:
Msgr. Craig A. Cox

·

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

3424 Wilshire Boulavard
Los Angeles, CA 9001 0
U.S.A.
My office will be happy to reimburse you for any expenses you incure in preparing and shipping the documents to us,
We have retained the services of a professional investigator in this matter, c:REDACTED
He and I would also
welcome an opportunity to talk with you on the phone if yo1,1 believe that would be helpful in your communications with us.

I look forward to your response. May God bless you in your ministry.
Yours in Christ,
--Msgr;-6raig--A-;-6ox~------------------------_:___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Vicar for Clergy

1
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRlVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
January 23,2004
Canonical Investigation of Father Walter F emando
CMOB-027
'
Report a

REDACTED canomcal
. auditor
.

REDACTED

made an accusation of sexual abuse against Father Walter
Fernando to the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) in Apri12002. Price has never
personally lodged a complaint with the Los Angeles Archdiocese but the office of her
attome~EDACTED
_ communicated it to the Archdiocese. Based on her
accusation the following individuals were interviewed and records were reviewed
between January 14, 2004, and January 27, 2004:

!.REDACTED
2.
3.
-4
5
6

7
8
9
1
1

1
1
]

]

1
Fernando is a 59-year-old Sri Lankan-American who was ordained in Sri Lanka in 1973
and came from Sri Lanka to the Los Angeles Archdiocese in 1981. His initial assignment
in the Archdiocese was at Saint Hilary's Church in Pica Rivera, reporting March 1, 1981.
He served there until November 29, 1981, and was then transferred to Saint Jobn Baptist
de la Salle where he served until July 31, 1986. Since then he has served at four other
parishes in the Archdiocese and has not had any complaints lodged against him other than
the one that is the subject qf this report. He has been an associate pastor at each of his
assignments.
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REDACTED
The allegations made b: _____ against Fernando are contained in a Complaint :fil~d in Los
Angeles County Superior Court on December3, 2003. Pertinent parts of the complaint
state:
1REDACTED was a minor during the alleged acts perpetrated upon her.

2. She alleges Fernando molested minor parishioners and that the Archdiocese was
aware of it.
3. The specific acts involving Fernando and her included:
a. French kissing
b. Hugging
c. Fondling buttocks over clothing
d. Rubbing ~d massaging breasts and body
e. Kissing neck, face and breasts
f. Digital vaginal penetration
g. Forced masturbation of Fernando
h. Attempted forced oral copUlation of Fernando
i. Sexual grooming
REDACTED
•
•
REDACTED
.
A request has been made
; for an mterv1ew c
by a representative of the
Archdiocese, preferably one of the investigators. This is one of the recommendations of
. the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, however, despite initially indicating she might
allow this Frel;lerg has not at thiS time.
·
REDACTED Certificate

ofBaptism certifies·that she was born on August 7, 1963 ..

REDACTEDw~!': 'IU.arried tREDACTED

·,and. they sepa:Fated on May
EDACTED
rhere were three daughters as a
result of this union andREDACTEo ;vas granted custody after the acrimonious divorce.

REDACTED .

Fernando advised Monsignor Craig A. Cox that ihe LAPD wanted to talk to hlm
(Fernando) while both were at Saint John's Seminary attending a continuing education
week the first week of June 2002. He told Cox that about 20 years ago he crossed
bmmdaries With a woman interested in entering the. convent They went to a movie
together and he put his arm around her. She later entered the convent but left within a
few years.
REDACTED
Sometime after this the archdiocese became aware tha
was makinl! an alle!!ation
---'--------...,a"'g=ainst-Femandoand_b_a-s·en-on-tb±s-he-wasinterviewed-by-Gox-and-REDACTED
REDACTED on February 12, 2003. Prior to this interview Fernando retain~cREDACTED
as his attorney and altbm1P'h he answered all questions pertaining to him personally and
. ally h e acted 01 REDACTED ~nVlr.f'\
_., ,
_.,
.c.
d
· ·
d" fue.
::~nn rP.111!'1e to answer questions regar mg
histone
allegations made against him b)REDACTED noted that Fernando's demeanor was
cordial and cooperative and that he exhibited an appropriate level of concern. Later in
letters dated March 7, 2003, and May 8, 2003, that Fernando addressed to Cox he denied
"each of the specific behaviors alleged." He also wrote, "I absolutely affirm that I have
obeyed my vow of celibacy''.
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On January.21, 2004, Monsignor J obn A .. (Archie) Rawden (retired) was tel~phonically
contacted. He stated that in 1981 he W.fl.S the Chancellor for the Archdiocese and
responsible for the transfers of the priests. At that time he. lived in the rectory of
Immaculate Conception Church which was across the street from where the.-chancery. It
was a large rectory and often priests coming into the Archdiocese stayed there prior to
being assigned to a parish. He could not recall Fernando.
On January 16 and 17,2004REDACTED
was
telephonically interviewed. Heis currently Associate Pastor at Our Lady of Lourdes
Church and advised that he has known Father Walter Fernando for about 35 years, since
their days in the seminary in Sri Lanka. He has always known him to be an honorable
man both in Sri Lanka and in the United States. REDACTED preceded Walter in coming
to America and .when Walter arrived they spent a good deal of time together. He and his
brotheREDACTED
would spend each Wednesday with Walter, as that
was their day o·ffthen. Walter did not have a C~lifomia driver's license for several
months after he arrived and they drove him to various locations .around Southern
. California. They often visited and had· dinner at other Sri La.nJfiin homes in the area.
Walter was initially assigned to Saint Hilary's in Pico Rivera but as he recalls he did not
stay there as long as it was originally intended. The reason for this might have been
because of his surname he was believed to be a Spanish speaker and he was not. He was
then transferred to Saint John Baptist de la Salle jn.Granada Hills. He does not recall any
parishioners at Saint Hilary's that ·walter was close to or ·Spoke about and the name
. Annicia.Price means nothing to hii:n. Nor does he recall Walter mentioning any Saint
Hilary parishioner visiting him' afSaint John's. He described Walter as a reserved softspoken person that in his opinion would not force himself on anybody or in any way
violate his vows. He was very surprised to hear that Walter was accused of any
impropriety. He believes that the :first summer Walter was in America another Sri
La:nkan priest, Marius Peiris, visited this country and they traveled together~ Peiris is
now a bishop in Sri Lanka and he has a cousin thl;l.t lives in the Torrance area named
Sweenitha De Mel whom they visited her on occasion back then. He advised his brother
is now in ministry in New York.

On January 20, 200•REDACTED
(not related to Walter) was
telephonically interviewed. He is currently the hospital chaplain at Long Beach
Memorial Hospital, Long Beach, New York, and resides in the rectory at Saint Igriatius
Church in Long Beach, New York. He stated that he was assigned to Saint Michael's
Church in Los Angeles in 1981 when Father Walter Fernando arrived from Sri Lanka.
------He-knew-W-alterin:-Sri-J:Ja:nlnrand-kn:ows-tb:at-he-had-a-good-reputation-there;-He-knows-----this because there is only one seminary in the country and relatively few priests and if
someone does something untoward it becomes known throughout the religious
community. Also the Bishop would not have written a letter of recommendation for him,
which was required. REDACTED came to the U.S.A. in 1976 for a change and a more
challenging ministry. He explained that Sri Lanka is a small country with few
·opportunities and he came here to broaden his experiences within the Church. He
believes Walter came for the same reasons but probably with a bit of apprehension since
he was leaving all of. his family and most of his friends. When Walter arrived in Los
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Angeles he stayed at the Immaculate Conception rectory with Monsignor Archie
Rawden. He was then sent to Saint Hilary's. He remembers that Walter did not drive at
that time since he did not have a California driver's license and he and his brother, Father
Damian -F emando, would drive to Walter's church and pick him up each Wednesday their
day off. They would visit other Sri Lankans that resided in the area and frequently have
dinner in their homes. One of these wasREDACTED
whose cousin, REDACTED
is now a Bishop in Sri Lanka. In 1981 he was a priest from the same diocese as them in
Sri Lanka and he visited the United States. REDACTED and Walter traveled to the Grand
Canyon that summer as well as other places but he could not recall exact times and
places. He was very surprised when he heard of the allegations made against Walter as .
.he has always been a quiet gentleman and has a reputation for that. He never did
anything indiscreet while they were together and he reiterated they snent a 2:ood deal of
time together in 1981. He cannot remember Walter ever mentionintEDACTED ~or any
other parishioner from Saint Hilary's nor does he recall him ever mentioning a former
parishioner visiting him after he was transferred to Saint John's.

On January 21, 2004,REDACTED
was telephonically interviewed and advised she
knows Father Walter Fernando and recalls that he and her cousin Bishop Marius Peiris
took a vacation together in 1981 when Peiris visited the United States. She cannot
remember the dates they traveled but believes they visited the Grand Canyon and Las
Yegas. Back then she frequently ~aw the Sri Lankan. priests that lived in the Los Angeles
area, :including Fernando, and they were all good men. She could offer no other
· information of value.
On January 17, 2004,REDACTED _ was telephonically interviewed and on January 20
was personally contacted at Saint Hilary's. She is currently teaching at Saint Benedict's
Grammar School in Montebello but has been employed at Saint Hilary's in some
capacity, part time or full time since 1985. In the mid-1980s she worked in the office and
now does some secretarial work and maintains the archived records of the parish.
·Although she was not working in the parish when Walter Fernando was an Associate
Pastor at Saint Hilary's she was a parishioner and remembers him. She also knew
REDACTED
lS they both were :in the parish youth choir. REDACTED played the flute in the
choir. This was aftelEDACTEograduated from high school and before sh«;iE~Yt,lcit. into the
convent. After she left the convenrDACTEDre-::joined the group. Before
graduated
from high school and joined the choir she worked in the rectory part-time answering the
·telephones and the door. This was on the weekends and in the earlv evenings. A search
of pay records failed to locate any for REDACTED which makesREDACTED ",,;,.T.,. +l...nt since she
.
'REDACTED
------w=a=-s=part=-c-tirri:eSli:e was paid-'in casn ana no re-c~<Yrds-were-maintamed:iescribed-----REDACTEDiS a needy person who had a troubled family life. She seemed lonely and ]REDACTED
family was uninvolved with her activities. REDACTED also said tharoAcrEo has had financial
problems for years. Less than two years after leaving the convenREDACTED was married and
it might have been to the first person she datedREDACTED did not believe the mArriage
REDACTED
. REDACTED
REDACTED
lasted four years and
had tbree daughters as a result of1t.
tole
. that
her husband was having an affair and that after the divorce she felt like a failure again
. d w here to go from th ereREDACTED never mentwne
.
d F emando to h er or anyone .
and questione
else as far as she knows. She remembered Fernando as a gentle, reserved, docile person
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REDACTED
and felt if anything did ocr.nr hP.twP.P.J
and him she probably instigated it. If he
REDACTED REDACTED
made any advances on her
fee:
~would have told someone. She cannnt
REDACTED
REDACTED
recall any birthday or any other type party fc
in the rectory. She has not seen
in over a year and does not know where she is living or if she is employed. She does
know one ofher daughters has a serious health problem. Her daughters went to Saint
Hilary's school at one time. Carmen Torres was the parish secretary in 1981 but she is
. secretary ancREDACTED
.
now very
elderly and feeble. In 1985 REDACTED
______ -., .
Jecame the pansh
later met her when both had children in school at Saint Hilary, s. Lillian Miraya is the
.h .
REDACTED
current pans busmess manager and does not knm
personally but requested
REDACTED locate old payroll records for her. She does not know who asketEDACTED to
provide them. She also checked parish records dating back to 19 81 for vehicles;
expenses, retreats, training or anything else regarding Fernando with negative results.
The only thing she could locate from that time period were Sunday parish bulletins. The
full time rectory employee at that time wasREDACTED 1 who is now deceasedREDACTED
REDACTED
:Uso worked as a junior, or part-time, secretary the same time thaREDACTED
did and she also played guitar in the youth choir. She might be able to provide some
was the housekeeper in 1981 and.is now
information. REDAt?TED notherREDACTED ~
84 years old and residing at Nazareth House. She might remember something, as she ·
....,_,REDACTEDand F emando.. She :fi::equent1y ta1ked tcREDACTED and was. .tOn
.c. d of h er and
knew b OUJ
never mentioned tcREDA~TED thaREDACTEo had a relationship with a priest. Her mother was
the only person other than the priests that was allowed :in their private quarters and she
· would not allow anyone else to vioiate their space.
·
Op. January 20, 2004, the Saint Hilary's Sunday Parish Bulletins for 1981 were reviewed.

The March gth one welcomed Fernando to the Earish. On Aprit26 his name is listed on
the cover as a parish priest. On November 29 it announces he is being transferred to
Saint John's. On December 13th he is no longer named on the cover as a parish priest.
The bulletins for that year indicate thatREDACTED
;vas the pastor and that
. is
associate pastors wereREDACTED
deceased antREDACTED left the Archdiocese May 23, 1985, apparentlY to return to his
Dio.cese in Enugu, Nigeria. Parish records refleREDACTED marriedREDACTED on
REDACTED
-- . - ---On January 16, 200•REDACTED
·,Pastor at Our Lady of the Rosary Church,
was telephonically contacted. He advised that he was an a{)Sociate pastor at Saint
Hilary's in 1981 and remembers Father Walter Fernando there. He recalled Fernando as
a hard working priest that was very gentle and quiet and definitely never saw him do
anything of a suspiCious nature. He could not remember anyone---m.-1he-p·ari·shilra+--------Femaudo was particularly close to. He had recently come from Sri Lanka and he
socialized with other Sri Lankan priests on his day off. He recalls that they came to pick
him up and that they would go to various places in the area. He cannot recall if Fernando
was assigned a vehicle but believes that he probably was. He did not recall when
':r"'cation was or if he took a parish car when he went. He did not remelflber

REDACTED
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-70

6/
· · al ofS amt
· Hil.,.,..,..
On January 21, 2004,REDACTED
pnnc1p
= >' s sch oo1was
telephonically contacted. She.advised thatREDACTED
did.not attend Saint Hilary's
School but that her children did for a period of time. She lrnew her as a parent of a
student and nothing more. Her children were withdrawn from the school she believes for .
fipancial reasons.
p

_

_

On January 21, 200~REDACTED
r, Saint Hilary's Church, was
telephonically contacted. She advised she does not know Father Walter Fernando or
REDACTED She learned oREDACTED name in this matter :from her pastor and advised
REDACTED.
that a state agency had requested payroll records fo
m July 2003 but there were no
records.
·
OnJanuary21, 2004, REDACTED~ _was interviewed at Nazareth House. She advised
that she was the housekeeper at the rectory of Saint Hilary's Church when Father Walter
Fernando was assigned there. He was a very quiet nice man who she liked a lot. He
related well to the parishioners and they liked him. REDACTED :was a junior secretary
in the rectory and answered the telephone and the front door. She was in high .school and
worked partMtime. She was a hard worker and helped_!2TE~upport her family. Before she .
entered the convent she discussed it with REDACTED __ and he later toldREDACTED that
he did not think she would make it in religious lif~'E:::~~rEois now an interpreter in the
court system in Los Angeles and she believes that
continues to help support her
parents. She knew of no conne.ction between Fernando andREDACTE\ Nobody was allowed
in the priests' quarters but he~, not even the parish secretary. She did not remember any ,
.type party fOJREDACTEDin the rectory.
On January 21, 2004~REDA~TED
.
_
_, was interviewed at the
Nazareth House. He remembered Father Walter Fernando as one of his associate pastors
at Saint John's and that he was an excellent, obedient-young man. He was gi:v:en the
hospital ministry and worked very hard at it. He has no recollection of anYthlng that
would reflect poorly upon Fernando. The only female he remembers visiting Fernando
was another Sri Lankan. He characterized him as "one of my prized young men."
On January 21, 2004, REDACTED
, was telephonically interviewed. He is
currently pastor of Saint Bernardine of Siena Church and was an associate pastor at Saint
. John's.in 1981 whenFatherWalterFemando arrived. He was a veryreservedgentleman
and he was never suspicious ofFernando for any reason. He has called appropriate ·
people for the activities of others over the years but not Fernando. He cannot recall any.
------:::,...pm='Sliioners from SaintHilary's visiting Femando-atSaint-Jcrhn-'s-.- - - - - - - - - - - - On January 21, 2004, Monsignor Timothy J. Dyer, Pastor ofNativity Church, was
telephonically interviewed and advised he was the Vicar for Clergy in 1990 and 1992
when Father Walter Fernando was transferred from Cathedral Chapel and Saint Gregory
the Great Chl:lrches after what appears to be abbreviated stays. He could not recall why ·
these transfers were made but is certain that if there was a serious problem behind them it
. would be noted in Fernando's file.
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On January 22, 2004, a meeting was held with LAPD Lieutenant Dennis Shirey, Officer
in Charge of the Juvenile Division and LAPD Officer James Brown senior detective of
the cleric abuse task force. They advised .fuey were not at liberty to release any portions
of their case relating to Father Walter F em an do including the' transcript of the monitored
telephone call betweenFemando anc:REDACTED. This would be against their policy
and could be harmful to a future case if another victim comes forward since fuREDAcrEo
case can be used for corroboration. Due to the Stogner Decision Fernando will not be
prosecuted in this matter but Brown opined that the telephone call corroboratedREoAcrEo
claims. Brown will contact Deputy District Attorney William Hodgeman to obtain his
opinion on allowing the transcript of the call to be viewed by the Archdiocese and advise
once tbis decision is made. ·
On January; 1 ~ ~ 20o,REDACTED
advised in a
memo that REDACTED .e entered.the Daughter~ of Saint Paul in January 1983. After her
postulancy she became a novice and then left the co~unity on March 27, 1985.
On January 17 and 18, 2004, a statement was read at all week end Masses at Saint
Hillary's that Father Walter Fernando was named in a law suit accusing him of sexual
abuse while assigned to that parish. It requested any parishioner with information
regarding this matter to contact the Archdiocese .and left Monsignor Craig A. Cox's
telephone number. No contact has bee1:1 made.
On Jan~ary 21, 200~REDACTED parlsh secretary at Saint Hnary's from 1983 until
·
. 1998 advised that she had no information of value relating to this matter.
The February 2003 issue of the Los Angeles. Lay Catholic Mission contains an article
stating that the January 2nd Los Angeles Times namedREDACTED
as a se:Xual abuse
victim handing out leaflets at the Sherman Oaks Galleria. The pamphlets informed
victims of sexual abuse by priests that they could bring suit against perpetrators for the .
duration of2003 and urged them to contact the Church.
OnJanuary27, 2oo.REDA~TED
e-mailed Cox the following information. He has known Fernando since 1964 and they
attended the seminary together. Between roughly September 5th and 18th 1981 he and
Fernando traveled by car to the Grand Canyon. They also spent time in Flagstaff, ·
Arizona, and Las Vegas, Nevada, on the trip which took four or five days. Fernando was
assigned to Saint John Baptist de la Saile at the time~
REDACTED

A public records database search was done on
in this matter.

and provided no information of value
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6)
Analysis and Observations
This allegation was made 21 years after the ·act supposedly took place.
REDACTED

There are no independent witnesses named by
as having ever observed any of the
alleged activities. Therefore much of the investigation set forth above revolves around
character evaluation of the parties by those that knew them at that time as well as now.
REDACTED

:had a difficult childhood and as a young woman left religious life and had a failed
· acrimonious marriage.

REDACTED
She has had financial difficulties throughout her life.
Fernando was assigned to Saint Hilary's on March 1, 1981, and remained there until
November 30, 1981.
·
Fernando did not drive for a couple of months after arriving at Saint Hilary's due to a
lack of a valid drivet' s license.
.

REDACTED

Although the LAPD advised that in their opinion Fernando corroborated
allegations in the recorded telephone call Officer Brown ori another occasion said the call
"seemed to corroborate her account"
REDACTED

18th birthday was August 7, 1981.

No other complaints have been lodged against Fernando.
These issues have a bearing on this analysis but without more information it cannot be
detennined at this time, with any level of certainty, whether the alleged activities took
place or not.
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Timeline Regarding Father Walter Fernando
April24, 1944 ... Walter Fernando born in Ragama, Sri Lanka
January 1, 1973 ... Fernando ordained for Diocese of Colombo, Sri Lanka
March 1, 198l ...Fernando assigned to Saint Hilary's Parish, Fico Rivera
August 7, 1981.REDACTED

:'s 18th birthday

November 29, 1981. .. Fernando leaves Saint Ililary' s
November 30, 1981 ...Fernando assigned to Saint Jolm Baptist de la Salle, Granada Ilills
REDACTED

January 1983.

enters convent
REDACTED

'Marcb.27? 1985..

leaves convent

February 24, 1986 ...Fernap.do :incardinated in Los Angeles
July31, 1986 ... Fernando leaves

SaintJoln~'s

August 1, 1986 ... Femando assigned to SamtRose ofLima, Simi Valley
December 23, 1987 .. REDACTED

tt Saint Hilary's

July 1, 1990 ... Fernando leaves Saint Rose
JUly2, 1990 ... Fernando assigned Cathedral Chapel, Los Angeles
Junel2,1991.REOACTED

file for divorce

May 2, 1992 ...Fernando leaves Cathedral Chapel
May 3,.1992 ...Fernando assigned Saint Gregory the Great, Whittier
June 30, 1992 ...Fernando leaves Saint Gregory
July 1, 1992... Fernando assigned Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Pasadena
Aprii 12, 1994. REDACTED

marriage declared null and void by Catholic Church

REDACTED

1

April2002..

reports molestation to LAPD

REDACTED

May 2002.

makes monitored telephone call to Fernando
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.

June 13, 200? ... Fernruido advises Monsignor Craig A. Cox LAPD wants to talk to him
August 18, 2002 ... Los Angeles Times article names Fernando as being under
investigation

REDACTED
August 30, 2002 ... Officer Dale Barraclough advise
case on Fernando

lAPD has open

January 1, 2003 ... Price identified in Los Angeles Times as abuse victim per February
edition of the Los Angeles Lay Catholic JY.f:i.ssion
·
January 1, 2003 ...Price appears on list of plaintiffs
January 22, 2003 ... CMOB discusses matter but has few facts and takes no action
February 12, 2003 ...Fernando interviewed by Cox and REDACTED

... ·"""

..

March 7, 2003 ...Femando sends Cox letter denying most serious charges
March 26, 2003 ... CMOB discusses matter and requests more information be obtaimid
May 8, 2003 ...Fernando sends second letter

to Cox denying all alleg.ations

January 14~ 2004: .. L.A. Times article details mise against Fernando and that he is still in.·
ministry
January 14, 2004 ... CMOB discusses matter and requests expedited investigation
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Cox, Msgr. Craig A.
From:

Cox, Msgr. Craig A.

Sent:

Tuesday, .JanuarY 27, 2004 8:26 AM

To:

REDACTED

Subject: RE:

REDACTED
Thank you ·very much for your reply. I look forward to receiving the materials yciu are sending. This helps us
verify timelines so that we can better assess the claim being made.
May God bless you in your ministry.
Msgr. Craig A. Cox

---or:=-:-.. . 1 ru1-,.:.-~,...0---

FromRED~~TED

_

Sent: Monday, January 26, 2004 8:52 PM

To: Cox, Msgr. Craig A.
Subject:

27.01.2004
Attn. Msgr. Craig A. Cox
Dear Msgr. Cox,

I amRED~CTED
From 1978 - 1982 I was reading for a Post-Graduate Degree in London and was a resident priest
at Our Lady of Lourdes, 373, Bowes Road, London N11 1AA.
On the 30th of August 1981, I travelled from Gatwick Allport to Los Angeles by Laker Sky Train
an AirPlane (Refer photocopies ofpassport.pgs 22 & 34). I was not staying in a parish nor with
families during this tour. I onlv stayed with my 1st cousin, mother's brother's daughterREDACTED
and her husbantEDACTED
Present address REDACTED
REDACTED
.
. .
TelephoneREDACTED I stayed with them till the 25th of September, arrival at
Gatwick Airport (Refer Pg.24).
I have known Fr. Walter Fernando from 1964. From 1965 - 1967 we were seminarians at the
National Seminary, Ampitiya, Sri Lanka. In 1967, I was sent to Rome by the REDACTED
REDACTED
, when I was at Torrance, I contacted Fr. Walter Fernando, who was an
Associate Pastor in a Church dedicated to St. John the Baptist De La Salle (hope I am correct).
In September 1981, roughly between the sth and the 18th September, we went ~n trip, only the
two of us to the Grand Canyon by car. We stayed the night in a place called Flagstaff; saw the
from Sri
Grand Canyon and went to Las Vegas and stayed with a friend _REDACTED
Lanka. We stayed only one day at Las Vegas. The whole trip took only 4 to 5 days maximum

1 /?7 /?nntJ.
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and I returned to London on 25th September 1981, arrival at GatwickAirport (Pg. 24)
On the 5th ofFebruary 1982, I once again visited Los Angeles (Pg. 24) and stayed till 27th
· February 1982, embarkation and arrival from Heathrow Airport (Pgs 24 & 35). This time I paid a
visit to Mexico on 14th February 1982- 19th February 1982 (Pgs 16 & 34). During this period, I
may have met Fr. Walter, but did not go on a tour with him.

I hope this in.fnrrnHtinn would be sufficient, I am sen~ing the photocopies of the relevant passport
pages by fax REDACTED to you and through registered express air mail. If you need to talk to
me over the phone, you may contact me on one of these lines.REDACTED

REDACTED
May God bless you and your work,
Yours in the Lord,

REDACTED

1 /?7/?004
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ARCHBISHOP'S ROUSE
COLOMDOB,
SRI LANTV\.

Attn. Msgr. Craig A. Cox

1•
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ARCHBISHOP'S HOUSE
COLOMB08,

SRI LANKA.

Attn. Msgr. Craig A. Cox

REDACTED

REDACTED
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REDACTED
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REDACTED

Attn.

REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED

' .
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REDACTED

Attn.

REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED
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CONFIDENTIAL. & PRIVItEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
February 1, 2004
Canonical Investigation of Father Walter Fernando
Interviewee: Diane Robles Rodriguez (Protect Identity Upon Request)
Interviewer: C. J. Ruona, canonical auditor
Date of Interview: January 29,"2004
·Diane Robles Rodriguez was telephonically interviewed and provided the following
information:
She first met Armida Price when they sang in the junior choir at Saint Hilary's in 19791980. She (Rodriguez) was in the seventh grade and Price was about four years older. In
her sophomore year of high school she began work at the parish as a junior secretary and
Price was leaving to enter the convent.. Price trained her and their tenure at the rectory
overlapped briefly; While Price was in the convent she only saw her once when Price
was home on vacation and she came by the rectory to say hello.
Price left the convent in about 1985 and returned to sing in the choir again.and they .
became reacquainted. They later became fairly close friends as her husband (boy friend
at that time) was a friend of Flavia Andrade who Price was dating and later married. She
thought Andrade was a nice person and she does not know the reason for the divorce.
She and her husband are the godparents of Price's oldest daughter Noelle.
Mike Baker was a priest at Saint Hilary's who both she and Price knew. When it became
public that he had abused Matt Severson, who they both knew also, they discussed it. On
one of these occasions Price asked her if she remembered Father Walter Fernando and
she told Price that her memory of him was·very faint. Price then told her that he had
abused their relationship. When she asked Price what she m~ant by that Price refused to
·detail what had happened and was clearly embarrassed by it. This was the only time it
wa.S men~oned and she could not say with any accuracy when: it happened except that it
was after the Baker incident became public and at least a year ago. They have a mutual
-----~ftten'd,-eynthia-ealviUu-Murray;-who-now-lives-in-Merena-V-alley.-Abeut-th€:-Sam~tim.I:T-- - - - - Price mentioned F emando to her she was talking to Murray and Murray related that Price
had asked her also if she remembered Fernando. She cannot recall what Murray's
response was. It surprised her that Price would say something like that about a priest.
The incident with Fernando took place while Price was working in the rectory. She did
not believe that Price would make something like this up but at the time it did not occur
to her that the abuse was sexual in nature. She assumed that Price had told him
I
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something in confidence and he repeated it to someone else or something like that. At
the time she was a farrly close friend ofPrice' s and she wondered why she had not told
her sooner than she did.
She has not seen Price in over a year and she lost track ofher. She is not even certain as
to where she is living or working. She described Price as a very quiet and shy·person.
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRNILEGEP
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
. February 4, 2004 ·
Canonical Investigation of Father Walter Fernando .
IntervieweREDACTED
Interviewer: REDACTED •anonical auditor
DatE( of Interview: February 2, 2004
REDACTED

vas contacted at Saint Jobri's and conducted a tour of the rectory and

surrounding area.

·

She pointed.~ut th~t the area behind the rectory was made into a gathering area, or plaza,
in 1991. Prior to that it was a parking lot and if a priest did not park in the garage he
could have easily parked there and it would have been convenient to the priests' private
· entrance into the rectory.
Leaviilg this area is a walkway between the church and the rectory that leads to the
private entrance on the west side of the rectory. Entering this door a hallway goes about
ten feet and then there. is left turn and an immediate left tum into a sitting room. This is a
private sitting room and a door from it leads directly into a bedroom. Entering the
bedroom looking at the wall to the left is a window. Currently the head of the bed is
under the window butREDACTED advised the previous occupant had the head of the bed
immediately to the left as one entered the room. If the bed was configured in that manner
the chest of drawers and mirror on the far wall would be at the foot of the bed. •REDACTED
stated that particular piece of furniture had been positioned that way as long as she had
been there, which was since the early 1990s.
She was not working at the parish when Father Walter Fernando was there but believes
this room was more than likely his. The other associate pastor suite is across the hall.
REDACTED provided blue prints

for the rectqry.
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
February 4, 2004
Canonical Investigation ofFather Walter Fernando

REDACTED

REDACTED :anomca
. I auditor
.
JntefVlewe
Date of Interview: February 2, 2004
REDACTED

~oonis

was interviewed and provided the following information:

She contacted Brother Denis O'Sullivan, O.S.F., Vice-Principal at Saint Paul High
School in Santa Fe Springs regardirREDACTED
He advised tha·REoAcTEo was an
outstanding student and very active in the music program when she attended Saint Paul's.
She won several scholastic awards when she graduated.·
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
February 6, 2004
Canonical Investigation of Father Walter Fernando
.
REDACTED
Intemewee:

.
REDACTED
Interv1ewer:

. canonical auditor

Date oflnterview: February 5, 2004
REDACTED

was telephonically interviewed and provided the following

information:
When Father Walter Fernando came to Saint John Baptist de laSalle Church in Granada
Hills in 1981 as an associate pastor he was assigned a room in the rectory. On entering
the rectory from the priests' entrallce off of the walkway between the rectory and church
there is a hallway. Straight ahead a few feet is another hallway to the left and then
immediately to the left a door into the sitting room that is part of the suite in which
Fernando lived. There is also a_ bedroom and bathroom in that suite.
There was parking in the rear of the rectory at that time and no door in the rear of the
·rectory opening to that parking area. At that time there was no exit door on that end of
the rectory.
The nameREDACTED aeans nothing to bim.

REDACTED
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY-CLIENT WORK PRODUCT ·
February 8, 2004
Canonical Investigation ofFather Walter Fernando
CMOB-027

...

Supplemental 'Report o1REDACTED
.

'

Reference Report Dated January 23, 2004
telephonically. advised that'h~ had spoken
REDACTED
.
wttlHEDACTED
the counsel folREDACTED md that
Nould be
available tor an mterv1ew tbat evening. I telephonically contactecREDACTEDNho advised .
thatREDACTEOVfould meet with me at the Marie Callender's Bakery and Restaurant located at
12402 Washington Boulevard in Whittier at 6:00 p. ~ tlt,¥oA~~~ning._ She also said that an
associate ofherLR~~ACTED
would be there to make
more comfortable. She
put no restrictions on the interview and only asked it not drag on for several hours. She
was assured it would not
·
The 1morning of January 29tREDACTED

•

•

.

REDACTED

·

At 5:45p.m. I identified myself to
and we exchanged business cards. He was
Sitting in a relatively private b00th in the restaurant an~~D~~~E_Dhad gone tO the rest r00m.
Shortly thereafter she rettitned andREDACTEDntroduced me to her. At that point he
requested no questions be asked regarding damages in the suiREDACTED had filed. He was
aSSured that Was not the intent Of the interView.REDACTED then provided the follov0n,g
information:
·
She met Father Walter Fernando in either late 1980 qr early 1981 at Saint Hilary's
Catholic Church in Pico Rivera. She was 17, a senior at Saint Paul's High School and
rectory. She was very active in the
working at Saint Hilary'.s as a junior secretary in
parish at that time. She taugh~ ~Confraternity of Christian Doctrine (CCD) class in her
junior and senior year in high school and was in thejunior choir where she sang and
played the flute. She characterized herself as unattractive nerd while in high school ·.
who had few, if any, friends and was the subject of.verbal abuse. She had a 4.0 grade
point average and some of the students may have resented her for that. Her home life
-----......cwas-alsa-traueh~d-and-she-enjoy:ed-being_at_the...parish, as it was a refuge for her. She
began volunteer work in the rectory during her junior year and between her juni9r and
senior year she was hired as a junior secretary and began to receive a salary.

the

an

Th~ priest~ ::~t ~::~.int Hilarv's at that time were the pastcREDACTED who is now
deceased~R-~Q.~9I!=_D_ _
:·and Fernando. She could not be
certain if a Vietnamese priest namelEDACTED ra.S there. at that time or came shortly after
Fernando left. She thought he might have been there a shoX:: ti~e while Fernanc'RfDACTED
there as she recallecREDACTED
had rooms downsta1rs m the rectory anc
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REDACTED

were upstairs. As a junior secretary ~he came to the rectory directly
from school. The school bus had a stop at the church making it convenient for her and
she reported to work wearing her school uniform. She would work as late as 9:30 p. m.
at times on week nights and also on weekends. She was restricted to working not more
;vho wasREDACTED
l'ltt?.ncling California State University
than 25 hours a week'REDACTED
. •
at Los Ange~es, was also working there and trainee
but other than the training they
were not there together as one would normally relieve the other. There was another
junior secretary fo~E~..:~?Egrt time but"Shy was fired due to talking to her boyfriend on the
not only did not have a boyfriend but did not date until years
telephone at work.
later after lea:ving the conveBt. Her duties included doing parish clerical work and
answering the telephone and door. She placed the priests' messages in be-x.es·that were
next to where she sat. She normally ate her dinner in the kitchen but on occasion was
invited to eat in the dining room with the priests.

The rectory was quiet in the evening and normally only she and the priests were there. It
was not uncommon for them to come by to check their mailboxes for messages.
·
Fernando began to strike up conversations with her in the evening when they were .alone.
These talks became increasingly longer and friendlier. The first thing she recalls that was
a bit unu5ual was
evenmg he began to shoot rubber bands at her. Late one Sunday
afternoon in perhaps April1981 Fernando suggested they go to the parish hall behind the
church and he would play his violin and she her flute; They were there alone with a
·piano near the stage and she played her flute and sang. Then he played the violin and
brought out music and sang a love song ent~tled, "Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes".
She felt this was a strange selection for him to pick since it was a love song. They were
·there about an hour. .
.

one

Shortly after the parish hall incident she was alone at her desk one evening wearing her
high school uniform. Fernando showed her a book and suggested that she read it. She
turned the book over and read a synopsis of the story on the rear cover. It was about a
priest. who was haVing an affair and she gave it back to him. He inquired as to why she
did not want to read it and she told him that she did not think that priests should do that
sort of thing. He then explained to her there was a difference between celibacy and
chastity. According to him celibacy meant ~imply that priests were· precluded from
marriage. Chastity was a vow that otily priests that were in a religious order took along
with poverty and obedience. Since he was a diocesan priest chastity did not pertain.to'
him and he only had to remain celibate that is not marrying. Nobody had ever explained
this to her and she was confused but since he was a priest she accepted what he said. ·
------Ne¥ertheless~she_did..no.t..r.e.ad_the bo"""o""'k,_,an=d-=c=ann=o:.::t.=.re=rn==em==-be::::r:....:th==.e..:::ti:::tl:.:.e:._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Not long after the book incident, while still in high school, either on his day off or on the
weekend he mentioned that he wanted to see a movie and asked her to accompany him.
She rarely went to movies and since he was a priest and was showing her attention she
readily accepted. He drove to her house, honked the hom and she came out. 1bis is the
procedure he used whenever he came to pick her up in the future. Be never came into the
house to talk to her parents or siblings. Her parents did not object to her going and she
believes they felt good about it since they thought she was in the safe care of a priest.

2
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They drove down Rosemead Boulevard to Downey the city that adjoins Pico Rivera to
the south. They went to the Showcase Theatre located next to a Farrell's Ice Cream
Parlor. Neither structure is any longer there as it is now a shopping center. He sat to her
left during the movie and during the movie reached over and initially patted her hand. He
then reached his ann around her shoulder and. put his hand on her breast and began to rub
it. She stared st,r:aight ahead and not knowing _what to do she did not do or say anything.
·The movie was near its conclusion when this happened and when it finished she asked
him to hand her a sweater she placed on the seat next to him. When she did this he
abruptly leaned down and gave her a hard kiss on the lips. She had never been kissed on
the lips before and she Was shocked and emotionaL She told him-she had to go to the
ladies' room and excused hers'elf. When she returhed.to him she was still in shock and
they _pro·ceeded back to the car. She. cannot recall the name of the movie. The vehicle
was a white parish car that Fernando used and she does not know if it was assigned to
him or not. As he was leaving the parkip.g lot he backed into another car and continued
to drive away. She called his attention to it since it was very apparent but he told her not
to worry about it and left. He was quiet after the movie and little if anything was said on
the drive home. He did not come into her house when he brought her home either.
Not long after the. movie incident, while she was still in high school, they returned to the
same parking lot She cannot recall the reason they were there but he parked in front .of
Farrell's and 18.id his head in her lap. Wln1e in this position he pulled her head down BJ;I.d
kissed her. 1bis was.a longer kiss than the one in the movie and he put his tongue in her
mouth. After the kiss he took her'home.
·
·
·
On another occasion while she was still in high school, probably on a Saturday, he took
her to the Los Angeles County Arboretum. She .wore her hair in bangs and she recalled
that she had braces on her teeth then. It was a warm day and she wore a white dress that
she made and white sandals. As in the other described incidents he did not wear his
clerical clothes. He brought a camera and took about five photographs during the day
which he later showed to her. He did not W.:ve her any of them and she has no idea where
they are now. He did not feel comfortable driving on freeways and so he drove home on
Rosemead Boulevard. This route passed through the Whittier Narrows and a large park
at L~gg Lake. He pulled into the parking lot at Legg Lake and parked. He wanted to
take a walk and so they did for a while and then they stopped at a picnic table and sat
down. He began to kiss and fondle her. It was dark and they were there for about an
hour. This time he put his hand inside her blouse and bra so he was rubbing the skin of
her breast. They then returned to the car and drove home.
After the first Legg Lake incident they returned there and once again he was not in
clerical garb. This time it was in the evening and the light was very dim. He was sitting
in the driver's seat and she was in the front passenger seat when he unzipped his pants
. and exhibited his erect penis outside of his pants. She had never seen a penis before and
did not want to look but did see it as she glanced over. He then told her to kiss his penis
and when she said, "No Father", he tried to force her and instructed her to do it. When
she did not he took her left hand in his, put in on his penis and began to masturbate. He
was breathing hard and kept repeating, "Do it! Do it!" This continued until he ejaculated
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and her hand was covered with fluid. He then gave her a napkin or something similar to
clean up with.
It was sometime after the second Legg Lake incident she remembers being on the school
bus approaching the .Saint Hilary;s rectory when some of the girls noticed Fernando
walking on the street. He was dressed in black wearing white shoes and they thought he
resembled a penguin and giggling commented to that effect. At that time she felt great
deal of shame and fear wondering if anyone could tell by looking at her what she had
done with him. She d,id not know of anyone who had ever observed them, either from the
parish or anywhere else, d~rin_g one ofthe~e incidents but she.had these thoughts
nonetheless. She remembers being confused with her emotions because most of the time
he was kind to her, paid attention to her and showed her affection. Nobody else did this.

a

Sometime after these incidents Fernando was transferred to Saint John Baptist de la Salle ·
in Granada Hills. She had never been to Granada Hills and it sounded very affluent to
·
her and she thought he had done very welL Once he was there he called her and s~.d he
was happy there and wanted her to visit. He drove to her house and took her back to the
Saint John's rectory. This first trip s~e brought her flute. He parked in the rear ofthe
rectory in an area that appeared to be for the priests. They then entered what she thought
was a back door and immediately to the left was a sitting room. From this room was a
door that entered into his room. The first trip there she played her flute in the sitting
room.
The seeo.nd time he brought her there they went into his room. As they entered his room
there was a bed to the left of the door. At the foot of the bed was'!- dresser with a mirror
above it. The room was carpeted and to the left o·fthe dresser was a.cbair. There was a ·
window on the left wall entering his room. He bad her disrobe when they were in his
room but she kept her slip on. He pulled down.her slip and bra and kissed her breasts and
sucked on her nipples .. They ,laid on the bed on top of each other and side-by-side and
she could feel his erection but she did not know if he ejaculated during their activity. She
· asked him why he did not undress and he responded that be did not want her to become
pregnant.
During one of these episodes she asked b.iril why he did not leave the priesthood and he
said that was the only thing he knew and that he ~ould do nothing else. He mentioned
that in the seminary in Sri Lanka the seminarians were discouraged from touching
themselves and were given some type of implement to tuck their shirts in so they would
------=not touch themselves in that area of the body. He told her that his Sri Lankan first name
isREDACTEDmd that the name Femanao came fi6m tlie Portuguese tlrai-s-ettl~d-fuararea-or------
Sri Lanka. He never mentioned his family or why he came to A:rherica. She met some of
the other Sri Lankan priests who were his friends but never had a conversation with them.
She estiriuited that she traveled to Granada Hills on perhaps ten occasions and similar
things happened that were previously described. Only one time, during her last visit, did
he have her take all of her clothes off including her undergarments. They laid on the bed
that time and he "spooned" her. She described that as lying closely side-by-side. He
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would always do the touching and she neither wanted to nor did touch him. She was
always in a passive state during these encounters and is una~are if he ejaculated since he
was wearing his clothes.
After he instructed her to d~ess he always went to the kitchen and. brought her back ice
cream. He knew she liked ice cream and she would sit the chair in his ro.om and eat it
an& tl:ten. he drove her home. One time as t4~Y both stood in :front of his mirror he. took a
roman collar from dresser drawer. and put it on her. After they hoth looked at it for a
few moments in the mirror he took it off and put it back.· Neither one of them said
anything. During these visits she met the housekeeper once, who she could only describe
as an Anglo femal~. This woman knew that she and Fem~ndo were in his room together
behind closed doors. Another time she met a priest atthe doorway of the sitting room
and he bad several lay people with him. She was simply introduced as a friend by
Fernando.

in

a

He sent her two letters while be was at Saint John's. The frrst one mentioned that he
went to an outdoor play and after that bad a sore throat He said that one kiss from her
would cure it. The second letter was just before she entered the convent and he told her
how brave she was to do that. She had not seen him in quite awhile and believes she
probably told him about her plans for the convent during her last visit with him. She
entered the convent on January 9, 1983. She does not have either letter or ariy other
document from that era with the exception of an old address book with Fernando's
·
telephone ~umber in Granada Hills. She did not have that wjth her.
She was never in Fernando's room at Saint Hilary's while he was there. At times she
would assist the housekeeper delivering laundry to the priests' room. She could not
· recall seeing any type of unusual markS or scars on Fernando's private parts but said he ·
was very dark skinned and had hairy arms. Another recollection was that he frequently .
wore mismatched clothes.
Due to the confused state of mind she was in and lack of close friends she did not confide
in anybody at the time these events happened and not until 2002 did she reveal it. It was
while she was reading an article in one of the weekly news publications, perhaps Time or
Newsweek, about a Catholic priest abuse victim that was a musician and had thought
about entering the seminary that all of these memories came flooding back to her. She
was at work and became very distraught. Driving home that is all that she thought of and
when she arrived her brother immediately noticed there was something wrong. When he
inquired as to what was bothering her she blurted out what occurred. He told her that she
needed some help. They then searched Fernando's name on the internet and aet;;;;emu~·'ri"n;:;;;e.d~------he WaS still an active priest On learning this she was horrified arid concerned that he
·
might have preyed on others and was continuing to do so. Shortly after that she
approached an attorney acquaintance and confided in her. She gave her the telephone
number of the appropriate unit in the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) and about
one week later she filed a complaint with them.
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Regarding the consensually monitored teiephone call she made to Fernando at the behest
of the LAPD she does not have a copy or a transcript of it. She has never listened to the
recording or seen a transcript. She not only has no problem with the Archdiocese
listening to the conservation she desires that this be done. She antEDACTED advised that
REDACTEDwould be told of this and it was requested they asREDACTE?to call D~tective
James Brown or Lieutenant Dennis Shirey to facilitate the Archdiocese obtaining a copy.
In the c~ll Fernando immediately acknowledged remembering her and did not seem
surprised that she was calling him. She told him she was upset at the news coming out of
Boston regarding the clerical sexual abuse cases. She asked him if he remembered what
happened between them and mentioned specific acts and· places they happened. He
r~sponded that he did although as she recalls there yve_re a coup] e of things he claimea not
to remember. He acknowledged thinking about it over the years and when she mentioned
speCific sexual activity between them he agreed that it occurred. The letters were also
mentioned and he recalled them. He continually asked for her forgiveness, said he was
sorry and told her that he went to confession and received absolution. He also said that
he thought she was older and that it was in the heat of passion. She pointed out to him
.that she was in high school and he regularly saw her in her high school uniform and that
since it happened on a number of times it could not have been a momentary passionate
irppulse. He mentioned that he was yo~g but she pointed out he was 37 years old in
1981. He also said that she treated him nicely, was helpful to him and that he loved her.
She asked if he loved her why he had hurt her so badly. He also told her he had not done
anything like that to ariyone else. She finally said that she forgave him and he felt
relieved at that. He asked her if she had told anyone else about what he had done and she
said that ~he had not. He asked her to pray for him and to call him again in the future.
The call was then terminated.
On reflection she now feels his behavior wa.S predatory and calculated and emphasized
her fear that he might have done this to someone else and her desire that he be relieved of
his ministry. It. tormented h~r to know tha,t he was in a position that allows him to this .
again.·
REDACTED

.
>ecame emotional at times when recounting the det&ls set forth above. She
advised early in the interview that there was one incident she had a particular hard time
with and that it might upset her enough when she described it that she would not be able
to continue. It was suggested that she relate that at the end of the i,nterview. This was
acceptable to her and this is what she recounted. She could not give a time frame for
when this happened, before or after his transfer to Saint John's, but remembered they
-----~park:ed-in-the-pru::king-lot-at-Rio ..:~Gsta.Elementa:ry_School on Coffman-Pica Road in Pico
Rivera. This is the street her parents live on and did then also. There were a line of
skinny trees that blocked the view of the parking lot from the street and these trees have
since been removed. After he parked there, without any foreplay~ he put his finger ·into
her vagina. This was very painful and she told him that and kept repeating, "Father, ·
Father, ... " It was very traumatic to her and that is all she remembers.
She reiterated that she was always taught to be permissive, passive and respectful of
adults especially priests and she never thought of saying no to his abusive activities.
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Even now she finds it wiry diffi.cultto talk about. She never saw him do anything like
this to anyone else and she is not aware of him abusing anyone else.

REDACTED

business manager of Saint John Baptist de la Salle Church, was contacted
on February 2, 2004, and conducted a tour of the rectory and surrounding area.

She pointed out that the area behind-the rectory was made into· a gathe~ng area, or plaza.
in 1991. Prior to that it was a parking lot and if a prl~st did not park in the garf).ge he
· could have easily parked th~re and it would have been convenient to the priests'· private
entrance into the rectory.
·
·
Leaving this area is a walkway between the chur~h and the rectory that leads to the
private entrance on the west side of the rectory. Entering this door a hallway goes about
ten feet and then there is left turn and an immediate left tum into a sitting room. This is a
private sitting room and a door from it leads directly into a bedroom. Entering the
becfroom looking at the wall to the left is a window. Currently the head ofthe bed is
under the window but REDACTED advised the previous occupant had the head of the bed
immediately to the left as one entered the room. If the bed was configured in that manner
the chest of drawers and mirror on .the far wall would be at the foot of the bed. REDACTED
stated that particular piece of furniture has been positioned that way as long as she has
·
been at Saint John's, which is the em:ly 1990s.
She was not working at the parish when Father Walter Fernando was there but believes
this room was more than likely his. The other associate pastor suite is across the hall.
.

REDACTED

'd d bl

mv1 e

.
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.

ue pnnts J.OT uJ.e rectory.

.

REDACTED

was telephonically interviewed on February 5, 2004, and
proVided the fo Hawing information:
Wben Father Walter Fernando came to Saint John Baptist de la Salle Church in Granada

Hills in 1981 as an associate pastor he was assigned a room in the rectory.

jREDACTED

was the other associate at that time and described that on entering the rectory from the
priests' entrance off of the walkway between the rectory and <;hurch there is a hallway.
Straight ahead a few feet another hallway to the left and then immediately to the left a ·
------deor-inte-the-sitting-reem-that-is-part-of-tbe-suitein.which..Eemand.o_liye_d. __.._Th"""'"er,_,e,_.i""'s_,.al.!o!:;s~o:_,!,a"------bedroom and bathroom in that suite.
·

is

There was parking in the rear of the rectory at that time and no door existed into the rear
of the rectory from that parking area.

The nam

REDACTED

means nothing to him.
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REDACTED

superintendent of secondary schools, Department of Catholic Schools,
Archdiocese of Los Angeles was interviewed on February 2, 2004, and provided the
following information:
She contactedREDACTED
Vice-Principal at Saint Paul High
School in Santa Fe Springs regard.jngREDACTED
. He advised thaREDAcTED was an
outstanding stud~nt and very active in the music program when she attended Saint Paul's.
She won severat scholastic awards wheri she graduated.
·

REDACTED

:was teLephonically interviewed
on January 29,2004, and provided the following intbrmatlon:

She me REDACTED vhen they sang in the junior choir at Saint Hilary's in 1979-1980.
ShfREDAt.; 1 t:.u 1 w:as in the seventh grade a.TI.c:REDACTEDas about four years older.. In. her
• b as aJumor
· • .secretaryan
·· REDACTEDNas leavmg
.
sophomore yearshe began wor.k at the pans
to enter the convent. R.:D:::::.Otrained her and their tenure at the rectory overlapped briefly.
.
' '
REDACTED
,
. REDACTED
Whi1
was m the convent she only saw her once whe1
was home on vacatwn
and she came by the rectory to say hello.
REDACTED
.eft the convent in about 1985 and when she came home began to sing in the choir
again and
They became fairly close
friends as her
, they became
, reacquainted.
·
REDACTED
, husband
(boy friend at ilm:t time) was a friend o£<~12!'-<?!~1:?.
rhj
was dating and later
mairied. She thoughtREDACTED N'as a nl.ce person and she does not know the rea"nn fnr
their divorce. She and her husband are th~ godparents c:;REDACTEDJldest daughterEDACTED
REDACTED
.
·
··--- ____ r was a priest at Saint Hilary's who they both knew. When it became public
that he had abused REDACTED who they both knew also, they discussed it. On one of
these occasiomREDAc asKea. ner 11 she remembered Father Walter Fernando and she told.
REDACTEDthat her memory of him :was very faintEDAcTED: then told her that he had abused their
rel~~~~~hip whenREDAcTEDworked in the rectory. She askelEDACTED ~what she meant by that
bu
refused to detail what had happened and was clearly embarrassed by it This
was the only time it was mentioned and she could not say with any accuracy .when it
, was after theREDACTED mctdent
, ,
became publ'1c and at 1east a year
h appened except that 1t
ago. They have a mutual.friend.REDACTED
who lives in Moreno Valley.
About the tiJREDACTEDmentione<l Fernando to her she was talking to REDACTED
related thaREuA<.;' ~u ha,d asked her also if she. rer~M~:mJJered Fernando. She cannot recall what
_ _ _ _ _ REDACTED :; response was. It SUJ."Qrised her that:
would say something like that about a
priest.
REDACTED
She does not believ«
would make something like this up but at the time jt did not
REDACTED
.
.
occur to h er that the abuse wa,s sexual m nature. She assumed tl
:had told him
something in confidence and he repeated it to someone or something like that. At the
time she was a fairly close friend ofEDAcTEDand wondered whREDACTED1ad not told her
sooner than she did.
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REDACTED
She has not seei
n over a year andRhEl'IDc:: lnc:t track of her. She does not know where
REDACTED
• •
•
•
.
ACTED .s a very qmet
. and shy person.
s bvmg
or working.
She descnbec
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Arc:hdlocese of Los Angeles

3424
Wilshire
Boulevard

Offtc:e
VIcar fer Clergy
(2.13) 637-72.84

Los Angeles
California·
90010-27.02.

Febmru.y 13, 2004

CONFIDENTIAL

REDACTED
97 6 Grianartha Pradeepaya
Mawatha, Colombo 8
SRlLANKA

REDACTED
May the grace and peace of Our Lord Jesus Christ be with you, and with the people you
shepherd!
I serV-e as .the Episcopal Vicar for Clergy if His Em.irience,
Archbishop of Los Angeles.

Cardirial Roger M. Mahony,
·

·

As you may have heard, a lawsuit has been filed alleging that Father Walter Fernando, currently
incardinated in this Archdiocese, sexually abused a woman when she was a minor. This case has
received significa:ht publicity here in southern California.
Father Fernando was originally ordained for the senrice of the Archdiocese of Colombo on
January 25, 1973. We understand that he served at a number of parishes in your Archdiocese
before corning to the United States in 1981.
· ·
For the pruposes of responding appropriately to this lawsuit, it would be most helpful to have a
copy of all of the materials that you may have in. your clergy file for Father Fernando. Would
you please be so kind as to arrange, as soon as reasonably possible, for. copies to me made and
sent to me here at the Archdiocese? If you wish, I would be happy to reimburse you for any
expenses this may entail.
Thank you for your kind attention to this matter. May God continue to bless you
leadership of the local church of Colombo!

myour

Yours in· Christ,

.. __

"------'~

c::~n r.~hri,J

C:~n

PPrlrn

Santa Barbara
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From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

Page 1 of
~.

:J1

.

ftffuJb~

REDACTED
·---··J. ·-·--- ....

Saturday, February 14, 2004 2:51 PM
Re: Report

REDACTED

RECAI~ank you for your efforts. .We will continue to try as well.
_

Qrinin.r:3.)1\/lo.C!C!-!:ll'10 _

Fr--REDACTED

Tc~EDACTED

-

Sent: Saturcial February 14, 2004 1 :34 PM
Subject: Re: Report
REDACTED

De:
Here is the status of the tape. We have been trying to get the tape for many months, and the records department finally
told us that we will need a subpoena to get the tape. We have a stay in the cases, so I cannot issue any discovery, and a
subpoena will not work for now.
I then talked to Detective Brown, and he told me that he is working with the DA's office regarding the release of the tape. I
am to call him back in several weeks to find out the status.
It looks like our hands are tied as of now. I will continue to work on getting the tape.
Sincerelv.

REDACTED
-Original Message FrnmREDACTED
·

T(REUAGII:::.U
Sent: Monday, February 09,2004 10:55 PM
Subject: Re: Report
EDACTED

. ~Jlhl§'Jk you for making the corrections.
-

o...:-:t"ro .....

This is very helpful.

l\Jl-r"Oeo-~ ..... ~ -

From:REDACTED
TcREDACTED
Sent: Monday, February 09,2004 8:37AM
Subject: Report
REDACTED

1 am relying on your word that you will look into the Sri Lanka matter.
Please find attached your report with our changes in bold and underlined:

JtUUH1!}"

30. 2004

Ct\llOnll.!t\t lnYestign tion ofF nth.er Walter F emnndo

InterYie\Yee:REDACTED

9/28/2004
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Date of interview: January 29, 2004
Place of interview: Marie Callender's Bakery and Restaurant, 12402 Washington Boulevard, Whittier, California
The morning of January ~~!_~!':DACTED
telephonically advised me thathe had spoken witlREDACTED
the counsel
fmREDACTED and tha
would be available for an interview that evening. I telephonically contacted REDACTEDwho advised
REDACTED
•
•
that
,;vcmlrl meet Wlth me at the Marie ~nllender's noted above at 6:00p.m. that evening. She also advised that an assoc1ate of
hersRI::.LJACTED 1would be there to maktEoAcrEo more comfortable. She put no restrictions on the interview and only asked it not
drag on for several hours because REDACTED ;vas very emotional about this.· and a long interview would be too stressful She was
assured it would not
At 5:45 p. m.RTEoiAclcrP.Tit.ified
myselftoREDACTEDand we exchanged
sitting
ED
· business cards. He was
REDACTED
. in a relatively private booth in. the
restaurant an1
had gone to the rest room. Shortly thereafter she returned anc
mtroduced me to her. At that pomt he
· requested U'bl,&ttestions be asked regarding damages in the sui{EDAcrEohad filed. He was assured that was not the intent of the
interview.
then provided the following infonnation:
She met FatherWalterFernando in either late 1980 or early 1981 at Saln.tHilary'sCatholic Church inPicoRivera. She was 16 or
17, a senior at Saint Paul'sHigh School and working at Saint Hilary's as a junior secretary in the rectory. She was very active in the
parish at that time. She taught a Confraternity of Christian Doctrine (CCD) class in her junior and senior year in high school and was
in the youth choir where she sang and played the flute. She characterized herself as an unattractive nerd in high school who had
few, if any, friendS and was the subject of verbal abuse. She had a 4.0 grade point average and some of the students may have
resented her for that. Her home life was also troubled and she enjc;>yed being at the parish, as it was a refuge for her. She began
volunteer work in the rectory during her junior year and between her junior an~ senior year she was hired as a junior secretary and
began to receive a salary.
Theuriests at Sain~Hilary's atthattimewerethEf3EDACTED , whoisn'ffEDACTED.R!=JJf\QTED
a
R~D~CTE~ and Fernando. She could not be certain if a Vietnamese priest named
was there at that time or came shortly
after Fernando left. She thought he migbt h'.lve heen there a short time while F ernan~o was there as she reciilled"EDACTEo andREDACTED .
had rooms downstairs in the rectory andREDACTED and Fernando were upstairs. As a junior secretary she came to the rectory
directly from school. The school bus had a stop at the chw-ch making it convenient for her and she reported to work wearing her
school uniform. She would work as late as 9:30p.m. at times on week nights and also on weekends. She was restricted to working
not more than 25 hours a weekREDACTED
, who was attending Whittier College initially and later California State
University at Los Angeles, was also working there (strike: and trainelEDACTEobut other than the training) but they were not there
together as one would normally relieve the other. There was another junior secretary for a short time but she was fired due to talking
to her boyfriend on the telephone ·at workREoAcTEonot only did not have a boyfriend but did not date until years later after leaving the
convent. Her duties included doing parish clerical work and answering the telephone and door. She placed the priests' messages in
boxes that were next to where she sat She nonnally ate her dinner in the kitchen but on occasion was invited to eat in the dining
room with the priests. ·
The rectory was quiet in the evening and nonnally only she and the priests were there. It was not uncommon for them to come by to
check their mailboxes for messages. Fernando began to strike up conversations with her in the evening when they were alone. These
·talks became increasingly longer and friendlier as time went on. The fJISt thing she recalls that was a bit unusual was one evening he
began to shoot rubber bands at her. Late one Si.mday afternoon in perhaps March or Aprill981 Fernando suggested they go to the
parish hall behind the church and he would play his violin and she her flute. They were there alone with a piano near the stage and
sheplayedberflute and sang. Then he played the violin and brought out music and sang a love song entitled, "brink ToMe Only
With Thine Byes". She felt this was a strange selection for him to pick since it was a love. song. They were there about an hour.
Shortly after the parish hall incident she was alone at her desk one eveniDg. She is not completely sure but she may have been
wearing her high school uniform. Fernando showed her a book and suggested that she read it. She turned the book .over and read a
synopsis of the story on the rear cover. It was abo'Q! a priest who was having an affair and she gave it back to him. He inquired as to
why she did not want to read it and she told him that she did not think that priests should do that sort of thing. He then explained to
her there was a difference between celibacy and chastity. According to him celibacy meant simply that priests >Vete precluded from
marriage. Chastity was a vow that only priests that were in a religious order took along with poverty and obedience. Since he was a
diocesan priest chastity did not pertain to him and he only had to remain celibate, that is not many. Nobody had ever explained this
to her and she was confused but since he was a priest accepted what he said. Nevertheless she did not read the book and cannot
remember the title.
Not long after the book incident, while still in high school; either on his day off or on the weekend he mentioned that he wanted to
see a movie and asked her to accompany him. She rarely went to movies and since he was a priest and was showing her attention
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she readily accepted. He drove to her bouse, bonked the hom and she came out This is the procedure he used whenever be came to
pick her up in the future. He never came into the bouse to talk to her parents or siblings. Her parents did not object to her going and
she believes they felt good about it since they thought she was in the safe care of a ppest. They drove down Rosemead Boulevard to
Downey the city that adjoins Fico Rivera to the south. They went to the Showcase Theatre located next to a Farrell's Ice Cream
Parlor which were part of the Stonewood Shopping Center. Neither of those structures is any longer there as it has since been
converted into an indoor shopping center. He sat to her left during the movie and dming the movie reached over and initially
patted her hand. He then reached his arm around her shoulder and put his hand on her breast and began to rub it She stared straight
ahead and not knowing what to do she did not do or say anything. The movie was near its conclusion when this happened and when
it finished she asked him to hand her a sweater she had placed on the seat next to him to his left. When she did this he abruptly
.leaned forward and gave her a hard kiss on the lips. She had never been kissed on the lips before and she was shocked and
emotional. She told him she had to go to the ladies' room and excused herself. When she returned to him she was still in shock and
they proceeded back to the car. She cannot recall the name of the movie. The vehicle was a white parish car that Fernando used and
she does not know if it was assigned to bim or not. As he was leaving the parking lot he backed into another parl{ed car and
continued to drive away. She called his attention to it since it was very apparent but he told her not to worry about it and left. He
was quiet afterthe·movie and little if anything was said on the drive home. He did not come into her house when he dropped her off
either.
Not long after the movie incident, while she was still in high school, they returned to the same parking lot She cannot recall the
reason they were there but he parked in front of Farrell's and laid his head in her lap. While in this position he pulled her head dmvn
and kissed her. This was a longer kiss than the one in the movie and he put his tongue in her mouth. After the kiss he took her
home.
On another occasion while she was still in high school, probably on a Saturday, he took her to the Los Angeles Cmm.ty Arboretum.
She wore her hair in bangs and she recalled that she had braces on her teeth then. It was a warm day and she wore a white dress that
she made and white sandals. As in the other descnoed incidents he di4 not wear his clerical clothes. He brought a camera and took
about five photographs during the da:y which he later showed to her. He did not give her any of them and she has no idea where they
are now. He did not feel comfortable -driving on freeways and so he· drove home on Rosemead Boulevard. This route passed through
· ···· the·WhittierNarrows·and·a-Iarge pwkat Legg Lake;· He pulled· onto the·parking lot·at-l;egg·Lake·and parked:. He· wanted to take a
walk and so they did for a while and then they stopped at a picnic table and sat down. He then began to kiss her and fondle her. It
was dark and they were there for about an hour. This time he put his hand inside her blouse and bra so he was rubbing the skin of
her breast. They then-returned to the car and drove home.
After the first Legg Lake incident they returned ther~ and once again he was not in clerical garb. This time it was in the evening and
the light was very dim. He was sitting in the driver's seat and she was in the front passenger seat when he unzipped his pants and
exln'bited his erect penis outside of his pants. She had never seen a penis before and did not want to look but did see it as she glanced
over. He then told her to kiss his penis and when she said, "No Father, I don't want to do that.", he tried to force herbypntting
·his right hand behind ber neck and pu1Jing her bead downward toward his penis and instructed her to do it When she did not
he took her left hand in his, put it.on bis penis encircling it. and while be kept his hand clasped over hers began to masturbate .
He was breathing hard and kept repeating, "Do it! Do it!, This continued until he ejaculated and her hand was covered with fluid.
He then gave her a napkin or something similar to clean up with.

It was sometime after the second Legg Lake incident she remembers_ being on the school bus approaching the Saint Hilaiy's rectory
when some of the girls noticed Fernando walking on the street He was dressed in black clerical garb wearing white shoes with
buckles and they thought he looked funny and giggling commented to that effect. At that time she felt a great deal of shame and
fear wondering if anyone could tell by looking at her what she had done with him. She did not know of anyone who had ever
observed them, either from the parish or anywhere else, during one of these incidents but she had these thoughts nonetheless. She
remembers being confused with her emotions because most of the time he was kind to her, paid attention to her and showed her
affection. Nobody else did this.
Sometime after these incidents F erna:Qdo was transferred to Saint John Baptist aeiaSallein GranauaHtllS.Slre-h-a"d.-rreverbeen-to-Granada Hills and it sounded very affluent to her and she thought he had done very well. Once he was there he called her and said
he was happy there and wanted her to visit. He drove to her house and took her back the Saint John's rectory. This first trip she
brought her flute. He parked in the rear of the rectory in an area that appeared to be for the priests. They then entered what she
thought was a back door and immediately to the left was a sitting room. From this room was a door that entered into his room. The
· flrst trip there she played her flute in the sitting room.

to

Other times he brought her there, they went into his room. As they entered his room there was a bed to the left of the door. Across
from the foot of the bed was a dresser with a mirror above it. The room was carpeted and to the left of the dresser was a chair. He
had her disrobe when they were in his room but sne kept her slip on. He pulled down her slip and bra and kissed her bn~asts and
sucked on her nipples. Tlley laid on the bed on top of each other and side-by -side and she could feel his erection but she did not
kno~v if he ejaculated during their activity. She asked him why he did not undress and he responded that he did not want her to
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become pregnant.
During one of these episodes she asked him if he had ever considered leaving the priesthood and he said no because that was the
only thing he knew and that he could do nothing else. He mentioned that in the seminary in Sri Lanka the seminarians were
discouraged from touching themselves and were given some type of implement to tuck their shirts in so they would not touch
themselves in the groin area of the body. He told her that his Sri Lankan first name is Rangith and that the surname Fernando came
from the Portuguese that settled that area of Sri Lanka. He never mentioned his family or why he came to America. She met some of
the other Sri Lankan priests who were his friends but never had a conversation with them. ·
She estimated that she traveled to Granada Hills on more than twice but less than ten occasions and similar things happened that
were previously described. Only one time, dUring her last visit, did he have her take all of her clothes off including her
undergarments. They lay on the bed that time and he "spooned" her. She described that as lying closely side-by -side, both facing
the same way. He would always do the touching and she neither wanted to nor did touch him. She was always in a passive state
during these encm,mters and is unaware if he ejaculated since he was we~g his clothes.
After he instructed her to dress he on more than one occasion went to the kitchen and brought her back vani1Ia ice cream. He knew·
she liked ice cream and she would sit in the chair in his room and eat it and then he drove her home. One time as they both stood in
front of his mirror he took a roman collar from a dresser drawer and put it on her. After they both looked at it for a few moments in
the mirror he took it off and put it back. She does not recall either one of them saving anything. During these visits she met the
housekeeper once, who she could only describe as an REDACTE£>
This woman knew that she and Fernando were in his
room together behind closed doors. Another time she met a priest at the doorway of the sitting room and h~ had several lay people
with him. She was simply introduced as a friend by F emando.
He sent her two letters while he was at Saint John's. The· frrst one mentioned that he went to an outdoor play and after that had a
sore throat. He said that one kiss from her would cure it. The second letter was just before she entered the convent and he told her
how brave she was to do that. She had not seen him for awhile and believes she probably told him about her plans for the convent
--·~wing herlast visit with him. She enl:et ed Ute convent on Januru:y !}, .1983. She-does not have eitherletter-or-any-other-doeltll1el'tt--from that era with the exception of an old address book with Fernando's telephone number in Granada Hills. She did not have that
with her.
She was never in Fernando's room at Saint Hilary's while he was there. Ai times she would assist the housekeeper delivering
laundry to the priests' room. She could not recall seeing any type of unusual marks or scars on Fernando's private parts but said he
was very dark skinned and had hahy anus. Another recollection was that he frequently wore mismatched clothes.
Due to the confused state of mind she was in and. lack of close friends she did not confide in anybody at the time these events
happened and not until 2002 did she reveal it. She does however recall having mentioned to her mother just immediately before
entering the convent that something bad bad happened between her and Fr. Fernando. Her mother did not inquire further.
but rather deflected conversation away from the subject hv tellin~ her to put that behind her and begin a brand new life in
the convent. REDACTED dropped the subject at that point.REDACTEDl also vaguely recalls a conversation she had with her
sister. which occurred shortly after the incident in Fernando's rectory when she was fully disrobed. However. she does not
recaH the detaHs of that conversation and her sister. being young at the time, ~id not ever bring the subject up again after.
that one conversation. It was not until April of 2002 while she was reading an article in one of the weekly news publications,
perhaps Time or Newsweek, about a Catholic priest abuse· victim that was a musician and had. thought about entering the seminary
that all of these memories came flooding back to her. She was at work and became very distraught. Driving home and when she
arrived home her brother immediately noticed there was something wrong. When he inquired as to what was bothering her she
blurted out what had occurred. He told her that she needed some help. They then searched Fernando's name on the internet and
determined he was still an active priest. On learning this she was horrified and concerned that he might have preyed on others and
was continuing to do so. Shortly after that she approached an attorney acquaintance and confided in her. She gave her the telephone
-----n.umber-ofJ:he..appropriate-unit.in-the-Los-Angeles]~olice-Depar.tment.(LAPil)_and_about_one_w.eeklateuhe.file_d_a_c_o.mplaint with
them.
·
Regarding the consensually monitored telephone call she made to Fernando at the behest of the LAPD she does not have a copy or a
transcript of it. She has never listened to the recording or seen a transcrint. She not only has no problem with the Archdiocese
listening to the conservation she desires that this be done. She and REDAcTED advised thatREDACTEDwould be told of this and it was
requested they ask REDACTED o call Detective James Brown or Lieutenant Dennis Shirey to facilitate the Archdiocese obtaining a
copy. In the call Fernando immediately acknowledged remembering her and did not seem surprised that she was calling him. She
told him she was upset at the news coming out of Boston regarding the clerical sexual abuse cases. She asked him if he remembered
what happened between them and mentioned specific acts and places they happened. He responded that he did although as she
recalls there were a couple of things he claimed not to remember. He acknowledged thinking about it over the years and when she
mentioned specific sexual activity between them he agreed that it occurred. The letters were also mentioned and he recalled them.
He continually asked for her forgiveness, said he was sorry and told her that he went to confession and received absolution. He also
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said that be thought she was older and that it was in a moment of passion. She pointed out to him that she was in high school and he
regularly saw her in her high school uniform and that since it happened on a number of times it could not have been a momentary
passionate impulse. He also mentioned that he was young butshe..pointedouthe was 36 or 37 years old in 1981. When she asked
him why he had done those things to her. be said that it was because he was new to the parish and that she treated him nicely
and was helpful to ~- She asked him whether he had loved her or had any feelings for her. He responded that yes he loved
her. She then asked if he loved her why he had done this to.her. When she asIced him if he had done these things to anyone
else he said that he had not. . She fmally said that she forgave him and I;te felt relieved at that. He asked her if she had told anyone
else about what he had done and she said that she had not. He said that it was good and that he was glad that she hadn't spoken
about it to anyone else. He asked her to pray for him and to call him again from time to time in the future to checl{ on him. She
assured him that she would. The call was then terminated.
On reflection she now feels his behavior was predatory and calculated and empha~ized her fear that he might have done this to
someone else and her desire that he be relieved of his ministry. It tormented her to know that he was in a position that allows him to
this again.
was very emotional at times when recounting the details set forth above. She advised early in the interview that there was one
incident she had a particular hard time with and that it might upset her enough when she described it that she would not be able to
continue. She requested to be allowed to relate that at the end of the interview. Her request was granted and this is what she
recounted. She could not give a time frame for when this happened, before or after his transfer to ~Aint John'!: hnt remembered they
REDACTED
parked in the parking lot at Rio Vista Elementary School on Coffman-Fico Road in Pica Rivera. REDACTED
REP.ACTED
There were a line of skinny tall trees that blocked the view of the parking lot from the street and these trees have
since been removed. After he parked there, he put his fmger into her vagina. She does not recall what happened either before or
after this incident. She recalls that this was painful and that she kept repeating, "Father, Father, ... ,., It was very traumatic to her
and that is all she remembers.

REDACTED

She reiterated that she was always taught to be submissive, passive and respectful of aduits especially priests and she never thought
of saying no to his abusive activities. Even now she finds it very difficult to talk about She never saw him do anything like this to
anyone else arid she is not ·aware of him abusing anyone else. However, because of the manner in which he both groomed her
for and went about abusing her, she feels strongly the possibility that she was neither the first nor the last of his victims.

REDACTED
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Cardinal Roger Mahony
. REDACTED

REDACTED

FROM:
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board

RE:

Recommendation oft/zeClergy Misconduct Oversight Board
·
Reverend Walter Fernando (CMOB 027-01)

DATE:

17 February 2004

The Board discussed the case of Father Walter Fernando at our meeting on February 11, 2004.
On January 14,2004, we recommended (1) that Father Fernando not be olaced on administrative
leave at this time pending further investigation, (2) that the complainant~EDACTED , be
interviewed without delay, (3) that I be authorized to write to Deputy District Attorney William
Hodgernan to obtain whatever materials have been developed by the police and the district
attorney in the course of their investigation, and (4) that I be authorized to write directly tcREDACTED
· REDACTEDattorney to request an interview wifREDACTED and/or to enlist her cooperation and
consent to the release of the information requested in #3. You concurred in these
recommendations and directed me to proceed at o~ce.
REDACTED
.
.
REDACTED
was successful m arrangmg for
who
1
has been working on this case as canonical auditor, to meet with r-<t:.u!-\v c.u m January 29, 2004.
REDACTED interviewed her in person on that date and documented his interview in a lengthy
written report which he shared with the Board. In substance:REDACTED told him that she met
Father Fernando in either late 1980 or ef:U'ly 1981 when he was at St. :Hilary's Catholic Church in
Pico Rivera and she was a 17 year old student at St. Paul's High School and working as a junior
secretary in, the rectory. Their relationship was platonic at first but this changed when Father
REDACTED
Fernando took her to a movie and put his arm around her and fondled her breast. She told
REDACTEDthat she was a nerd and did not have a boyfriend or had not even dated until years later.
She was confused and somewhat attracted by his attention. The relationship developed and, on
----.other-mmasions;-similar-and-mor6-s-eri"ous-sexuai-activity-ensued;-much-ofwhiclris-quite~------

egregious as set out in 1REDACTED report.
REDACTED~ turned eighteen in August, 1981. Father Fernando was transferred to St. John Baptist

de la Salle in Granada Hills sometime in the .fall, after her birthday. Their relationship continued
and she visited him in Granada Hills on as many as ten occasions and they engaged in similar
sexual activity. She said she was never in Father Fernando's private living quarters at St.
Hilary's but she was at St. John Baptist and she described them with specificity. REDACTED
visited St. John Baptist on February 2, 2004 and verified tha1REDACTED description of the
premises was accurate.
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Memorandum Regarding Fr. Walter Fernando
. Febmary 18,2004
Pagel

.

.

Father Fernando has consistently stated that his "indiscretion" was limited to putting his ann
aroundREDACTED while attending a movie REDACTED ; account indicates a series of sexual
encounters extending over a considerable period of time and is at odds with Father Fernando's
version.
REDACTED was impressed witl.J REDACTED and believes she and her account of what transpired are
credible. Her description of Father Fernando's private living quarters at St. John Baptist supplies
corroboration.
·
Efforts are being made to listen to or obtain a copy or trl'lnsr.rint of a tape recording that was
.
.
.
REDACTED
d th
REDACTED
made by the pohce of a telephone conversation betwee
an Fa er Fernando
REDACTED does not have a copy and expressed a willingness to assist us in obtaining one. Monsignor
Cox, REDACTED
met with detectives from the Los Angeles Police Department on
February 13, 2004 and, while they were not given the tape or a transcript or told what in contains,
they believe they may have a way to either obtain a copy or find out what was said. I believe it
would be best for me to defer writing to DDA Hodgeman until after they have explored this new
approach.
·
.
·
REDACTED
The Board dtscussed Father Fernando's case and found that the statement made by
appears to be credible and is corroborated by her physical descrintion of Father Fernando's
private living quarters at St. John Baptist de la Salle, tha1REDACTED was seventeen years old
when some of the serious allegations occurred, that the actions complained of are clearly child
sexu~ abuse, and that the zero tolerance policy applies.

Fathe~ Fernando met with Monsignor Cox anlEDACTED this afternoon and was advi.sed by
Monsignor Cox that he was being placed on administrative leave in view of what was learned by
REDACTED in his interview with ]REDACTED however, he was not confronted with what she said
bec~use his attorney,REDACTEU _was not present and had asked that any discussion of the
allegations with Father Fernando be deferred until he was in attendance. An .interview with
Father Fernando and, REDACTED to confront Father Fernando with the allegations against him will
be arranged shortly.
,,
Accordingly, and with regret, the Board recoinm.ends that Father Fernando be immedi~tely
----....:plac®d-on-admini-strat-ive-leave-pending-:further-investigatien=-.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - -

cc:

Monsignor Craig A. Co:x
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Office of

ArcbdJiJcese of Los Angeles

34Z4
Wilshire

Los Angeles

VIcar for Clergy
(2.13) 637-7284

Boulevard

90010-2202.

Callfornl,,

February 18, 2004
Personal and Confidential
Reverend Walter Fernando
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary Church

REDACTED

Dear Father Femando:
This is to provide written confirmation of the decision communicated to Y<:>U in person that,
effective February 19,2004, you will begin an administrative leave of absence..
The parish should pay you for the month of February~ I also ask that the parish make the
contribution for your pension account for the January through March quarter. Beg:innjng in
March, my office will assume respon.Sibility for your salary and benefits, and beginning With the
April quarter we will be paying into your pension account.
At this point, please continue to use the parish c.ar. The Vicar's office will pay for any
maintenance that needs to be done on the car during this period of leave.
I am assigning you in residence at St. Bruiil's Parish. During this time ofleave, you are to engage
in no public ministry, though you are free to celebrate Mass ·in your own room or the rectory
chapel. If you wish, please do take advantage of the. opportunity to spend some time on retreat,

and you continue to be welcome at the day of recollection scheduled for Manning House. Also,
let me renew my invitation to avail vourself of the counseling you need at this very difficult time.
Since you already met witbREDACTED. you may wish to see him. But I can make
arrangements with other counselors if you wish. ·
·
_ _ _ _ __,!Y~o~u:..!ar~·~e~in~m~yprayers at this time oftremendous trial. As we soon will enterthe.season ofLent,
I lmow you will experience the Passion in a totally new and profound way. 1 pray for ymi-;-an'd----for the truth to emerge. Thank you for being so gracious and understanding in these last two
years. May the peace of Christ be with you!
Your brother in Christ,

C>/Jr-/
/, L-.y-.

Mons· r Craig A. coyJ.C.D.
for Clergy
·
cc:

REDACTED
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Statement for Weekend Masses at Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary Parish,
Pasadena
February 21"22, 2004
Regarding Reverend Walter Fernando

As you may recall from my earlier visit, I am Monsignor Craig Cox, Vicar for Clergy of the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles. On the weekend ofJanuary 17-18, I spoke here at your parish
about your Associate Pastor, Father Walter Fernando. In that announcement, I promised to keep
you informed of future developments. I am here as an initial fulfillment ofthat pledge to bring .
additional information directly to you.
As we previously announced, an investigation was launched when we learned of the report
alleging misconduct on Father Fernando's part in 1981. The investigation is being conducted by
a private investigator; a former Special Agent of the FBI. I had mentioned that we requested an
interview With the person who made the complaint. Subsequently, that interview was conducted.
We also have asked to see the results ofthe police investigation. We have not yet been granted
access to any of those materials. Our investigation is ongoing and it is clear that it will require
significant additional time.
·
The Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board di~cussed the case ofF ather Fernando again, and
recommended that he be placed on administrative leave. Administrative leave involves time
away from the parJsh and from all pastoral duties until the investigation is concluded. Father
Fernando began that leave of absence on Thursday.
Please note that the decision to place Father Fernando on administrative leave doe5 not reflect a
judgment that he is guilty of the alleged misconduct. By our policy, ~dministrative leave is
recommended when an initial investigation raises sufficient questions to take the precaution of
placing the priest on leave while further investigation continues. ·
I know that this announcement is surprising and distressing. Many of you expressed tremendou~
support for Father Fernando when I was here last month.. Clearly, he has done much good during
his more than eleven years of service here. He has rights as both a citizen of this country and as
a priest in the Church to defend I;Umself, and those rights will be respected.
Please know that the Cardinal is committed to implementing all of our policies fully, assuring
that we thoroughly investigate all allegations, and acting in ways that protect children as well as
respe'ct the rights of all involved.
Finally, at this distressing time, I ask that you pray with special fervor for all victims of abuse,
for Father Fernando, for the success of the ongoing investigation in discovering the full truth,
and for your parish community and all the Church in these difficult days. May God bless you!
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATNE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
February 25, 2004
Canonical Investigation of Father Walter Fernando
REDACTED
Interviewee:
REDACTED
na, canonical auditor
Interv
Date of Interview: February 25, 2004
REDACTED
r was telephonically interviewed and provided the following information:
.. ~. ·
REDACT
She worked in the rectory at Saint Hillary's the same time~
ED
never confided anything to her regarding Father Walter Fernando back theil.
REDACTED
REDACTED'
·
She had not spoken t
in perhaps 15 years when
called her aboutR~3rd~gmths
ago. They discussed mutual acomrintances includingREDACTED
ochrt
"f h
b d F eman
.
do an~'REDACTED 1d:v1se
. d that sh e did .
then. adVIse
. REDACTED
1 s e remem ere
that her relationship with Fernando developed into a sexual liaison that stopped short of ·
intercourse~E_:>~~~:O said that she and Fernando shared a certain bond and that his word was
"gold" with her at that time.
REDACTED
. . REDACTED
REDACTED
,
~ould not recall many thing
told her but does remembe
was qmte
specific regarding their activities. One thing REDAcrEo:lated was that Fernan9-o had her ·
unclothe in his room and then put his roman collar on he:REDACTED did not know if this
occurred while Fernando was at Saint Hillary's or at another parish.
. •

•

,

•

When asked tftbis relationship smprisedher
surprises her anymore.

REDACTED

•

•

dVlsed that nothing of this sort
·
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Put·· on··
L.e~v~

an

iDSex-Inq~ry
The L.A. Archdiocese
·
"says that un~ receJ?.t~y
oDiysecondhand .·. . ..
. allegations had surfa.
_ ~--~d.
ByR:icHA.RD WINToN: ·.
Times sta/iwrl.ter

On~

·
· ·
of the 10 .priests·· who .
were ministering·mthe..Arc~cicese of Los ,.Ang~s last montJ;
. despite sexual mole~atiorr ana-- .
gationsbasbeen·placedon'leave .
pendfugacburchinvestigation.
cardinal· Roger M. Mahony
placed Father Walter Fernando .
on administrative leave from his
duties at Assumption of the
Blessed Virgin Mary Church in
Pasadena. ' ·
The decision comes more
than a year after church officials

Tod Tambe~g, archdiocese
spokesman, said the allegations
until recently were secondhand,
made by the alleged victim's attorney in February 2003. In' August 2002, The Times reported
that Fernando was under police
investigation. Fernando's personnel file was also subpoenaed
by the Los Angeles County
Grand Jury last summer.
The accuser sued the church
in December, alleging_that Fernando touched her breasts and
forced her to touch him.
In a statement to parishioners dated Feb. 21. Vicar of the
Clergy Craig Cox said· the deci. sion to remove Fernando did not
-reflect a.judgment on his guilt.'
'Co:x;said that investigation by
a private investigator who is a
former FBI agent is continuing.
· · • "By our policy, administrative
· leave is reeo~ended when an
initial investigiit}on. raises sufficient questioris to-t~e the pre··caution of placing the ·priest on
leave while further invesiligation

·'

· • continues"htisaicl.-·:·.I=

tt·

The· Thn{!s d!sciosed :ran.-14
that the LAPD listened to a telephone conversati.cin'between the
. accuaer anq the priest in '/!lf.ay
"2002. in which the cleric made
,statements that ·corroborated
the. alleged victim's account. of
· molestation, according to a police detective. Fernando was not
criminally charged

··

Tamberg said . that ; before
•that story, church officials were
nqt. aware of the content of the
police investigation. '· Cox told parishionerS . the
archdiocese had yet "to be granted access to the-p,olice investigation's restilts'.· and' ·-said ti?e
·church inquiry "will require s!g· 'nificant additional time." ·
Arclidiocese officials . said
. that others ·among the 10 accused priests wim:riiot removed
because they face· aUegattons
from a single accuser that have
not been substantiated. ·
·
Last month, however, one of

_ _:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1-:~le~arn~e~d~gof~-~th~e~~a~cc~u~s~at~i~ons'£----------~the-10-priests·was-removedfroin------. against him. Fernando has vigth!'l nrlnistry after a. second al- .
orously denied the · allegations
leged victim came forward.
The archdiocese has said that
through his attorney..
Mahony's decision was based
since 1931, 244 ofits_pr!ests have
on a recommendation from the.
been accused of molesting 656
Clergy MiJ?conduct Oversight
victims.
Board after church officials recently interviewed a woman who
alleges that Fernando molested
herin1981 when she was 17years
old and attending a Pico Rivera
parish. .
.
The board discussed Fern:mdo at least twice previously, ·
but cited· a lack of evidence in
leaving him in parish ministzy.
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MANDATE

Pursuant to Canons 148ll'lnrl 17?.1 ofthe Code of Canon Law_ I, FATilER
WALTER FERNANDO hereby appoin1REDACTED
to act as my
canonical counselor , advi.sor, canonical Advocate and Procurator in all matters pertaining
to my current clerical'position in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles and to any
investigation, process or other action of any kind involving allegations of sexual abuse
brought against me.

_Date:. September 1, 2004

·.~._QCJr ~l-.~n.
Father Walter Fernando

I hereby accept the appointment set forth in the above Mandate ofFather Walter
Fernando.

Tlate: Sentember 4_ 2004

REDACTED
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT
September 24, 2004
Canonical Investigation ofFather Walter Fernando
Interviewee:· Detective James Brown, Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD), Juvenile
DivisiollREDACTED
canonical auditor

Intervie1

Date ofinterview: September 22, 2004
Detective James Brown was contacted at his office and played a tape recording of a
telephone call betweerREDACTED and Father Walter Fernando that took place the
morning of May 24, 2002. The call lasted about 17 minutes.REoAcTEo had called Fernando
several times in an effort to reach him and after leaving a message he returned her call.
The recordil;tg was listened to only once and the following is a ~ompilation of
impressions and paraphrasing as well as quotes that were written as accurately as
p'Ossible.. Where quotes are cited they will be set forth in quotation marks.
.
.
diate1y to ld Femando that sh e h ad fie1t very
er the lD.lti'al greetiil.gs
almost mnne
guilty for years about the sexual activities the two of them had while he was assiw.ed to
Saint Hilary's Church. She mentioned· specific acts such as touching, kissing her breasts
and his putting her hand on his penis. He responded, ''I remember kissing you. That was
a moment of passion. It just happened .. .I don't know .. .it was a moment of passion. I
don't remember snowing my penis."

REDACTED

aft.

. ·•

'

REDACTED

At one poll.. _ __ _ :old him she was only a child and he responded, "I thought you were
19." She countered that with she was 16 or 17 and he must have known that since he
knew she was still in high school.
Fernando told her that he was new and that she was nice to him in a difficult tiine more
than once.
REDACTED .

recalled a letter he sent her telling her that he loved her. He remembered the letter
andlli:a'fin i'flie tola-Jier sli:e li:ad courage for going-ti:rfue-cunvent-He-1ateradmitted-h------did feel love for her.
When she brought up his rubbing her breast he said that he did recall that.
When she asked him if there were others he did similar things to, he said there were not.
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She brought up his exhibiting his penis more than once and he said that he forgot that but
·did admit to kissing her breasts.
Fernando told her that he confessed his sins in thls matter soon after she left and he asked
for her forgiveness several times. She said she forgave him and asked him to pray for
her. He agreed to do that and he in turn asked for 'her prayers as well. ·He told her it was
a burden that he had carried.
·
At one point he said, ''I have confessed it years ago. I am 50 years old now. I want to be
apriest., He asked her to keep it between them and God.
REDACTED

The attitud
portrayed during the call was that of a person that was hurt and
troubled by the indiscretions they had committed when he was at Saint Hillary's. She
was persistent on putting these things in the open with him and wanting an explanation as
to why he acted like this with her. When he indicated he was caught up :in a moment of
passion she responded that it was not a one-time event but a series of acts.
His attitude was one of repentance and he wanted her forgiveness very much. It seemed
he was glad ~o have talked and relieved that she forgave him.
The contents of the .tape appear to confirm that something of a sexual nature transpired
. . . regardin.g his
b e'tw. een F emando atREDACTED :. Although h e sat.'d h e does not reca11 actiVIties
penis, i.e., masturbation and exhibiting it toREDACTED he did not deny it and he did admit
·
other untoward activity as set .forth.

2
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Office of
Vicar for Clergy

Archdlotes.e of Los Angeles

Wilshire
Boulevard

. (213) 637-7284

. los Angeles
California

90010·2,202

DECREE
On io February 2003, the undersigned acting in his capacity as epis~opal vicar for the clergy
initiated a preUmJnary investigation of Reverend Walter Fernando in the face of aliegations that
he sexually abused a lllinor, and hence committed the delict specified by canon 1395, §2.
REDACTED

'duly appointed canonical auditor; conducted a thorough investigation oftbis
matter, including an interView with the complainant The results ofbis inquiry have been
carefully documented byREDACTED

In accord with Archdiocesan policy, the complaint and the results of the investigation were
reported to the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board. The members of the Board concluded that
the allegation does have a semblance of truth and reported on its conclusions to the Archbishop,
Cardinal Roger M. Mahony.
·

A.J3 the local ordinary who :initiated th~ investigation, in accord With my responsibility under the
provisions of canon 1718, with the assistance of the expertise provided by the Clergy :ty.fisconduct
Oversight Board, and after consultation with Cardinal Mahony, I hereby decree that the
preliminary investigatio:p. is to be closed.
In this case, the woman who alleges that she suffered abuse was age seventeen and hence was not
a minor at canon law during the time period of the allegedly abusive activities. Thus, it is clear
that Father Fernando did not commit a delict at canon law. Nonetheless, there is significant
evidence that the woman, a minor at civil law, may well have suffered abuse from Father
Fernando. Given this evidence, and given the provisions of the Charter for the Protection of
Children, and Young People, I hereby recommend to the Cardinal Archbishop that the Cardinal
Archbishop report the matter to the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith for the:ir review
·
and advice.

Given this 27th day of September in the Year of OUr Lord 2004 at the Curia of the Archdiocese of
Los .Angeles in California.
·

'

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San Fernando

..

San Gabriel

Archdiocesan Seal

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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Office of
VIcar. for Oergy
(213) 637-7284

Mbdiocese of Los Angeles

Los Angeles
::alifornla

YI'Jishlre
Bpulevard

,'t]QtQ-2202.

May 17,2008

REDACTED

RE:
Dear:

REDACTED

Reverend Walter Fernando, ·
Petition for Reinstatement

I am writing in the name ofCardinalMah.onyinreplyto yourPetitionofFebruary25last
seeking the termination .of Father Walter Fernando •s administrative leave and his
re~tatement to active ministry.·
Your request cannot be iranted at this time. Father Fernando's case is currentlypend.ing
before our Clergy Misconduct Oversi~tBoard (CMOB), which, based on the facts oftb.e
case, will make a recommendation to Cardinal Mahony as to whether Father Fernando should
be returned to active ministry. CMOB should be ready to review the case at its June meeting,
after which it .will.make
. its recommendation. His Eminence will then make his decision as to
whether Father Femari.do can be reinstated to active ministry, and that decision, complete with
motivation, willl?e duly communicated.
·
I would remind you that, in accordance with the instructions received from the 'Congregation
for the Doctrine ofthe Fai~ the question at issue is not areservedgravius delictum and
Carclinal Mahony therefore "does not need any authorization from this Dicastery to evaluate
the merits of the case and act accordingly'' (letter fromCDF, July 4, 2005). The CMOB
· review of the matter and its ·subsequent recommendatio:il is a necessary part of His
Eminence's evaluation of the merits of the case~ which, although not a gravius delictum,
nonetheless involves serious accusations of a priest abusing his office arid committing
offences against the Sixth Commandment with a girl who at the time was 17-18 years of age.
The good of the Church and the public good as well requite that the steps outlined above be
taken in order that the case be :g!OJ.;!erly-=-re=s=o::=-_lv=-=e=d.::....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;_
Trusting that the above information is useful, and with every good wish~ I remain
Sincerely yours in Christ,

~-~
Monsi8D:or Gabpel Gonzales
Vicar for Clergy
·

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San Fernando

San Gabrte!

San Pedro

<:,.~ta Barbara
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CLERGY MISCONDUCT OVERSIGHT BOARD
Archdiocesan Catholic Center
Tuesday, Apri121, 2009
9:30a.m. to 12:00 Noon
AGENDA
Call to Order 9:30 a.m.
Opening Prayer
Approval of the minutes for the March 2009 meeting

'REDACTED
CMOS 027 Walter Fernando

REDACTED

REDACTED

Adjournment
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Consent Agenda ·
21 April 2009

REDACTED
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REDACTED
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REDACTED
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May4, 2009

Prot. N. 20082209
His Eminence
Claudio Cardinal Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for the Clergy
PiazzaPio Xll, 3
00120 Vatican City.

The measures referenced in my letter to you dated September 22, 2008, deemed
necessary to fully respond to the hierarchical recourse placed against me before your
Congregation by Rev. Walter Fernando are now complete. These measures included
further investigation, hearing Father Fernando again on the matter, and having the formal
recommendation of our Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
Your Eminence will have already gleaned the facts of this case both from the acts, which
you already have in your possession, and from the written recourse prepared by Father
Fernando's procurator and advocate.
The focal noint of the case is the complaint made to the Los Angeles Police Department
byREDACTED
that Father Walter Fernando sexually molested her while she
was still a teenager. As part of their investigation, the police monitored a telephone call
and Father Fernando.
between REDACTED
Father Fernando was not present when the police came to the parish rectory looking to
interview him. He opined to my Vicar for Clergy that the reason the police were looking
for him was that 20 years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a woman. The· civil
criminal proc~ss was closed due to the expiration of the statute of limitations.
Nonetheless, a civil lawsuit was filed against our Archdiocese in 2003 byREDACTED
and a settlement was reached in 2007 amounting to a sizable amount of money.
.
.
¥'\e&,·a....
Meanwhile, the matter received extensive coverage m our locaL:aew~s
Angeles Tim08. Furthermore, in keeping with our policy to properly inform the faithful in
these cases, announcements were made at two parishes at which Father Fernando served.
------A-e-anenie-al-mvestigatien-ensued,and-it-was-determine<Lthatsince_the....c.omplainanLwas._ _ _ _ _ __
over the age of 16 at the time of the alleged offense, the matter fell outside the realm of a
gravius delictum. Thus I was informed by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
that I did not need authorization from that Dicastery to evaluate the merits of the case and
to act accordingly.
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Father Fernando has adamantly denied ever having engaged in sexual behavior with
REDACTED 'ret, there are indications that something of a sexual nature occurred
between Father Fernando and REDACTED ~- Principally, these indications are:
a) Father Fernando's statement to our Vicar for Clergy that he suspected that the
reason the police wished to interview him was because he had "crossed
boundaries" with a woman some 20 years earlier.
b) Our investigator inspected the location where some of the sexual activity was
alleged to ~E"o.A.cT'Eocurred and found the complainant's description ofFather
Fernando'_§1quaners to be completely accurate. This would seem to lend some
credibility to statements ofREDACTED
c) Our investigator was permitted by the Police Department to listen to the taped
and Father Fernando referenced above. The
conversation between REDACTED
mvestigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that something of a
s·exual nature had transnired between Father Fernando and REDACTED
·d) The statement ofREDACTED
to our canonical
auditor (complete statement attached), that she witnessed Father Fernando coming
to their home " between six and twelve times" to take her sister "out on
excursions to movies and other places". Among the matters .REDACTED shared
with her sister was, that on one occasion Fernando toldREDACTED;o touch his penis
and after she did this she needed to clean herself off with a Kleenex.
An ameliorating circumstance is the fact that there is no record of an accusation of this
nature against Father Fernando other that brought by REDACTED On the other hand,
the aggravating circumstances are these:

~

a) The wide publicity this matter received in our local church.
· b) The fact that .REDACTED
though not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at
civil law w:he.n,t.he .~lleged activity occurred.
c)
T~et-nece8s~4!fi
gttH.4, the fact thatREDACTED prevailed_in her_
. ···
lawsuit againsfour7fchdiocese. ·--REDACTED

ll

Norm 1V. ofthe Essential Norms, the particular law for the United States provideJ/\tb.~
diocesan bishop shall have a review board, precisely for cases such as this, which will
fimction as a confidential consultative body to assist him in discharging his
responsibilities. My review board has advised me not to return Father Fernando to active
ministry. .
------+he-numeFeus-faet~Fs-that-eeme-inte-pla-y-in-the-rese-lution-of.cases-Such-as-this-render--------

. their resolution very difficult. I have carefully considered every aspect of this case,
including the good of all involved, accused and accuser alike, and the good of our local
church in reaching my decision. I will use the executive power of governance, within the
parameters of the universal law of the church, through an administrative act to limit
Father Fernando's exercise of priestly ministry. This administrative action shall be taken
in writing by means of a decree (Canons 47-58) so that Father Fernando will be afforded
the opportunity of recourse against it in accordance canon law (Canons 1734 ff.).
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Enclosed with this letter, please find,
1. The statement ofREDACTED
sister of the complainant,
REDACTED
2. Transcript of the canonical interview with Father Walter Fernando.
Thanking you for your assistance in this matter, I rema1n
Fraternally yours in Christ,

His Eminence
Cardinal Roger M, Mahony
Archbishop ofLos Angeles.
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Your Eminence:
The measures referenced in my letter to you dated September 22, 2008, deemed
necessary to respond fully to the hierarchical recourse placed against me before your
Congregation by Rev. Walter Fernando are now complete. These measures included,
further investigation, the formal recommendation of my Clergy Misconduct Oversight
Board, and hearing Father Fernando on the matter. I am hereby informing you of my final
decision in the matter.
The following is a summary of the facts of the case based on the acta causae:

1. Walter Fernando was born on April24, 1944 and was ordained a priest in Sri Lanka
January 25, 1973, where he ministered untill981. In 1981 he came to Los Angeles and
was incardinated in our Archdiocese in 1986. In 2002, the local police began an
investigation into an allegation, that some 20 years earlier, Fr. Fernando had sexually
abused a 17 year old girl. He denied all claims of abuse. A canonical investigation was
undertaken, and despite Fernando's denial of the allegations, the accusation was deemed
credible and decree February 19,2004, Fernando was placed on administrative leave
according to the norm of Canon 1722. Since that time Fr. Fernando has been living in an
ecclesiastical house with his room and board provided. He continues to receive his salary
and is covered by medical and other benefits.
··
.
.
REDACTED
2 On September 1, 2004, Father Fernando gave his mandate to
REDACTED to represent him as his procurator and advocate in all matterl'l haviug to do
. . ofthi s case. The archdiocese h as pm'd .LOT
+:
.
WI'th.mvestigat10n
a11. ofREDACTED semces.
3.0n November 9, 2004, I furnished a report to the Congregation for the Doctrine of the
faith in accord with the provision of Sacramentorum sanctitatis tutela Art. 13. On July 4,
2005, that Dicastery responded that, since by her admission, the woman was 17-18 years
of age at the time of the alleged incidents in 1981, the matter cannot be considered as a
delictum gravius, and I did not need any authorization from that Dicastery to evalu;1te the
·
merits of the case and act accordingly.

The Allegation
'Thecomp l aman1
.
REDACTED
She alleged:

was interviewed at length by canonical auditor.

--------:aj-'Fhat-wbile-attending-a-mevie-tegether-Walter-Femande-put-his-hand-en-h@r-breast,------.,---and began to rub it.
b) In another instance, while in a parked car, Walter Fernando gave her a long kiss,
putting his tongue in her mouth.
c) On another occasion, while at a park together, he kissed and fondled her, placing his
hand inside her blouse to rub her breast.
d) Another time at the same park, while in a car he unzipped his pants, exhibited his
erect penis and tried to force her to orally copulate him. She refused so he took her
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hand, placed it around his penis, and with his hand clasped over hers, masturbated
until he ejaculated
e) He brought her to the rectory where he was living and they went to his bedroom. He
had her disrobe, kissed her breast, sucked her nipples and lay on top of her on the
bed. She estimated that she went to that parish about ten times and that similar sexual
activity occurred between them on each occasion.

Denial:
Through his canonical advocate Walter Fernando demed thaREDACTED was ever in
his quarters at St. John the Baptist de la Salle Rectory. His advocate points that he could
not have driven an automobile as described by the complainant since he did not obtain a
·
driver's license untill981. In a letter to the Vicar of Clergy (March 2003) Walter
Fernando denied the girl's claim that he digitally penetrated her, masturbated her and
attempted to have oral sex. In a subsequent letter in the same month he denied having any
sexual activity with the girl in question and affirmed that he had absolutely obeyed his
promise of celibacy.

Admissions:
In 2002, Walter Fernando, upon being notified by the police that they wished to interview
him, contacted the then Vicar for Clergy, Msgr. Craig Cox, asking his a,dvice. No
knowing why the police wanted to interview him, he told Msgr. Cox that it might involve
a situation from some 20 years earlier when he "crossed boundaries" with a young female
parishioner.
fu2004,
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, no way that all of this
.
.
.
th e recommendations
ofC MOB andREDACTED
________ stance, th ere 1s
G1ven
can be resolved to everybody's satisfaction (including CMOB) before the May 15
deadline. If the Cardinal were to proceed to a final decree based on CMOB' s
recommendatiorREDACTED will appeal again.
Since time is of the essence I suggest:

· 1. A letter from the Cardinal (copy t< REDACTEDwhich would say that, since this matter
is no longer a penal process he is issuing a decree lifting the decree based on the
provision of 1722. This would have the duel purpose of satisfying the
Congregation and REDACTED:cf. letter tcREDAcTED insisting on such a decree.
2. Since it is specifically stated in the Congregation's letter: "Of course, as Your
Eminence is aware a pastoral solution is always preferable in such matters. The
Dicastrery would be happy to hear of such a solution", the Cardinal would say
that as a result of the March 23, meeting such a solution is underway.
3. There would need to be a good faith agreement that Fernando would not attempt
to exercise ministry pending the final resolution.
4. Continue toward the final resolution.
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May4, 2009

Prot. N. 20082209
His Eminence
Claudio Cardinal Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for the Clergy
Piazza Pio Xll, 3
00120 Vatican City.

The measures referenced in my letter to you dated Septemper 22, 2008, deemed
necessary to fully respond to the hierarchical recourse placed against me before your
Congregation by Rev. Walter Fernando are now complete. These measures included
further investigation, hearing Father Fernando again on the matter, and having the formal
recommendation of our Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
Your Eminence will have already gleaned the facts of this case both from the acts, which
you already have in your possession, and from the written recourse prepared by Father
Fernando's procurator and advocate.
The focal point of the case is the complaint made to the Los Angeles Police Department
byREDACTED
:that Father Walter Fernando sexually molested her while she
was still a teenager. As part of their investigation; the police monitored a telephone call
betweenREDACTED
and Father Fernando.
Father Fernando was not present when the police came to the parish rectory looking to
interview him. He opined to my Vicar for Clergy that the reason the police were looking
for him was that 20 years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a woman. The civil
criminal process was closed due to the expiration of the statute of limitations.
Nonetheless, a civil lawsuit was filed against our Archdiocese in 2003 byREDACTED
and a settlement was reached in 2007 amounting to a sizable amount of money.
Meanwhile, the matter received extensive coverage in our local media. Furthermore, in
keeping with our policy to properly inform the faithful in these cases, annoUn.cements
were made at two parishes at which Father Fernando served.
GanemGal-in:.v€stigatien-€nsuoo,and-it-was-determined-that.sincathe-complainanLwas_ _ _ _ _ __
over the age of 16 at the time of the alleged offense, the matter fell outside the realm of a
gravius delictum. Thus I was informed by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
that I did not need authorization from that Dicastery to evaluate the merits of the case and
to act accordingly.

------:&
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Father Fernando has adaniantly denied ever having engaged in sexual behavior with
REDACTED
. d'1cattons
.
th at sometuwg
:~..~~ of a sexua1nature occurre d
____________ . y et, t h ere are m
Principally, these indications are:
between Father Fernando and _REDACTED
a) Father Fernando's statement to our Vicar for Clergy that he suspected that the
reason the police wished to interview him was because he had "crossed
boundaries" with a woman some 20 years earlier.
b) Our investigator inspected the location where some of the sexual activity was
alleged to have occurred and found the complainant's description of Father
Fernando's living quarters to be completely accurate. This would seem to lend
some credibility to statements made b~REDACTED
.
.
. d to th e teleph one conversation
. b etweenREDACTED
)
c 0 ur mvestigator
was perm1tte
REDACTED and Father Fernando taped by the Police Department referenced above. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that something of a
sexual nature had transpired between Father Fernando and REDACTED
d) The statement o:REDACTED
, sister oJREDACTElJ
to our canonical
auditor (complete statement attached), that she witnessed Father Fernando coming
to their home " between six and twelve times" to take her sister "out on
excursions to movies and other places". Among the mattenREDACTED
shared
'thh
.
th
.
F
d
ldREDAI,II:U
hhi
.
Wl
er Sister was, at on one occas10n ernan o to __ ..........
to touc
s pems
and after she did this she needed to clean herself off with a Kleenex.

An ameliorating circumstance is the fact that there is no record of an accusation of this
nature against Father Fernando other that brought byREDACTED On the other hand,
the aggravating circumstances. are these:
a) The wide publicity this matter received in our local church.
b) The fact tha1REDACTED though not a minor at canon law? was still a minor at
civil law when the alleged activity occurred.
c) Though there was no determination of guilt, the fact tha:REDACTED prevailed
in her lawsuit against our archdiocese.
Norm 1V. of the Essential Norms, the particular law for the United States provides that
the diocesan bishop shall have a review board, precisely for cases such as this, which will·
function as a confidential consultative body to assist him in discharging his
responsibilities. My review board has advised me not to return Father Fernando to active
ministry.
------Th.e-nl:lmemus-f-aeteFs-that-eeme-inte-p1a-y-in-thtH€lselution-of:.cases-such-as-tbis-render------their resolution very difficult. I have carefully considered every aspect of this case,
including the good of all involved, accused and accuser alike, and the good of our local
church in reaching my decision. I will use the executive power of governance, within the
parameters of the universal law of the church, through an administrative act to limit
Father Fernando's exercise of priestly ministry. This administrative action shall be taken
in writing by means of a decree (Canons 47-58) so that Father Fernando will be afforded
the opportunity of recourse against it in accordance canon law (Canons 1734 ff.).
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Enclosed with tbis letter, please :find,
sister of the complainant,
1. The statement ofREDACTED
REDACTED
2. ucul>::ivupL u.t LJ.le canonical :interview with Father Walter Fernando.
Thanking you for your assistance :in tbis matter, I remain
Fraternally yours in Christ,

· His Eminence
Cardinal Roger M, Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles.
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Archdiocese of Los Angeles
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board

April27, 2009

TO:

FROM:

CONFIDENTIAL-Personnel Matter

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop ofLos Angeles

REDACTED
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board

SUBJECT:

Father Walter Fernando (CMOB #027)

The Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board (Board) has concluded its review of the
allegations against Father Walter Fernando. This report is submitted to both summarize the case
and communicate the Board's findings and recommendations to you.
Father Walter Fernando was born ill Sri Lanka on April24, 1944, and ordained in Sri
Lanka in 1973. He moved to Los Angeles and was assigned to St. Hilary's Parish in Pico Rivera
on March 1, 1981. The Complainant was a high school senior who worked at St. Hilary's
rectory after school. At that time, she was 17 years old (she turned 18 on August 7, 1981) and
Fernando was 36 years old. Fernando served at St. Hilary's until his routine transfer to St. John
Baptist de la Salle in Granada Hills on November 30, 1981. Fernando was incardinated in Los
Angeles on February 24, 1986.
In April2002, the Complainant told Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) detectives
that Fernando had sexually molested her when they worked together at St. Hilary's and for about
_ _ _ _ _a_y_e-'-ar----.after Fernando transferrea to StJOfillBaptlst. Slie alleged-tillit slie was 17 years olO: wlie;;;;n:;-----theif sexual relationship began. As part of their ~vestigation, the detectives had the
Complainant make a telephone call to Fernando. Without Fernando's knowledge, but with the
Complainant's consent, the detectives recorded the conversation. After that, the detectives went
to Fernando's rectory, but he was gone on vacation. In June 2002, Fernando was at a seminar
with the Vicar for Clergy (VC). He told the VC that the police came to his rectory looking for
him. He said that about 20 years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a woman when he
took her to the movies and put his arm around her.
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Father Walter Fernando (CMOB #027)
Page2

CONFIDENTIAL-Persmmel Matter

In August 2002," the Los Angeles Times published an article naming Fernando as the
subject of a police inve-stigation. ffitimately the criminal case was closed due to a court case
(Stogner) that invalidated a lengthened statute oflimitations for this type of case. In February
2003, the VC attempted to interview Fernando, but he declined to answer any questions
regarding the Complainant on advice of cotmsel. In March and again in May of2003, Fernando
sent letters to the VC denying the allegations and claiming to have obeyed his vow of celibacy.
In January 2004, the Los Angeles Times published another article detailing the case against
Fernando and reporting that he was still in ministry. That same month a statement was read at St
Hillary's weekend masses telling parishioners that Fernando had been named in a lawsuit
accusing him of sexual abuse while assigned to that parish. Anyone with information regarding
the matter was asked to contact the VC, but no contacts were made.
On January 24, 2004, the Complainant was interviewed byREDACTED
_
Complainant stated that when she was a senior in
high school she worked in the rectory after school on most weekdays. Because she was working
after school, she usually wore her Catholic high school uniform while at the rectory. While she
was 17, Fernando took her to a movie. Toward the end of the movie he put his hand on her
breast and began to rub it. Then he gave her a kiss on the lips. Another time while she was still
in high school they were together in a parked car when he laid his head on her lap, pulled her
head towards him and gave her a long kiss putting his tongue in her mouth. On another occasion
while she was in high school, he took her to a park where he kissed her and placed his hand
inside her blouse and bra to rub the skin of her breast. Another time at the same park while she
was in high school she was with him in a parked car in the evening. He unzipped his pants,
exhibited his erect penis and tried to force her to orally copulate hiri:J.. When she refused, he took
her hand, placed it around his penis and, with his hand clasped over hers, masturbated until he
ejaculated. She described several more incidents of sexual activity that occurred after she turned
18 while Fernando was still assigned to St Hillary's. During one of those incidents, Fernando
digitally penetrating her vagina.

REDACTED

She recalled that Fernando was transferred to St. John Baptist parish in about December
1981. When he left St Hillary's, she had turned 18. After his transfer, he drove to her house,
picked her up and drove her back to his new parish. He took her to a private sitting room in the
rectory from which there was a door leading to his bedroom. They remained in the sitting room
awhile while she played her flute. He brought her to the rectory a second time and this time they
went into his bedroom. He had her disrobe, kissed her breast, sucked her nipples and lay on top
of her on the bed. He did not undress, but she could feel his erection. She asked him why he did
not undress and he repliea]ie Cli.Oii't want her to become pregnant-:-Slie estimatedSlie wenno tn"e- - - - parish in Granada Hills about ten times and that similar sexual activity occurred between them
each time. When asked who could corroborate her story, she stated that her mother, brother and
sister all knew that she was going out with Fernando.

In her interview, the Complainant provided a detailed description of the rectory at St.
John Baptist as well as Fernando's living quarters thereREDACTED subsequently inspected the
premises and found the Complainant's description to be completely accurate. In order to account
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Father Walter Fernando (CMOB #027)
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CONFIDENTIAL-Persmmel Matter

.c.
l
.
REDACTED
•
d h
.
.tor any a teratwns that may have been made over the yean.
nterv1ewe t e pnest who
was the pastor there at that time. His description of the premises also matched the
Complainant's. Later, responding through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando denied that the
Complainant was ever in his quarters at St. John Baptist de la Salle. Again CO:o:J.:1.TI.unicating
through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando claimed that he could not have driven Complainant as
she described because he did not have a driver license when he arrived in the United States. He
claims not to have obtained his license until the summer of 1981, but no documentation of that
date has been obtained.

The Board had reviewed the case in 2002 and in 2003 recommending both times that
additional information be obtained quickly. In February 2004, the month after the Complainant
was interviewed, the Board considered the case again. The Board detennined that the allegations
were sufficiently credible to recommend that Fernando be placed on administrative leave while
the investigation continued. The Cardinal concurred with that recommendation and Fernando
was temporarily removed from public ministry.

, a copy of th e taped
. th e sub sequent mvestigation.
.
. . REDACTED :tttempted to ob tam
D unng
telephone conversation between the Complainant and Fernando. Though he was unable to obtain
a copy, the LAPD investigators allowetEDACTEoto listen to the tape. A March 21, 2007,
Archdiocesan status report on this case states, "police record phone conversation between
Complainant and Fernando in which Fernando appears to admit that sexual activity took place
between him and Complainant when Complainant was 17 years old." The report goes on to say
that, ''Fernando said that he remembered kissing the victim but didn't remember showing her his
penis; he stated that he thought the victim was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her and
recalled rubbing her breast and kissing her breasts; be told her that he confessed his sins in this
matter and asked her for her forgiveness; be stated p.e wanted to r~ain a priest and asked her to
keep this between them. The investigator concluded that the tape appeared· to confirm that
something of a sexual nature had transpired between Fernando and the victim." Clearly
Fernando's admissions in the taped conversation are in direct conflict with his March 7 and May
8, 2003, letters in which be denies ''having had any sexual activity with (Complainant)."
In November 2004, the case was sent to Rome. The case was returned with a finding
that, as the complainant was 17 at the time, she·was not a minor under the 1917 Code of Canon
Law. (The Church subsequently changed the age of majority from 16 to 18.) Consequently,
Rome detennined that the case is not under its jurisdiction and assigned responsibility for any
further action to the Archdiocese. This complaint resulted in a civil suit and was eventually
settled as part of the global settlement. The amount received by the Complainant was within the
med1an settlement amount rortliat group o cases.
Once the civil suit was settled, the case was reviewed to determine if it was ready for
disposition. It was decided that efforts should be made to contact the Complainant's mother,
sister and/or brother in an effort to corroborate the number of"dates" she allegedly had with
Fernando and to determine if any of them had any additional information to support or refute
these allegations. The Complainant's sister was subsequently interviewed telephonically~ She
was aboutREDACTED when Fernando was first assigned to St. Hilary's. She and her older sister
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(Complainant) shared a bedroom. They lived with their parents and 'two brothers who were 18
and 19 years old. Between work, school and friends, the brothers were usually gone and rarely
interacted with their two younger sisters. She believes they had no idea what was happening
with the Complainant at the time. The parents thought the relationship between the Complainant
and Fernando was fme-they trusted him and to this day they refuse to discuss it.
She and her sister shared confidences including the Complainant's account ofthe
numerous sexual encounters she had with Fernando. They would talk about those activities in
very specific terms. For example, one time Complainant returned home very upset after going to
the movies with Fernando. Complainant told her sister that Fernando had kissed her at the
theater. On another occasion Complainant told her that Fernando took her for a ride and told her
to touch his penis after which she needed to clean herself with a tissue. On another occasion,
Complainant told her that she had disrobed in front of Fernando and while she was disrobed he
put his Roman collar.on her. (The Complainant described just such an incident in her interview.)
The sister estimated that Fernando came to their house to pick up Complainant six to twelve
times during that period.
REDACTED

On March 23, 2009. Fernando was to be interviewed b)
After asking a few
,
REDACTED b
.
din
d
,
b ack ground questwns,
egan to ask a question regar g Feman o's pnor relationships.
REDACTED was immediately interrupted by Fernando's Canonical Advocate who instructed Fernando
not to, " ... answer any question that has to c1o with any relationship or any person of any kind."
At that point, the interview was concluded. The Board understands fromREDACTED
• who
has been assigned to provide us with Canonical advice, that under Canon Law the instruction
from Fernando's Canonical Advocate is imputed to Fernando and is sufficient to constitute a
decision by Fernando not to answer any questions without Fernando having to personally
re~pond that he understood and agreed to follow his Advocate's admonition and advice~ We
therefore conclude that Fernando declined this opportunity to make whatever response he may
deem appropriate. In that regard, we recognize that Fernando is not expected to admit or deny
anything and that he is entirely within his rights to remain silent. Consequently, we draw no
inference whatsoever from his decision.
Following this interview, Fernando's Advocate proposed the following disposition for .
this case:
1. Father Fernando will retire at 65 years of age (4-24-09) and will voluntarily agree to
refrain from any priestly public ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

2. SlioulO: any letter ofinqurry be received from anotlier B:iSllop, tne parties woulct_ _ _ _ _ __
collaborate on the-wording of any respqnse fromREDACTED
The
letter would not say that Fernando has been found unfit for ministry, but clearly
communicate that Fernando has offered and the Archdiocese has agreed that he will
not exercise ministry in this diocese. Any Bishop making an inquiry should be given
the facts and the decision left up to him regarding any granting of faculties. The
Advocate made it clear that the facts in the response should be stated without a
conclusion that Fernando had been found unfit for ministry.
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3. The original precept placing Fernando on leave would be revoked.
The Archdiocesan representatives informed Fernando's Advocate that, based upon their
experience with the Board, we would most likely recommend to the Cardinal that Fernando
should not be entitled to exercise public ministry anywhere. However, they agreed to inform the
Board and ultimately the Cardinal of the proposal.
By Charter, the Board is responsible for ensuring that all allegations of sexual misconduct
by a priest or deacon are investigated thoroughly. Consequently, the Board's first duty is to
determine if all reasonable investigative avenues have been pursued and exhausted. We have
considered that aspect of this case and find that this matter has been investigated adequately. As
we noted several years ago, the Complainant's mother, brothers and sister should have been
interViewed to determine what, if anything, they might know about tbis case. Eventually, the
sister was interviewed and she largely corroborated the allegations. In view ofthe information
the sister provided about her brothers and her parents' refusal to discuss the matter, it appears
that efforts to interview additional family members would serV'e no constructive purpose. We
were also concerned that the taped telephone conversation was not pursued through the protocol
established for obtaining evidence from the Los Angeles Police Department. However, we are
.
confident in relying on the Canonical investigator's report of that taped conversation.
With the adequacy of the investigation established, it now becomes tl,le Board's
responsibility to recommend an appropriate disposition. In cases such as this it is important to be
mindful of the standards under wbich the Board must weigh the evidence presented to it. First is
the Archdiocesan Policy on Sexual Abuse by Clergy wbich defines sexual abuse of a minor as an
act(s) of sexual molestation, sexual exploitation or other behavior by wbich an adult uses a minor
as an object of sexual gratification. Second is the standard of justice wbich requires that a
sustained allegation must be supported by credible evidence leading a reasonable person to
conclude that the alleged acts occurred, that the accused cleric committed those acts and that the
acts constitute sexual abuse of a minor.
We have discussed tbis matter extensively, ever mindful of our responsibility to the
people involved as well as to the Chnrch itself: The Board's diversity including members with
experience as mental health care professionals, law enforcement, the judiciary, abuse victims and
their parents, religious and clergy all helped to ensure that every aspect of tbis case was fully
explored. We are mindful of our duty as Catholics and members of tbis Board to review the
facts of tbis case objectively and make a recommendation of conscience based upon the evidence
that has been gathered. With those responsibiHnesin mina:, we have come to tlie unani:;:;m:v:o"'u"'s_ _ _ _ _ __
decision that the facts in this case clearly meet the burden o.f proof required to support the
conclusion that Father Walter Fernando engaged in the sexual abuse of a minor. Consequently,
we unanimously make the following recommendations:

Recommendation No. 1:

We recommend that Fr. Fernando be removed from ministry
permanently.
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Recommendation No.2:

We recommend that Fr. Fernando's permanent removal from
ministry be announced at all Archdiocesan parishes in which he
has been assigned or maintained a priestly relationship.

Recommendation No. 3:

We recommend that the settlement proposal put forth by Fr.
Fernando's advocate be rejected. That proposal would require the
Archdiocese to abdicate its moral responsibility to notify another
diocese that a priest has been removed from ministry.

Recommendation No. 4:

Because we believe that Fr. Fernando returns to Sri Lanka on
occasion, we recommend that the Church in Sri Lanka be notified
in writing ofFr. Fernando's permanent removal from ministry.

Recommendation No.5:

We recommend that the Complainant be notified of the
Archbishop's final decision on this matter.

With these findings and recommendations, the Board concludes this case and closes this file.

Respectfully submitted, .
Original signed by:

REDACTED
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board

c:

Original signed by:

REDACTED
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board

Monsignor Gonzales, Vicar for Clergy
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DECREE
I, Cardinal Roger M. Mahony, Archbishop of Los Angeles, upon receiving information
which had the semblance of truth, that the Reverend Walter Fernando committed the
delict of Canon 1395 §2, directed that a canonical investigation be initiated in accord
with Canon 1717. Pending the outcome of the investigation, Father Fernando was placed
on administrative leave effective 19 February 2004, in accordance with Canon 1722.
REDACTED

It was determined that since the complainant,

_was over the age of 16 at the time of
the alleged offense, the matter fell outside the realm of a gravius delictum. Thus the
investigation into the possibility that a delict had been committed was closed by a decree
on 27 September 2004;
However, the decree closing the investigation acknowledged that "there is significant
evidence that the woman, a minor at civil law, may well have suffered abuse from Father
Fernando." For that reason the decree placing Father Fernando on administrative leave
was not revoked pending further investigation into his suitability for return to ministry.
Meanwhile, the complaint resulted in civil litigation and was· settled as part of a global
settlement.
Once the settlement was reached, it was deteri:nined that attempts be made at further
investigation. Now that the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board has issued its :final
recommendation to me, I formally revoke the earlier decree of 18 February 2004 which
placed Father Fernando on administrative leil.Ve.

Furthermore:
I, Cardinal Roger M. Mahony, Archbishop of Los Angeles, do declare that, after a careful
investigation, it has been established with reasonable certitude that the Reverend Walter
.
el-at-tenStJ:J:p-ef-a-sGu
• 1..~.
al--nature-Wlw-J
....1..REDACTED -Eatuer-Eernando..has,
1..
------Femande-engaged-m-a-r
_ _ _ _ _ __
adamantly denied ever having engaged in such behavior with her. Yet the investigation
yielded indications which, taken cumulatively, argue that something of a sexual nature
occurred, between them.
Principally, the indications are:
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1. The testimony of the complainant herself that she and Walter Fernando engaged
in intimate sexual activity.
2. Our canonical auditor inspected the location where the sexual activity was alleged
to have occurred and found the complainant's description of Fr. Fernando's
quarters to be completely accurate. This lends credibility to'the statements made
by A.P.

3. Our canonical auditor was permitted to listen to the telephone conversation
betweerREoAcrEo. and Father Fernando taped by the police department. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that something of a
sexual nature had transpired between them.

4. The statement ofREDACTED

. to our canonical auditor that she
witnessed Father Fernando coming to their home ''between six and twelve times"
to take her sister "out on exctirsions to movies and other places." Among the
mattenREDAcrED shared with her sister was that on one occasion Fr. Fernando told
REoAcreo to touch his penis, and after she did this she needed to clean herself off with
Kleenex.

Aggravating circumstances are:

1. The wide publicity this matter received in our Local Church.
2. The fact tharoAcreo, though not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at civil law
when the alleged activity occurred.
REDACTED
3. The fact tha
prevailed in the lawsuit against the Archdiocese regardless of
any determination of guilt on the part of Father Fernando.
Reverend Walter Fernando has been made aware of the evidence collected, has enjoyed
the services of an ecclesiastical advocate, and has presented a defense in which he has ·
argued that his difficulties are not of the nature or severity to render him unfit for return
to ministry. His argument has been taken into account, and his. rights have been
protected.
. I have carefully considered every aspect of this case, including the good of all involved,
accused and accuser alike, and the good of our Local Church in reaching my decision to
use the executive power of governance, within the parameters of the universal law of the
church, through an administrative act to limit Father Fernando's exercise of priestly
-----~ministry-as-follows:

1. Father Fernando may not exercise any priestly public ministry. This means that
he does not enjoy the faculties of this Archdiocese; he may not celebrate Mass
publicly (canon 906); and he may not preach (canon 764).
2. Notice of his permanent removal from public ministry shall be given to all
concerned parties, including the Bishop of his Diocese of origin in Sri Lanka.
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1bis administrative action is taken in writing by means oftbis decree so that Fr. Fernando
will be afforded the opportunity of recourse against it in accord with the provision of
Canons 1734ff.
Given on the 5th of June 2009 at the Curia of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop ofLos Angeles

ARCHDIOCESAN SEAL

REDACTED
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Offlce of
the Archbishop
(2.13) 637-7288

3424

Los Angeles

Wilshire
Boulevard

C.~lifornia

90010-UOZ

4May2009

Prot. N. 20082209
His Eminence
Claudio Cardinal Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for the Clergy
Piazza Pio Xll, 3
00120 Vatican City
EUROPE

Your Eminence:
The measures referenced in my letter to you dated September 22, 2008, deemed necessary to
respond fully to the bierarclrical recourse placed against me before your Congregation by
Rev. vValter Fernando, are now complete. These meastrres included further :investigation,
hearing Father Fernando again on the matter, and: having the formal recommendation of our
Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
Your Eminence willliave already gleaned the facts of this case both from the acts which you
already have in your possession, and from the vv"ritten recourse prepared by Father Fernando •s
procurator and advocate.
The focal point of.the case is the complaillt made to the Los Angeles Police Department by
REDACTED
that Father Ferruindo sexually molested her while she was still a teenager.
As part of their :investigation, the police monitored a telephone call betweenREDACTED and
· ·
Father Fernando.
Father Fernando was not present when the police came to the parish rectory looking to interview
him. He opined to my Vicar for Clergy that the reason the police were looking for hlm was that
twenty years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a woman. The civi~ criminal process was
. closed due to the ex12iration of the statut'e of limitations. Nonetheless, a civil lawsuit was filed
against our Archdioc~se in 2003 byREDACTED and a settlement was. reached in 2007
amounting to a sizable an::ount of money. Meanwhile, the matter received extensive coverage in
our local media. Furthermore, in keeping with our policy to properly inform the fai.fuful in these
cases, announcements were made at two parishes at which Father Fernando served.
A canonical investigation ensued, and it was determined that since the complainant was over the
age of 16 at the time of the alleged offense, the matter fell outside the realm of a gravius

Pas;;oral Regions:

Our L?.dy of rhc Angels

San-Fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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3. Though there was no determination of guilt, the fact thatREDACTED Jrevailed
in he lawsuit against the Archdiocese.
Reverend Walter Fernando has been made aware of the evidence collected, has enjoyed
the services of an ecclesiastical advocate, and has presented a defense in which he has
argue that his difficulties are not of the nature or severity to render him unfit for nrirristry.
His argument has been taken into account and his rights have been carefully protected.
I have carefully considered every aspect of this case, including the good of all involved,
accused and accuse alike, and the good of our Local Church in reaching my decision to
use the executive power of governance, within the parameters of the universal law ofthe
church, through an administrative act to limit Father Fernando's exercise of priestly
. .
????
m.mlStry
.....
This administrative. action is taken in writing by means of this decree so that Fr. Fernando.
will be afforded the opportunity of recourse against it in accordance with the provision of
Canons 1734 ff.
Given on

in the Curia ofthe Archdiocese of Los Angeles .

.Cardinal Roger Mahony

Notary
SEAL
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DECREE
I, Cardinal Roger M. Mahony, Archbishop of Los Angeles, upon receiving information,
which at least seemed true, that the Reverend Walter Fernando committed the delict of
Canon 1395 #2. I directed that a canonical investigation be initiated in accord with Canon
1717. Pending the outcome of the investigation Father Fernando was placed on
admitristrative leave effective February 19, 2004, in accordance with Canon 1722. It is
determined that since the complainant was over the age of 16 at the time of the alleged
offense, the matter fell outside the realm of a gravius delictum. Therefore, I formally
revoke the earlier decree of February 18, 2004 placing Father Fernando on administrative
leave:
Furthermore.
I, Cardinal Roger Mahony, Archbishop of Los Angeles, do declare that, after a careful
investigation, it has been established (with moral certitude) that the Reverend Walter
Fr. Fernando
Fernando engaged in a relationship of a sexual nature wiflREDACTED
has adamantly denied ever having engaged in sexual behavior witlRE DACTED Yet the
investigation yielded indications that something of a sexual nature occurred between
them.

Principally, the indications are these:
1. The testimony of the complainant herself that. she and Walter Fernando engaged

in an intimate sexual activity.
2. Our investigator inspected the location inspected the location where the sexual
activity was alleged to have occurred and found the complainants description of
Fr. Fernando's quarters to be comnletely accurate. This seem to lend credibility to
the statements made by REDACTED
.
3. Our investigator was permitted to listen to the telephone conversation between
REDACTED
and Father Fernando taped by the police department. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm that something of a
sexual nature had transpired between Father Fernando ancREDACTED.
4. The statement ofREDACTED
, sister ofREDACTLu
to our canonical
auditor that she witnesses Father Fernando coming to their home "between six
and twelve times" to take her sister "out on excursions to movies and other
places". Among the matterEREDACTED shared with her sister was that on one
occasion Fernando tolREDACTED _t.o_to_uchlris_p.enis_and..after-She-did-this-she-------~---
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.:::..n.:::ee:::.:d~e.:.;d;:=t:...:o::..:c~le=::an=;h::.::e::_rs=:-elf off with Kleenex.
Aggravating circumstances are these:
1. The wide publicity this matter received in our Local Church.
2. The fact thatREDACTED , though not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at
civil law when the alleged activity occurred.
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Wilshire

Los Angeles
California

Boulevard

90010-2202.

34Z4

Office of
Vicar for Clergy
(Z 13) 637-72.84

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

DECREE
On 10 February 2003, the undersigned acting in Iris capacity as episcopal vicar for the clergy
initiated a prelimfu.ary investigation of Reverend Walter Fernando in the face of allegations that
he sexually abused a minor, and hence committed the delict specified by canon 1395, §2.
REDACTED

duly appo:inted canonical auditor, conducted a thorough investigation of this
matter, including an interview With the complainant. The results ofhls inquiry have been
carefully documentedREDACTED
hl accord with Archdiocesan policy, the complaint and the results of the investigation were
reported to the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board. The members of the Board concluded that
the allegation does have a semblance oftrut4 and reported on its conclusions to the Archbishop,
Cardinal Roger M. Mahony.
As the local ordinary who initiated the investigation, in accord with my responsibility under the

provisions of canon 1718, with the assistance of the expertise provided by the Clergy Jylisconduct ··
Oversight Board, and after consultation with Cardinal Mahony, I hereby decree that the
preliminary illvestigatio::p. is to be closed.
In this case, the woman who alleges that she suffered abuse was age seventeen and hence was not
a minor at canon law during the time period of the allegedly abusive activities. Thus, it is clear
that Father Fernando did not commit a delict at canon law. No1,1etheless, there is significant
evidence that the woman, a minor at civil law, may well have suffered abuse from Father
Femando. Given this evidence, and given the provisions of the Charter for the Protection of
Children, and Young People, I hereby recommend to the Cardinal Archbishop that the Cardinal
Archbishop report the matter to the Congregation for the Docb:ine of the Faith for their review
and advice.
Given this 27th day of September in the Year of Our Lord 2004 at the Curia of the Archdiocese of
Los Angeles in California.

"

Pastoral Regions:

Our lady of the Angels

San Fernando

l'"'

San Gabriel
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good of all involved, accused and accuser alike, and the good of our Local Church in reaching
my decision. I will use the executive power of governance, within the parameters of the
. universal law of the church, through an administrative act to limit Father Fernandq's exercise of
priestly ministry. Tbis administrative action shall be taken in writing by means of a decree
(Canons 47-58) so that Father Fernando will be afforded the opportunity of recourse ag~st it in
accordance with canon law (Canons 1734 ff.).
·
.,
· ·
. Enclosed with this letter, please find,
I
REDACTED
REDACTED
1. The statement of
, sister of the complainant,
note that the typed statement was reviewed and expanded bREDACTED

2. Transcript ofthe canonical interview with Father Walter Fernando.

'· (Please
)

·

3. Memo and recommendations from Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board.
Thanking you for your assistance in tbis matter, I remain

+
's Eminence
;Roger Cardinal Mahony
. Archbishop ofLos Angeles
Enclosures
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delictum. Thus I was infonned by the Congregation for the Doctrine ofthe Faith that I did not
need authorization fi:om that Dicastery to evaluate the merits of the case and to act accordingly.
Father Fernando has adamantly denied ever having emmged ~sexual behavior witl:REDACTED
y et th ere are m
. dicatiOns
.
. '-' al nature occurre
. d b etween them.
th at something of a sexu
Principally, these indications are:

REDACTED

a) Father Fernando's statement to our Vicar for Clergy that he suspected that the reason the
police wished to interview him was because he had "crossed ,boundaries" with a woman
some twenty years earlier.
b) Our investigator inspected the location where some of the sexual activity was alleged to
have occurred and found the complainant's description of Father Fernando's living ·
quarters to be completely accurate ..This would seem to lend some credibility to
statements made by REDACTED
'
' t or was penmtte
' d to 1isten to the te1ephone conversation
· b etweerREDACTED
c) 0 ur mvestiga
REDAcTED md Father Fema:i:J.do taped by the Police Department referenced above. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confum that something of a sexual
nature had transpired betweenFatherFernando andREDACTED

d) The statement ofREDACTED
sister ofREDACTED to our·canorrlcal auditor
(complete statement attached), that she witnessed Father Fernando coming to their home
"between six and tWelve times" to take her sister "out on excursions to movies and other
places." Among the m.atter~REDACTED ;hared 'With her sister was that on one occasion
Fernando toltEDACTED to touch his penis and after she did this she needed to clean herself
off with a Kleenex.
J

An ameliorating circumstance is the fact that there is no record of an accusation of this nature
against Father Fernando other than that brought l;>yREDACTED On the other hand, aggravating
·
circumstances are these:
a) The wide publicity this matter received in our L-ocal Church.
b) The factthaiREDACTED though not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at civil law
when the alleged activity ·occurred.
.
d
.. · .
. th f:
h REDACTED
c) Tb.ough there was no etenmnatwn of gmlt, e. act t at
lawsuit against our Archdiocese.

ail .
prev ed m her

---Norm-1-V-;-ofthe-Essential-Norms;the-parti:cula:dawforihe-T::Jnite'd-States,-provid:es-thatth,.-------:-----. Diocesan Bishop shall have a review board, precisely for case:;; such as this, which will function
· as a confidential consultative body to assist him in d:ischarging.his respoDBibilities. My review
board, called the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, has advised me not to return. Father
Fernando to active ministry.

this

render their
The numerous factors that caine into play in the resolution of cases such as
resolution very difficult. I have carefully considered every aspect of this case,. including the
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2
delictum . .Thus I was informed by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith that I did not
need authorization fi·om that Dicasteryto evaluate the merits of the case and to act accordingly.
alb
.
REDACTED
,
.
d.·
F ath er F emand o h as adamant1y d emed ever havmg engage m sexu
ehavwr wit
REDACTED Yet there are indications that something of a sexual nature occurred between them.
··:, · ,
Principally, these indications are:
a). Father Fernando's statement to our Vicar for Clergy that he suspected that the reAson the
police wished to interview him was because he had "crosse4 boundaries" with a woman.
.
·
some twenty years earlier.
b) Our investigator inspected the locatimi where some of the sexual activity was alleged to
have occurred and found the complainant's description ofFather Fernando's living
quarters to be completely accurate. This would seem to lend some credibility to
statements made byREDACTED
c) REQl6tE11J.vestigator was permitted to listen to the telephone conversation between REDACTED
and Father Fernando taped by the Police Department referenced above. The
investigator concluded that the tape appeared to confirm thl'lt ~nmP.th:ing of a sexual
nature had transpired betvveen Father Fernando and REDACTED
d) The statement oREDACTED
;ister oREDACTED to our·canoclcal auditor
(complete statement attached), that she witnessed Father Fernando coming to their home
" between six and twelve times" to take her sister "out on excursions to movies and other
pla~es." Amon12: the matter~REDACTED
shared with her sister was that on one occa.Sion
Fernando tokREDACTED to touch his penis and after she did this ·she needed to clean herself
off '\ovith a Kleenex.

An ameliorating circumstance is the fact that there is no record of an accusation ofthis nature
against Father Fernando other than that brought 9yREDACTED On the other hand, aggravating
circumstances are these:
·
·
a) The wide publicity this matter re~eived in our Local Church.
b) The fact th~REDACTED . though_ not a minor at canon law, was still a minor at ciVil law
when the alleged activity ·occurred.
·
c) Though there was no determm:ation of guilt, the fact th<:REDACTED prevailed in her
lawsuit against our Archdiocese.
---NoliiltV-:oflne Essennaz-Norms, the paniCUlarlaw for ilie Um100.-States, proviaes tb.anlie
Diocesan Bishop shall have a review board, precisely for cases such as this, which will function
as a confidential consultative body to assist him in discharging his responsibilities. My review
board, called the Clergy Misconduct Oversight Board, has advised me not to return Father
Fernando to active ministry.
The numerous factors that come :into play in the resolution of cases such as this render their
. resolution very difficult, I ·have carefully considered every aspect of this case, including the
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: Offlc~ ~f
Vlc:ar fur Clergy

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

Los Angeles
Wilshire
Boulevard

(213) 637-7284

California ,
90010..2202

February 18, 2004

·Personal and Confidential
·Reverend Walter Fernando
A?sumption of the Blessed Virgin ¥ary Church
2640 E. Orange Grove :Boulevard .. ·· ·· · ·
Pasadena, CA 91107-2632
.

.

Dear Father Fernando:

·. This is to provid~'Wri.tten confirmation of the decision communicated to you in person that,
effectiye February l9, 2004, you will begin an administrative leav~ ofaqsence:
REDACTED

.. I am_ assigning you in residence at St. Basil's Parish: During this time ofleave, you are to engage
·in no public ministry, though you are free to celebrate Mass in your own room or the rectory
chapel. ·If you wish, please do take advantage of the opportuJPty to spend some time on retreat,
· and:you.coqtmueio.be welcome at the da,yofreoollection scheduled forManningHouse. Ahm,
let me renew my invitatio.n to avail yourself of the counseling you need. at this
difficult time.
Since you alreadymetwitbREDACTED you.maywish to see him. But I can make
arrangements with other ~ounselors if you wish.

very

You are in my prayers at this tllp.e of tremendous trial. As we soon will enter the season of Lent,
I know you will experience the Passion in a totallynew and profound way. Iprayforyou, and
----,---for: the trutli to emerge. T.lian:k. you for being-:ro-gracious-andcnnderstancling-in-these-la&t-two'----'-----years. M~y the. peace of Christ be with you!

...

•'

~

cc:

...... . . ...
·~

·'

REDACTED

Pastoral Regions:

Our Lady of tl}e Angels

San femr:f!do

San Gubriel

San Pedro

. Santa Barbara
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II

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED
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CONGREGATIO.
PRO DOCTRINA FIDEI

00120 Cittiz del Vaticano,

Palazzo dd S. Uffizio

4 July2005

599/2004-21318
PROT.

N ...................................................

(In responii<me fiat mentio huius numeri)

CONFID:ENTIAL

Your Eminence,
The Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith received your correspondence regarding the
case of the Rev. Walter FERNANDO, a priest (ncardinated in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles,
who has been accused of the sexual abuse of a woman. who, by her own admission, was 17.., 18
years of age at the time of the alleged incidents in 1981.
This Dicastery examined the case on 25 June 2005 when it was decided that, since the
matter cannot be considered as a delictum gravius, Your Eminence does not need any
authorization from this Dicastery to evaluate the merits of the case and act accordingly.
With prayerful support and fraternal b~st \\rishes, I remain
Sincerely yours in Christ,

~~)
~TO,

Angelo
SDB
Titular Archbishop of Sila
Secretary
f.B

His Eminence
Roger Cardinal Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
----3-424-W-i-lshire-Boulevardl-----------------------........:..._ _
Los Angeles, CA 90010-2202
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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Clergy Assignment Record (Detailed)

Rev Walter Fernando

REDACTED

Current Primary Assignment

4/24/1944
Ragama, Sri Lanka

Birth Date
Birth Place

62
Deanery: 22

Age:

Diaconate Ordination
Priesthood Ordination

1/25/1973
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
2/24/1986

Diocese Name
Date ofIncardination
Religious Community
Rituaf Ascription

Latin

Ministry Status

Administrative Leave

Home phone

REDACTED

Fax phone

National, Ampitiya, Kandy, Sri Lanka
Sri Lankan

Seminary
Ethniclty

Assignment History
Assignment

Beginning Date Completion Date

.

3/1/1981

11/29/1981

11/30/1981

7/31/1986

St. Rose of Lima Catholic Church, Simi Valley Associate Pastor (Parochial
Vicar), Active Service

8/1/1986

7/1/1990

Cathedral Chapel, Los Angeles Associate Pastor (Parochial Vicar), Active
Service

7/2/1990

S727f9-CJ2

St. Gregory the Great Catholic Church, Whittier Associate Pro Tem, Active
Service

5/3/1992

6/30/1992

Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary Catholic Church, Pasadena
Associate Pastor (Parochial Vicar), Active Service

7/1/1992

2/19/2004

St. Hilary Catholic Church, Pica Rivera Associate Pastor (Parochial Vicar),
Active Service
St. John Baptist de Ia Salle Catholic Church, Granada Hills Associate
Pastor (Parochial Vicar), Active Service

Administrative Leave

2/19/2004

Background Information

IX 000573
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Salutation
Social Security Number
Citizenship
Immigration Status

Father

REDACTED
U.S.A.
Citizen

Green card End Date
Payroll in lieu of stipends

0

Enrolled in Pension Plan

~

Receiving Pension?
Retired in Rectory?

0
0

Will Filed?

~

Reference

~

Power ofAttorney Health Care

0
0

Power ofAttorney Finance
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Palish Prie&t

St. Cajetan's Church
®::6:lo8 !$<Do-e:>.
=3q~.e.

· K o t u g. o d a,

·

JA- ELA ......I6...-=::......1.._lJL§.0

Reverend Monsignor John. A· Rawden
Archdicese of Los Angeles
California~

Dear Reverend Monsignor,
I am a priest working in the Archdi cese ?f Colombo'
Sri-Lanka .. My age is 37 years and I have been a priest for eight years •
. Since my country is very small opportunities are rare to gain more k:n6ledge
and
eri ence specially in ~e fi e1d of Li tu.rgy• So I fuougb. t I vroulrd
go to a country. where I will work for about two years ~ that I may
gain more expe~;e in the mi~s.try. I metREDACTED
who is .wrking
1
at Sto IVIi chael s Church, in your diocese, when he was here for his vacation,
It was he who suggested your diocese.,
I have been educated in English and I have worked
in two English speaking parishes in my ·aio.cese. So I have a goo.d working
.
k:noledge of English. I wi. sh tO come and serve in your diocese for two
ye~~s. Please let me h.-now whether you are willing to ·offer· me chance·
to serve there in the mini st:r."',f fo'r two years. When your reply comes I can
get the letter of release from
Bishop~
:Please take my request in to your kind Consid.era tion.,

SxP

~~
I;;

'

'•

my

.

......

May God Bless

.·..

Fr.Walter Fernando

SteCajetan's Church
Kotugoda
Ja-=:Ela ..

You •

---·

3rl-Lanka7.-------------------------------------------------------------------

REDACTED
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ARCHBISHOP'S HOUSE
COLOMBO 8

SRI LANKA

'alter

22nd August 1980

VeryRev.Hsgr.Jobn A. Rawden,
The Chancellor,
Archdiocese of Los Angeles,_
1531 West ~inth Street,
Los Angeles, California 90015,

u.s.A.

Dear Rev o r~:ronsignor '1
.:llev.F;r:.\'ialter R.Fernando is a :priest of the
archdiocese of Oolorubo. in Sri La,ka ordained on 25.l.i973.
He ..,,ras bron on 24 .. 4.1944. Since l1.is ordination he has been
··in· the parochial apostolate in different :p<:;trt.s of tb.e
·archdioce§le.
Be has expressed his desire to be out of the
archdiocese of Colombo for two years and serve in a pE?,;ri:f3h
of the United States of America .. Sinc.e he believes that·
· ·this experience 1.'1ill be of help to him, Ihave granted him
·permission to do so. B.e hope.s to return to Oolom1)o. o11ce.
+-h..:~
. . . J..'"""'"mom·'I -t-oo 1·--.,...,e
.L.ha·'c'J.··~g·-·o·f·
vLI...t..$? ·aa
- "'·"
6J.ll v.U.t. J.·s o~re.,..,
v
,_.l.OJ::I
!.J .
G .1..1...,·...,
.v.'..W..O
r. c:'..!..!.:;jl::> .. - ....•.. . .
.
.l.. •.

.

..,

~ee,

.

dioc8::3e for a short time 'lfdll he of benefit.· -t;o himo

's

In 1111ionof :prayers,
Devotedly You.rs il\DhT>ist,

----------,--4-~ .-'4t · ' ·-di~{
+ ~·~L~J~--L~~~~~E---·-~···-~
-Nicholas Harcus Fernando
Archbishop of Colombo.

ne
'Per_ __

is;
rt

Rev. lVtOnsignor John A. Rowden
ChcmceHor
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AR::HBISHOP'S HOUSE
COL0/1'180 8
SRI LANKA

I .

:

't

I

I-.·.

Very

f ''
r.1-.:

A. Rawden,

P..c:,·,;.i'tr:i;;~c.Jolm

'

i

The Clu::>.Jl•.:·;;lJ.o:r: ~
A:r.'chdi oc;.:;;,;:.:; of Los Angeles,
'r 5:;?;1 l.)',.:.oi" i r..L· 'llth s·l-reet
v.
'
-

.../•

Ios
_,

,;. 'p'"-'

'}

J

u·. s ,..tL o
Dear

• \

VJ:•r-·
... ·r •...•
J.\,J t.,: J_ ...:;: •.

_•.-:...

'i

,.'

f"ial.;forn.;a
90015..
v ' .J..

-1.

'

Rev.Monsignor~

R.Fernando is a priest of the
archdiocese of Colombo in Sri Lanka ordained on 25.1.1973.
He was bron on 24.4.19L~. Since his ordination he has been
in the parochi~l apostolate in different parts of the
archdiocese.
He has expressed his· desire to be out of the
. arQh~ocese of Colombo for ~S.., ;y:~~~ and serve in a parisb:
of
the United . States of America. Since he believes that
.
this experience will be of help.to him, lhave granted him
permission. to do so.~ ~~t~£.~~~~~~
this assignment
is over. I too hope that this change of
..
diocese for a short time '\!Till. be of benefit to him. ·
Rev.F~.Walter

•'

'

~~~ ~~

,.,._.............,._,.,..~,_,_.,_,.,..,.,.......,_

~~·

In union.of prayers,Df:J·-.rntodly Yours

Chr;ist,

j.T\I

. ; : ,. ( ·i . .·' .,

·r- / '

- -----------------,

; I

/

·il

..... -'' ' j...

'L L • l. {
i
...... -- .. -· . -· . . .
I L..
:.·!.· L- ....

I

~

!........

.......

·-··· IEcholas I1arcu.s I1,Grnando
Archbishop of' Colombo.

-· -

l

. '

:

· - - · · · - • • ":"'r

R;f.r;~ ~.: J~..~br.;~·~ ,.~,. ·

J

~·

:Jhn /\ c f:.::.·
~G~i~or
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j
HOLY ROSARY CHURCH.

j

DEHIYAGAtHA.
JA-ELA·

j

SRI I..ANKA

j
j

REDACTED

j

A.rchdicese

02 l.!o;::; ..~:::.-o-

'

j

I

j

I

!
Califoxnia,
REDACTED
I
l
Dear REDACTED
:
IC am ha:ppy to iini'orm' you timt I
I
I
v,i.ll be ar:oiLv.ing in Lo-s Angeles o:n the Ist of .February (SUnday)
'
l
by Thai International Jiir Lines.

j
j
j
j

l

'

I

AJ:£Eort.

30 J'an.,
30 Jan

arr:

or

Feb

de:p:

Feb

· arr:

or

j

I

.ua,J!~ ..

de:p:

Time.

Fli~t

I3I5

TG 308 ·

Oalombo
Bangkok
Bangkok

i800

Los Angeles

I500

ro;o

I

l'fo ..

j

!

j

i

j

'

I

TG 742

i

I

j

.I

'.!

l
l

j

'

j

. ;

...

I hope to be at the Chancery Of:fice

.Ei.m the same ev-ening.
· May- God Bless You.
With kindest ·regards.

I

:

j
j
j
j
j
j

Ij
j
j
j
j
.'

j

I

'

!

I'

j

!
:: {r

j

: i
!

j

!

i

d

j
j
j
IX 000578
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)~~cr
·:~1

~

/o£n f!Ja(UM d~ k

9aUe ct'~

16545 CHATSWORTH STREET
GRANADA HILLS, CALIFORNIA 91344

Phone: 363-2535 ·

20th Oct

1

82

Dear Your Grace,
~hank

you very much for your letter of 4th Oct '82.
I quite understand your position regarding the giving of a letter
for me to obtain .a scholarship from the Loyola University.~So I had
to give up that idea of doing that particular course mentioned in
my earlier letter.
I am writing this again to inform _you that I have decided to conti.!fu
my work here for anotherperidd of two years.I have personally
spoken to the Chancellor on this matter·and he advised me to'write
to you again for an extension.
As you would probably remember I left the diocese with a great deal ·
·of pain in mind.I need more time to adjust myself otherwise I. feel
coming back to the diocese at this point will.make me more un:happy
than ever before.
I am happy here with the work I am doing and with the
people with' whom I work. I have no dcrubt that as a Bishop you would
always wish your priests to be happy where ever they are.
I would appreciate it very much if y·ou could send me a letter
·extending my time. here by another two years.I appeal to .your kindneE
·and make this: request for the good ·of ·m:y- soul.
~banking you in anticipation for an eariy reply, I remain.
May God Bless You.
Sinc~ely

f.

Yours in Christ,
\(

( .... :

L·'·'

'· \

t

20 OCTOBER 1982

DEAR BISHOP FERNANDO:
WE RECOMMEND FAVORABLE CONSIDERATION TO THIS REQUEST FOR AN EXTENSION OF FATHER WALTER'S STAY IN LOS ANGELES ARCHDIOCESE·
M9S~RESPESTF~Y,

fi

)c-j{.J 4· ~,J,~~"--~v. MSGR. J~~ A· RAWDEN,
CHANCELLOR

/

I
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ARCFIHIS'f-{()f.:~S

f-i(;fJSE

7th NOvember 1982

Tel.' No. 95471 - 2 · 3

Dear Fr ~ \\ial ter ll
·r c).e1n.yed \vith my. T'\::i-pJy since I neE":de~ t!ime to thi-rlk ove!r

..

you.r request.·d
In your letter you ~~z,~r tha:'c ymleft"the clioc~:se \vi·th a great
deal of pain of mind",. You. wiJ.J., I c:~.m sure, agrE"1e that thi!l.t pain was not
in any ...,,ray ca.nsed .bY me.,
Two years a.go~ at your request\) ··I allowed you to go to the
f)tates., Not only did I allow yoTI but ge.-·re you all the papers and. rBcommendations needed both for the 'ltJay and the destination;. and. that is
how you ca'll1e to be accepted· in the archdiocese of IJOS A:n.gele·s.,
Now you are asking for a f·!,lf'theX: extensi.o:n i'lh!31'1 y·ou kno;.<t
in a dioeese 'like c-urs v!hi.ch is
quite vtell 'th~ need
stiJ.l in a missiona·.r.y sttuation ·and
than what
he normalJ.y could· d'o.,
All the same specia.lly becc:,u.'s0· o:r.·· the recomme.ndation of
Very Rev . . rl1sgr~John .1LRm•1den~ v1ho hF-Ls lJeen: . so .l·~ind to you and also to
me z:t; different ·timest I am allowing a f11r-tl1f:n? extension of one year

ending; in February 1984.
I hope and :pray that you wi.ll sarve the Archdiocese of
Los Angeles well and. come 1:;a.c:k in i984 t-lnd

t~erve

yout- diocese

.~coo.,

'·"
. !

iJ

IX 000580
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COLOMBO 8.

SRl LANKA.

27th Gctober i9S3

Reverend

Fl~~ Vt/.~,1 ter Fernando~

St~John ·J:la~ptist

de ~ Salle ~Church,
1654-5 Ch.atworth Street~
G:ra.:nada H.ills.
Catlifornia 9134-4u

':

.~

U~S

• .A.

.

•

Binoe by youx· letter dated 18·th Oct,.19H3~ you have recp1ested
pmrmission to join a diocese in the U.S.Ao~ in spitl!:1- o.f t;he shorjGag1~ of
I ;;:un be 1'\"e ~,J .i i; h.

. . ..
permJ.ssJ.on

Originf::"tlly ycm 1>1ent out f'or tv,ro year~~. 'rhe~;J.. at your reqi.1est
I extended the pe!rmissj.on .for 011e mo:t•e year and 1 :fi:nd that a11 these
three year.r::J you have been \'<iork.tng in the i-::aroe pt:.i.r:Lsh~ j,)'l the same
arohdloeese .. He:noe I believe -that you ivl.ll be g~~a:1.1ted lnoa.rd.i:na:tio:n
i:n the .s~;ime archdlocase .. But my ne:rmission
is fo:r.:" any d.ioo<:H.l~ that
.
. .
will a..coept you~~
Iret me· te. ke th;l.s (:.ppo~ti.J..ni.ty to than!,; yon for your services
in tha :?....rchdiocesa of OoJ. t)mbo ~:Iince yo·u:r ord.ina:tion i:n. i 973. Il'l. all
si:noe:rit;y I should say that y·ou did not

t.··

<..

-

T
....

.:am ha:pr.•Y about it and ! pray that 'tl1e good Lord wi.J.l guide you ahts.ys
so i;ha·t you may remain happy and make others happy ·too~ r4<:l.y · Gt.)d tlese

l,'/i"th kind reg.a.:eds ~

:·.~ :f

:;

~

{JcfVerz' Rev~·Ivlsgr~Joh:rl .4oita.\1Td.~I:t 51 CH1aJ.leell~cr, iu.+~J1ldiocese o.f Los Ji:tlfreJ_estJ

.,

:. ·l
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ROGER MICHAEL MAHONY
By the Grace of God and Favor of theApostolic. See

. ARCHBISHOP OF LOS ANGELES IN CALIFORNIA

Beloved in Christ

REVEREND WALTER FERNANDO

---------------------------------------------------

You have expressed to us, affirming it by oath before us (or before a
priest delegated by us), your request and will to serve perpetually in our
Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
We have considered carefully the needs of our Archdiocese and, attending
to the Canonical prescriptions of your title of Ordination, have obtained
your Canonical Excardination from

REDACTED

---::----'

this being done after a prudent examination of your life, morals and studies.
Now, therefore, in accord ~ith the Sacred Canons, we incardinate you into
our Archdiocese of Los Angeles and declare you so incardinated, in the Name of
the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, Amen.
. Given at Los Angeles, un~ a. nd seal, and by signature of oyr
Notary, this}/{~ day of
_,in the year of Our Lord /ftPh

•

+

REDACTED

Most Reverend Archbishop:

REV. WALTER FERNANDO

1,____~----~----~~------------~-----:;'--~--~~~~
affirm under oath my will to serve under the jurisdiction of the Archdiocese
of Los Angeles permanently.

So help me God, and these Holy Gospels.
Given at Los Angeles, the 24th day of February
in the year of
Our Lord 1986
--------~--------

REDACTED

~((L__~~~"-[l
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CURIA OF THE ARCHDIOCSES OF LOS ANGELES IN CALIFORNIA
RE:REVERENDWALTERFERNANDO
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REDACTED
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

REDACTED

--

_......

..

. Wedne~'"'~" "-~n 02, 2008 7:04PM
CMOS REDACTED
Gonzales. Msar. Gabriel:

REDACTED
-··-v··. ·------

--~

REDACTED

-···--

FERNANDO CASE

REDACTED

Per our conversation at this·morning's meeting, here are the follow up items on the
Fernando case:
1. Was this case part of the recent civil settlement and, if so, how much was paid to his
victim?
2. Does the victim's attorney have any information we need to consider?
3. Does the Archdiocese attorney have any information we need to consider?
4 .. Can the complainant's mother, sister or brother corroborate .the number of "dates" she
had with Fernando?
When these questions have been answered, please forward the invest.igative report to
REDACTED and he will agendiz.e the matter for CMOB' s consideration.
Thanks,

REDACTED

::···,

REDACTED

.. ::.

1
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CONFIDENTIAL & PRNILEGED
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUGT

REDACTED
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Matters to be considered in deciding how the

.1

REDACTED.

should respond

Should there be an interim letter to the Congregation, or should there be a
resolution and then a response?

2. At every step of the way the archdiocese has paid for competent advocacy, has
heard the accused, has supported and housed the accused in a safe .and suitable
place, and will hear the accused again before a final resolution.
1,. There seems to be little ilouht that something of a sexual nature did occur between

Walter Fernando and REDACTED The police tape seems to be the best objective
evidence of this
·
4. Complicating the issue is the fact that the matter received extensive press

coverage in the local papers and announcements were made at two parishes. If
Walter is placed in ministry, the archdiocese would not be in a position to
announce that he is completely exonerated. Given the public nature of the case,'
any parish to which Walter would be assigned would have to be set straight on the
facts. This would put Walter in a very awkward position; how would he be
received by the parishioners? Would his ministry be effective? An important
factor in all of this would be whether or no{EoAcTEo a received a settlement.
Parishioners might want to know that.
. outs1'd.e the rea1m o.f a gravzus
. dez·zctum. y et,
5 A REDACTEDwas over 18 , the matter IS
something of a sexual nature did take phice that cannot be ignored. The architects
of the Essential Norms had this very situation in mind when they included Norm
9. When a delict is admitted or proven, the diocesan bishop does not need a
Review Board; he has no option but to remove the accused from ministrj.

....!.

6. The cardinal has not taken this matter lightly as evidenced by the fact that the

matter has been taken to the Review Board at least three times and at least two
recommendations have been given. The letter to the advocate dated May 17,
2008, clearly states that the matter is pending before the Review Board yet one
more time, this in the wake of the settlement ofthe law suits. His Eminence'
decision will be duly communicated with motivation. (It should be noted that
CMOB is made up of volunteers who donate time from their regular work to
serve on this board. In view of the large number cases, old and new, that are
in need of review, it takes a great deal. of time to do a thorough job. For that
----------'r-eason,-the-Fesolution-of-these--mattercs-takes-mo~e-time-that-we-would-like)-------

7. The legal action will not be taken on the basis of c.223.2. His Eminence
understands that any detenninations that are made cannot include the imposition
of expiatory penalties but must address the cleric's ministry :from the perspective
of the pastoral responsibility of the diocesan bishop to exercise governance by
regulating ministry within the diocese. Furthermore, he understands that any
administrative decisions which he makes must be done in writing in keeping with

IX 000586
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the principles of law which regulate the issuance of a singular decree, and if the
cleric is aggrieved, he does have the right to challenge the decision.

8. As he exercises his responsibility in this matter, he will keep in mind the good
of the cleric himself, the good of the church and the supreme law, the
salvation of souls.

IX 000587
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In Facto:
Mav 24. 2002: The police record a telephone conversation between Walter Fernando
andREDACTED in which Walter Fernando appears to admit that sexual activity took
place between himself andREDACTED whenREDACTED was 17 years old.
13,2002: Walter Fernando learns that police detectives wish to speak with him.
Believing that the matter might involve a situation from some 20 years earlier when he
"crossed boundaries" with a young female parishioner, Walter Fernando seeks advice
from the Vicar for Clergy.
J~ne

January 22, 2003: The Vicar for Clergy brought the matter to CMOB. No
recommendation pending- further information.
February 10, 2003: Decree issued opening the preliminary investigation in accord with
c. 1717.
March 7, 2003: Walter Fernando denies all claims made byREDACTED
class action suit in which Walter Fernando is named.

LS

part of a

March 26, 2003: The Vicar for Clergy reports to CMOB that Walter Fernando haS been
named in a class action suit. The information stated that Walter Fernando had abuse a
young girl from 1980-19 81 by pre-sexual grooming, French kiss:i:rig, fondling buttocks,
rubbing/massaging breasts, placing finger in vagina, etc. CMOB recommended that
further information be obtained from Walter Fernando and REDACTED
May 8, 2003: Walter Fernando denies in writing ever having any sexual activity with
REDACTED (By now, Walter Fernando has engaged civil counsel)
January 14, 2004: CMOB asks for further information. It reports that it will not hesitate
to recommend administrative leave if credible information warranting such action is
presented.
January 14,2004: Article in LA Times
January 15: 2004: Article in Pasadena Starr News ..
January 16-20,2004: Various witnesses are interviewed.
January 17-18, 2004: Announcements at all the Masses at Assumption, Pasadena and St.
Biliary, Pico Rivera.
January 22,2003: CMOB discussed the case.
March 26,2003: CMOB discussed the case

IX 000588
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April23, 2003: CMOB gave a recommendation
January 14, 2004: CMOB gave a recommendation
February 17, 2004: CMOB gave a recommendation.
.
REDACTED
January 23, 2004: Canonical auditorreports thaHEDACTED was born OL. a ...0 .....,. , ,
1963, that Walter Fernando was at St. Hilary's from March 1, 1981- Nov 29, 1981, that
there are no independent witnesses to corroborat~REDACTED allegations, that the
police recorded a telephone conversation betweerREDACTED and Walter Fernando,
which according to police, corroborate~REDACTED account.
January 29, 2004: Canonical auditor interviewecREDACTED at length. She alleges
that Walter Fernando sexually abused her.
·
February 7, 2004: Article in LA Times.
.
.·
REDACTED
February 17, 2004: CMOB, desp1te Walter Fernando's demals, finds tha
REDACTED account of things to have the appearance of credibility and recommends that
Walter Fernando be placed on administrative leave.
February 19, 2004; Walter Fernando is placed on administrative leave.
March 3, 2004: Article in the Los Angeles about the allegations against Walter Fernando
September 1, 2004: Walter Fernando engages canonical counsel. The Archdiocese
agrees to pay advocates fees.
September 22, 2004: The canonical auditor listens to the police recording of the
conversation betwee1REDACTED: and Walter Fernando. He admitted feeling love for
her. He recalled rubbing her breast and admitted to kissing her breasts. The tape seems to
confirm that something of a sexual nature transpired between them. Debate ensue as to
appeared to be
whether there was question of a gravius delictin, SinceREDACTED
above the age of 18.
Novemh ..... o ?.OM· ~111ce the preliminary investigation established the semblance of
truth in REDACTED 11legations, that when she was 17 years old she was sexually
abused by Walter Fernando, Cardinal Mahony reports matter to Rome, noting that
-----REDACTED migh-net-have-been-a-mip.er-at-Canon-Law-but-w..ould.ha.v:e-heen-amino_.__._.....___ _ _ _ __
civil law.
July 4, 2005: CDF responds to Cardinal Mahony advising him that since the case does
not involve a reserved gravius delictum not special authorization is needed for him to
evaluate the merits of the case and act accordingly.
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November 9, 2005: Walter Fernando's canonical advocate writes to the Vicar for Clergy
expressing concern at the Vicar for ClE\rov'!'l nrnnn!'l::~l. to engage in further "fact finding'
investigation while the civil lawsuit byREDACTEDwas pending. He suggests the status
quo, i.e. Walter Fernando's continuing administrative leave with residence at St. Basil's
and no further action on the part of the archdiocese- should be preserved until the
conclusion ofthe civil suit.
December 19,2005: Walter Fernando's canonical advocate writes to the Vicar for
was under 18
Clergy expressing concern that doubt exists as to whetheJREDACTED
when the alleged abuse took placP. :mel ohiectf'l to any "fact-finding" on the part of the
archdiocese until it is proven tha1REDACTED was in fact under 18. (meanwhile, law
suits are still pending).
November 6, 2006: Advocate writes to Vicar for Clergy complaining about the delay in
. acting on the case and asks why Walter Fernando is still out of ministry. Advocate asks
what actio1;1 the archdiocese intends to take in the case.
December 15, 2006: Vicar for clergy writes to advocate explaining that, in agreement
with what the advocate had written in his letter ofNov 9, 2005, the archdiocese also felt
that it was in the best interests of all concerned to preserve the status quo with regard to
Walter Fernando (i.e. administrative leave and residence at St. Basil's) unti;l the civil suit
should be concluded; at an opportune time the serious question ofWalter Fernando's .
suitability for ministry will be properly handled.
December 23, 2006: Advocate writes to Vicar for Clergy arguing that the matter cannot
be pursued further under 1395.2; "I am now concerned about this open-ended delay,
especially because the disposition of the civil case may have no bearing on the canonical
issues".
November 2007: Law suits are settled.
February 25, 2008: Advocate requests that faculties withdrawn by the Vicar for Clergy
on Feb. 18,2004, be rescinded and Walter Fernando be reinstated.
May 17, 2008: Response from Vicar for Clergy; petition denied.
May 31, 2008: Advocate requests a reconsideration of his request.
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REDACTED
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

REDACTED
w~d~~;d~v:AiJril-i:ii.2ooa 7:o4PM.
REDACTED
Gonzales. Msar. Gabriel: REDACTED
REDACTED
~

Subject:

FERNANDO CASE

REDACTED

Per our conversation at this morning's meeting, here are the follow up items on the
Fernando case:
·~
1. Was this case part of the recent civil settlement and 1 if so, how much was paid to his
victim?
2. Does the victim's attorney have any information we need to consider?
3. Does the Archdiocese attorney have any information we need to consider?
4. Can the complainant's mother, sister or brother corroborate the number of "dates" she
had with Fernando?
REDACfED • •

When these questions have been answered, please .forward the investigative report to
and he will agendize the matter for CMOB' s consideration.

REDACTED

...

Thanks,

-''!.'•

REDACTED

1
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REDACTED
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

REDACTED
Wednesdav. Aoril 02, 2008 7:04PM

REDACTED

Gonzales. Msar. Gabriel: REDACTED

REDACTED

FERNANDO CASE

REDACTED

Per our conversation at this morning's meeting, here are the follow up items on the
Fernando case:
1. Was this case part of the recent civil settlement and, if so, how much was paid to his
victim?
2. Does the victim's attorney have any information we need to consider?
3. Does the Archdiocese attorney have any information we need to consider?
4. Can the complainant's mother, 'sister or brother corroborate the number of "dates" she
had with Fernando?

\'····

REDACTED

When these questions have been answered, please forward the investigative report to
and he will agendize the matter for CMOB' s consideration.

REDACTED

Thanks,

···'\

'•

.

REDACTED

...

:::.•

. !.

1
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REDACTED
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:·

REDACTED
Wednesdav;-Aoril 02~ 2ooa 7:04PM-

REDACTED

Gonzales. Msor. Gabriel; REDACTED

REDACTED
v·.

FERNANDO CASE

REDACTED

Per our conversation at this morning's meeting, here are the follow up items on the
Fernando case:
1. Was this case part of the recent civil settlement and, if so, how much was paid to his
victim?
2. Does the victim's attorney have any information we need to consider?
3. Does the Archdiocese attorney have any information we need to consider?
4. Can the complainant's mother, sister or brother corroborate· the number of "dates" she
had with Fernando?
When these questions have been answered, please forward the investigative report· toREDACTED
REDACTED and he will agendize the matter for CMOB' s consideration.
Thanks,

REDACTED

;.

,;:.

1
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REDACTED
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

REDACTED
Wednesday, April 02,2008 7:04PM

REDACTED
.. ------ ------ FERNANDO CASE
~-·-..:.~·-

Subject:

-~

----·,-.

REDACTED

Per our conversation at this morning's meeting, here are the follow up items on the
Fernando case:
l~
Was this case part of the recent civil settlement and, if so, how.much was paid to his
victim?
2. Does the victim's attorney have any information we need to consider?
3. Does the Archdiocese attorney have any information we need to consider?
4.
Can the complainant's mother, sister or brother corroborate the number of "dates" she
had with Fernando?
.....
REDACTED
When these questions have been answered, please forward the investigative report to
REDACTEDand he will agendize the matter for CMOB 1 s consideration.

-;

........

Thanks,

\

REDACTED

...

1
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REDACTED
REDACTED

From:
Sent:

Wednesday, April 02, 2008 7:04 PM

REDACTED

To:
Cc:

Subject:

FERNANDO CASE

REDACTED

Per our conversation at this morning's meeting, here are the follow up items on the
Fernando case:
1. Was this case part of the recent civil settlement and, if so, how much was paid to his
victim?
2. Does the victim's attorney have any information we need to consider?
3. Does the Archdiocese attorney have any information we need to consider?
4.· Can the complainant's mother, sister or brother corroborate the number of "dates" she
had·with Fernando?
RW~ci~these

questions have been answered, please forward the investigative report to
and he will agendize the matter for CMOB's consideration.

REDACTED

....

Thanks,

• ·•:::o

REDACTED

.

·'

....

1
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REDACTED

I have incorporated my suggestions. Do with them as you will

15 September 2008
Prot. N. 20082209

His Eminence
Ch1udio Cardinal Hummes, Prefect
Congregation for the Clergy
Piazza Pio Xll, 3
00120 VATICAN CITY

Your Eminence,
Thank you for your letter dated 4 August 2008, notifying me of hierarchical recourse by
Rev. Walter Fernando, a priest of our archdiocese, "against the apparent provisions of
the Archdiocese of Los Angeles not to reinstate him to ministry."
On February 19, 2004, Fr. Fernando was placed on administrative leave according to the
norm of c. 1722, pending the outcome of the preliminary investigation of allegation of
sexual abuse of a minor brought against him. On February 25 of this year, Fr. Fernando,
) requested that the decree of February
through his canonical advocatt~EDACTED
19, 2004, be rescinded. My present Vicar for Clergy, Msgr. Gabriel Gonzales, on May
17, 2008, responded tREDACTED that his request cannot be granted "at this time"
because his case is still pending before the review board mandated by particular law of
·the United States, whose recommendation ~ must have before I make a decision whether
he can be reinstated.
. Thus, no provision as yet has been made "not to reinstate" him. Rather, the temporary
removal from ministry, which was required by the circumstances ofthe case as I will
_ _ _ _ _____,e""'xplain below, has Y-et to be resolved; The necess!!IY steps toward a resolution of the
matter, which, for reasons outside our control had to be suspended, are again under way. I
will inform you of the resolution when that occurs. In the meantime, your request
necessitates this interim response.
Toward an understanding ofthe nature of Father Fernando's situation, please allow me to
highlight the following points:
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1. At every step of the way the Archdiocese has paid for competent canonical
advocacy, has heard the accused, has supported and housed the accused in a
safe and suitable place, and will hear the accused again before a final decision.
2 The content of a telephone conversation between Fr. Fernando and his accuser,
recorded by the police in tempore non suspecto, provides the best evidence that
something of a sexual nature did occur between them. This evidence stands in
contradiction to Father's own explicit denial that anything of a sexual nature
transpired between them.

3.Complicating the issue is the fact that the matter received extensive coverage in
the local media. Furthermore, in keeping with our own policy to properly inform
. the faithful in these cases, announcements were made at two parishes in which Fr.
Fernando served. In view of this publicity, for Father Fernando to be .returned to
ministry, .the Archdiocese would have to say that he is exonerated of all charges.
The archdiocese is not in position to say that until such time as the investigation
to determine the truth and circumstances of the alleged offense, necessarily
suspended until the conclusion of parallel civil action, was completed, and I have
heard from my review board.
3.As the victim was over age 16 at the time ofthe offense, the matter is outside
the realm of a gravius delictum. Nonetheless, at civil law the matter did become
part of a class action lawsuit against the archdioc~se, and Fr. Fernando's accuser
did receive a monitory settlement from the archdiocese:
4.Even if it cannot be maintained that. the alleged offense is a gravius delictum
under any law, matters such as the principles of loss of good reputation and
aversio in parochum articulated in canon 1741 3° will have to be considered in the
determination of Father Fernando's suitability for ministry in the future.
4.The archdiocesan review board has considered the matter at least three times
and twice made recommendations to me. Now that the civil lawsuits against the
Archdiocese have been settled, and in light of the results of further investigations,
the review board needs to consider the case yet again in order to make a final
recommendation to me. I ask that you bear in mind that our review board is made
up of volunteers who take time from their regular work to donate to this important
function. In view of the large number of cases, old and new, that they are asked
---------+.o-consi.-der;-irta:kes-a-greardea:l-oftime-to-do-a-tlroroughjob~For-tbis-reason-the------

resolution ofthese matters takes more time than all of us would like.
5. Any future legal canonical action will not be taken on the basis of canon
223 §2. I understand that expiatory penalties cannot be imposed or declared by
means of a decree (c.l342 #2). I understand that administrative decisions
addressing the cleric's ministry from the perspective of the pastoral responsibility
of the diocesan bishop to exercise governance by regulating ministry within the
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diocese, must be given in writing and in keeping with the principles oflaw which
regulate the issuance of a singular decree. If the cleric is aggrieved, I understand
that he does have the right to challenge the decision.
The numerous factors that come into play in the resolution of these cases render their just
resolution time consuming and tedious. This, together with the good ofthe church and the
good of all involved, accused and victims alike, is of constant and great concern to me.
For that reason, you can rest assured that we are trying to resolve our cases, including this
one, as expeditiously as possible. I will inform you of my decision in the case at issue as
soon as further needed investigation has been completed, I have a formal
recommendation from my review board and have heard Father Fernando on the matter.
In the meantime, as per your request, I enclose the acts of the case up to the present date .
. Thanking you for your assistance. and keeping you in my prayers, I remain
Fraternally yours in Christ,

His Eminence
Cardinal Roger M. Mahony
Archbishop of Los Angeles
Enclosure
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REDACTED

From: REDACTED
Sent:

Thursday, September 11,2008 10:31 AM

REDACTED

To:
Cc:

Subject: [SPAM] FERNANDO CASE

REDACTED
Same thing on tlris case.

REDACTED
-------:- Original Message -------Subject:Re: FERNANDO CASE
Date: Wed. 2 APr 2008 19:29:19-0700

From:REDACTED

To:
CC:

References:

Orioinal Message
From: REDACTED
TO:

11 1

RED~~~EDACTED

Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2008 7:04 PM
Subject: FERNANDO CASE

REDACTED
:>

> Per our conversation at this morning's meeting, here are the follow up
>

items on the Fernando case:

>

> 1.
>

>
>
>
>
>

Was this case part of the recent civil settlement and, if so, how much
was paid to his victim?
2. Does the victim's attorney have any information we need to consider?
3. Does the Archdiocese attorney have any information we need to
consider?
4. Can the complainant's mother, sister or brother corroborate the number
of "dates" she had with Fernando?

9/12/2008
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

When these questions have been answered, please forward the investigative
report toREDACTED and he will agendize the matter for CMOB's
consideration.
Thanks,

REDACTED
>
>

9/12/2008
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3339 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008·3687

APOSTOLIC NUNCIATURE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

November 18, 2004

25.787

No.
This No. Should Be Prefixed to the Answer

Dear }Ionsignor Cox:
I acknowledge your kind letter. of November 16, 2004,
with enclosures ..

Rest

assured

that the correspondence concerning
including check for taxa in amount
$500.00 will be duly forwarded through the diplomatic pouch to
His Eminence, Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, Prefect, Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith.
Reverend Walter Fernando,

With cordial regards and best wishes, I remain
sincerely yours in Christ,

~l~L.tL~u

Archbishop Gabriel Montalvo
Apostolic Nuncio

Monsignor craig A. Cox, J.C.D.
--------~~l~c~a~r~~ciergy

Archdiocese of Los Angeles
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90010-2241
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3424

Office of
the Archbishop
(2.13) 637-72.88

Archdiocese of los Angeles

Wilshire
Boulevard

Los Angeles
California
90010-22.02.

November 9, 2004

· His Eminence
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
Piazza del S. Uf:fizio, 11
00120 Vatican City
EUROPE
RE: Reverend Walter Fernando

Your Eminence:
I seek the assistance and guidance of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith with regard
to Reverend Walter Fernando, a priest incardinated in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

In 2002, Father Fernando informed the Vicar for Clergy of this Archdiocese of Los Angeles that
two police detectives had come to the rectory of his parish seeking to question him. He had not
been present when the detectives called and he asked the Vicar for advice. He was placed in
contact with an attorney so that he would have professional advice as to his civil rights in the
United States. At that time, there was no specific inforn;~ation on the nature of the investigation.
REDACTED

•

In early 2003, we learned that a woman by the name of
:had lodged a complamt
with the police of alleged abusive sexual conduct on the part of Father Fernando when she was a
minor and he was serving as Associate Pastor of St. Hilary Parish, Pi co Rivera. These events allegedly began in 1981. We initiated a preliminary investigation on February 10, 2003.
REDACTED

filed a lawsuit seeking damages for the alleged abuse. She has also been a participant
in activities of SNAP. This case has received attention in the secular media.

. 11y,-th. e-att omey-.~,o;r
c. REDACTED -di-".
+
':Lour-eanomc
. aLaudit. or.:to.meet _wtULJ.l.Or.
'+1. 1.- _ _ _ _ _ _ __
u.,UOL-penm
Init. 1a-

----~

Eventually, however, we had the opportunity to conduct a lengthy interview with her.
There was a Grand Jury subpoena issued related to the police investigation of Father Fernando.
The criminal case, however, was dismissed after the Stogner decision of the United States
Supreme Court.

Pastoral Regions:

Our lady of the Angels

San fernando

San Gabriel

San Pedro

Santa Barbara
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Letter to Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger
Re: Reverend Walter Fernando
Page2of3

The preliminary investigation has been completed, and it establishes that there is a semblance of
truth to the claims ofREDACTED Copies of the materials assembled during that preliminary
investigation are attached. Specifically, please note that the police arranged to tape a
conversation betweenREDACTED and Father Fernando. Our canonical auditor was able to listen to
thi~
that tape at the offices of the police department. His notes as to its content are in~E:It:t:r&+:J-1
0
letter. We have been assured that we may obtain a copy ofthe tape in the future.
would also be able to obtain a copy of that tape and could use it in any civil trial for damages and
thus at some point it could also be released to the media.
The abusive activity is alleged to have taken place beginning fu 1981. Thus, canon 2359 of the
1917 Code of Canon Law was in force. The preliminary investigation established tha1REDACTED
was seventeen years of age at the time. Thus she was not a minor in canon law and even if
Father Fernando perpetrated the deeds she described, they would not have met the criteria of an
ecclesiastical crime. Those activities, however, did meet the definition of a civil crime in the
State of California.
While it is not possible to charge Father Fernando with the ecclesiastical delict of canon 2359,
the fact that there is evidence of abusive sexual activity with a person who was a minor in the
laws of civil society cannot be ignored. Given the commitments made by the Bishops of the
United States in the Charter for the Protection of Children and Young People, some form of
canonical action is necessary. Therefore, I propose to the esteemed members of the Congregation
of the doctrine of the Faith the following course of action.
1.

That the Congregation authorize me to form an ecclesiastical tribunal to investigate the
matter and establish the juridic fact (canon 1400, §1, 1°) ofwhether or not the alleged
abusive activity took place. I believe that it is necessary to have the evidence assembled
and assessed in this manner in order to protect the rights of all involved, and to have a
determination made by unbiased persol;I.S in accord with the requirement of moral
certitude. I would recommend that, while this is not a penal trial, the norms for penal
trials be followed by this tribunal.

2.

After the judges issue their fuiding, that the sentence of the tribunal be forwarded to the

-------CGngr€:-gatiGn-G£-the-DGctr:ine-of.the-Eaith-fou:e:v.iew~I:tthe_tribunaLfinds_with.mo.ra...___ _ _ _ __

certitude that the alleged abusive conduct indeed took place, then I would envision asking .
. the Congregation for authorization to impose permanent restrictions on the ministry of
Father Fernando in accord with the needs ofthe common good and the authorityprovided
by canon 223, §2. If the tribunal reached some other determination, then it would be
necessary to assess the nature of that decision (e.g., true exoneration, some other more
ambiguous conclusion) and consult with the Congregation on the canonical measures
appropriate given the finding of the tribunal.
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Letter to Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger
Jl_e: Reverend Walter Fernando
Page 3 of3

If it is your Congregation's judgment that some other course.of action is more appropriate, I will
see to its execution.
I would be most grateful for the guidance and assistance of the Congregation in this sensitive
matter that raises difficult canonical and pastoral problems. Please know that you are in my
prayers.
!remain,

enclosures
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DIOCESE

Los Angeles in California

NAME OF ORDINARY

Cardinal Roger M. Mahony

CDF PROT. N. (if available)
Reverend Walter Fernando

NAME OF CLERIC
PERSONAL
DETAILS OF THE
CLERIC

Date ofBirth

24 Aprill944

Age

60

Ordination

25 January 1973

Years of ministry

31

Colombo, Sri Lanka

ORIGINAL DIOCESE OF INCARDINATION

MINISTRY IN/TRANSFER TO OTHER DIOCESE Los Angeles in California, incardinated on 24
1 - - - - - - . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t February 1986
CONTACT ADDRESS OF THE CLERIC

REDACTED

PROCURATOR (include original signed mandate)

REDACTED

-

-

CONTACTADDRESSOFTHEPROCURATOR

f.: ·::,:.:/'.·::1·.· ..
i...

··•···

. '·

,.
·..

·...:

..·•

ASSIGNMENTS
Year

Parish

Location

Appointment

1973

St. Anthony

Kepungoda

Parochial Vicar

1974

StMary

Dehiwala

Parochial Vicar

1976

St. Thomas

Kotte

Parochial Vicar

1977

St. Cadjetan

Kotugoda

Parochial Vicar

1981

St. Hilary

Pico Rivera, California

Parochial Vicar

1981

St. J obn Baptist de la Salle

Granada Hill.s, California

Parochial Vicar

1986

St. Rose of Lima

Simi Valley, California

Parochial Vicar

1990

Cathedral Chapel

Los Angeles, California

Parochial Vicar

19_9..2

Si. Gr.ego_zy th~ Grs:at

Whittier, California

Parochial Vicar (Pro Tern)

1992

Assumption of the Blessed
Virgin Mary

Pasadena, California

Parochial Vicar

2004

Leave ofAbsence
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ACCUSATIONS AGAINST THE CLERIC
Year

-

1981

Victim

REDACTED

Age

Imputable Acts

17

Denunciation
2003

I
:...

·

CIVIL PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE CLERIC
Year

Type/Case

Conviction

Sentence (include copies ofcivil documents)

2002

Police Investigation and Grand
Jury Subpoena

Dismissed

Case closed because of the expiration of
criminal statute of limitations in accord with the
Supreme Court Stogner case.

2003

Civil Lawsuit for Damages
(BC307409)

pending
.';.

MEASURES ADOPTED BY THE DIOCESE
Year
2003

Preliminary Investigation Initiated

2004

Father Fernando was placed on Administrative Leave

-:~
;'

·.: . .

.: . ··\ ·. ·r!
: :.:;

/~·:· : _~:~

SUSTENANCE PROVIDED BY THE DIOCESE TO THE CLERIC
Father Fernando is living in an ecclesiastical house with his room and board provided. He continues to
receive his salary and is covered by medical and other benefits. He has the same transportation provisions
as a priest serving actively. He has requested and been granted loans for criminal defense .

.. .. ·

...

RESPONSE/RECOURSE MADE BY THE CLERIC
Year

BISHOP'S VOTUM
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·In this case, the alleged sexually abusive activities occurred while the 1917 Code of Canon Law was in
force. The alleged misconduct did not violate canon 2359 of that Code becauseREDACTED was age 17, and .
hence not a minor at canon law. She was a minor in the law of the State ofCalifornia and the alleged
·
activity did amount to a crime in the law of the State.

Recognizing this reality, we are nonetheless seeking an ecclesiastical trial, not to impose a penalty but to
declare the juridic fact (canon 1400, §1, 1°) of whether or not the alleged abusive conduct took place. The
seriousness of the matter requires an unbiased determination with moral certitude of the facts of the matter,
with all the protections for the rights of the parties that a trial affords.

If the judges conclude that Father Fernando perpetrated the alleged deeds, we would forward those results
to the Congregation in order to consult how to proceed, perhaps in light of the p_rovisions of canon 223,_§2.
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w Fernando 03-23-09.TXT
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9
10
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CANONICAL INTERVIEW OF FATHER WALTER FERNANDO

14

Monday, March 23, 2009

15

Los Angeles, california

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

·REDACTED

24

25
1
D

:1

2
3
4
5

6
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w Fernando 03-23-09.TXT
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
canonical Interview of Father

14
15

Walter Fernando, taken on behalf of the Roman

16

catholic church, at 3424 Wilshire Boulevard,

17

5th Floor, Los Angeles, california, beginning

18

at 10:38 a.m. and ending at 11:45 a.m. on Monday,

19
20

March 23, 2009, before REDACTED
REDACTED

21
22
23
24
25
2
0

1

APPEARANCES:

2

3

4

s

REDACTED

Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, vicar for clergy
REDACTED

6
7

8
9

10
11
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w Fernando 03-23-09.TXT
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1

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, MONDAY, MARCH 23, 2009

2

10:38 A.M. - 11:45 A.M.

3

REDACTED

4

5

around the table.

6

the stenographer.

7
8

9
10

I'll begin by introducing people
we've already written out our names for

RED~CTEQ

REDACTED

My role in this meeting is

basically the host, to kind of coordinate the activities;
see to it that things get done.

11

If I can start from the reporter's left hand,

12

~eated

13

as a priest of the Archdiocese has been affected by an

14

accusation, which will be explained.

next to her is Father walter Fernando, whose status

15

Next to·him is Father Fernando's advocate,

16 REDACTED

He is serving in the capacity as

17

canonical advisor and advocate, looking out for

18
19

Father Fernando's interest in this matter.
seated beyond REDACTED
is REDACTED

2CREDACTED_

sometimes we '11 refer to him as REoAcTEo., simply

21

by reason of our relationship to him.

22

capacity as the canonical/auditor.

He is here in his
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Going from the reporter's right hand, seated next

23
24

to her, is Monsignor Gabriel Gonzales, REDACTED

25 REDACTED

-- I'm sorry -- the vicar for clergy
5

D

1

I'm sorry about that-- who's -- is here in the capacity

2

of representing the cardinal in his concern for his

3

priests and dealing with both sides of the issues when a

4

person needs help and when a person needs discipline.

5

on my right hand at the far end is

6 REDACTED
7

, who is here in his capacity as
That is a canonical position

REDACTED

8

that sees to attending to the public interest of the

9

church in serious matters.
Today is the 23rd of March, roughly 10:40 in the

10

11

morning.

And the purpose of this meeting-- well, from

12

our standpoint, our being officials, is to offer Father

13

Fernando the opportunity to make any reply, if he cares to

14

do so, to the heart of the matter as we're confronted with

15

it.

16

not a formal trial process, this is not a formal penal

17

process, the rights that Father Fernando has remains the

18

same.

19

certainly has the right to ask any questions.

20

be put under oath.

21

anything.

22

if he wishes to do so, concerns that would be expressed by

At this point,

I

should reiterate that while this is

He need not say anything if he cares not to.

He

He will not

He's not expected to admit or deny

we are hoping, however, that he could clarify,

----------2-3-the-canoi-1-i-ea=t-aud-i-t:o-r--.-.- - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - 24
25

The nub of the question is generated by an
accusation that was made some -- quite some time ago by
6

0

1

oneREDACTED

of sexual misconduct with her as a minor.

2

This was a subject of a civil lawsuit that has since been
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3

settled and resolved.

4

In our own canonical investigation of the matter,

5

we have·determined that there was·no canonical delict.

6

That's a technical term.

Th~

word is spelled D-E-L-I-C-T.

7

·And for practical purposes, it is a ecclesiastical crime

8

and there was no delict of abuse against a minor because

9

the alleged victim at the time was over 16 years of age

10

and the law at the time defined a minor someone who is

11

under 16.

12

is the age of the victim at the time of the alleged

13

activity because civilly, she may have been a minor.

14

at least from our point of view, there will never be any

15

more evidence than has already been gained to determine

16

whether or not anything had occurred before or after she

17

turned 18.

18

she was 17.

what does remain more problematic in this case
And

It is her claim that things did begin while

19

This puts the cardinal in the position of dealing

20

with the question qf returning someone to ministry who may

21

have been guilty of a -- in civil law, criminal or civil

22

or tortuous activity involving a minor, a civil minor.

23

Needless to say, this is something that the -- the

24

cardinal has great concern about and also the clergy

25

Misconduct oversight Board, whose recommendation he is
7

0

1

looking for before he makes a decision on the matter.

And

2

it is at the oversight board, or it might also say the

3

advisory board is another way of speaking of them, is

4

to -- it is their interest to have this position put

5

before Father Fernando for any comment he might make and

6

it is this:

7

made by the Los Angeles Police Department of a telephone

on the one hand, there exists an audiotape
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conversation that Father Fernando had with the alleged

9

victim in which he makes certain incriminating remarks to

10

the effect that he apologizes for what happened, although

11

it is never said what happened.

12

that.

13

confession.

14

we're talking about, the problem that that statement

15

raises is that what would there be of confessional

16

material that doesn't imply some type of violation of the

17

sixth commandment.

There's no detail about

But he also makes the remark that he went to
He confessed the matter.

In the context that

so we have that' on the one hand.

The other hand is a letter from May 8th, 2003

18
19

I forget the year -- but in which Father Fernando writes

20

that he did nothing to violate his vow of celibacy, and so

21

we're faced with an apparent contradiction and that is the

22

focus of the meeting.

23
24

Is there anything Monsignor Gonzales would like
·to add or wants to clarify?
MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

25

Thank you.

I simply would
8

0

1
2

like to take this opportunity to emphasize what other.

REDACTED

has said to Father Fernando; namely,

3

Father Fernando, that you do have civil rights.

You do

4

have canonical rights.

5

canonical advisor and advocate here today.

6

you wish to consult with your advocate or if your advocate

7

would like to consult with you, we do have a separate

You have the presence of your
If at any time

----------s-conference-room-ava'i-l-able-f-or-yol:l-f-or--~11ose-pu-r-pese·s, •.- - - - - - - - -

That's all.

9

REDACTED

10

Yes.

Thank you very much for the

11

summary of what this meeting is about.

It's important

12

that

I

know that.

13

what

I

wrote in my letter. That since the allegation is
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14

no longer an issue as far as the canonical crime to which

15

he should be or would be subject to any penal action,

16

don't -- everything else remains the internal form.

17

There's nothing, as you said, in the audiotape that

18

describes anything.

19

the celibacy, even if were not made, is a matter of the

20

internal form.

21

he should be questioned about concerning that incident.

22

Furthermore, the burden of proof is not on him.

23

if in the record there's a statement

25

His statement that he didn't violate

so I don't see that there's anything that

I know you are going to say something.

24

I

REDACTED

Yeah.

He has
Go ahead.

These are materials that I
9

D

1

think really are subsequent to the interview that needs to

2

be conducted now by the canonical auditor.

3

had the opportunity to explain in whatever detail he cares

4

to, then

5

I

once he has

think we could go into those matters.

REDACTED

well, except, Father, that if you

6

I -- I -- I will not

I will advise Father Fernando

7

since because of what

8

of what he may or may not have done as a matter of the

9

internal formREDACTED

I

have said, that any investigation
or anybody else, is not to be

10
11

12
13

14

15
16

REDACTED
speak about it.
REDACTED
1"'\.t::.Ut-\vlt::.U

REDACTED
REDACTED

If that becomes relevant, we will
All right.

I

don't understand.

Yeah.
All right.
I

would like to see what the

17

canonical auditor has to ask· before we understand what

18

issues have to be addressed.

He is the one who is
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conducting the investigation and needs to tell us what the

20

materials are.

REDACTED

21

well,

I

would just point out one

22

more thing then, just for the record.

23

i nvesti gati on to be done about the

24

allegation.

REDACTED

That investigation is over.

REDACTED

25

There's no more
The only

could we have the statement from
10

0

1

the investiaator about that?

REDACTED

2

All _right.

REDACTED

3

I

okay.

don't want to jump the gun on

5

anything conclusive here.
REDACTED okay.

6

I have not yet been -- been made aware of as to any new

7

allegation, I don't know.

4

REDACTED

8

unless there's something that
okay.

Yeah.

Yeah REDACTED

9

EXAMINATION

10

REDACTED

1:

12
13

Q

Father Fernando, what -- tell me when -- your

date of birth and where you were born.

REDACTED

M

A

15

Q

okay.

16

A

'44.

17

Q

'44.

18

A

In sri Lanka.

----~------------19

In?

~---ek~y-.-And-wha~-~i~yf~------------------------------------

20

A

The city is called "Ragama," R-A-G-A-M-A.

21

Q

R-A-G-M-A?

22

A

R-A-G-A-M-A.

23

Q

-- A-M-A?

24

A

Yeah.
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25

okay.

Q

Thank you.
11

0

And what are your parents' names?

1
2

A REDACTED

3

Q

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

uh-huh.

6

A

And that's Fernando.

7

Q

okay.

8

A

I

9

Q

And their names?

10

A

11

Q

12

A

'13

Q

14

A

15

Q

16

A

Yeah.

17

Q

okay.

18

A

REDACTED

19

Q

20

A

say it again.
REDACTED

21

Q

22

A

23

Q

24
25

do.

And do you have siblings?
I

have a sister and a brother.

REDACTED

Yes.
okay.

Did you have a or do you have a sri Lankan

name as well as walter or are they all westernized names?
A

Yeah.

My -- my first name, no,

I

don't have a
12

0

1

translated name, no.

2

Q

You do not have a

3

A

No.
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so -- all right. Have you ever gone by the name
ofREDACTED
Q

A

Yeah.

That's-- well, that's not in my birth

certificate.
who would refer to you as

8

Q

But what

9

A

My parents.

10

Q

okay.

REDACTED

would that be a name that anybody else

11

would know of in the United states or anybody -- any of

12

your friends, any of your sri Lankan priest friends or

13

anything like that would?

14

A

15

Q

16

A

They --

17

Q

would they call you that?

18

.A

well, they don't call me by name.

19

No.
.okay.

Your siblings?

have a -- if -- if

I

They-- we

am the younger brother

20

Q

Are you the younger brother?

21

A

-- of my sister --

22

Q

uh-huh.

23

A

--then she would call me Mali, M-A-L-I.
That's -- that's a term they use for younger

24
25

brother.
13

0

1

Q

okay.

But I guess my point is anybody -- this

2

would all take place if you were in sri Lanka, they

3

would -- or if they visited you here, perhaps.

But people

----------·4--~-A-'t:he-I:JA-i-'t:ea-5-i=a-'tes-weu~-d-net-r-e:f-e-r--=-you-can.~--t-tbin.Lo£_ _ _ _ _ __

5

anybody in the united states that would refer to you as

6 REDACTED
7

A

No.

8

Q

okay.

9

okay.

What did you do prior to entering

the seminary in sri Lanka? Did you have a profes.sion?
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10
11

A

No.

I

Q

okay.

13

A

I

14

Q

okay.
Yes.

17

Q

--

20
21
22

I

so college would be our high school,

approxi,mately?

okay.

oid you have any type.of relationship with

females prior to --

REDACTED

By the way, may I ask, what REDACTED

23

REDACTED

24

kt:UAvlt:U
REDACTED

1
2
3

4

Don't answer any question that has

to do with any relationship or any person
of any kind.
nr-nAn-rrn
sure.
I'm not asking you a question.
oh, okay.

25
0

believe.

then -A

19

went from the college to the

And how old were you?

was 18,

16
18

I

seminar.

12

15

was --

REDACTED

14
I

just mentioned your name.

By what -- he is a canonical auditor in what
process right now?

REDACTED

The current interview is to

5

assist the clergy Misconduct oversight Board in making its

6

recommendation to cardinal Mahoney in responding to the

7

recourse which. has been submitted to the congregation for

8

the clergy.

9

cardinal Mahoney, it.is the intention of the cardinal to

10

inform Father Fernando what he intends to do before then

11

he submits his own -- cardinal Mahoney's own response to

12

the congregation.

13

14

After that recdmmendation has been made to

REDACTED

well, then,

I

suggest that since the

decision of the congregation and the recourse does not
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depend on the initial allegation, that there's no reason

16

to submit anything more regarding the issue of the

17

congregation until it renders its decision.

18

don't see --

REDACTED

19

And I

Maybe I need to deny a major

20

here.

21

isn't an issue and I thought I stated that at the

22

beginning; namely, the cardinal is in the position

23

potentially of returning to ministry someone who -REDACTED
May have.

24

Just because there's no crime doesn't mean there

REDACTED

25

1

--

entered into criminal activity
15

0

1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8

civilly.
That is the concern that we have.

REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED.
REDACTED

11

Yes.
Well, it -- you.
It is our further concern that we

will never resolve that.issue.

REDACTED

Exactly.
And the point is what can the

9
10

But you said "may have."

cardinal do in that kind of a situation.

REDACTED

okay.

May I suggest something? May

12

I suggest -- excuse me a moment -- off the record.

13

(Discussion held off the record.)

14

REDACTED

okay.

In view of the

---------1-5-eonvers-a-t-i-on·s--cha't-we-we·Fe-abl-e--te-ha-ve--------------16
17

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

REDACTED

Private conversations.

Yeah.

The private conversations

18

that we had while -- during this break in the

19

proceedings --

20

REDACTED

Excuse me.
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REDACTED

21

during the break the court reporter and

22

excused and were not part of these conversations?
REDACTED

23
24

25

point.

okay.

were

I think that's a very good

Yeah.

so the conversations I'm referring to were
REDACTED
between the five of us except for
and the court
16

0

1

reporter, who stepped outside the room.

2

of the conversations, we believe that we have been able to

3

come to an accommodation that should resolve concerns that

4

have led to this investigation.

5

record, but we're thinking that there isn't any further

6

point to the i nvesti gati on as such and thatREDACTED

7

could be excused from this session.

8
9

10
11
12

REDACTED

And we will put this on

okay.

REDACTED
REDACTED

And as a result

Thank you.
Thank you.

(Discussion held off the record.)
REDACTED

okay.

Now thatREDACTED

has

13

left the room, I think maybe Monsignor Gonzales would be

14

in the position to speak to the matter.

15

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

Since the proceedings now in

16

terms of the auditor and his purpose, namely, to provide

17

the clergy Misconduct.oversight Board with the details of

18

an interview, since those are now finished, we have begun

19

a conversation about a possible agreement between

20

Father Fernando and the Archdiocese of Los Angeles,

21

specifically cardinal Mahoney.

22

agreement, and

23

with this so that we're clear for the record.

24
25

I

The terms of that possible

would welcome all of you to assist me

REDACTED

well, Monsignor Gonzales, for the

sake of disclosure for whoever is going to read this, this
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17

1

private conversation was called by the advocate and the

2

proposed solution was volunteered by Father Fernando.

3

think that's important for them to know.

4
5

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

REDACTED

6

I

I concur.

In that sector, yeah.

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

The terms of the offer that

7

Father Fernando has proposed would include the following:

8

That Father Fernando would be willing to retire upon

9

reaching the age of 65 years of age; that Father Fernando

10

would be willing to refrain from any priestly public

11

ministry.

12

REDACTED

In the Archdiocese.

13

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

14

And I've also articulated to Father Fernando that

15

there remain concerns on the part of the clergy Misconduct

16

oversight Board in terms of its r_ecommendati on to

17

cardinal Mahoney.

18

that the Archdiocese would not be able to provide

19

faculties of the Archdiocese for Father Fernando and in

20

terms of any inquiry from another diocese in Bishop, that

21

the cardinal's recommendation would have to include the

22

doubts that remain with respect to the allegation.

23
24
25

In the Archdiocese.

Those concerns include the stipulation

Any other comments?

REDACTED

Yes.

I think we also discussed that

the question of any such letter of inquiry from- another

--------------------~------------------------------------~1-~-------------------0

1

Bishop, we would get together and determine the wording of

2

any letter from the cardinal or successive -- successive

3

ordinaries of Los Angeles.

4

And since this is going to be reviewed by the

5

board, my feeling would be that the fact of two things
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6

should be.in that letter.

The fact that the allegation is

7

not a canonical crime calling for canonical penalty, but

8

the -- the realty of the difference between civil and

9

canon law, something like this, but the fact is we -- the

10

facts should be stated without a con.cl usi on that he has

11

been found unfit for ministry.

12

because that just isn't a fact.

13

on that wording and so that it satisfies everybody.

14

think it should be clear that it should be fair to the

15

ordinary who

16

is willing to in a sense, give up the function of his

17

priesthood in order to accommodate this.

18

complicate this, but I want to make sure we state only --

19

when the

20

that wouldn't be worded that way.

21

have agreed that he will not exercise ministry in this

22

diocese.

23

will say, "okay.

24

all these facts, I want to do something about it."

25

~rites

lett~r,

That can't be in there
And that -- so we'll work
But I

it, as well as to Father Fernando, who
I don't want to

if it says we have denied him, that -He has offered and we

so that Bishop proceeding, if there ever is one
That leaves it up to me, whether given

Without complicating it, is that a fair
19

0

1

statement?
MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

2

I -- it fairly summarizes

3

and accurately, I think, the position that you have stated

4

to us.

5

6

Yes, I would say that.
REDACTED

Okay.
'

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

However, there's one other

7

point that I would like to make and it is I think it's

8

important for me to tell you, and its on the record, that

9

in my experience, that the clergy Misconduct oversight

10

Board would in all likelihood have difficulties accepting
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that final provision that you have -- you have mentioned

12

here.

REDACTED

13

14

which one is that,

Monsignor Gonzales?

15

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

Namely, that the Clergy

16

Misconduct oversight Board would recommend to the

17

cardinal -- let me just go off the record for just a

18

minute.

19

(Discus~ion

20

MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

21

REDACTED

held off the record.)
We're back on the record.

oh, back on the record.

Don't forget

22

we also agree that there should be a revocation of that --

23

of that precept that was given when he was put on leave.

24
25

MONSIGNOR GONZALES: That is correct.
REDACTED
That's a minor, but it's really
20

0

1
2

important.

REDACTED

Question occurs to me, when does

4

Father Fernando turn 65?
REDACTED .... April 24.

5

THE WITNESS:

3

6

REDACTED

7

REDACTED

8
9

10

24th of April.
Okay.
one day after mine and I am not

going to be 65, long passed that.
MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

So as part of the summary of

the agreement, we would include that the cardinal would

----------:t.-1--revoke-t-he-preeept-f-er-wh~-eh--f-o·r-wR=i-Eh-the-r-eGou.r-se-was.-------

12
13

submitted.
And, finally, then, to summarize the last issue

14

with regard to the clergy Misconduct oversight Board, it's

15

fair to say that in my experience, it will be the position

16

of the clergy Misconduct oversight Board to recommend to
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17

the cardinal that

that Father Fernando would not

18

exercise ministry

public ministry anywhere.

19

would be their position.
And, REDACTED

20

REREDACTED

21

so that

would you 1 ike to comment?

well, I would just add that there

22

would probably never have to reach that -- that issue

23

because what would be presented to them initially would be

24

the fact that part of Father Fernando's offer is that he

25

voluntarily would not want faculties and would not
21

0

1

exercise ministry in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
MONSIGNOR GONZALES:

2

3

These proceedings are

closed.

4

(whereupon, the proceedings were concluded

5

at 11:45 a.m.)

6
7

8
9

10
11
'12

13

14
15
16

17

18
19
20
21
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22
23
24
25

22

0

1
2
3

4
5

I, the undersigned, a certified

sh~rthand

Reporter of the State of California, do hereby certify:

6

That the foregoing proceedings were taken before

7

me at the time and place herein set forth; that a verbatim

8

record of the proceedings was made by me using machine

9

shorthand which was thereafter transcribed under my

10

direction; further, that the foregoing is an accurate

11

transcription thereof.

12

I further certify that I am neither financially

13

interested in the action nor a relative or employee of

14

any of the parties.

15
16

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have this date subscribed
my name.

17
18

Dated:

19
20
21

REDACTED

:2-2
23
24

25
DDOODDODDDDDDDDDODDDDDDDDDDDODDOOODDDOODODOODDOODOO

23
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Arthcliocese of Los Angeles

3424

Los Angeles

Wilshire
BoulevMd

California
90010-2.2.02.

September 15, 2008
Los Angeles Police Department
Discovery Section
Attention: Custodian of Records
201 North Los Angeles Street
Space 301
Los Angeles. CA 90012
Re: Father Walter Fernando; DR 02-1715862
Dear Sir/Madam:
.
.
In 2004 REDACTED _an mvest1gator
o f t he Arc hd"1ocese ofL os Ange 1es, contacte d
Detective James Brown in the Juvenile Division of your Department regarding the above
matter, with Walter Fernando, as the subject of your investigation, andREDACTED
as the victim.
·
In a conversation earlier this week betweenREDACTED and an officer in your
Department, we understand that this case has been closed. In accord with the intemal
canon laws of the Church, the Archdiocese is now going through a procedure concerning
Father Fernan do's status. The content of an audio tape recording by your Depmtment of a
telephone call on May 24, 2002, between Fa~her Fernando andREDACTED s very
important to our reaching a fair and logical conclusion. The call was made during the
course of Detective Brown's investigation ancREDACTED our investigator, was given the
opportunity to listen to the tape. However, to satisfy canon law, we need to have the
· actual tape available to the parties reviewing the case.
·
I

Accordingly, this letter is a f01mal request for the tape recording, or an authenticated
copy. We will, of course, ·reimburse you for any expenses incurred in this matter.
If you have any questions please feel free to call me a REDACTED

REDACTED

Pastor.,! Regions:

Our Lady of the Angels

San FemMdo

San Gabriel

S.tn Pedro

Santa Barbara
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LOS ANGELES.POLICE DEPARTNIENT

P. 0. Box 30158 '·
Los Angeles, (9lifomia. 90030
Telephone: (213) 9713-2100
TDD: (877) 275-5273
Reference Number: 14.4

WIL!:.lAJIII J. BRATTON

Chief of Police
ANTONIO R. VlLLAfVUGOSA
Mayor

RECFI\I""ED
OCT .1 0 zoos

. October 7, 2008

BV::

.REDACTED

.t?

3424-Wilsbire Boulevard
Los Angeles, Califcirirla 90010~2202
REDACTED

·Dear

I hive reviewed your ~equest for a copy of a tap.e recording of a Ma~ 24,~ 2002, telephon,~
conversation between Father Walter Fernando ailc:REDACTED
· · · .,
Please be advised thatthemcticrtape·recofiliffg·oratelep:Q:'one call between Father Fernando and
REDACTED
was generated to support the Los· Angeles Police Department's investigation.
·In accordan~e with Government·C.ode Section 6254(:f), records of investigations conducted by,
or investigatory files ~ompiled by, any local pollee agency ~or law enforcement pili-poses, are
exempt from disclosure; Your request seeks records that are either investigatory records
· themselves or properly part of an investigative file; therefore, I am denyiitg your request.
However, if your request is d~e to pending litigation, the document you are requesting may
possibly be obtained through a court order.

If you have any ques"uons regarding this correspondence, please contact Management AD.alyst
REDACTED
Very' truly yo~s, ·

REDACTED

AN EQUAL fMPLOYNEi'IT OPPORTUNIT¥-AFF.!Rl"'l.A.T!VE ACI!ON Ei'IJPLOYER
wr.NW.lAP.OOnline.Drg
..
Wlt'.l}"/.joinLAPD.com
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LOS ANGELES .POLICE DEPARTfvlENT

P.
WILLIAMJ. BRAITON

o. Box 30158

'·

Los Angeles, California .90030 ·
Telephone: (213) 97&:2100
TOO: (877) 275-5273
Reference Number: 14.4

. Chief of Pollee

ANTONIO R. VILLARAIGOSA

Mayor

RECFI\lED
OCT .1 02008

. October 7, 2008

0

REDACTED

0

BY::

3424-Wilsbire Boulevard
Los Angeles, Califorirla 90010-2202

-DeaREDACTED
0

0

I have reviewed your request for a copy of a tape recording of a May 24,~ 2002, telephon,~
conversation between Father Waiter Fernando andREDACTED

and

Please be advised that the audio tape rec.orcling of a telepJ;10ne call between Father Fernando
REDACTED was generated to support the Los Angeles Police Department's investigation.
. ·In accordanpe with GoyernmentCode See1:ion 6254(f), records of investigations conducted by,
er investigatory files ~~mpiled by, any local police agency :!;'or law enforcement purposes, are
exempt from disclosure. Your request seeks records that are either investigatory records
· · .themselves or properly part of an investigative file; therefore, I am denying your request.
However, if your request is d~e to pending litigation, the document you are requesting may
possibly be obtained through a. court order.
·
·
0

If you have any questions regarding this

0

corr~spondence,

please contact Management Analyst

REDACTED
· Very.truly you:s, ·

REDACTED

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUN!f'i:.AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
www..LAPDOnline.org
..
Vf!WW.joinlAPD.com
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Father Walter Fernando
CMOB#027
SUMMARY
Aprill7, 2009

Timeline of Significant Events
Father Fernando was ordained in Sri Lanka in 1973. In 1981, he came to the Los Angeles
Archdiocese and was assigned to St. Hilary's Parish on March 1, 1981. On August 7, 1981, the
Complainant turned 18. Fernando served at St. Hilary's until his routine transfer to St. John
Baptist de la Salle on November 30, 1981. Fernando was incardinated in Los Angeles on
February 24, 1986.
4-02

The Complainant reported her alleged sexual abuse to the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD).
5-02
As part of their investigation, the detectives had the Complainant make a
monitored telephone call to Fernando. After that recorded conversation, the
·detectives went to Fernando's rectory, but he is gone on vacation.
6-02
Fernando informed the VC that the LAPD came to his rectory looking for him.
He told the.VC that about 20 years earlier he had "crossed boundaries" with a
woman when he took her to the movies and put his arm around her.
8-02
The Los Angeles Times published an article naming Fernando as being under
investigation by the LAPD. Ultimately the criminal case was closed due to the
statute of limitations (Stogner).
1-03
The CMOB first discussed this case, but recommended no action due to the lack
of facts.
VC REDACTED
interview Fernando, but he declined to
2-03
answer any questions regarding the Complainant on advice of counsel. Later,
Fernando sent two letters (3-7-03 and 5-8.:..03) to the VC in which he denied the
allegations and claimed to have obeyed his vow of celibacy.
3-03
CMOB considers the case again and requests that more information be obtained
1-14-04
LA Times article is published detailing the case against Fernando and reporting
that he is still in ministry.
On that same day, the CMOB considered the case and requested an expedited
investigation.
1-17/18-04
A statement was read at all weekend Masses at St Hillary's that Father Fernando
was named in a lawsuit accusing him of sexual abuse while assigiled to that
----------'parish..-Auy-parisbien~t:-with-infmrnation-regarding-the-matter-was-askeclto,_ _ _ _ _ __
contact the VC, but no contacts were made.
2-04
CMOB considered the case again and found the allegations to be credible. They
recommend that Fernando be placed on administrative leave, which he was.
11-04
Case is sent to Rome
9-05
Rome responded that the complainant was 17 at the time and under the 1917 Code
of Canon Law she was not a minor. (It has since changed to 18.) Consequently,
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Father Fernando CMOB #027
Summary 4-17-09
Page2
the case is not under Rome's jurisdiction and responsibility for further action rests
with the Archdiocese.

Interview of Complainant
On January 24, 2004, the Complainant agreed to be interviewed b;REDACTEDrhey met in a
restaurant accompanied by her lawyer. There were no restrictions placed on the interview other
than asking that it not "drag on for several hours."
Complainant stated that when she was a senior in high school she worked as a junior secretary in
the rectory. She worked most weekdays from after school until about 9:30PM. Consequently,
she almost always wore her Catholic High School uniform when working at the rectory. She
was active in her parish, taught CCD and was in the choir. She characterized herself as an
"unattractive nerd" with few friends and subject to verbal abuse from her peers. Her home life
was troubled, so she enjoyed getting away to work in th~ parish.
Complainant said that while she was working at the rectory and still in high school Fernando
took her to a movie. 'Towards the end of the movie he put his hand on her breast and began to
rub it. Then he gave her a kiss on the lips. In another instance while she was still in high school
they were together in a parked car and he laid his head on her lap pulling her head towards him
and gave her a long kiss putting his tongue in her mouth. On another occasion while she was in
high school, Fernando took her to a park where he kissed her and fondled her placing his hand
inside her blouse and bra to rub the skin of her breast. Another time at the same park while she
·was in high school she wa8 with him in a parked car. It was eveillng and he unzipped his pants,
exhibited his erect penis ·and tried to force her to orally copulate him. She refused so he took her
hand, placed it around his penis ad, with his hand clasped over hers, and masturbated until he
ejaculated. She also described several incidents of sexual activity between her and Fernando that
occurred after she was 18; including Fernando digitally penetrating her vagina.
Effective December 1, 19 81, Fernando was transferred to St. John Baptist de la Salle parish in
Granada Hills. So, the Complainant was. now 18. He picked her up at her house and drove her
to his new parish. He took her to a private sitting room in the rectory from which there was a
door leading to his bedroom. They remained mthe sitting room awhile while she played her
flute. He brought her to the rectory a second time and this time they went into his bedroom. He
had her disrobe, kissed her breast, sucked her nipples and lay on top of her. on the bed and then
alongside him. He did not undress, but she could feel his erection. She asked him why he did
not undress and he replied he didn't want her to become pregnant. She estimated she went to the
parish in Granada Hills about ten times an.alliat sllTiilar sexual actiVIty occurredoetween ·
Fernando and her each time. She providelEoAcTEo with a detailed description of the rectory and
Fernando's living quarters. When asked who could corroborate her story, she stated that her
mother, brother and sister all knew that she was going out with Fernando.
Through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando denies that the Complainant was ever in his quarters
at St. John Baptist de la Salle. HoweveREDACTED inspected the premises and found the
Complainant's description of the physical layout to be completely accurate. In order to account
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Father Fernando CMOB #027
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REDACTED

for any alterations that may have been made over the years
interviewed the priest who
was the pastor there at that time. His description of the premises also matches the description
given by the Complainant.
Through his Canonical Advocate, Fernando points out that he could not have driven
Complainant as she describes because he did not have a driver license when he arrived in the
United States. He claims not to have obtained his license until the summer of 1981. No
documentation of that date has been obtained.

Monitored Telephone Call
On May 24, 2002, the LAPD detectives had the Complainant initiate a telephone call with
Fernando. That conversation was recorded.REDAQTED
. has attempted to obtain a copy
of the call, but has been unsuccessful thus far. A letter fromREDACTED 'to the LAPD resulted
in an October 7, 2008, letter denying her a copy. The letter does say that if the request is due to
pending litigation the document may be obtained through a court order. No effort has been made
to pursue that avenue or to explore whether the police department would honor a church
subpoena There is also no explanation on why the request was not submitted to Deputy Chief
Beck, the police department's Chief ofDetectives.
.
. REDACTEDh as had the opportunity
. to li sten to the
.1.
. th
The ab11ty
to obtam
e tape notwithstandin_.
tape. He describes the tape as corroborating the Complainant's allegations. Fernando's
admissions during that taped conversation are in direct conflict with his statements in his March
7 and May 8, 2003, letters in which he denies "having had any sexual activity with
(Complainant)" and affirms that he has obeyed his vow of celibacy. REDAC'!:_ED
status
report ofMarch 21,2007, states, "police record phone conversation between Complainant and
Fernando in which Fernando appears to admit that sexual activity took place between him and
Complainant when Complainant was 17 years old." His report goes on to say that, "Fernando
said that he remembered kissing the victim but didn't remember showing her his penis; he stated
that he thought the victim was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her and recalled rubbing
her breast and kissing her breasts; he told her that he confessed his sins in this matter and asked
·her for her forgiveness; he stated he wanted to remain a priest and asked her to keep this between
them. The investigator concluded that the tape· appeared to confum that something of a sexual
nature had transpired between Fernando and the victim."

ln.terview of Complainant's Family
Ill the meetmg ofAprir2-;-2UCJ8-;-1t was decideo-t1.iatefrons snou1cl-oe madeto conta-cnirer-------Complainant's mother, sister and/or brother in an effort to corroborate the number of"dates" she
allegedly had with Femando and to determine if any of them had any additional information to
support or refute these allegations. The need for this effort was consistent wit1REDACTED
March 21, 2007, analysis of this case. In that report he recommended that the Complainant's
mother, brother and sister be interviewed to ascertain what knowledge they may have ofthe
Priest and Complainant going out together. Rather than contacting these people directly, the
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investigator has elected to seek their cooperation through the Complainant's attorney.
Consequently, none of them has been interviewed nor have they declined to be interviewed.
Information from Attorneys
Attorneys representing the complainant and Archdiocese were contacted and they had no new
information regarding this case.
Civil Suit
This case was settled as part of the global settlement. The amount received by this complainant
was within the median amount for settlement of those cases.
Interview of Father Fernando
Once the foregoing were completed, it wonlrl then he appropriate to interview Father Fernando.
March 21, 2007, analysis of this case. His
Again, this would be consistent with REDACTED
first recommendation in that report was that Father Fernando "should be interviewed quam
primum with regard to every aspect of his case, since direct statements from him will prove
invaluable for resolving many of the issues and questions that remain and will also prove useful
in properly evaluating the claims advanced by (the Complainant)."
On Monday, March 23, 2009, Father Fernando was interviewed. Present were REDACTED
REDACTED

The interview was transcribed and consists of 23 pages in total. After some legal wrangling,
is allowed to begin his interview. After asking a few background questions, he asks
Fernando, "Did you have any type of relationship with females prior to .... " He is immediately
.
d byREDACTED wh o mstructs
.
F emando not to, " ... answer any question
. that h as to do WI"th
mterrupte
any relationship or any person of any kind." After a brief discussion of a canonical nature,
REDACTED and the recorder are asked to leave the room.
REDACTED

(

REift.c}PE~own amount oftime later, they reenter the .room and the record continues. Father

comments that, as a result of the conversatiOn, they "have been able to come to an
accommodatio.n that should resolve concerns that have led to this investigation. And we will put
-----,tliis on recora-:-out we're tiiiiil.Gi:ig ffiat there Isn't any fiifffi:er pomt rotlie investigation as s u c n : - - - - - and thaRE:[)JI:CTED could be excused from this session." At that poiilt the interview is
REDACTED ·
•
•
concluded and
leaves the J.htemew room.
Proposed Agreement
Once the investigation is concluded, a discussion ensues regarding an offer that Father Fernando
has made and the Archdiocesan representatives apparently have accepted. That proposal is that:
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1. Father Fernando will retire at 65 years of age (4-24-09) and will voluntarily agree to
refrain from any priestly public ministrY in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
2. Should any letter of inquiry be received from another Bishop, the parties would
collaborate on the wording of any response from the Ordinary of Los Angeles. The letter
would not say that Fernando has been found unfit for rnj.nistry, but clearly communicate
that Fernando has offered and the Archdiocese has agreed that he will not exercise
ministry in this diocese. Any Bishop making an inquiry should be given the facts and
the decision left up to him regarding any granting of faculties. It was pointed out that
CMOB would in all likelihood have difficulty accepting that provision, but that issue was
never resolved. (Fernando vacations in Sri Lanka.)
3. The original precept placing Fernando on leave would be revoked.
Not discussed in the proposal are several other considerations the CMOB usually addresses in its
final recommendations to the Cardinal. Among those are:
_.,
•
•
•

The appropriateness of the accused priest residing or maintaining a presence in a rectory
or church facility;
An announced at any parish with which he has maintained a priestly relationship; and,
Notification to the Complainant regarding the Archbishop's final decision on this matter.
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Your Eminence:
The measures referenced in my letterto you dated September 22, 2008, deemed
necessary to respond fully to the hierarchical recourse placed against me before your
Congregation by Rev. Walter Fernando are now complete. These measures included,
further investigation, the formal recommendation of my Clergy Misconduct Oversight
Board, and hearing Father Fernando on the matter. I am hereby informing you of my final
decision in the matter.
The following is a summary oftlw fa:cts of the case based on the acta causae:
1. Walter F emando was born on April 24, 1944 and was ordained a priest in Sri Lanka
January 25, 1973, where he ministered until1981. In 1981 he came to Los Angeles and
was incardinated in our Archdiocese in 1986. In 2002, the local police began an
investigation into an allegation, that some 20 years earlier, Fr. Fernando had sexually
abused a 17 year old girl. He denied all claims of abuse. A canonical investigation was
undertaken, and despite Fernando's denial of the allegations, the accusation was deemed
credible and decree FebrU.ar)r 19,2004, Fernando was placed on administrative leave
according to the norm of Canon 1722. Since that time Fr. Fernando has been living in an
ecclesi.astical house with his room and board provided. He continues to receive his salary
and is covered by medical and other benefits.
2 On September 1, 2004, Father Fernando gave his mandate tcREDACTED
REDACTED
, to represent him as his procurator and advocate in all matters having to do
with investigation of this case. The archdiocese has paid for all ofREDACTED services.
3 .On November 9, 2004, I furnished a report to the Congregation for the Doctrine of the
faith in accord with the provision of Sacramentorum sanctitatis tutela Art. 13. On July 4,
2005, that Dicastery responded that, since by her admission, the woman was 17-18 years
of age at the time ofthe alleged incidents in 1981, the matter cannot be considered as a
delictum gravius, and I did not need any authorization from that Dicastery to evaluate the
merits ofthe case and.act accordingly.

The Allegation
The complainant,REDACTED
She alleged:

was interviewed at length by canonical auditor.

a)----'fhat-wbile-attending-a-movie-together-Walter-Femande-.f>ut-his-hand-en-her-b!eas~r---------

and began to rub it.
·
b) In another instance, while in a parked car, Walter Fernando gave her a long kiss,
putting his tongue in her mouth.
c) On another occasion, while at a park together, he kissed and fondled her, placing his
hand inside her blouse to rub her breast.
d) Another time at the same park, while in a car he unzipped his pants, exhibited his
erect penis and tried to force her to orally copulate him. She refused so he took her
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WALTER FERNANDO
Summary

General Data
Walter Fernando was born on 24 Apr 44 and ordained in Sri Lanka on 25 Jan 73, where
he ministered until 1981. In 1981, he came to Los Angeles, where he ministered until 2004,
having been incardinated into L.A. in 1986. In 2002, police began investigating an allegation
that, some 20 years earlier, Fernando had sexually abused a 17-year-old girl. Fernando denied all
claims of abuse, canonical investigation was undertaken, and despite Fernando's denial of allegations, accusation was deemed credible and Fernando was placed on administrative leave in 2004.
Details ofAllegation
In 2002, an adult woman claimed that in 1981 when she was 17 years old, and continuing
'on past her 18th birthday ~EDA~TE~, Fernando engaged her in a sexual relationship that included
kissing, touching and kissing ofbreasts, digital penetration of vagina, masturbation of victim and
attempts to force victim to orally copulate the perpetrator.
Statements by Fern an do
Denials. In Mar 03 Fernando wrote to the Vicar for Clergy denying the girl's claim that
he digitally penetrated her, masturbated her and attempted to force her to have oral sex. In a
subsequent letter the same month he denied having had any sexual activity with the girl in
question and affirmed that he had absolutely obeyed his vow of celibacy.
Admissions. In 2002, Fernando, having been contacted by police detectives, sought advice from the Vicar for Clergy, .as he thought the matter might involve a situation from 20 years
earlier when he "crossed boundaries" with a young female parishioner. A month earlier, police
had recorded a phone conversation between the alleged victim and Fernando, which, according to
police, corroborated the allegations made.
In 2004, a canonical investigator listened to the police recording of the phone conversation, and reported that on the tape Fernando said that he remembered kissing the victim but didn't
remember showing her his penis; he stated that he thought the victim was 19 years old; he admitted feeling love for her and recalled rubbing her breast and kissing her breasts; he told her that he
confessed his sins in this matter and asked her for her forgiveness; he stated that he wanted to
remain.a priest and asked her to keep this between them. The investigator concluded that the tape
appeared to confirm that something of a sexual nature had transpired between Fernando and the
victim.
Admission of Victim to Third Party
Sometime between 2000 and 2002, the alleged victim told a friend of hers that Fernando
had abused their relationship. This friend does not believe that the victim would lie about such a
thing, nor did it occur to this friend that the abuse was sexual, she presumed it to have been some-----------nthing 11Re the betraymg of a confi ence.
Criminal/Civil proceedings
No criminal charges were filed against Fernando, but a civil lawsuit was filed in 2003 and
settled in 2007.
Canonical proceedings
A canonical investigation found the accusation to be credible, but the victim was not a
minor in canon law; hence there is no gravius delictum. Fernando's canonical advisor claims that

1
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the victim, even if her allegations are true, was not even a minor in civil law, as none of the behavior alleged could have occurred before she was 18 (the advisor explains that Fernando did not
have a driver's license until after the victim had graduated from high school, and all the alleged
behavior involves Fernando driving the victim in his car). The victim, however, clearly recalls
much of the behavior occurring while she was still in high school, before she turned 18:

Conclusions
Whatever may have happened between Fernando and the victim, and however old the
victim may have been, this was clearly a one~time occurrence, that is, at no time after these alleged events in 1981, have there been any reports of misconduct by Fernando. Fernando appears
· to pose no real danger to any minor. However, a determination needs to be made whether Fernando can be returned to active ministry of any kind, even restricted. Although the case does not
involve a gravius delictum, the Archbishop can - should he determine that the case warrants it
-restrict Fernando's ministry in accordance with the norms of canons 233 §2 and 277 §3.

2
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In the matter ofWalter Fernando:
The primary evidence comes from a canonical auditor who listened to a police tape
recording of a telephone conversation in which Fernando admitted to the complainant his
crossing sexual boundaries (fondling and kissing her breasts). He also stated that he
confessed his sins in this regard, indicating his awareness of having transgressed the sixth
commandment. It should be noted that this evidence contradicts his flat denial, written in
2003, that he had "absolutely obeyed his vow of celibacy."
The Dallas charter upholds the principle of zero tolerance for even one transgression that
is proven or admitted involving the sexual abuse of a minor.
The following considerations are relevant:
a. There is a dispute about the victiin's age at the time of the offense, whether she
was 17 or 18. Canonically, she was not a minor at the time (below 16). If she
was 17, civilly she was a minor. There is no reasonable hope ofresolving this
dispute.
·
b. The relevance of this point is that if she was civilly a minor, then from a civil law
. standpoint, crime was committed, regardless of Fernando's intentions or false
understanding of her true age.

a

c. Even though there was ~o delictum gravius (by reason of the victim's age), the
principle of aversio in parochum :mentioned in canon .1741 3° applies all the more
strongly in cases of this nature, as borne out by the extent of the damages exacted
thus far against the Archdiocese to the tune of$720,000,000, only a fraction of
what was initially sought.
Further point: Do we know exactly the nature of the appeal? I must assume it is against
the temporary measures that the Archbishop has taken for "the good of the Church and
the public good," since a final determination of his status has not been made.
The review board's delay in making its final recommendation has certainly not helped
matters, as justice delayed is justice denied. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that
its decision will be that Fernando shouldnot be returned to ministry. The b9ard consists
of eleven •'upright and responsible parishioners" (canon 1741 3°) and two pastors. They
are well aware of the wider public sentiment as well as the predicament of priests who .are
either falsely accused or whose transgressions are long past and who pose no reasonable
datiger to minors. Their estimation of an accused cleric's suitability or lack thereof for
-----.·retunrto-min:istryts-rrot-tQ-b-e-taken-lightl
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REDACTED

Matters to be considered in deciding how th·

. .L

,hould respond

Should there be an interim letter to the Congregation, or should there be a
resolution and then a response?

2. At every step of the way the archdiocese has paid for competent advocacy, has
heard the accused, has supported and housed the accused in a safe and suitable
place, and will hear the accused again before a :final resolution. ·
3. There seems to be little doubt that something of a sexual nature did occur between
Walter Fernando andREDACTED The police tape seems to be the best objective
evidence of this
4. Complicating the issue is the fact that the matter received extensive press
coverage in the local papers and announcements were made at two parishes. If
Walter is placed in ministry, the archdiocese would not be in a position to
,announce that he is completely exonerated. Given the public nature of the case,
any parish to which Walter would be assigned would have to be set straight on the
facts. This would put Walter in a very awkward position; how would he be
received by the parishioners? Would his ministry be effective? An important
factor in all of this would be whether or not REDACTEDreceived a settlement.
Parishioners might want to know that.
5. A REDACTED;vas over 18, the matter is outside the realm of a gravius delictum. Yet,
something of a sexual nature did take place that cannot be ignored. The architects
of the Essential Norms had this very situation in mind when they included Norm
9. When a delict is admitted or proven, the diocesan bishop does not need a
Review Board; he has no option but to remove the accused from ministry.
6. The cardinal has not taken this matter lightly as evidenced by the fact that the
matter has been taken to the Review Board at least three times and at least two
recommendations have been given. The letter to the advocate dated May 17,
2008, clearly states that the matter is pending before the Review Board yet one
more time, this in the wake of the settlement of the law suits. His Eminence'
decision will be duly commUnicated with motivation. (It should be noted that
CMOB is made up of volunteers who donate time from their. regular work to
serve on this board. In view of the large number cases, old and new, that are
in need of review, it takes a great deal oftime to do a thorough job. For that
---------Feason,-the-Fesolution-of-these-matte'fs-tak-es-mo~e-time-that-we-wouldJike)·----c----

will

7. The legal action
not be taken on the basis of c.223.2. His Eminence
understands that any determinations that are made cannot include the imposition
·of expiatory penalties but must address the cleric's ministry from the perspective
of the pastoral responsibility of the diocesan bishop to exe:J;cise governance by
regulating ministry within the diocese. Furthermore, he understands that any
administrative decisions which he'makes must be done in writing in keeping with
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the principles of law which regulate the issuance of a singular decree, and if the
cleric is aggrieved, he does have the right to challenge the decision.
-

& As he exercises his responsibility in this matter, he will keep in mind the good
of the cleric himself, the good of the church and the supreme law, the
salvation of souls.
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In Facto:
May 24, 2002: The police record a telephone conversation between Walter Fernando
ancREDACTED
in which Walter Fernando ·appears to admit that sexual activity took
place between himself ancREDACTED when REDACTED
was 17 years old.

June 13, 2002: Walter Fernando learns that police detectives wish to speak with him.
Believing that the matter might involve a situation from some 20 years earlier when he
"crossed boundaries" with a young female parishioner, Walter Fernando seeks advice
from the Vicar for Clergy.
January 22, 2003: The Vicar for Clergy brought the matter to CMOB. No
recommendation pending further information.

February 10, 2003: Decree issued opening the preliminary investigation in accord with

c.

1717.

March 7, 2003: Walter Fernando denies all claims made b:REDACTED as part of a
class action suit in which Walter Fernando is named.
March 26, 2003: The Vicar for Clergy reports to CMOB that Walter Fernando has been
named in a class action suit. The information stated that Walter Fernando had abuse a
young girl from 1980-198~ by pre-sexual grooming, French kissing, fondling buttocks,
rubbing/massaging breasts, placing finger in vagina, etc. CMOB recommended that
further information be obtained from Walter Fernando and REDACTED

m

May 8, 2003: Walter F emando denies writing ever having any sexual activity with
(By now, Walter Fernando has engaged civil counsel)

REDACTED

January 14, 2004: CMOB asks for further information. It reports that it will not hesitate
to recommend administrative leave if credible information warranting such action is
presented.

January 14, 2004: Article in LA Times
January 15: 2004: Article in Pasadena Starr News.
January 16-20,2004: Various witnesses are interviewed.
January 17-18,2004: Announcements at all the Masses at Assumption, Pasadena and St.
Hiliary, Pica Rivera.
January 22, 2003: CMOB discussed the case.
March 26,2003: CMOB discussed the case
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April23, 2003: CMOB gave a recommendation
January 14, 2004: CMOB gave a recommendation
February 17, 2004: CMOB gave a recommendation.
January 23, 2004: Canonical auditor reports thaREDACTED was born on August 7,
1963, that Walter Fernando was at St. Hilary's from March 1, 1981- Nov 29, 1981, that
there are no independent witnesses to corroboratREDACTED :t11egations, that the
police recorded a telephone conversation betweeiREDACTED and Walter Fernando,
which according to police, corroborateREDACTED account.
January 29,2004: Canonical auditor interviewe<REDACTED at length. She alleges
that Walter Fernando sexually abused her.
February 7, 2004: Article in LA Times.
February 17., 2004: CMOB, despite Walter Fernando's denials, finds thaREDACTED
to have the appearance of credibility and recommends that
Walter Fernando be placed on administrative leave.

REDACTED .ccount of things

February 19, 2004; Walter Fernando is placed on administrative leave.
March 3, 2004: Article in the Los Angeles about the a11egations against Walter Fernando
September 1, 2004: Walter Fernando engages canonical counsel. The Archdiocese
agrees to pay advocates fees.
September 22, 2004: The canonical auditor listens to the police recording.ofthe
conversation betwefREDACTED and Walter Fernando. He admitted feeling love for
her. He reca11ed rubbing her breast and admitted to kissing her breasts. The tape seems to
confirm that something of a sexual nature transpired between them. Debate ensue as to
whether there was question of a gravius delicim, SinceREDACTED :tppeared to be
above the age of 18.
Novewh"r Q_ '2004~ ~ince the preliininary investigation established the semblance of
truth iiREDACTED allegations, that when she was 17 years old she was sexually
abused by Walter Fernando, Cardinal Mahony reports matter to Rome, noting that
_ _ _ _ _ REDACTED

migh-n0t-ha-v:e-been-a-minor-a~CanonLaw_buLwo.uld_haye_b_e_en_a_mino.r_:in.___ _ _ _ __

civil law.
July 4, 2005: CDF responds to Cardinal Mahony advising him that since the case does
not involve a reserved gravius delictum not special authorization is needed for him to
evaluate the merits of the case and act accordingly.
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November 9, 2005: Walter Fernando's canonical advocate writes to the Vicar for Clergy
expressing concern at the Vicar for Clergy's proposal to engage in further "fact finding'
investigation while the civil lawsuit b:REDACTED was pending. He suggests the status
quo, i.e. Walter Fernando's continuing administrative leave with residence at St. Basil's
and no further action on the part of the archdiocese- should be preserved until the
c'onclusion of the civil suit.
·
December 19,2005: Walter Fernando's canonical advocate writes to the Vicar for
Clergy expressing conc·ern that doubt exists as to whethe1REDACTED
was under 18
when the alleged abuse took place and ohiects to any "fact-finding" on the part ofthe
archdiocese until it is proven thatREDACTED
was in fact under 18. (meanwhile, law
suits are still pending).
November 6, 2006: Advocate writes to Vicar for Clergy complaining about the delay in
acting on the case and asks why Walter Fernando is still out of ministry. Advocate asks
what action the archdiocese intends to take in the case.
December 15, 2006: Vicar for clergy writes to advocate explaining that, in agreement
with what the advocate had written in his letter of Nov 9, 2005, the archdiocese also felt
that it was in the best interests of all concerned to preserve the status quo with regard to
Walter Fernando (i.e. administrative leave and residence at St. Basil's) unti;l the civil suit
should be concluded; at an opportune time the serious question of Walter Fernando's
suitability for ministry will be properly handled.
December 23, 2006: Advocate writes to ·vicar for Clergy arguing that the matter cannot
be pursued further under 1395.2; "I am now concerned about this open-ended delay,
especially because the disposition of the civil case may have no bearing on the canonical
issues".
·
November 2007: Law suits are settled.
February 25, 2008: Advocate requests that faculties withdrawn by the Vicar for Clergy
on Feb. 18, 2004, be rescinded and Walter Fernando be reinstated.
May 17, 2008: Response from Vicar for Clergy; petition denied.
May 31,2008: Advocate requests a reconsideration ofhis request.
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REDACTED
From: REDACTED
Sent:
To:

Monday, March 02,2009 9:03PM
REDACTED
Gonzale5:' Msgr. Gabriel; REDACTED

Subject: Re: FERNANDO CASE
REDACTED

Thanks for the email.
Yes, we decided some months ago that a particular person would be assigned as IN CHARGE of
each of these cases and investigations until resolution.
If we need to meet again quickly to do that, please let me know.
I am concerned that these cases drag on for months and years and no one is responsible for each
case.

+rmm
REDACTED

fu a message dated 3/2/2009 7:53:59 P.M. Pacific Standard Time,

writes:

REDACTED
When I received your email last Friday, I thought it would be prudent to wait and see what feedback it
illicited. Four days later I have received none-hence this email. My concem·is that no one person
sees themselves as responsible for pursuing the Fernando investigation. Consequently, I'm afraid
everyone may be waiting for someone else to finish the investigation so the CMOS can hear it and
make their recommendation to the Cardinal. So, Jet me force ttie issue with two questions:
1. Who is responsible for finishing the Fernandd investigation?
2. In addition to Fernando, who is responsible for completing the investigations onREDACTED
REDACTED ? We all met on these cases in December 2008 and agreed on the additional
investigation that needs to be done.

I

REDACTED

--- Orig_t[lal Message ----From: Rt:.LJACTED
To:REDACTED
Gabriei:REDACTED
Cc~~g~_g_T~P ...... .
Sent: 2/27/2009 2:49:35 PM
Subject: CMOS special review case

Gonzales. Msgr.

All,

3/9/2009
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It was last September that the Cardinal sent a letter to the Congregation for the Clergy in
response to their notice that it had received an appeal from Fr. Walter Fernando against his
removal from ministry. The Cardinal's letter indicated that the case was still being ·investigated
and so no decision had yet been made to appeal against. However, the investigation should
be concluded soon, and when it is, the Cardinal will notify the Congregation of his decision in
the matter.
In about three more weeks, it will be six months since this letter went to the Congregation. I
am fearful that if they do not hear from the Cardinal soon, they will take some kind of action.
What is the status of the investigation? I believe once we completed the other .items outlined
by""o•cTEo as needed doing, someone needed to interview Fr. Fernando himself. Are we .ready to
do this? Once CMOB makes its formal recommendation to the Cardinal in the matter, he can
make his decision and notify all concerned.
If we need to convene to discuss this, please be aware that I am out of town March 1-4,
returning to the office Thursday, 5 March.
REDACTED
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